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МЕТАХИМИЯ: СМЫСЛ АЗБУКИ И АЗБУКА СМЫСЛА  

ГЕННАДИЙ ДЛЯСИН
1 

ТОЛЬЯТТИ, РОССИЯ 

GENSIN777@YANDEX.RU 

Резюме: Представлено видение на сегодня концепции азбуки – 3D-системы звуков речи человека 
(2013), восходящей к алатрену – авторской системе аминокислот (1998). Использованы ранее 
введенные понятия о симметрии смысла, смысловом словаре, а также о ко-симметрии. 
Рассмотрены фрагменты смыслового словаря, а также фрагменты ранее выполненного 
доказательства присутствия смысла на уровне звуков и слогов. Показаны некоторые 
семиотические особенности системы Д.И. Менделеева. Выводы ведут и к теоретическими 
вызовам (новая формулировка антропного принципа, квантовая фонетика, триплетный код азбуки, 
иная теория строения атома), и к новым практическим возможностям, например, в направлениях 
теории и практики искусственного интеллекта и речи, изучения языков и перевода, построения 
«древа» языков, идентификации диктора, биоинформатики, энергетики, медицины и других. 

Ключевые слова: Система. Азбука. Система азбуки. Аминокислоты. Алатрен. Генетический код. 
Триплетный код речи человека. Ген-бабочка. Фон-бабочка. Химия. Метахимия. Семиотические 
законы системы элементов. Симметрия. Ко-симметрия. Симметрия смысла. Смысловой словарь 

1. АЗБУКА В ЦЕНТРЕ МЕТАХИМИИ  

1.1. Азбука от азбуки. От клинописной азбуки через алатрен – к имманентной 
фонетической 
 
Авторская исследовательская программа, ныне именуемая Метахимией, от начала 

строилась вокруг системы Д.И.Менделеева. Именно удивительной симметрии спиральной 
системы химических элементов (впоследствии названной Вихрем) была посвящена первая 
рукопись «Галактика Менделеева» (Длясин, 1983), которая осталась не изданной. Однако 
постепенно программа захватывала темы молекулярной биологии и лингвистики, становилась 
все более интегральной, и оказывалась синтезом наук от науки центральной, то есть от химии. 
Азбука всегда представлялась нам бесспорной системой во всей полноте этого понятия, 
например, периодической системой с периодами типа А-БВГД//…//И-КЛМН//О-ПРСТ//…, 
которые выстраиваются друг под другом (1993). Некоторые принципы построения 
генетических знаниевых систем, изложенные тогда в самом общем виде, скорее интуитивно, 
чем осознанно (Длясин, 1994a), оказались программными. Их было выделено двенадцать, и по 
прочтении, возникал вопрос – «неужели вот это позволит открывать новые системы 
мироздания, вы серьезно, или шутите?» В самом деле, случилось так, что спустя годы все наши 
новые системы и их закономерности последовательно реализуют именно эти принципы. Одна 
из таблиц, приведенных в работе, посвященной организации знаний на основе симметрии 
(Длясин, 1994b), оказывалась уже практически системой аминокислот белка. Но строгая и 
осознанная система с исчерпывающим доказательством родилась несколько позже (1996) и 
была впервые опубликована в монографии «Азбука Гермеса Трисмегиста или молекулярная 
тайнопись мышления» (Длясин, 1998).  

Эта книга вобрала в себя, во-первых, программную рукопись под названием «Азбука 
теории… азбуки» (Длясин, 1996), а, во-вторых, обнаруженную систему аминокислот белка. 

Азбука как система, система аминокислот белка (впоследствии названная алатреном:  
АЛАнин-ТРЕониН), – само существование подобных систем казалось тогда невероятным. 
Впрочем, таковым оно оказывается и до сих пор, спустя уже более 15-ти лет после первого 
опубликования. 

Остановимся на основных идеях нашей первой монографии-1998 об азбуке. Во-первых, 
здесь состоялось представление обнаруженной системы аминокислот – алатрена. Во-вторых, 

                                                
1 Геннадий Геннадьевич Длясин, писатель, специалист-химик, кандидат педагогических наук, 
доцент социальных технологий, e-mail: gensin777@yandex.ru 
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показана связь алатрена и алфавита, букв и аминокислот. Тогда через угаритский клинописный 
алфавит. Мы утверждали, что сами клинописные символы этого алфавита – оригинальная 
запись молекулярной структуры аминокислот. И, соответственно, что азбука и алатрен – одна 
и та же система на разных этажах бытия. Азбука тогда была взята из уже упомянутого 
представления 1993 года с периодами И-КЛМН//О-ПРСТ//. То есть последовательность букв и 
звуков в ней была такой же, как в кириллице, латинице, греческом, финикийском и других 
алфавитах (включая майя) – составляя, таким образом, единое представление, восходящее к 
истории, истории языков и письменности, восходящее к тому общему и единому, что 
прослеживалось от алфавитов древности. 

Непосредственная работа над рукописью Метахимии (2013), продолжающей и 
развивающей идеи «Азбуки Гермеса Трисмегиста…» (1998), началась через десять лет после ее 
выхода в свет – в 2008 году, а уже в следующем, 2009 году, была обнаружена 3D-система 
конституентов генетического кода.  

Заметим, что продолжением исследований строго в створе «Азбуки…» и появлению 
энергии для этого мы обязаны не только собственной убежденности в продуктивности нашей 
исследовательской программы. Неоценимую роль сыграло и множество примеров обратной 
связи – отзывы и ссылки – со стороны представителей разных наук и деятелей культуры. В 
этой связи, отметим предисловие к сербскому изданию «Азбуки Гермеса…» (Дљасин, 2007), 
полученное от профессора Милойе М. Ракочевича (Ракочевић, 2007), а также и теоретическое 
и практическое использование им идей «Азбуки…» – вместе с профессором Джуро Коругой и 
их коллегами – в целом ряде иных работ (Раткаj и др., 2004). В частности, в этих работах 
(Ракочевић и др., 2004) было рассмотрено две системы языка – система Фердинанда де 
Соссюра (de Saussure, Ferdinand) и наша система, неразрывно связанная с системой 
аминокислот. 

По следам ген-бабочки сразу же был начат новый поиск – азбуки фонетической (фон-
бабочки), связанной не с культурой или историей, а исключительно только с человеком, с его 
речевым аппаратом – его устройством и артикуляцией. И действительно, звуки человеческой 
речи через семь шагов от алатрена к азбуке выстроились сначала в симметричную матричную 
систему двадцати согласующих, а затем – в 3D-систему 24-х главных звуков речи или 
фундаментальных фонем).  

Тогда же и одновременно было обнаружено два новых закона в системе Менделеева, 
которые по своему смыслу оказались не только квантово-химическими, но знаково-
семиотическими. Эти законы были выявлены при анализе особой связи кривых изменения 
свойств единиц систем, обнаруженной сначала при исследовании алатрена. Эта связь – такая, 
что в ее реализации задействованы все преобразования симметрии, а также масштабирование, 
в том числе неравномерное и некоторые другие – названа ко-симметрией, с соответствующей 
подробно разработанной дефиницией. Вообще, одновременная работа над тремя предметами – 
Вихрем, алатреном и азбукой, когда продвижение в одном из трех векторов сразу же 
отражались на других, – представил хороший пример исследовательского резонанса. 

В продолжение работы над Метахимией, в 2011 году было начато изучение симметрии 
открытой системы азбуки через смысл звуков. Тем самым мы решили еще раз подтвердить 
саму систему, ее смысл, симметрию и право на существование. Выполненное описание 
(выстраивание) всех деревьев смысла, представило собой новый тип словаря – Смысловой 
Словарь. Словарь не этимологический, но именно смысловой – здесь смысл каждого слова 
происходил из смысла входящих в него звуков. 

1.2. Некоторые пролегомены  
 
Остановимся теперь на тех векторах, на тех пролегоменах, которые в самом начале 

движения в сторону фонетической азбуки ясно указали на точность и правильность выбора 
пути поиска. Первым и главным вектором, более того, путеводной звездой был уже открытый 
алатрен, который мы ожидали увидеть и в лингвистике. Вторым вектором были предпосылки 
из прошлого и настоящего. Если говорить о прошлом (Гордина, 2006), то как особо важное 
знание было отмечено то, что к 1569 году семь пар элементов для системы азбуки уже были 
известны и по своему, но выстроены в прообраз системы, например Джоном Хартом (Hart, 
John). После Кур де Жеблена (de Gebelin, Antoine Court) из восемнадцатого века перед нами 
уже восемь установленных пар «звонкий - глухой» ([p] – [b], [t]– [d], [n]– [m], [r]– [l], [k]– [g], 
[s]– [z], [ʃ]– [ʒ], а также и пара [f]– [v] в «дополнительных интонациях») и, таким образом, для 
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искомой системы из двадцати согласующих, оставалось найти еще лишь две отсутствующих 
пары. А затем уже все эти десять пар выстроить в систему – двадцати элементов, разделенных 
на два потока «звонких» и «глухих» точно также, как все аминокислоты в алатрене разделены 
на десятичленный период глицина и такой же период аланина. Здесь же, продолжая 
прослеживать историю фонетики, было обнаружено, что представления и надежды, 
реализованные в Метахимии, – не «упали с неба», но абсолютно точно встали после идей Луи 
де Куртильона (de Courtillon, Louis - abbe de Dangeau), Александра Белла (Bell, Alexander 
Melville), Герасима Петровича Павского, Василия Алексеевича Богородицкого и других. Идей, 
связанных не с классификацией (например, МФА), но именно с системой. 

Наша первоначальная убежденность была отдана азбуке, сквозной для культуры и 
письменности, а она оказалась сквозной вообще. Для всего на свете. В основе и в глубине 
Всего. В его изначальной сути. 

2. СЕМЬ ШАГОВ ОТ АЛАТРЕНА К АЗБУКЕ 

2.1. Построение-открытие матричной формы для согласующих  
 
Азбука первоначальная или фонетическая – соответствующая понятию «естественная 

система», была найдена в семи шагах, шесть из которых привели  к матрице согласующих, а 
седьмой – соединил ее с гласными-гласящими.  
 

 
 

Изображение 1. Табличная азбука – симметрия места и способа образования (Длясин, 2013) 
 

Процесс обнаружения-открытия азбуки был двояким – с одной стороны, мы удерживали 
в сознании и общий характер и частные подробности устройства алатрена, а с другой, – снова 
и снова прослушивали и проговаривали звучание фонем русского и английского языков. 
Структура фонетического алфавита, в точности соответствующая алатрену – была тогда 
гипотезой, подлежащей проверке только в рамках стандартной логики исследования. И эта 
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логика была методично (в упомянутых шагах) описана в Метахимии (Длясин, 2013), в 
движении от гипотезы к твердо установленному и доказанному знанию. На самом деле нас 
вело убеждение, притом вело с той необыкновенной скоростью, которая превосходит любые 
логические описания процесса. Начало было тривиальным, например, первыми были 
поставлены тройки фонем из простого примера перемещения места артикуляции – «p – t – k» 
или «b – d – g». Кроме этого, было решено, что поскольку в алатрене аминокислоты 
кислотного и основного характера чередуются, то и в азбуке будет чередование взрывных и 
шипящих согласующих. Еще было понятно, что как и алатрен, азбука – есть система 
периодическая, поэтому последовательность изменения характера звуков первых рядов 
(пятерок) – тотчас воспроизводилась во вторых рядах. В конечном итоге в искомой матрице 
образовалось, кроме общеизвестных, еще две пары: [h] – [j] и [ʧ] – [ʤ], а все звуки и пары 
обрели свое точно установленное место.  

Обнаруженная система, во-первых, была проверена на симметрию качественных свойств 
– для этого на готовую таблицу были нанесены известные артикуляционные характеристики 
звуков – место и способ образования в речевом аппарате человека (Изображение 1). 

Разумеется, эти же самые характеристики как раз-то и помогли обнаружить систему, но 
теперь это уже был не процесс, а результат и проверка этого результата. Великолепная 
симметрия и по горизонтали и по вертикали не оставила сомнений – налицо совершенно 
особенное построение. И если алатрен (Изображение 1) мы назвали строгим, как таблица 
умножения и красивым, как венок сонетов, то азбука, обнаруженная в той же структуре – еще 
и звучит – ее мы можем не только увидеть, но и произнести вслух – услышать ее системную 
гармонию.  

2.2. Закономерности системной азбуки. Идентификация диктора и „личная 
подпись“ языка   

 
Дальнейшим исследованием обнаруженной системы и ее доказательством стала проверка 

количественных характеристик звуков – для двух периодов системы, для разных языков, для 
разных свойств звуков и для разных дикторов. Воистину «факториальное» число степеней 
свободы подобной работы, разумеется, было сведено лишь к некоторым примерам. 
Проверенным, или только обозначенным, как направления. Это, например, идентификация 
диктора и идентификация писателя. Было рассмотрено одно и то же свойство речи (звуков 
речи) для нескольких дикторов на системной двухординатной оси и обнаружено характерное и 
сильное отличие. Объем статьи заставляет нас ограничиться этим рассказом, но можно 
резюмировать, что кривые отличались столь же принципиально, как и те, что мы приведем 
ниже для разных языков. 

В самом деле, отдельное изучение тех или иных свойств звуков речи в разрезе разных 
языков (тонкие отличия и родство, построение генетического древа языков и другое), почти 
столь же «необъятное», что и для дикторов – еще ждет своего часа, но и то, что было показано 
в отношении русского, английского и японского (Изображение 2), оказалось примером и яркой 
характерной индивидуальности (целостный образ) и совершенно особой математической 
(топологической и графовой) закономерности.  

Это позволяет предполагать, что наша азбука может быть полезной для генетического и 
дифференциального языкознания.  

Построение кривых было выполнено по числовым данным для встречаемости фонем, во-
первых, английской речи (Фланаган, 1968; Dewey, 1923) по Годфри Дьюи (Dewey, Godfrey). 
Во-вторых, русской речи (Cherry и др., 1953; Halle, 1959; Сапожков, 1963) по Колину Черри 
(Cherry, Edward Colin), Моррису Халле (Halle, Morris) и Роману Осиповичу Якобсону. И, в-
третьих,  –  японской речи (Onishi, 1937; Halle 1991; Тамбовцев, 2001) по Масао Ониши 
(Onishi, Masao). Размерность как в источниках: относительная частота встречаемости фонем в 
процентах для английского и японского, абсолютная по взятой выборке – для русского. 

Важно всемерно переходить от чисел к телесности, от «баз данных» к «образам данных». 
Посмотрим на образы. Для русского образ совершенно особый и легко узнаваемый – «челн под 
парусом», для японского – «иероглиф», английского – «скрипичный ключ» (Изображение 3 
верхний ряд). А теперь – на закон. Он виден так (Изображение 3 нижний ряд), что на 
английской «подписи» форма кривой на двух участках последовательности «3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7» 
повторяет саму себя поворотной симметрией, а на русской и японской имеются зеркально-
симметричные участки «1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5». 
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Изображение 2. «Подписи» языков. Слева направо – английский, русский, японский. Вверху – 
матричная азбука (точные кривые), внизу – 3D-система (только характер кривых) (Длясин, 

2013) 
 
Успехи точного фонетического исследования (накопленные базы данных для свойств 

фонем разных языков, фонетическая акустика, синтез и распознавание речи и другое) и 
связанного математического моделирования могли бы быть еще весомее, если бы оказалась 
востребована уже установленная системная связь всех свойств звуков речи между собой. 
Разумеется, такая связь не всегда элементарна (и выражена уравнением прямой), зачастую она 
сложна и неочевидна – но она есть, она присутствует объективно как общий закон системы 
азбуки. Например, мы сравнили изменение двух свойств – встречаемости звуков и их силы для 
английской речи (Длясин, 2013). Системные графики показали очевидную софазность их 
изменения вплоть до явной аналитической связи, вида суммы функций уравнения прямой и 
логарифмической. Этот простой пример не так прост, ведь взаимозависимость принципиально 
разных по природе характеристик, обычно называется законом. Тем более, что в литературе 
утверждается, что эти свойства, напротив, никак не связаны (Сорокин, 1985). Но дело, 
разумеется, не только в этой или в иной другой паре характеристик или языков – дело в 
системе, в которой, как в законе Барри Коммонера (Commoner, Barry), «все связано со всем» - а 
это десятки новых законов.  

2.3. Введение гласных и выход в пространство   
 
Последним шагом к полной азбуке, названной фон-бабочкой, стало введение гласных-

гласящих. Для этого первоначально были проанализированы многочисленные исследования 
этих звуков – и что бы ни изучалось – в каждом случае не оставалось никаких сомнений в том, 
что главных гласных – две, это [А] и [О], есть еще две дополнительных, с иной структурой, 
названные гистерезисными – [И] и [Е]. Всего четыре. Все остальные гласные, сколько бы их ни 
было в конкретном языке – аллофоны. Это либо звуки, тяготеющие к той или иной из четырех, 
любо йотированные. Здесь, также как и в 3D-алатрене, появился центральный квадрат, ядерное 
«тело» системы, окруженное пятичленными «крыльями».  

Симметрия и ко-симметрия были «приборами точной настройки» и «оснасткой» – при 
пространственном раскладывании всех возможных вариантов связи четырех гласных и 
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двадцати согласных. И в конечном итоге, «здание» было построено – система установлена 
(Изображение 3).  

 
 

Изображение 3. Главный КОД: фон-бабочка – азбука в виде 3D-системы (Длясин, 2013) 
 

При этом игра ко-симметрии в основном проверялась на кривых встречаемости звуков в 
русской и английской речи. Но не только. Весьма примечательным оказалось свойство 
неоднозначности, численные значения которого были взяты посредством оцифровки 
диаграммы, приведенной в одном из докладов (Neiberg и др., 2008) Шведской фонетической 
конференции. Объем статьи не позволяет нам привести это изображение, но тем не менее, 
совершенно удивительная кривая этого свойства – с осью симметрии как раз там, где проходит 
плоскость симметрии фон-бабочки, оказалась еще одним подтверждением того, что азбука, – в 
некотором смысле, звуковая стоячая волна. Вид кривой не только напоминал спектр 
идеального низкочастотного сигнала, но и дихотомично, по свойству четности-нечетности, 
разделялся на особый ход для диктора-женщины и особый – для диктора-мужчины. 

2.4. Генетический и фонетический коды. Азбука и человек   
 
Две системы на разных этажах Бытия, имея в виду их точное структурное и 

поэлементное соответствие, дают уникальные возможности для переноса. И прежде всего – от 
наук о природе – к наукам о человеке и обществе. Одним из первых шагов, впрочем, пока 
носящем лишь декларативный характер – была формулировка представления о генетическом 
коде для азбуки – триплетном фонетическом коде (Изображение 4), в котором по тому же, что 
и в коде жизни, закону – каждый согласующий звук кодируется триплетом, выбранным из 
четырех гласных.  

На этом изображении исследование остановилось даже без поиска способа какой-то 
проверки этой гипотезы или применения ее для каких-либо целей. Она оказалась слишком 
экстравагантной, – настолько, что подсознательно мы остановились на этой гипотезе, увы, 
даже не помышляя о способах ее объяснения или применения. Заглянули за горизонт, но не 
осмелились осмотреться по сторонам. Взглянуть туда, где находятся ядерные коды речевого 
воздействия, столь же сильного, как и огонь, на что недвусмысленно указывают сами слова, 
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поэтому точнее не сказать и не подумать – горло – горнило – горн – гортань – горение – 
огонь…  

 

 
 

Изображение 4. Два триплетных кода – жизни и коммуникации (Длясин, 2013) 
 

Только что, представляя путь реализации нашей программы исследований, в самом  
начале этой статьи, мы уже написали о том, что сама азбука – и есть антропный принцип, 
самая краткая его формулировка. В начале Мироздания было слово, а система этого слова, а 
это и есть азбука – недвусмысленно указывает на человека – на его четыре конечности и 
двадцать пальцев по десять и по пять на руках и ногах. Это и есть антропный принцип, 
говорящий что Вселенная и Человек неотрывны друг от друга, что идея Человека есть во 
Вселенной, а идея Вселенной есть в Человеке. Что и обнаружил еще древний грек Протагор с 
его краткой мыслью: «человек – мера всех вещей». 

 

2.5. Симметрия смысла и смысловой словарь   
 
Метахимия слова… Метахимия смысла… Еще в «Азбуке Гермеса…» (1998) было начато 

доказательство того, что система азбуки речи в точности повторяет систему аминокислот 
белка. Тех самых аминокислот, из которых по определенному – генетическому коду – 
выстраивается белок, то есть жизнь, которая, как известно, есть «способ существования 
белковых тел»… Строго доказав, что системы аминокислот и элементов коммуникации – 
совершенно идентичны, мы собрали… все слова языка, чтобы, выстроив их как белковые 
молекулы – «деревья смысла», выделить смыслы основополагающие – смыслы каждого слога, 
а затем и каждого звука речи… Сделать, наконец, в явном осознанном виде то, что в виде 
неявном – бессознательно – предчувствует каждый человек, с самого раннего возраста 
замирающий от волшебного «детского конструктора», спрятанного в словах – «ра-дуга», «ноч-
лег», «не-бо», «гори-зонт», «кол-о-кол», «ба-ра-ба-н», «ка-душ-ка»…  

Для примера покажем, как начинает выстраиваеться граф смысла слога «ха» (отдна из 
ветвей «древа» звука «х»), который означает «любовь», что логично следует из изучения 
самого графа – от движения по нему от множества цепочек слов-ветвей к стволу смыслового 
«древа». Ветви этого графа состоят из той, что означает «любить, ласкать» (кохать, кохана, 
хахаль, ухажер, утеха, потеха, замануха), здесь же и сваха и сноха, здесь же и хата, хаза, хауз, 
тахта, халупа, а еще махать (хвост, муха, блоха, мах, взмах, порхать, пахтать), пахать (соха, 
лемех, пахарь, сохатый, хворост и далее – складки местности простые и великие - ухабы, 
бархан, вплоть до гор - шихан) и преобразовывать (повариха, портниха, знахарь, повитуха). 
Разумеется, это лишь фрагмент… Не забудем и самые главные смыслы «ха» – дух, воздух и 
выше, восходящие к именам бога и его любви (например, хабиба).  
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Это только несколько веточек одной ветки одного из деревьев, но когда были построены 
все деревья (Длясин, 2013) – мы увидели подтверждение своей первоначальной цели – деревья 
со «смыслами на ветках» оказались симметричны по всем симметриям нашей азбуки. Кстати, 
при этом появилась симметрия смысла, как обобщенное понятие.  

3. ОБСУЖДЕНИЕ 

3.1. Азбука и проблема происхождения языка  
 
О какой азбуке идет здесь речь, какова она, если охарактеризовать ее со всех сторон? 

Поскольку большая часть пояснений уже даны, здесь мы просто перечислим эти стороны. Она 
– фонетическая, имманентная, изначальная, независимая от языка, а, следовательно – и азбука 
звуков речи и азбука фонем языка одновременно. А еще? Она – независимая от истории 
культуры, независимая от истории цивилизации, вообще – независимая от истории, исконная, 
системная, симметричная, периодическая, артикуляционная, смысловая. Азбука коммуникации 
вообще, коммуникации, как таковой.    

Нам представляется, что Метахимия снимает главную проблему лингвистики – проблему 
происхождения языка, коль скоро его первооснова – азбука – впечатана в саму ткань 
феноменального мира как изначальный код.  

Антропный принцип говорит, что человек неизбежно возникает, поскольку его идея 
присутствует при рождении мира. Азбучный принцип говорит, что речь и язык неизбежно 
возникают, потому что идея азбуки присутствует при рождении мира. Жизнь неизбежно 
возникает, потому что ее идея присутствует при рождении мира. Впрочем все это и есть мир – 
его сущность его главное содержание. Рождение человека, рождение азбуки и рождение жизни 
это и есть рождение мира.        

3.2. Азбука для звуков речи, фонем языка и букв текста   
 

Язык – в смысле главного своего содержания – то есть совокупности слов, представляет 
собой Большой Смысловой Словарь – очень бурно разросшийся регулярный парк, в основе 
которого – если посмотреть вглубь буйных зарослей – азбука, главные деревья вырастают в 
строгости по ее (азбуке) структуре. Язык – большая динамическая – живая система, выросшая 
из азбуки, как огромный сад, выросший из строго по линейке посаженных нескольких 
саженцев. Азбука – основа, каркас, скелет языка.  

Уже несколько столетий, а особенно несколько последних десятилетий, стоит плач по 
сокращению азбуки букв – письменной азбуки, которая на самом деле, лишь символьный 
способ записи звуков того или иного языка. Если сокращение не уничтожает звуки, а только 
вынуждает одними символами записывать звуки одного звучания, но разного смысла – это не 
уничтожает ни звуки, ни смыслы. Поскольку и без этого – социально-исторического влияния – 
каждый звук многозначен. 

Поскольку здесь идет речь о системе азбуки, значит, она имеет свои конституенты – то 
есть отвлеченные сущности, стоящие за их материальным воплощением, как химический 
элемент – отвлеченная идеальная сущность атома – реального и вещественного. Здесь, в 
азбуке, в реальности присутствует только звук речи и встает вопрос о его конституенте. В 
Метахимии этой отвлеченной сущности дано имя супер-фонемы, имея в виду, что в фонетике 
уже есть одна отвлеченная сущность звука речи, неразрывная с языком и выделяемая через 
смысл в этом языке – фонема языка.  

Мы не просто еще раз сократили азбуку, сведя в один конституент, во всяком случае, 
твердые и мягкие согласные, – но обнаружили двадцать четыре первоосновы – и речи и языка. 
Речи вообще и любого языка. Даже если в этом языке три гласных и всего пять согласных. И в 
этих первоосновах, в некотором смысле и в нашей системе азбуки, понятия о звуке речи и 
фонеме языка сливаются воедино. 
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3.3. Повестка дня за рамками   
 
По тексту уже были упомянуты несколько выходов, следующих из постижения смысла 

азбуки. С размышлением о работе от 1994 года, посвященной принципам открытия новых 
систем (Длясин, 1994a), а именно, с некоторым неудобством и страхом от заявки на новое, от 
права на смысл, от права на никому неведомое знание (с которого мы начали эту статью), 
становится понятно, что выдвижение, описание и опубликование подобного – столь же 
необходимо, как изобретение велосипеда и плаванье по морю.  

Метахимия заявляет повестку дня новую и неожиданную, она – не просто ступень на 
пути исследовательской программы, но вызов. Чего стоит только смысловой словарь, 
независимый от языка (хотя этот вывод, увы, сделанный по аналогии, представляется чересчур 
экстравагантным), квантовая фонетика или «почти тексты», написанные… аминокислотами 
или химическими элементами. Но есть вопросы еще более неудобные, пока остающиеся за 
рамками – в том числе и нашего дальнейшего движения:  

- постижение (через структуру фон-бабочки) кодов высвобождения речевой энергии; 
- то же для кодов социального управления; 
- психологические выходы, связанные с теорией искусственного интеллекта – 

установление устройства «гештальта» мысли; 
- высвобождение энергии, как следствие обнаружения азбуки на всех уровнях 

Мироздания («токамак»); 
- азбука как циклическая замкнутая система, как циклозадатчик, как калибровка времени; 
- медицина; 
И последний вопрос, седьмой. Наступает время глобального переноса. Точность наук, 

стоящих «после человека», именно через единую для всех – через азбуку, – скоро сравняется с 
точностью наук, стоящих «до человека». Главной наукой становится не физика, химия или 
математика, но… этика (семь). Теперь ген этики нужен не только генетике, но и фонетике. 
Круг замыкается, возвращаясь к началу, чтобы разомкнуться для нового витка.  

В начале было слово. 
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МЕТАХЕМИЈА: СМИСАО АЗБУКЕ И АЗБУКА СМИСЛА  
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Резиме: Представљено је досадашње виђење концепције азбуке – 3D-система звукова људског 
говора (2013) која произилази из алатрена – ауторског система аминокиселина (1998). 
Искоришћени су раније уведени појмови о симетрији смисла, смисаоном речнику, а такође о ко-
симетрији. Размотрени су фрагменти смисаоног речника, као и фрагменти раније изведеног доказа 
присуства смисла на нивоу звукова и слогова. Показане су неке семиотичке особености система 
Дмитрија Мендељејева. Закључци воде и ка теоретским изазовима (нова формулација антропног 
принципа, квантна фонетика, триплетни код азбуке, другачија теорија грађе атома), и ка новим 
практичним могућностима, на пример, у правцима теорије и праксе вештачког интелекта и говора, 
изучавања језикâ и превода, изградње „дрвета“ језика, идентификације спикера, биоинформатике, 
енергетике, медицине и другим. 
 
Кључне речи: Систем. Азбука. Систем азбуке. Аминокиселине. Алатрен. Генетски код. 
Триплетни код људског говора. Ген-лептир. Фон-лептир. Хемија. Метахемија. Семиотски закони 
система елемената. Симетрија. Ко-симетрија. Симетрија смисла. Смисаони речник 

 

1. АЗБУКА У ЦЕНТРУ МЕТАХЕМИЈЕ  

1.1. Азбука од азбуке. Од клинописне азбуке преко алатрена – ка иманентној 
фонетској 

 
Ауторски истраживачки програм, сада назван Метахемијом, од почетка је грађен око 

система Дмитрија Мендељејева. Управо је задивљујућој симетрији спиралног система 
хемијских елемената (потом названој Вихором) посвећен први рукопис „Галаксија 
Мендељејева“ (Дљасин, 1983), који је остао неиздат. Ипак је програм постепено обухватао 
теме молекуларне биологије и лингвистике, постајао све интегралнији, и постајао синтеза 
наука од централне науке, то јест од хемије. Азбука нам се одувек чинила неоспорним 
системом у свој потпуности тог појма, на пример, периодним системом са периодима попут А-
БВГД//…//И-КЛМН//О-ПРСТ//…, који се ређају један испод другог (1993). За поједине 
принципе изградње система генетских знања, тада изнете у најопштијем виду, пре интуитивно 
(Дљасин, 1994а), испоставило се да су програмски. Издвојено је њих дванаест, и после читања 
је искрсло питање – „није ваљда да ће нам управо то омогућити откривање нових система 
свемира, ви то озбиљно или се шалите?“ Заправо је испало тако да у наредним годинама сви 
наши нови системи и њихове закономерности доследно реализују управо те принципе. Једна од 
табела наведених у раду, посвећена организовању знања на основу симетрије (Дљасин, 1994b), 
већ је практично представљала систем аминокиселина беланчевине. Међутим, строг и спознат 
систем с исцрпним доказом рођен је нешто касније (1996) и први пут објављен у монографији 
„Азбука Хермеса Трисмегистоса или молекуларни тајнопис мишљења“ (Дљасин, 1998). 

Та књига садржи, као прво, програмски рукопис под називом „Азбука теорије... азбуке“ 
(Дљасин, 1996), а, као друго, откривени систем аминокиселина беланчевине. 

Азбука као систем, систем аминокиселина беланчевине (потом назван алатреном: 
АЛАнин-ТРЕониН) – и само постојање таквих система тада се чинило невероватним. 
Уосталом, и дан-данас је тако, после готово 15 година од првог објављивања. 

Задржимо се на основним идејама наше прве монографије-1998 о азбуци. Као прво, ту је 
представљен откривени систем аминокиселина – алатрена. Као друго, показана је веза између 
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алатрена и азбуке, слова и аминокиселина. Тада преко угаритске клинописне азбуке. Тврдили 
смо да су сами клинописни символи те азбуке – оригинални запис молекуларне структуре 
аминокиселина, те су, према томе, азбука и алатрен – један те исти систем на разним 
спратовима битисања. Азбука је тада била узета из већ споменуте представе из 1993. године са 
периодима И-КЛМН//О-ПРСТ//. То јест, редослед слова и звукова у њој био је исти као у 
ћирилици, латиници, грчкој, феничанској и другим азбукама (укључујући мајанску) – 
обликујући на тај начин јединствену представу која води порекло од историје, историје језика 
и писмености, која потиче од оног заједничког и општег што се могло пропратитити од 
древних азбука. 

Непосредан рад на рукопису Метахемије (2013) који даље наставља и развија идеје 
„Азбуке Хермеса Трисмегистоса...“ (1998) започео је десет година после њеног објављивања – 
2008. године, а већ наредне, 2009. године откривен је 3D-систем конституената генетског кода. 

Приметићемо да наставак истраживања строго у смеру „Азбуке...“ и појаву потребне 
енергије за то дугујемо не само сопственом уверењу у продуктивност нашег истраживачког 
програма. Непроцењиву улогу одиграло је и мноштво примера повратне везе – оцена и 
позивања – од стране представника разних наука и посленика културе. С тим у вези истичемо 
предговор српском издању „Азбуке Хермеса...“ (Дљасин, 2007), добијен од професора Милоја 
М. Ракочевића (Ракочевић, 2007), као и његово теоријско и практично коришћење идеје 
„Азбуке...“ – заједно са професором Ђуром Коругом и њиховим колегама – у читавом низу 
других радова (Раткаj и др., 2004). Између осталог, у тим радовима (Ракочевић и др., 2004) 
размотрена су два система језика – систем Фердинанда де Сосира (de Saussure, Ferdinand) и 
наш систем, нераскидиво повезан са системом аминокиселина. 

Одмах после ген-лептира започето је ново трагање – за фонетском азбуком (фон-
лептиром) која није повезана са културом или историјом него искључиво и само са човеком, са 
његовим говорним апаратом – његовим устројством и артикулацијом. И заиста, звукови 
људског говора су се, преко шест корака од алатрена ка азбуци, поређали испрва у симетричан 
матрични систем двадесет сугласника, а затим – у 3D-систем 24 главна звука говора или 
фундаменталних фонема. 

Тада су истовремено откривена и два нова закона у систему Мендељејева, за које се по 
њиховом смислу испоставило да су не само квантно-хемијски него знаковно-семиотички. Ти 
закони су откривени приликом анализе посебне везе кривуља промене својстава јединица 
система, испрва откривеног приликом истраживања алатрена. Та веза – таква да су у њену 
реализацију укључени сви преображаји симетрије, а такође скалирање, укључујући 
неравномерно и нека друга – названа је ко-симетријом, с одговарајућом подробном 
дефиницијом. Уопште, истовремени рад на три предмета – Вихору, алатрену и азбуци, када се 
напредак у једном од трију вектора сместа одражава на осталим – представљао је добар пример 
истраживачке резонанце. 

У наставку рада на Метахемији, 2011. године је започето истраживање симетрије 
отвореног система азбуке кроз смисао звукова. Самим тим смо одлучили да још једном 
потврдимо сам систем, његов смисао, симетрију и право на постојање. Обављени опис 
(изградња) свих дрвета смисла представљао је нову врсту речника – Смисаони речник. То није 
етимолошки речник него управо смисаони – ту је смисао сваке речи потицао од смисла у њој 
садржаних звукова. 

 

1.2. Неке пролегомене  

 
Застаћемо сада на оним векторима, на оним пролегоменама, које су на самом почетку 

кретања ка фонетској азбуци јасно указале на тачност и исправност избора пута у трагању. 
Први и главни вектор, штавише звезда-водиља био је већ откривени алатрен који смо 
очекивали да видимо и у лингвистици. Други вектор биле су претпоставке из прошлости и 
садашњости. Што се тиче прошлости (Гордина, 2006), посебно важно сазнање представљало је 
то што је до 1569. године већ било познато седам парова елемената за систем азбуке, и на свој 
начин било уграђено у праузор система – учинио је то, на пример, Џон Харт (Hart, John). После 
Кур де Жеблена (de Gebelin, Antoine Court) из осамнаестог века пред нама је већ осам 
установљених парова „звучни – безвучни“ ([p] – [b], [t]– [d], [n]– [m], [r]– [l], [k]– [g], [s]– [z], 
[ʃ]– [ʒ], а такође пар [f]– [v] у „додатним интонацијама“), тако да је за тражени систем од 
двадесет сугласника преостало да се пронађу само још два недостајућа пара. А затим да се свих 
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тих десет парова угради у систем – двадесет елемената подељених у два тока „звучних“ и 
„безвучних“ исто онако као што су и све аминокиселине у алатрену подељене на период 
глицина са десет чланова и исти такав период аланина. Овде је пак, у даљем проучавању 
историје фонетике, откривено да представе и наде, реализоване у Метахемији – нису „пале с 
неба“ него су апсолутно тачно стале после идеја Луја де Куртиљона (de Courtillon, Louis – abbe 
de Dangeau), Александра Бела (Bell, Alexander Melville), Герасима Петровића Павског, 
Василија Алексејевића Богородицког и других. Идеја које нису везане за класификацију (на 
пример, МФА) него управо за систем. 

Од самог почетка предност смо дали азбуци, општој за културу и писменост, а 
испоставило се да је она уопште општа за све на свету. Да је у основу и у дубини Свега. У 
његовој исконској суштини. 

2. СЕДАМ КОРАКА ОД АЛАТРЕНА КА АЗБУЦИ 

2.1. Грађење-откривање матричног облика за сугласнике  

 
Првобитна или фонетска азбука – која одговара појму „природни систем“, пронађена је у 

седам корака, од којих је шест довело до матрице сугласника, а седми ју је спојио са 
самогласницима. 
 

 
 

Слика 1. Табеларна азбука – симетрија места и начина образовања (Дљасин, 2013) 
 

Процес откривања азбуке био је двојак – с једне стране, нисмо губили из вида ни опште 
својство и појединачне подробности устројства алатрена, а са друге – опет и опет смо слушали 
и изговарали звучање фонема руског и енглеског језика. Структура фонетске азбуке која тачно 
одговара алатрену тада је била хипотеза коју треба проверити само у оквиру стандардне логике 
истраживања. И та логика је методично (у споменутим корацима) описана у Метахемији 
(Дљасин, 2013), у кретању од хипотезе ка чврсто установљеном и доказаном сазнању. Заправо 
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нас је водило убеђење, и то водило с оном необичном брзином која превазилази сваки логички 
опис процеса. Почетак је био тривијалан; на пример, прво су постављене тројке фонема из 
простог примера померања места артикулације – „p – t – k“ или „b – d – g“. Сем тога, одлучено 
је да, пошто се у алатрену аминокиселине киселинског и базног својства смењују, онда ће и у 
азбуци бити смењивање праскавих и шуштавих сугласника. Још је било разумљиво да је, као и 
алатрен, азбука – периодични систем, тако да се редослед промена својства звукова првих 
низова (петорки) – сместа репродуковао у другим низовима. На крају су се у траженој матрици, 
осим општепознатих, образовала још два пара: [h] – [j] и [ʧ] – [ʤ], а сви звуци и парови стекли 
су своје тачно установљено место. 

Откривени систем је, као прво, био проверен на симетрију квалитативних својстава – у ту 
сврху су на готову табелу нанета позната артикулациона обележја звукова – место и начин 
образовања у човековом говорном апарату (Слика 1). 

Наравно, управо су иста та обележја и помогла у откривању система, али то сада више 
није био процес него резултат и провера тог резултата. Велелепна симетрија и по хоризонтали 
и по вертикали била је несумњива – очито је то била сасвим особена структура. И док смо 
алатрен назвали строгим попут таблице множења и лепим попут сонетног венца, дотле азбука 
откривена у истој тој структури – још и звучи – можемо не само да је видимо него и гласно 
изговоримо – чујемо њену системску хармонију. 

 

2.2. Закономерности системске азбуке. Идентификација спикера и „лични потпис“ језика 

 
У даљем истраживању откривеног система и његовом доказивању вршена је провера 

количинских обележја звукова – за два периода система, за разне језике, за разна својства 
звукова и за разне спикере. Уистину „факторијални“ број степена слободе таквог рада био је, 
наравно, сведен на свега неколико примера. Проверених или само назначених као правци. То 
је, на пример, идентификација спикера и идентификација писца. Размотрено је једно те исто 
својство говора (звукова говора) за неколицину спикера на системској оси са две ординанте и 
откривена карактеристична и значајна разлика. Обим чланка приморава нас да се ограничимо 
овом причом, али може се закључити да су се кривуље разликовале подједнако принципијелно 
као и оне које ћемо даље навести за разне језике. 
 

 
 
Слика 2. „Потписи“ језика. Слева надесно – енглески, руски, јапански. Горе – матрична азбука 

(тачне кривуље), доле – 3D-систем (само карактер кривуља) (Дљасин, 2013) 
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Заиста, засебно изучавање ових или оних својстава говорних звукова у пресеку разних 
језика (ситне разлике и сродност, изградња генетског дрвета језика и друго), готово подједнако 
„неизмерно“ као и за спикере – још чека свој тренутак, али и оно што је показано у погледу 
руског, енглеског и јапанског (Слика 2) представља пример и јарке карактеристичне 
индивидуалности (целовита слика) и сасвим посебне математичке (тополошке и графовске) 
закономерности. 

То омогућава претпоставку да наша азбука може бити корисна за генетску и 
диференцијалну лингвистику. 

Кривуље су повучене на основу бројчаних података за учесталост фонема, као прво, 
енглеског говора (Фланаган, 1968; Dewey, 1923) по Годфрију Дјуију (Dewey, Godfrey). Као 
друго, руског говора (Cherry и др., 1953; Halle, 1959; Сапожков, 1963) по Колину Черију 
(Cherry, Edward Colin), Морису Халеју (Halle, Morris) и Роману Осиповићу Јакобсону. И, као 
треће – јапанског говора (Onishi, 1937; Halle 1991; Тамбовцев, 2001) по Масао Онишију 
(Onishi, Masao). Уједначеност је као у изворима: релативна учесталост фонема у постоцима за 
енглески и јапански, апсолутна за узети одабир – за руски. 

Важно је свестрано прелазити са бројева на телесност, са „база података“ на „представе 
података“. Погледајмо представе. За руски представа је сасвим посебна и лако препознатљива 
– „чун са једром“, за јапански – „хијероглиф“, енглески – „виолински кључ“ (Слика 2, горњи 
ред). А сада – на закон. Он се види тако (Слика 2, доњи ред) да на енглеском „потпису“ облик 
кривуље на два одсечка редоследа „3 – 4 – 5 – 6 – 7“ понавља себе саму ротационом 
симетријом, док су на руском и јапанском огледалско-симетрични одсечци „1 – 2 – 3 – 4 – 5“. 

Успеси прецизног фонетичког истраживања (прикупљене базе података за својства 
фонема разних језика, фонетска акустика и препознавање говора и друго) и повезаног 
математичког моделовања могли су бити још значајнији да је ту укључена већ установљена 
међусобна системска веза свих звукова говора. Наравно, таква веза није увек елементарна (и 
изражена је једначином праве), често је сложена и неочита – али она постоји, присутна је 
објективно као општи закон система азбуке. На пример, упоредили смо промену двају 
својстава – учесталости звукова и њихове јачине за енглески говор (Дљасин, 2013). Системски 
графикони показали су очиту кофазност њихове промене чак до очите аналитичке везе изгледа 
збира функција једначине праве и логаритамске. Тај прости пример није баш тако прост, пошто 
се узајамна зависност карактеристика принципијелно различите природе обично назива 
законом. Тим пре што се у литератури тврди да та својства, напротив, никако нису повезана 
(Сорокин, 1985). Али, наравно, ствар није само у овом или оном пару карактеристикâ или 
језикâ – ствар је у систему у коме је, као у закону Барија Комонера (Commoner, Barry), „све 
повезано са свиме“ – а то су десетине нових закона. 

 

2.3. Увођење самогласника и излазак у простор  

 
Последњи корак ка потпуној азбуци, названој фон-лептиром, постало је увођење 

самогласника. У ту сврху претходно је извршена анализа многобројних истраживања тих 
звукова – и ма шта да је проучавано – у сваком случају је несумњиво било два главна 
самогласника – то су [А] и [О], и још два додатна, са другачијом структуром, названа 
хистерезисним – [И] и [Е]. Укупно четири. Сви остали самогласници, ма колико да их има у 
конкретном језику, јесу алофони. То су или звуци који теже ка овом или оном из четири, или 
су јотовани. Овде се, као и у 3D-алатрену, појавио средишни квадрат, језгрено „тело“ система 
окружено „крилима“ са пет чланова. 

Симетрија и ко-симетрија биле су „уређаји за прецизно подешавање“ и „прибор“ – 
приликом просторног распоређивања свих могућих варијанти везе између четири 
самогласника и двадесет сугласника. И на крају крајева, „зграда“ је саграђена – систем је 
установљен (Слика 3). 
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Слика 3. Главни КОД: фон-лептир – азбука у виду 3D-система (Дљасин, 2013) 
 

Притом је игра ко-симетрије углавном проверавана на кривуљама учесталости звукова у 
руском и енглеском говору. И не само то. Врло упадљиво се испоставило својство 
двосмислености, чије су бројчане вредности узете путем дигитализовања дијаграма наведеног 
у једном излагању (Neiberg и др., 2008) на Шведској фонетској конференцији. Опсег чланка не 
дозвољава нам да наведемо ту слику, али ипак сасвим задивљујућа кривуља тог својства – с 
осом симетрије управо тамо где пролази раван симетрије фон-лептира, представљала још једну 
потврду да је азбука – у извесном смислу, звучни стојећи талас. Изглед кривуље не само што је 
подсећао на спектар идеалног нискофреквентног сигнала, него се и дихотомно, по својству 
парности-непарности, раздвајао на посебан ток за спикера-жену и посебан – за спикера-
мушкарца. 
 

2.4. Генетски и фонетски код. Азбука и човек  

 
Два система на различитим спратовима Битисања, имајући у виду њихову тачну 

структурну сагласност, пружају јединствене могућности за пренос. И пре свега – од наука о 
природи – ка наукама о човеку и друштву. Један од првих корака који, уосталом, засад има 
само декларативно обележје – било је формулисање представе о генетском коду за азбуку – 
триплетном фонетском коду (Слика 4), у коме се, по истом закону као и у коду живота – сваки 
сугласник кодира триплетом одабраним од четири самогласника. 
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Слика 4. Два триплетна кода – живота и комуникације (Дљасин, 2013) 
 

На овој слици истраживање се зауставило чак и без потраге за начином некакве провере 
те хипотезе или њене примене у неку сврху. Испала је исувише екстравагантна – у толикој 
мери да смо се подсвесно зауставили на тој хипотези, авај, чак и не помишљајући на начине 
њеног објашњавања или примене. Завирили смо иза обзорја, али се нисмо усудили да 
погледамо унаоколо. Да завиримо тамо где се налазе језгрени кодови говорног утицања, 
подједнако снажног као и огањ, на шта недвосмислено указују саме речи, те је зато немогуће 
тачније рећи или помислити – горло – горнило – горн – гортань – горение – огонь (српски: грло 
– вигањ – хорна – гркљан – горење – огањ)… 

Сама азбука и јесте антропни принцип, најкраћа његова формулација. У почетку Свемира 
беше реч, а систем те речи, а то и јесте азбука – недвосмислено указује на човека – на његова 
четири уда и двадесет прстију, по десет и по пет на рукама и ногама. То и јесте антропни 
принцип који говори да су Васељена и Човек неодвојиви једно од другог, да идеја Човека 
постоји у Васељени, а идеја Васељене постоји у Човеку. А то је још у Старој Грчкој открио 
Протагора са својом кратком мишљу: „човек је мера свих ствари“. 

 

2.5. Симетрија смисла и смисаони речник  

 
Метахемија речи... Метахемија смисла... Још у „Азбуци Хермеса...“ (1998) започето је 

доказивање тога да систем азбуке говора тачно понавља систем аминокиселина беланчевине. 
Истих оних аминокиселина од којих се по одређеном – генетском коду – гради беланчевина, то 
јест живот, који, као што је познато, представља „начин постојања беланчевинастих тела“. 
Строго доказавши да су системи аминокиселина и елемената комуникације – сасвим 
истоветни, окупили смо... све речи језика како бисмо, поређавши их као беланчевинасте 
молекуле – „дрвеће смисла“, издвојили темељне смислове – смислове сваког слога, а затим и 
сваког звука говора... Да најзад очито, свесно учинимо оно што неочито – несвесно – предосећа 
сваки човек који је још од малих ногу обамирао од волшебног „дечјег конструктора“ скривеног 
у речима – „ду-га“, „пре-но-ћиш-те“, „не-бо“, „об-зор-је“, „зво-но“, „бу-бањ“, „ка-чи-ца“... 

Показаћемо, на пример, како почиње да се гради граф смисла слога „ха“ (једна од грана 
„дрвета“ звука „х“) који значи „љубав“, што логично следи из изучавања самога графа – од 
кретања дуж њега мноштва низова речи-грана ка стаблу смисаоног „дрвета“. Гране тога графа 
састоје се из оне која значи „волети, миловати“ (кохать, кохана, хахаль, ухажер, утеха, потеха, 
замануха) (српски: волети, вољена, швалер, удварач, утеха, разонода, „навлака“), ту је и сваха 
(с. проводаџика) и сноха (с. снаха), ту је и хата, хаза, хауз (с. кућа), тахта (с. софа), халупа (с. 
колиба), а још махати (хвост, муха, блоха, мах, взмах, порхать, пахтать) (с. реп, мува, бува, 
мах, замах, прхати, бућкати), пахать (с. орати) (соха, лемех, пахарь, сохатый, хворост (с. рало, 
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раоник, орач, великих разгранатих рогова, пруће) и даље – набори земљишта прости и велики – 
ухабы, бархан (с. рупчаге, дина), чак до планина – шихан, с. чука) и преображавати (повариха, 
портниха, знахарь, повитуха) (с. куварица, кројачица, видар, бабица). Наравно, то је само 
фрагмент… Не заборавимо ни главне смислове „ха“ – дух, ваздух и више, што потиче од имена 
бога и његове љубави (на пример, арапско хабиби). 

То је свега неколико гранчица једне гране једног од дрвећа, али када је било изграђено 
све дрвеће (Дљасин, 2013) – видели смо потврду свог првобитног циља – испоставило се да је 
дрвеће са „смисловима на гранама“ симетрично по свим симетријама наше азбуке. Узгред, 
притом се појавила симетрија смисла као уопштени појам. 

3. РАЗМАТРАЊЕ 

3.1. Азбука и проблем порекла језика  

 
О каквој се ту азбуци ради, каква је она, ако се окарактерише са свих страна? Пошто је 

већина појашњења већ дата, овде ћемо само набројати те стране. Она је фонетска, иманентна, 
исконска, независна од језика, па према томе – и азбука звукова говора и азбука фонема језика 
истовремено. А још? Она је независна од историје културе, независна од историје 
цивилизације, уопште – независна од историје, исконска, системска, симетрична, периодична, 
артикулациона, смисаона. Азбука комуникације уопште, комуникације као такве. 

Чини нам се да Метахемија укида главни проблем лингвистике – проблем порекла језика, 
кад је већ њен темељ – азбука – утиснута у само ткиво феноменалног света као исконски код. 

Антропни принцип каже да се човек неминовно појављује, пошто је његова идеја 
присутна приликом рађања света. Азбучни принцип каже да се говор и језик неминовно 
појављују, зато што је идеја азбуке присутна приликом рађања света. Живот се неминовно 
појављује, зато што је његова идеја присутна приликом рађања света. Уосталом, све то и јесте 
свет – његова суштина, његова главна садржина. Рађање човека, рађање азбуке и рађање 
живота – то и јесте рађање света. 

 

3.2. Азбука за звукове говора, фонеме језика и слова текста  

 
Језик – у смислу главне своје садржине – то јест свеукупности речи, представља Велики 

смисаони речник – бурно разгранати регуларни парк, у чијем основу је – ако се погледа у 
дубину бујних честара – азбука, главно дрвеће расте строго у сагласности са њеном (азбуке) 
структуром. Језик је велик динамичан – жив систем, израстао из азбуке, као огроман врт 
израстао из неколиких садница, посађених у строго правој линији. Азбука је основа, окосница, 
костур језика. 

Већ неколико столећа, а поготово неколико последњих десетлећа, траје нарицање 
поводом скраћивања азбуке слова – писмене азбуке, која заправо представља тек символичан 
начин бележења звукова овог или оног језика. Ако скраћивање не уништава звукове него само 
приморава да се истим символима бележе звукови истог звучања али различитог смисла – то 
не уништава ни звукове, ни смислове. Пошто је и без тога – социјално-историјског утицаја – 
сваки звук вишезначан. 

Пошто се овде ради о систему азбуке, значи да она има своје конституенте – то јест 
апстрактне суштине које стоје иза њиховог материјалног оваплоћења, као што је и хемијски 
елемент – апстрактна идеална суштина атома – реалног и материјалног. Овде, у азбуци, у 
стварности је присутан само звук говора и искрсава питање његовог конституента. У 
Метахемији је тој апстрактној суштини дато име фундаменталне фонеме, имајући у виду да у 
фонетици већ постоји једна апстрактна суштина звука говора, која је нераздвојива са језиком и 
издваја се кроз смисао у том језику – фонема језика. 

Ми смо не само просто још једном скратили азбуку, сводећи је на један конституент, у 
сваком случају, тврде и меке сугласнике – него смо открили двадесет четири темеља – и говора 
и језика. Говора уопште и било ког језика. Чак и ако тај језик има три самогласника и свега пет 
сугласника. И у тим темељима, у извесном смислу и у нашем систему азбуке, појмови о звуку 
говора и фонеми језика стапају се уједно. 
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3.3. Дневни ред иза оквира  

 
У тексту је већ споменуто неколико закључака који следе из поимања смисла азбуке. Са 

размишањем о раду из 1994. године, посвећеном принципима открића нових система (Дљасин, 
1994а), и то с извесном нелагодом и страхом због најаве новог, због права на смисао, због 
права на ником незнано знање (од кога смо почели овај чланак), постаје јасно да је истицање, 
описивање и објављивање нечег сличног – подједнако неопходно као и изумевање бицикла и 
морска пловидба. 

Метахемија најављује нов и неочекиван дневни ред, она је не просто степеник на путу 
истраживачког програма него изазов. Колико вреди само смисаони речник, независан од језика 
(премда се тај закључак, авај, изведен по аналогији, чини исувише екстравагантним), квантна 
фонетика или „малтене текстови“ написани... аминокиселинама или хемијским елементима. 
Али постоје још незгоднија питања, која засад остају изван оквира – па и изван оквира нашег 
даљег кретања: 

- поимање (кроз структуру фон-лептира) кодова ослобађања говорне енергије; 
- исто за кодове социјалног управљања; 
- психолошки излази везани за теорију вештачког интелекта – успостављање устројства 

„гешталта“ мисли: 
- ослобађање енергије као последица откривања азбуке на свим нивоима Свемира 

(„токамак“); 
- азбука као циклични затворени систем, као задавач циклуса, као калибрисање времена; 
- медицина; 
И последње питање, седмо. Долази доба глобалног преноса. Прецизност наука које стоје 

„после човека“, управо кроз за све заједничку азбуку, ускоро ће се изједначити са прецизношћу 
наука које стоје „пре човека“. Главна наука не постаје физика, хемија или математика него... 
етика. Сада је ген етике потребан не само генетици него и фонетици. Круг се затвара, враћајући 
се на почетак, да би се отворио за нову завојницу. 

 
У почетку беше реч. 
 
Са руског превела Сава Росић 
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Abstract: Speech activity represents a conglomeration of specific features of the person which manifest 
themselves in the flow of speech through many anthropophonic features, pronunciation habits, and the 
way how people think and speak. Speaker profiling as fundamental aspect of forensic phonetics is the use 
of deductive reasoning to reach logical conclusions about a person based on his or her speech and 
language patterns as epiphenomena of cognition. The investigation of the notion speech profile here is 
mainly connected to the idea of the speech portraits („речевые портреты“ in Russian = “phonetic 
profiles”) presented by the Russian researcher M. V. Panov  when he analyzed the pronunciation of 
certain persons and characterized the literary norm diachronically, creating a sequence of phonetic 
profiles (images). The speech profiles are presented here synchronically as verbal, paraverbal and 
extraverbal components and are studied in the field of applied sociophonetics. The article discusses real 
iconic representations of speech in online performance in the sphere of standard, substandard and 
nonstandard in contemporary Bulgarian pronunciation, signaled by a combination of different prosodic 
features manifested in specific aural images. In this research in the course of speaker’s speech analysis 
they make possible to point out (to emphasize) these illuminated diagnostic spots, which are ranked 
symptomatic to the speech personality. Thus, the speaking person is unique in the use of specific speech 
components referring to the own speech code used in the process of communication and so s/he prefer 
certain stable in use features (preferred and typically used) which represent phonetic and semantic 
dominants of its verbal repertoire. Such speech features present the possibility for successfully 
identification of many components of the personal human speech profile. Speech profiling is an unique 
investigation in characterizing and standardizing of personality on the basis of its specific way of 
speaking and expressing.   

Keywords: applied sociophonetics, speech profiles, prosody, speaking styles, Bulgarian pronunciation, 
iconicity  
  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Speaker profiling is the use of deductive reasoning to reach logical conclusions about a person 
based on his or her speech and language patterns as epiphenomena of cognition. 

The investigation of the notion speech profile is mainly connected to the idea of the speech 
portraits („речевые портреты“ in Russian = “phonetic profilies”) presented by the Russian 
researcher M. V. Panov in the 60s of XXth century when he analyzed the pronunciation of certain 
persons and characterized the literary norm diachronically, creating a sequence of phonetic profiles 
(images) of certain writers, scholars and political leaders (comp. Panov 1990). In such research works 
some scholars recommend that in the course of speaker’s speech analysis is necessary “to be pointed 
out (to be emphasized) the illuminated diagnostic spots”, which are ranked symptomatic for his 
personality (comp. Nikolaeva 1991: 73). 

The speech activity of the speaker is described as a combination of specific properties of the 
individual which occur obvious in the speech flow through the peculiarities of anthropophonics, 
pronunciation habits, the specificity of thinking and speech manner. “The speech profile” of the 
speaker comprises verbal, paraverbal and extraverbal components. Verbal components refer to the 
speech code used in the process of communication (native/non-native language, bilinguism, dialect, 
jargon, slang, vernacular language and others). Each individual is specific in that s/he possesses 
certain stable in use features (preferred and typically used) which represent phonetic and semantic 
dominants of its verbal repertoire: the use of analogous variants of the phonemes in equal positions, 
tendency to place stress on certain syllabus in the word or in words of the same type, the use of 
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analogous variants of intonation constructions in the same positions and others. Verbal speech 
features present the possibility for identification of such components of the “speech profile” as, for 
example, speaker’s social background; social group; marital status; parents (including their mother 
language/dialect, background, socials status); economic status (incomes, lifestyle), factors linked to 
the freedom of personality (unconvicted / under suspended sentence / under house arrest); level of 
language and professional competence; level of development of their intellectual potential. 
Extraverbal features in principle go with such aspects as, for example, anthropometric (the structure 
of speech system, its size and capacity), physiological (sex, age, norm/pathology) and audiological 
data (hearing status); presence of chronic/odd illnesses; neuropsychological (temperament type, 
emotion-will regulation) and intellectual (specificity of thinking, cognitive and cogitive stages) data; 
presence/absence of musical, artistic data; voice specificity (trained, choral, tobacco smoker’s and 
other). These problems are also related to biometrical examinations and more precisely, to those of 
legal and applied phonetics (see Potapova, Potapov 2006; Potapova, Komalova 2011). Speech 
profiling is an unique investigation in characterizing and standardizing of personality on the basis of 
its specific way of speaking and expressing.  

Speech belongs to the groups of organic signs and as a pure audial temporal signal it 
characterizes with its irregular “granule-like” structure due to the realization of its discrete units in 
time through means of prosody.  

Out of the three categorical autonomic speech signs – iconic signs, signs-indexes and signs-
symbols, presented in Ch. S. Peirce’s semiotics, the focus of the present paper are the iconic 
representations of speech in its real regime of performance (on-line performance) in the area of 
standard, substandard and non-standard of modern Bulgarian pronunciation practice signaled by 
combining of different prosodic elements and generalized in specific auditory images. These phonetic 
speech gestalts have a clearly expressed iconic character as via its respective prosodic soundings 
signal a similarity between the auditory image, on the one hand and the expressed emotion – on the 
other; the age, social and regional background of the speaker, his/her sex identity, manner of speaking 
(speaking style) and other. In that respect the semblance of something with something else or the 
iconic relation between signans and signatum on the basis of similarity of a certain speech feature is 
illustrated accordingly by means of its prosody.  

The exact place of speech prosody in between the other iconic signs could be illustrated in the 
scheme below:  
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PARAVERBAL 
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(db) 

DURATION 
(ms) 

SUPRASEGMENTALS 

 
 

Prosody in this article is discussed as a grammatically independent autonomic signalizing 
system and is interpreted as a generalized notion of those suprasegmental aspects of speech which 
derive from the simultaneous interaction of acoustic parametres: Pitch (F0), Intensity and Timing in 
the boundaries of a syllable and in bigger unities. Prosody also couples with auditive phenomena such 
as intonation, that is, realization of tone pitch in the speech course in time, by means of loudness, 
prolongation and pauses, as well as the related more complex phenomena such as speech tempo and 
rhythm.  

Prosody as a basic notion in suprasegmental phonology is presented as a continuum of versatile 
functions and effects, which performance is realized both by non-linguistic means (extralinguistic 
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features such as voice quality) and paralinguistic components (for example, phonetic means of 
expressing emotions or other cases of interpersonal communication such as aggression, the process of 
comforting someone; reconciliation, mockery, the degree of conversation commitment and others), 
through personal linguistic means (such as features of stress characteristics or accentual salience in 
the intonation phrase, the respective tone specificities and others). Such constantly varying states or 
relations of the speaker have on iconic character and are expressed directly in his/her speech 
repertoire via successive variation of the acoustic parameters, for example the change of the speech 
tempo, of its loudness and  the voice quality. In that respect some scholars argue that prosodic 
phenomena (no matter whether they rank basic or attitudinal), which are regularly controlled by 
discourse performance structures, can and must be viewed as crucial basic linguistic phenomena, that 
is, it is necessary for them to be analyzed by means of formal linguistic tools.  

Pronunciation practices in modern Bulgarian testify for an extremely rich variability which is 
typically performed in different discourse types by the help of diverse segmental and suprasegmental 
means. Verbal sound realizations of these performances add to the creation of a gallery of speech 
profiles (icons) which comprise elements of different styles of pronunciation in the sphere of standard, 
substandard and nonstandard.  

The research paper focuses mainly on inherent and attitudinal means of prosody in their 
capacity as phonostylistic markers, signalizing expressive connotations of diverse discourse practices 
which differentiate the speech repertoires of the speaker with respect to his/her social and regional 
background, sex identity and age. The collection of such phono-stylistic parameters refers to the 
relation of certain auditory images to standard, sub-standard (diatopically or diastratically), non-
standard and their intermediate formations.  

The hierarchical model of trichotomy standard – substandard – nonstandard provides good 
opportunities for differentiating the speech variations on horizontal and vertical axis.  

The multi-level model of Bulgarian speech can be illustrated graphically in the following way: 
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1. VARIABILITY OF BULGARIAN PRONUNCIATION  
 

Bulgarian speech in real regime of its pronunciation and articulation is typically performed in 
the process of communicative interaction under the form of different stylistic registers, which forms 
the speech behavior of language bearers.  

In phonology research works the presence of social-stylistic allophones has been mentioned 
more than once. In that respect N. S. Trubetskoy states that facultative allophones (following N. S. 
Trubetskoy’s terminology – variants) divide into stylistically essential and stylistically non-essential. 
The group of stylistically essential allophones comprises physiognomic allophones which could 
define the social speech styles (Trubetskoy 1960: 54). Allophones are divided further into three types: 
1) basic (typical); 2) secondary (combinatory and positional) and 3) free (stylistic).  

Free variants (segmental and suprasegmental) are discussed with view of the social norm which 
is defined by the process of interaction conditions and is realized through speech whereas the basic 
and secondary variants are discussed with respect to the objective norm which refers to the 
speech/language system (Popov 1992).  
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The style of pronunciation (speaking style) reflects the realization of regularities in the 
functioning processes of phonetic means in different forms and types of oral speech, that is in 
different discourse types (for example, in stage performances in a theatre, politicians’ oral speeches, 
dialogues in talk shows, preacher’s sermons, spontaneous interaction among close friends, whispering 
in informal and formal situations, recitative in advertising discourse and others). The establishment of 
that term comes as a result of interdisciplinary coordination in speech research which derives from the 
interaction among stylistics, phonetics, sociolinguistics, acoustics and others (Popov 2004). 

The phonetic peculiarities of the speaking style are determined both on the basis of segments 
and on the basis of suprasegmental speech units. The clear and distinct articulation of sounds, their 
elision and epenthesis, the additional labialization, nasalization and others determine extensively the 
phonetic content of one or another speaking style. As it has already been stated above, the most 
important issue in the process of the speaking style determination is the use of free variants which 
unlike the basic and secondary (combinatory and positional) are not related to position. In that respect 
on segment level the vowel reduction could be stronger or weaker. The stronger kind of reduction is 
viewed as a mark of colloquial language (in the presence of phonetic dialect forms), whereas the 
weaker kind of reduction is viewed as a mark of more refined, more precise articulation (for example, 
the speaking style of formal speeches). 

The intonation formation of speech (through its components – melody, pauses, intensity, tempo) 
is extremely needed in prosodic differentiation of one or another speaking style. Prosody is needed in 
order to differentiate the various types of discourse with respect to the social peculiarities of 
articulation, with respect to regional and foreign accent, sex orientation and professional 
determination of the speaker. M. M. Bahtin adds to this that intonation is a social “par excellence” 
(Voloshinov 2000: 80). 

In Bulgarian linguistics it is broadly supported that the speaking style has to be discussed as an 
inseparable unity of segmental and suprasegmental units combined in a specific manner. Regarding 
phonetic organization of the segmental as well as the suprasegmental units, we could speak in general 
of two basic pronunciation styles – marked and unmarked (Tilkov 1974). 

With respect to the purposes of the utterances and circumstances of speech performance, the 
speaking styles in turn offer different substyle varieties.  

Markedness and unmarkedness are interpreted in this paper as standartized and non-standartized 
of phonetic means, exact or inexact pronunciation, articulation, close or distant to orthoepic norms. 
Figure № 1 and Figure № 2 present the illustration of auditory images of carefree articulation (non-
standard) and strict (literary) articulation (standard) of the phrase Ne me pipay,be! /Don’t touch me, 
hey! / in the speech of one and the same speaker (teenager).  

Observing the specters of the two articulation types on the basis of subjective auditory 
perception we could immediately notice their segment differenters (for example, the consonant 
gemination, elongation and others in non-strict pronunciation), as well as their prosodic discrepancies 
(in melody, pause and number of intonation groups, pronunciation speed, tense/loose phonation and 
others).  

 

 
Фиг. №1: Carefree articulation of the phrase Ne me 

pipay, be! (non-standard): 

 

 
Фиг. №2: Literary articulation of the phrase Ne me 

pipay,be! (standard) 
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2. SPEAKING STYLES IN BULGARIAN SPEECH 
 

The distribution of speaking styles in Bulgarian speech in the spheres of standard, substandard 
and non-standard can be illustrated by the following table:  

 
BBUULLGGAARRIIAANN  SSPPEEAAKKIINNGG  SSTTYYLLEESS  

 
 

    
 
    MARKED      UNMARKED 

 

 
 
 FORMAL    NEUTRAL     

       

       
       

     
 

 
3. ICONICITY IN REGIONAL SPEECH TYPES 
 

The regional phonetic features of the native dialect often co-exist with the literary 
pronunciation. Based on the dialects there are two main regional pronunciation practices: Eastern-
Bulgarian and Western-Bulgarian pronunciation. The dialect regional variety of pronunciation 
practices forms the sphere of substandard.  

The extreme manifestation of palatalization of consonants before е and и (cf. the difference 
between the extremely soft pronunciation and the literary pronunciation in fig.3a and fig. 3b and the 
reduction in the Eastern pronunciation type which are often ridiculed, e.g. д’ет’иту instead of 
детето, мумич’ънцътъ instead of момиченцата, Ний см’и ут’ дъл’еко, щот’ гувор’им м’еку). 
In the Western- Bulgarian pronunciation type the hard pronunciation of some grammatical forms is 
considered incorrect and a feature of unmarked pronunciation style (some verb inflections and the 
definite article, e.g. говоръ, спъ, мислъ instead of говор’ъ, сп’ъ, мисл’ъ; учителъ, писателъ, зетъ 
instead of учител’ъ, писател’ъ, зет’ъ). 
 

  

 
 

 
Fig. 3а: Soft Eastern- Bulgarian pronunciation type of the phrase Добър ден(Good morning) 

 
The frequent use of the hard bilabial ’л‘ = [ 〉〉〉〉 ] in the region of Pernik, which is a characteristic 

phonostylistic feature of the Western-Bulgarian pronunciation type on the segmental level is often 
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ridiculed among the other Bulgarian native speakers, and is considered pretentious, e.g. [〉〉〉〉èсно нèма], 
[нèма 〉〉〉〉àбоо кòпе〉〉〉〉е]. The mockery of this pronunciation which creates a strong phono-stylistic effect 
is present in the cantillation of the song Skakalets (Grasshopper) by the popular Bulgarian band 
Hypodil. Such a deliberate parody is observed in the speech of one radio moderator in fig. 4. 
 

 
 

Fig. 4: Pronunciation of the hard bilabial “л” in the word СКАКАЛЕЦ (grasshopper) 

 
This phenomenon has even turned into a phonostylistic 'fad' in colloquial speech when the 

speaker tries to create a strong comical effect in the way he or she utters the words.  Pronunciation 
practices which use the parody effect of the speech mask should belong to sphere of nonstandard.  

The exotic stylistics of the Eastern-Bulgarian regional pronunciation type can be illustrated with 
the speech of a child from the advertisement discourse of a TV media from the town of Shumen, in 
which a lot of the abovementioned features of the local dialect are clearly visible in fig.5. This is a 
natural dialectal pronunciation, which means that it should belong to the sphere of substandard. The 
auditory image of the utterance is given in fig.5. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Eastern Bulgarian phonostylistic variant of the phrase Много искам да порасна и да уча в 
Шуменския университет (I really want to grow up and study in Shumen University - child's voice) 

 
A very rare stylistic characteristic is present in the archaic regional pronunciation (with a 

specific quantity of the vowels) of a hundred-year-old woman from the Village of Golitsa (Varna 
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region), who speaks the old Erketch dialect. The unique melodic features of this exotic speech 
practice is illustrated by the auditory image of its intonation characteristics in fig. 6.  

 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Regional pronunciation from Golitsa village (Erketch dialect) of the phrase Стъмнило ли се 

беше.(Was it dark) 
 

An interesting stylistic effect on Bulgarian recipients is created by the unusual pronunciation 
manner of people who were born and live permanently abroad but speak Bulgarian at home, and 
whose speech is strongly influenced by the regional articulation basis. 

The use of sounds which are foreign to the Bulgarian phonemic system in the production of 
Bulgarian speech can be defined as manifestation of xenophonia (from the English xenophones - a 
term coined by R. Eklund and A. Lindstrom). The speech of today's Banat Bulgarians (Vinga village) 
is influenced phonetically by the Romanian phonetics. Its pronunciation aspects seem unusual in 
comparison with Bulgarian literary pronunciation and are perceived as signs of a foreign accent, 
which in turn, has a particular stylistic effect on the recipients. An illustration of the typical soft 
pronunciation of л’ [ʎ] as a sign of specific foreign accent in pronunciation is given in fig.7. 
 

 
 

Fig.7: Auditory image of the phrase 
Ми, нали колежката беше млада, (Well, the colleague was young, wasn't she?) uttered with a 

foreign (Romanian) accent 

 
The illustrated pronunciation practice should be considered part of the phenomena of 

nonstandard due to the strong influence of the foreign articulatory base. 
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4. ICONICITY IN GROUP PRONUNCIATION TYPES 
The speech behaviour of a person is formed under the influence of a complex combination of a 

number of inherent to the situation social-demographic circumstances. According to M. Videnov the 
speaker is a multifaceted and unique phenomenon and his or her uniqueness stems above all from the 
vast variety of social contacts, individual habits and preferences, which are verbalized by means of a 
variety of sociolinguistic speech markers, related to the speaker's origin, place of living, age, 
education and occupation, as well as gender, ethnic or religious characteristics, etc. Some of these 
markers have stylistic functions, i.e. they are sought for and expected (see Videnov 1998). 

Group pronunciation types form a whole gallery of different sociolect speech practices, 
determined by the speaker's belonging to a certain group defined by the criteria of gender identity, 
age, social status, occupation, etc.  

The present study does not claim to be exhaustive in creating a complete picture of  group 
pronunciation phenomena. It presents only single typical characteristic samples of speech which 
reveal the corporative belonging of the speaker to a particular group. The boundaries of the separate 
groups are open and fuzzy (shifting and merging together), which means that a certain speaker can be 
considered belonging to different groups depending on the presence of the corresponding 
sociolinguistic markers in his or her speech.  As for defining gender identity on the basis of a 
speaker's voice, it is necessary to mention that the main frequency of the voice (pitch, F0) is not a 
defining factor in differentiating between male and female voices despite the principle visual 
realisation of female voices in the upper part of the spectrum and male voices - in the lower spectral 
frequencies. Thus, for example, although the voice of the American singer Cher, as well as the voice 
of the singer from the recent past Amanda Lear are lower than the voices of a lot of men, they are still 
perceived as female voices. 

A number of rock singers (male) sing their songs in falsetto and their voices are perceived as 
female, and in some cases it is difficult for some listeners to identify the voice of the singer. The same 
is valid for the spinto tenors in opera singing. In this respect it is interesting from a phonostylistic 
point of view to study the speech repertoire of speakers with transsexual identity, who are male in 
origin but function in society with their female identity which typifies their speech behaviour. In their 
professional activities in the public space they function in different roles - radio presenters, actors, 
moderators, singers, etc. Studies of their voices make it possible to define the sexolect of the speaker 
(see Popov 2007, 2009). 

The pronunciation practices of these speakers are often perceived as provocative and 
scandalous, since they not only disregard the standard, but also deliberately violate it. For this reason 
they belong to the sphere of nonstandard, as they have in their repertoire lots of resources of non-
canonical phonetics.  

 
A. Iconicity in the discourse of transvestites 
 

 
 

Fig. 8: Marked high register with falsetto phonation in 
the speech of a transvestite (radio-presenter in an 

entertainment show). 

 
 
Fig 9: Speech of a transvestite Изговор на травестит: 

Това той съм аз (FCT+PDH) This him is me 
(imitation of feminine speech). 

 
This group of speakers tries to underline their feminine manner of speaking, using for this 

purpose speaking in falsetto. Falsetto functions as a marked register which is realised in a shift to the 
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upper part of the frequency range. Such a speech manner is perceived by the recipient as feminine 
articulation with its characteristic high register, in which at some points there are shifts towards the 
parameters of the inborn lower range of the normal unpretentious speech.  Falsetto intonation in this 
case is deliberately sought by the speaker and it is achieved through lifting the larynx (including the 
Adam's apple) which contains the vocal cords, upwards and thus shortening the vocal tract (forward 
shifted articulation); through constant change in the modulation of the voice and increasing the main 
frequency; through increasing the duration in uttering vowels; through  slurring articulation, which in 
turn is perceived as lazy, artistic and slightly negligent, even in some cases pretentious speech, in 
combination with aspirated phonation and nasal articulation (as an indicator of pretentiousness and 
even flirting in one's speech) (cf. Fig 8 and Fig. 9).  
 

B. Iconicity in the discourse of youth slang (macho-speaking type) 
 
The so-called macho-speaking type is observed in male speech, as well as in the speech of some 

teenagers who already see themselves as males (during the period of puberty), and in their speech try 
to conceal the mutation of their voices, demonstrating masculinity with hoarseness in their voice. A 
characteristic feature of this type of speech is the use of vibration as a characteristic type of register 
which is achieved through a shift to the lower boundary of the frequency range. Perceptively this 
pronunciation is characterised by low timbre marked with vibration. It is dominated by lax 
pronunciation with emphatic stretching of vowels when expressing strong emotions, skipping 
consonants, fast delivery of speech and merging the components of the phrase in one aspiration group. 
These phonostylistic features are characteristic of the specific dominant speech with a distinctive 
feeling of superiority (or scorn) in the speaker's speech, vainglory and condescending attitude towards 
the other participants in the communication (see Fig.10). In some cases the scornful attitude is 
explicitly shown by means of lax nasal articulation (the so-called nasal speech), and the considerably 
high tonal range of the utterance (see Fig. 11).  
 

 
 
Fig.10: Tonal emphasis in low tonal range, marked by 
vibration in the phrase КаКЪ-ЪВто и да е вашия би-

изнес (VBR). (Whatever your business is) 

 
 
Fig.11: Macho speech type with nasal articulation of 

the phrase Мно-о яко (VBR) (So-o cool) 
(with vibration). 

 
The discourse of youth slang is a distinct prosodic phenomenon which utterances are frequently 

pronounced in high speed, extremely negligent pronunciation and monotonous elongated even 
intonation contour placed in high-pitched tone diapason (com. Fig. N 12). At first sight this makes the 
impression of prosody expressionlessness due to lack of undulation in the performance of melody and 
due to the lack of clearly distinct pauses which could define each separate fragment. This impression, 
however, is compensated through the use of phonetic means such as tense voice + shriek in the voice, 
which help the formation of the phono-stylistic halo of sly guy/dodger speech (emphatic 
nonstandard). 
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Fig. 12: Smart ass negligent pronunciation of the phrase  
Неа-а се пла-ашиш ко-опеле-е! (Don't get scared mate) (marked high register, 

slurred lax pronunciation). 
 

The discussed pronunciation types do not represent and exhaust the variety of the characteristic 
stylistic-register voicing in discourse. The described uses serve as an illustration of the idea of the 
possible variations of voice stylistics in different discourse types. In the whole picture of man verbal 
behaviour they have their specific place alongside other language means - linguistic and paralinguistic 
and thus represent the rich variety in the gallery of speech profiles of today's Bulgarian in the sphere 
of standard, substandard and nonstandard. 
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WORLD ECOLOGY – WOMB ECOLOGY AS A WAY TO 
PREVENTION  OF SPEECH AND LANGUAGE DISORDERS 
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Abstract. Disorders of speech and language of the child, and with them his communicative function, are 
not isolated, but more visible. They are often part of the psychosomatic syndromes that have the prenatal 
origins and are the result of a complex interaction of prenatal child, as a part of the mother-fetus system, 
with external ecological environment of social and natural properties. Influencing factors of various 
levels, the severity and duration - from the mother's emotional outburst to major natural, technological, 
social upheavals - in different ways cause the changes in the internal environment of a mother and her 
child, which develops and therefore very sensitive to changes in this environment. We can assume that in 
the process of adapting to changes arising the child’s protection mechanisms, his gene system with its 
epigenetic reactions are included. This may affect the regulatory mechanisms of language and speech. 
Subsequently, it manifests by the communicative function disorders as one of the consequences of the 
harmful effects of social and nature environment. 
 
Key words: speech and language disorders, World Ecology, Womb Ecology, prophylaxis 
 
 
During the 20th century, mankind has made a giant step forward in the knowledge of what we call 

the word "Fetus", and entered into a new paradigm. Scientific and technological progress has 
dramatically changed our attitude towards it. Until the mid-20th century, the fetus was invisible, thus 
considered as an insensitive, senseless and sheltered from external influences being. Technical 
capabilities gradually allowed to record his heartbeat, then - the electrical activity of his brain, then – 
ultrasound allowed to see his structure, his development and operation. Finally, Lennart Nelson was able 
to enter the amniotic cavity with a miniature video camera and film the behavior of the fetus on a video. 

In parallel with this his physical development was studied. The researchers were surprised by 
the fact that cells and organs simultaneously with their forming immediately begin to function, long 
before their final maturity. But humanity "shuddered" from the occurred idea that fetus has mental 
life. Then the people were amazed again - when the idea began to receive confirmation. It turned out 
that the fetus has the emotional perception and memory, which includes the experience, emotions and 
thoughts of his mother, and these maternal thoughts were saved in his unconscious, determining his 
thinking and behavior during his life. It seems that people still can not come to his senses from 
anything that had fallen on them. The most advanced people was renamed the fetus and became 
respectfully to call him: a child - the unborn child, the prenatal child, prenate. But the main 
surprise awaited them in front, when they discovered that many diseases and disorders of 
psychological and psychosomatic plan in children have prenatal roots. Such conclusion made the 
urgent questions: how the information gets to the child? What are the ways and mechanisms of 
information transmission, perception, storage and its impact on child and adult? 

To date, found the four way of information exchange between the mother and her unborn child: 
1. Utero-placental-umbilical way in which the molecules of neuropeptides, proteins, water, 

biologically active substances (BAS), and so on come from mother to child, and the metabolic 
products back from child to mother 

2. Amniotic water path in which mentioned BAS and with them the information are supplied 
to the fetus, and are returned to his mother through amniotic membranes with amniotic fluid. 
Complete replacement the amniotic fluid occurs within 2-3 hours - Niagara Falls! 

3. Behavioral way in which the mother by her behavior (sometimes not very pleasant to the 
fetus), and her unborn child (which sometimes is also unpleasant for the mother) carry on their 
intimate dialogue. 

4. The wave path of information exchange between the mother and her unborn baby 
(Brekhman 1998-2007), which prompted by the theory of wave-particle duality of matter (Einstein 
1917, de Broglie 1926; others), by the wave genetics (Gurvich 1944, 1991; Kangen 1993, Garyaev 
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1997, 2000), and the conception of distant intercellular interactions in biological systems 
(Kaznacheev et al. 1976,1985). 

These pathways provide links zygote-embryo-fetus with the mother and the outside world as the 
deployment of the genetic program, the formation and functioning of cells, organs, systems, to the extent 
the development of new human, which provides his life outside of his first habitats. Zygote - the primary 
cell derived from the fusion of egg and sperm, is a complex genetic formation structure-field type, capable 
of self-replication in accordance with a program stored in the genes and duplicated at the field level. 

Stage of cell development is regulated by epigenetic mechanisms that ensure the separation of 
the cells for reproduction embryo and those structures that will support its development and operation 
within 9 months of intrauterine life (placenta, membranes, umbilical cord). 

Epigenetic mechanisms provide the specialization of cells forming the relevant organs and 
immediately include their specific function. Already at the stage of 8 cells in the embryo found 
intercellular gap junctions that form the basis of acupuncture system (APS). This suggests that the 
wave information in the early stages of embryo development is navigated through the APS and 
provides interaction of cells and their "choral singing", and ultimately provide relationship with the 
environment of the embryo, its adaptation to a constantly changing environment. 

Environmental conditions are not only the temperature, pressure and humidity. External 
environment for embryo is the composition of air, that the mother breathes, a change in the 
composition of the food and water that she consumes. For example, the lack of folic acid (vitamin B9) 
in the mother's diet can critically affect the formation of the baby's nervous system. External 
environment for embryo are mother's blood hormone levels, the state metabolism in her, acid-base 
balance, her smoking, drinking, watching horror movies that change her emotions, thoughts and 
behavior, her wave functioning, which contain and translate all of these to him, to her unborn child. 
All these nuances are information for embryo about habitats: if it is friendly, welcoming or not. 

All of these are ecological environment of unborn child – Womb Ecology. And it has feedback 
like every systemic process: what the child receives before the birth - comes back to society during his 
grow and mature after birth. In other words, the chain realized: World Ecology - Womb Ecology - 
World Ecology. 

Do not think that I am speaking on the subject far from the theme of the Congress. No! It turned 
out that the implications of Womb Ecology violation is the language and speech disorders, violation 
of human communication.  

To better see this, I invite you to look at the process from a distance, I invite you to mentally 
rise above the Earth and see a whole population of embryos-fetuses, which are today in wombs of 
their mothers, and see not the embryos, but the people who will be the future of society, where we, 
our children, grandchildren, great-grandchildren will live. Do we want them to think badly of us? 
More recently, this knowledge was hidden from our mothers, parents, and therefore we should 
condescending attitude to them, to their mistakes when they made our playing: (They did not 
know…). But today, when we know that can hurt and how to conceive and bear children, we and 
those around us, there will be no forgiveness. Let us not be timeservers, thinking only about today. 
Let's create a happy healthy generation, so that they thought about us with pride and admiration.  

What are the structures and mechanisms ensure the adaptation of the mother and child in the 
changing world, ensure the circulate information in body and its transmission one other daily and in 
times of stress? 

In mother it is the sense organs, central nervous system, which carries out the analysis, 
management systems and organs (endocrine, circulatory, respiratory, and other), providing their 
function, metabolism, radiation and wave the human condition in general. Acupuncture system of 
mother in a friendly relationship with her nervous system, coordinates, sometimes temporarily 
replacing it, provides a moving the wave energy and information in such a way that all the body's 
cells and genes at the same time, "know" what is going on in the body as a whole.  

More over, the genetic system constantly functions self-healing genetic structures. Recently it 
was announced that new Nobel Prize laureates in Chemistry 2015 elected Tomas Lindahl, Paul 
Modrich, Aziz Sancar. They discovered three types of reparation (recovery) genes - a direct, excision, 
postreplicative. We have received confirmation that the genetic system does not only provide living 
beings reproduction their own kind, but constantly works, every minute, every second keeps track of 
what is happening in our genome, providing our adaptation to the environment, corrects what we are 
sometimes break (because our misguided), or what is happening in our genome and the organism 
under the influence of an unfavorable environment.   
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But from these changes suffer a conceived generation of people, their mental and physical 
health, as we learn much later as they get older. In particular, they showed prenatal roots of disorders 
such as psychomotor retardation, autism, ADHD syndrome (hyperactivity and inability to learn), 
depression, schizophrenia, various psychosomatic disorders involving different systems: respiratory, 
or circulatory, digestive, sexual, etc. In most of these syndromes (if not all) found speech and 
language disorders, and other defects related to communication. 

When it was discovered there was an urgent question: Who is to blame? 
The first charges were brought against the mother. Began an intensive study of psychological 

characteristics of pregnant women, many of them showed the condition of emotional stress and even 
distress! 

The researchers then turned their attention and began to study the traumatic circumstances that 
could maintain the state of stress in women, and now in the mans - the child's parents. The results 
showed that most of the blame must take - the social environment - near and distant, the society, in 
which a new man is conceived and born. 

But why the social surrounding? 
As a rule, the population found the lack of psychological education for people in many respects 

- the lack of culture of interpersonal relationships, qualities such as greed and envy, sanitary 
ignorance, lack of environmental education and thinking, promoting the construction of plants with 
different types of hazards, allowing trucks pollute. Many people manifest the aggression and violence 
at different levels from the domestic, street, confessional to the interstate. In the 20th century the 
mankind experienced two World wars with millions victims and the genocides that formed the 
intuitive (genetic) fear in the population. 

Emotional and psychological stress of people contributes to an ever-growing population in the 
world (October 5, 2015 it amounted 7 329 643 908 people). At the same time revealed the trend of 
movement of people in the city (54%). Today, the most urbanized regions North America (in 2014 - 
82% of the population lived in urban areas), Latin America and the Caribbean (80%) and Europe 
(73%). Number of mega-cities are increased. The number of cities with a population of 5 million or 
more increased from 6 in 1950 to 54 in 2010, 21 of them in the metropolis has increased the number 
of people up to 10 million people and more. Crowding people, cramped of interactions in homes, 
streets, transport, institutions create additional conditions for conflicts. 

Add to this the aggressive activities of the media, who are trying not so much to inform as to 
attract attention, sometimes by scandalous, destructive information, by tense and frightening scenes of 
the films, advertising and daily news via TV or radio, which rarely contain positive information, and 
cause feelings of fear, anger, helplessness, depression and aggression. 

Add to this the modern philosophy and technology of delivery that obstetricians named 
“Obstetric Aggression”  

All of this falls on the population, and even if it is not pregnant, the memory captures and holds 
these pictures for a long time to appear at the wrong time.  

To the social factors we need to add the man-made disaster created by humans - from 
Chernobyl to the everyday transport incidences. 

Let’s do not forget the natural disasters: earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, volcanic eruptions, storms, 
the exhausting excessive heat, sometimes heavy showers, cold and frost - periodically taking place in 
different regions of the world? Did they go unnoticed by the people, including the conceived and 
developed in the wombs of their mothers? The interrelationship between ecological, biological and 
social processes have long shown. For example, Prof. Alexander Chizhevsky back in the 40s of the 20th 
century has shown that the state of solar activity and the associated geomagnetic field of the Earth 
regulate mental health. He and others scientists found correlations between solar activity and frequency 
of mental reactions, exacerbation of mental diseases, and the incidence of psychosomatic origin. 

In May this year, Prof. Larisa Nazarenko from Ukraine here in the Congress on Psychic Trauma 
presented a paper in which she and her graduate student found a correlation between solar activity and 
frequency of cord entanglement around the child's neck, which corresponded to a change in psychic 
status of his mother, and therefore increased motor activity of unborn child led to entwining the 
umbilical cord. Needless to say, not only that cord entanglement and even asphyxia with acute oxygen 
starvation, but also the perception of mental problems of the mother settled in the memory of her 
child. My own data of research also showed the links between solar activity and the prevalence of 
gynecological diseases. 

All these natural and social changes have a powerful negative impact on the people in general 
and pregnant women in particular, and through them to their unborn children, some of which still 
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survives and are born. The losses are serious: according to experts, over 80% of pregnancies 
terminated in the first 12 weeks after conception. The half of them at first 2 weeks after conception, so 
that the woman does not even suspect that she was pregnant. Already established pregnancy is 
terminated in miscarriage 15-20%4. Each year about 15 million children worldwide are born before 
term (more than 11% of all births). The frequency of preterm birth increased in many (62) countries at 
last 20 years5. Interestingly, in about half of all cases, doctors do not know why pregnancy is 
terminated prematurely. Can we find in condition of multifactor - one or two reasons? Immature born 
children often have problems with speech and language and communication. But even those who are 
born at term, in modern conditions of life are carriers of psychological and psychosomatic 
characteristics that reduce their quality of life in the future. 

Unfortunately, the number and variety of psychic and psychosomatic disorders in the few last 
years have increased. I would like to recall that the increase in the frequency applies to speech and 
language disorders, which often are combined with various syndromes. 

For example, over the past 10 years, the incidence of autism (a special form of psychosomatic 
disorders in children, which accompanied by a breach of conduct, communication, language and 
speech) has increased by 10 times. Its frequency in the United States corresponds to 1 in 500 people 
(1997). Autism knows no racial, ethnic, or social boundaries. Autism in 4 times more common in 
boys than girls. This fact leads us to the idea, that carriers of these mutations are the genes that make 
up the Y-chromosome. That is, the origin of autism in some extent linked to the health of child’s 
father! Women, you can breathe a sigh of relief on some time, but not a long. 

But does a person with autism is leaving his growing up? No, he does not break with it. At the 
smaller part of them comes even deepening of the process, and the other part of the people, 
fortunately most part, which is in a group of autism spectrum disorders is a weakening of its 
manifestations, they get married, and (if autism is associated with genetic changes) give birth to their 
own kind, thus increasing cohort of people with autism in the world. Autism can be combined with 
ADHD syndrome American psychologist D. Kennedy told that her husband is autist and their two 
boys – are autist, but third boy has elements of ADHD syndrome.  

Thus, changes in the Earth’s environment introduce the significant changes in the ecology of Womb, 
and in mental and physical development of the child. A powerful indicator of these changes is a violation 
of speech and language, communication in general - the main way people interact with each other. That is 
why this Congress, like dedicated narrow question - language and speech disorders - actually raises very 
important questions of mankind survival. When we speak of World Ecology - we should have in mind first 
of all Womb Ecology, because it is the future of humanity, the future of civilization. As you see we live in 
reality of multifactorial systemic process which is like of vicious circle.  

How can we get out of this vicious circle? What are the ways to prevent disorders of speech and 
language? 

Systems theory and management’s theory recommend in condition of multivariate system to 
pay attention to the environment in which the system operates. We can not prevent the natural 
disasters but we can influence on our social environment. 

The first step could be wide dissemination of information to the population, including state and 
public figures, MASS-MEDIA, medical personnel: a)  about the mental life of the child before birth; 
his emotional perception and actively developing and functioning memory; b) about the influence of 
information received before birth on mentality and type of behavior of the individual in subsequent 
life; c)  about prenatal and perinatal sources of the mental and psychosomatic disorders of people; d) 
about opportunities of prophylactics of prenatal mental traumas by the creation of conditions for non-
acceptance of distress concerning young spouses long before and during pregnancy; e)Professionals 
should take into account well being of mothers, when dealing with children who has language and 
speech disorders, etc. 

At the beginning of my lecture I said that in the 20th century, mankind has made a giant step in 
the knowledge of what we call the word "Fetus", and entered into a new paradigm. Today humanity 
should do a giant leap forward (and how can quickly) for self-knowledge and self-education on 
ecological restoration of the Earth. This is necessary to improve the Womb Ecology. The result will 
be the maintenance of the World Ecology, which will make humanity incomparably more happy and 
healthy mentally and physically with beautiful language and speech.  

                                                
4
http://www.my-doktor.ru/page_CHastota_i_prichina_vikidishey_2814.html   

5
http://www.medpulse.ru/health/gynaecology/child/12994.html   
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Abstract: In the forensic context formant values (F1, F2 and F3) are measured in speech. Previous 
Croatian research measured formants in nonsense words or in several phonemes; therefore the aim of this 
paper was to determine standard values for General Croatian Pronunciation for male and female speakers 
in words. Pharyngeal resonance and resonance in the back part of oral cavity is the most important for F1 
values and the highest F1 value was found for vowel [a]; the front/back position of vowel influences F2 
values; the most fronted vowel in Croatian is [i] and it has the highest average F2 value. Due to the 
contractions in those areas vowel [i] has the lowest values while the most resonant vowel [a] has the 
highest values. F3 values are important for comparisons of various vowel pronunciations since F3 does 
not distort in telephone transmission or shows fewer distortions than F1 for most vowels.   

Keywords: vowels, formant values, Croatian Received Pronunciation  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Articulation – vowel space described by IPA and the description of standard Croatian 
cardinal vowels  

 
International Phonetic Association illustrates vowel space in a diagram shaped like a trapezium. 

The horizontal axis from left to right shows front vowels /i/, followed by mid vowels and back vowels 
/u/ placed on the right (IPA, 1999, 2009). Vertical axis indicates open/close vowel articulation therefore 
on the top is close vowel /i/ followed by close-mid /e/, open-mid and open /a/ (Figure 1: IPA vowel 
space). Towards the horizontal axis vowels are placed on each level regarding to the central articulation 
and on the right regarding to the back articulation. Following that principle, the articulation of standard 
Croatian vowels is described in General Croatian Pronunciation. Croatian vowel placement is similar to 
cardinal vowels therefore are sometimes even called cardinal (i.e. Varošanec-Škarić, 2010), although 
cardinal vowels are not part of phonological inventory of a particular language. It can be noted that 
symbols in vowel space are paired and only [æ],[ɐ],[ǝ] and [ʊ] are individual. In the cases of paired IPA 
vowel symbols, the right symbol stands for rounded, labialized vowel, for example vowels /o/ and /u/ in 
General Croatian Pronunciation. Such placement and pairing system is practical because vowel symbols 
for vowel pronunciation in Croatian dialects are easily determined and thus having practical implication 
for speaker description in real forensic cases.  

Therefore, this is a practical choice suitable for comparison. For the description of the General 
Croatian vowel system we use the term cardinal vowels since phonetic science uses the same term for 
vowel system consisting of five basic vowels. Furthermore, it has to be emphasized that the following 
handbooks say that the vowels cannot be described according to the degrees of backness. This is 
important not to change articulatory descriptions of the standard pronunciation because of the particular 
research using certain method every time when a particular result is interpreted without being compared 
to the acoustic measurements. On the other hand, certain idiosyncratic pronunciation cannot be 
considered for a description of Standard Croatian Cardinal Vowel system. This means that the vowel [u] 
is described only as back, close and rounded. It is not stated that the articulation of [u] is more back than 
for [o], which is not logical considering that the degree of backness is not taken into account. In the 

                                                
6 Gordana Varošanec-Škarić, Department of Phonetics, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, e-
mail: gvarosan@ffzg.hr 
7 Iva Bašić, Department of Phonetics, Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, e-mail: ipavic2@ffzg.hr 
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Cardinal System it is neither very rounded nor close. More rounded and more close than [u] is vowel [ʊ] 
spoken in the dialect variety found, for example, in the wider Varaždin area. It should also be noted that 
lax/tense articulation influences both perceptual and acoustic characteristics of vowels.  
 

 
Figure 1. Vowel space - IPA 

 
 
Vowel [o] is described in General Croatian Pronunciation as close-mid, back and rounded 

which is also basic cardinal pronunciation. Therefore, the vowel [o] in the General Croatian 
Pronunciation is not pronounced as extremely back but simply back. Articulation is more closed for 
long /o/ in southern Croatian varieties (Dubrovnik, Konavle, wider Makarska area), while extremely 
close articulation of vowels /e/ as [ɛ] and closed /u/ implies origin from Bosnia and Herzegovina. The 
difference between Kaikavian closed [ʊ] and /u/ in Bosnian and Herzegovinian variety is in tenseness, 
the latter being more tense.  

General Croatian pronunciation of  [i] is front, close and tense. It is neither too close nor to 
tense but it is not lax either. Čakavian dialect variety includes short vowels which can be lax /i/ and 
/u/ (Škarić, 2009) and also in Kaikavian dialect variety (Varošanec-Škarić and Kišiček, 2009). For 
those dialect varieties of vowels /i/ and /u/ the used symbols are [ɪ] and [ʊ]. 

Vowel /e/ is described as mid-close and front.   
Ceneral Croatian pronunciation of the vowel /a/ is central regarding the front-back axis. It 

neither too open nor to close. Vowel /a/ is highly distinctive dialectal feature ranging from [o], or 
Štokavian, back, darker [ɒ] for long vowels in Dubrovnik area (especially in Konavle) and this are 
also possible in certain parts of Slavonia. In post-stressed positions the vowel may be reduced and /a/ 
is pronounced as  [ɐ] in Eastern Slavonia. The realization of /a/ as a neutral vowel [ǝ] is also possible 
in all positions in Zagreb variety of Kaikavian dialect. In other Kaikavian dialects (Međimurje and 
Zagorje) vowel /a/ is articulated as [ɔ] in the final spoken word position (see Varošanec-Škarić, 2010: 
151). The differences between standard pronunciation are perceived as non-standard: dialect 
variations such as vowel reductions, reduction of unstressed vowel and diphthongization (change in 
vowel quality during realization of the stressed vowel) are perceived as non-urban varieties. This is 
not only impressionistic and indexical perception but current state in the urban Croatian varieties 
(such as Zagreb, Osijek, Pula, Split and Rijeka. Urban varieties do not include such vowel 
pronunciation. It is also an important social index and sociophonetic research indicates that educated 
speakers of urban varieties are assessed as more prestigious (Varošanec-Škarić and Kišiček 2009)   

Recent research using different research methods suggest that the descriptions of vowel 
articulation in Croatian could be changed (for an example Carović, 2014). Carović (2014) used 
ultrasound to measure vowel articulation and coarticulation in Croatian and revealed certain 
interesting findings; for an example – vowel /u/ is not the most back vowel. It is more fronted in than 
/o/ and /a/. It was mentioned before that the degree of backness is not described and that [u] is not 
pronounced more back than [o] (Škarić, 2009; Varošanec-Škarić 2010: 150). It should be noted that 
small idiosyncratic tongue placements should not imply differently i.e. that [u] is more fronted than  
[o] and [a]; at least not when cardinal system is being described. Certainly, certain type of 
measurement cannot change descriptions of articulation of General Croatian Pronunciation but 
research with a particular method, in this case tongue movement recorded by ultrasound should be 
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compared to acoustic measurements. On the other hand, each method shows certain variable, for an 
example direction of tongue movement, temporal elements etc.  

Therefore, the main aim of this research was to use contemporary research methods to 
determine formant values of Croatian cardinal vowels. It is known that formants are spectral peaks 
resulting from resonance in the supraglotic cavities (ever since Fant, 1970).  

Secondly, pragmatic aim of the research is to determine reference values of vowel formants 
which is important for description of any language, so that it can be compared to dialect realizations 
and idiosyncratic pronunciation.  

 

1.2. Previous research of vowel formants  
 
There are three previous researches about acoustic feaures of vowel formants in Croatian. 

Škarić (1991: 186) mentions results for the first three formants for Croatian vowels based on results 
obtained from one male speaker in pronunciation of vowels in isolation. Bakran and Stamenković 
(1990) give results for 17 adult males and 7 female speakers in nonsense words: /pip/,/pep/, /pap/, 
/pop/, /pup/. The results are later shown in the book Acoustic image of Croatian (Zvučna slika 
hrvatskoga govora) (Bakran, 1996).  Varošanec-Škarić (2010) compared vowel formants in educated 
opera singers in speech and singing (the materials included anthem, scale and vowel pronunciation 
X3) (6 M, 7 F). Due to the required control, complexity of the measurements, methodological 
limitations, number of participants, differences in phonetic context both on segmental and 
suprasegmental level, choice of words and nonsense words, necessary verification of speakers’ 
pronuniciation researchers cannot take all the variables into consideration at the same time. Therefore 
for the description of pronunciation the starting point should be traditional description of Croatian 
vowels and comparison to the acoustic data collected in controlled conditions certain conclusions 
could be made. The raised questions only contribute to better connections of perceptual assessment 
with other measurements.  

Although the description of standard Croatian vowels regarding the procedures that were used 
for the description of vowels in Croatian and gave certain conclusions on one hand and phonetic 
context in the material on the other hand are not always similar and completely accepted, phoneticiam 
must take into account what is being compared in certain interpretation, the synergy of the procedures 
and methods during articulatory and acoustic analysis. Forensic phonetics uses comparison of the 
recordings collected by the police with certain transmittion features. It is clear that the phonetician 
receives the sample which is always connected speech. Therefore the samples used for comparison 
with official recordings during verification procedure should be spoken. This also emphasizes the 
need to measure acoustic characteristics of vowel formants of stressed vowels in words with different 
phonetic contexts. Recent studies in forensic phonetics discussed formant analysis but some authors 
such as Nolan (1993, 2007), Nolan and Grigoras (2005), state that sice formant values indicate 
interaction between three possible identification sources: linguistic accent, anatomy of vocal tract and 
articulation they should be used. It was noted on several occasions that the analysis of formant values 
must include limitations depending on type of transmission: telephone or GSM or other recording 
system. McDougal and Nolan (2007) point that F1 and F2 values imply the dynamics of formant 
change and that they are speakers’ signature. This type of analysis can, for example, determine the 
difference between monophtongized and diphthongized vowel system among speakers. This can be 
useful for analysis of vowel systems different from standard since certain dialect varieties include 
diphtongized pronunciation of monophtongs in standard varieties.  It is quite useful tho have the 
average formant values for all vowels available, especially F1, F2 and F3 measured in controlled 
conditions in various phonetic contexts. The importance of other data is not opposed, especially when 
the data include various phonation types of different speakers. Such comparisons reveal that the 
differences in average vowel formant values (F1 and F2) and voice formants (partly F3 and definitely 
F4). Therefore experiments must result from real cases to make the comparison possible and 
interpretation satisfactory.  
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2. PROCEDURE OF AVERAGE FORMANT FREQUENCY MEASURMENTS FOR 
CROATIAN VOWEL FORMANTS 

2.1. Description of words used for acoustic analysis 
 

Ten words in different phonetic contexts were chosen for each vowel. Target vowel was 
stressed and the material included all four accents in General Croatian Pronunciation. Regarding 
phonetic context, the selected material included all vowels surrounded by voiced and voiceless 
consonants: stops, fricatives, affricates, approximants and sonants. All the speakers assessed as the 
speakers of General Croatian Pronunciation were included in the study even if they did not 
pronounced the two short accents (rising and falling) differently. Two-syllable words with stressed 
first syllable (typical trochaic pattern) appeared on a computer screen and the speakers should 
pronounce them in a carrier sentence: It is a … [patka]. it should be noted that the formant values can 
differ depending on the intonation pattern; the difference between rising and falling intonation would 
influence not only the F0 values, which is logical and expected, but also vowel formant values. 
Therefore formant values should first be measured in sentences with falling intonation and later 
should be tested weather they change depending on the intonation for an example how does rising 
intonation influence vowel formant values.  

The chosen words for vowel [a] were: /patka/, /mati/, /faktor/, /tako/, /dabar/, /žaba/, /vata/, 
/lakat/, /džabe/, /gadno/.  

The chosen words for vowel [e] were:: /pekar/, metar/, /leti/, /neto/, /deka/, /šetnja/, /redom/, 
/četa/, /sedmi/, /keper/. 

The chosen words for vowel [i] were: /pita/, /vika/, /rikne/, /bitno/, /čipka/, /nikad/, /sito/, /tigar/, 
/dika/, /šiba/. 

The chosen words for vowel [o] were:: /poklon/, /kopar/, /noga/, /fokus/, /soba/, /šogor/, /roba/, 
/voda/, /joga/, /čopor/. 

The chosen words for vowel [u] were: /buka/, /tupo/, /kupka/, /šupa/, /zubni/, /sutra/, /čudo/, 
/ruka/, /jutro/, /luka/. 

The Tables 1a and 1b in the results section show average values of formant frequencies for F1, 
F2 and F3 (M), standard deviation (S.D.), and minimum and maximum frequency values (Hz) 

2.2. Speakers  
The project Forensic phonetics: standardization of sound procedures8 included measurement of 

of average frequency values, frequency ranges and standard deviations for F1, F2 and F3 for five 
Croatian vowels in different phonetic contexts for both male speakers (N=14) and female speakers 
(N=14). Mean age of male speakers is 33, ranging from 22 to 49 and mean age for female speakers 
was 30, ranging from 22 to 56. The selection criteria were that both experts assessed the speakers’ 
voices as normal (healthy, without voice disorders, neither too high nor too low, without speech and 
hearing disorders). It is important that the selected speakers spoke General Croatian Pronunciation 
because standard pronunciation includes articulatory placement only for standard vowels , therefore 
vowel frequencies cannot be influenced by regional varieties or dialects which could influence 
supralaryngeal placements. 

2.3. Hypotheses 
Acoustic theory of F1 and F2 values is based on numerous phonetic researches. The following 

statements are almost axiomatic: 
1. F1 is influenced by open/close vowel articulation: open vowels have higher F1 values and 

close vowels have lower values 
2. F2 is influenced by front/back vowel articulation 
3. F1 values are influenced by resonance in pharyngeal cavity and back part of oral cavity 
4. F2 values are influenced by front part of oral cavity and the area surrounding tip of the tongue 
5. The differences between formant frequencies for various vowels are smaller for men than for 

women; the difference is based on overall length of the articulatory tract therefore women generally 
have greater frequency distance between formants and higher average formant values 

 

                                                
8 University of Zagreb, NUMBER, principal investigator Gordana Varošanec Škarić, data collected in 

research Varošanec-Škarić &Bašić, 2014) 
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It is hypothesized that this research will support the stated hypotheses i.e. that vowel formant 
values will confirm that the placement of vowels in General Croatian Pronunciation is similar to 
cardinal vowels’ placement. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The results of this research are shown in tables. Tables 1a and 1b show formant values (F1, F2 and 
F3) for male and female speakers. Vowel formant space defined by F1 and F2 values are shown in 
(Figure 2) for both male and female speakers as well as the distances between the three vowel 
formants (Figure 3 and 4).   
 
Table 1a. Average frequency values (M) for vowel formants F1, F2 and F3, standard deviation (S.D.), 

minimum and maximum values – male speakers. 
 Hz F1 F2 F3 

[a] 

M 707 1221 2417 
min. 518 1015 2009 
max. 826 1548 2691 
S.D. 53.73 104.6 152.83 

[e] 

M 494 1811 2427 
min. 335 1559 2007 
max. 661 2132 2741 
S.D. 64.47 114.8 146.2 

[i] 

M 295 2177 2725 
min. 225 1902 2266 
max. 382 2564 3152 
S.D. 30.19 130.72 211.97 

[o] 

M 511 1069 2405 
min. 366 806 2004 
max. 694 1415 2894 
S.D. 63.19 135.08 194.99 

[u] 

M 344 799 2410 
min. 218 562 2102 
max. 566 998 2715 
S.D. 59.44 102.63 145.21 

 
Table 1b. Average frequency values (M) for vowel formants F1, F2 and F3, standard deviation 

(S.D.), minimum and maximum values – female speakers. 
 Hz F1 F2 F3 

[a] 

M 835 1395 2449 
min. 693 1188 2118 
max. 988 1648 2757 
S.D. 62.76 100.22 133.36 

[e] 

M 577 2112 2704 
min. 452 1741 2410 
max. 769 2362 2946 
S.D. 64.51 117.72 127.81 

[i] 

M 370 2375 2832 
min. 310 2049 2338 
max. 498 2679 3182 
S.D. 35.51 125.81 183.5 

[o] 

M 580 1151 2499 
min. 461 889 2117 
max. 697 1478 2745 
S.D. 55.39 133.51 124.96 

[u] 

M 403 907 2567 
min. 302 623 2209 
max. 665 1192 2793 
S.D. 54.46 139.4 155.75 
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Average formant values for formants F1 and F2 can be shown in vowel formant space for male 

and female speakers.  
 

 
Figure 2: Vowel space defined by values of F1 and F2 for male speakers (●) and female speakers (▲) 

 
The expressed hypotheses and formant definition indicate that conclusion about certain formant 

frequency cannot be jumped ahead taking into account only one dimension of articulatory placement. 
Formant frequencies are result of complex phonetic activity. If the results shown in Table1a and Table 
1b and Figure2 are compared to the hypotheses it can be concluded that: 

1. F1: the highest F1 values are found for vowel [a] for female speakers (835 Hz) and for male 
speakers (707 Hz), followed by F1 values for [o] for female speakers (580 Hz) and for male speakers 
(511 Hz). Approximately similar values were found for vowel [e] for female speakers (577 Hz) and 
for male speakers (494Hz). Formant values decrease for vowel [u] for female speakers (403 Hz) and 
for male speakers (344 Hz), F1 values are the lowest for  [i] for male speakers (295 Hz) and female 
speakers (370 Hz). Therefore, it can be concluded that the vowel [a] is the most open vowel in 
General Croatian Pronunciation and vowel [i]  the highest / the closest vowel. 

F1 is influenced by open/close vowel articulation. 
2. F2 is influenced by front / back vowel articulation: front vowels have higher F2 values and 

back vowels lower. The second hypothesis is confirmed - vowel [i] has the highest F2 values in 
Croatian due to the front articulation. Average value for female speakers is 2375 Hz (ranging from 
2049 to 2679 Hz), and for male speakers 2177 (ranging from 1902 to 2564 Hz). Lower values are 
found for [e], for female speakers the average value is 2112 Hz (ranging from 1741 to 2362), and for 
male speakers 1811 Hz (ranging from 1559 to 2132 Hz). It can be noted that the front articulation of 
the vowels in not only determined by tongue position but also upward larynx movements from neutral 
position. As expected, F2 values for [a] are about 1000 Hz lower than for [i], the difference is smaller 
for male speakers which is also expected.  The average value for [a] for female speakers is 1395 Hz 
(ranging from 1188 to 1648 Hz), and for male 1221 Hz (ranging from 1015 to 1548 Hz). It is common 
that vowel [a] is described as central regarding the front/back axis. It is definitely closest to neutral 
position of the tongue mass meaning that the center of the tongue mass does not move forward or 
backward in General Croatian Pronunciation. It is definitely the closest to the neutral position of the 
vowel [ǝ], without pharyngeal contractions (no contractions in oropharynx) oral cavity is slightly 
more open than for other vowels. It should also be noted that front / back placement is influenced by 
jaw placement but the other articulatory factors also have to be included. Back vowels are not 
described by different degree of backness so we can say that they only follow the lower average F2 
values for vowels [o] and [u]. Average F2 values for vowel [o] for female speakers is 1151 Hz 
(ranging from 889 to 1478 Hz), and for male speakers 1069 Hz (ranging from 806 to 1415 Hz). Lower 
average F2 are found for vowel [u], which is for female speakers 907 Hz (ranging from 603 to 1192 
Hz), and for male speakers 799 Hz (ranging from 562 to 998 Hz). The results confirm that front / back 
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articulation influences F2 values and that front vowels have higher average F2 values and back 
vowels lower.   

3. It is confirmed that for F1 values the resonance in pharyngeal cavity is important as well as 
the resonance in back part of oral cavity meaning that pharynx and back part of oral cavity 
(oropharynx) are being contracted resulting in lower F1 values. Lower resonance in those parts means 
that the lowest F1 values will be found for [i] because the contractions are the greatest during 
articulation and in General Croatian Pronunciation of vowel [a] it is pronounced with open pharynx 
and wider back part of oral cavity. It is confirmed that the lowest F1 values are found for [i], and the 
highest for [a] in General Croatian Pronunciation.  

Due to higher pharyngeal and oral resonance vowel [a] is always used in phonetic speech 
exercises at the beginning in order to achieve longer phonation time and smaller shorter coefficient of 
openness in relation to the entire cycle (Varošanec-Škarić, 2010: 67). 

4. The highest F2 frequency is found for front vowels which is cardinal vowel [i] in Standard 
Croatian. This type of pronunciation gives expected average values for male and female speakers: 
about 2100 and 2300 Hz respectively. The results show the average value for male speakers is 2177 
Hz, and for female 2375 Hz. Therefore, in standard articulation of vowel [i] the center of the tongue 
mass is placed frontally as well as the tongue tip. It means that the standard pronunciation of vowel [i] 
must not be rounded (as in some Kaikavian non-urban varieties) because it will lower the F2 values, 
but also it must not be dentalized (completely closed jaw as in some Bosnian varieties or in varieties 
from Posavina) because F2 values will be higher than in standard Croatian. Considering everything 
said for F2 it can be concluded that resonance in front part of oral cavity is important for vowel [i], as 
well as front tongue tip area, no nasal resonance should be present since lowering of velum lowers F2 
values in comparison to standard values. It is logical that standard pronunciation of vowels [o], [u] 
with tongue mass being slightly back and lips are rounded F2 are lower than for standard [i], which 
was confirmed by our measurement.  

5. Regarding formant vowel space which is based on F1 and F2 values this research confirms 
that the differences in frequencies between those two formants for all vowels are smaller for male 
speakers than for female speakers. It is evident that gender differences are smaller for [o] and [u], and 
the same pattern can be seen in comparison of F2 and F3 values (Figure 3).  
 

 
Figure 3: F1, F2 and F3 frequency-ratio for male speakers in General Croatian Pronunciation 

 
The following statement does not refer to the comparison of F2 and F3 for other vowels since 

the differences are stronger in male speakers – about 100 Hz for [a] and [i]. Although the emphasis is 
on vowel formants, other formant values must be mentioned. F3 values are significant for forensic 
phonetics since neither it is distorted as F4 nor as F1 for most vowels. Those formants are least 
distorted for vowel [a], since F1 for /a/ values are often higher than the telephone transmission band. 
However there are certain cases when F1 is significantly lower than average and in those cases it can 
be distorted. This happens mostly for male speakers. 
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Figure 4: F1, F2 and F3 frequency-ratio for female speakers in General Croatian Pronunciation 

 
Even being less informative, this experiment has confirmed that average formant values for F1 

and F2 are lower for male speakers for all vowels. This also applies to F3 since it is also vowel 
formant and is influenced not only by the length of vocal tract but also by the vowel articulation. It 
should not be forgotten the differences in articulatory cavities also influence the differences between 
men and women. What is new is that the greatest average difference in F3 among male and female 
speakers is found for vowel [e], although the highest frequency F3 was found for vowel [i] for both 
female and male speakers. Therefore we can conclude that the shortest articulatory tract is for 
articulation of vowel [i]. 

4. CONCLUSION 

1. The highest average F1 values are found for vowel [a] for both female speakers (835 Hz) and 
for male speakers (707 Hz) being the most open vowel in Croatian cardinal system. Further, F1 values 
are followed by the average values for vowel [o] for both female (580 Hz) and male speakers (511 
Hz), and almost similar average values for vowel [e].  F1 values decrease further for vowel  [u] for 
both genders while being the lowest for vowel [i] for male speakers (295 Hz) and female speakers 
(370 Hz). Therefore, it can be concluded that the vowel [a] is the most open vowel in General 
Croatian Pronunciation and vowel [i] the highest cardinal vowel. 

2. It is confirmed that front vowels have higher F2 values while back vowels have lower; vowel 
[i] has the highest average F2 value in Croatian due to front articulation. Average value for female 
speakers is  2375 Hz and for male speakers 2177.  The results for [i] are followed by F2 values for 
vowel [e], for female speakers the average value is 2112 Hz and for male speakers  1811 Hz. Average 
F2 values for [a] for female speakers is 1395 Hz and for male 1221 Hz confirming its cardinal 
articulation since it is common that vowel [a] is described as central regarding the front/back axis. 
Vowels [o] and [u] respectively have lower F2 values. 

3. The resonance in pharyngeal cavity and back part of oral cavity is important for F1 values 
and these results support that meaning that contractions in the pharyngeal area and in the back part of 
oral cavity (the area of oropharynx) cause lower F1 values. The lowest F1 values are found for the 
vowel [i] because of the greatest degree of constriction, while during articulation of the vowel [a] 
there is no constriction in that part of vocal tract. This confirms the finding of the lowest F1 values for 
[i] and the highest for [a] in General Croatian Pronunciation.  

4. The highest F2 frequency values are found for front vowels, being cardinal vowel [i] in 
Standard Croatian. The average values for male and female speakers are about 2100 and 2300 Hz 
respectively. The results show the average value for male speakers is 2177 Hz and 2375 Hz for 
females. 

5. This experiment has confirmed that the frequency distance between F1 and F2 (vowel space) 
is lower for male speakers for all vowels. Male and female vowel space differs less for vowels [o] and 
[u] and the same applies to the frequency distance between F2 and F3. 
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It is also informative that the greatest average difference in F3 between male and female 
speakers is found for vowel [e], although the highest F3frequency was found for vowel [i] for both 
female and male speakers. The results of this research of the acoustic features of Croatian cardinal 
vowels can be compared to the results of various vowel researches – in Croatian dialects, regional 
pronunciation, local varieties, and urban varieties but can also be compared to other languages. 
Furthermore, they can be useful in forensic context, especially when two types of recordings are 
available – forensic recordings collected during investigation with studio recordings of the suspect’s 
spontaneous utterances during an interview with a phonetician.  
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Abstract: The subject of analysis of this article shall be the phonological and phonetic value of the Ќ /C/ 
and Ѓ /Ɉ/, which, in the Macedonian grammar, are defined as affricates and occlusive, while also 
comprising a whole range of phonetic realizations in the Macedonian colloquial speech. This variety is a 
consequence of the difference in realizations in the dialects, as well as influence from the neighboring 
languages, especially Serbian and Croatian. This different pronunciation has an impact on the written 
form as well, where a mix with the voices K and G can be noticed, including the affricates C and DZ. The 
analysis will also take into considerations the different spelling solutions for Ќ /C/ and Ѓ /Ɉ/ in the 
borrowers of Greek and Turkish origin, which, even in intellectual layers of society, can pose a challenge 
with their spelling. 

Keywords: K' and G' Voices, pronunciation, orthography, impact, improve.  

 

1. CONSONANT SYSTEM OF THE MACEDONIAN LANGUAGE 

1.1. Phonological and phonetic value of voices /Ќ/ (Ћ) and /Ѓ/ (Ђ)  

In Macedonian grammar books voices /Ќ/ and /Ѓ/ are described as affricates (Кепески 1987, 
Конески 1981) and in Macedonian phonology as occlusives (Савицка, Спасов 1997). In colloquial 
pronunciation, they have a series of phonetic realization. Their variance stems from the different 
realization in the Macedonian dialects, but we cannot ignore the influence of the Serbian and Croatian 
languages. The pronunciation is also affected by their realization on a written plan, where there is 
mixing with the relevant velar occlusive /K/ and /Г/, but also with affricates /Ч/ and /Џ/ (one of three 
pairs of affricates in Macedonian language). Different spelling solutions of the voices /Ќ/ and /Ѓ/ in 
borrowed words from Greek and Turkish origin also cause problems in the written plan, even among 
intellectuals. This paper analyzes the phonological and phonetic value of the voices of interest in the 
Macedonian language in order to reach valid conclusions and appropriate definition of the orthoepic 
and orthographic norms. 

In one of its papers from 1972 published in the magazine Macedonian language, describing the 
sound system of modern South Slavic languages Dalibor Brozović pointed out that “orthoepic value 
of these plosive (ќ, ѓ) is not stable yet” in the Macedonian language (Brozović 1972: 24) 

After forty years, with this paper of ours, we will try to review today’s orthoepic value of these 
voices, how they are used into practice and whether this affects orthography. 
 

                                                
9 Ms. Veselinka Labroska, Republic of Macedonia, e-mail: labroska_v@yahoo.com 
10 Ms. Blaga Paneva, Republic of Macedonia, e-mail: blagapaneva@yahoo.com 
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2. STANDARDS AND STANDARDIZED LANGUAGE 

2.1. Language Processes and voice system 

 
Our starting point shall be the definition of the studied voices in Phonology of contemporary 

Macedonian standard language: “The basic phonetic realizations of phonemes / Ɉ / and /с/11  are - high 
post palatal, non-velarized. In practice, however, series of individual (regional) or individually-
combinational variants can be traced ....” (Савицка, Спасов 1997: 87-88). Post- palatality of these 
voices distinguishes them from Serbian parallel, and non-velarization is the basis for their distinction 
from hard velar occlusive. The reason why in the Macedonian phonology these voices are classified 
as occlusives and not affricates is that their noise (although slightly more pronounced than in other 
occlusive) has no established character like in other affricates (Савицка, Спасов 1997: 88). In the 
Serbian language pronunciation of these sounds is described as following: “In the articulation of these 
voices the front part of the tongue fits the alveolar (post dental) i.e. frontal palatial region while its  
top, bent down, is touching the inner side of the lower incisors” (Петровић, Гудурић 2010: 275). In 
contrast, the zone of articulation (of Macedonian sounds / ќ / and / ѓ /) moves only in the palate durum 
no matter how much it includes prepalatal, palatal or part mediopalatal part (Керамитчиевски 1972: 
174). This difference in the pronunciation of parallel voices in Macedonian and Serbian language,  
opposed to their phonological same values and the same origin in the basic Sloven vocabulary, causes 
improper transcription among Macedonian speakers and their mixing with affricate / ч / and / џ /. 

The number of pairs where these voices have deferential function in the Macedonian language 
is minimal, but sufficient: кука: куќа (hook : house); лага : лаѓа (lie : ship).  What is the situation in 
the colloquial pronunciation and is there orthoepic standard that will, in formal communication, 
impose the rules of pronunciation of these sounds? On the second question the answer is, 
unfortunately, negative, and this entails a great diversity in terms of the different phonetic realization 
of these phonemes, even in the mainstream media, area where the most of the care should be taken in 
regard to the purity of speech so that it could be a model for the standard pronunciation of the 
Macedonian language. What leads to this situation and how to react to this plan? 

The analysis considering the frequency of voices, as well as analysis of the position in which 
they may appear, is indicating that the pronunciation was not stabilized and that is why there are 
different variations of that i.e. there is a wealth of allophones in various positions in the word where 
/ќ/,/ѓ/ are used. This phenomenon causes the general direction of development of the consonantal 
system of the Macedonian language, which comes to losing palatality i.e. palatalivity where it still 
exists in the system; and it exist with a small number of phonemes, only four: / љ /, / њ /, / ѓ / and / ќ / 
(not taking into account the glide /j/ which as semi vocal has a very specific position in the sonant’s 
system). In the studies of Macedonian linguists this different pronunciation is often emphasized, and 
in this regard Mr. G. Cvetanovski says the following: “As generally accepted, uses of the 
pronunciation of the voices ќ, ѓ in standard language states palatial pronunciation (as a pronunciation 
position of palatal /k/, /g/ before /e/ and /i/), but unfortunately, the state with the pronunciation of 
these two voices is such that they are realized in a number of optional varieties, from soft explosive 
/k/ and /g/, up to the voices with extreme friction that is closer to the Serbian pronunciation of the 
sounds /ћ/ and /ђ/”.(Цветановски 2012: 231). This problem is even more complicated in dialects 
(mainly in western Macedonia), in which these voices are pronounced with biphonemic combination, 
as in the following examples from Prilep speech: срејча, јадејчи, лујџе (with anticipation of 
palatality; Видоески 1998: 192), or as in examples from the Gostivar’s speech: братја, сватја, 
оградје, цветќе (with unrealized new palatalisation; Поповски 1970: 39); while in Polog-Vratnica 
speech (in the Tetovo region) their pronunciation is approaching Serbian pronunciation of /ћ/ and /ђ/ 
i.e. they occur with expressive palatalization, which can be heard in the pronunciation of the sounds 
/к/and /г/ before front vowels: јабук’e, к’итка, ног’е  (Видоески 1998: 153).  

According to researches of Mr. Blaze Koneski in some Macedonian speeches (Veles and 
eastern) due to the neutralization of phonemes ќ and ѓ, phonemes к and г especially in positions of 
front vowels, where hard phonemes automatically are realized as soft, there is situation where spoken 
words куќи, лаѓи, could be taken as plural forms of nouns куќа, лаѓа, but also as a plural form of 
nouns кука, лага (Конески 1981a: 84). Here we must emphasize a situation with double substitution 
of Proto-Slavic group tj, *kt` – *dj in the Macedonian language (ќ, ѓ and шт, жд), which is typical 

                                                
11 In the further text we shall not use the phonetic codes for these two voices from technical reasons.  
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not only for the dialects, but also for the standard idioms in some positions (маќеа / маштеа; 
матеница / маштеница, гаќник / гашник; меѓник / межник)). This phenomenon can be also found 
in the toponymy, especially in the Central Macedonia: Брждани, Кривогаштани, Рожден 
(Конески 1981a: 84). 

According to the Macedonian language Dictionary (ТРМЈ 2003 - 2014), both voices can appear 
in any position of the words, the initial, medial and final: ќе, ќерка, куќа, јадејќи, Божиќ; ѓум, 
Ѓурѓа, ѓеврек,  р̓ѓа, паѓа, раѓа, глеѓ. In terms of distribution, these two opstruents can be pronounced 
in front of the front vocals, and the front of the back vocals. However, the pronunciation in a position 
in front of the front vowel is usually very close to the pronunciation of hard velars in the same 
position, even with some speaker the pronunciation is same, which causes wrong writing i.e. mixing 
of graphemes for both voice (ќ/к; ѓ/г). This situation is even more complicated if we take into account 
the fact that in contemporary electronic communication the use of diacritical mark in writing is 
avoided, while the students when they write on a computer or a smartphone, they almost do not use 
the diacritical mark. Mitigating factor in this complicated situation with pronunciation and spelling of 
these sounds is that their frequency in everyday speech is relatively small. Except for the particles for 
future tense ќе (and a few more words: ќерка, куќа, луѓе), whose presence in everyday speech is 
large, other words where these voices arise are not so frequent. Master thesis of Mr. Branislav 
Gerazov on “Speech synthesis system in Macedonian language, based on a quasi-diphthongs” 
(Геразов 2011: 110-119) provides date of the frequencies of certain words in the Macedonian 
language, as well as frequency of sounds and letters based on the reference group, Bibles and 
dictionaries (total 2.3 million words). These are some of the statistics: the particles ќе, one of the ten 
most frequent words in the text of the Bible records the frequency of 1.77%; frequency of the use of 
[ќ] in the entire material is 0.41%; and the frequency of the use of [ѓ] is 0.10%; frequency of use of 
their letters in the material analyzed records the following results, the letter Ќ 0.41%, while the letter 
Ѓ 0.11% (Геразов 2011: 111-113). From the statistical results showed, conclusion can be driven that 
the functional value of these phonemes is relatively small, and this is perhaps one of the reasons why 
their phonetic realization is not stabilized. It may be noted also that the frequency of the use of the 
phoneme /ѓ/ does not coincide with the writing of an appropriate letters whose percentage of 
occurrence is slightly higher, which indicates that orthoepy does not follow orthography, and that this 
soft voice is lost in the pronunciation. 

“According to the orthography of Macedonian literary language, consonant /ќ/ is pronounced 
and written in the following positions: 

а) in words and forms: 
Божиќ (and Божик), божиќен – божиќна, -ќно, -ќни, веќе, повеќе, вреќа, -и, куќа, ќерка, 

сваќа, свеќа, ќути, цвеќе;  
б) the particles ќе and the suffix -јќи in the present participle: викајќи, носејќи, пеејќи; 
в) in the forms of collective plural nouns ending on -т: брут-бруќе, врата-враќе, прат-

праќе, работа-рабоќе; 
г) in the names appointing at inhabitants of villages, towns and districts, derived from the nouns 

ending on -т: Сопот – сопоќанец, сопоќанка, сопоќани, Египет – Египќанец, Тибет – 
Тибеќанец, Кувајт – Кувајќанец etc.; 

д) with verbs derived from verbal bases on -т: плаќа, праќа, сфаќа, фаќа, среќава, веќава. 
Consonant /ѓ/ is pronounced and written in the following positions: 
а) in words: веѓа-веѓи, лага-лаѓи, меѓа-меѓи, ʼрѓа, саѓи, такуѓере, туѓ, туѓоземјанин; 
б) in the forms of plural of the noun човек (person) – луѓе; 
в) in the forms of collective plural nouns ending on  -да: грамада-грамаѓе, ливада-ливаѓе, 

ограда-ограѓе;  
г) in the derived nouns ending on -д: град-граѓанец, Белград-белграѓанец, Брод-броѓанец, 

Охрид-охриѓанец; 
д) with verbs derived from verbal bases on -д: доаѓа, преоѓа, заоѓа, виѓава, раѓа. 
(Видоески, Димитровски, Конески, Угринова-Скаловска  1998: 18-20).  
Here borrowings should also be included, especially those coming from the Turkish and Greek 

languages: ќар, ќари, ќебап, ќебе, ќемане, ќерамида  (//керамида), ќердоса, ќесе (//кесе), ќеф, 
ќор, ќотек, ќофте, ќоше, ќускија, ќутук, шеќер, but also кибрит, килим, кирија; ѓавол, ѓакон, 
ѓаур, ѓеврек, ѓезве, ѓердан, ѓерѓеф, ѓериз, ѓоа(мити), ѓол, ѓомлезе, ѓубре, ѓузел, ѓум, калуѓер and 
ангел, гемија, генерал, гемиџија . The examples given in parentheses indicate the doublet form, 
i.e.in the Macedonian standard language both forms can be used (with Ќ and K), which further 
complicates already complex situation with the pronunciation and spelling of these voices.  
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3. FINDINGS FROM THE RESEARCH ON THE USE OF /Ќ/ AND /Ѓ/ IN THE 
PRONUNCIATION AND WRITING  

As a material for our research on the use of the sounds /ќ/ and /ѓ/ in writing, we used the written 
compositions of secondary school students, while for determination of errors in pronunciation we 
used materials that are recorded in Macedonian language classes in secondary schools. As a control 
material, we used a survey carried out by the colleague Dr. Liliana Gushevska as part of the Seminar 
for doctoral studies at our Institute. 

3.1. Results of the analysis of secondary school written material  

In the next series of examples in parentheses we present the wrong forms of words used in 
written compositions of secondary school students: наоѓам (наогам), веќе (вејке и вече), ќе (ке, че), 
луѓе (луге, лујге, луџе), патувајќи (патувајки, патуваки), бидејќи (бидејки, бидеки, бидејчи), 
деноноќие (денонокије), одејќи (одејки, одеки), трчајќи (трчајки), Петровиќ 
(Петрович),Стојановиќ (Стојанович), туѓа (туга), куќа (кука), лаѓа (лага),  ѓавол (џавол), 
ѓеврек (џеврек), генерал (ѓенерал), гемија (ѓемија), ангел (анѓел), ѓубре (џубре), кирија (ќирија), 
ќумур (чумур), спанаќ (спанач). The changes that have occurred can be divided into three groups:  

1) Mistakes due to (not) use the diacritical mark in writing, as we mentioned earlier, this is a 
result of rapid writing to the Latin keyboard, which in turn causes the creation of irregular 
habits of writing. Examples of this type are: наоѓам (наогам), патувајќи (патувајки, 
патуваки), бидејќи (бидејки, бидеки), деноноќие (денонокије), одејќи (одејки, одеки), 
трчајќи (трчајки), туѓа (туга), куќа (кука), лаѓа (лага); 

2) errors in pronunciation as a result of the dialects base influence, which then affects the way of 
writing; Examples of this type are:  веќе (вејке и вече), ангел (анѓел), ќе (ке, че), луѓе 
(луге, лујге, луџе), ѓавол (џавол), ѓеврек (џеврек),бидејќи (бидејчи),генерал (ѓенерал), 
гемија (ѓемија), ангел (анѓел), ѓубре (џубре),кирија (ќирија), ќумур (чумур), спанаќ 
(спанач); 

3) errors that are the result of doublet forms in spelling or a different solution in conjunction 
with the pretext of “the same voice” (according to the perception of students): Петровиќ 
(Петрович), Стојановиќ (Стојанович), Ќориќ (Чорич) Ѓорѓе (Џорџе), Ѓорѓевиќ, 
(Џорџевич), пунџа. This third type of errors is encountered frequently in everyday 
transcription of Serbian names, very often on television, especially when it comes to local 
broadcasters where not enough attention is paid to spelling and translation is not subject to 
proof reading. 

In regard to the errors, one third from errors is encountered when using the /ќ/ and /ѓ/ in 
Turkish, Greek and other borrowed words: ѓавол (џавол), ѓеврек (џеврек), генерал (ѓенерал), гемија 
(ѓемија), ангел (анѓел), ѓубре (џубре), кирија (ќирија), ќумур (чумур), спанаќ (спанач). These 
examples suggest that these words are used less frequently than others, so students can not memorize 
different spelling solutions for phonemes that are pronounced the same, or almost completely 
identical. In some Macedonian dialects voices /ќ/ and /ѓ/ are pronounced identically with the sounds 
/к/ and /г/ before front vowels, so we find examples like анѓел, ѓенерал, ѓемија, ѓубре, ќирија (even 
Маќедонија, in the title of a magazine that is published in Pirin Macedonia), which in fact only 
present accurate phonetic notation of given words. In other Macedonian dialects, as we have pointed 
out before, the pronunciation of phonemes /ќ/ and /ѓ/  is  closer to the pronunciation of hard affricates 
/ч/ и /џ/ ѓубре (џубре), ќумур (чумур), спанаќ (спанач), ќе (че), ќутење (чутење). 

3.2. The research results based on survey   

Here we give the results of the research conducted by colleague Ms. Liljana Gusevska. The 
number of respondents was 12, most of which were with higher education. The focus of this survey 
was on individuals who cherish their mother tongue and took care about the correct use of the 
standard language. The list of words that they wrote is as following ѓеврек, генерал, ѓезве, гемија, 
ангел, шеќер, ѓердан, ѓерѓеф, ќесе, кибрит, ќебе, килим, кирија. The selection of words is not 
accidental: these are borrowed words, mainly from the Turkish and the Greek language, which in the 
standard language are written in different ways. It is, as it can be seen from the examples given, the 
position of consonants (/к/, /г/ or /ќ/, /ѓ/) in front of the front vowels where we have positional 
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palatalization. What were the results of the survey? None of the participants made a mistake in writing 
the following words: ангел, генерал, шеќер and кирија. The most common error occurred when 
writing the letter Ќ in the words кибрит and килим. Correct spelling of the word гемија was 
observed in all elderly surveyed respondents, while the misspelling with latter Ѓ registered in younger 
(they did not even know what that word means, nor how it is written). Younger respondents faced 
problem when writing word ѓерѓеф, which all have misspelled, and not only in connection with latter 
marking sound palatal affricates, but also in connection with the writing of the final phoneme (В 
instead of Ф). This research to some extent confirmed our position that a pattern for marking the 
phoneme /ќ/ and /ѓ/ before front vowels should be establish, both in domestic and in borrowed words. 

4. CONCLUSION  

As stated above, we can conclude that the situation regarding the proper use of the written and 
spoken realization of the sounds /Ќ/ and /Ѓ/ in the contemporary Macedonian language is very 
complicated.  

If errors of orthographic and orthoepic nature in the first years of the codification of the 
Macedonian standard language were the result of a lack of trained teachers and adequate textbooks, 
today they are result of rapid means of communication and influence of colloquial (and dialect) 
pronunciation in the official daily communication. In the process, the first that “suffer” are phonemes 
where there is a systemic shift, as is the case for example with velarization of soft consonants in the 
Macedonian language. This, however, cannot be justification for such a large number of errors, which 
can be heard or read. 

It is to us linguists, as soon as possible, to prepare appropriate manuals for orthoepic and 
orthographic norm in the standard Macedonian language. Certainly, we must take into account the 
frequency of the use and the phonological value of the analyzed voices and words in the native and in 
borrowed words, and then to change the spelling where different solutions create problems when 
adopting standards. Regarding orthoepy, in addition to drafting manuals, we need to consider the 
establishment of a Training center for professional announcer so they can be trained i.e. all those 
working in the electronic media. This would at least briefly alleviated the current situation with 
allophone, not only for the phoneme /ќ/ and /ѓ/ but also with other phonemes in the standard 
Macedonian language. 
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Abstract: In our first paper My Brain Just Did Not Give Me Anything To Say! at Patra, Greece in 2006, 
we  presented significant brief theoretical hypotheses on brain and speech development. We also shared 
the Prebirth source of speaking challenges. In 2008, with Now Our Brains Give Us Something To Say! we 
presented how our brains had developed Whole-Self Prebirth Psychology illustrated by Case Histories. 
At this 5th Congress, in what has become a Whole-Self Trilogy, we present some Media Coverage and 
Clinical Resources highlighting the pioneering work of Canadian, Barbara Arrowsmith-Young who 
spoke about her early years with the same verbal communication hearing and speech learning disabilities 
we had, and how she pioneered rebuilding her brain and then established schools teaching techniques to 
children declared learning disabled. We overcame our learning deficits through Whole-Self Prebirth 
Psychology, Philosophy and Education allowing ourselves to grow, develop, mature and evolve as a 
Whole-Self. 

Keywords: Brain, Mind, Psyche, Learning Disabilities, Speaking, Whole-Self Prebirth Psychology, 
Altani Greek Mythologist,  

 
Keynote: Psychology, without the atomic perception of the human psyche/soul, will always  

have to envisage the problem pertaining to the exclusivity of each ego separately.  
Mind does not develop in the brain. It develops in the psyche/soul through  knowledge and life 

experience. Therefore, brain and the body cannot function without the intervention of the psyche/soul. 
I don't think that medical prescriptions could be valid in group findings unless each individual is taken  
within the family, educational and social context, where each psyche develops his or her dynamics, 
both positive and negative, where the findings would be valuable. 

The progenetic Heiron, archetype of the first Greek mythological healer, started life with the 
prenatal trauma of being abandoned by both his parents - the nymph Phylira and the Titan god 
Chronos - and his family will always be  present and will impose in the genes, either male or female, 
his potentials and weaknesses. The episodes of Heiron`s life lead to the understanding of the prenatal  
importance of pregnancy. Heredity in biological genes show the programs of various races, 
accompanied by the evolution of each separate individual in the overall course of time. These 
thoughts are the result of many decades of studies in  the ancient knowledge of Greek Mythology, 
Psychology, Philosophy, Language. 

ALTANI 
Greece's Most Esteemed Living Authority on Ancient Greek Philosophy 

 
1. ALTANI 
 

1.1. ALTANI's accumulated life wisdom is pivotally essential to understanding human abilities 
such as hearing and speech to evolution, we feel it is appropriate to add her hypotheses: 

"The healer can assist the patient under pressure, only if s/he reaches the entire context of his 
soul/psyche. This means that:  

a) S/he has to consider the prenatal circumstances; the attitude of both parents during the 
pregnancy phase; the moment of birth; and life; 
b) the different phases of the newborn during which s/he develops her/his basic instincts; 
c) consecutively, the family background, the educational and finally the social  contour until 
d) the healer arrives to the trauma situation of the patient.  
I am sure that these are well demonstrated in Whole-Self Prebirth Psychology Practice." 
1.2 ALTANI, confirmed by the research of Sigrid Westermann of Hamburg, DE:  
"I would only like to add that special attention should be given to the grandparents.  
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From my knowledge of Greek Mythology, now traversed through the Science of Epigenetics, I 
see the resemblance of the heritage from the genes often reaches the child which bears the physical, 
psychological and mental characteristics especially of one of her/his grandparents." 

 
 

2. WHOLE-SELF TRILOGY ON HEARING & SPEECH 
 

In the first Chapter of our trilogy My Brain Just Did Not Give Me Anything To Say! at Patra, 
Greece in 2006, we presented significant brief theoretical hypotheses on  brain and speech 
development from Joseph Chilton Pearce, Alfred Tomatis, Noam Chomsky, Tom Bower, Carl 
Pribram and Bruce Lipton. We also shared the Prebirth source of speaking challenges for Troya and 
myself. We expressed our appreciation to Roy Ridgway and Simon H. House for vital information 
about speech development in their classic book The Unborn Child: Beginning a Whole Life and 
Overcoming Problems in Early Origin (Karnac Books Ltd.). 

At Edinburgh University, Professor Tom Bower observed that while babies had remarkable 
skills in imitating communication unless kept in sterile isolation of the nursery which failed to give 
them minimal stimulation for the development of speech: "In the 1960’s, the standard baby’s 
environment was often like a sensory deprivation. The infant lay in a white crib with a white liner, in 
a white  room with a high ceiling and nothing else to look at. They were religiously kept lying down." 

This is in marked contrast in The Netherlands where we see months old babies sitting up on 
little seats in front of their mothers on bicycles; hearing mother's voice chatting in their ears  

to them; looking around and marveling as the amazing world whizzes past. We have always 
suspected that this very early stimulation is the foundation for a tradition at birthday and anniversary 
gatherings facilitating the universal ease with which family members write and recite poems to the 
featured celebrants.  

In 1966, Noam Chomsky believed that all human beings had an innate grammar-learning 
mechanism, an organ which was as much a part of biological make-up as any other human 
characteristic. In 1968, Chomsky said, "Our grammar depends on a genetic endowment that’s on a par 
with ones that specify the    structure of our visual or circulatory systems, or determine that we have 
arms instead of wings." 

Karl Pribram concurred with Chomsky, pointing out that damage to the brain before or after 
birth can impair speech: "Pribram explained that language and language-like processes result from 
interactions between the functions of different brain systems. Usually in the brain’s left hemisphere, 
the posterior intrinsic cortex is involved in the coding operations that we recognize as ‘natural 
languages’. If the cortex is injured, the result may be aphasia -  the failure to recognize the character 
of some or all the sounds in the spoken language. There are different types of aphasia, including one 
in which the meaning of words is lost, in spite of the fact that they can still be strung together in 
grammatical sentences." 

A form of aphasia which I suffered from because of lesions to my frontal intrinsic cortex from 
a traumatizing forceps delivery was that I could know the meanings of individual words but could not 
have them make sense in a sentence. There were many times in college when I had to reread a 
sentence ten times over and over because while I knew the meaning of a word, I could not decipher 
what the sentence was saying. This was especially difficult when I had  

8 years or Latin, 4 years of German and 2 years of Greek without being able to hear the words. 
Even today, I can hear words as sounds without meanings. I have lived in The Netherlands for 30 
years and still cannot ‘hear’ Dutch; sentences are sounds sans meaning. (Sans is Latin for without.) In 
2008, in Sofia, Bulgaria in our paper Now Our Brains Give Us Something To Say! in which we 
presented how our brains had developed Whole-Self Prebirth Psychology presented Case Histories 
from Troya, myself  as well as Whole-Self Co-Directors Olga Gouni for Greece & Cyprus; Sigrid 
Westermann for Germany; Smilja Janjatovic Pugliese for Italy & Serbia; Maria de Leon Crowhurst 
for Mexico. 

2. UNFOLDING LANGUAGE MICHAEL MENDIZZA OF TOUCH THE FUTURE WRITES:  

 
2.1  "I loved Joseph Chilton Pearce's insight when we first recorded it and I love it today. Joe 

describes the origins of language itself. We all know that the use of symbols and metaphors is the 
defining capacity that distinguishes human beings from all other species. What we take for granted is 
the awesome bio- computing power needed to describe how to get to the market and to decode and 
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understand the message. It’s almost unbelievable. Our use and misuse of this truly miraculous 
capacity is both our saving grace and our  downfall.   

Language opens the door to the causal nature of consciousness and it is the source of fearful 
selfish egos that will sell another’s soul for pennies.  

 
2.2  Joseph Chilton Pearce on the nature and structure of language. 

  
At 13 months, my young daughter, Carly Elizabeth, is beginning to understand 'Let's read a 

book!' She does not know what that means in a literal sense, but she does know it means sitting in my 
lap and turning pages. As Bev Bos says; "experiences to attach words to."  
 

 
3. THE WOMAN WHO CHANGED HER BRAIN 
 

One evening, Troya & I were watching BBC TV when an interview came on with Barbara 
Arrowsmith-Young. I was shocked to hear her describing how she had been born with learning 
disabilities which deprived her of the ability to understand sentences - the same disability I had earlier 
in my life as part of my dyslexia. Among her other disabilities were that she read and wrote words 
backwards; she could not read time on a clock because she could not rationalize the relationship 
indicated by the hands of the clock, she was confused by language; she was continually getting lost 
trying to walk home. What was contradictory was the fact that she had an exceptional memory. So, 

 

 “Do you want to read a book?” Carly smiles, nods, grabs a book and crawls 
on my lap.  
“It’s time for a walk.” She rushes to the door and knocks.   
“Would you like to swim (my term for bathing)?” Her arms reach up.  She is 
only 13 months but she knows what these phrases mean. Perhaps not each 
word as we find meaning, rather the string of sounds together.  Carly doesn’t 
know what ‘time’ is.  She has no clue what it means to ‘read’ or ‘take a 
walk.’ But there is an association of vibrations, sounds with experiences.  She 
connects the dots. And she is using her own symbols and metaphors to 
communicate her needs, knocking on the door. I find that miraculous. Our 
lives are filled with everyday miracles  that we mostly take for granted. 
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her learning deficit was not in remembering but in word processing in another part of her brain. 
Where her memory was so strong, it facilitated her education all the way through Graduate School. I 
had the opposite problem. My memory circuits were sabotaged with short term memory deficit. If I 
did not call home for a few days, I had to look up the number in my diary.  

In Graduate School, Barbara Arrowsmith-Young discovered brain research that gave her clues 
to invent cognitive exercises which made it possible, in her word to "fix” her brain. She wrote that 
odyssey in her book The Woman Who Changed Her Brain: How I Left My Learning Disability Behind 
and Other Stories of Cognitive Transformation describing her 30 years of helping over 4,000 children 
and adults to fix their brains disproving that learning disabilities are a lifetime sentence. In 1978, she 
founded the Arrowsmith School in Toronto, Canada and then expanded the Arrowsmith Program to 
train, who can be called "brain fixing teachers", in schools all over North America and the world.  

For her Master’s Thesis A Follow Up Study of a Clinic Sample (1982), Barbara Arrowsmith-
Young interviewed 62 students who were achieving below age expected grades on academic tests. 
Inspired by the research of Luria and Rosenzweig, she conceived a brain exercise designed to improve 
her learning capacity involved in logical reasoning achieving gains in verbal reasoning, mathematical 
reasoning and conceptual understanding. Arrowsmith Schools have identified 19 cognitive areas with 
Arrowsmith programs for remedial Programs at 67 educational institutions in Canada, the U.S.A., 
Australia and New Zealand. Arrowsmith-Young’s "vision is that this program be available to all 
students struggling with learning disabilities so they may know the ease and joy of learning and to 
realize their dreams". 
 

3.2 The Arrowsmith Cognitive Program includes:  
1. Computer exercises: to strengthen the ability to reason; to use logic; and to understand; as 

well as exercises for strengthening numeracy skills; reading; visual memory for symbol patterns; and 
face and landmark recognition. 

2. Auditory exercises: to improve short and long term auditory memory; phonemic  memory; 
oral and written output; vocabulary development; to increase the ability to hold and process 
information (working memory). 

3. Pen and paper exercises: to improve the cognitive capacities required for motor skills related 
to the mechanical aspect of writing, skills required for written communication, organization and 
planning, executive function, and skills required for non-verbal communication. 

 
3.3  Raising Cognitive Capacity 

 
Children strap patches over their left eyes and write symbol sequences over and over. They 

work on individualized computer exercises that track and report their progress. The exercises include 
things like math with flash cards, a concentration-memory game with symbols, and telling time on 
clock faces with up to 10 hands. The students are busy, focused and work individually, and they don’t 
see normal curriculum. The Arrowsmith Program helps students who are typically of average or 
above-average intelligence but are experiencing difficulties with a number of learning problems, 
including reading, writing, mathematics, remembering, understanding, dyslexia, non-verbal thinking 
and ADD-specific problems that include difficulty with talking and thinking simultaneously; retaining 
oral information or instructions; remembering symbol patterns necessary for reading; problem solving 
and mental arithmetic. It is not for students with behavioral problems, brain injuries or any of the 
autism-spectrum disorders. 

 

 

 Barbara Arrowsmith-Young found  

analogue clock drills that helped  

improve her own math abilities. 

“I created my clocks exercise to test  

Rosenzweig’s hypothesis on myself.” 
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3.4 Arrowsmith -Young's vision includes supporting student's learning skills so they can 
reintegrate into regular school curriculum taking 3 to 4 years of four 40-minute periods each day with 
a student-to-teacher ratio is 10 to one resulting in: 

• strengthened cognitive processes necessary for more efficient learning 
• improved visual & auditory memory, as well as attention & concentration  
• improved capacity for concept formation for both visual-spatial & language-based materials 
• improved fine-motor skills necessary for writing & note taking 
• strengthened working memory, processing speed & cognitive efficiency 
• improved verbal & non-verbal thinking, reasoning &problem solving. 
 
3.5. One exercise is to read multi-syllabic nonsense words aloud, practicing moving the 

emphasis to each syllable and switching them backwards and forwards: 
 

 lic´ pro fun          lic pro´ fun          lic pro fun´        fun´ lic pro 
3.6. Many students with learning disabilities struggle learning new words and find it difficult to 

think and talk at the same time. This exercise, called Broca’s after that area of the brain, helps 
overcome this dysfunction by developing a student’s capacity for sound-symbol correspondence and 
the phonemic memory necessary for phonetic reading. 

3.7. Students first listen to the words on a CD to hear and practice the syllables and emphasis. 
Then they do it on their own and when they’re ready they sit with their teacher to demonstrate their 
mastery of the set of words. There’s always another set waiting, with increased difficulty and more 
syllables. 

3.8. Students study Norman Rockwell pictures to figure out what is happening. They discuss the 
pictures with their teacher, who presses them to look at the clues, the details, to put together a story. 
Then they go away and think about   the before – the events that led to the picture. Finally, they 
consider the after – what will happen next. 

3.9. This exercise is difficult for most students with learning disabilities because they struggle 
with problem solving and interpreting non-verbal information and facial expressions. But with 
practice, they learn to do it, and the carry-overs to their learning are enormous. 

 
 

4.  AN EYE ON PROGRESS 
 
In Lessa’s classroom, Nathan is working with a patch on his left eye. He’s tracing symbols over 

and over, 30 minutes with the patch, five minutes without. 
 

 

Tracing symbols over and over, 30 minutes  with 
the eye patch, five minutes without, strengthens 
handwriting as well as the ability to focus and 
take notes. 

 
 
5. SPEAKING UP: JON RG'S CHALLENGE SILENCE IN THE BRAIN 
 

The ability to speak is an amazing skill. But, to speak, the ability to hear is vital. Many years 
ago, my Aunt Helen told me that I had not begun talking until I was three years of age. Even as I am 
writing this paper, I remember that for much of my childhood, I suffered from very severe earaches. 
One of my most vivid memories is laying on a daybed in the family sun parlor in agony forcing 
daydreams to escape the pain. In the 1930s, there were no medicines to treat this condition which 
usually ended in death. By one of the first of many near-death experiences I have had in my life, a 
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family cousin who had just graduated Medical School    as an Ear, Nose & Throat Specialist 
remembered a footnote in a medical book and using that information saved my life.  

Growing up through Grammar School, I remember silently sitting, because my brain did not 
give me any thoughts or words to think or say, marveling at how other people's brains were giving 
them anything to say. Early in 1941, when I was 6 years old, my family moved from the city of 
Bridgeport, Connecticut to the suburb of Fairfield, and I was enrolled at Unquowa School whose 
motto was Educating the Whole Child. Unquowa School offered what I described as a combination 
Montessori and Steiner Waldorf Education from Europe before those systems became known in 
America. One of the most important principles at Unquowa was that at least once a month, every 
student had to stand up in front of the entire school and give a 10 minutes recitation at one of the 
weekly what was called Town Hall. While this was difficult, at first, even terrifying for most students, 
for me it was especially agonizing because when I stood on the auditorium stage my brain went blank. 
But, by graduation in 1948, I was able to speak my words and ever since, with over six decades of 
lecturing and giving workshops all over the world without the slightest fear, I am grateful to that 
Unquowa School which celebrates its 100th Anniversary in 2016.  
 
6. SPEAKING UP: TROYA'S CHALLENGE FALLING INTO SILENCE     
 

When Troya was in Grammar School she realized that the smartest girls were slim. In Dutch the 
word slim means smart so she decided to that these girls were smart because they were thin. This was 
the beginning of her anorexia nervosa. And in that condition, she fell into silence. Troya, as well as 
many people, experienced through life was the difficulty of speaking up, especially for herself. 
Despite this challenge, she was able to get an education in Nursing, rising to Head Psychiatric Nurse 
at a University Hospital.  

After we came together in 1986, she began lecturing and teaching with me all over the world. 
After we married in 1988, we realized the little apartment we shared in Amsterdam was too small, so 
we bought a house in Grootebroek, the village where Troya was born. One day, at the local shopping 
mall. Troya whispered to me that a cousin was approaching us. Excited, I asked her to introduce me to 
my new cousin. She said she couldn't. It was then that we recognized that even though she had been 
professionally lecturing all over the world, when she returned to the locus of her birth, she fell into 
silence again - all the prebirth patterns she had come into the world to balance bubbled up out of her 
consciousness to be reprieved.   
 
7.  THE AGORA & AGORAPHOBIA  
 

Speaking, especially in public, dates back to Ancient Greece. In September 2015, watching a 
BBC 2 documentary - Building the Ancient City: Athens and Rome - about the beginnings of a 
Greek city; it was nothing more than a large settlement built around the king’s palace. As Athens 
gained power, it established new cities around the Mediterranean. The most important first step that 
Athenians needed to take in founding a new Polis, or city, was to establish The Agora. The Polis, put 
the ordinary people at the heart of things by turning over a quarter of the land to the agora as a 
gathering place for discussions; for male citizens to meet together;  

to talk (yell if you wanted to be heard by everyone) in order to debate and vote; Philosophers 
teaching to live democratically together.  

At that time, all people in Athens where free; as policy, no slaves. The only requirement was 
that the men participated in ‘discussion’. When there was to be a vote, if there were not enough 
citizens in the agora - a quorum was too small, a large swath of citizens in the adjoining open market 
were encircled by a rope and herded into the agora to participate in a vote. (Thus, the idea of being 
"roped in" to doing something.)  

 
7.1. The agora was mainly not just the square but a state of citizenship for Athenians. and also 

concerns communication and having a point of view to come forward with and/or the ability to make 
compromises. Wikipedia writes that Agoraphobia  was coined by the German psychiatrist Carl 
Friedrich Otto Westphal, from Greek ἀγορά, meaning "Large public square/Marketplace" and -φοβία, 
-phobia, meaning "fear".[12] 

7.2. Agoraphobia is an anxiety disorder characterized by anxiety in situations where   the 
sufferer perceives the environment to be dangerous, uncomfortable or unsafe. These situations can 
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include wide-open spaces, uncontrollable social situations, unfamiliar places, shopping malls, airports 
and bridges. Agoraphobia is defined within the DSM-IV TR as a subset of panic disorder, involving 
the fear of incurring a panic attack in those environments. In the DSM-5, however, agoraphobia is 
classified as being separate from panic disorder.    The sufferer may go to great lengths to avoid those 
situations, in severe cases becoming unable to leave their home or safe haven. 

8.  CONCLUSIONS: ADVANCING HUMAN EVOLUTION EYE TO EYE PSYCHE TO 
PSYCHE  
 

W-S Prebirth Psychology is appreciative to Prof. Peter Fedor-Freybergh for his pioneering 
vision in Prebirth Psychology. In this paper, Troya and I have presented some resources  

about communication which we trust can be of assistance to practitioners in speech and 
communication. A basic Whole-Self Prebirth Psychology discovery - Scientifically confirmed by 
Prof. Grigori I. Brekhman - is that during gestation, my consciousness - my new mind and emotions 
are in my mother's consciousness, her bio-energetic field, being educated to function after birth. 
Speech education is also initiated in gestation vibrating to mother's words; and speech disabilities can 
be traced to that period. When my mother has a trauma during her pregnancy, she can fall into silence 
and I am born with that trauma pattern. I am born not only with mother's painful mental thoughts and 
emotional feelings, but I can non-consciously believe that I am the cause of mother's suffering. Some 
years ago, we presented a very simple method to advance healthy human evolution. We suggested that 
every mother, looking into the eyes of her child - especially new born - speaking in total truth, tell her 
child what traumatic mental and emotional challenges she had been experiencing during her 
pregnancy and that they are her challenges and not baby's. This very simple 'rising out of silence' 
speaking truth, gives incredible healing to mother, baby, community and all of humanity.   
 
9. ONE FINAL POSTSCRIPT, we want to share a note from Elizabeth Levin which you can see on 
the web: "Recently I saw this surprising demonstration during the International Conference on Brain 
& Music with  Stammering and Speech Problems." 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fGliOFFUkoQ 
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Abstract: Fricatives and affricates are group of Serbian speech sound which are the most susceptible to 
errors in pronunciation. There are 25 characteristic features which can be atypical in the pronunciation of 
these speech groups. Stridence as a form of speech disorder in Serbian language is manifested by the 
appearance of an intense and sharp whistling. Its acoustic characteristics significantly affect the quality of 
verbal communication. Although various forms of stridence manifestations are successfully diagnosed by 
speech therapists, there is a need for the automatic detection and evaluation of stridence. Algorithms 
based on neural networks can distinguish between typical and atypical pronunciation of speech sounds, 
but they are less effective when it comes to specific acoustic feature. Then we need to develop algorithm 
based on perception of specific acoustic feature. In the paper we describe algorithm based on Paterson’s 
auditory model.   

Keywords : speech pathology, stridence, acoustic features 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Many studies investigated the properties of the acoustic signal through which sound is 
transmitted from speaker to hearer. However, the task is complicated by the problem of variability in 
the acoustic signal, resulting in a defective match between a signal and its percept (Liberman et al., 
1967). The production mechanism of speech sounds, particularly fricatives, involves intrinsic sources 
of variability arising from changes in the shape of the vocal tract and the rate of air flow (Strevens, 
1960; Tjaden& Turner, 1997). Variability in the speech signal also arises from extrinsic sources 
including speaker age (Pentz et al., 1979), vocal tract size (Hughes & Halle, 1956), speaking rate 
(Nittrouer, 1995), and linguistic context (Tabain, 2001). Variability in speech is also often a result of a 
combination of these factors. However, it appeared much easier to generalize about the acoustic 
distinctions between fricatives within a given speaker than across speakers. To quote from Hughes 
and Halle article (Hughes & Halle, 1956p. 305), "The discrepancies among the spectra of a given 
fricative as spoken by different speakers in different contexts are so great as to make the procedure of 
plotting these spectra on one set of axes a not very illuminating one. On the other hand, the 
differences among the three classes of fricatives (labial, dental, and palatal) are quite consistent, 
particularly for sounds spoken by a single speaker”. 

Variational field of spoken voices can be divided into two areas: the area of allowable variation 
in which the spoken voice moves in given limits of the typical pronunciation in accordance with the 
norms of standard Serbian language and the area in which spoken voice deviates from the typical 
implementation in which deviations may be noticeable in one or set of articulation and/or acoustic 
characteristics. If  realization of phonemes comes beyond the standard borders of the word than it is 
atypical realization of phonemes. From speech therapy aspect of this implementation it could be 
interpreted as pathological realization. If it does not affect the change of distinctive features of 
phonemes, but the voice implementation of reserves in the voice that represents a concrete realization 
of specific phonemes of the spoken voice, altering quality compared to standard norms for the voice 
comes to distortion. Distortion occurs as a result of improper position of one or more articulation 
organs due to which, in acoustic terms, generates atypical voice. Detection and identification of 
variations in the production of phonemes is a complex perceptual process, because the deviation may 
occur in one or more articulation and/or acoustic characteristics. If we focus attention only on a given 
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phoneme or phonemes within the voice group raises more questions such as: (i), which features 
mainly contribute atypical realization of phonemes, (ii) what is their correlation in atypical 
manifestation images, (iii) whether and which automatically causes articulatory deviations and 
changes the acoustic characteristics, etc.. In certain cases there are clearly noticeable correlation 
between articulation and acoustic characteristics. However, in most cases it is not simple for a given 
acoustic realization to find appropriate correlates in the domain of articulation database. The 
articulation and/or acoustic realisation of  a phoneme can vary in several ways from the typical 
pronunciation. It is critical to have a knowledge of regular (standard, typical) characteristics of 
articulatory - acoustic structure of all voices and development criteria i.e. age related standard norms 
for each voice. Not all voices are equally susceptible to damage. The Serbian language is 
distinguished group of 12 critical voices that usually occur as damaged n children and adults speakers. 
In the first six places there are even 4 fricative: /s/ in the first place with a frequency of 12.6% wrong 
pronunciation, /z/ in third place with a frequency of 11.5% wrong pronunciation, /∫(š)/ in fifth place 
with the frequency 9.6% of the wrong pronunciation and /ʒ(ž)/ in sixth place with a frequency of 8.8% 
wrong pronunciation (Jovičić, 1999). Numerous studies, conducted for the Serbian-speaking area, also 
showed that some votes from the group fricative in a high percentage are subject to deviations by type 
of distortion, regardless of age (Vasić, 1971, Vladisavljević, 1981, Vladisavljević, 1997, Pantelić et 
al., 2006; Jovičić et al., 2007). 

Group of fricative consonants comprise the following voices: /f/, /s/, /z/, /∫/, /ʒ/, /h/. Criteria for 
grouping in the fricative manner of articulation: type of  barriers for fonational air flow during 
production. According to placement of obstacles fricatives in Serbian language are divided into: 
labiodental /f/, dental /s/, /z/, palatal /∫/, /ʒ/, velar /h/. The role of messengers in their production are 
divided into: voiced sound /z/, /∫/ and voiceless /f/, /s/, /∫/, /h/. Fricatives are the noisy voices. The 
main feature is the continuity of fricative (noisy) acoustic air flow for the pronunciation of these 
voices. Mutual discrimination characteristics of fricative, but the presence or absence of laryngeal 
resonance, are generally in different spectral characteristics of the friction caused different Strait 
(constriction areas) generated along the vocal tract. Therefore, phonetic groups are spread throughout 
articulatory area. Based on the articulation characteristics,  relationship  of fricative to the intensity 
from the strongest to weakest is as follows: /s/, /∫/, /z/, /ʒ/, /f/, /h/. According to the acoustic 
characteristics in terms of spectral composition from higher to lower frequencies, their schedule is as 
follows: /s/, /z/, /∫/, /ʒ/, /f/, /h/.  

In the structure of the Serbian language fricatives occur with: 9.01%. The frequency scale 
occurrence of voices in the structure of words, the representation of the following fricative is: /s/ with 
4.36%, /z/ with 1.91%, /∫/ to 1.46%, /ʒ/ with 0.67% , /h/ with 0.40% and /f/ with 0.21% (Kostić, 1971). 

Fricative consonants are distinguished from other speech sounds by their manner of production. 
Fricatives are produced by forming a narrow constriction in some region along the length of the vocal 
tract. Air blown through this constriction becomes turbulent in flow, typically near an obstacle in the 
airstream or at the walls of the vocal tract. The acoustic result of this turbulence is the generation of 
noise. This noise is then filtered by the vocal tract, with the acoustic cavity in front of the constriction 
contributing the greatest influence on the filtering. In addition, the vocal folds may vibrate 
simultaneously, generating a periodic sound at the glottis and modulating the airflow through the 
constriction. 

Due to their profound acoustic effect, these two articulatory parameters, constriction location 
and presence of voicing, are the primary means of classifying fricatives. These features specify the 
articulators, such as the tongue, lips and larynx that are used in producing the sounds, and describe 
how these articulators are adjusted in forming constrictions in the vocal tract (Jakobson et al., 1965; 
Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Halle & Stevens, 1991; Stevens & Keyser, 1989). An additional feature 
sometimes used is that of stridency (Jakobson et al., 1965) or sibilancy (Lindblad, 1980). This feature 
identifies the fricatives in which the airstream is directed towards an obstacle such as the teeth 
downstream of the constricted region, at which, presumably, additional sound is generated. 

Several studies have attempted to delineate stable acoustic correlates of the fricative place of 
articulation and voicing. Parameters that seem to influence identification include gross spectral shapes 
and peak frequencies (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988; Hughes & Halle, 1956; Jongman et al.,2000; 
Strevens, 1960). The first four moments of the spectral energy distribution (Forrest et al.,1988; 
Jongman et al.,2000; Nissen & Fox, 2005; Nittrouer, 1995; Nittrouer et al., 1989; Shadle & Mair, 
1996), the slopes of lines fitted to spectra in lower and higher frequency regions (Evers et al., 1998; 
Jesus &Shadle, 2002), formant transition information (Jongmanet al., 2000; McGowan &Nittrouer, 
1988; Nittroueret al., 1989; Soli, 1981), overall amplitude (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988; Jongman et 
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al., 2000; Stevens, 1971; Strevens, 1960), amplitude relative to the neighbouring vowel in specific 
frequency regions (Hedrick & Ohde, 1993; Jongman  et al., 2000; Stevens, 1985), and duration (Baum 
& Blumstein, 1987; Crystal & House, 1988; Jongman, 1989; Jongman et al, 2000). Briefly, alveolar 
fricatives (/s/, /z/) are characterized by spectral energy [above 4kHz, Hughes & Halle (1956)] and 
major peaks [3.5-5kHz, (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988); 6-8kHz, (Jongman et al., 2000)] at higher 
frequencies compared to palato-alveolars/ʃ/, /ӡ/ [2-4kHz; (Hughes & Halle, 1956; Behrens & 
Blumstein 1988)], which display larger overall relative amplitudes. Dental (/ð/, /θ/) and labio-dental 
(/v/, /f/) fricatives show relatively flat spectra below 10kHz with no dominating peaks, while alveolar 
and palato-alveolar fricatives have well-defined peaks. Nonsibilants show higher standard deviations 
(SDs), lower overall amplitudes, and shorter durations than sibilants. Thus, these parameters clearly 
distinguish sibilants from nonsibilants and from each other but are less effective at determining the 
place of articulation for nonsibilants. However, it was observed that the onset of F2 at the fricative-
vowel boundary was significantly higher for dental fricatives than for labiodental fricatives 
(Jongmanet al., 2000; Nittrouer, 2002) and higher for palato-alveolar fricatives than for alveolar 
fricatives (Jongmanet al., 2000; McGowan &Nittrouer, 1988; Nittroueret al., 1989). Fewer studies 
have reported on the voicing distinction in fricatives (Baum & Blumstein, 1987; Crystal & House, 
1988; Jesus &Shadle, 2002; Jongman et al., 2000). These studies suggest that voiceless fricatives are 
characterized by higher spectral mean and peak values, more defined peaks, less variance, negative 
skewness, larger overall amplitude, and longer duration compared to their voiced counterparts. 

2. ARTICULATION CHARACTERISTICS  

The basic mechanism for fricative production is that a turbulence forms in the air flow at a point 
in the oral cavity. To generate such turbulence, a steady air flow with velocity greater than a critical 
number (Reynold’s Number) passes through a narrow constriction in the oral cavity and forms a jet 
that mixes with surrounding air in the vicinity of a constriction to generate eddies. These eddies, 
which are random velocity fluctuations in the air flow, act as the source for frication noise (Stevens, 
1971). Depending on the nature of the constriction, frication noise can also be generated at either an 
obstacle or a wall (Shadle, 1990). According to Shadle, obstacle source refers to fricatives in which 
sound is generated primarily at a rigid body perpendicular to the air flow. An example is the 
production of voiceless alveolar and voiceless post-alveolar fricatives (/s/, /ʃ/): the upper and lower 
teeth, respectively, act as the spoiler for the airflow. Such sources are characterized by maximum 
source amplitude for a given velocity. 

In addition, the vocal folds may vibrate simultaneously, generating a periodic sound at the 
glottis and modulating the airflow through the constriction. 

It is well known that voicing and frication demand different control strategies concerning the 
intraoral and subglottal pressure conditions in the vocal tract. Theoretically, voicing requires an 
adducted glottis and a transglottal pressure difference, with the pressure below the glottis (subglottal 
pressure) higher than the pressure in the oral cavity (intraoral pressure). This transglottal pressure 
difference is observed in an open vocal tract configuration, such as occurs during open vowel 
production. However, during the production of obstruents, the intraoral pressure rises before full 
articulatory closure or constriction is reached (Müller & Brown, 1980). The intraoral pressure may 
rise to such an extent that the transglottal pressure difference necessary for voicing cannot be 
maintained, thus, the phonologically voiced obstruents become devoiced or partly devoiced. This is 
true unless other mechanisms such as cavity enlargement are realized, which aim to maintain the 
transglottal pressure difference. Experimental evidence for its involvement in fricatives production 
has not been reported (except Narayanan et al., 1995). It is possible to employ the strategy of cavity 
enlargement to maintain voicing during the production of obstruents by shifting the place of closure or 
constriction further to the front. The production of frication requires an abducted glottis, a significant 
pressure drop across the oral constriction, and a high amount of airflow. An abducted glottis leads to a 
high amount of airflow. The pressure drop is created with a higher intraoral than atmospheric pressure 
by means of a small constriction and a larger cross-sectional area of the glottal constriction than the 
supraglottal constriction (Stevens, 1971). Airflow usually becomes turbulent when leaving the narrow 
channel and/or hitting an obstacle in the vicinity of the air stream. The teeth are the obstacle during 
the production of alveolar and postalveolar fricatives (Shadle, 1990; Shadle, 1991). 

When producing voiced fricatives, a very precise laryngeal-oral adjustment is assumed in order 
to balance the two contradictory mechanisms: a higher intraoral than atmospheric pressure for 
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frication and a lower intraoral than subglottal pressure for voicing. Mawass (Mawass, 1997) studied 
the area of the supraglottal and glottal constriction for a given subglottal pressure by means of a 
model. He discussed about the region where both voicing and frication can be realized and this region 
is indeed very narrow. If the pressure balance between frication and voicing is not achieved, voicing 
is more likely to disappear than frication, resulting in devoicing of phonologically voiced fricatives 
rather than the loss of frication (Smith, 1997).  

According to Maddieson (Maddieson, 1984:44) about 83% of the 317 languages in his survey 
have some kind of '/s/-sound', which is either dental or alveolar. If a language contains another sibilant 
it is mostly /ʃ/ or /ӡ/. Only in a small number of languages there is a three-way place contrast among 
fricatives (sibilants). The most common inventories include a dental/alveolar fricative which contrasts 
either with (i) a postalveolar and retroflex sibilant (ii) a postalveolar and alveolo-palatal one. A 
sibilant inventory of the latter type is assumed to exist for several Slavic languages, e.g., Croatian 
(Kordić, 1997), Polish (Rubach, 1984), Serbian (Kordić, 1997), and Upper Sorbian (Sewc, 1968). 
Although there are opinions in literature that retroflex fricatives exist in Serbian language (Keating, 
1991; Stankiewicz 1986:107) authors of this paper will hold on to Miletic’s classification of fricatives 
(Miletić, 1933; Miletić, 1952; Miletić, 1960; Kostić, 1971). 

In Serbian language, consonants are divided into sonants and real consonants, based on whether 
speech organs create complete or partial constriction. Fricatives /f, s, z, š, ž, h/ are a part of the real 
consonant group based on articulation. Based on localization of constriction, they can be labiodentals 
/f/; dentals /s, z/; palatals /š, ž/; and velars /h/. Based on role of vocal cords in production, they can be 
voiced /z, š/ and voiceless /f, s, š, h/.  

Beside presence of laryngeal sound, discriminative characteristics of fricatives can be found in 
different spectral characteristics of friction found in narrow constrictions along the vocal tract. This is 
why, as a phonetic group, they are dispersed across the whole articulation area, from the mouth to the 
soft palate (Vladisavljević, 1981).  

In fricative /f/ articulation, a constriction is formed between the lower lip and upper teeth. 
Because this constriction is not full, the phonation air flow creates a consonant sound.  

In articulation of fricatives /s/ and /z/, the edges of the middle and the back glottis are pressed 
together along the edges of the hard and soft palate, leaving a wide groove in the middle. The frontal 
glottis creates a narrow area with the alveolae and upper teeth, while the supraglottal area is bent 
behind the lower teeth, creating pressure. A small resonator is created between the frontal glottis and 
the upper jaw. This resonator has a narrow opening, because the lips are widened. Passing through the 
middle groove, the air flow is comprised in the narrow opening between the front glottis and the 
alveolar, where it strongly hits the edge of lower teeth, creating a sharp sound.  

In articulation of /š/ and /ž/ edges of the glottis are pressed against the sides of the frontal and 
back palate while the tip of the glottis rises towards the frontal palate, making contact right behind the 
alveolae where the air flow is moving through the narrow constriction. In the frontal part of the cavity, 
under the tip of the tongue and the front teeth, a marginal resonator is created and is prolonged by a 
protrusion and minimal circling of the lips, creating a rustling sound.  

During articulation of these voices, the lower jaw doesn't move forward or down. In articulation 
of /š/ the vocal cords are not moving because this consonant is voiceless unlike its pair, the voiced /ž/. 
In articulation of /h/, edges of the glottis are pressed along the edges of the palate, while the tip of the 
glottis contacts the lower teeth. The middle line of the mouth cavity is left with an opening for the air 
flow.  

According to most authors, the system of automatic articulation in the mother tongue is formed 
by seven years of ages age needs to have automatic articulation for the mother tongue, in all types of 
phonetic positions (the initial, medial, final in coarticulation and consonant clusters), in monosyllable 
and multisyllable words as well as automatic use of intonation schemes and other elements of 
suprasegmental structure (Kašić, 2000).  

Coordination of developmental articulation norms for the group of fricatives, created by a 
number of authors (Vasić, 1971; Vuletić, 1990; Vladisavljević, 1981; Golubović, 1997; Kašić, 2003) 
resulted in the following dynamics: children aged from 3 years and 6 months have correct articulation 
of fricatives /f, h/ in each position. A mild deviation is tolerated for fricatives /s, z/, while articulation 
of /š, ž/ can be tolerated even in the form of severe distortion, in connection with area and way of 
articulation (softening); children aged 5 years and 6 months have correct articulation of all fricatives 
in all positions, with tolerance from some authors for discrete distortion of fricatives /š, ž/. In the 
period from 5 to 7 years of age, there is a stabilization of phoneme articulation in all phoneme-sound 
positions in all lexical positions.  
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3. ACOUSTIC CHARACTERIZATION  

The main body of today's knowledge on fricative recognition is found in the pioneering studies 
of the acoustic analysis of fricatives conducted about 40-50 years ago (Fant, 1960; Fletcher, 1953; 
Harris, 1958; Heinz & Stevens, 1961; Hughes & Halle, 1956; Stevens, 1971; Strevens, 1960). 

One approach for characterizing fricatives is to describe them by a set of distinctive features. 
These features specify the articulators, such as the tongue, lips and larynx that are used in producing 
the sounds and describe how these articulators are adjusted in forming constrictions in the vocal tract 
(Jakobson et al., 1965; Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Halle & Stevens, 1991; Stevens & Keyser, 1989). 

 

 
 

Fig. 1 Time waveform and spectra of FV with marked analysis critical points. 
 

Voicing and place distinctions in fricatives are cued by multiple acoustic characteristics, some 
of which can cue both phonological distinctions. For example, the place distinction between alveolar 
/s/ and alveopalatal /ʃ/ (and between /z/ and /ʒ/) corresponds to differences in formant transitions, 
spectral mean, and spectral variance (Jongman et al., 2000; McMurray &Jongman, 2011) as well as 
noise amplitude (Jongman et al., 2000). On the other hand, the voicing distinction between /s/ and /z/ 
(or between /ʃ/ and /ʒ/) can also be cued by differences in spectral mean and variance, noise 
amplitude, and duration (Jongman et al., 2000; McMurray &Jongman, 2011; Silbert& de Jong, 2008). 
The mapping between features and acoustic cues in consonants can be modulated by the position of a 
consonant within a syllable, as well. Vowel duration is a robust cue to voicing of coda consonants, but 
plays, at best, a secondary role in cuing onset voicing (de Jong, 2004; Peterson &Lehiste, 1960). The 
relationships between place and the spectral properties of frication noise and the relationships between 
voicing and the acoustic power of frication noise also vary consistently with syllable position 
(Silbert& de Jong, 2008). Current descriptions of the mapping between multiple acoustic cues and 
multiple phonological categories remain limited in at least one important respect. Essentially all 
existing studies of the acoustic cues to phonological distinctions rely on the assumption that patterns 
of variability of and correlation between acoustic cues are constant across phonological categories. 
Many statistical analyses rely on the much stronger assumption that separate cues are statistically 
independent. For example, studies of multiple cues to multiple phonological distinctions in fricatives 
have either employed univariate statistical tests, which assume equal variance and zero correlation 
(Jongman et al., 2000; McMurray &Jongman, 2011), or multivariate tests that assume that variance-
covariance patterns are constant across categories (Silbert& de Jong, 2008).  

Shadle (Shadle, 1990) postulates three reasons for current limitations in our characterization of 
the acoustic mechanism of fricatives: 1) the theory of sound generation due to turbulence is 
incomplete; 2) the primary sound generation process, unlike vowels, does not include a mechanical 
vibration that is clearly correlated with the speech signal; and 3) an intrinsically noisy speech signal 
must be described statistically, rather than analytically. These limitations, which exist even for static 
vocal-tract configurations, become even more interesting when considered in terms of the kinematics 
of moving between a consonant and a vowel. 

The English language has the richest body of research on acoustic analysis of fricatives. The 
parameters researched are duration, amplitude and spectral characteristics. The parameters named 
have been registered, based on the wave form and fricative spectra (Fig. 1) surrounded by vocals.  
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Following amplitude measures are used in characterizing fricatives: Fricative noise amplitude, 
Low Frequency Energy, Frequency-specific relative amplitude, Narrow band amplitude, Frication 
RMS amplitude and Maximum Normalized Spectral Slope.  

Fricative noise amplitude - a spectrum over the entire frication noise is computed, and the 
average amplitude of the components is measured 

Low Frequency Energy is used as a potential measure of voicing during the frication. A 
spectrum over the entire frication noise is computed, and the average amplitude of the components 
below 500Hz is measured. 

Frequency-specific relative amplitude is computed in two stages. First, the amplitude of F3 at 
vowel onset for sibilants, and of F5 for non-sibilants is measured using a discrete Fourier transform 
over a 23.3ms window. Second, a spectrum is derived over the middle 23.3ms of the fricative and the 
amplitude of the frequency component closest to the F3 or F5 values was obtained. Relative 
amplitude is then the difference between fricative amplitude and vowel amplitude. This cue could 
artificially distinguish sibilants from non-sibilants.  

Narrow band amplitude is calculated using both F3 and F5 amplitude for all fricatives and 
vocalic portion. 

Frication RMS amplitude and Vowel RMS amplitude are measured by computing the RMS 
amplitude in dB for the entire frication as well as three consecutive pitch periods at the point of 
maximum vowel amplitude, respectively. 

Maximum Normalized Spectral Slope (MXSS) relates the spectral slope of the frication noise 
spectrum to the maximum total energy in the utterance, thus capturing the spectral shape of the 
fricative and its amplitude in addition to the vowel amplitude features in one quantity. 

Most studies of frication noise amplitude have focused on English fricatives. McCasland 
(McCasland, 1979) studied the role of amplitude as a perceptual cue to fricative place of articulation. 
Results led McCasland to conclude that the low amplitude of nonsibilant fricatives was used as a 
perceptual cue to distinguish them from the sibilants.  

Behrens and Blumstein (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988a) investigated the role of fricative noise 
amplitude in distinguishing place of articulation among fricatives. They found, contrary to previous 
studies, that the overall amplitude of the fricative noise relative to the amplitude of the following 
vowel does not constitute the primary cue for sibilant/nonsibilants distinction.  

Another way to capture classification information found in frication noise amplitude is to 
measure the Root-Mean-Square (RMS) amplitude of the fricative noise normalized relative to the 
vowel. Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) measured the difference between the average RMS 
amplitude (in dB) of three consecutive pitch periods at the point of maximum vowel amplitude and 
the RMS amplitude of the entire frication noise. The authors found that this "normalized RMS 
amplitude" can differentiate among all four places of fricatives in English with voiced fricatives 
having smaller amplitude than their voiceless counterparts. 

Abdelatty Ali et al. (Abdelatty Ali et al., 2001) used Maximum Normalized Spectral Slope to 
analyze fricatives. It differs, however, from Jongman and colleagues' normalized amplitude in two 
ways: first it uses peak amplitude instead of RMS amplitude for the vowel and the fricative; and 
second, it uses only the strongest peak of the fricative (as opposed to whole frication noise) and 
normalizes that in relation to the strongest peak of the vowel (as opposed to the average of the 
strongest three pitch periods).  

So far, relative amplitude has been shown only to differentiate between sibilants and 
nonsibilants as a class, with the exception of Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) study, in which 
they found that relative amplitude, as defined by Hedrick and Ohde (Hedrick &Ohde, 1993), also 
differentiates among all four places of fricatives articulation in English.  

Fricative duration measures were used in previous researches mainly to differentiate between 
sibilants and nonsibilants, to assess the voicing of fricatives (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988b), or to 
determine pathology in speech production (Jovičić et al., 2010). They found that sibilants were longer 
than nonsibilants. Also, they found no significant differences between the duration of members of the 
same class. The vowel effect was found to be minimal and only among the nonsibilant fricatives. 
Similar results were obtained by Pirello et al. (Pirello et al., 1997). The researchers also found that 
alveolar fricatives were longer on average than labiodental fricatives in English. 

Jongman (Jongman, 1989) questioned the importance of frication noise duration as a cue for 
fricative identification. When frication noise duration was normalized by taking the ratio of fricative 
duration over word duration, Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) found a significant difference 
among all places of fricative articulation with the exception of the labiodental and interdental contrast. 
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Frication noise duration has also been used to assess the voicing distinction between fricatives 
of the same place of articulation (Cole & Cooper, 1975; Manrique&Massone, 1981; Baum & 
Blumstein, 1987) examined the role of frication noise duration on the perception of voicing in 
fricatives. They found that syllable-initial voiceless English fricatives in citation forms are longer than 
their voiced counterparts. However, they noted considerable overlap in duration distributions of 
voiced and voiceless fricatives at all places studied. 

Using connected speech, Crystal and House (Crystal & House, 1988) also found that, on 
average, voiceless fricatives in word-initial position are longer than voiced fricatives. Like Baum and 
Blumstein's results, there was a considerable amount of overlap between the duration distributions of 
the voiced and voiceless fricatives in connected speech. Normalized fricative noise duration (defined 
as the ratio of fricative duration over that of the carrier word) was significantly longer for voiceless 
than for voiced fricatives. They also found that such differences are more apparent in nonsibilant than 
in sibilant fricatives. 

In addition to amplitude and duration, spectral properties of the frication noise have been 
investigated to find cues that identify fricative place of articulation. Usually used acoustic measures 
for fricative characterizations are: Peak frequency, spectral slopes below and above peak frequencies, 
Spectral mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, Transition moments, Formant Frequencies, Fundamental 
frequency, and different kinds of band frequencies and their relative relationship. 

Peak frequency is measured from a 40ms window at the center of the frication noise. It is the 
frequency of the highest-amplitude peak of the FFT spectrum. 

Spectral mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis are usually computed from spectra obtained 
from three 40ms Hamming windows cantered at the onset, midpoint and end of the frication. Spectra 
can be based on a linear or bark frequency scale.  As Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) reported 
there is little difference in results using those two scales. 

Transition moments are derived in the same way from a window that included the last 20ms of 
the frication and the first 20ms of the vowel. 

Formant Frequencies. The frequency of the first five formants over the first 23.3ms of vowel 
onset. Frequencies are automatically extracted using the Burg algorithm method with two different 
parameter-sets (one selected for men and one for women). Fundamental frequency is computed for the 
first 46.6ms of each vowel. 

One of the early attempts to relate the fricative place of articulation to the frequency location of 
energy maximum in the frication noise was the study by Hughes and Halle (Hughes & Halle, 1956). 
In this study, gated 50ms windows of the frication noise were used to produce spectra of English 
fricatives. They reported that the length of the vocal tract from the point of constriction to the lips was 
inversely related to the frequency of the peak in the spectrum. Thus, the spectral peak increases as the 
point of articulation becomes closer to the lips.  

Strevens (Strevens, 1960) also looked into the use of spectral prominence to differentiate 
between fricatives through examining the front, mid and back voiceless fricatives based on average 
line spectra. Strevens found that the front fricatives were characterized by unpatterned low intensity 
and smooth spectra, the mid fricatives by high intensity with significant peaks on the spectra around 
3.5kHz and the back fricatives by medium intensity and a marked formant like structure with peaks 
around 1.5kHz. 

The results reported above for front and mid fricatives were also shown to be perceptually valid 
(Heinz & Stevens, 1961; Manrique & Massone, 1981).  

Other studies of English fricatives confirmed that spectral peak location can classify sibilants 
from nonsibilants as a class, and only between sibilants (Behrens & Blumstein, 1988b; Pentz et al., 
1979). Spectral peak location is found to be age and gender dependent (Nissen, 2003), vowel 
dependent (Mann &Repp, 1980; Soli, 1981) and highly variable for speakers with neuromotor 
dysfunction (Chen & Steven, 2001) due to their lack of control over articulatory muscles. 

However, in contrast to all the studies mentioned above, Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) 
found that across all (male and female) speakers and vowel contexts, all four places of fricative 
articulation in English were significantly different from each other in terms of spectral peak location. 
The researchers justified the use of the larger analysis window they adopted in their study, as 
compared to other studies, as a way to obtain better resolution in the frequency domain at the expense 
of temporal domain resolution. They argue that such a compromise is advantageous due to the 
stationary nature of frication noise. 
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In summary, spectral peak location for the fricatives increases as the constriction becomes 
closer to the open end of the vocal tract. Also, spectral peak for back fricatives shows a formant-like 
structure similar to the following vowel.  

Spectral moments analysis is another metric that has been used for fricative identification. 
Unlike spectral peak location analysis, this statistical approach captures both local (mean frequency 
and variance) and global (skewness and kurtosis) aspects of fricative spectra. Spectral mean refers to 
the average energy concentration and variance to its range. Skewness, on the other hand, is a measure 
of spectral tilt that indicates the frequency of the most energy concentration. Skewness with a positive 
value indicates a negative spectral tilt with energy concentration at the lower frequencies, while 
negative skewness is an indication of positive tilt with energy concentration at higher frequencies 
(Jongman et al., 2000). Kurtosis is an indicator of the distribution's peakedness. 

One of the early applications of spectral moments to classify speech sounds was the study by 
Forrest et al. (Forrest et al., 1988) on English obstruents. For the fricatives in that study, Forrest et al. 
generated a series of Fast Fourier Transforms (FFT) using a 20ms analysis window with a step-size of 
10ms that started at the obstruent onset through three pitch periods into the vowel. The FFT-generated 
spectra were then treated as a random probability distribution from which the first four moments 
(mean, variance, skewness, and kurtosis) were calculated. The spectral moments obtained from both 
linear and Bark scales were entered into a discriminant function analysis in an attempt to classify 
voiceless fricatives according to their place of articulation. Classification scores, on both scales, were 
good for the sibilants. The nonsibilants, on the other hand, were not as accurately classified using any 
moment on either of the two scales. Subsequent implementations of the spectral moment analysis tried 
to extend or replicate Forrest et al. approach with some modifications. The study by Tomiak (Tomiak, 
1990) of English voiceless fricatives, for example, used a different analysis window (100ms) at 
different locations of the English voiceless frication noise. Like in previous research, spectral 
moments were successful in classifying sibilants and /h/ data. In the case of nonsibilants, it was found 
that the most useful spectral information is contained in the transition portion of the frication. 
Additionally, in contrast to Forrest et al., Tomiak found an advantage for the linearly derived moment 
profiles over the Bark-scaled ones. 

Spectral moments were also used by Shadle et al. (Shadle et al., 1996) to classify voiced and 
voiceless English fricatives. The study involved spectral moments measured from discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT) analyses performed at different locations within the frication noise and at different 
frequency ranges. They found that spectral moments provided some information about fricative 
production but did not discriminate reliably between their different places of articulation. 
Furthermore, their results indicated that spectral moments are sensitive to the frequency range of the 
analysis. However, the moments were not sensitive to the analysis position within the fricative. 
Similar results were also obtained for children (Nittrouer et al., 1989; Nittrouer, 1995). The use of 
spectral moments as a tool to distinguish between /s/ and /ʃ/was also extended to atypical speech and 
found to be reliable Tjaden and Turner (Tjaden& Turner, 1997). 

The studies mentioned so far demonstrate the ability of spectral moments to distinguish sibilants 
from nonsibilants as a class and that they can reliably distinguish only among sibilants. However, 
contrary to the studies mentioned above, Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) found that spectral 
moments were successful in capturing the differences between all four places of fricative articulation in 
English. Jongman et al. study, however, differs from other studies in that it calculated moments from a 
40ms FFT analysis window placed at four different places in the frication noise (onset, mid, end, and 
transition into vowel) and that it uses a larger and more representative number of speakers and tokens 
(2880 tokens from 20 speakers) as compared to a smaller population in other studies. Across moments 
and window locations, variance and skewness at onset and transition were found to be the most robust 
classifiers of all four places. Also, on average, variance was shown to effectively distinguish between 
voiced and voiceless fricatives with the former having greater variance.  

Early research on formant transition focused on perceptual usefulness of such information in 
classifying speech sounds (Harris, 1958; Heinz & Stevens, 1961). Harris suggested that the perception 
of fricatives occurs at two consecutive stages. In the first stage, cues from frication noise alone 
determine whether the fricative is a sibilant or nonsibilant. If sibilant is the determined class, then 
cues from the frication noise alone will differentiate among the sibilant fricatives. However, if the 
class is determined to be nonsibilant at the first stage, then the formant transition information is used 
for the within-class classification.  

The role of formant transition, however, was not found to be as crucial in other studies 
(Manrique&Massone, 1981; Jongman, 1989) also found similar results using different methods. 
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Locus equations provide a method to quantify the role of formant transition in the identification 
of fricative place of articulation by relating second formant frequency at vowel onset (F2onset) to that 
at vowel midpoint (F2vowel) - Locus equations are straight line regression fits to data points formed 
by plotting onsets of F2 transitions along the y axis and their corresponding vowel nuclei F2 along the 
x axis in order to obtain the value of the slope and y-intercept. This metric has been used primarily to 
classify English stops (Lindblom, 1963; Sussman et al., 1991). Fowler (Fowler, 1994) investigated the 
use of locus equations as cues to place of articulation across different manners of articulation 
including the fricatives. In this study, Fowler found that locus equations (in terms of slope and y-
intercept) of a homorganic stop and fricative were significantly different, while those of a stop and a 
fricative of different place of articulation were significantly similar. Nevertheless, locus equations 
were able to differentiate between members that share the same manner of articulation. In another 
study, Sussman (Sussman, 1994) investigated the use of locus equations to classify consonants across 
manners of articulation (approximants, fricatives, and nasals). In contrast to Fowler (Fowler, 1994), 
he found that fricatives were not distinguishable based on the slope of their locus equations.  

Results of other studies of English fricatives were similar to those of Sussman (Sussman, 1994). 
For example, in their large-scale study of English fricatives, Jongman et al. (Jongman et al., 2000) 
calculated the slope and y-intercept for all English fricatives in six vowel environments. Specifically, 
Jongman and colleagues measured F2onset and F2vowel from a 23.3ms full Hamming window placed 
at the onset and midpoint of the vowel respectively. Locus equations are particularly of interest here 
since they have been shown to work across languages (Sussman et al., 1993), gender (Sussman et al., 
1991), speaking style (Krull, 1989), and speaking rate (Sussman et al., 1998). 

4. ASSESMENT OF THE QUALITY OF FRICATIVE PRONUNCIATION  

One sound can deviate from typical quality of articulation in a number of ways. These 
deviations can be registered as: 1) omission, absence of voice; 2) substitution, replacement of an 
undeveloped voice with an already existing one; 3) distortion, different typical and atypical voice 
distortions. Speech sound distortions may include one or more sounds from the same or different 
sound groups (Punišić et al., 2009, Furundžić et al., 2009; Furundžić et al., 2011). This doesn't 
automatically include change of opposition function of the phoneme (as in omission and substitution) 
but distortion of the acoustic picture in its phonemic surrounding; the voices are pronounced but with 
low quality. In fricative articulation of the distortion type and with completed physiological 
development, there are the so-called typical, consequential deviations known as stigmatism. There are 
12 types of stigmatism for voices /s, z, š, ž/.     

All of the fricatives can have one or more deviation characteristics: voiceless; voiced; disorder 
of duration such as prolonged or shortened friction; intensity disturbance such as strong or weak 
friction; pitch disorder; or disorders such as bilabial in case of /f/ and /v/; nasal; stridens; coronal; I, II 
or III grade interdental; adental; alveolar; palate; left or right lateralization; production of rounded /s/; 
too sharp, guttural, frontal /h/.  

Complexity of the articulation mechanism in production of fricatives has an effect on the 
variation field of acoustic representations of voices, which influences objective analysis. 

To assess the quality of pronunciation in the Serbian language is used, among others: global 
articulation test (GAT) and the Test of Analytical evaluation of articulation of the Serbian language (AT).  

The aim of the Global articulation test (Kostić et al., 1983) is an assessment of the quality of 
pronunciation of the voices of the Serbian language on the basis of total audiovisual performances of 
spoken voice. It is also an indicator of the level of development achieved and the quality of spoken 
voices. Applicable areas: speech pathology, phonetics and surdoaudiology. The test consists of 30 
words in which the voices are examined in interconsonant position (vocals) and the initial position 
(consonants). In assessing the quality of pronunciation of words in the given value on grades from 1 
to 7. Voices spoken in accordance with the standard norm for the Serbian language, indicate the 
grades 1, 2 or 3 and are typical. Voices by the realization that deviate from the typical excuses for 
what were its dimensions indicate the grades 4, 5 or 6 and indicate a deviation by type of 
distortion.Weight of the distortion is proportional to the f marks. Although grade 4 indicates the 
discreet departure from correct pronunciation, voices with this grade are subject to correction. 
Pronunciation of voices rated by grade 5 are in the damaged area and / or manner of formation. Score 
6 get extremely distorted voices that are so damaged that out of context can not be recognized. Grade 
7 receive votes that is ommited (discharge) or substituted (substituted by some other voice). Each 
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rating is a product all articulatory - acoustic characteristics that contribute to the overall impression of 
quality of the spoken voice.  

 
Table 1. Posible distrotions of fricatives  /f/, /s/, /z/, /∫/, /ʒ/, /h/. 

1. voiceless 6. week friction 11. stridence 16. adental 21. 
palatalised 

2. voicing 7. to high 12. coronaln 17.rounded lips 
for /s/ 

22. to 
»sharp« /h/ 

3. 
prolongated 

8. to low 13. interdental  

I degree. 

18.right lateral 
friction. 

23. /h/ moved 
backwards 

4. shortened 9. nazalised 14. interdental  

II degree. 

19. left lateral 
friction 

24. gutural/h/ 

5. strong 
friction 

10. bilabial /f/ 15. interdental  

III degree. 

20. alveolar 25. with 
barrier /h/ 

 

The objective of test for analytical assessment of articulation is that every voice is  taken for the 
study in order to find all the elements that violate its proper acoustic picture, with the possibility of 
determining the types of distortion, or complete substitution or omission. Analytical assessment of 
articulation is performed by using words that are given in the images, so that the appointment of 
images considered the voice occurs in the initial, medial and final position. 

The test is represented as (100) images and 100 words for each of the 5 vowels in five words 
(the three short and two long under accent) and 25 votes for the other three words. All phonems are 
divided into six groups: vowels, plosives, affricates, fricatives, nasals and laterals. The test contains 
30 sentences with which the spontaneous use of  voices is assesed.  

For each voice group  a set of characteristics by which spoken voice can deviate from their 
typical implementation is defined. Table 1 were shown all the characteristics of fricative, which may 
occur in atypical pronunciation. 

Some of these discrepancies are binary characters (voiced-voiceless, extended-shortened, open-
closed, etc.). And it is clear that one of the voice can simultaneously carry both properties. You can 
see that here the basic criteria for description and classification of voices: 1) use, source and direction 
of air flow, 2) activity messengers, 3) position of the soft palate, 4) place of articulation, 5) the 
manner of articulation (Bugarski, 1996). 

Looking at the features that can be detected in the atypical fricative pronunciation, and bearing 
in mind the criteria for the description of the vote, we note that between fricative are common 
features. Voiced fricative can be devocalised and the voiceless can be voiced that in both cases leads 
to the wrong pronunciation. Fricative can be extended as a result of incorrectly set of articulation 
organs and their movements slow or short and therefore too damaged to become completely 
incomprehensible. Duration of fricative by their nature are not always the same: /f/ short duration of 
/s/ and /z/ or /∫/ and /ʒ/. Changing life feel to the overall picture of the word, which gives the 
impression of irregular pronunciation. Friction can be very elevated in /s/ and /z/, incomplete code /h/ 
and /f/ or very strong and unnatural to apply more air flow. All of these deficiencies related to the 
behavior of air currents in the articulation of fricative. The whole series of deviations from the typical 
pronunciation of fricative may arise when the speech organs, at the time of their articulation, wrongly  
set to each other: /f/ is a bilabial instead labiodental. For /f/, /∫/ and /ʒ/ lips play an important role and 
their position reflects the inadequate quality of pronunciation of consonants. Different variations can 
occur during dental pronunciation of votes from the standpoint of the position of language and voice 
mail: postdentaln, coronal, stridental, interdentaln, lateral, alveolar or palatal. 

5. MODELING OF FRICATIVE PERCEPTION USING NEURAL NETWORKS 

One of the model which is related to IP is FLMP model by Domminic Massaro. Within the 
framework of the FLMP, perceptual events are processed in accordance with a general algorithm, 
regardless of the modality or particular nature of the patterns (Massaro, 1987; Oden, 1981, 1984). As 
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shown in Fig. 2, the model consists of three operations: feature evaluation, feature integration, and 
decision. The sensory systems transfer the physical event and make available various sources of 
information called features. These continuously valued features are evaluated, integrated, and 
matched against prototype descriptions in memory, and an identification decision is made on the basis 
of the relative goodness of match of the stimulus information with the relevant prototype descriptions. 
During feature evaluation, the features of the stimulus are evaluated in terms of prototypes that are 
generated for the task at hand. For each feature and for each prototype, feature evaluation provides 
information about the degree to which the feature in the signal matches the corresponding feature 
value of the prototype. During the second operation of the model, called feature integration, the 
features (actually the degrees of matches) corresponding to each prototype are combined (or co joined 
in logical terms). The outcome of feature integration consists of the degree to which each prototype 
matches the stimulus. The third operation is decision. During this stage, the merit of each relevant 
prototype is evaluated relative to the sum of the merits of all relevant prototypes. This relative 
goodness of match gives the proportion of times the stimulus is identified as an instance of the 
prototype or a rating judgment indicating the degree to which the stimulus matches the category. A 
strong prediction of the FLMP is that the contribution of one source of information to performance 
increases with increases in the ambiguity of the other available sources of information. 

However, this model can explain the phenomena that are linear combinations of different 
inputs, while neural network models with an intermediate (hidden) layer of units, for example, can 
describe results that are not linearly separable (Massaro, 1988). It was one of main reasons for 
choosing neural network model with hidden layer. That approach allows us to evaluate assumptions 
about nonlinear interaction between acoustic features. 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are mathematical models of the principles of morphological-
functional organization of the central nervous system. Simulation of characteristics of the human 
brain which is based on intelligent reasoning, especially the parallel information processing, ANN 
transcend the limitations of conventional, computer procedure for sequential processing of 
information. ANN concept involves a set of paradigms that are continuously growing, but from that 
set Highlights: Multi-layer Perceptron (MLP) and Self-organizing Maps (SOM) as important for this 
research. SOM structures do not require supervision during the training process unlike perceptron. 

 

 

Fig. 2 Schematic representation of the three operations involved in perceptual recognition. 
 

The starting point is a difficult choice of features on which classification will be made. It is 
necessary to determine which of the characteristics carry the most information for the given problem. 
One of modern methods for the extraction of features of speech signal is the analysis of cepstral 
coefficients, linear (LFCC) as well as mel cecpstral coefficients (MFCC) (Rabiner et al., 1993). 

 

Fig. 3 Neural network based on multilayer perceptron. 
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Fig. 4 Neural network input leyer. 

 
LPC and MFCC signal processing stages  result in the set of vectors that characterize the time-

changing voice signals. MFCC and LPC parameters show variability in the representation of the 
characteristic segments of speech, e.g. phonemes or syllables, and so that the same phoneme was 
represented different LCP vector at different speakers or even with the same speaker in different 
contexts of words. One way to reduce the variability of the characteristic segments of the dimensions 
of information (RDI). RDI using K-Means algorithm and Kohonen's maps, known as Vector 
quantization (VQ). The essence of both methods is in clustering and vector transformation from n-
dimensional space into a space smaller dimensions 1, 2 or 3. Kohonen's algorithm based on 
competitive learning is much more reliable and resistant to noise and is often used.  

In a situation where the dimensions are analyzed and the major components of the vector is 
useful to reduce redundant dimension vectors to be efficiently achieved by using PCA or 
Decompozition Singular Value (SVD). As a result, the algorithm receives a new vector with 
orthogonal components of which those with the greatest variation with the highest weight and 
information call the main components.  

Given the frequency of occurrence and type of damage, voice /∫/ catch in the group fricative, 
and thus our attention in further research was focused on this voice. Analysis of different models of 
neural networks has shown that, for the considered problem, using neural network based on multilayer 
perceptron (Furundžić, 2007, 2006), using MFCC coefficients (as the input data set)is getting the best 
results. And in terms of recognition of phonemes shows that the use of MFCC parameters gives the 
best results (Skowronski, 2000).  

Fig. 3 shows the structure of the neural network (NN), which is based on multi layer perceptron 
(Jovičić et al., 2008a). It consists of 3 layers: input layer contains 3 neurons, hidden layer with 10 
neurons and output layer with 3 neurons. Input vector of characteristics, which occurs in the input 
layer neurons, contain 19 features: 12 MFCC coefficients and 7 characteristics determined in block 
305. Every feature from the input vector (Fig. 3) comes to each neuron input through the matrix of 
weights WPi (P = 1, 19, i = 1, 2, 3). A detailed description of the input layer neurons is shown in Fig. 
4. Output of input layer neurons is a vector of Vit. It appears as an input hidden layer neurons by 
matrix W2j (j = 1 ,..., 10) (Fig. 5), while the output of this layer vector V2t. And finally, the output 
layer neurons accept vector V2t over W3k matrix (k = 1, 2, 3) and after transformation is obtained 
neural network output vector Y with three outputs Encryption (Fig. 6). Vector [1 0 0] marked with the 
proper articulation, vector [0 0 1] is marked incorrect articulation of a vector [0 1 0] marked the limit 
articulation. Knowledge of trained neural network NM is contained in the matrix weights Wpi 
dimensions of 19 x 3, W2j dimensions 3 x 10 and W3k dimensions of 10 x 3. Final global assessment 
of quality of articulation of phonemes obtained as a mean value of assessment within the boundaries 
of the frames for the phoneme segmentation. Feature extraction for phoneme /∫/ articulation regularity 
evaluation assumes two procedures:   

1)  phoneme signal Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients calculation, and  
2)  corresponding word and phoneme statistical features extraction. 
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The first procedure assumes next procedural steps: 
Signal frame partition and pre emphasis.  Speech signal is divided in certain number of frames 

of the same length, in this case 276 samples (25 milliseconds), with frame period of 110 samples (10 
ms), see (Fig. 7). The number of frames depends to a length of a phoneme signal previously extracted 
from the continual speech signal. Every frame is then filtered in accordance with next algorithm:  

),1()( −= nxany          where a=0.98, (see Fig. 8). 

 
 

Normalization of the signal. Every frame is divided by its own overall energy in purpose of 
normalization. 

 
Fig. 5 Neural network hidden leyer. 

 

Fig. 6 Neural network output layer. 

 

Fig. 7 General feature extraction scheme. 
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Frame windowing. Every value of the frame is multiplied by appropriate value of the Hanning 
window of corresponding length. Hanning window function values are defined in the following way: 

))))1/((2cos(1(5.0)1( −−=+ nkpikW , 

 where n is the length of the frame and k =0,1,2, ..., n-1. 
Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficietns. MFCC parameters are defined over the set of frames 

referring to the actual /∫/ phoneme in a following way:  MFCC = real(IFFT(log(abs(FFT(X))))), 
where X represents one phoneme frame, FFT and IFFT are fast Fourier transform and its inverse 
respectively. Detailed graphical presentation of the procedure is given in the Fig. 8. The firs twelve 
samples of MFCC values are taken from each frame. 

The number of frames varies for each examinee from 7 to 32 in the case of /∫/ phoneme. Hence, 
MFCC feature of every phoneme is actually matrix of Z x 12 values, where Z represents number of 
frames in the actual phoneme. 

 
The second procedure assumes:  
Phoneme and actual word duration. This group of features contains next quantities: Number 

of samples of the  wave signal referring to  relevant word “šuma” which begins with actual phoneme 
/∫/, (nw), number of samples in signal of phoneme /∫/, (np), quotient qn=np/nw, quantities of standard 
deviation and mean absolute value. 

In the training phase, neural network  (NN) gets synchronized pairs of input and output 
vectors to mean square error minimization output compared to desired output. The procedure 
continues until the model does not achieve the desired performance during the training using other 
input - ascending pairs to validate their own skills of generalization, i.e., for prevention "overfitting" 
situation. Through nonlinear mapping functions and parallel distribution solutions, in accordance with 
the theorem Kolmogorov, the training error converges to the set of values requested. Increasing 
presented subjects during training increases the ability of generalization and accuracy of evaluating 
pronunciation quality (grades) of unknown subjects. 

The set of 194 examples of phoneme /∫/ has been used for the classification procedure. After 
feature extraction a new set of 16 attributes was obtained. The input set consists of 12 MFCC values, 
and 4 values referring to statistical features of wave phoneme signal We divided this input set of 
variables in two equal subsets, learning and test set, each containing 100 feature vectors. The 
corresponding output vectors were defined by the experts, representing two classes of articulation 
regularity, normal and pathological one. Neural network, multilayer perceptron, was trained on the 
train set of data and tested over the test set. The train and test results are presented in the Table 2. 

 
Table 2.  Neural network classification results for phoneme /∫/. 

Learning set accurusy 
% 

Test set accurusy 
% 

100 96.6 
 

 

Figure 8.MFCC calculation procedure. 
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The results indicate that the subjective evaluation of speech-language therapists is consistent, 
and that the acoustical signal actually contains information that can be used for objective assessment 
of the quality of pronunciation. This allows a more detailed analysis of the acoustic characteristics 
defined by the subjective approach of speech-language therapists and the pursuit of their correlates in 
the acoustic signal. 

Approach based on NN is capable to classify typical and atypical pronunciation, bat it has 
some difficulties when we try to extract and characterize specific acoustic features which contributes 
to atypical pronunciation. In that case it is necessary to implement algorithm based on auditory 
perception of acoustic features. 

6. AUDITORY MODEL FOR STRIDENCY DETECTION 

Stridence is an acoustic phenomenon that is generated in the mouth when the position of the 
tongue in relation to the palate and teeth is irregular. This position creates constrictions of various 
forms. When the airflow reaches a certain speed while passing through constrictions a tone of a 
certain frequency or a very strong narrowband resonant noise is generated. These sounds are 
generated simultaneously with the pronunciation of a speech sound, typically fricatives and affricates, 
and they change the acoustic characteristics of the target phoneme. Perceptually, the stridence is 
experienced as an unpleasant, whistling, squeaky or coarse sound that influences the quality of the 
pronounced phoneme. 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 9. Typical forms of stridence in the fricative /ʃ at initial position in Serbian word “ʃuma”. 

 
Stridence is also considered to be an abstract phonological distinctive feature (Chomsky and 

Halle, 1968) and is a phonological feature of many languages. In addition, the term strident lisp is 
used in order to describe the sibilants characterized by piercing, whistling sounds (Riper and Erikson, 
1996). While in some languages whistling fricatives (stridency) are considered as normal 
pronunciation (Shosted, 2006), in Serbian (Jovicic et al., 2008b), Czech (Honova et al., 2003) as well 
as some other languages it is considered to be an irregular (pathological) pronunciation. 

In the Serbian language, stridence is most commonly manifested in the articulation of 
fricative /ʃ/ (according to the IPA classification we used /ʃ/ as most similar to Serbian initial fricative 
in word “ʃuma”) as: narrowband stable over time and very intensive resonant occurrence in the diffuse 
noise spectrum, or a twofold stridence with one stable resonance and one very changeable resonance 
in the time-frequency representation, or a very short stridence with high variability of the resonant 
frequency (see Fig. 9). As noted in (Jovicic et al., 2008b) a strong resonant stridence with an intensity 
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over 20 dB above the envelope of the surrounding spectrum with a minimal duration longer than 10 
ms is a necessary condition for resonant occurrence to be perceived as stridence. 

The algorithm for automatic stridence detection in the Serbian language (Jovicic et al., 2008b) 
uses Burg’s maximum entropy method for calculating stridence measure. This algorithm is accurate in 
cases where stridence is prominent, with no doubt as to its presence. However, in boundary cases, the 
algorithm’s detection differs from the assessment obtained by the speech therapist. The reason can be 
found in the fact that the algorithm does not exploit psychoacoustic effects. 
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Fig. 10. Block diagram of the stridence detection. 

 
In past decades, a variety of computational models of cochlear processing have been developed 

to provide representations of complex neural activity patterns that arise in the auditory nerve in 
response to broadband sounds like speech and music (Hohmann, 2005; Patterson and Allerhand, 
1995; Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996; Patterson, 2000; Slaney and Lyon,1993). All of them simulate 
processing in cochlea using the following: (a) auditory filter-banks which simulate the basilar 
membrane motion (BMM), (b) some form of compressive adaptation and nonlinearity, for instance a 
half wave rectifier (HWR) which simulates neural transduction, and (c) temporal integration 
(Patterson and Allerhand, 1995; Patterson, 2000) or correlogram calculation (Slaney and Lyon,1993; 
Slaney et al.,1994) used for generation of the auditory image.  
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In this paper, a new method for stridence detection based on Paterson’s auditory model 
(Patterson and Allerhand, 1995; Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996; Patterson, 2000) is proposed. 
Contrary to the original Paterson’s auditory model in which strobed integration is applied on each 
channel independently, we calculated the auditory image along the selected spectral peaks contour. 
The reason for this is that the central frequency of the signal that represents stridence varies in time 
across channels of the filter bank. 

To optimize tracking of the spectral peaks contour, we modified the nonlinear processing in 
Paterson’s auditory model by replacing the half wave rectifier (HWR) with a calculation of the 
magnitude of the channel signals. Finally, we simplified Patterson’s auditory model by omitting the 
adaptation in the time domain. This is done because stridence detection is applied to the isolated 
phonemes whose duration is relatively short compared to the relaxation time of the adaptive threshold. 
The proposed algorithm was tested in an appropriate data base of Serbian words with and without 
stridence and compared with the algorithm proposed in Jovicic et al., 2008b.  

Stridence detection is implemented through three processing stages, as shown in Fig. 10. In the 
first stage, two time-frequency (TF) representations of the signal are generated in two parallel 
branches (A) and (B) using the original and modified Patterson's auditory model (Patterson and 
Allerhand, 1995), respectively. In the second stage, the smooth TF representation obtained by the 
modified Patterson's auditory model is used for the selection of the spectral peaks contour that can be 
perceived as stridence. The decision on the presence of stridence is made in the third stage by using 
Paterson’s TF representation from the first processing stage and the selected spectral peaks contour 
from stage 2. In the following subsections the stages of the algorithm will be explained in detail. 

Filtering by gammatone filter bank (GFB) in step (i), models the transmission of the acoustic 
wave to corresponding points on the basilar membrane performing spectral analysis of the sound. 
Central frequencies and the channel bandwidths are assigned according to the ERB scale (Hohmann, 
2002). In this algorithm, the gammatone filter bank is implemented using the fourth order complex 
filters (Hohmann, 2002). The reason for this is the ability to more precisely determine the envelope of 
the channels signal, which is important for the spectral peaks contours detection. The multichannel 
signal at the output of GFB is denoted by s(t, j), where j=1,...,Nch is channel index and Nch is number 
of channels in the filter bank. 

The processing step (ii) in branch (A) is a half-wave rectifier (HWR) which is used to model the 
processes that occur at the inner hair cell receptors (stereocilia). The half-wave rectifier is applied to 
the real part of the complex signal s(t, j), by 

( )),(),()( jtsHWRjtAx = ,  ( )0),(max)( zrealzHWR =  
Where t is the discrete time index and j is the channel index. The output of the HWR is a pulse 

train ),()( jtx A . Apart from the information about instantaneous power it also contains the information 
about the phase of the channel signal. The onset of each pulse corresponds to zero phase of the 
channel signal. The stability of the pulse repetition period affects the shape of the signal in the 
auditory buffer, which will be discussed later. 

Contrary to branch (A), step (ii) in branch (B) - magnitude calculation - is applied by  

( ) ( )22 )j,t(sIm)j,t(sRe)j,t(s)j,t(x )B( +==  

where Re(.) and Im(.) are the real and imaginary parts of the complex number, and output 

),()( jtx B  is a smooth envelope of the jth channel signal.  
Step (iii) in stage 1 is the amplitude compression realized by, 

( )),(),( )()( jtxfjtx qq
c = , βxxf =)( ,  { }BAq ,∈ , β>0 

where symbol q denotes either of branches A or B. The constant β > 0 defines the compression 
level (Feldbauer et al., 2005; Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996). A typical value of β is 0.4 (Feldbauer 
et al., 2005). This step is similar to the logarithmic amplitude compression schemes in ordinary 
waveform coders (e.g., µ-law). 

As the spectral peaks carry information about the presence of stridence we applied spectral 
peaks enhancement in step (iv) in the same way as it was applied in the algorithms (Patterson and 
Holdsworth, 1996; Taplidou and Hadjileontiadis, 2007). Spectral peaks enhancement is performed in 

two steps. First, the smoothing of the compressed spectrum )j,t(x )q(
c  is performed by the moving 

average (MA) filter with coefficients w(k), k=1,…, 2L+1 by 
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wherey(t,j) is the output of the MA filter, Nch is the number of channels while j is the channel 

index. In the next step, an element-by-element difference between )j,t(x )q(
c  and y(t,j) is calculated. 

The negative difference on the convex parts is set to zero by  

{ }0),,(),(max),( )()( jtyjtxjtz q
c

q −=  . 

However, stridence may be masked by other spectral components particularly in the case of 
fricatives with strong friction. As a consequence of the natural process of masking, perception of 
stridence may be absent. The model of the masking effect is implemented in step (v). Spectral 
components in the ∆ vicinity of the resonant frequency f(j) reinforce the impression of stridence. The 

power of these spectral components is denoted as in-band power )j,t(P )q(
inBand . On the other hand, the 

spectral components outside of this frequency band "decrease" the impression of stridence, playing 
the role of masking noise. The power of these spectral components is denoted as out-band 

power )j,t(P )q(
outBand . In-band and out-band powers are calculated by 
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where∆ is an integer constant which defines the bandwidth in a number of neighboring 
channels. The masking effect is incorporated through the scalar weight α(t,j) which attenuates the 
masked TF element and enhances the unmasked TF element by  

),(),(),( )()()( jtzjtjtz qqq
m α= , 

where )j,t(z )q(
m  is the element of the output matrix with enhanced spectral peaks which 

potentially may be perceived as stridence. The scalar weight )j,t()q(α  is calculated by 

( )1,P/Pmin)j,t( )q(
outBand

)q(
inBand

)q( =α . 

Output )j,t(z )B(
m , for q=B, is used in stage 2 for the selection of the spectral peaks contour 

which potentially represents stridence. Output ),()( jtz A
m , for q=A, is used in stage 3 for the 

calculation of the strobed auditory image (Patterson and Allerhand, 1995; Patterson, 2000) along the 
selected spectral peak contour.  

In stage 2, the previously calculated matrix ),()( jtz B
m  is analyzed and the spectral peaks contour 

that best represents stridence is selected. This is accomplished through four steps. In step (i) for each 
instance in time given by the time index t, all spectral peaks are found and denoted. In the next step 
(ii), the spectral peaks are associated to contours using the following rule: if (t, j) is the last point of a 
contour at time instance t in channel j, and if there is a local maximum along frequency axes in any of 
three channels with indices j-1, j, j+1 at time instant t+1, then the contour extends to the point (t+1, 
jmax), where ( ) ( )1,,1,),(maxarg )(

max +−∈= jjjlltzj B
m

l

. If not, the contour is interrupted. Local 

maxima at time t+1 that are not covered by any of the contours of the time instance t, represent the 
beginning of the new contours. 

All contours cannot represent stridence. The selection of contours that could be perceived as 
stridence is done in step (iii). These contours should meet the following two constraints: 

(c1)  Their duration must be greater than the minimum time interval - Tmin. Duration of the 
minimum time interval is determined experimentally and equals Tmin = 9ms. The contours of shorter 
duration than Tmin cannot be perceived as stridence. 

(c2)  A quasiperiodic stridence signal must have a stable resonant frequency, which is 
either a constant (the examples displayed in Fig. 9a and Fig. 9b, the first resonance line) or linearly 
changing in time (the example displayed in Fig. 9c and Fig. 9b, the second resonance line). Otherwise, 
that part of the signal will not produce the impression of stridence but friction. Each spectral peak 
contour may be modeled by a simple regression model. The sum of squared residuals of the model is a 
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measure of the resonant frequency stability. In the first approximation we assume that resonant 
frequency is constant over the short time interval Tmin. In this case, the stability measure is the 
standard deviation over the sliding window having a width of Tmin. Hence, the standard deviation of 
the resonant frequency on the sliding window with the width of Tminhas to be less than the previously 
defined thresholdσλ. 

The contours that satisfy the constraints (c1) and (c2) are potential representatives of stridence. 

Let us denote the sequence of points of contour ip by )()( tS B
i ,   

endi
B

m
B

i ttttptztS ,...,)),(,()( 1
)()( == , 

wheret1 is the first and tend is last element of contour pi. We will define the local strength 
measure )()( tStr B

i  of contour pi at discrete time instant t by   
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wherestd(.) is the standard deviation, L is the length of the moving average filter which we set 

to Tmin. Threshold λσ  has to be experimentally determined. In our experiments we set it to one. 

 According to (1), local strength measure )()( tStr B
i  is sum of elements of 1,),()( −+= LttjjS B

i  

if constraint c2 holds. Otherwise, it is equal to zero because this part of the contour with points 
))1(,()),...,(,( −+ Ltpttpt ii  cannot be perceived as stridence but as noise or friction. Let us denote 

the strength of the measure on the contour pi by  

( ))1,...,),(max 1
)(max +−== LttttStrStr end

B
ii . 

The contour with the maximum strength measure denoted by pimax is the best candidate that 

can be perceived as stridence. Its index is 
 ( )max

max maxarg i
i

Stri = . 

We will denote this contour by pmax, 

 pmax = pimax 

Unlike the original Patterson's model in which strobed temporal integration is applied in each 
channel independently (Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996), in our algorithm the auditory strobed 
temporal integration is applied on the selected contour pmax. The auditory image is created in several 
steps. In the first step (i) we form a series of points )()( tS A  of the selected contour pmax,  

 end
A

m
A ttttptztS ,...,)),(,()( 1max

)()( == . 

A series of points )()( tS A consists of positive half-periods as it is shown in Fig. 11a . 
Similar to the process of the auditory imaging by the strobed temporal integration (STI) 

(Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996; Patterson, 2000), in the next step (ii) trigger pulses T(k), 

k=1,…,Ntrare positioned at the local maxima of positive half-cycles of the series )()( tS A , see Fig. 11a. 

Ntr is the number of trigger pulses generated on the series )()( tS A , for t=t1,…,tend. Local maxima are 

detected with respect to the adaptive threshold α(t), marked in Fig. 11a with a thin line. Threshold 
α(t) decays exponentially with time, and when the trigger pulse occurs, it is set to the value of the 
local maximum of the signal (Patterson and Holdsworth, 1996; Patterson, 2000). The positions of 
local maxima are marked by diamonds in Fig. 11a. At the locations of the trigger pulses, the 
accumulation of the signal in the auditory buffer is activated. The accumulation is calculated by 
pseudo code: 

 
  for k=1,…,Ntr 
       ( ) ( ) ( ))(:1:1)(:1)( )( kTSNkTNANkTNA A

bufbuf ++−=+−    (2) 

 end 
whereAbuf(l), l = 1,..., N is the auditory buffer containing N points. The content of the auditory 

buffer after the previously described STI process is shown in Fig. 11b. For the proposed stridence 
detection algorithm, only the last element of the auditory buffer Abuf (N) is of importance since it is 
used as a measure of the presence of stridence

strd , 
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)N(Ad bufstr = .         (3) 

The decision about the presence of stridence is made by comparing the stridence measure dstr 
with two decision thresholds λd1, λd2, 0< λd1< λd2 according to the rule 
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Fig. 11 (a) Tick line – signal )()( tS A along selected contour, thin line – time varying threshold 

α(t), diamonds - positions of trigger impulses. (b) The content of the auditory buffer Abuf (l),  the last 
element of the auditory buffer which represents the calculated value of stridence dstr is marked by 

diamond. 
 

The decision D0 means that there is no stridence in the pronunciation. The decision D1 means 
presence of stridence. Decision D2 means that the measure dstr is located in an area where we cannot 
surely assert whether there is or there isn’t stridence. 

At this point we want to stress the errors occurring during stridence detection.  An example of a 
false detection is shown in the Fig. 12. There are two non-overlapping segments A and B in the 
cochleagram of the fricative /ʃ/. Segment A, located from 30 ms to 46 ms, contains a spectral peak 
contour around frequency of 2700 Hz that is approximately 20 dB above the surrounding spectral 
components. As the measure of stridence calculated on segment A, dstr=64.3, is greater than threshold 
λd2 = 30, the algorithm detected stridence. Despite this, the expert didn’t recognize segment A as 
stridence because segment B, being a friction, masks segment A. To confirm this assumption, we 
processed the whole fricative /ʃ/ by band stop filter from 4000Hz to 7000Hz with attenuation of 40dB 
and gave once more the processed signal to the expert for evaluation. In this case, the expert noted the 
presence of stridence, thus confirming our assumption of the masking effect of segment B. In this test 
case we have temporal or non-simultaneous masking because the masker and masked signals do not 
overlap in time. This is backward masking, because the signal is terminated 9 ms before masker starts 
(see Fig. 12). According to the diagram displayed in Fig. 10.16, page 198 (Moore, 1997), the 
backward masking threshold at 9 ms is around 12 dB. As the necessary condition for stridence 
perception is that resonance-to-noise ratio is greater than 20 dB (Jovicic et al., 2008b), the stridence is 
not perceived in this case.  
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Fig. 12. Cohleagram of a subject without stridence classified as stridence. 

 
The second error was the missed detection by algorithm for which the expert determined the 

existence of stridence. Fig. 13 shows the cochleagram of the fricative /ʃ/ in which the dominant 
segment A (34-156 ms) is marked. This segment should be characterized as strong friction. It consists 
of several isolated spectral contours whose durations are not sufficient to be recognized as a stridence 
by the proposed algorithm. The most intense sub segment B has duration of 4 ms. On the other hand, 
the expert perceptually detected stridence. This phenomenon can be explained by "Perceptual 
restoration of missing sounds" (Warren, 2008). Namely, between the sub segments (characterized) 
with stridency there are sub segments of intense friction enabling the enhanced perceptual restoration 
of stridence. This continuity illusion illustrates the constructive nature of perception that made it 
possible for an expert to perceive stridence. This psychoacoustic effect is not included in this version 
of the algorithm. 
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Fig. 13. Cohleagram of a subject with missed detection. 

 

7. CONCLUSSION 

Pronunciation of fricatives for Serbian language (as for many other languages) is challenging 
task because of their articulation complexity. Fricatives are a group of speech sounds with the most 
common disorders. For Serbian language there are 25 acoustic features which can contribute to 
distorted acoustic representation of a fricative. It is possible to classify normal and pathological 
pronunciation of fricatives implementing algorithm based on neural networks. But when we want to 
objectively evaluate variation field of a specific acoustic feature than it is necessary to implement 
algorithm based on auditory perception. The algorithm for stridence detection was demonstrated to 
bring the results of automatic detection closer to the perceptive assessment of speech and language 
experts. For this purpose, Patterson's auditory model is used, and experimental results for the 
detection of stridence with fricative /ʃ/ show significant improvements. The method is applicable to 
other phonemes from the group of fricatives and affricates where stridence occurs, regardless of 
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whether they are voiced or voiceless. In order to use this algorithm for stridence detection in case of 
other phonemes, it is necessary to adjust all the parameters of the algorithm according the particular 
phoneme. The analysis of the errors showed the need for expanding the psychoacoustic effects in the 
proposed algorithm for stridence detection. Therefore, additional studies are necessary regarding the 
characteristics of stridence, psychoacoustic effects that contribute to the stridence perception, 
modeling approaches to individual psychoacoustic effects and their integration. 
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OBJEKTIVNI PRISTUP U ANALIZI AKUSTIČKIH KARAKTERISTIKA STRIDENSA 

 
APSTRAKT 

U Srpskom jeziku, glasovne grupe frikativa i afrikata najpodložnije su pojvi grešaka prilikom izgovora. 
Postoji 25 karakterističnih obeležja koja se mogu javiti prilikom atipične artikulacije glasova iz ovih 
glasovnih grupa. Stridens, kao oblik poremećaja izgovora u Srpskom jeziku manifestuje se pojavom 
intenzivnog i oštrog zvižduka. Njegove akustičke karakteristike u mnogome utiču na kvalitet verbalne 
komunikacije. Iako se različite forme stridensa uspešno dijagnostikuju od strane logopeda, postoji 
potreba za automatskom detekcijom i evaluacijom stridensa. Algoritmi bazirani na neuralnim mrežama 
mogu da naprave razliku između tipičnog i atipičnog izgovora glasa, međutim, oni nisu dovoljno efikasni 
kada se radi o prepoznavanju specifičnih akustičkih obeležja. U ovom radu je opisan algoritam baziran na 
Patersonovom auditrnom modelu.  
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TRANSSOUL COMMUNICATION: SOUL LANGUAGE DECODING 
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Abstract: The goal of this paper is to shift the borders of understanding the human consciousness and its 
potentials. The focus is on the new level of communication, on the Transsoul communication, as a direct 
vertical communication between an individual soul, as a unit of consciousness and a universal 
consciousness. The author’s research shows that the regression therapy can be used as a tool for decoding 
the soul language, and its healing, transformative and development potential. Also it implies that death 
and life are just an illusion of limited consciousness. 
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“Until you make the unconscious conscious, 
it will direct your life and you will call it 
fate.”   
C. G. Jung  

 
1. SOUL AS A UNIT OF CONSCIOUSNESS. SOUL LANGUAGE. 
 

There has always existed and especially today exists deep human need for transcendental 
experiences, searching for one’s purpose and deeper sense of life. As if all around us are people 
suffering from emptiness and longing. In spite of sophisticated technologies and science development, 
when the speed of communication is instantaneous, it seems as if we have forgotten the most basic 
communication – that one with our own Soul. 

The soul represents individual, vibrational-energetic unit of consciousness, transpersonal center 
which reflects our deepest and true nature. It is the symbol of our Inner Being which possesses 
knowledge and wisdom which overcome space and time. It is our Higher Self, omnipotent and 
omniscient, our door into endless Field of all possibilities and connection with the Universe. Soul is 
the foundation of human being and nothing can satisfy us except reconnection with that essential part 
of ourselves. It is our primeval state which we have forgotten and for which we search everywhere.  

When we make contact with our Soul, then we are healing ourselves at the deepest level. 
However, how to make that contact when we are so alienated from ourselves? How can we 

understand the subtle language of our Inner Being? Today, the average person who belongs to our 
cultural environment, functions in the way that is far below its real potential and capacity. The reason 
for this impoverishment is in the fact that the person identifies itself only with a small part of itself – 
with physical body and the ego. Because of such misidentification, the person leads unauthentic, 
unhealthy and unfulfilled life and is subject to the emergence of emotional and psychosomatic 
disorders. The emergence of disturbing symptoms can be understood as a sign that the person who 
functions on the basis of false premises has reached the point where it is obvious that former way of 
existence in the world does not function anymore and that it has become unsustainable. However, the 
symptoms are only visible indications that there exists the problem, they represent a mean of 
communication, and the message from deeper dimensions of our Being that there is something that 
should be resolved. Therefore, application of only symptomatic treatment would be equal to killing 
the messenger, hoping that the problem would disappear. Causes lie in deeper and more subtle 
dimensions of human being. Such dimensions must be known, accepted and respected and 
incorporated into daily life. Since the unknowingness and unrecognition of them have created the 
problem. Life has an infinite number of forms, and scientists’ duty is to discover them.  

There are two ways of discovering the truth or gaining insight: 
1. Analytical, rational, logical research and study of external physical world, the results of which 

were expressed through mathematical and verbal concepts and symbols typical for our speech. 
2. Direct experience of reality through exploration of the inner world. This experience 

transcends intellectual, logical thinking. It is untranslatable into our common, everyday language. The 
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individuals who have experienced it, say that this experience is not translatable into words, that it is 
beyond language, space and time. The closest term for this out-of-time and space language would be 
The Soul Language. However, the only way for the study and proper interpretation of it is personal 
experience. This language is real, eternal and unchangeable, far beyond human insight of human ego-
consciousness limits. Direct knowledge of one’s identity is obtained through it. 

The language we use today as a mean of communication, both written and oral, is inadequate 
for getting substantial knowledge of our Being. It is inadequate for getting knowledge about that 
Divine spark within each of us. It is inadequate for getting insight about the Soul. That is why the 
Soul very often uses some other, more subtle ways to communicate with us: through dreams, 
intuition, synchronicity, or time matching in the appearance of two or more causally unrelated events, 
having the same or similar meaning, then through spontaneous and evoked memories of past lives in 
children and adults, meditative and altered states of consciousness. 
 
2. SOUL LANGUAGE DECODING 
 
2.1. Regression therapy as a tool for decoding the soul language 
 

As the result of the need for interpreting and decoding of the subtle language of the Soul, new 
branches of science have appeared. The insights gained by the ancient mystics through their 
experience from different philosophical - religious directions are consistent with the latest research in 
quantum physics and transpersonal psychology dealing with altered and expanded states of 
consciousness which indicate that our consciousness contains much more than we have assumed. 
Observations made during the research of consciousness uncover the contemporary myth of 
materialistic science that the consciousness is only an epiphenomenon of substance that has emerged 
by neuro-physiological processes in the brain. These observations show that consciousness is the 
primary attribute of existence and that it is capable of doing many activities that the brain cannot 
perform. According to the new findings, human consciousness is an integral part of a larger, universal 
field of cosmic consciousness that pervades the entire existence. 

Within humanistic and transpersonal psychology efficient experiential methods have been 
developed based on these researches, which lead to a revolution in the understanding of emotional and 
psychosomatic disorders. One of those methods, about which I have been researching in my everyday 
practice, is regression therapy which proves to be the perfect tool for establishing communication with 
the Soul. I have paid particular attention to healing, transformative and development potential of this 
experiential therapy. During these transpersonal experiences it is possible to move beyond the usual 
limits of bodily ego, the three-dimensional space and linear time. By transcendence of our personality 
and ego-consciousness, the highest state, which is described as a Cosmic or Absolute Consciousness, 
Divine matrix or Quantum hologram, is reached, where all information about our existence and laws 
of the universe are encoded. The level and quality of consciousness are raised through regression to 
the level of super-consciousness and direct experience of reality which result in significant healing, 
deep and positive transformation and higher levels of functioning in everyday life. 

 
2.2. Healing, transforming and development potential of regression therapy 
 
Regression therapy takes a holistic approach. This technique is based on consciousness and can 

be treated as a quantum-informational medicine or psycho-energy-spiritual therapy, which initiates 
the process of permanent healing through the spiritual integration of personality. Within its scope, not 
only physical and psychological traumas resulting in postnatal life are explored, but also birth trauma 
and somatic traumas from previous lives. 

 
It allows us to achieve deep psychological insights relating to our history, dynamics of 

unconsciousness, emotional difficulties and interpersonal problems when they are raised from 
subconscious level to the level of consciousness, and thereby are resolved and integrated. Thereby, in 
many cases severe symptoms can be resolved, which cannot be significantly affected by conventional 
methods of treatment. Clients have succeeded in releasing depression, overcoming phobias and fears, 
releasing psychosomatic diseases from migraine headaches to allergic asthma and inexplicable pain in 
various parts of the body. Improvements in their condition were much higher after several sessions of 
regression therapy than after years of conventional therapy. 
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Regression therapy is primarily causal therapy aiming at complete transformation of the 
structure of the problem, its full dissolution with permanent and stable positive changes. Experiential 
facing with death during regression, followed by transcendence, leads to overcoming of the fear of 
death and may cause a strong opening of people to universal, non-religious type of spirituality. 
 
 
3. TRANSSOUL COMMUNICATION 
 
RADICAL INNER TRANSFORMATION AND RAISING TO A NEW LEVEL OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS 
 

 By far, the most interesting insights are related to philosophical, metaphysical and spiritual 
questions. So it also becomes a technique for expansion and attainment of higher states of 
consciousness. 

When the noise of mind has been silenced in the state of hypnotic regression, conscious state 
transcends into the subconscious, and then to superconscious level. We are entering a state of the 
entire reality, both internal and external, where past, present and future are present at the same time 
and all the time. Identification is dissolved with physical body, time and space disappear and pure 
being can be discerned as dissolved in the ocean of pure, undifferentiated consciousness. It is a state 
of extremely intense inner wakefulness in which new insights are generated and firsthand experience 
of extrasensory knowledge is experienced. In that space we get in contact with our Soul which in this 
case represents a gateway to the universal, cosmic consciousness. Old walls of communication are 
falling down and direct vertical communication is established between the individual Soul, as a unit of 
consciousness and the Universal Consciousness or Cosmic Soul, or Transsoul Communication. Here 
the soul releases its traumas, projections, old matrix and other unnecessary ballast. It raises its 
vibration and with new insights and knowledge helps a man to live a more conscious and more 
fulfilling life. When a person directly faces eternity of his/her existence during the regression, it is 
impossible to return to the old mode of existence. It recognizes that personality is only partial, 
individual projection of the Soul. This experience makes a deep and powerful impression. It leads to 
emotional and psychosomatic healing, significant psychological changes, more rewarding life strategy 
and expansion of world view which includes spiritual dimension of existence. Decrease in aggression 
is also expressed and increase in racial, political and religious tolerance, environmental awareness and 
profound changes in the hierarchy of values and existential priorities. This experience transfers a 
person to the higher development level of consciousness. Its ability to make one’s creative potential is 
more fully expressed and also live more fulfilling and better life. Using of regression therapy is one of 
the ways to create new moral standards, because a man who has gain insight into the eternity of his 
actions and the connection of everything in the universe, no longer is able to consciously harm 
another human being. 

It is noticeable that very different people experiencing these states came up with identical 
knowledge and insights which not at all depend on their level of intelligence, type and level of 
education or on philosophical and religious beliefs of the person. There is a breakthrough and 
expansion of quantum of consciousness. The universality of insight becomes apparent, where the 
universe does not appear as Newtonian super machine, but as an infinitely complex virtual reality, 
created and pervaded  by superior Cosmic Intelligence, Absolute Consciousness or Universal Mind, 
and that all of us, as protagonists in the Divine game of existence, are only different aspects of The 
One. Our identification as a separate body ego is an illusion, and our true identity is the overall 
existence. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
 
SYNTHESIS OF SCIENCE AND SPIRITUALITY AS A CONDITION FOR DEEP INNER 
TRANSFORMATION OF MANKIND 
 

“The key to growth is the introduction of 
higher dimensions of consciousness into our 
awareness”    
Lao Tzu  

 
 

These insights and answers to basic ontological and cosmological questions show the parallels 
with the great mystical traditions from around the world, but also a surprising compliance with the 
revolutionary achievements of modern science within the new quantum-holographic paradigm. And 
perhaps in that synergy of science and spirituality, which is present today, lies the hope that deep 
inner transformation of the whole mankind will happen, enabling us to reach the level of 
consciousness development at which we would deserve the name we have proudly given to our 
species - Home sapiens. Mankind has come to the limit which will be followed by either a spiritual 
awakening or destruction. Salvation can be found in personal spiritual quest of every man, in 
decoding long-forgotten language of his Soul and in having insight into the way each of us is 
responsible for the fate of the world. Development of inner ethics and understanding the connection 
between everything in the world represent the highest level of protection, as well as a necessary 
condition for the evolution of human consciousness. 
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Abstract: Down syndrome is one of the most widespread genetic disorders with the overall incidence 
estimated to be 1/600-800 live births. Atypical development in children with Down syndrome can be seen 
on different levels. In this paper the rehabilitation of a girl with Down syndrome included in an education 
center is discussed. The descriptive analysis used in this paper focuses on: a/ atypical elements in speech 
and language as well as in sensory motor development; b/ elements of early childhood intervention 
procedures used during rehabilitation that are also used in verbotonal method. The results of the analysis 
are consistent with earlier findings confirming therefore the differences of the child’s development of 
speech and language as well as sensory motor level compared to normal development of a child. 
Spatiality (with movement as the most prominent of all elements) and structure proved to be the 
unavoidable parts of global approach to the child in rehabilitation which is common to both early 
interventions and verbotonal method. The authors finally suggest some of possible further procedures in 
rehabilitation of the child based on verbotonal method.     
 
Keywords: hearing, speech, language, movement, global approach, verbotonal system, early 
interventions, Down syndrome 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General characteristics  
Named only in the 19th century after a medical doctor and a pharmacist John Langdon Down, 

Down syndrome has been known from the period of Olmec culture (app. 2500 B.C.) (Vuković i dr. 
2011:14). The syndrome is a genetic disorder that affects approximately one in 700 live births. There 
are three types of the syndrome: the classical one, usually named trisomy 21, translocation and 
mosaicism. The majority of people (app. 95%) with the syndrome has trisomy 21 (an additional 
chromosome 21 in each cell). Translocation is present in 2-3% of people affected by Down syndrome 
as well as mosaicism. The cause of translocation is the break-off of a part of a number 21 
chromosome during the cell division which attaches itself to another chromosome (usually number 
14). The cause of mosaicism is a faulty cell division that occurs in early stages after conception that 
results in a certain number of cells with 47 instead of 46 chromosomes 
(http://www.cdss.ca/information/general-information/types-of-down-syndrome.html). 

Common features usually associated with the syndrome are distinct facial appearance, heart and 
respiratory problems, mental retardation.  Children with Down syndrome are at higher risk for hearing 
loss, ear infections, obstructive sleep apnea, eye diseases, intestinal blockage at birth, dhyroid disease, 
hip dislocation, lower hight and weight at birth, lower weight of inner organs etc. and mental 
retardation with IQ often between 35 and 70  (Stefanini, Caselli and Volterra, 2007; Čulić, 2009;  
http://www.cdc.gov/ncbddd/birthdefects/downsyndrome/data). Children with Down syndrome are 
characterized by joint hypermobility and tongue hypotonia which can cause problems in feeding and, 
later, in pronunciation (Davidson, 2008:1101). 

 

1.2. Language, cognitive and motor development of children with Down syndrome   
 

For more almost 40 years now the impact of different genetic syndromes, Down syndrome 
included, on the communicative abilities of children has been studied. The description of 
communication and language disorders are fewer than those of medical and behavioral components of 
genetic syndromes in general. Still those descriptions are extremely necessary both for a/ 
understanding the impact, the needs and type of intervention and b/ the potential contribution to 
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theoretical debates on the role of general cognitive mechanisms for language acquisition. One of the 
reasons for studying genetic syndromes is the potential contribution to theoretical discussions on the 
role of general cognitive mechanisms for language acquisition (Stojanovik, 2013). An understanding 
of what is common across different disorders will help in clarification of the nature of language 
impairments and the ways in which the human language capacity is vulnerable (Rice et al, 2005). A 
number of previous studies reports on individuals with Down syndrome having particular difficulties 
with language and numbers and relative strengths in visuo-spatial and visuo-motor skills although the 
strengths has been discussed recently (Yang et all., 2014). Children with Down syndrome are at 
greater risk language learning problems due to cognitive deficits (Stefanini, Caselli and Volterra, 
2007). Available tests often provide separate estimates of expressive versus receptive language, 
thereby providing a breakdown according to response modality (where “expressive” tasks require a 
child to generate a verbal response and “receptive” tasks require nonverbal responses, such as 
pointing to pictures) (Rice et al, 2005). Persons affected by Down syndrome are reported to have 
weakness in auditory short-term memory relative to visual short-term memory and other aspects of 
cognition and strengths in their social functioning abilities. They are often compared with persons 
affected by Williams syndrome since they share these features (Stojanovik, 2013).  As reported by 
Miller (1999), only 35% of children with Down syndrome performing vocabulary test scored in 
consistency with their mental age. Children with Down syndrome usually have receptive vocabulary 
deficits although some studies showed equal scores of children with Down syndrome and their 
typically developing peers. Generally speaking, language performance in children with Down 
syndrome tends to be lower than their general cognitive development. Grammatical abilities in 
children affected by Down syndrome are comparable with those in children with SLI (Stojanovik, 
2013).  

In a typically developing child preverbal period is characterized by physiological cry (up to two 
months of age), pleasure guttural sounds, different cries for different needs and smiles while seeing a 
known caregiver (from two to five months); babbling, more speech-like different sounds (including 
/b/, /p/, /m/), chuckles, laughs, vocalizing excitement and displeasure, making gurgling sounds when 
left alone or playing with you (five to seven months); babbling that has different groups of sounds, 
speech or non-crying sounds are used to obtain and keep attention of a caregiver, usage of gestures, 
imitations of different speech sounds and the first word (from seven months to first year). During the 
first year of life intonation patterns connected to emotions, gestures and mimic are intensively 
developed. (Pozojević-Trivanović, 1984:4; Posokhova, 2008:14; http://www.asha.org/public/speech/ 
development/01). After the first word, mental lexicon is at once enlarged and therefore child’s 
vocabulary is enlarged too. After the first word, mental lexicon is at once enlarged and therefore 
child’s vocabulary is enlarged too. Speech of a typically developing child is characterized as 
simplified, containing substitutions, distortions or omissions of some speech sounds which is common 
across languages (Blaži, 2003:123). During the second year of life a typically developing child should 
correctly pronounce /a/, /o/, /e/, /p/, /b/, during the third year /i/, /u/, /f/, /v/, /t/, /d/, /n/, /ɲ/, /m/, /k/, /g/, 
/h/, /j/, until four years and half /s/, /z/, /ʦ/, /ʃ/, /Ʒ/, /l/, /ʎ/ and until the fifth birthday /ʧ/, /ʨ/, /dž/, /ʥ/ 
and /r/ (Posokhova, 2008). Although the list is mainly Croatian-base, it can be used for different 
languages. In last years,  it is considered acceptable for /r/ to be acquired during pre-school year 
(usually age of six). During the second year child spontaneously makes first sentences connecting two 
words and interact in short dialogues. During the next four years child’s speech becomes richer, 
grammatical correct and understandable to people outside the family (Posokhova, 2008:17, Mesec, 
2010:15). 

In children with Down syndrome speech and language problems reflect their hearing and 
cognitive status (Stojanovik, 2013) and some physical features such as tongue hypotonia. In the 
studies of general patterns of different syndromes that the high frequency of co-occurrence of speech 
and language disorders with cognitive and/or hearing problems may present a problem with the study 
of genotype-phenotype correlations in communication and language  (Stojanovik, 2013). Somewhat 
older date obtained by Arapović (1986) show prevalence of impaired articulation in children affected 
by Down syndrome (15%) in comparison to the typically developing children of the same age (2.5%). 
Results also showed that children with Down syndrome (age three to four) pronounced 16 speech 
sounds incorrectly in comparison with their typically developing peers who incorrectly pronounced 5 
speech sounds. Children affected by Down syndrome may exhibit additional delay in the period of 
transition from one- to two-word speech (Iverson et al, 2003). Stoel-Gammon (2001) highlights 
similarities between children with Down syndrome and those with typical development (i.e. 
consonant clusters are produces as singleton consonants, word-final consonants are omitted etc.) 
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Overall cognitive functioning in children with Down syndrome is lower than average and is not 
linear during the first decade of life. IQ progressively declines after the first year of age, stabilizes 
approximately at the age of seven. At the age of six, the majority of children with Down syndrome  is 
cognitively developed as typically developed children at the age of three. Finally, cognitive 
development of a typical child with Down syndrome can be compared to a ten-year-old child of 
typical development (Rešić, 2009:129, Stojanovik, 2013).  

Still, there is an ongoing discussion whether cognitive development in persons with genetic 
syndromes follows a developmental pattern that mirrors the one present in typical development or, 
due to the genetic abnormality, the developmental trajectory is atypical (Stojanovik, 2013). 

Development of motor skills is based on two principles – cephalocaudal (means that body 
develops from its top to bottom) and proximodistal (the body develops from its center to the outer 
parts) (Vasta i dr., 2005:184). The development of motor skills can be observed through improvement 
in body posture, locomotion and manipulation. In children with Down syndrome a general hypotonia 
(also known as floppy baby syndrome) is present. The second half of the first year is an extremely 
intensive period for a child with Down syndrome because verticalization as well as visual and motor 
functions are improved. Children affected by Down syndrome start to crawl between 11 and 21 
months of age and verticalization is acquired when 18 months old. They start to walk between 15 and 
74 months of age. As for one of the most significant things considering fine motor skill, a number of 
them never get to use mature pinch grasp (thumb and tip of forefinger) (Rešić, 2009:125-128). 
General movements in children affected by Down syndrome are characterized as of low to 
low/moderate speed, large to large/moderate amplitude, partially creating impression of fluency, 
being rather smooth and complex but abrupt in the beginning and in the end (Mazzone et al., 2004). 
 
 

1.3 Speech and movement relationship 
 

Human body is in constant movement opposing to not having movement at all (Studd and Cox, 
2013). When speaking, movement is also required so the two can be considered as the two sides of the 
same coin. Unity between the sound and the movement in nature and in language is represented by the 
fact that both of them occur in nature. Movement represents both the action of moving itself as well as 
a part of the utterance that is spoken (Guberina, 1967:22). Movement, together with sound, is planted 
deeply in our essence and they form the basis of our normal functioning. Discovering and mastering 
the space through movement our body memorizes, feels and remembers through kinesthetic memory 
(Fuchs, 2012). Through movements different relationships in space around us are discovered and 
defined and the basis of understanding those relations (that can be easily seen in methaphors) is set. 

 
 
1.4 Procedures in rehabilitation of pre-school children with Down syndrome 
 
J. L. Down was first to organize institutionalized care for people with the syndrome. The care 

included some basic education, farming, different activities such as singing, dancing etc. (Vuković i 
dr. 2011:14). Although approach in rehabilitiation and education of people with this syndrome differ 
today, approach practiced by J. L. Down may be considered as the basis of an overall modern 
approach that includes different methods with a variety of activities and education. The most common 
start nowdays is early childhood intervention, the set of procedures equally aimed towards the child 
with special needs, as well as towards the family and its adaptation to this new situation (Ljubešić, 
2008). It is usually intertwined with some of the procedures in verbotonal method such as global 
approach in rehabilitation of speech using music, rhythm and movement in order to improve 
communication. Moreover, the therapy in sensory room and procedures of floor time and baby signs 
are used to obtain as successful outcomes as possible. Sensory room is considered an umbrella term 
for a broad variety of therapeutic spaces implemented in different practice areas. The Greenspan 
Flooritme Approach is a system that meets children where they are and builds upon their strengths 
and abilities through interacting and creating a warm relationship. Three main guidelines are to follow 
the child’s lead, challenge the child to be creative and spontaneous and expand the action and 
interaction to include all or most of her or his senses and motor skills as well as different emotions 
(www.stanleygreenspan.com/what-is-floortime) Baby signs are manual movements used in order to 
encourage speech and language development but should not be mixed for sign language (Berglez and 
Pribanić, 2014). 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

A pre-school girl affected by Down syndrome and of impaired hearing (Hypoacusis cond. bill. 
gr. levis) (age 5;7) has been observed  for over five months during rehabilitation sessions in 
Educational Center Slava Raškaj in Zagreb. The material has been recorded and analyzed after 
obtaining written consent from the child’s parents. Descriptive analysis was used in order obtain data 
that was compared to the previous studies of persons with Down syndrome. 
 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In recent years there has been a tendency to include people with the Down syndrome in 
mainstream educational system if possible. Another option would be one of specialized educational 
centers. To obtain good and valid valuation in the pre-school year, a child with the Down syndrome 
should have already passed some time in rehabilitation.  

The girl recorded for the purpose of this study showed almost all general visible characteristics 
of a child with Down syndrome. Her speech is not always understandable so sometimes even the 
educator has problems in understanding her. The way of understanding the subject of speech is 
through activities and associations in order to obtain additional information. Grammatical issues are 
present in the girl’s sentences. They lack in verbs or even subjects. Sometimes the answer the girl 
gives to the question is not connected to the question that has been asked, i. e. What colour is this 
ball? –It isn’t. In order to continue conversation the educator leaves the girl to lead. A variety of 
themes and activities is changed through the session. Following one of the rules of Floortime 
intervention, the girl moves through sensory room and the educator follows the most interesting thing 
at the moment asking questions or trying to communicate. The educator tries to retain conversation 
using basinc elements of speech, rhythm and intonation, as the most important factors in good 
understanding of meaning (Guberina, 2010a). Since rhythm is acquired through whole human body it 
is not unusual to use body movement as an accompanying tool for both improvement of sentence 
rhythm as well as for improvement of the movement itself. Having problem of hypotonia and joint 
hypermobility, the body movements are directed towards getting somewhat firmer body posture 
(Guberina, 2010b). The sensory room is used to enable different activities that would improve body 
posture and the movements of the girl observed in this study. Trampoline for jumping, ladder and 
rope for climbing, pool full of small balls of different colors are used during discussion on various 
subjects. As the attention span of the girl is rather short, the educator uses the environment to widen 
the vocabulary as well as to obtain grammatically more acceptable utterances. During the 
rehabilitation sessions some sort of movement frequently accompanies the speech. According to 
Gestural Feedback Model, lexical gestures participate in speech production by increasing the semantic 
activation of words grounded in sensorimotor features facilitating therefore retrieval of the word form 
(http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/summary?doi=10.1.1.124.1030). Some of baby signs are also 
used within sessions in order to improve active listening and focus the child’s attention (Lalić and 
Berglez, 2008; Berglez and Pribanić, 2014). It can be seen that the idea of development of linguistic 
abilities being strongly connected to the development and the common practice of sensory motor 
abilities (Charlier, 2014) is present not only in Guberina’s verbotonal method but also in several other 
such as i.e. Floortime procedures or early childhood intervention. Using space even in rehabilitation 
of a child with special needs, in this case of the girl with Down syndrome, is the basis of acquiring 
some spatial relations in language that cannot be acquired in any different type of work. It is certainly 
more demanding but also more rewarding experience for the rehabilitator than succeeding to preform 
whole session of rehabilitation around the table. This sort of works aims directly towards body 
memory that Bermeitinger and Kiefer describe as the long-term representation of body sensations, 
external perceptions and actions that form the basis for our knowledge about the internal and external 
word (Summa et al., 2012). General movements of the girl observed in this study are consistent with 
some previous findings on the movements and physical abilities of persons with Down syndrome 
(Mazzone et al, 2004; Rešić, 2009). 

As for the speech itself, the articulation deficits confirm some earlier notions and findings 
(Arapović, 1986; Stoel-Gammon, 2001; Stojanovik, 2013). The articulation is underdeveloped in 
comparison to the articulation of typically developing children but the same speech sound groups are 
affected in both children with Down syndrome and typically developing children if produced 
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incorrectly. Inconsistencies in substitutions and distortions can also be observed. The majority of 
inaccurately produced speech sounds are fricatives, affricates and errors.  The place of articulation is 
usually moved forward. Her vowel system is characterized by an additional /o/ pronounced more in 
direction of /u/ but still retaining its principle characteristics. Still, more work on overall speech 
utterances should be done during rehabilitation before paying special attention to correction of certain 
speech sounds if possible. 

Some further tips for future educators, possible in the mainstream schools or specialized 
educational centers, are: the use of space as frequently as possible even in the mainstream school, 
approach should be multisensory in order to engage different sensory modalities, verbal and non-
verbal tasks should be altered in order to get valid evaluation of the child’s abilities and knowledge. 
Full sentences and correct speech utterances varying in intonation and rhythm should be used to 
improve global structure of speech. Movement should be included both in speech and learning since 
the benefits of movement has been already discussed. Weakness in auditory short-term memory 
relative to visual short-term memory and other aspects of cognition in children affected  by Down 
syndrome and strengths in their social functioning abilities should be the basis of application of 
individualized programs and differentiated teaching (i.e as shown in Kyriakou et al., 2015).  
 

4. CONCLUSSION 

Children affected by Down syndrome, a genetic disorder, show some common physical, mental, 
cognitive, emotional and social features. There is still an ongoing discussion whether cognitive 
development in persons with genetic syndromes follows a developmental pattern that mirrors the one 
present in typical development or, due to the genetic abnormality, the developmental trajectory is 
atypical. Language in children with Down syndrome is underdeveloped in comparison with their 
typically developing peers. Still differentiated teaching with individualized programs can result in 
overall development of cognitive abilities. Spatial approach based on different but compatible 
approach is suggested in further rehabilitation with children affected by Down syndrome.  
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Abstract: Electromagnetic fields (EMFs) radiation exposure during pregnancy impacts fetal brain 
development and may cause many disorders or diseases. There is a correlation between prenatal and 
postnatal exposure to mobile phones and neurobehavioral problems in children and adolescents. It has 
been shown that exposure to mobile phone radiation during pregnancy may lead to adverse effects on the 
brain development in offspring and cause many neurobehavioral problems including attention deficit-
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Mobile phone harmful impact on pregnant women abdomen has 
postnatal children’s health effects: hyperactivity, diminished memory, reduced anxiety - symptoms 
associated with ADHD. Studies showed a significant association between exposure parameters of mobile 
phones such as the call time or history of mobile phone use and occurrence of speech problems in the 
offspring. Although autism spectrum conditions are defined behaviorally, they also involve multileveled 
disturbances of underlying biology that find striking parallels in the impacts of EMFs, especially 
radiofrequency exposures. 

Keywords: electromagnetic fields, pregnancy, offspring, brain development, speech and language 
problems.   

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Non-ionizing radiation absorption by the population increased many times in the last few 
decades. The health effects of this will show a dramatic impact in the near future. Non-ionizing 
electromagnetic fields (EMFs) are the fastest growing forms of environmental pollution. The 
“International EMF Scientist Appeal” asks the Secretary General and United Nations affiliated bodies 
to encourage precautionary measures, to limit EMF exposures, and to educate the public about health 
risks, especially to children and pregnant women [International Scientists Petition U.N., 2015]. The 
“Appeal” requests the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) to assess the potential 
impact of EMF exposure on all living organisms [International Scientists Petition U.N., 2015].  

Every day, mothers and their children are continuously exposed to different sources of EMFs 
before and even during pregnancy. Wireless and radio communication, power transmission, or devices 
in daily use such as smart phones, tablets, and portable computers every day expose mothers and their 
children to electromagnetic pollution.  

2. EPIDEMIOLOGY 

Electromagnetic fields and/or electromagnetic radiation, as electromagnetic pollution, affect 
various elements of the environment. Every day living organisms are exposed to different types of 
electromagnetic pollution. However, all of them can be well characterised by their physical 
parameters such as type (electric, magnetic, electromagnetic), frequency, and intensity/power.  

All electrically powered devices and transmission lines generate the low frequencies (below 300 
Hz) field, but much higher intensities, which has a quasi-stationary character and its two components 
— the electric and magnetic field — can be analysed separately. This field is considered as having a 
potentially negative impact on organisms, although the mechanism of its biological action remains 
little known, although it includes non-thermal and other effects of action. Intermediate frequencies 
(from 300 Hz to 100 kHz), which radiation source are video screens, antitheft devices used in cars, 
homes, shops, card readers, and others, have less significance and non-thermal and other effects. 
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Electronic devices, such as mobile phones, television sets or radio transmitters, emit electromagnetic 
radiation with high frequencies (from 300 MHz to 300 GHz), but low intensity. High energy radiation 
of this type causes a thermal effect that may increase the temperature of tissues and organs and also 
cause serious damage to cells. 

Nearly six billion people globally own wireless phones [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Many 
millions are everydey exposed to wireless exposures from use of wireless devices and wireless 
antenna facilities. Wireless phones and laptops exposures produce extremely low frequency (ELF) 
pulses from the battery of the wireless device and the exposures to pulsed radiofrequency microwave 
(RFMW) radiation when the wireless device is transmittingor receiving calls and emails [Herbert 
M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. The result is a total contact of all groups of population with sources of 
radiofrequency-electromagnetic field (RF-EMF) or electromagnetic field-radiofrequency radiation 
(EMF/RFR) exposure in uncontrolled conditions. 

Mobile phone causes bioeffects from preconception and pregnancy through infancy, childhood, 
adolescence and the whole life-course. Mobile phone radiation exposure during pregnancy impacts 
fetal brain development and may cause many disorders or diseases. Young children in an urban, low-
income, minority community had almost universal exposure to mobile devices, and most had their 
own device by age 4 [Kabali H.K., et al., 2015]. At age 4, half the children had their own television 
and three-fourths their own mobile device [Kabali H.K., et al., 2015]. Mobile telephony affect 
pregnant women — and their embryos/ fetuses, and children whose brains and organs do not fully 
mature until age 21 [Wargo J., et al., 2012].  

It is estimated that communication disorders (including speech, language and hearing disorders) 
affect one of every 10 people in the United States of America [NIC, 2015].  

3. PATHOGENESIS 

Non-ionizing EMFs radiation poses a risk to the human body, because our bodies can act as 
antennas that absorb their waves and convert them into eddy currents [Hamada A.J., et al., 2011].  
Biological effects EMF/RFR based on the fact that the human body is a transceiver antenna [Guest 
editorial (Sage C., Huttunen P.), 2012], which operates on the principle of "biological window" 
(frequency and amplitude) through which they can express themselves as: 1) thermal effects, 2) non-
thermal effects, and 3) other effects - among which there are overlapping [Habash R.W.Y., 2008a].  
 
 

3.1. Degradation of the integrity of functional systems 
 
Non-ionizing EMFs exposure can yield both psychological and physiological stress leading to 

chronically interrupted homeokinesis (homeostasis). In the setting of molecular, cellular and tissue 
damage, one would predict that the organization and efficiency of a variety of organelles, organs and 
functional systems would also be degraded. 

EMF/RFR, especially mobile phone, creates a state of acute and/or chronic stress 
[Parliamentary Assembly Council of Europe, 2011] and it is a risk factor for mental and physical 
health of both sexes all ages [Thomée S., et al., 2011].  

EMF/RFR exposures have demonstrated biological effects at just about every level at which 
biology and physiology have been shown to be disrupted in autism spectrum conditions (ASCs). 
EMF/RFR exposures has been shown to potentiate the impact of various toxicants when both 
exposures occur together; this may be additive or more than additive. This suggests that EMF/RFR 
may synergize with other contributors and make things worse. For this as well as for physiological 
reasons, “allostatic loading” as a viable concept for the study of ASCs should reasonably address 
EMF/RFR as one of the exposures of relevance to the overall stress load, since it is now a chronic and 
unremitting exposure in daily life at environmentally relevant levels shown to cause bioeffects from 
preconception and pregnancy through infancy, childhood and the whole life-course.  

At the cellular and sub-cellular level, EMFs may exert direct and/or indirect effects on cell 
membranes, cytoplasm and nucleus [Hamada A.J., et al., 2011]. The deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) in 
living cells recognizes EMFs at very low levels of exposure; and produces a biochemical stress 
response. Non-thermal effects on the cells, genes and the DNA are more harmful than thermal effects.  

ASCs have been conceptualized as “neurodevelopmental” which has focused attention on how 
genes and environment could alter brain development or that all “malfunction” derives from this 
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“malformation” [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Both the EMF/RFR and ASC literature documents 
showed immune aberrations, low total and reduced glutathione levels, lower activity of the anti-
oxidative stress system and mitochondrial dysfunction [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. These 
phenomena may be both genetically and environmentally modulated. The disruption of fertility and 
reproduction associated with EMF/RFR may also be related to the increasing incidence of ASCs 
[Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. 
 

3.1.1. Cellular and oxidative stress  
 

Short term EMF exposure induces mild stress to cells, which then produce cytokines that 
function as alarms or so called danger signals for the immune system [Cuppen  J.J.M., et al., 2007]. 
Autism (ASC) research indicates that oxidative stress may be a common attribute amongst many 
individuals with autism. Studies document reduced antioxidant capacity, increased indicators of 
oxidative stress and free radical damage, alterations in nutritional status consistent with oxidative 
stress, altered lipid profiles, and pertinent changes not only in blood but also in brain tissue [Herbert 
M.R., Sage C., 2013a].  

Oxidative damage cellular effects via free radical activity in human (and animal models) can 
occur at EMF/RFR low-intensity, legal levels of exposure that are now “common environmental 
levels” for pregnant women, the fetus, the infant, the very young child, and the growing child as well 
as for adults [Lai H., 2012]. Free radicals damage and kill organelles and cells by damaging 
macromolecules, such as DNA, protein and membrane components. 

ELF-MF can activate immune relevant cells and free radicals: reactive oxigen species (ROS) 
and reactive nitrogen species (RNS), causing of increase their concentration and length of life 
[Selaković V. et al., 2013]. The reduction of molecular oxygen (O2) produces superoxide (·O2

−) and is 
the precursor of most other reactive oxygen species [Turrens, J.F., 2003]:  

O2 + e− → ·O2
− 

Dismutation of superoxide produces hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) [Turrens, J.F., 2003]:  

2H+ + ·O2
− + ·O2

− → H2O2 + O2 
 

Hydrogen peroxide in turn may be partially reduced to hydroxyl radical (·OH) or fully reduced 
to water (H2O) [Turrens, J.F., 2003]:  

H2O2 → HO ·  + ·OH 

H2O2 + H2O2 → H2O + H2O + O2 
 

Further indications of a link to oxidative stress are findings that EMF and RFR at very low 
intensities can modulate glutamate, glutathione and gamma-amino-butyric acid (GABA), and affect 
mitochondrial metabolism in ASCs [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. On the EMF/RFR side, increased 
glutamate levels from 900 MHz cell phone frequency radiation on primary rat neocortical astroglial 
cell cultures induced a significant increase in ROS levels and DNA fragmentation after only 20 min 
with pulsed RFR at non-thermal levels [Campisi A., et al., 2010]. 

Conducted proteomics analysis of proteins involved in brain regulation in mice as a 
consequence of prolonged exposure to EMF showed altered expression of 143 proteins, ranging from 
as low as 0.003-fold downregulation up to 114- fold overexpression with affected proteins including 
neural function-related proteins such as glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP), alpha-synuclein, glia 
maturation factor beta (GMF), apolipoprotein E (apoE), heat shock proteins (HSP), and cytoskeletal 
proteins (i.e., neurofilaments and tropomodulin), as well as proteins of brain metabolism such as 
aspartate aminotransferase and glutamate dehydrogenase [Fragopoulou A.F., et al., 2012]. 
 

3.1.2. Membranes and channels dysfunction  
 
Cell membrane receptors are the probable site of first tissue interactions with both ELF and 

MW fields for many neurotransmitters, hormones, growth-regulating enzyme expression, and cancer-
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promoting chemicals [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Lipid peroxidation of membranes has been 
identified as an effect of EMF/RFR in multiple studies [Desai N.R., et al, 2009].  

 
3.1.2.1. Calcium channels dysfunction 
 
EMF/RFR exposures have been shown to alter or disturb calcium signaling through a variety of 

mechanisms, including membrane leakage, alteration of calcium-binding proteins and GFAP 
reactivity, and altered ultrastructural distribution of calcium and calcium-activated enzymes adenosine 
triphosphatases (ATPases) after exposure [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Experimental studies have 
shown that voltage-gated calcium channels (VGCCs) produce non-thermal and other EMF effects, 
such that the L-type or other VGCC blockers block or greatly lower diverse EMF effects [Pall M.L., 
2013]. ELF-EMF has a stimulant effect on high VGCCs [Cav1 family (L-type), Cav2 family (P/Q-
type, N-type and R-type)], but inhibits low VGCCs [Cav3 family (T-type)] [Cui, Y., et al., 2014]. 
Exposure to ELF-EMFs inhibits T-type calcium channels via AA/LTE4 signaling pathway [Cui, Y., et 
al., 2014]. 

VGCCs stimulation by ELF/MW radiation leads to increased intracellular Ca2+, which can act 
in turn to stimulate the two calcium/calmodulin-dependent nitric oxide synthases (nNOS and eNOS) 
and increase nitric oxide [Pall M.L., 2013]. Potentially, physiological/therapeutic responses may be 
largely as a result of nitric oxide-cGMP-protein kinase G pathway stimulation [Pall M.L., 2013]. 
However, pathophysiological responses to EMFs may be as a result of nitric oxide-peroxynitrite-
oxidative stress pathway of action, to form peroxynitrite, a potent non-radical oxidant, which can 
produce radical products, including hydroxyl radical (·OH) and nitrogen dioxide  (·NO2) radical [Pall 
M.L., 2013]:  

·NO (nitric oxide) + O2
·− (superoxide) → ONOO− (peroxynitrite) 

  
Peroxynitrite has been shown to produce single-strand DNA breaks, a process that is inhibited 

by many but not all antioxidants [Pall M.L., 2013]. It can be seen from this that the data on generation 
of single-strand DNA breaks, although quite limited, support a mechanism involving nitric oxide/ 
peroxynitrite/ free radical (oxidative stress) [Pall M.L., 2013]. 

Alterations in calcium signaling impacts are of central importance in ASC pathophysiology, and 
have been documented to occur with some EMF/RFR exposures [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. 
Calcium channels play an important role in regulating neuronal excitability. Disturbance during 
offspring development may be contributory to the development of ASCs, and is often associated with 
vulnerability to seizures [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Gene alterations associated with a number of 
VGCCs have been identified in ASCs [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. 
 

3.1.2.2. Mitochondrial dysfunction 
 

EMFs can be propagated through the mitochondrial reticulum, which along with the 
mitochondria has a higher refractive index than the surrounding cell and can serve to propagate 
electromagnetic radiation within the network [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. At high load this leads 
to disorder of activities and result in suppression ofelectrical excitability and Ca2+ handling [Aon 
M.A., et al., 2008]. Other types of mitochondrial damage by EMF/RFR include reduced or absent 
mitochondrial cristae, swelling and crystallization, alterationsand decreases in various lipids 
suggesting an increase in their use in cellular energetics, damage to mitochondrial DNA, and altered 
mobility and lipid peroxidation afterexposures [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b].     
 

3.1.3. Junctions and barriers disruption 
 

Connections between cells can be altered by EMFs and RF exposures under certain 
circumstances, as well as ASCs [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. EMF and RFR might also 
compromise biologically important barrier structures (gut-blood barrier, blood–placenta barrier, 
ocular-blood barrier, blood–testicle barrier), that separate blood flow from organs like the brain 
[Salford L.G., et al., 2012]. The evidence suggesting possible existence of barrier function 
compromise in people with ASCs is largely indirect. The existence of brain neuroinflammation in 
ASCs has been documented in a growing number of studies [Young A.M., et al., 2011], and this is 
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known to be associated with blood–brain barrier (BBB) permeability [Erickson M.A., et al., 2012; 
Janigro D., 2012]. 
 

3.1.4. Melatonin dysregulation 
 

Melatonin is well-known for its role in regulation of circadian rhythms, but it also plays 
important metabolic and regulatory roles in relation to cellular protection, mitochondrial malfunction 
and glutathione synthesis [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Pharmacological doses of melatonin not 
only scavenge reactive oxygen and nitrogen species, but enhance levels of glutathione and the 
expression and activities of some glutathione-related enzymes [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. 
Melatonin can attenuate or prevent some EMF/RFR effects, such as oxidative damage from 
EMF/RFR exposure [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Disturbance of the immune system by very low-
intensity EMF exposure is discussed as a potential underlying cause for cellular damage and impaired 
healing (tissue repair), which could lead to disease and physiological impairment [Johansson O., 
2009].  

In people with ASCs, physiological levels of melatonin and/or melatonin derivatives are 
commonly below average in ASC and correlate with autistic behavior, abnormalities in melatonin-
related genes may be a cause of low melatonin levels in autism spectrum disorders (ASD), and 
treatment with melatonin significantly improves sleep duration and sleeponset latency in ASD 
[Rossignol D.A., Frye R.E., 2011].  

 
3.1.5. Disturbed immune function 
 
Research identifying immune features in ASCs spans from genetics where risk genes have been 

identified to epigenetics where altered expression of immune genes is being reported as prominent in ASC 
epigenetics, and also includes prenatal infectious and immune disturbances as risk factors for autism as 
well as other neurodevelopmental and neuropsychiatric diseases as well as other conditions such as asthma 
[Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Whether or not EMF/RFR contributes to features of ASCs causally, based 
on the evidence below regarding immune impacts of EMF/RFR exposure, it is certainly plausible that such 
exposures could serve as aggravating factors [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. 

Both human and animal studies report that exposures to EMF and RFR at environmental levels 
associated with new technologies can be associated with large immunohistological changes in mast cells as 
well asother measures of immune dysfunction and dysregulation [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. 

Although we have evidence of immune impacts of EMF/RFR, the impact of repeated or chronic 
exposure to EMF and RFR during pregnancy is poorly studied. However, there are data that very low 
cell phone radiation exposures during both human and mouse pregnancies have resulted in altered 
fetal brain development leading to memory, learning, and attention problems and behavioral problems 
[Aldad T.S., et al., 2012]. 

 
3.1.6. Alteration of and damage to cells in the brain 
 
Impact of EMF/RFR on cells in the brain has been documented by some of the studies that have 

examined brain tissue after exposure. However, the interpretation of inconsistencies across studies is 
complicated by sometimes major differences in impact attributable to differences in frequencies and 
duration of exposure, as well as to differences in resonance properties of tissues and other poorly 
understood constraints on cellular response. A few examples of observations after exposure have 
included dark neurons (an indicator of neuronal damage), as well as alteration of neuronal firing rate, 
and upregulation of genes related to cell death pathways in both neurons and astrocytes [Herbert 
M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Astrocytic changes included increased GFAP and increased glial reactivity, as 
well as astrocyte-pertinent protein expression changes [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Promotion of 
pro-inflammatory responses in EMF-stimulated microglial cells has also been documented [Yang X., 
et al., 2010]. 

 
3.1.7. Neuroinflammation, glial activation and excitotoxicity 
 
Neuroinflammation also does not appear to be strictly localized in a function-specific fashion, 

and it may contribute both to more broadly distributed and more focal featuresfor tissue-based 
reasons. It may be that brain regions with particular prominence in ASCs may have distinctive cellular 
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characteristics – e.g. the amygdala, which may have a larger or more reactive population of astrocytes 
or the basal ganglia which may have greater sensitivity to even subtle hypoxia or perfusion 
abnormalities. In this case it may be the histology of these areas that makes them vulnerable to 
environmental irritants, and this may contribute to how environmental factors such as EMF/RFR 
might trigger or aggravate some of ASC’s features [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b].  

It is important to entertain how environmental agents could contribute individually and 
synergistically to brain changes in ASCs, how different exposures may disturb physiology similarly or 
differently, and how these changes may develop over progress over time after the earliest periods in 
brain development. EMF/RFR exposures could be pre-conceptional, prenatal or postnatal – or all of 
the above; it is conceivable that this could be the case in ASCs as well [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 
2013b].  

 
3.1.8. Genetic alterations and reproductive impacts 
 
Reviews and published scientific papers on genotoxicity and EMF report that both ELF-EMF 

and RFR exposures are genotoxic – i.e., damaging to DNA – under certain conditions of exposure, 
including under conditions of intermittent and/or chronic ELF and RFR exposure that are of low-
intensity and below current world safety standards [Blank M., Goodman R., 2011]. Types of genetic 
damage reported have included DNA fragmentation and single- and double-strand DNA breaks, 
micronucleation and chromosome aberrations, all of which indicate genetic instability [Lai H., 2012]. 
Researchers have recently identified large numbers of de novo mutations, more likely to be 
transmitted by fathers than by mothers to their children [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. This is 
consistent with the EMF/RFR literature that repeatedly documents DNA damage to sperm from cell 
phone radiation. Some people with ASCs have de novo mutations (that their parents do not have), and 
EMF/RFR exposures could contribute to this due to their potential genotoxicity [Herbert M.R., Sage 
C., 2013b]. Often and long-term using of mobile phone, as well as carrying in pocket near the testicle 
or ovary, increases the risk of infertility [Kesari K.K., et al., 2013a].  

RF-EMF induces expression of estrogen receptor beta (ER-β), just as well as the 17-β-estradiol, 
which modulate connexins and integrins, that points to their individual operation of the trophoblast 
differentiation and migration [Cervellati F., et al., 2013].  

Studies have shown that RF-EMF from mobile phone can affect on the integrity of DNA in 
human trophoblast HTR-8/SVneo cells [Franzellitti S., et al., 2010], which may have consequences on 
the physical and mental offspring health.  

 
3.1.9. Alteration of development 
 
There is some evidence for altered brain and organism development in relation to EMF/RFR 

exposure. Exposure mice in utero to mobile telephones results with aberrant miniature excitatory 
postsynaptic currents, and dose-responsive impaired glutamatergic synaptic transmission onto layer V 
pyramidal neurons of the prefrontal cortex [Aldad T.S., et al., 2012]. 

 
3.1.10. Alteration of brain blood flow and metabolism 
 
While a large number of animal studies have documented blood–brain barrier (BBB) 

abnormalities from EMF/RFR exposures, only a few positron emission tomography (PET) studies 
have been performed evaluating EMF exposure effects upon brain glucose metabolism [Volkow N.D., 
et al., 2011]. A 7% increase in metabolismin the exposure situation compared to controls was 
identified regionally on the same side of the head as where the mobile phone was placed [Volkow 
N.D., et al., 2011]. 

 
3.1.11. Electrophysiology perturbations 
 
Electrophysiology perturbations include increased excitability, seizure, epileptiform activity, 

epilepsy, sleep disturbance, functional disorders measured by Quantitative electrophysiological 
techniques, sensory processing, and autonomic dysregulation [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b].   

In one study, rat brain slices exposed to EMF/RFR showed reduced synaptic activity and 
diminution of amplitude of evoked potentials, while whole body exposure to rats led to synaptic 
facilitation and increased seizure susceptibility in the subsequent analysis of neo-cortical slices [Varro 
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P., et al., 2009]. Another study unexpectedly identified enhanced rat pup post-seizure mortality after 
perinatal exposure to a specific frequency and intensity of exposure, and concluded that apparently 
innocuous exposures during early development might lead to vulnerability to stimuli presented later in 
development [St-Pierre L.S., et al., 2007]. 

Electroencephalographic (EEG) signals in ASCs are abnormal on a variety of levels. At the 
most severe level, EEG show seizure activity [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Although less than 
50% of people with ASCs clearly have seizures or epilepsy a much larger number have indications of 
epileptiform activity, and an even larger percent have subclinical features that can be noted by a 
clinical epileptologist though not necessarily flagged as of clinical concern [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 
2013b]. The risk of epilepsy is substantially higher in people with ASCs than in the general 
population, with a large subset of these individuals experiencing seizure onset around puberty, likely 
in relation to aberrations in the dramatic and brain-impactful hormonal shifts of that phase of life 
[Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Epileptic seizures can be both caused by and cause oxidative stress 
and mitochondrial dysfunction [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. 

Sleep involves a profound change in brain electrophysiological activity, and EEG abnormalities 
including disrupted sleep architecture figure in sleep challenges in ASCs [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 
2013b]. EEG abnormalities have also been associated with EMF/RFR exposure, including disrupted 
sleep architecture as well as changes in sleep spindles and in the coherence and correlation across 
sleep stages and power bands during sleep [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. Insomnia is commonly 
reported in people who are chronically exposed to low-level wireless antenna emissions [Herbert 
M.R., Sage C., 2013b].  

Abnormalities in coherence and synchronization between various parts of the brain have been 
found [Wass S., 2011], comparable to abnormal functional connectivity measured by functional 
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), but measurable with higher temporal resolution using EEG or 
magnetoencephalography (MEG) [Duffy F.H., Als H., 2012]. 

EMF/RFR has impacts at levels of brain function measurable by these techniques. At various 
frequencies and durations of exposure it has been noted to impact alpha and beta rhythms, to increase 
randomness, to alter power, to modulate interhemispheric synchronization, to alter electrical activity 
in brain slices and to alter the patterns of coordination (spectral power coherence) across the major 
power bands [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b].  

There is now electro-physiological evidence of abnormalities at early (brainstem) stages of 
sensory processing, as well as in later stages of processing that occur in the cortex [Kenet T., 2011]. 

Although there are a fair number of negative studies regarding the impact of EMF/RFR 
exposure on the autonomic nervous system, increased heart rate variability (HRV) and autonomic 
disturbances have been documented [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013b]. In a study in rural areas of the 
health impacts of exposures from a new base station yielding novel exposure to EMF/RFR, saw a 
significant elevation of the stress hormones adrenaline and noradrenaline during the first six months 
with a concomitant drop in dopamine, with a failure to restore the prior levels after a year and a half 
[Buchner K., Eger H., 2011]. These impacts were felt by the young, the old and the chronically ill, but 
not by healthy adults [Buchner K., Eger H., 2011].  

Meanwhile clinical observation and a growing body of literature support a major role for stress 
in ASCs [Daluwatte C., et al., 2013], with variability amongst individuals in the severity of the stress 
response but a tendency to have high tonic sympathetic arousal at baseline [Chang M.C., et al., 2012]. 

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES 

Chronic exposure to RFR resulting athermal effects with appearance of a variety of disorders 
and diseases, ending with the most difficult: mutations and carcinogenesis [Kowalczuk C., et al., 
2010]. A key role in their development have RF-EMF, which can encourage the generation of ROS in 
cells in vivo and in vitro [Ruediger H.W., 2009]. 

Clear and sustained changes in the function of the brain under EMF exposure of mobile phone 
on brain were obtained in experiments on animals. It is shown that under the influence of RF EMF 
small changes in the permeability of the BBB occur, which can lead to damage of neurons in the brain 
of rats [Grigoriev Y., 2011]. The published data on the important role of modulation of the carrier 
frequency in the development of bioeffects in the brain, in particular, acute effects of RF EMF at total 
exposure to a very low intensity causing the imprinting [Grigoriev Y., 2011]. The imprinting is an 
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original aspect of memorizing: at birth the organism fixes in the memory that has seen for the first 
time. 

An excessive production of ROS and reduced antioxidant defence systems resulting from EMR 
exposure may lead to oxidative brain and liver damage and degradation of membranes during 
pregnancy and development of rat pups [Çelik Ö., et al., 2015]. Moreover, the brain seemed to be 
more sensitive to oxidative injury compared to the liver in the development of newborns [Çelik Ö., et 
al., 2015]. 

5. CLINICAL STUDIES 

Exposure to RFR change circadian rhythms that regulate sleep, hormonal balance changes;  
affects tumorogenesis, damage short-term memory, learning, function of sensory organs (especially 
hearing and vision) [Panakhova E.N., et al., 2008]; damage of the motor actions and behavior, which 
is especially important for children and young people [Guest editorial (Sage C., Huttunen P.), 2012]. 
Clinical studies have shown that EMFs can affect on the the cognitive and intellectual ability 
[Feychting M., 2011; Aldad T.S., et al., 2012; Sage C., Carpenter D.O., 2015], and development of 
language and speech skills in all ages [Zarei S., et al., 2015]. There are also specific changes in the 
brain function (decreased memory, et al.), bioelectrical activity of the brain, blood flow of the brain 
[Grigoriev Y., 2011], in the brain glucose metabolism [Volkow N.D., et al., 2011].  

In overuse, there is a possibility of  developing of addiction or dependency syndrome of the 
mobile phone or its functions [Chóliz M., 2012; Kumar S.S., 2014]. Addiction can consist of all kinds 
of improper behaviors, and some factors may be present in all types of addictions (eg., aggressiveness, 
tolerance, withdrawal, conflict and recidive) [Chóliz M., 2012; Kumar S.S., 2014]. 
 
 

5.1. Cognitive and intellectual disorders 
 
Cognitive and intellectual disorders include attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) 

and communication disorders, communication deficits associated with right hemisphere brain 
damage, traumatic brain injury, and dementia [Damico J.S., et al., 2010]. 

EMFs, in particular mobile media devices, impact on children and their families in all ages 
[Kabali H.K., et al., 2015]. Mobile phone radiation exposure during pregnancy impact fetal brain 
development and may cause many disorders or diseases. There is a correlation between prenatal and 
postnatal exposure to mobile phones and neurobehavioral problems in children and adolescents 
[Feychting M., 2011]. There is a correlation between prenatal and postnatal exposure to cell phones 
and neurobehavioral problems in children and adolescents, including behavioral problems (emotional 
problems, conduct problems, hyperactivity, and peer relationship problems) [Feychting M., 2011] and 
cognitive problems (poorer accuracy of working memory, shorter reaction time for a simple learning 
task, shorter associative learning response time and poorer accuracy) [Feychting M., 2011]. However, 
there is weak evidence for an association between behavioral disorders and RF exposure of the fetus, 
because of conflicting results and methodological limitations [Sage C., Carpenter D.O., 2015]. 

Mobile phone harmful impact on pregnant women abdomen has postnatal children’s health 
effects: hyperactivity, diminished memory, reduced anxiety - symptoms associated with ADHD 
[Aldad T.S., et al., 2012]. It has been shown that exposure to mobile phone radiation during 
pregnancy may lead to adverse effects on the brain development in offspring and cause many 
neurobehavioral problems including ADHD [Zarei S., et al., 2015]. 

Maternal exposure to common sources of EMFs such as mobile phones can affect the 
occurrence of speech problems in the offspring [Zarei S., et al., 2015]. Studies showed a significant 
association between exposure parameters of mobile phones such as the call time or history of mobile 
phone use and the occurrence of speech problems in the offspring [Zarei S., et al., 2015]. 

Studies have shown that about two times more energy from a mobile phone is absorbed into the 
peripheral tissues of the brain in children aged 5-8 years than in adults [Aydin D., et al., 2011]. The 
energy absorption of mobile phone is the highest in the temporal, frontal and cerebellar regions 
compared to other regions of the brain either ipsilateral or even contralateral [Aydin D., et al., 2011]. 
The peak pulsed power was more important than average power and some perception by brain was 
involved in hearing the microwave pulses [Moghavvemi M., et al., 2011], which is often later 
followed by tinnitus and/or earache [Thomée S., et al., 2011]. Using mobile phones for more than 3 
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years is considered as a risk factor for damage of the cochlea and auditory cortex [Panda N.K., et al., 
2011]. 

Most studies have focused on changes in cognitive performance after short-term RF-EMF 
exposure. Since children represent a sensitive subgroup, as their brains are not yet completely mature, 
they may react differently to RF-EMF exposure [Regel S.J., Achermann P., 2011]. The EMF lowers 
melatonin levels (radical scavenger) which control our all sleep components [Vesselinova L., 2015] 
and immune system response to cancer and other diseases [Moghavvemi M., et al., 2011]. Radiation 
from mobile phones usually disrupt continuous succession of phases of the REM (rapid-eye 
movement) sleep and slow or NREM (nonrapid-eye movement) sleep, causing that the duration of the 
REM sleep period was longer while the one for NREM sleep was shorter [Sage C., Carpenter D.O., 
2015]. Socialization with parental engagement and modeling are critical for the development of 
healthy and productive ways to integrate digital technology into family life [Kabali H.K., et al., 2015].  

5.2. Language and speech disorders  
 
Exposing to RW and ELF radiation does not make the same effects in children and adults. As 

people are younger, higher energy absorption, and thus the possibility of harmful effects of mobile 
telephony radiation on the brain and body. The child's head is smaller, and the brain is still 
developing, so children are more sensitive than adults.  

Language and speech problems can occur with both categories: (1) receptive (understanding); 
and (2) expressive (speaking) at several levels: phonology, syntax, semantics and pragmatics [Damico 
J.S., et al., 2010]. Language difficulties refer to a range of problems that can interfere with 
communication and the cognition or understand and/or use words in context, both verbally and 
nonverbally, while speech difficulties refer to problems with the perception or articulation of speech 
sounds or voice quality. It is important to remember that a child's speech and language are 
only delayed if inappropriate for his/her age. Deviant language difficulties are those that are 
considered 'odd' for a child of any age [Damico J.S., et al., 2010]. Some children will be generally 
delayed, i.e. their development in all cognitive areas will be slower than is usual. For others, 
development occurs at a generally normal pace with the exception of one or more areas of speech and 
language. It is then the term specific language impairment, or difficulty, is used.  

 

5.2.1. Language disorders   

 
Language disorders include autism spectrum disorders, delayed language development, specific 

language impairment, pragmatic impairment, learning disabilities, reading impairments, and aphasia 
[Damico J.S., et al., 2010]. 

 ASCs are defined behaviorally, but they also involve multileveled disturbances of underlying 
biology that find striking parallels in the physiological impacts of EMFs, especially radiofrequency 
exposures [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. Over 800 genes have been associated with ASCs, and over 
100 different rare genetic syndromes are frequently accompanied by ASCs, but no clear unifying 
mechanism has been identified [Pelphrey K.A., et al., 2011; Mandell D., 2011; Hall D., et al., 2012]. 
Similarly, a large number of potential environmental contributors are under investigation ranging 
from toxicants and Vitamin D deficiency or failure to take prenatal vitamins to air pollution and stress 
(including EMF/RFR or infection in pregnancy) [Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. No clear 
associations between mobile phone use during pregnancy and cognitive development (language skills) 
or motor development of observed children at ages 7 years and 18 months [Sage C., Carpenter D.O., 
2015]. 

Chronic conditions which include oxidative stress, inflammation, and mitochondrial 
dysfunction are associated with many of the same biological effects and chronic disorders or diseases 
[Herbert M.R., Sage C., 2013a]. The brain is simultaneously a tissue-based physical organ that can be 
compromised by cellular pathophysiology as well as altered developmental processes and an 
information processing system that operates through networks of synchronized electrical oscillations 
(brain waves) – and EMF/RFR impacts may occur directly at both of these levels. 
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5.2.2. Speech disorders  

 
Speech disorders include speech sound disorders, dysarthria, apraxia of speech, augmentative 

and alternative communication, fluency disorders, voice disorders, speech disorders related to 
orofacial anomalies or diseases [Damico J.S., et al., 2010]. For now there is not enough scientific data 
to confirm EMF/RFR impacts to the formation of speech disorders. 

6. CONCLUSION 

 
All artificial sources of non-ionizing EMFs, depending on the features, time influence and state 

of the organism, as electromagnetic pollution can exert harmful effects on the health of living 
organisms, including humans. Especially vulnerable group to the effect of EMFs are children and 
women before and during pregnancy. Mobile telephony, because of its method of use and widespread 
has the greatest negative influence on human health, which can be seen in the form of various acute or 
chronic disorders or diseases congenital or acquire origin, especially language and speech disorders. 
Language and speech disorders, especially ASCs, involve physiological challenges at multiple levels, 
and that these challenges are paralleled in the physiological impacts of EMF/RFR exposure. 
EMF/RFR exposures have demonstrated biological effects at just about every level at which biology 
and physiology have been shown to be disrupted in ASCs. Although ASCs are defined by problems 
with behavior, communication, social interaction and sensory processing, under the surface they also 
involve a range of disturbances of underlying biology that find striking parallels in the physiological 
impacts of EMF/RFR. In many individuals with ASCs there are reduced antioxidant capacity, 
increased indicators of oxidative stress (cellular stress proteins, free radicals) and free radical damage, 
altered lipid profiles, as well as deficiencies of antioxidants (glutathione et al.) and pertinent changes 
not only in blood but also in brain tissue. Some people with ASCs have de novo mutations (that their 
parents do not have), and EMF/RFR exposures could contribute to this due to their potential 
genotoxicity. EMF/RFR exposure during pregnancy may send spurious signals to developing brain 
cells during pregnancy, altering brain development during critical periods, creating conditions for 
development of language and speech disorders. There are parallels the dramatic rise in deployment of 
wire-less technologies and an increase in the number of cases with ASCs that suggests a link between 
EMR/RFR and language and speech disorders. 
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ELEKTROMAGNETSKA POLJA I PROBLEMI GOVORA 
 

APSTRAKT 

 
Izloženost zračenju elektromagnetskih polja (EMP) tokom trudnoće utiče na fetalni razvoj mozga i može 
prouzrokovati razne poremećaje ili oboljenja. Postoji korelacija između prenatalne i postnatalne 
izloženosti mobilnim telefonima i neurobihejvioralnih problema u dece i adolescenata. Pokazano je da 
izloženost zračenju mobilnog telefona tokom trudnoće može dovesti do neželjenih efekata u razvoju 
mozga ploda i prouzrokovati mnoge neurobihejvioralne problem, uključujući nedostatak pažnje sa 
poremećajem hiperaktivnosti [attention deficit-hyperactivity disorder (ADHD)]. Mobilni telefon štetno 
utiče na trbuh trudnice i ima postnatalne efekte na zdravlje deteta: hiperaktivnost, smanjeno pamćenje, 
redukovana anksioznost – simptomi udruženi sa ADHD. Studije su pokazale značanu povezanost između 
parametara izloženosti mobilnim telefonima, kao što je trajanje razgovora ili istorija korišćenja mobilnog 
telefona, i pojava govornih problema u potomaka. Iako je spektar stanja autizma definisan bihejvioralno, 
on takođe uključuje multinivovne poremećaje osnovne biologije u pronalaženju upadljivih paralela u 
uticaju EMP, posebno pri radiofrekvencijskoj izloženosti.             

Ključne reči: elektromagnetska polja, trudnoća, plod, razvoj mozga, problemi govora i jezika.   
 

Drago Đorđević 
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Abstract: In our study, we seek special educational significations identified with cognitive and biological 
deficits may be involved with specific learning difficulties (dyslexia). The object of this study focuses on 
the Cognition, Behavior, Learning, Speech and Language skills of students who have been diagnosed 
with specific learning difficulty in reading and mnemonic outside the University. The problem of reading 
was the main case and investigated in relation to the mnemonic skills and levels of difficulty in the study. 
The primary objective seeks to provide an eclectic and updated material on the research field of special 
education, which took place during the last thirteen years at the Agricultural University of Athens. The 
results found high correlations between the factors of reading proficiency, degree of difficulty to the 
mental processes with emphasis on Congnition, Behaviour, Learning, Speech and Language skills.  

Keywords : dyslexic students, reading, mnemonic techniques  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. The reading skills and the mnemonic difficulties.  
The object of this study focuses on the Cognition, Behaviour, Learning, Speech and Language 

skills of students who have been diagnosed with specific learning difficulty in reading and mnemonic 
outside the University. Each country (Ainscow, 2015, Porpodas, 2002)) gives another name to this 
diversity but students have the right to criticize. We expect the University allows thinking student 
with dyslexia to shine by giving it the flexibility to express in any acceptable manner. The transition 
we are experiencing highlights trends between earlier views that adhere to traditional ways of 
teaching and examination and later, they start to become familiar with the virtual learning 
environments and digital media. Supportive learning available for all is a challenge to prove or not the 
rate on the discussions and the importance of the possible success and failure for all for students  
(Agricultural University of Athens, 2015) with and without dyslexia. 

The reading skills and mnemonic techniques to students with specific learning difficulties 
(dyslexia) highlight the importance to read study and understand. Universities in collaboration with 
professionals may be 'friendly to students with dyslexia' ' (Pavey, et al., 2010). Support them may be 
provided by the teachers, but also more generally from the university staff, web site and its documents 
which may be provided in alternative formats. Alternative tests are used where vocational skills are 
not necessary in appropriate spelling and grammar. The main body of the text negotiated by the 
discussion of our findings based on the different cognitive theories about the deficit of dyslexia, 
emphasizing the idea that the language encoding deficits are the most likely causes of reading 
difficulties in people with dyslexia (Porpodas, 2005, 2002,1981). This view receives additional 
support from the results of neurobiology, genetics, the risk of family, development studies and in life 
(Pollak, 2012, 2005). 

The theories of dyslexia are understood the reading skills and mnemonic techniques and they 
describe, measure and interpret editing, memorization and cognitive organization of information 
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(Adams, 1990, Porpodas, 2002). The differences identified the difficulties in the import, processing 
and production of reading meaning. Dyslexia can impact on all areas of learning at all educational 
levels despite compensatory teaching strategies used to control the special learning difficulties. The 
characteristics of dyslexia include more information than the report in the mechanism and process of 
reading operation (Morken, Helland, Hugdahl, & Specht, 2014). Particular focus is given to the 
mental processes with emphasis on understanding of the subject. That in it, the person reads and 
simultaneously gives meaning to the reading process including verbal instructions given in the context 
of educational practice and educational assessment. 

Most subjects, courses are offered to mixed mode to prospective readers, pupils or students 
(Jamieson,  and Morgan,  2008). The teaching methodology varies depending on the subject area 
more theory and less workshops with the reading skills and mnemonic techniques (Cooper, 2009). In 
other words leverages skills of verbal intelligence and practical intelligence. With years of work 
supporting our students with dyslexia we found that may have difficulty in learning through the 
auditory modality by listening to lectures of the courses in the auditorium (Drossinou, 2004, 2005, 
2006, 2007, 2010, 2013). This difficulty is offset by teaching in the laboratory and multi-sensory 
learning in the workbench where the student-reader understands auditory, visual, psychomotricity 
experiential information (Drossinou , Markakis, Michailidou, Tsagaraki, Tsiamalos,  & Christakis, 
2009). 

People with dyslexia have difficulty remembering information. The memory functions can be 
problematic with emphasis on working memory, short-term memory, or long-term memory  
(Baddeley, 1986). This may mean that the mnemonic retention information such as that given to 
verbal instructions and are listed in the form of a list of objects withdrawn with deficits and 
omissions. The capacity in short-term memory, or working memory estimated the possibilities and 
limitations of individual mnemonic functions. Children (Christakis, 2011) and adults with dyslexia 
(Cooper, 2009) may have difficulty remembering exactly even a limited quantity. 

Long-term memory refers to information that the person has learned at some point in the past  
(Anderson, and Onens, 2012). Much of the success of the recovery of the information learned depends 
on how well the information is understood and organized at the time of learning. 

The difficulty in organizing information refers to the organization of new information. Memory 
techniques may allow the registration and group organization of new elements needed to remember in 
a relevant category to the individual's understanding of data and information. In the book with 
learning readiness activities for the students support cognitive skills and remember them with 
visualizations (Drossinou et al., 2009). The organization of information is sufficient if it helps the 
individual to withdraw operating memories with a specific sequence of events, often assessed as 
inadequate for students with dyslexia, difficulty can also affect their performance in the examinations 
(Attwood, 2009). 
 
 

1.2. Specific learning difficulties (dyslexia) and congnition, behaviour, learning, speech 
and language 

Dyslexia is reflected as an individual peculiarity despite wide agreement that dyslexics can have 
some common difficulties common behaviour and style of learning, in the core cognitive and 
cognitive processes listed in reading, understanding or spelling. However, the same features and the 
nature of specific learning difficulties arising from dyslexia may be different (Drossinou, 2006, 2010, 
Pollak, 2005, 2012). For this reason we agree with the person-specific pedagogical approach, set in 
the center of interest to man as a person with special features and peripheral services and products to 
serve and facilitate. 

Difficulties in reading, speed reading, writing and spelling included in the characteristics of 
dyslexia. According to Pollak, (2005, 2009) in the United Kingdom, have adopted specific laws on the 
use of assistive technologies and tools addressed to students with dyslexia. In these emerging rights 
and obligations of universities in relation to these students as well as settings that are required to 
implement beyond the controversies surrounding the sense of the dyslexia as a disability or as a 
concept specific learning difficulties. Among the positive obligations provided special pedagogical 
support and technological facility that serves the learning accessibility and remove barriers because of 
disabilities that have been evaluated in dyslexia (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

The phonological, speech and language difficulties (Porpodas, 1988, 2003)  are one of the main 
difficulties associated with dyslexia and reading difficulties  (Christakis, 2011) and according to 
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Adams (1990) identified five levels of difficulty: (a) knowledge of rhymes and nursery level songs (b) 
awareness rhyme and alliteration, which calls for phonological processing two elements, sensitivity to 
sounds and the ability for the reader to focus on some sounds, (c) mixing of phonemes and the 
separation of syllables to identify phonemes . This requires the reader awareness that words can be 
divided into smaller phonological audio units, (d) segmentation phoneme, which requires in-depth 
understanding that words can be broken down into a series of phonemes, (e) manipulating phonemes, 
which requires the reader to understand, produce phonemes but also be able to manage phonological 
additions, deletions or transfers the language  (Porpodas, 1981). 

Although the spelling using different cognitive processes from reading both refer to specific 
learning difficulties dyslexia  (Attwood, 2009, Hargreaves,  2007). Students with dyslexia after many 
years have learned as students with specific reading difficulties with different teaching language 
intervention programs in special education still face difficulties in reading and spelling the same word 
(Christakis, 2011). They may have difficulty remembering and applying spelling rules when they keep 
their handwritten notes and recorded visual and phonological mistakes. With new technologies and 
specialized software (spellcheckers, TextHelpTM), difficulties can be addressed in reading and 
spelling. The writing and especially the handwritten often attributed to dyspraxia and developmental 
dyslexia. Using a text editor with suitable computer programs available to the educational market of 
differentiated teaching materials and tools can assist in creative writing (Draffan, 2009). The difficulty 
in expressing clearly and accurately included in the signified also among the characteristics of 
dyslexia. 

Diagnostic imaging of specific learning dyslexia-type difficulties are extremely difficult and 
painful  (Anderson, and Onens, 2012) when they overlap or coexist with other specific learning 
difficulties, such as dyspraxia referred to difficulties in coordination and movement, dysgraphia, the 
dyscalculia deficient attention with or without hyperactivity (American Psychiatric Association, 
2013). The predictors of dyslexia utilize a number of screening tests that may be used in diagnosis. 
Early diagnosis of dyslexia can assess skills in the areas listed in communication and language. Poor 
phonological skills and lack of awareness of rhyme and rhythm can be shown that these children 
possibly have later difficulties in learning reading and writing (Dragon, 1999, 2003, Christakis, 2002, 
2011). The difficulty in hearing stories highlight mode acoustic deficiencies and present with deficits 
in attention, focus and sequence of history. In book of learning readiness with oral activities for the 
pupils support them to spoken, to take part in listening activities, to the oral communication, 
participating in the dialogue and also in oral narratives activities clearly and precisely  (Drossinou, et 
all., 2009). Malfunctions in memory (Baddeley, 1986) detected when individuals fail to contain the 
information of listening, waiting their turn to answer clearly and accurately recalling visual, auditory 
or operational information given or randomly. The sequence of events in a story can bring difficulties 
in the organization of information and placing a certain order. The speech and articulation problems 
can be indicative predictors for future learning difficulties (Brunswick, 2012). Also the naming and 
layout elements with a certain order and inconsistent mnemonic recall names and objects included 
early detection. The disabilities, with emphasis on coordination skills can be identified at an early 
stage through systematic empirical observation (Markakis & Drossinou, 2000). The identification of 
dyslexia is not a simple process, required both for adults as students with dyslexia and for parents of 
children people with dyslexia to understand what is described in medico-pedagogical opinions and 
reports of teachers and psychologists for major discoveries gathered by researchers who have assessed 
the person '' is considered to be dyslexic '' (Christakis, 2011, Attwood, 2009, Hargreaves, 2007, 
Griffin, 2007). References to relationships, extensions of semantic performance and the consequences 
have been from this evaluation for difficulties in reading and memory (Porpodas,  1981, American 
Psychiatric Association, 2013). 

In our study we intend to present evidence showing to research the importance of distinguishing 
between the reading difficulties of students and mnemonical difficulties  (Baddeley, 1986, 
Carrasumada, Vendrell, Ribera,  & Monteserrat,  2006, Porpodas,  2002) which may have been caused 
mainly by biological and cognitive deficits (Drossinou, 2006, 2010, 2013). The reading difficulties 
compared with early reading difficulties  (Porpodas, 2002) and mnemonic based on life experiences 
and educational deficits. In our research we have not included studies from the literature on subtypes 
of dyslexia considering that this investigation has not been fruitful in enhancing our understanding of 
dyslexia in cognitive level (Porpodas, 1981, 2002, 2005, Vellutino, Fletcher, Snowling, Scanlon, 
2004).  

Also, according to the doctoral research of Pollak (2005) we know that there is a connection 
between self-esteem as cognition and the medical model of dyslexia. In this research mentioned 
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approaches with which we agree and which we describe (Drossinou, 2006, 2010), making accessible 
the course and allow the student to review the needs of the course with diagrammatic presentations, 
use of recording notes from PowerPoint. Furthermore, supporting the academic staff and help to 
clarify the relation and the delivery of lectures, explanatory and laboratory exercises in lessons 
formulating clear expectations, and the corrections using different colored pens for corrections legibly 
comments etc (Agricultural University of Athens, 2015). Furthermore the examinations made some 
special arrangements and facilities for students with dyslexia, for example extra time available, 
recorded questions given. Of particular importance are the metacognitive skills of students who are 
developing strategies to assist in the various areas where difficulty. 
 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Research hypothèses  
The reading skills and mnemonic difficulties to students with specific learning difficulties 

(dyslexia) is based on the assumption that are the causal relationships for skills and competences. The 
basic hypothèse is that students - readers have the opportunity to learn reading and utilizing visual 
perception, verbal memory and memory practice. Also they have the reading skills to recognize, read 
'' relevant '' words, and understand multimedia (Draffan, 2009) and multimodal texts and to decode 
them in different places and times. 

Our research aims to investigate to improve performance of students - readers comparing the 
plans and the ways of study the lessons, the reading ability and the mnemonic skills or abilities that 
we have assumed in the reading literacy (Jamieson, and Morgan, 2008). 

The correlation of reading skills with mnemonic techniques attempt to figure from the special 
pedagogical interventions and study plans for the student-readers with specific learning difficulties 
(dyslexia). Also compare individual protocols reading ability and mnemonic skills in cases of students 
who participated in interactive workshops mnemonic techniques distinguishing poor from normal 
readers. 
 

2.2. Research project : sample and tools 
The survey was conducted at the Agricultural University of Athens from 2002 to 2015. It 

involved 100 students (65 boys and 35 girls) from all sections (M = 23.80 years). 
The research is long, incurred in thirteen years at the Career and Liaison Office  (Agricultural 

University of Athens, 2015) and carried out in the field of special education counselling in higher 
education. For the evaluation of reading skills we have used the methodology of participatory 
observation (Avramidis, & Kaliva, 2006) duration more than 100 meeting. Each meeting with the 
students lasts two hours in small group interactive workshops with the subject of mnemonic 
techniques. 

To assess the reading skills used content from recordings of observations and discussions with 
students. In methodological research tools utilized the participant observation, the quantitative and 
qualitative observation, interviews - conversations with students with semistructured questionnaires, 
documents from the study designs and protocols of individual support special education interventions 
(Avramidis, & Kaliva, 2006). They measured the reading proficiency of reading errors, the reading 
time by reading texts that were prepared for the needs of the contributions. Grouped recordings from 
the answers of students and the oral narratives with mnemonic recalls  (Brunswick,  2012,  Soro, 
2015). The subject of the questions focused on the identification and designation of courses that meet 
a high degree of difficulty in the study, middle-grade and low difficulty degree of difficulty. The 
stories with the mnemonic recalls caused by the examples of individual technical memory outlined by 
the rapporteur borrowing experiential reports from the special pedagogical interventions  (Christakis, 
2013) in individual sessions and examples with data from the documents students' study plans with 
specific learning difficulties (dyslexia) as good practices of reading and cognition. To exploit them 
requested by the researcher signed permission of the student. Individual memory techniques discussed 
with team members based on the logic of the economy of mental powers, but the reading time and 
cost in study courses. It is noted that throughout the investigation the student participation was 
voluntary and kept confidential and the reading in the group is voluntary (Avramidis, & Kaliva,  
2006). 
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3. RESULTS AND CONCLUSSIONS 

The results from our study showed that education and teaching special education interventions 
can help students with reading difficulties utilizing the mnemonic techniques invent the individual 
study plans  (Reid,  1998, Jamieson, and Morgan, 2008). To determine the correlation of reading skills 
with mnemonic techniques were evaluated factors rectangular type rotation Varimax. 

Multivariate analysis revealed three factors that explain 78.41% of the total variance in prices. 
The first factor was named "Reading adequacy 'and includes' oral – phonological reading '' in the 
group and record up to two errors in 20 reading text lines at a time up to 5 minutes. Verbal responses 
were recorded based on questions related to the possibility of self-description of the reading error, 
recognizing the importance of the reading error in the processing of meaning, of resentment, seeking 
self-improvement  (Cooper, 2009, Markakis & Drossinou, 2000, Pollak,  2009). The second factor 
was named "Understanding the degree of difficulty in the study of the text" includes questions 
referred to the cognitive reading, understanding of terminology and other disciplines, as the solving 
problems (Baddeley, 1986,  Cooper, 2009, Griffin,  2007). The third factor was named "Individual 
study method" and includes recordings from oral and written responses to questions relating to the 
method study description mnemonic techniques that refer to times of study, to feelings and behaviour 
of concentration to a certain area  (Avramidis & Kaliva, 2006, Jamieson, and Morgan, 2008, Pollak, 
2005, Lyon, Fletcher,  Shaywitz, Shaywitz, Torgesen, Wood, Schulte,  & Olson, 2001, Porpodas,  
2005). 

The individual programs were found to be most effective for specific pedagogical interventions 
in reading and developing study plans of students with specific learning difficulties (dyslexia). These 
interventions contribute to supporting academic and social skills and usually include direct guidance, 
planning, spontaneous narration by mnemonic recall, negotiation, role-playing and feedback. 

The protocols from individual session called 'Targeted Individual Built Integrated Programme 
Intervention for students with Specific learning difficulties (dyslexia) (Christakis, 2013). They 
effectively supported with Special Education and differentiated teaching comprehension, improved 
functions and readiness to reading and memory. In groupings  (Soro, 2015) included the electronic 
record  (Draffan, 2009) of the discussion topics of the observations and of the documents of the study 
plans (Hargreaves, 2007). First, we clarify the importance of '' targeted program of special education 
and training '' from the counselling psychological or therapeutic rehabilitation '' in dyslexia. Also, the 
emphasis on the term individual, helped in understanding the voluntary participation and the 
individual personal confidential information. Special meaning to the individual plan was counted with 
a signed authorization for the anonymous use of structured data and study of documents recorded in 
each individual Protocol Session. Finally clarified the use of the adjective '' inclusive '' by grouping 
recordings discussions around the themes of social networking at the University, development of 
social relations, the establishment of contacts with other students  ( Ainscow, 2015,  Soro, 2015, 
Pavey, Meehan, and Waugh, 2010). The accession protocol determined in the sense of the trading 
facilities with professors (Pollak, 2005). The topics of the discussions were structured around the 
extension of the time or the date of transfer or agreement for the segmentation of matter and 
considering some dates  (Morgan  and Klein, 2000, Pollak, 2012). This mnemonic practice effectively 
helped their reading skills to students with difficulty in the study of the course. 

The same factor was counted exploiting new technologies in teaching intervention seemed to 
have a positive effect on intervention. Elements that helped students to think and plan strategies in 
reading was the study with the computer, the transfer of documents to study atomic flash, 
administration screen reader to websites, read e-assisted teaching material, printed matter. 

Even in this factor counted differentiations understanding emphasized the search, question 
wording and helped the students to read the book, to make a summary, learn to distinguish the 
chapters, sections, subsections, titles, subtitles The graphs using highlighter pens, memo sticks, '' oral 
'reading, recording of the reading and discussion of the book. But to organize electronically their 
study in file- lessons with subfolders and files-funds charts with questions. 

In the conclusions we believe will help us understand and clarify the relationship of dyslexia 
disability reference in that eventuality  (O' Brien, Wolf, & Lovett, 2012, Lyon, Fletcher, Shaywitz, 
Shaywitz, B.A., Torgesen, Wood, Schulte, & Olson, 2001). The David Pollak says that in the last 10 
years has increased the number of students with dyslexia who through government regulation and the 
facilities can claim the disabled students allowance. The granting of the benefit is the student is 
diagnosed with dyslexia. Note that according to the medical model, dyslexia as a disability evaluated 
and is strictly an individual characteristic and personal data with the problem is attributed to the same 
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person. Otherwise visualization according to the social model, the problem is socially constructed and 
should be treated as one (Christakis, 2011, 2013). This consideration of specific learning difficulties is 
confusing in the analysis of the terms 'difficulty learning' 'and' 'diversity learning' which recorded that 
despite the availability of information about dyslexia many special educators and other scientists feel 
unsure about the method which can support students with dyslexia. What counts in the positive refers 
to the process of identification of individuals with dyslexia, which can lead to a significant increase in 
self-knowledge since medico-pedagogical and psychological findings is valid and qualitative of 
reports on the potential of people with dyslexia. According to the process control and evaluation of 
dyslexia follow specific steps in order to reach a conclusion starting with the history of the pupil from 
a special education. The legible evaluation report referred to a person's personal information for which 
the responsible individual (Attwood, 2009, Baddeley, 1986, Cooper, 2009, Griffin,  2007). 

The arrival of a student at the University brings him once again faced with difficulties in 
learning and stereotypes of disability that affect the school years structured esteem. Students with 
dyslexia are inventive and able to work in their study with assistive technology, such as the '' mapping 
idea '', the text readers, auditory feedback, voice recognition, digital voice recorder, scanner and pen 
scanner , personal digital assistant and many other devices. Concluding with a positive thought, let's 
think about the list of dyslexics who have survived adequately in difficult conditions and have 
achieved in the course of human history. This view is supported by Doctor Professor John Stein, who 
said features on the medical model on disability that can be eliminated. The arguments based on '' 
whether dyslexic individuals brings' bad news' 'for mankind, biological evolution would have rejected 
time now  (Cooper, 2009, O' Brien, Wolf,  & Lovett, 2012). It seems that people with dyslexia are 
useful in areas that require imagination, creative thinking, scenarios, computers, advertising  (Soro,  
2015). 

With the awareness of the limitations of research on dyslexia in Higher Education (Anderson, & 
Onens, 2012), the discussion focused exclusively on people with lower reading skills in this work. In 
the future we will be able to talk with more details on access for students with dyslexia at the 
Universities inclusive, but for the moment there have been no major changes, nor to study guides or 
brochures. Conversely an increase in the number of students who leave the interview already.  The 
accessible website of each university will be enhanced with the postgraduate training of personnel on 
issues related to dyslexia, using inclusive practices 
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HOWLING SUPPRESSION IN DIGITAL KSAFA BY ADAPTIVE 
FILTERING WITH CONTROLED ADAPTATION 
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Abstract: Howling appears as a consequence of crosstalk between the speaker/headphones and the 
microphone in electro acoustic devices. The crosstalk degrades speech quality but also limits the total 
amplification of the system. Howling problem is also present in the Kostic's selective auditory filter 
amplifier (KSAFA), where unexpected appearing of the howling and oscillation of the system may 
disturb the patient during speech therapy. The technique which is considered to be the most effective in 
howling suppression is adaptive filtering. Adaptive filtering, however, encounters the problem of 
correlation between input and reference signals which causes bias in crosstalk path estimation. To 
improve adaptive filtering we combined decorrelation by the signal delay with time varying convergence 
rate factor controlled by processed input signal. It was shown that the proposed adaptive filtering method 
achieves a considerable improvement both in terms of the maximum stable amplification level and the 
quality of reproduced signals. 

Keywords : Howling suppression, adaptive filtering, digital KSAFA device. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Modern life and acoustic environmental pollution cause the increasing number of people having 
more or less hearing damage, as well as various forms of difficulties in verbal communication. 
Hearing aids provide frequency-dependent amplification of incoming signals which compensate 
hearing loss in hearing-impaired patients. Like hearing aids, Kostic's selective auditory filter amplifier 
(KSAFA) amplifies some of the frequency bands to emphasize some phonetic elements that are 
important in speech therapy. It also compensates hearing loss for hearing-impaired patients so that 
overall enhancement of some frequency bands may be up to 50 dB. Such high amplification may 
produce side effects such as howling, or even worse, the oscillations of the system. When it happens, 
the loud oscillation tone may seriously disturb the child-patient during speech therapy. 

Acoustic crosstalk between loudspeaker (or headphones) and microphone, which cause howling 
or system oscillations cannot be completely suppressed by acoustic insulation. In hearing aids the 
acoustic feedback is present mostly because of a vent that provides patients comfort from the acoustic 
pressure difference at the ear drum. In KSAFA device acoustic coupling between earphones and 
microphone is present because of low acoustic insulation intentionally made for comfort wearing of 
the earphones.  

The acoustic coupling reduces maximal gain of the KSAFA device and prevents setting of the 
optimal transfer function. Moreover, even if the acoustic coupling is not strong enough to generate 
oscillations, the strong loop gain on some frequencies can degrade desired transfer function and cause 
distortion of the speech.  

The problems related to the howling occur in other situations, such as sound reinforcement for 
conferences and public meetings. According to the prevalence of howling problem, its suppression by 
modern means of digital signal processing was intensively studied (Pandey et al., 2006), (Spriet et al., 
2008), (Waterschoot et al., 2011). The technique which is considered to be the most effective in 
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howling suppression is adaptive filtering (Waterschoot et al., 2011), (Spriet et al., 2008), (Šarić et al., 
2014). Adaptive filtering, however, encounters the problem of correlation between desired (input) and 
reference signals which causes bias in crosstalk path estimation (Spriet et al., 2008), (Waterschoot et 
al., 2011), (Siqueira et al., 2000). According to the method for reference signal generation (Fig. 1) it 
was shown that correlation between the target and the reference signal is present whenever the target 
signal is spectrally colored (Spriet et al., 2008). To reduce this correlation and thus improve estimate 
of the transfer function, various methods were proposed (Spriet et al., 2008). One of the most 
commonly used methods is applying appropriate delay of the output signal (Spriet et al., 2008), 
(Pandey, 2006). In the model displayed in Fig. 1 delay is denoted by “DD delay”. This method is 
based on decreasing of the autocorrelation function of the speech signal with time. The method has 
been proved to be successful but the potential of its use is limited. Namely, too long delay increases 
the latency of the system which causes loss of the synchronism between audio and visual perception. 
Therefore, the size of the applied delay must be less than the threshold of perception to prevent 
confusion in patient’s audio-visual perception. It was shown that this delay has to be between 4 and 8 
ms (Agnew et al., 2000). In addition to the method of time delay insertion, it may be used some of the 
modification of the speech signal such as frequency shift, phase shift or the use of different 
nonlinearities in transfer function (Spriet et al., 2008) (Pandey, 2006). Each of these methods causes 
some degradation of speech signal. Since the level of speech distortion should be small enough, below 
the perception threshold, the scope of these procedures is not great from the standpoint of howling 
prevention. 
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Fig.1 Blok diagram of the howling suppression model. 
 

Methods based on adaptive filtering may be divided into those which continuously estimate 
acoustic transfer function and those which estimate it only after detection of howling (Spriet et al., 
2008), (Pandey, 2006). In the second case, after howling detection, the output gain is reduced in order 
to prevent unpleasant oscillations of the system until the path estimate is obtained (Pandey et al., 
2006), (Pandey, 2006). On the other side, continuous adaptive filtering encounters the problem of 
correlation between input and reference signals which causes bias in crosstalk path estimation. It was 
shown that least squares estimate of the transfer function can be decomposed on two components. The 
first one is unbiased estimate while another one is systematic error proportional to the correlation 
between reference and desired signal (Spriet et al., 2008). Some of the methods for prevention of the 
correlation were proposed in (Spriet et al., 2008), (Pandey, 2006). 

In this paper, we propose another method based on controlled estimate of the feedback path 
combined with decorrelation by delay of the output. Similar to (Spriet et al., 2008), we showed that 
update of the transfer function estimate can also be decomposed on two terms: the first one which is 
towards unbiased estimate and the second one towards biased estimate. The ratio between norms of 
these two terms we denoted as auxiliary variable R(t) and used to control speed of adaptation in order 
to favoring the unbiased estimate. The proposed method is tested on model simulated in MATLAB. It 
was shown that the proposed adaptive filtering method achieves a considerable improvement both in 
terms of the maximum stable output gain and the quality of reproduced speech signal.  
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2. METHOD 

2.1. Elements of the processing structure 

Block diagram of the signal processing by KSAFA device including the acoustic loop is shown 
in Fig. 1. Direct path from microphone M which records speech signal s0(t) to loudspeaker (or 
headphones) SP includes analog to digital converter ADC, decorrelation delay DD, linear filter 
designed as filter-bank of second order IIR filters which provides appropriate KSAFA transfer 
function G(f), output gain control af_gain and digital to analog convertor DAC. Feedback path which 
is represented by crosstalk from speaker to microphone is modeled by FIR filter with polynomial 

transfer function N
N qf...qff)q(F −− +++= 1

10  order N, where q-1 is one sample delay operator. 

Feedback transfer function F(q) has to be estimated by adaptive algorithm, (Fig.1) in order to suppress 

unwanted crosstalk. Vector of FIR filter coefficients [ ]′= Nf,...,f,f 10f  is estimated by least squares 

criterion function ( )fV  
 

( ) { }2
0 )(teEV =f       

 
 )t(y)t(d)t(e −=          (1) 
 

where )t(e is error signal, )t(d  is desired signal, fx ˆ(t))t(y ′=  is estimate of the crosstalk 

based on reference signal x(t) processed by estimate of the vector f,  [ ])Nt(x),...,t(x(t) 1+−=′x  is 

vector of last N samples of the reference signal x(t), while ′ denotes vector transpose. Least squares 
estimate is calculated by NLMS algorithm by 

 

 )t((t)e
(t))(t

)t(ˆˆ x
xx

ff 1-ii

σ+′

µ
+=  ,      (2) 

where if̂  is estimate of the parameter vector in i-th iteration, µt , 0< µt  ≤ 2 is positive scalar 

which controls convergence speed, σ is small positive scalar which prevents nominator being zero.  
 
2.2. Analysis of bias in transfer function F(q) 
From the model displayed in Fig. 1 we see that reference signal x(t) is equal to  error signal e(t) 

processed by G(q), previously delayed by DD module   
 

∑ = τ−−

τ− ==
L

j DDjtjtt egeq)q(Gx DD

0
       (3) 

 
where gj, j=1,…,L are coefficients of the equivalent FIR filter of order L which models G(q) 

transfer function, τDD number of samples delayed in module DD. Taking into account (3) cross-
correlation between error e(t) and delayed reference signal x(t-τ) is   

 

( ) ( )DDj jt(e)t(egE)t(x),t(ecorr τ−−τ−=τ− ∑      (4) 

 
where E is expected value operator. Under assumption that adaptive algorithm completely 

converged to transfer function F(q), error signal e(t) is equal to input speech s(t). Substituting e(t) by 
s(t) in (4) 
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where  
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is autocorrelation function of the input speech. The necessary condition for unbiased estimate is 
00 ≠τ=τ for,)),t(s(R  which means that s(t) is white noise (Spriet et al., 2008). This condition 

is not satisfied for speech signal. It was shown in (Spriet et al., 2008) that estimate of the f calculated 
by recursive least squares (RLS) algorithm consists of two terms. The first term is unbiased estimate 
while the second is systematic error (bias) which depends on autocorrelation of the input speech 
signal s(t). In the next section we will show that parameter update vector obtained by NLMS 
algorithm can also be decomposed on two terms, one towards unbiased estimate, and the other 
towards biased estimate. Then we will define ratio between norms of these components as auxiliary 
variable R(t) which we will use for adaptation control. If the term of correction toward unbiased 
estimate is dominant, update will be applied. Otherwise it will be omitted.   

 
 
2.3. Evaluation of the parameters update  

 
Desired signal d(t) consists of two components s(t) and ym(t) 

 
 d(t) = s(t) + ym(t)         (6) 
 

where ym(t) is crosstalk between speaker and microphone. Substituting (6) into (1) 
 

 ( )iffx ˆ)t()t(s)t(e −+=          (7) 
 

Substituting (7) into (2), the update in iteration i+1 is 
 

 )t(s)t()t()t()t(ˆˆ
t xxff i1i µ+εµ+=+       (8) 

 
where )t(y)t(y)t( m −=ε  is crosstalk estimation error, and  
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is normalized adaptation factor at time instant t. Update formula (8) consists of three terms. The first 

term if̂  is estimate of f obtained in ith iteration. The second term )t()t(t εµ x  is correction towards 

unbiased estimate. Norm of this vector approaches to zero when estimate if̂ approaches to true 

parameter vector f. The third term, vector )t(s)t()t( xµ  is scaled vector x(t) which represents noisy 
gradient of the criterion function. Its direction and intensity depends on random variable s(t). If s(t) 
and x(t) are independent, expectation of this term is zero vector and algorithm converges towards 
unbiased estimate. Taking into account (3), e(t) ≈ s(t), and the fact that speech autocorrelation is not 
zero 00 ≠τ≠τ for,)),t(s(R  the third term in (8) generates systematic estimation error. We will 

define auxiliary variable R(t) as ratio of averaged norms of the third and the second terms  
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Auxiliary variable is indicator whether the update is ”good” (in the case when it improves the 

previous estimate), or ”bad” (in the case when it corrupts previous estimate). If R(t) is small, the 
second term is dominant and update is mostly towards unbiased estimate. Otherwise, if its value is 
high, update will corrupt previous estimate. This property of the R(t) can be used to avoid bias in 
parameters estimate.  
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2.4. Adaptation control by R(t)  
 

Auxiliary variable cannot be directly calculated from (10) because both signals s(t) and ε(t) are 
unobservable. Nevertheless, under some approximations we can estimate them. Under assumption 

that last estimate if̂  is close to true value f, we can approximate mean magnitude of s(t) by 
    

 { } { } )t(PeEsE ett =≈ 22 ,        (11) 

 
where )t(Pe  is estimate of the error signal power at instant t. Mean magnitude estimate of 

unobservable variable ε(t) will be estimated under assumption that it is proportional with mean 
magnitude of crosstalk estimate y(t). Factor of proportionality α can be approximated by 
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Under assumption that the angle between vectors )t(x  and f̂∆  is uniformly distributed 

between 0 and 2π, we will approximate α by 
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Taking into account (13), (11) auxiliary variable R(t) can be approximated by  
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Finally, we define modified NLMS algorithm update by 
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where µ0 is positive constant 0<µ0<2, λ is decision threshold weather update has to be done or not. 
 
 
3. EKSPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

Proposed method is tested on simulated model displayed in Fig. 1 realized in Matlab. 
Acoustical path F(q) form headphones to microphone is modeled by FIR filter order 512. Coefficients 
of the filter were estimated using real measurements conducted in quiet room. We used Sontec CD-
850 headphones placed on head of examinee and Yoga EM 240 microphone placed 10 cm in front of 
his mouth. We used Roland DUO-CAPTURE mk2 USB audio interface to record these signals. 
Frequency response of estimated transfer function is displayed in Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2 Frequency response of estimated transfer function between headphones and microphone (from 

point B to point A which are displayed in Fig. 1).  
 

Input speech signal s(t), 20 s in duration, was recorded as wav audio file sampled by 48 kHz. 
Analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters are modeled as a delay of 128 samples according to 
their latencies. )128( =τ=τ DAAD . Length of data processing block was 256 samples. As the latency 
of ADC and DAC was rather big, we need not additional delay for signal decorrelation. So the module 
DD is omitted. There is another delay DAAD τ+τ=τ  in module Delay AD-DA between points C and 
D which compensates latencies of ADC and DAC. The benefits of this delay are that it reduces length 
of the adaptive filter, decreases computation cost and increases convergence rate. Coefficients of the 
adaptive filter are estimated in module adaptive algorithm by formulas (14) and (15). Output gain 
af_gain may be changed from 0 to 30 dB. 
 

Transfer function of the linear filter G(q) (desired KSAFA transfer function) is displayed in Fig. 
3. Spectrogram of the speech signal processed by G(q) in open loop is displayed in Fig. 4.    
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Fig. 3 Frequency response of KSAFA filter G(f).  

 

 
 

Fig. 4 Spectrogram of the speech signal processed by G(q). 
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We performed two sets of experiments with two output gains. In the first experiment we applied 

af_gain=2.6 (8.29 dB) while in the second output gain was 26.3 (28.4 dB). In each experiment we 
compared three algorithms:    
 ALG1-no AF - Simulation model without adaptive algorithm. 
 ALG2-AF1 - Adaptive algorithm is continuously used by (8) and (9). Convergence 

factor µ0 was 1.0 for the first 4.17 s (approximately 200 000 samples). 
After that it exponentially decrease to its asymptotically value 0.1 .   

 ALG3-AF2 - It uses adaptive filter with fixed convergence factor for the first 4.17 s 
exactly the same as ALG2-AF1. After that, adaptation is controlled 
by auxiliary variable R(t) using (14) and (15). 

 
Critical frequencies 
 

Transfer function C(q) of the closed-loop system is 
 

  
DAAD

DAAD

q)q(F)q(G

q)q(G
)q(C

τ−τ−

τ−τ−

−
=

1
 .     

 

The closed loop system is stabile iff (if and only if) open loop gain 1<ωω )(F)(G  at all 

angular frequencies [ ]π∈ω ,0  with positive feedback, i.e., ( ) π=ωω∠ τ+τω− 2ne)(F)(G )(j DAAD  with n 

being integer number. At low gain margines, i.e. when )(F)(G ωω  is close to 1, acoustic feedback 

degrades sound quality by introducing ringing or howling. Central frequencies of the KSAFA transfer 
function spectral peaks are critical frequencies for ringing or hawling. 
 
 

3.1. Experiment 1 - af_gain=2.6  
Qualitative analysis   
  

ALG1 – no AF: According to the KSAFA transfer function G(q) displayed in Fig. 3, and taking 
into account frequency response of the acoustic feedback path F(q) displayed in Fig. 2, the critical 
frequencies are 800 and 1300 Hz. Spectrogram of the speech signal processed by ALG1 is displayed 
in Fig. 5. The system was on the verge of oscillation, and howling was present on critical frequencies.  
 

 
 

Fig. 5. Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG1 for af_gain=2.6 
 

ALG2 – AF1: Applying of the adaptive filtering with signal independent adaptation factor 
reduces howling. Spectrogram of the processed signal displayed in Fig. 6 is similar to that obtained by 
G(q) (Fig .4).   
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Fig. 6. Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG2, for af_gain=2.6  
 

ALG3 – AF2: Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG3 is displayed in Fig. 7. Speech 
quality is similar to result obtained by ALG2. Adaptation of both ALG2 and ALG3 is very fast. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG3 for af_gain=2.6  
 

3.2. Experiment 2 - af_gain=26.3   

To test ultimate ability of adaptive algorithm to suppress system oscillation we were increasing 
value of the variable af_gain in steps of 0.1 . The last value of af_gain for which adaptive algorithm is 
able to suppress system oscillation was 26.3 . So we fixed af_gain=26.3 and again tested algorithms 
ALG1, ALG2 and ALG3.  
 

Qualitative analysis   
  

ALG1 – no AF: As the open-loop gain is much higher the 1 1>>ωω )(F)(G , system 

instantly oscilates generating strong and unpleasant periodic signal. 
ALG2 – AF1: Spectrogram of the processed speech is displayed in Fig. 8. Weak oscillation is 

present for the first 0.7 s until convergence of the adaptive algorithm is achieved. After that, there is 
no oscillations but weak howling appearing from time to time. Howling appears at abrupt increase of 
the power of the input speech signal s(t) which disturbs previously estimated parameters of the 
transfer function F(q).   

 

 
 

Fig. 8 Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG2. Output gain was af_gain=26.3  
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ALG3 – AF2: Spectrogram of the signal processed by ALG3 is displayed in Fig.9. The 
adaptation was achieved in the first 0.7 s exactly the same as in ALG2 case. Thanks to the adaptation 
control, howling was much less than in the case of processing by ALG2. 
 

 
Fig. 9 Spectrogram of the speech processed by ALG3. Output gain was af_gain=26.3 

 
 
4. CONCLUSSION 
 

• Adaptive algorithm provides approximately 20 dB by preventing system oscillation when 
open loop gain is much greater than 1. 

• Adaptive algorithm reduces howling when the system is close to oscillation. 
• Proposed method for adaptation control (ALG3) reduces howling in comparison to adaptive 

filtering with fixed adaptation factor. 
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POTISKIVANJE MIKROFONIJE KOD KSAFA UREDJAJA PRIMENOM ADAPTIVNOG 
FILTRA SA KONTROLISANOM ADAPTACIJOM  

 
APSTRAKT 

Mikrofonija se javlja kod elektroakustičkih pojačavača kao posledica preslušavanja između zvučnika (ili 
slušalica) i mikrofona. Pojava mikrofonije degradira kvalitet govora ali takođe ograničava maksimalno 
pojačanje uređaja. Mikrofinija se može javiti i kod Kostićevog selektirvnog filterskog amplifikatora 
(KSAFA), kod koga ova pojava može da uznemiri pacijenta. U savremenim audio uređajima mikrofonija 
se otklanja postupkom adaptivnog filtriranja. Uobičajeni postupci adaptivnog filtriranja na bazi 
kriterijuma minimalne varijanse suočavaju se sa problemom korelacije između ulaznog govora i 
referentnog signala zbog čega dolazi do greške u proceni funkcije prenosa. U cilju prevazilaženja ovog 
problema u ovom radu se predlađe kontrola adaptacije u zavisnosti od ulaznog govornog signala. U 
eksperimentalnom delu rada pokazano je da se predloženim postupkom adaptivnog filtriranja ostvaruje za 
20 dB veći nivo pojačanja uz očuvanje kvaliteta reprodukovanog govora.    
  
 

Zoran Šarić,  Miško Subotić, Ružica Bilibajkić, Slobodan Jovičić, Đorđe Grozdić 
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Abstract: In prelingual stage of child development, there are few opportunities for qualitative assessment 
of the speech apparatus development. One of these opportunities is estimation of the maximum vowel 
space, or more generally speaking, range of vocal tract resonant frequencies. There are correlations 
between the physical shape of vocal tract and its resonant frequencies so that the movement of 
articulation organs can be monitored by analyzing these resonant frequencies. Increased mobility of 
articulation organs involves greater dynamic range of resonant frequencies. Along with monitoring the 
dynamics of the vocal tract resonant frequencies, the fundamental frequencies can be also monitored, i.e. 
the range of the vocal cords vibration. An even better option is estimation of the phonetogram that shows 
the dependence of the relative voice levels in function of voice fundamental frequency. These three 
parameters: the resonances of the vocal tract, the speech fundamental frequency and the relative level of 
the voice are good parameters for the detection of atypical children speech, especially in prelingual 
phase. The paper shows the difference in resonant frequencies of the vocal tract and phonetogram for the 
control group of children and for the group of children who have speech difficulties. Based on these 
differences, the criterion for the detection of atypicality in the development of children's speech 
apparatus in prelingual stage can be defined.   

Keywords: articulation, children speech, maximal vowel space, phonetogram, vocal tract  

1. INTRODUCTION 

Speech is important in human life and its development must be given special attention. Already 
from birth, we monitor the chronology of the adoption of certain phonemes. Atypical way of 
development is usually tolerated until child starts school. The speech therapists try to fix and repair 
child's speech. Best results speech therapist can accomplished if it intervenes in the early stages of 
development. Specific way of collaboration with speech therapist implies that child is already 
speaking and can replies on speech-sound stimuli. The question is: is it possible to intervene during 
prelingual phase of speech development? In the prelingual phase child does not use words or 
sentences, it’s “speech” is limited on pronunciation of syllables, certain voices (vowels and stop 
consonants mainly), cackling, babbling, etc. The question is, whether these voices can be used for 
screening prelingualy development of the speech apparatus.       

The maximal vowel space (MVS) can be used for this purpose. MVS presents all formant 
frequencies of sound phonemes in the speech (Boe at all, 1989). It is not important what has child 
said, but how big formant frequencies of pronounced phonemes are. Formant frequencies are resonant 
frequencies of vocal tract (VT). Resonant frequencies of VT are in the direct correlation with its 
shape. If the range of resonant (formant) frequencies is bigger, it means that the shape of VT is more 
dynamic. MVS partial constriction can imply small dynamic of VT shape changes, i.e. insufficient 
movement of articulatory organs. This fact can be used for early monitoring of speech development 
anomalies. MVS analysis can show the degree of freedom and speed of movement of articulation 
organs. Besides that, an analysis of vocal cords oscillation should be included in order to obtain a 
more complete and more valid picture of speech mechanism development. 

In this paper, the primarily problem is to define MVS in the function of child’s age. For this 
purpose, simplify models of VT are defined for three vowels and their formant frequencies are 
estimated as borders that defined MVS.   
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2. VOCAL TRACT RESONANCES 

In the speech analysis the vowels, and other voiced phonemes, are very important because their 
pronunciation are not difficult and these voices child accept in the earliest phase of life. Quality 
analysis includes two phases: perception and estimation. First, by perception is concluded which 
phoneme has been said, and after is define quality of pronounced vowel by estimation of formant 
frequencies. In the children up to one year of age, the pronunciation of certain vowels is not 
completely discriminated. All vowels that child pronounce sound like each other. For that reason, it is 
more acceptable to skip perception phase and do the analysis by MVS. Maximal vowel space 
represents space of all possible formant frequencies in speech. Beside vowels, analysis includes all 
sound phonemes. For relatively long speech signal, MVS is defined by estimation of first three 
formant frequencies and then put in the diagram F1-F2 and F3-F2.  

There is possibility of speech simulation, and in that way to define theoretical MVS. In that 
case, it is started from VT acoustical model. Acoustic model is used for sound spreading, i.e. 
calculation of VT transfer characteristic. Results shown in (Fant, 1970) are first three formant 
frequencies of Russian vowels (Table 1).  
 

Table 1. Formant frequencies of Russian vowels (Fant, 1970). 

Vowel First formant 
[[[[Hz]]]] 

Second formant 
[[[[Hz]]]] 

Third formant 
[[[[Hz]]]] 

/a/ 676 1187 2554 
/e/ 435 2017 2913 
/i/ 230 2284 3290 
/o/ 535 958 2437 
/u/ 249 608 2384 

 
Adult male pronounces vowels. Baseline data are VT configurations for pronunciation of every 

vowel separately. Than it is done modelling of sound spreading through VT (transfer characteristic is 
calculated), and its resonant frequencies are estimated. Resonant frequencies represent formant 
frequencies of pronounced vowel. During the stimulation, we used the VT model with losses in which 
the impedances of the VT wall, glottis and sub glottis system are infinitely. Radiation impedance is 
approximated by radiation circular piston set in a spherical baffle (Vojnovic et al., 2005). Parameter 
values used during modelling of VT were: 

 - density of air: 1.14×10-3 g/cm3, 
 - velocity of sound at temperatures 37°C: 35300 cm/s, 
 - viscosity of air: 1.84×10-4 g/cm s, 
 - coefficient of heat conduction of air: 5.5×10-5 cal/cm s °C, 
 - specific heat with constant pressure: 0.24 cal/g °C and 

 - adiabatic gas constant: 1.4. 
Formant frequencies (resonant frequencies and transfer characteristics of VT) were calculated 

by program FFOR (Vojnović, 2008), which is based on algorithms given in (Badin et al., 1984). This 
model of VT was used in all following simulations. 

Vowels formant frequencies are usually shown in the diagram F1-F2 and F3-F2, but this time we 
show only F1-F2 diagram, Figure 1. White squares represent formant frequencies from Table 1. 

Roughly speaking, shaded areas in the Figure 1 represent MVS for the first two formants. MVS 
is obtained by connecting formant frequencies of three border vowels: /u/, /a/ and /i/. This is first 
simplifying during the process of MVS estimation: to treat only three border vowels with next 
specifications:  

- vowel /u/ is characterized by smallest frequency value of second formant, 
- vowel /a/ is characterized by highest frequency value of first formant and  
- vowel /i/ is characterized by highest frequency value of second formant. 
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Figure 1. Maximal vowel space of vowels pronounced by adult male. 

 
If simplified modelling of VT is used than it should find configurations (VT shapes) that gives 

minimal F2 (vowel /u/), maximal F1 (vowel/a/) and maximal F2 (vowel /i/). 

3. VOCAL TRACT MODELING 

Modelling VT is usually done in the electrical domain because there are well-developed 
methods for estimation of transfer characteristics of various electrical circuits. For modelling VT in 
the electrical domain, it is necessary to create its acoustical model. VT acoustical model is present 
with short cylindrical tubes coaxially placed. In electrical domain, short cylindrical tube is modelling 
with symmetrical T-network (Fant, 1970) (Flanagan, 1972). When all T-network are placed in line, 
the equivalent VT electrical model is done. This conversion of VT acoustical model to electrical is 
based on the theory of analogy: same mathematical relations can be applied for spreading of electro-
magnetic waves through homogenous line and sound spreading through short uniform cylindrical 
tube.  

VT shape assessment during the pronunciation of certain phonemes has been already done for 
the adult male (Fant, 1970). This is obtained by head of the speaker X-rays in the lateral and frontal 
plane. As the result, it is obtained cross-sectional area dependence of VT length measured from 
glottis. This VT shape is approximated with short cylindrical tubes 5mm long. Cross-sectional area is 
quantified with sixteen values (from 0.16 to 16 cm2) by logarithmic distribution.  

VT acoustical model for the children age has not been done because it is not appropriate to 
apply X-ray technique. In addition, new techniques, MRI or computational tomography are not 
appropriate for the children age. There are some attempts to estimate VT shape of the child starting 
from VT shape of an adult, and then to do modifications according to anatomical, morphological and 
articulation differences between children and adults (Vojnović, 2013a) (Vojnović, 2013b). Based on 
the extensive anatomical measurements it is obtained VT shape of newborn during pronunciation 
three vowels: /u/, /a/ and /i/ (Goldstein, 1980).  

It is possible to do MVS estimation starting from defined VT shape of one-year-old child. 
(Vojnović, 2013c). When the acoustic model of VT is known, then the MVS can be defined in two 
ways: 

 
- to determine the formant frequencies for border vowels (/u/, /a/ and /i/), or 
- to estimate resonant frequencies for all possible VT configurations. 
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With precision model VT, the second method is time-consuming because there are a huge 
number of combinations. It would be better to do MVS estimation in some quicker and simpler way, 
for example, by using simplifier VT model. That is the idea of this paper: to show how four-tube VT 
model can be used for MVS estimation in the children of different age. 

In four-tube VT model, the first tube simulates mouth opening, the second tube simulates mouth 
cavity, the third tube represents narrowing the "tongue-palate" and the fourth tube simulates 
pharyngeal cavity (Flanagan, 1972). 
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Figure 2. Nomogram of formant frequencies for four-tube VT model. 

 
Figure 2 shows the nomogram of resonant frequency of the four-tube VT model as a function of 

distance "tongue-palate" narrowing from the lips. The shaded area shows the configurations in which 
we have: 
 
 - the smallest frequency value of second formant (vowel /u/), 
 - the highest frequency value of first formant (vowel /a/) and  
 - the highest frequency value of second formant (vowel /i/). 
  

When these four configurations VT extract and do further maximizing the frequencies of the 
first and second formant and minimize the second formant, we get the configuration of four-tube VT 
shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 shows configuration of four-tube model for which the minimum value of second 
formant frequency is obtained, configuration for which the maximum value of first formant frequency 
is obtained and configuration for which the maximum value of the second formant frequency is 
obtained. As it can be seen in the Figure 3, VT models during pronunciation of vowels /a/ and /i/ are 
two-tube, but it will be treated as four-tube models. 
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Figure 3. Four-tube VT model during pronunciation of vowels /u/, /a/ and /i/. 

 
This procedure defines the VT configurations during pronunciations three border vocals, but we 

must take into account the length of the VT and the ratio of maximum and minimum cross-sectional 
area during their pronunciation. If it is assumed that VT length for an adult male is 17 cm, then it 
should consider 10% greater length during pronunciation of vowel /u/ and 5% smaller length during 
pronunciation of vowel /i/. At the end it should consider maximal and minimal cross-sectional ratio 
(A2/A1=A4/A3). Experiment led us to conclusion that these area ratio should be 5 during the 
pronunciation of vowel /a/, and 20 during the pronunciation of vowels /u/ i /i/. Taking all into 
consider, estimated MVS for an adult male is shown in the Figure 1 with dashed line. Diagram F1-F2 
shows good match of estimated and real MVS. Slightly larger deviations are present around vowel /i/. 
Four-tube MVS estimation is not appropriate for third formant that is why it is not shown in Figure 1. 
 

4. ESTIMATION OF MVS FOR CHILDREN 

In the previous chapter has been shown how to estimate MVS in adult male using four-tube VT 
model. For this simplifies estimation it is necessary to know: 
 - VT length and  
 - maximal and minimal VT cross-sectional area ratio. 

VT shape is the same as in adult male and it is shown in Figure 3. It is not necessary to know 
real volume of child’s VT, but only maximal and minimal area ratio. Experiment shown that in the 
case of one-year-old child it should correct this ratio comparing with adult male. It is taken half the 
ratio of these areas than in adult. It means that it is assumed “shallower articulation” in the one-year-
old child. As an example, for four-tube model of the vowel /a/ pronunciation, ratio of area for adult 
male is 5, and for one-year-old child that ratio is 2.5. For other child’s age it should take linearly 
interpolated value between these two border values: between 5 and 2.5. 

Taking into consider that maximal and minimal cross-sectional area ratio is defined; it is left to 
define VT length as a function of child’s age. In (Goldstein, 1980) there are data for VT length, mouth 
and pharyngeal cavity from birth to twenty-one year of age. There are data for male and female, but 
here are considered data for male for particular age:  

0 years of age - VT length 7.95 cm 
1 year of age - VT length 9.38 cm 
6 years of age - VT length 11.27 cm 
11 years of age - VT length 12.91 cm 
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16 years of age - VT length 14.99 cm 
21 years of age – VT length 16.93 cm 
It is calculated MVS for male of these years of age according to described procedure. Results of 

this analysis are shown in the Figure 4.  
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Figure 4. MVS as a function of child’s age 

 
Only F1-F2 diagram has been drawn, because it is previously noted that values of the third 

formant do not match real situation when four-tube VT model is used. Arrow indicates the direction 
of increasing age of life. As the child grows up, all formant frequencies of vowels are declining and 
MVS are decreasing. Declining trend is not linear, but logarithmic, because the changes are more 
prominent at the beginning of life.  

5. DISCUSION  

Figure 5 shows MVS for one year old child, obtained with four-tube model of VT (solid line) 
and MVS obtained based on the analysis real voice of male child from two till twelve month old (gray 
dots). Comparing real MVS and MVS obtained based on four-tube model of VT (Figure 1 and Figure 
5); it can be concluded relatively good match. It means that four-tube VT model can be used for quick 
and rough assessment of MVS in children of different ages. Dashed line represents MVS according to 
(Goldstein, 1980). In this case, MVS is slightly wider. This is because there is bigger dynamic of 
maximal and minimal cross-sectional areas (Goldstein, 1980). 
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Figure 5. Real MVS (gray dots), MVS obtained with four-tube model of VT (solid line), and MVS 

according to (Goldstein, 1980) (dashed line). 
 

There is possibility to do interpolation of formant frequencies, and then to do MVS as a 
function of age by analytically.  

6. CONCLUSION  

In the paper is shown that MVS can be roughly estimate based on border vowels formant 
frequencies using four-tube model of VT. Results of border vowels pronunciation simulation can be 
used for defining functional dependence of first two formants as a function of age.  

Maximal and minimal cross-sectional areas ratio should be more elaborated. Possible 
corrections of this parameter should be based on the voice analysis of broader population of children 
at the different ages. It will be ideal to derive this parameter functional dependence from years of life, 
and in that way the problem of MVS simulation reduced on analytical relation.  
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MAKSIMALNI PROSTOR VOKALA KAO INDIKATOR ATIPIČNOG RAZVOJA 
ARTIKULACIONIH ORGANA  

APSTRAKT 

Tokom prelingvalne faze razvoja govora postoji nekoliko mogućnosti za kvalitativnu procenu razvoja 
govornog aparata. Jedna od tih mogućnosti je procena maksimalnog prostora vokala, odnosno raspona 
rezonantnih frekvencija vokalnog trakta. Postoje korelacije između fizičkog oblika vokalnog trakta i 
njegovih rezonantnih frekvencija, te se kretanje artikulacionih organa može pratiti kroz analizu ovih 
rezonantnih frekvencija. Povećana mobilnost artikulacionih organa obuhvata veći dinamički opseg 
rezonantnih frekvencija. Uz praćenje dinamike rezonantnih frekvencija vokalnog trakt može se pratiti i 
osnovna frekvencija tj. raspon vibracija glasnica. Bolja opcija je procena fonetograma koji pokazuje 
zavisnost relativnih nivoa glasova u funkciji glasovne fundamentalne frekvencije. Ova tri parametra: 
rezonanca vokalnog trakta, govorna fundamentalna frekvencija i relativni nivo glasa su dobri parametri 
za detekciju atipičnog govora kod dece, posebno na nivou prelingvalne faze govora. U radu su prikazane 
razlike rezonantnih frekvencija vokalnog trakta i fonetogram kod dece urednog razvoja i dece koja imaju 
specifične govorne poteškoće. Na osnovu uočenih razlika definisan je kriterijum za detekciju atipičnosti u 
razvoju goornog aparata tokom prelingvalne faze razvoja govora i jezika. 

Ključne reči: artikulacija, govor deteta, maksimalni prostor vokala, vokalni trakt  
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Abstract. The aim of this study is to examine the theoretical and methodological aspects of functional 
literacy and finding adequate ways in which this type of communication develops in younger students. 
The paper analyzes the knowledge and use of various basic elements of functional writing skills in 
students. They also represented the functional aspects of written expression in students. It is particularly 
discussed the use of computers. All these segments are intertwined and form the basis of functional 
literacy in students. The shown results are for teachers (N=380) on basic elements of functional literacy. 
They spoke about these elements and about their usage in various forms of written expressions in 
students. The research results were considered in development of functional literacy in younger students.  
 
Key words: functional literacy, methodology of writing, student’s text, nonlinear text, informative text. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Ability to read and write certain alphabet is a wider definition of literacy. Nowadays, we are 
talking about different forms of literacy, and at school, functional literacy is the most widely used 
term and it means directing students towards communication, which is on the higher level than 
elementary literacy. There is a definition in the Lexicon of educational terms (2014): “Functional 
literacy means competence of the individual to participate in the forms of life of social community 
which that individual belongs to”. In the process of teaching mother tongue, this is one of the basic 
aims realised in the whole period of education. 

Developing literacy is a part of language culture, which includes reading with understanding, 
oral presentation, enriching vocabulary and various oral and written exercises. Oral and written 
expressing are connected, because they are the two forms of speech realization (Cvetanović, 2001: 
32). Different forms of reading are practiced at school with the stress on reading comprehension and 
searching for information in the text. Exercising for practicing oral and written expressing is done 
starting from the first grade of primary school. The starting exercises include answering the questions, 
forming questions and dialogues, and exercises with basic forms of oral and written expressing in the 
primary school follow, ands they include retelling, talking, describing and reporting. In higher grades, 
basic forms of expressing remain the same with practicing productive and creation ways of 
realisation. During classes, there “small written exercises organized”, with the purpose of improving 
spelling, grammar, style, the way of text composing), and written essays, with entireness of both the 
from and contents of writing. 

In initial teaching literacy, segments, which are used for students abilities to write correctly, are 
lexical, syntax and textual (Cvetanović 2010: 22). At the beginning, a student writes words, then them 
connects them into a sentence, and sentences into a text. For writing, a student should know spelling 
rules, to choose adequate works which he/she could confer the information precisely, to adopt certain 
rules about writing whole essays. Reading and writing are learnt by practicing, and this is why it is 
necessary to practice these skills continuously, with the correct methodological leadership of the 
teacher.  
 
 
2. ELEMENTS OF FUNCTINAL LITERACY AND FORMS OF WRITTEN COMPETENCE 
OF STUDENTS 
 

Functional literacy has been developing since the beginning of education. Teaching the 
language and language culture means learning grammar, spelling and the bases of speech culture. All 
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of these segments are interwoven and influence literacy of students, which includes reading and 
writing. A student learns these skills at school, during mother tongue classes. He/she learns to read, 
comprehend and find the information in the texts. After that, he/she learns to write the words, 
sentences and texts correctly, then learns how to individually compose the texts, to write them with 
correct spelling and stylistically right. The aim of reading and writing is communcation, i.e. 
transferring and accepting messages in everyday life. 

Basic elements of functional literacy are reading comprehension, knowing the spelling rules, 
methodology of composing essays, writing non-linear texts and writing on the computer. Learning 
reading means various forms of reading: “silent skimming, slow (with pauses for comprehension), 
repeated, aloud, dramatic (with roles) and paraphrasing” (Beste, 2007: 56). Reading comprehension is 
one of the basic elements of literacy, because a student can decode information, which has been 
written. Most commonly check reading comprehension with questions, which follow the text. Reading 
influences writing, because “children start completely conscious relate to the words of authors, spot 
the characteristics of the language, figurative speech, and they accept it. (Алексеева, Яшина, 2000: 
178). Apart from reading, students practice writing different texts, which demand knowing the 
spelling norm and methodology of crating complete texts. Students write non/linear texts, i.e. they fill 
in tables and forms. Writing on the computer is the need of the society, so it is significant to observe 
this element of literacy as a basis of communication. 

Aspects of functional written expression include written answers to the questions, writing 
sentences, short report about an event, writing informative texts, filling forms and tables, writing 
essays. Writing with the aid of questions is the phase, which directs students towards individual 
writing (Cvetanović, Šulović, 2013: 221). Answers to the questions lead to writing sentences, and 
then they are compiled into texts, which a student writes. This can be a short report on an event, 
writing an informative and non-linear text or an essay on the given topic. All these aspects of 
expressing can be realised orally and in a written form, and it is methodologically desirable to 
combine them, because oral practice is an adequate preparation for writing. In contemporary society, 
literacy means using computers as contemporary means for writing and collecting materials from 
electronic libraries and other sources. Preparation and very writing of texts with the aid of computers 
is needed to be created so that a student, depending on technical possibilities can work either at home 
or at school. Writing texts in the notebook or typing on the computer means similar engagement of 
students, and different means of writing can be inspirational. However, a great number of adults use 
computers nowadays (the Internet, e-mail and various programmes) for the purpose of writing or 
communicating. In addition, with a little training of teachers, with the aid of computers, we can make 
good and useful programmes for language exercises, for reading exercises and speech culture 
(Milatović, 2011: 237) 

Literacy of students is developed only with practical work, i.e., speech experience: “We are 
learning to adjust our language to different aspects of context and through experienced, we are 
continuously developing strategies and we are learning new and suitable language skills, so that we 
can more efficiently function in a greater number of new situations” (Cornbleet, Carter, 2002: 31). 
This is why a teacher should permanently find and create new situations in which students will learn 
the bases of literacy. 
 
 
3. METHODOLOGICAL FOUNDATION OF THE RESEARCH 
 

Subject of the research is presented in the attitudes of teachers about significance of using 
basic elements of literacy and methodological leading of students towards written expressing. These 
segments of literacy are methodologically connected and significantly contribute to the correct and 
clear expressing of students. 

  
Picture 1. Subject of the research − basic elements of literacy 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

LITERACY OF 
STUDENTS 

Elements of functional literacy 
- reading comprehension 
- methodology of written papers 
- writing non-linear texts 
- writing on a computer 

 Aspects of written expressing 
- answering the quesitons 
- writing words and sentences 
- writing texts 
- writing with the aid of computers 
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The aim of the research was to determine significance of knowing and using basic elements of 
literacy and frequency of using aspects of written expression. Tasks of the research are: 1. 
examining significance of knowing the elements of functional literacy; 2. determining the frequency 
of using the aspects of written expression; 3. examining differences in frequency of methodological 
using aspects of written expression of teachers in relation to the length of their working experience 
and educational level. The basic research method is survey, and the technique is scaling. The 
instrument of the research is estimation scale.  

Hypotheses of the research. The following assumptions preceded the research: 
1. teachers stress significance of functional literacy and aspects of expressing;  
2. teachers frequently apply all aspects of written expressing in teaching; 
3. it is assumed that there are significant differences in frequency of using aspects of expressing 

according to the length of working experience and the educational level of teachers.  
Sample of the research included 380 teachers from primary schools in Serbia, and 79.5% of 

them have a university degree, whereas 20.5% completed higher vocational studies. Concerning 
working experience, the greatest number of teachers, and this is 43.2% have been working more than 
ten years and 41.8% have been working more than twenty years, and 15% have been working at 
school less than 9 years. 
 
4. RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 
 

4. 1. Knowing the elements of functional literacy 
 

It was important for this research to determine significance of using elements of functional 
literacy, which are significant for oral communication. Attitudes of teachers concerning knowing and 
using elements of functional literacy, which are important for written communication. Attitudes of 
teachers about the significance and using elements of functional literacy are examined by the scale of 
estimation which includes reading comprehension, knowing spelling norms and methodology of 
essays as well as writing texts – non linear, at the computer. Introducing literacy to students is the 
foundation of each type of literacy and this is why teachers expressed their opinion on what was 
important in leaning this skill and the results were shown in table 1. 

 
Table 1. Estimation of teachers on significance of knowing and using elements of functional literacy  

Elements of functional literacy 

Significance of using and 
knowing 

Sc
al

e 
va

lu
e 

It
 v

er
y 

si
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ic

an
t 

It
 is

 p
ar

ti
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ly
 

si
gn
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t 

It
 is

  l
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s 
si
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if
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t 

1. Comprehension f 
% 

370 
97.4 

8 
2.1 

2 
0.5 

2.97 

2. Spelling norms f 
% 

329 
86.6 

48 
12.9 

3 
0.8 

2.86 

3. Methodology of written papers f 
% 

204 
53.7 

161 
42.4 

15 
3.9 

2.50 

4. Writing non-linear texts f 
% 

115 
30.3 

214 
56.3 

51 
13.4 

2.17 

5. Writing on a computer f 
% 

52 
13.7 

207 
54.5 

121 
31.8 

1.82 

 

Results of the research show that at the first place (scale value: 2.97), teachers put reading 
comprehension according to the significance. Basic methodological task in teaching literacy is 
understanding the text. High scale value of 2 items in the rank, which is 2.83, shows  that knowing 
spelling rules is very important for writing. Although there are teachers and methodology experts 
whose opinion is that it is necessary to learn the writing technique, and spelling later on, we can 
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conclude from this research that the greatest number of teachers insists on good spelling. Writing 
non-linear text is an integral part of literacy, and this is approved by three fourths of teachers and 
reply to the 4th item affirmatively, what is seen in table 3. When we talk about writing on the 
computer, interviewed teachers think that this is partially clear, and this is proved by every value, 
which is 1.82. Teachers think that all examined elements are significant for functional literacy of 
students and that they represent methodological targets for efficient realization of teaching literacy in 
lower grades. 
  
 

4. 2. Frequency of using the aspects of written expression 
 

Aspects of written expression methodologically direct teaching literacy, and particularly 
because oral and written exercises are connected, answering the questions, writing a short report and 
using computers in making students literate. Results of the research of frequency of using aspects of 
written expression are shown in table 2. 
  

Table 2. Frequency of using aspects of expression 

Aspects of written expression of students 

Frequency of using 

Sc
al

e 
va

lu
e 

A
lw

ay
s 

 

O
ft

en
  

So
m

et
im

es
 

R
ar

el
y 

N
ev

er
 

1. Oral expression of students precedes a 
written exercise.  

f 
% 

233 
61.3 

127 
33.4 

20 
5.3 

0 
0.0 

0 
0.0 

4.56 

2. Students answer the questions about the 
literary piece in a written form. 

f 
% 

63 
16.6 

206 
54.2 

102 
26.8 

9 
2.4 

0 
0.0 

3.85 

3. Students write a short report on an event. f 
% 

22 
5.8 

133 
35.5 

190 
50.0 

32 
8.4 

3 
0.8 

3.37 

4. Students fill in forms and tables. f 
% 

3 
0.8 

52 
13.7 

189 
49.7 

123 
32.4 

13 
3.4 

2.76 

5. Students use the Internet for collecting 
materials for writing. 

f 
% 

7 
1.8 

75 
19.7 

139 
36.6 

103 
27.1 

56 
14.7 

2.67 

6. Introducing students into methodology of 
writing text at computers. 

f 
% 

8 
2.1 

29 
7.6 

109 
28.1 

139 
36.6 

98 
25.8 

2.30 

7. From the first grade, students write words 
and sentences at a computer. 

f 
% 

8 
2.1 

29 
7.6 

109 
28.7 

139 
36.6 

95 
25.0 

2.25 

8. Prepared language exercises can be realized 
with the aid of personal computer. 

f 
% 

6 
1.6 

36 
9.5 

97 
25.5 

102 
26.8 

139 
36.6 

2.13 

9. Students write essays at the computer. f 
% 

10 
2.6 

31 
8.2 

120 
31.6 

143 
37.6 

130 
34.2 

1.99 

10. Students write informative texts at a 
computer. 

f 
% 

2 
0.5 

18 
4.7 

76 
20.0 

157 
41.3 

127 
33.4 

1.98 

11. Students are given computer software for 
encouraging them to write. 

f 
% 

3 
0.5 

19 
5.0 

67 
17.6 

79 
20.8 

213 
56.1 

1.73 

 
Teachers frequently motivate students to use aspects of written expression, which are offered in 

the first three statements in the table 2. Oral expression usually precedes a written exercise, more than 
half of the teachers confirm this, and the value scale of the first ranked item, with the value 4.56, 
approves this. Statement that students answer in a written form to the questions about literary text is 
ranked on the second place and this indicates frequency of this form of written expression. Short 
report about an event is an introduction to individual writing, so students often practice this aspect of 
expressing, and this is seen in table 2, where this item is third in the rank, with the scale value 3.37. 
Filling in forms and tables means writing non-linear texts. 2.76 is a scale value, which shows this 
aspect of expressing which students occasionally practice at school. Students use a computer for 
preparation and writing itself. Nevertheless, this is most often focused on finding materials for 
writing, and this is occasionally, what is proved by the scale value of the fifth item with the value of 
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2.67. It is interesting that the rank of this statement shows that it is the first among those, which was 
offered work for students at computers. It can be concluded that students most frequently use 
computers as preparation for writing from these research results. Although rarely or sometimes, 
students still write sentences at the computer, and this is proved by the scale value of this statement 
2.25, which is on the seventh place. Teachers claim that they occasionally introduce students into the 
writing methodology at the computer (value scale: 2.30). Still, practicing this kind of writing is not 
frequent, and data in the table 4 show that teachers sometimes (31.6%), rarely (37.6%), and never 
(34.2%) motivate students to use computers for writing essays. Writing informative texts ate the 
computer is not frequently practices as well, and this is proved by the value scale of this statement 
(1.98), which is the tenth in the rank. In contemporary IT society, where written communication is 
organized with the use of computers, it is not methodologically justifiable to use only pen and paper at 
school. Scale value of the eighth statement, which is 2.13, refers to preparation of language exercises, 
which can be realised, with the aid of personal computer of students. It can be concluded that teachers 
rarely prepare these exercises, which can be very functionally used for learning writing. Most of the 
interviewed teachers do not give to their students ready computer software programmes so that they 
encourage them to write (scale value: 1.73), although there are various information possibilities. 
  

4. 3. Differences in frequency of methodological using aspects of written expression of 
teachers in relation to the working experience and level of education 
 

For using aspects of written expression of students, it was significant for students to determine 
whether there are differences in methodological work of teachers according to their working 
experience, and this is shown in table 3. 

 
Table 3. Working experience of teachers and aspects of written expression of students 

 
Working 

experience 

 Frequency of using aspects of expression 
Total 

 Frequently Sometimes Rarely 

Up to 9 years 
f 14 22 21 57 

% 24.6% 38.6% 36.8% 100.0% 
Between 10 
and 19 years 

f 47 67 50 164 
% 28.7% 40.9% 30.5% 100.0% 

20 and more 
years 

f 52 54 53 159 
% 32.7% 34.0% 33.3% 100.0% 

Total 
f 113 143 124 380 

% 29.7% 37.6% 32.6% 100.0% 
 

χ2
 df p 

2.648 4 0.618 
 

It is interesting that the results of the research have shown that teachers, with more working 
experience, encourage students more for different aspects of the research. The table 3 shows, that the 
greatest percentage of teachers (37.6%) sometimes shows students different forms of writing. The 
most of them belong to the middle group of teachers (10 to 19 years of working experience). It is 
interesting that all three groups of teachers have an approximate percentage of those who use different 
forms of written expression, which can be methodologically realized.  
 χ2 test was used for comparative analysis of results of the test on frequency of using aspects 
of written expression of students and values were shown in the table 3. It is assumed that teachers who 
have less working experience use more methodological possibilities for encouraging students to write 
in different ways with the aid of contemporary technical aids. Results of the research show that there 
are no statistically significant differences in practicing aspects of expressing students in relation to the 
working experience.  

Research of the frequency of using aspects of written expression included determination 
among teachers according to the level of education and this was shown in table 4. 
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Table 4. Educational level of teachers and aspects of written expression of students 

Educational level 
 Frequency of using aspects of expression 

Total 
 Frequently Sometimes Rarely 

University degree 
f 21 33 24 78 

% 26.9% 42.3% 30.8% 100.0% 

Higher vocational degree 
f 92 110 100 302 

% 30.5% 36.4% 33.1% 100.0% 

Total 
f 113 143 124 380 

% 29.7% 37.6% 32.6% 100.0% 
 

χ2
 df p 

0.936 2 0.626 
 
The greatest number of teachers (37.6%) occasionally encourages students to use different 

forms of written expression. This datum tells about the fact that expressing in different ways is still 
subordinate to the basic form – writing in the notebook. Data provided in this research tell that 
teachers among themselves, in the same group, and with the same results, have different relation 
towards frequent use of aspects of writing. These data show therefore that teachers realize writing 
with the difference in frequency. Nevertheless, there is the datum that the greatest percentage of the 
whole number of teachers (37.6%) occasionally motivates students to write in different ways. 
Research does not confirm the assumption that teachers with the university degree more frequently 
methodologically organize different forms of writing. 

Assumption that teachers who have university degree use more different aspects of expressing 
and the aid of computers and the Internet. We have compared frequency of using aspects of writing of 
teachers with university and higher vocational degrees by χ2 test (table 4). Level of statistical 
significance is 0.626, and this means that there is no significant difference between methodological 
work concerning literacy between these two groups of teachers. Results of the research show that 
teachers have been permanently trained and that they cooperate among themselves and exchange 
experience.  

 
 
5. CONCLUSION 
 

Ability to communicate successfully in everyday life is functional literacy, which is 
systematically learnt at school at mother tongue lessons. Developing literacy is a complex process, 
which means adoption of spelling rules, syntax work, reading and writing short informative, narrative 
and non-linear texts. Students’ knowledge and using basic elements of functional literacy include 
reading comprehension and individual writing, and various aspects of students’ expression are 
significant.  It is very important to use computers as modern means for writing and means for 
collecting research materials in the contemporary IT era.  Group of 380 primary teachers participated 
in the empirical research on significance of elements of functional literacy and frequency of using 
aspects of expresion. Results show that teachers stress the significance of functional literacy, 
particularly reading comprehension and methodology of writing texts. Teachers often apply different 
aspects of students' expression, and they use computers for preparation for writing, i.e. collecting 
thematic materials. Results of the research show that there is no statically significant difference in 
frequency of aspects of expressing relating to the educational level and working experience of 
teachers, and this proves that there is continuous professional development and that teachers exchange 
experience. Methodological work at adopting basic elements of literacy and continuous practicing this 
skill in different ways, influence realisation of aims and tasks of teaching mother tongue and 
educational process overall.  
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OSNOVNI ELEMENTI FUNKCIONALNE PISMENOSTI  
MLAĐIH UČENIKA 

 
Cilј ovog rada je pregled teorijskih i metodičkih aspekata funkcionalne pismenosti i iznalaženje 
adekvatnih načina na koje se ova vrsta komunikacije razvija kod mlađih učenika. U radu je analizirano 
poznavanje i korišćenje različitih osnovnih elemenata funkcionalnog pismenog izražavanja učenika. 
Takođe, predstavlјeni su vidovi funcionalnog pismenog izražavanja učenika. Posebno je razmatrano 
korišćenje računara. Svi ovi segmenti se prožimaju i čine osnovu funkcionalne pismenosti učenika. 
Prikazani su i rezultati ispitivanja mišlјenja učitelјa (N=380) o osnovnim elementima funkcionalne 
pismenosti. Oni su se izjašnjavali o poznavanju ovih elemenata i o njihovom korišćenju u različitim 
vidovima pismenog izražavanja učenika. Rezultati istraživanja razmatrani su u funkciji unapređivanja 
funcionalne pismenosti mlađih učenika. 
Klјučne reči: funkcionalna pismenost, metodologija pisanja, učenički tekst, nelinearni tekst, informativni 
tekst. 
 

Zorica Cvetanović, Ivica Radovanović, Kristina Šulović Petković 
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Abstract (maximum 150 words): Slovenian language has a very complex system of vowels when 
compared to other Slavic languages. This reflects also in their number (8 vowels). This article continues 
the contrastive analysis of vowels between South Slavic languages (a comparison with the Croatian 
language was published in Govor, 2003). Slovenian language differs from Serbian due to the additional 
semivowel phoneme (/ə/) and the two-tiered system of central vowels (/e/, /ɛ/, /o/ and /ɔ/ in Slovenian, 
and only e and o in Serbian, which are closer to wide Slovenian /ɛ/ in /ɔ/). The Serbian language has the 
syllable forming ṛ and additional consonants, which cause problems to Slovenian speakers. One could say 
that Slovenian is a "vowel" language since the pronunciation of vowels affects the pronunciation of all 
Slovenian phonemes. The Slovenian language remains in constant contact with the Serbian language, 
thus it is necessary to continue the contrastive analysis of these two languages.       

Keywords: phonetics, phonology, instrumental speech analysis, Slovenian speech, Serbian speech, 
vowels 

 
1 INTRODUCTION  
 

Slovenian vowel system is more complex when compared to other Slavic languages, which 
affects the pronunciation of all Slovenian phonemes as well as the suprasegmental properties of 
Slovenian. That is why it is important to define the quality of vowels from an articulation and 
instrumental point of view (value of formants). Due to the Slovenian language being in prolonged 
contact with the Serbian language throughout the last century, it is necessary to make a contrastive 
analysis with the Serbian language. This article is a continuation of the contrastive analysis of vowels 
in South Slavic languages (comparison with Croatian was made in 2003 and published in Govor).   
 
 
2 VOWELS AND THEIR FORMANTS  
 

Slovenian and Serbian are quite similar when it comes to the pronunciation of vowels (they 
almost entirely overlap in the so-called corner vowels (in the vowel triangle) /i/, /a/ in /u/, which in 
both languages mark the sides of the triangle). Due to the position of the tongue – its movement from 
the front to the back (from the gums and front teeth to the molars in the back) – the triangle depiction 
is also the most explicit and used in many other languages (Toporišič 2000: 46, 48, 71–72). 

 
Picture 1: Vowel Triangle (Toporišič 2004: 46). 

 
Within the Slovenian language, this schematic depiction is even more exposed due to the two 

tiered differentiation between e and o vowels (/e/: /ɛ/; /o/ : /ɔ/), this depiction can also be seen in 
Serbian linguistics (Jovičić 1999). 
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 sprednji nesprednji  

srednji zadnji 

visoki i                    u nesredinski  

 

sredinski 

           e                                                      o 

                     ε            ə                ɔ 

 

nizki  a  nesredinski  

 
 

 
Picture 2: Schematic depiction of Slovenian vowels according to the position of the tongue. 

(Toporišič 2000: 48) 
 
 

 
Picture 3: Schematic depiction of Serbian vowels according to the position of the tongue. (Jovičić 

1999: 33) 
 

2.1 Depiction of stressed Slovenian vowels with different authors 
 
When considering vowels in Slovenian linguistics an important question arises, besides 

measuring their formants, regarding the duration of vowels – whether the difference in duration 
between stressed and unstressed vowels was clear (Srebot Rejec 1998; Tivadar 2004a), which was 
also proven through perceptive tests in a phono-laboratory (Tivadar 2004b). Differentiating between 
long and short stressed vowels is, however, more complicated and that is why we are presenting 
various research here, relevant to Slovenian linguistic thought. Newer research, however, does not 
depict the differentiation according to duration between stressed vowels in schematic depiction due to 
taking into account measured data (Srebot Rejec 1998; Šuštaršič-Komar-Petek 1995: 88; Tivadar 
2003a; 2010). 
 
 

Schematic 1: Vowel Triangles in Slovenian grammar – short and long (stressed) vowels (Toporišič 
2000: 71)18 
STRESSED 

LONG SHORT 

píti                                  púti 

péti                      póti 

pêti      pôti 

páti 

sìt                                    kùp 

kəs 
zèt        tòk 

bràt 

 

 

 

                                                
18 In Slovenski Pravopis 1990 (Slovenian Orthography) (also in other editions, also in SP 2001) the semivowel 
is lower, closer to /a/ (cit. SP 1997: §618), possibly due to technical difficulties. 
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Schematic 2: Triangles in Slovenian orthography 1962 (SP 1962: 14; author Jakob Šolar) 

STRESSED 

LONG SHORT 

í                                  ú 
é                      ó 

 

ê                 ô 
á 

                                  
ì                      ù 

ə 

è                      ò 
à 

 

Schematic 3: Srebot Rejec (Srebot Rejec 1998: 344) 

STRESSED 

'i                                                  'u 

'e                                  'o 
ə 

'ε           'ɔ      

'a 

 

Schematic 4: Vowel triangle, according to illustrations of the IPA (Šuštaršič-Komar-Petek 1995: 88) 
and Petek-Komar-Šuštaršič 1996) – »Vowel trapezium«19 

STRESSED 

mi:t                                              pu:st 

me:d                                       po:t 

                 pə:s 
                     pεεεε:ta  

 'pɔ:tən 

               ma:t 

 

It should be pointed out that especially with Srebot Rejec and later with Komar-Petek-Šuštaršič 
this “triangle” was less ideal, since the differentiation between short and long stressed vowels was 
removed because in Slovenian language their quality does not differ – formant structure is the same.  

One fact that is often neglected but should be pointed out is that when using a "triangle" 
depiction of vowels, we are not talking about a perfect reflection of instrumentally measured vowels, 
or a perfect depiction of the tongue position in a concrete numerical value of the formant, which in the 
past used to be quite often simplified when depicted:    

»The first formant shows the height of the tongue: with closed vowels it is at its lowest and with 
open vowels at its highest. The second formant should depict the level of velar positioning of the 
tongue. According to this theory when considering graphical depiction of the vowel system one of the 
axis would carry the frequency value of the first formant and the second axis would carry the value of 
the second. However, practise showed that we get a more realistic image of the vowel system of a 

                                                
19 A similar depiction of Slovenian stressed vowels in the sense of a trapezium is also given by Srebot Rejec in 
his earlier work (Srebot Rejec 1988/89: 61), however without mentioning measured words. It seems to connect 
to measurements within the research of length on tonemic accent (Srebot Rejec 1988) and formant values by 
Toporišič.  
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language if the vertical coordinate carries the frequency value of the first formant and the horizontal 
coordinate the distance between the frequencies of the first and second.« (Srebot-Rejec 1988/89: 57)20 

This idealisation of frequency value was the consequence of the desire to depict formants as an 
illustration to attend to the needs of teaching. The triangle depicting articulation movements of the 
tongue was the reason why the instrumental measurements were artificially idealised within the 
triangle. But the fact is that F1 and F2 for Slavic vowels (and also in a wider sense) are of utmost 
importance, which is why they were schematically depicted in this contrastive analysis with the help 
of graphic illustrations, where we wanted to avoid idealisation and adapting the values on x and y 
axis. The formants frequency is affected also by the physiological attributes of vocal organs, which is 
why we separated the formants of men and women.  
 
 
3 SLOVENIAN AND SERBIAN VOWEL SYSTEM21 

 
Vowels in both languages are written with 5 letters. It is true for both languages that vowels are 

phonemes with the highest level of openness thus having the largest reverberating space in the oral 
cavity (Neither of these two Slavic languages know nasal vowel phonemes in its standard literary 
pronunciation). It should be noted that the Serbian literary language with its Cyrillic writing and 
manner of adopting, for example, foreign proper names is more phonetic. Also the comparison 
between letters and phonemes shows that the Slovenian language lacks 3 letters to mark all vowel 
phonemes, which was pointed out already back in the 19th century with the famous "ABC Krieg" or 
alphabetical war, where in the end the non-phonetic notation prevailed (There were various alphabets 
that failed - metelčica (Fran Metelko in central Slovenia under the mentorship of Jernej Kopitar, who 
also supported the codification efforts of Vuk Karadžić), dajnčica (Peter Dajnko in east Slovenia in 
the region of Štajerska) - in the end, in Slovenia, the gajica alphabet prevailed (Gaj)).     

In the past, Slovenian vowels were often analysed instrumentally and acoustically. The most 
considered and most influential analysis, in the sense of codification, were made by J. Toporišič 
(article Samoglasniški formanti slovenskega knjižnega jezika, published in Glasovna in naglasna 
podoba slovenskega jezika (Toporišič 1978: 122–140); these values were also the basis for many 
future measurements and depiction (for example, Srebot Rejec 1988/89).  
 

Table 1: Final averages of vowel formants (Toporišič 1978: 138)22 
Long accented vowels 
(Hz) 

F1 F2 F3 F4 

i 382 2116 2797 3552 
e 451 1973 2764 3570 
ɛ 585 1849 2619 3614 
a 726 1332 2518 3594 
ɔ 565 993 2584 3370 
o 430 823 2555 3297 
u 393 747 2345 3519 
ǝ23 539 1376 2487 3388 
Short accented vowels 
(Hz) 

F1 F2 F3 F4 

i 390 2138 2749 3513 
e 594 1773 2573 3460 
a 650 1509 2581 3506 
ɔ 583 1114 2508 3301 
u 420 866 2341 3135 

                                                
20 Prvi formant kaže višino jezika: pri zaprtih samoglasnikih je najnižji, pri odprtih najvišji. Drugi formant 

naj bi kazal stopnjo velarnosti jezika. Pri grafičnem prikazu samoglasniških sestavov bi po tej teoriji na eno os 
nanašali  frekvenčne vrednosti prvega formanta in na drugo vrednosti drugega. Vendar je praksa pokazala, da 
dobimo bolj realno podobo samoglasniškega sestava kakega jezika, če na navpično koordinato nanesemo 
frekvenčne vrednosti prvega formanta in na vodoravno koordinato razdaljo med frekvencami prvega in drugega 
formanta (F2–F1). 

21 Together with students we have been performing phonetic contrastive analysis of Slovenian and Serbian 
vowels since 2009 during the subject Phonetics and Phonology of Slovenian Literary Language (Fonetika in 
fonologija slovenskega knjižnega jezika ) and this article is a result of our collaboration (special credit goes to 
the work and seminar written by student Mija Bon).  

22 Toporišič marks phonemes with the classical marking for tonemic accent (for example, ô – long and 
wide o, ó – long and narrow, ò – short and wide). He mostly chose seven speakers – Slavicists (sometimes less). 
23 Defined as a short (ə), with a grave accent, later no longer measured. 
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Table 2: Srebot Rejec (Srebot Rejec 1988/89: 59) – summarized values by Toporišič (Toporišič 1978: 
138) 

Vowel i  e ε a ɔ o u ǝ 
F2 2116 1973 1849 1332 993 823 747 1376 
F1 382 451 585 726 565 430 393 539 
F2-F1 1734 1522 1264 606 428 393 354 837 

 
Table 3: Adopted from the values in Petek-Komar-Šuštaršič 1996: 134 in Tivadar 2003b: 108. 
Vowel i  e ε a ɔ o u ǝ 
F1 301 387 528 735 577 414 317 456 
F2 2250 1916 1730 1362 973 733 621 1370 
F3 2886 2792 2113 1991 2140 2100 2063 2121 
F2-F1 1949 1529 1202 627 396 319 305 914 

 
When doing the contrastive analysis of vowels, we stemmed from newer measurements for the 

Slovenian language (Tivadar 2003a) and the Serbian language (Jovičić 1999). The graphical 
illustration was made with the help of Excel software.24 We focused on the first formants F1 and F2, 
which are phonologically important. At the same time, in the forefront is the relationship between 
individual differences in various measurements; we also divided the formants of males and females.    
 

3.1 Slovenian vowels with regards to modern instrumental measurements and values of 
formants F1 and F2 
 
Phonemic system of the Slovenian literary language encompasses eight vowel phonemes: /i/, 

narrow e (/e/), wide e (/ɛ/), /a/, wide o (/ɔ/), narrow o (/o/) and semivowel (/ə/).25  
 

Table 4: Average value of formants F1 and F2 of Slovenian stressed vowels without the semivowel 
(male) – Tivadar (2003a: 455) 

 i e ɛ a ɔ o u 

F2 2218,5 2169 1821 1324 1000 872 754 

F1 351 397 526 603 551 397 385 

F2-F1 1867,5 1772 1295 721 449 475 369 

 

 
Picture 4: Values F1 and F2 of Slovenian stressed vowels (male) 

 

                                                
24 The first graphical depiction in each table depicts formant value of F1 and F2, with the second picture we 
added on the ordinate axis the value of the first formant and on the abscissa axis the difference between the 
frequency of the first and second formant.   

25 The semivowel was not taken into consideration in this table depiction, since in the Slovenian language, 
it does not form minimal pairs – semivowel is always short and has no complementary couple, such as /e/ and 
/ɛ/ and /o/ and /ɔ/. 
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Picture 5: Graphic depiction of the Slovenian vowel system (male) 

 
Table 5: Average value of formants F1 and F2 of Slovenian stressed vowels without the semivowel 

(female) – Tivadar (2003a: 456) 
 i e ɛ a ɔ o u 

F2 2318 2169 1943 1578 1125 879 770 

F1 385 429 606 774 655 453 423 

F2-F1 1933 1740 1337 804 470 426 347 

 

 
Picture 6: Values F1 and F2 of Slovenian stressed vowels (female) 

 

 
Picture 7: Graphic depiction of the Slovenian vowel system (female) 

 
These graphs explicitly show the importance of first repeated formants (F1 and F2) for the 

phonological description of vowels and at the same time also show the 180º rotation of the shape that 
is not even similar to a triangle, despite the fact that we took into consideration the suggested 
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differentiation between male and female speakers and added the difference of F2 – F1 onto the 
ordinate axis.  

 
 
3.2 Serbian vowels with regards to modern instrumental measurements  
 
Serbian language has, similarly to theCroatian language, five vowels and the syllable forming ṛ 

(for example, Tivadar 2003a).26 Average formant frequencies (F1–F4) for both genders were obtained 
from the monograph by S. Jovičić, Govorna komunikacija: fiziologija, psihoakustika i percepcija 
(1999). From the illustration, we obtained the values for the first two formants, which are the most 
differential also in the Serbian language. 
 
Table 6: Average value of formants F1 and F2 of Serbian stressed vowels (male) – (Jovičić 1999: 41) 

 i E a O u 

F2 2127 1818 982 955 727 

F1 327 554 673 518 318 

F2─F1 1800 1264 309 437 409 

 

 
Picture 8: Values F1 and F2 of Serbian stressed vowels (male) 

 

 
Picture 9: Graphic depiction of Serbian vowels (male) 

 
 
 
 

                                                
26 There is precious few literature on the Serbian language in Slovenian libraries, therefore no book 

presented formant values of the Serbian vowel system. This also show the necessity for additional contrastive 
analysis. Colleague Miško Subotič provided the data and I offer my thanks to him for his help and contribution 
to this article.   
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Table 7: Average value of formants F1 and F2 of Serbian stressed vowels (female) – (Jovičić 1999: 
41) 

 i E a O u 

F2 2591 2136 1509 1109 836 

F1 382 645 809 527 391 

F2─F1 2209 1491 700 582 445 

 
 

 
Picture 10: Values F1 and F2 of Serbian stressed vowels (female) 

 

 
Picture 11: Graphic depiction of Serbian vowels (female) 

 
3.3 Contrastive analysis of the vowel phonemes in Slovenian and Serbian  

 
Contrastive analysis is a scientific method with which we study or compare various languages 

among each other, especially in cases of related languages, such as Slovenian, Croatian, Macedonian 
and Serbian, if we list only the once official languages of Yugoslavia. In our research we compared 
mostly already completed instrumental measurements, and the comparison of articulation is the one 
area which in the future will have to be additionally developed, especially in the sense of teaching 
Serbian and Slovenian as a foreign language. This could be done with the help of ultrasound (for the 
requirements of this article, we completed a comparison of articulation based on self-observance of 
speakers of Slovenian and Serbian as first and also second language).  

If we align the obtained data – the instrumental and articulation data –, we arrive at the 
conclusion that Slovenian and Serbian languages differ most in vowel elements presented in Table 8. 
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Table 8: Differences between vowel systems 
Slovenian Serbian 
8 vowels (5 letters) 5 vowels (5 letters) + 

syllable forming ṛ (1 
letter) 

semivowel /ɘ/  
 syllable forming ṛ  

  
narrow /e/ and wide /ɛ/ “central” e (close to 

wide /ɛ/) 
narrow /o/ and wide /ɔ/ “central” o (close to 

wide /ɔ/) 
 

The tables and graphs we presented in this article show that the three corner vowels (i, a, u) 
almost match. The biggest differences between Slovenian and Serbian vowels can be found in the 
central vowels. While the Slovenian language has a narrow (closed and tight) /e/, narrow (tight and 
pronounced with rounded lips) /o/, wide (open) /ɛ/ and wide (open) /ɔ/, Croatian and Serbian 
languages only have the so-called "middle" e and o. In Slovenian, we also know the central e and o 
which occur in unstressed words. However, according to values attained instrumentally as well as 
perceptive tests when learning Slovenian as a first or second language of speakers of Serbian, they are 
much closer to Slovenian wide central vowels /ɛ/ and /ɔ/. What is most significant is that the measured 
average values of formats have shown that Croatian and Serbian central e and o are not the same (see 
Tivadar 2003a). Although "Toporišič, Kalenić and Dular state that the Croatian central e and o are 
closer to Slovenian wide e and o" 27(Požgaj Hadži 2002: 42), meaning /ɛ/ and /ɔ/, newer 
measurements and analysis have shown this not to be true. Croatian stressed e and o are closer to 
Slovenian narrow /e/ or /o/, while Serbian e and o are closer to Slovenian /ɛ/ or /ɔ/, which is evident 
from the tables presented above and the analysis published in Govor (Tivadar 2003a). The 
consequence of duality of e and o phonemes in Slovenian is the arrangement of Slovenian vowels into 
four levels of openness, while with Serbian we talk of the arrangement of five vowels into three levels 
of openness. That is why it makes no sense to talk of central vowels e, since the measured values and 
(and self-observance) especially show that the pronunciation is coming closer to the upper (narrow 
central /e/ or /o/) - Croatian - or lower (wide central /ɛ/ and /ɔ/) - Serbian - part of the aslant sides of 
the vowel "triangle". However, as already stated, the idealised triangle is intended mainly to offer a 
simplified representation of frequency values intended for pedagogic purposes.        

Both languages, Serbian and Croatian, differ from Slovenian in one other vowel, the semivowel 
(/ə/). This vowel has no letter in Slovenian, most often it is written with the letter e (pes [pəs]; megla 
[məgla]; ves [vəs]), but can also be written with the letter <r> when it concerns the semivowel 
pronounced before r occurring between two consonants (gŕm, vŕt, minístrski). In Slovenian, the 
semivowel is always pronounced before the phoneme r, which does not stand next to a vowel (vrt 
[vərt]; vetrnica [vetərnica]; žanr [žanər]; decembrski [decembərski]). However, before the r that 
stands at the end of the word, we write it with the letter <e> (minister [ministər]). It can also occur 
before other consonant letters (FF [fəfə], FDV [fədəvə]), but is usually not written. The semivowel in 
Slovenian can be either stressed or unstressed (vŕt, minístrski), but is usually short in duration.  

Croatian and Serbian language have no semivowel; in places where in the Slovenian language 
an e occurs as a semivowel, in Serbian (and Croatian) most often exists a "non-existent" a; for 
example, pas (пас), magla (магла). In Serbian (and Croatian) system the consonant r in certain cases 
adopts the role of a vowel in cases where r is "at the beginning of the word in front of the consonant 
(rt/Pт); in the middle of the word, between two consonants (srna/срна)"28 (Požgaj Hadži 2002: 43). 
We call it the syllable forming ṛ. This sound is not softened and alveolar, which also holds true for the 
consonant r.   

One important fact must be noted here - in Slovenian in front of an r not next to a vowel, an 
articulation of the semivowel /ǝ/ is necessary, which often presents a problem for Serbian and 
Croatian speakers of Slovenian. On the other hand, the syllable forming /ṛ/, voiced dark /l/ and the 
pronunciation of certain unvoiced consonants, which do not exist in Slovenian or are differently 
pronounced, some also written differently – ć, đ – likewise cause Slovenian speakers of Croatian and 

                                                
27 Toporišič, Kalenić in Dular navajajo, da sta hrvaški srednji e in o bližje slovenskima širokima 
28 na začetku besede pred soglasnikom (rt/Pт); v sredini besede, med dvema soglasnikoma (srna/срна) 
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Serbian a lot of problems. This is also occurs as a consequence of a different vowel system and the 
positioning of the tongue during vowels that then affect the articulation of consonants. This can be 
best seen with consonants, where the role of the tongue and a tight pronunciation are both necessary, 
which is something that speakers of Slovene are not used to.    

 
 

4 CONCLUSION 
 

This article presented an analysis, which showed that the acoustic image, which is a 
consequence of the pronunciation of vowels in related languages such as Serbian and Slovenian, is in 
many cases similar or even the same, but also very different. This affect the pronunciation of other 
phonemes and consonants. Even Croatian and Serbian are not entirely the same when it comes to 
pronunciation of the consonants e and o, which is something many speakers and linguists falsely 
believe. When considering the speech of South Slavic languages in primary cultural environments 
there are numerous socio-phonetic elements which affect communication – »naglasak« or “echoes” of 
the speaker’s mother tongue, which is an interference in articulation from another language, is not 
desired in Serbian or Slovenian speakers. Further research will have to look at differences in 
articulation of speakers in both languages, also regarding consonants and vowels, since within the 
chain of speech there is a necessary co-influence of both articulation elements, which entirely change 
the depiction of phonemes and their variants. Unfortunately, due to the close relation between the two 
languages, many speakers are not aware of these differences. Taking all of this into consideration, 
there should be some thought given to an actualisation of phonemic writing of Slavic languages 
according to the IPA system, which should be corroborated and substantiated in material and 
perception.      
 
 
Sources  
Bon, Mija, 2013: Slovenski samoglasniki v primerjavi s slovenskim, hrvaškim in srbskim jezikom 
(essay written during the course Fonetika in fonologija slovenskega knjižnega jezika, mentor H. 
Tivadar). 
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Abstract. Background and purpose: Subcortical white matter (WM) plays an important role in speech 
production and language processing. Most frequently, cerebral WM lesions are secondary to small vessel 
disease in patients with vascular risk factors. Linguistics deficit studies, in particular motor speech 
disorders with vascular etiology, present specific clinical challenge, not only because of various 
symptomatology, but also because of heterogeneity of included subcortical structures and because of the 
functional complexity of cortical – subcortical neural network lesions. 
Material and methods: Research includes three groups: E1-20 patients with diffused subcortical vascular 
lesions (DSVL). CT and/or MR finding which confirms the existence of diffused LWM with multiple 
lacunar or territorial strokes. E2 -15 subjects with focal subcortical vascular lesions (FSVL), CT and/or 
MR finding which confirms the existence of focal subcortical vascular lesions smaller than 15mm 
without ischemic WM and C-15 healthy subjects uniform in sex, age and educational level with EG, 
normal neurological finding, without pathological changes on CT and/or brain MR. Speech and language 
status has been studied using the following tests: Boston Aphasia Diagnostic Examination BDAE, Boston 
Naming Test BNT, Scale for Evaluation of Perceptive Characteristics of Voice and Speech (SEPCVS) 
and Multidimensional Computerized Evaluation of Speech and Voice (MCESV). 
Results: MRI findings showed focal or diffused (one-sided or two-sided) subcortical vascular 
lesions of the white matter. Our research showed motor voice and speech disorders, in patients with 
FSVL and DSVL, in experimental speech, manifesting as dysarthria, imprecise articulation, aphasia, 
short rushes of speech, slower pace and dysrhythmia. 
Conclusion: Neurolinguistics and acoustic analysis of motor speech disorders in patients with focal and 
diffused subcortical vascular lesions can give significant contribution for understanding speech and 
language mechanisms and their dysfunctional vascular etiology, as well as structuring the individual 
rehabilitation program. 
 
Key words : neurolinguistic analysis; acoustic analysis; motor speech disorder; dysarthria; dysphonia; 
white matter diffused lesions; small blood brain vessels disease; lacunar stroke. 
 

 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Speech and language disturbances secondary to vascular lesions in subcortical white matter 
(WM), thalamus (TH) and basal ganglia (BG) are heterogeneous and can influence several aspects of 
voice, speech and language [1,2,4,6]. Evidence from clinical-radiological studies (CT, MR, fMR 
SPECT) confirms subcortical structures as an important part of neural cognitive and linguistic 
functional network with a prevalent role in some speech-language disorders. These disorders are 
challenging because of a variety of cerebral structures and neurological circuits that are involved [1]. 
Cerebral neuron projection are returning via specific BG parts and thalamic nuclei back in cerebral 
cortex forming at least five parallel cortico-subcortical circuit [7,8].  Three of them projects in non-
motor frontal regions and are responsible for various aspect of cognitive-behavioral functioning 
(memory, visual and spatial orientation, learning, planning, attention, motivation, mood, and speech-
language function).  

Subcortical speech changes are often mild and transient, but can affect patients’ professional 
and social activities and quality of life. Clinical data obtained by standardized language tests in 
patients with subcortical vascular lesions rarely reveal classical aphasic syndromes [1]. Additional 
investigation of memory, executive functions and attention can help understand their impact on 
language and speech deficits [3-6]. Although first described a century ago, the problem of subcortical 
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speech and language disorders still lack consensus about patho-anatomical and pathophysiological 
aspects of language disorders [6]. Linguistic deficit classified as subcortical aphasia of vascular 
etiology is described with the role of subcortical structures in phonologic, morphologic, syntactic and 
semantic organization of language and speech.  

Speech dysfunction due to focal and diffuse subcortical vascular lesions includes various 
disorders of voice and expressive speech (i.e., dysarthria, altered rhythm and tempo, imprecise 
articulation, hypophonia) are described as functional deficiencies in relation to motor subsystems or 
specific aspects of speech production. Motor speech disorder is the consequence of neurological 
dysfunction mainly in motor planning, programming or neuromuscular speech production [9]. 
Dysarthria and speech apraxia represent two salient features in the wide scale of motor speech 
disorders.  

Dysarthria refers to a group of speech disorders resulting from neurologic disturbances in the 
central/peripheral nervous systems. It may be caused by muscular slowness, weakness, in 
coordination, or alteration in muscular tone. The disturbances are not in the linguistic domain of 
language. The speaker's grammar and phonology are normal. The disturbances are in the speech 
motor system or in the speech muscles themselves. Linguistic level is preserved and the disorder 
appears in the scope of speech-motor and the muscular system [10,11].   

Dysarthria as a term is used for various types of speech disorders as a consequence of 
neuromuscular speech mechanism control disorders, due to central and peripheral nervous system 
deficits of various etiology. It is related to oral communication disturbances due to palsy, weakness or 
speech muscle in coordination, expressed as strength, speed, tonus, stability, precision and amplitude 
speech muscle control alterations [12,13]. Anarthria as a term is assigned to condition when severe 
damages disable verbal communication completely.   

Apraxia of speech is a speech disorder resulting from impairment of the capacity to program 
sensory motor commands for the positioning and movement of muscles for producing speech 
[11,12].The disturbances are not in the linguistic domain of language. The disturbances are not in the 
speech muscles themselves. 

The third differentially diagnostic significant entity is Neurogenic Stuttering. Stuttering 
associated with acquired neurological disorders is a speech disorder due to CNS disease which leads 
to speech disruptions characterized by sound or syllable repetitions, prolongation, or hesitation. The 
disturbances are not in the linguistic domain of language. The disturbances are in the speech motor 
system but not due to muscle weakness, rigidity or spasticity. Neurogenic stuttering can be associated 
with cortical, subcortical, or cerebellar lesions, or lesions in the neural pathways [11, 14, 15]. 

It is very important to emphasize the difference between these motor control impairments and 
Word-Finding Impairment.  A word-finding impairment is typically defined as a reduced ability to 
recall and/or produce a specific word in response to a stimulus or situation [16]. Word-finding 
problems can occur when a patient tries to say a single word such as in a confrontation naming task, 
or may occur in a conversation. The disturbances are in the linguistic domain of language. The 
disturbances are not in the speech motor control system. 

The latest anatomic clinical dysarthria studies often emphasize the localization and lesion range 
to determine clinical expression and type of vascular caused dysarthria. Contemporary dysarthria 
classifications describe various motor speech disorder types due to localization, neuromuscular 
damage range and voice and speech perceptive analysis as: Flaccid dysarthria, Spastic dysarthria, 
Ataxic dysarthria, Hypokinetic dysarthria, Hyperkinetic dysarthria, Unilateral GMN dysarthria,  and  
Miscellaneous dysarthria [11,12,17,18].   

Speech production is innervated and controlled by large, interconnected motor systems: 
respiratory, laryngeal, palate pharyngeal and articulators, with related neuromuscular cerebral 
network. Disturbances at any motor speech level significantly interfere the basic speech production 
mechanisms: respiration, laryngeal, palatopharingeal, and oral speech control, including prosody 
changes. Motor speech impairments due to vascular subcortical lesions are followed by phonation 
disorders.  

We described dysarthria due to neurological lesions, using neurolinguistic, perceptive, acoustic 
analysis comprised as a patient report, with vocal handicap index, related neuro laryngological and 
neuro imaging findings. Anatomoclinical findings of pathologically changed speech and language 
functioning,  reveal various subtypes of speech and language impairments, resulting in verbal 
expression dysfunction and patient life quality deterioration. 
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2. AIMS OF RESEARCH   
 

This study was designed to recognize the neuro-linguistic characteristics of speech and 
language in patients with focal and diffuse white matter lesions of vascular etiology and acoustic and 
perceptive voice and speech characteristics of speech and voice in patients with focal and diffuse 
white matter lesions of vascular etiology.  

3. METHODOLOGY  

 
Language was evaluated with Boston Diagnostic Aphasia Examination [19], Boston Naming  

Test [20]. Neuropsychological evaluation included: Mini Mental State Examination [21]. Speech was 
assessed with the original instruments: Scale for Evaluation of Perceptive Characteristics of Voice and 
Speech (SEPCVS) and Multidimensional Computerized Evaluation of Speech and Voice (MCESV). 
Acoustic speech and voice analysis was done with Dr Speech  (Dr Speech 4, Tiger DRS, UNC, USA) 
software with modules for examination of voice (Vocal Assessment), speech (Real Analysis) and 
speech profile (Phonetogram).  

This study was a prospective study (2005-2009).  The research includes three groups: E1-20 
patients with diffused subcortical vascular lesions (DSVL). CT and/or MR finding which confirms the 
existence of diffused WML with multiple lacunar or territorial strokes. E2 -15 subjects with focal 
subcortical vascular lesions (FSVL), CT and/or MR finding which confirms the existence of focal 
subcortical vascular lesions (FSVL) smaller than 15mm without ischemic WML and KG-15 healthy 
subjects uniform in sex, age and educational level with EG, normal neurological finding, without 
pathological changes on CT and/or brain MR.   
  

4. RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION 

 

4.1. Statistical Analysis 

 
To assess the relations between control and experimental groups we used: Methods of 

descriptive statistics: Units of central tendencies: arithmetic mean (X) and the median (med); 
Variability units; interval variations (max-min), standard deviation (SD); Relative numbers. Methods 
of inferential statistics: Parametric methods of different significance estimates: Variance analysis 
(ANOVA) and Test of the least significance differences (LSD), for inter-group comparisons. Non-
parametric methods difference significance estimates: Kruskal-Walis variance analyses; Mann-
Whitney test (test of sum of ranks); Hi-squared test (χ2 test); Fisher test of exact probability  
 

Table 1. Demographic group characteristics and Mini Mental State Examination results 
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Table 2. Language Status 

 
 
 

The table (2)  shows the results of BDAE: Spontaneous speech is lower fluency with 
diysprosody, dysrhythmia, slowed tempo and imprecise articulation. Writing mechanism and writing 
sequence is significantly worse in DSVL  group (dys graphic errors dominantly constructive). The 
results of BNT show patients with DSVL revile confrontational anomy from mild to severe degree, 
representing strong diagnostic criteria for subcortical anomic aphasia. 
 
 

Table 3. Acoustic analysis 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

This table shows the results of Acoustic analysis (MCESV) of laryngeal function evidenced 
decreased phonation of prolonged vowel and lower respiratory volume for insufficient glottis 
occlusion. Higher values of normalized noise energy express hypo adduction, resulting in hypophony. 
Increased Shimmer data describes lower muscle control, perceptively marked as hoarse voice quality.   
According to red sentences analysis, higher values of silence time (longer and more frequent pauses, 
dallied initiation),  missing or shorter pauses with glottal fry present, hypo prosody, decreased tempo, 
flaccid dysarthria describes speech problems in patients with bill. DSVL and leukoaraiosis. Spastic 
dysarthria  is reported in one patient with infarct of left pons.  
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Voice profile analysis of narrative discourse gave us reports of decreased vocal capacity (sound 
pressure level and frequency range). Higher values of sound pressure level were detected in patients 
with LI on NC border and anterior part CI and in patients with massive Po infarcts, describing spastic 
dysarthria and hyperkinetic dysphony.  

 
Graph 1. Scale for Evaluation of Perceptive Characteristics of Voice and Speech (SEPCVS) 

 
          
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 4. Scale for Evaluation of Perceptive Characteristics of Voice and Speech (SEPCVS) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The table (4)  shows the results of the Scale for Evaluation of Perceptive Characteristics of 
Voice and Speech (SEPCVS): speech and voice motor disorders in patients with diffuse and focal 
WM lesions, as hypophonia, imprecise articulation, dysprosody, decreased tempo, dysrithmia and 
dysarthria 

The perceptive voice and speech analysis showed hypophony as a symptom of laryngeal and 
respiratory weakness. Due to disorder on motor planning or programming level, and in some cases 
muscle weakness, incorrect articulation was one of the salient features expressed as distortions of 
cluster plosives, affricates and fricatives. Dys prosody with alteration of intonation (height, volume, 
accentuation), monotonous speech, with slow initiation, prolongation and repetition of syllables with 
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unbalanced sequencing of speech segments and semantic pauses (dys rythm) and slow tempo of 
speech, interrupted by short time accelerations, described hypokinetic dysarthria as hypo prosody. The 
clinical case of mostly flaccid dysarthria, vascular etiology, we found in our patient with DSVL 
(micro-ischemic lesions of centrum semiovale, corona radiato, parieto-temporal WM, mesencephalon 
and medulla oblongata, left, pons, central and frontal periventricular WM) and is probably caused by 
damage to neurons, axons or neuromuscular connections which make the motor unit of the final path 
of lower motor neurons.  

The case with hyperprosody (unexpected brakes and pitch changes with strained voice quality) 
was perceptively evaluated as spastic dysarthria [22-27]. 

Our results agree with literature data which point out that hipokinetic dysarthria is the effect of 
disorder of BG and cortical-subcortical circuits that regulate muscular tone, postural and 
compensatory mechanisms. Also our results agree with the conclusion that dysarthrias resulting from 
damage in different parts of the nervous system sound different and can be differentiated according to 
specific perceptual dimensions (pitch, volume, voice quality, respiration, prosody, articulation). The 
variability of clinical presentation of different types of dysarthria and dysphonia are the result of the 
localization and/or volume of focal and diffuse vascular lesions. [10, 18, 27, 28, 29, 30]. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
 

In conclusion, we presented speech and voice disorders in patients with focal and diffuse WM 
lesions as primarily motor speech disorders as hypophonia, imprecise articulation, dysprosody, 
decreased tempo, dysrithmia and dysarthria. Dysarthria secondary to vascular lesions, is expressed as 
predominantly motor speech disorder within the range of extremely hypo kinetic to extremely 
hyperkinetic type. 

We used original instruments for speech assessment among other tests. Subcortical dysphonia is 
of particular interest since this disorder, to the best of our knowledge, is extremely rarely described in 
such detail. As a salient dysarthria feature, it is expressed as hypo phony with reduced frequency and 
intensity modulation, presence of involuntary, irregular movements, spasms and tremor on glottis and 
supra glottis level, and dysfunction of phonation breathing. 

Perceptive and acoustic analysis in patients with focal and diffuse ischemic subcortical lesions 
can provide valuable information in understanding the mechanisms of language and speech and their 
disturbances and assist in planning further patient management. 
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Abstract. Research in the prenatal human experience has very clearly shown that whatever mother 
experiences all her life until conception and even more impactfully during conception and pregnancy 
passes down to the child she is pregnant with. Modern Biology has shown that environmental information 
and the perception that governs this environment gets encoded in the cell consciousness.  
A simple thought or act can upset or stabilize the whole planet or... fetal existence. Subtle differences in 
the motivation of our choices may have the power to bring about radically different conditions in the 
process of events. A simple thought of fear can lead to a trauma, a disease, a holocaust while a simple 
thought of compassion can take humanity out of the platonic cave into the healing light of creation. Is 
there anything we can do? Can we learn from what we already know about prenatal dynamics and move 
on to design and implement salutogenic processes for the benefit of all involved?  
The paper will attempt to show the most important findings about prenatal dynamics and fetal existence 
and how they are connected with our postnatal health and wellbeing from the times of Freud and 
especially his students who took psychoanalysis from the childhood to birth experience and then to 
pregnancy and conception and beyond. 

 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 

During my two full decades of my clinical work with people from all ages and all walks of life, 
not restricted to Greece or Cyprus but also to other continents have allowed me to delve into the 
depths of the human experience and stay aghast in front of the wisdom that is revealed in front of my 
eyes as plain people uncover the hidden origins of their challenges and at the same time the prenatal –
sometimes preconception- dynamics of their experience.  

From my clinical work, I have chosen to use some of my countless case stories to share with 
you the significance of the primal experience for the postnatal life of all of us.  

Today, midwives, obstetricians, clinicians and academics who explore and work with 
pre/Perinatal dynamics play a most precious role in the evolution of human race. Especially those who 
are also present during pregnancy and birth are called to offer more than just a safe natural passage 
from the unborn state of being to the being born one –for the baby- and the support to the birthing 
mother. Their role has expanded a lot. Especially for midwives. Now, a midwife is the first person a 
pregnant woman will go to and ask for support and guidance. Due to the change in the family 
dynamics, pregnant parents are not initiated and supported by their own parents or the knowledgeable, 
wise figures of the tribe or the local society. Pregnant parents seek primal wisdom in pregnancy 
groups, “get-ready-to birth gatherings and the such, mostly facilitated by midwives and/or 
psychologists specialized in the field. Thus, midwives need to explore and delve into the truths of 
other scientific fields and use this knowledge to better understand and better serve. Prenatal 
Psychology is one of these fields. Prenatal Psychology has a lot of treasures for her to get and use 
especially in Primal Health Advancement Programs to work with the baby conceived, gestated and 
being born. 

 
 

WHAT IS PRENATAL PSYCHOLOGY? 
 

Today, with the term Prenatal Psychology, we refer to the Psychology Approach that studies the 
prenatal and Perinatal Dynamics of a Human Being from even before conception to the time of 
weaning –some 3 years after birth- and finds the origins of whatever health or dysfunction a human 
being deals with in his postnatal life as a child, adolescent or adult in his primal experiences.  
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It is a specialty that came from the Freudian Psychoanalysis, which –at its time late 19th, 20th 
century- revolutionized the way we looked at human behavior. Due to the significant contributions of 
Freud’s students such as Otto Rank and Sandor Ferenczi who first spoke of the birth trauma and the 
ways it shows again in our living experience eg phobias, sex dysfunction, sleep disorders etc the 
frontiers to our understanding human dynamics were pushed beyond our childhood which was the 
research area of classical psychoanalysis. More significant contributions were offered by Wilhelm 
Reich and Carl Jung –also Freud’s students at the time- who cast even more light on the somatic 
aspects and the dream/archetype symbolism. Depth analysis became even deeper. Early 20s & 30s 
was a very active time in what led to what now know as Prenatal Psychology: Nador Fodor & Francis 
Mott (the umbilical affect) took it even further –or better say even deeper- and spoke about how 
pregnancy can shape postnatal life actually becoming the Fathers of Prenatal Psychology. The  next 2 
generations of theoreticians and clinicians that followed in their steps gave us insights that make the 
“unknown” a known scene. Today, the torch bearing generation explores the depths of the depths, that 
is conception dynamics as this seems to be the most critical moment connected with the quality of life 
we experience as individuals and as Humanity. The field is most interesting, holding the keys to a 
better understanding of who we are and what is behind who we become.  
 
 
WHAT WE KNOW 
 

During more than 100 years of observation, study and research these, are some of the most 
important findings we now know:  
 
 
WE EXIST LONG BEFORE WE ARE BORN 
 

The way we are conceived, gestated & born is critical for who we become as it is the initial 
template for the rest of our life. There is a “center” in each one of us that registers all information in 
this primal experience and beyond. Peerbolte called it “genius”, “the Third Factor” the bridge between 
id and ego, others called it consciousness, The Turners  call it Whole-Self. This center of intelligence 
becomes aware of life data, emotions, feelings, thoughts or other imprints that refer to the experience 
of either/ both parents. 

The Embryologist Jaap van der Waal in his paper “The Speech of the Embryo” makes the 
following most interesting observations and expands our understanding  even more including 
elements like time, form, gesture, shape etc in the effort of the organism to express his essence: He 
says:  

• “The embryo may be considered as a continuous whole or complete self-organized being that 
seems to fall apart into its bodily constituents and organs. The actual embryo is maintaining 
order or centering this process. … Like every living being, the human embryo is in every 
phase of development a coherent whole, a unity of form, shape and function interacting with 
its environment. It is always itself. …From conception till birth, from birth till death, the 
human biography is an organic entity, a  wholeness. 

• In all these processes of embryonic development DNA or genes do not play the causal or 
determining role…(The genome) is regulated and determined continuously as a process in 
time by the context and environment of that genome ie the position of the cell within the 
whole of the embryo. 

• The embryo continuously changes its apparent shape as a steady metamorphosis of form… 
Differentiation goes from outside to inside as well, not just from inside (the parts) to outside 
(the whole) 
 
 

SHARED EXPERIENCES: THE CONTACT AND THE CONTRACT 
 

Whatever the maternal environment experiences is experienced by the unborn baby at the same 
time, no delays. Any charged events during pregnancy are recorded by the baby and may add to the 
traumata or relieve certain stress. One of the most crucial experiences are rejection: either total 
rejection of existence or partial rejection of identity, e.g. sex preference,  loss of beloved, violence, 
not responding to the primal needs of the baby in gestation, isolation. Nijhout (1990) said, 
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“Environmental signals control the switching on and off of genes”. And, Thaler (1994) said 
“Organisms under stress are able to actively alter their DNA and create new genes in an effort 
to accommodate environmental challenges”.  

When a pregnant woman experiences an event, she can be reacting in a positive, enhancing way 
(joy, calmness, satisfaction, pleasure, security etc.) or she can be reacting in a negative, diminishing 
way with depression, fear, terror and panic. On the physical level, enhancing emotions can trigger 
massive rushes of either endorphins of pleasure or trauma can trigger adrenalin and noradrenalin 
hormones in her blood which are then passed from her body through the placenta to the little body she 
is growing for her baby. If the messages are endorphin-based hormones, then baby can continue her or 
his constructive, creative work. If the messages are catecholamine-based hormones because of 
mother’s trauma, baby gets disturbed. As Verny says “The baby stops the creative and goes to the 
defensive mode.” and as the Turners explain: “I, the baby, am born with mother’s hypnotic trauma 
trance, non-conscious belief that these events are still happening as well as with the hormonal 
saturation which causes the accompanying  specific sensation throughout my life”.  

Thus, my in initial prenatal contact becomes a contract activated and re-activated again and 
again in my life and becomes the  structure, the innate core source of my pathological feelings which 
may then be reinforced by later events.  

Frank Lake, William Emerson and other prenatal pioneers have clearly shown that shocks or 
deep traumas in the 1st trimester can be responsible for the psychoses that torture people in later life, 
while 3rd trimester traumatic events can be blamed for most ‘normal’ neuroses. 

Let’s look at one of the cases: 
Marina, a woman in her late thirties, mother of two girls, had a great difficulty with her female 
manager. In the first minutes of the session, she complains:  
“My recognition from others is being threatened. I can’t define my job. My manager knows 
how to push me out of my center. What she wants to tell me is, ‘You aren’t good at what you 
do!’ She is a threat for me. I am angry! I do more than I can to defend myself. I am in despair! I 
can’t stand myself! I feel my mind is exhausted! My mind works so hard that I feel my brain 
will explode! My mind works incessantly! It is being burnt out!” 
Marina’s Prenatal context: Her parents were not married when she was conceived. Her mum, 
a young lady at the time, fearful of her own father reactions to the news of out-of- marriage 
pregnancy and fearful of the social stigma has abortion thoughts. Then, when she communicates 
the news to her partner, he reassures her that they can get married and have the child. When 
Marina’s mother discovered the news of pregnancy, Marina’s brain was at a crucial moment of 
development. The whole stress seems to have concentrated in her brain/ head. 
Marina’s contact: “The grey creature (the fetal brain) looking with eyes wide open at a dark 
environment. There is a light on top. It must be at the time when mother was pregnant. This 
creature must fight to live. It must save itself. Somebody is threatening it. No, it is a thought 
that is threatening it. This thought is causing it pain. It is that they don’t want it. As if someone 
wants to kill it. I don’t feel it’s mum. It must be her fear of the other people. Mum also fears for 
her life. She is afraid that they will beat her; they will hurt her; they will make her feel 
bitterness. Her fault is that she reacted to what others wanted her to do. She tried to live free. 
She fell in love; she had sex and now this pregnancy. She is not married; she is young; she is at 
that age that she is not fully independent and has to tell her parents. She is afraid of her father. 
This thought/fear that she will be beaten and hurt makes her think of getting rid of this thing, 
this child. She doesn’t want to let it grow because if she does her own shameful act will be seen. 
People will accuse her of being a whore. She doesn’t want that. She didn’t make love out of low 
emotions. She had simply let herself to a man she loved. But she has never learnt how to fight 
for her rights and her desires. I love you, mum. But, Mum is in her panic. Her mind doesn’t 
listen. Somebody else allowed me to live. Mum must be in such great panic that she doesn’t 
listen inside. It’s only when dad reassures her that he will be by her, that ‘We want what has 
happened to us. We don’t care what the other people will say!’ that she calms down. 
Marina relaxes when her father speaks to her mum and supports her saying: “Our baby needs 
to grow. It is our baby. It is the seed of our love. We want this baby and we love it”. At this, 
Marina says: “Marina calms down and stretches a little bit. (She was crouched down in fear). 
There is somebody who thinks of her. Mum is happier. Mum feels safe in the arms of dad. Dad 
is very strong. There passed many years to realize that dad was sensitive too. I thought that dad 
was omnipotent. I felt he could be the Prime Minister, a king, a teacher any position of 
authority. He deserved it. I was wondering why he wasn’t in such position”.  
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Some further analysis revealed: 
Marina (speaking to her parents): “You will love me but I’ll tell you if you love me. Nobody 
persuades me. I’ll test you. I’ll stretch you to the limits. I want you to deal with me. It is selfish 
but I don’t know it. Anyway, I didn’t ask you to hurt me. You didn’t even ask me if I like being 
hurt. You have never paid any attention to me. You have never cared about me. How do they 
dare to ask me to respect you? When I experienced that danger (mum wanted to have an 
abortion) it was your fault. You should not have let me go through that danger. You shouldn’t 
even have thought of abortion. You have to convince me with your deeds that you love me”. 

 
 
WHOSE FEELINGS? WHOSE PERCEPTIONS? 

 
The moment, the maternal environment experiences a stressful situation, the (un)born baby gets 

the information and this “contact” influences the way the baby sees self, others, the world leading to a 
“contract” that is way the baby will relate to himself, others or the whole world after birth.  

The sequence is that every time, through (speaking in the 1st person) my mother’s charged 
emotions and charged thoughts, my environment generates a threatening message, I, the unborn child, 
although I may be unaware of the scenarios that cause the specific maternal response, am well aware 
of the physiological consequences and sensations of this response. At that moment, I interrupt the 
creative work I do and the positive feelings as well as the positive ideas I have of myself. Plus, all the 
positive conclusions I have had so far in my life all come to an end and my threatened existence will 
do its best to survive.  

At the same time, the way I think of myself gets replaced by sabotaging self-judgments and 
diminishing decisions. My perception of the world as a safe place changes into images of a 
threatening place to be, a place I need to do something to protect myself or the ones I care about.  

As a result, I either become armored and adopt a defensive stand (usually by becoming 
offensive myself) or as is in cases of deep rejection, I make a diminishing decision against myself, 
boycotting and sabotaging my own existence in every possible way.  

Maria’s prenatal context: During gestation, I felt hungry. Something stopped food from 
flowing to me. I could see food coming, then it sort of diluted. There was something filthy 
and ill-smelling. It is not food. It is poison. It is anger. Mum is angry at dad. All this is heavy 
and difficult. Mum has realized that she will be alone and unsupported in her experience as a 
parent. She needed more love and affection from father. Father looked at all this as a simple 
process. Mum feels deserted and unsupported. Many, many siblings of mine have died 
because of this. I am the only one who survived. Every time, it happened, I said: ‘Be strong, 
my brother, please.’ And I begged for them to stand. And every time they perished,  
Maria’s Contract: I died, too. I cancelled my existence. I didn’t exist. It is so difficult to 
exist in life because I need to try hard to sustain life and I need to try even harder to earn 
some joy in life.  

Maria is the only child, conceived after medical support. She has serious sexual difficulties as 
she has practiced so hard to block all entrances to the inside of her body to protect herself from poison 
invading her.  

Other times, I turn into a prenatal therapist making decisions to support my parents so that they 
can survive or be emotionally happy - so that I, their child, can share in their peace. 

Joan’s prenatal context: At the moment of conception, Joan’s father – a young man at the 
time, had lost his father at age 16.  He was the sole support for his mother and a younger 
brother and sisters. In his effort to protect himself from misunderstandings and social 
criticism and to guarantee that the family barbershop – once run by the father - would 
continue to provide for all the family, he had adopted a very serious persona.  
Joan’s Contract: As a little girl, Joan used to tease her father and do hairdos. As an older 
kid, she always followed him in the fields or on bike rides. As a young lady, she would 
always support him when mother complained. As a young adult, she would never say ‘No!’ to 
him and his decisions. Joan could sense her father’s sorrow and deep loneliness and promised 
to do whatever she could to cheer him up or protect him from being sad. A contract that she 
honored all her life up to now.  
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PINK AND BLUE FANTASIES 
 

If the situation is one of rejection of my sex or failure to recognize and respect my  identity, my 
despair can lead me to forget who I am and I am condemned  to follow the lifestyle dictated by my 
parent (dissociation).  

All these decisions made at that moment shape my future and constitute the quality of life I will 
lead. The more positive, enhanced and respectful such contact is, the more positive, enhanced and 
balanced contracts will be energetically synchronized.  

Elena’s prenatal context: ‘During pregnancy, mum wished for a boy child to please her 
husband. I don’t like it. It’s unfair. Why should she want a boy?  
Elena’s Contract: : “I will prove to her that I am better than a boy. I will assert. I will 
demand”.  ‘I don’t want to be in this mother’s consciousness. But I will stay. And I will be 
strong. Because, how can I otherwise prove that I am better? 
When I am born, there is such disappointment that I am a girl. I’ll get revenge. I will show 
everybody that I am better than a man. And, I have done it! I am better than many men I know. 
I will fight for this. Nobody will offer this success. I’ll use my power.’ 
Elena suffers from hypertension. In her late fifties, she has earned a place in the academic 

world; many successful published books and high blood pressure. 
 
 
THE EYE CONTACT THAT MAKES A DIFFERENCE 
 

At the moment of birth, when the first contact takes place on the physical plane through eye-to-
eye contact – as Michel Odent mentions - there is another contract agreed that is to last for a lifetime 
– or when unbalanced, may lead to  dysfunctional contacts throughout my life. This perinatal contact 
becomes the contract that is to dominate all relationships with people, business associates, friends, or 
intimate partners.  

The first days/months, if mother and baby are together, contact and contract  are OK. But, if 
they are separated - as it usually happens, e.g. newborns are kept in separate rooms, neonates may 
need emergency medical care or mother returns to work too early, then, the disturbance of contact 
may lead to a contract of loneliness that can last a lifetime.  

Gina’s Prenatal Context: My mother does not want to have a baby. She thinks I am very ugly. 
(How ugly can a newborn be, I wonder?)  
Gina’s Contract: Gina can’t get pregnant. ‘My mum does not hug me; she doesn’t feed me 
when I am hungry; she doesn’t change my diaper. Mum is very tired. Dad never helps. I feel 
ugly, empty of love, lonely. I will try to find all I miss from other people; I have always felt my 
body is awful; I try to hide my ugliness because if they see that I am ugly they won’t want me. 
If they don’t like me, then I will be alone and being alone is what scares me. If I let people 
come close, they hurt me. So, I keep them at a distance; I change to fit to what the other wants 
me to be; I don’t like it; I don’t want to believe that it happened; I wish I could stop being so 
angry; I wish I could stop causing that pain to myself!’ 

 
 
WELCOME AND THRIVE OR ELSE PERISH 
 

Would it be too risky if I thought of the many unfortunate cases when unwelcome conceptions 
or pregnancies take place during which the child and the mother join together in an environment of 
total or partial rejection or even an environment of ambivalence which ends up to a very poor quality 
of life, a punishment for all involved?  

Fairytale images of inferno, of evil witches and evil stepmothers, of hot ovens ready to roast 
Hansel and Gretel and so on remind us of the instances of such contacts being equal to punishment.  

Sometimes, there are also decisions of overestimation – which is also another term that implies 
imbalance - either coming from the parent projecting the satisfaction of his need onto me the child or 
from me the impotent child overvaluing the power of my parent ending up with a lifetime that has lost 
harmony. I become either a prenatal therapist or ‘the hero’ as C.G. Jung has described me or the 
impotent cripple. Joseph Campbell wrote The Hero With A Thousand Faces - the discovery of 
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comparative mythology. Do my Prebirth contacts become my lifetime contracts realities or are they 
myths? 

Every time I experience a positive or negative contract with myself, I prove what I believe I 
am.  

When the contract is with others, I fulfil its content in any of these or all the following ways: 
 

POSITIVE WAYS NEGATIVE WAYS 
Fulfilling our destiny 
Bringing balance to life 
Creating 
Developing 
Enhancing life 
True to myself 

Losing ourselves 
Exhausting ourselves 
Even destroying ourselves 
Being who they want us to be 
Protecting or saving others 
Obeying their wishes 

 
When the contract is with the world, it may be a positive or enhancing contract e.g. the world is 

a safe and empowering place to be. I can be creative and enjoy life. Or, if I believe the world is a 
negative or diminishing environment e.g. the world is a threatening place to be. I spend all my life 
defending myself against the bad, diminishing, some may even say evil world and I may die before I 
live. Such contracts last for a lifetime unless changed or healed. The blessing is that Prebirth 
Psychology is a tool for such healing. 
 
 
NON-GENETIC IFLUENCES THAT STAY AND STAIN 
 

Parents provide nongenetic contributions that dramatically influence the development of the 
offspring and have profound ecological and evolutionary implications. By influencing an organism's 
ability to adapt, they may influence the course of evolution. (E. Pennisi, 1996)The non-genetic factors 
including prenatal environmental influences on the expression of Tourette’s syndrome has been  
shown by S.S. Wolf et al in 1996 for example. He says among others that “ Maternal effects provide a 
powerful avenue for (altering) the course of the future by adding information content and material 
content. That content can be ... anything that can influence how an embryo develops”.  

Anna is a young woman who came to the office in 2003 suffering from depression and 
nosophobia. Six months later, she felt much better and interrupted therapy. A couple of months 
later, she called to announce the news of her first pregnancy. She sounded rather numb on the 
phone. A few weeks later she asked for a session. When she came, she was 3 months pregnant. 
Her looked a mess; black bags under the eyes and much thinner than I remembered. She 
complained that she couldn’t sleep at night. She is in fear that something is going to drown her. 
Her words: ‘There is a war going on. Who is going to win? Either the baby will kill me in my 
sleep, or I will win.’ Because of this war she had ceased to eat in her effort to beat the baby who 
she holds responsible for the drowning sensation. She hopes that the baby won’t last and will 
die of hunger.  
Working on that day, she realizes that her drowning sensation had nothing to do with the baby, 
but with her own unresolved issues with a boyfriend in the past; a relationship she had 
interrupted because she felt drowned. That was also a repetition of what she felt in her 
relationship with her father who obsessively controlled her. In her relationship with her father, 
she again had  felt that drowning sensation. In her mind, at that moment of her pregnancy, there 
was one thought: ‘If I give birth to a boy, then we’ll have to name him after my father-in-law. 
But, that was the name of my ex-boyfriend. I want to forget all about that relationship but 
having to use that name again, again, every day, it won’t be easy. This thought drowns me. I 
don’t want this child”. 
On that day she asked for orange juice and toasted bread to eat. She looked very relieved. She 
disappeared again. Half a year later, I received a call from her. She told me that she gave birth 
to a boy with cesarean in the 35th week of pregnancy. On her regular visit at her doctor, the 
doctor diagnosed that the sack was dry and on that same day she had the cesarean birth. The 
baby was born with tense muscles, griposis, refused to have any food, stayed at hospital for two 
months, where mother could visit him for only one hour a day. Mother didn’t breastfeed him 
even for one day. She asked: ‘Is it because of that?’ Today, the child is one year old and is still 
under medical supervision. And, he has already been diagnosed with mental retardation.  
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MATERNAL SMOKE AND OTHER TOXIC STORIES 
 

Maternal toxins such as cigarette smoke, alcohol and drugs have a debilitating effect on the 
embryonic development and so does all chemical content of toxic nature. This is well known and 
recently very fervently investigated. When a pregnant mother smokes (active smoking) or when she is 
in an environment where others smoke (passive smoker) the unborn child is affected with lifelong 
consequences. We know that despite the well known averse consequences in pregnancy since 1972, 
many pregnant parents continue to smoke. We also know that even if only the father smokes and even 
if he is absent from home during the day or if he smokes out of the house (in the balcony) nicotine 
still remains in the tissues and influences the wife sharing the same bed at night.   Women who are 
pregnant may also be exposed to secondhand smoke apart from homes, in vehicles, the workplace, or 
public areas. More than 126 million nonsmoking adults continue to be exposed to secondhand smoke 
and current estimates suggest that almost 60 percent of children, aged 3–11, are exposed to 
secondhand smoke (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, 2006). Thus, exposure to 
cigarette smoke remains a common and hazardous in utero exposure. There are above 4000 
xenobiotics (foreign substances) found in cigarette smoke causing a lot of placenta challenges and 
even more for the unborn. The impact of such chemical intoxication is not restricted to the human 
body development but goes beyond that, affecting the emotional, mental functioning of the organism. 
Maternal smoking during pregnancy is a risk for abortion  (Castles, Adams, Melvin, Kelsch, & 
Boulton, 1999), preterm delivery (Castles, et al., 1999; Kaddar et al., 2009; Shah & Bracken, 2000), 
respiratory disease (Cook & Strachan, 1999), immune system difficulties such as asthma and allergies 
(Prescott & Clifton, 2009), and cancer later in life (Doherty, Grabowski, Hoffman, Ng, & Zelikoff, 
2009), alterations to the development and function of the placenta (Einarson & Riordan, 2009), 
delayed psychomotor and mental developmental scores as measured by the Bayley Scales of Infant 
Development (Kiechl-Kohlendorfer et al., 2010), may negatively impact a child’s future speech and 
language development (Benasich & Tallal, 2002; Kable, et al., 2009; Molfese, 2000), is responsible 
for physical aggression during early childhood (Huijbregts, Seguin, Zoccolillo, Boivin, & Tremblay, 
2007,2008) Sudden Infant Death Syndrome (SIDS) is connected with parental smoking (Flemming P. 
– Blair P, 2015). According to the research, smoking “exposure may lead to a complex range of 
effects upon normal physiological and anatomical development in fetal and postnatal life that places 
infants at greatly increased risk of SIDS”. What the researchers have also noted was the increase in 
maternal smoking from 50% to 80% among the population that presented SIDS. The question posed 
here, is what is the driving force behind this maternal behaviour? What is it that despite the public 
awareness concerning the harmful effects of parental smoking makes pregnant mothers smoke and 
endanger their babies? Other research has shown that “newborns and infants born to smoking mothers 
had higher arousal thresholds to auditory challenges than those born to nonsmoking mothers. The 
impact of exposure to cigarette smoke occurred before birth. (Franco Patricia et al, 1999). The 
hypoxia experience for the unborn child, associated with respiratory challenges (respiratory arrest) 
leads to a highly stressful primal experience that is to have lifelong effects for the baby postnatally – 
sleep apnea, brain or neurological disturbances, unusual facial characteristics, agitation, mental 
retardation, low stress tolerance, increased metabolic diseases risk, decreased cognitive functioning 
even death. Underweight births and prematurity are also among them with all the unpleasant 
consequences.  With the advances in epigenetics, today, we are also aware of the epigenetic 
mechanisms that prenatal environmental factors like stress, prenatal drug exposure etc can lead to 
changes in gene expression (DNA methylation) from generation to generation with not only lifelong 
effects any more but generations long effects (Maccani & Marsit, 2009). Suter and colleagues (2011) 
say that “maternal tobacco use is associated with aberrant placental epigenome-wide DNA and gene 
expression”, with critical consequences for fetal development and postnatal health. 

Associated with smoke and drug (cocaine etc) abuse, today, there is another factor that needs to 
attract our attention. This refers to the use of anaesthesia or opiates used to alleviate pain during 
laboring. Maternal Methadone use is widely used and the research data today shows that it is 
responsible for the development of neonatal abstinence syndrome and it has serious 
implications for healthcare resources (Dryden C. 2008).  
Research in the field of prenatal psychology today has described Fetal programming connected 
with cigarette smoke or smoke/ drugs in general  
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SMOKING & FETAL PROGRAMMING 
 

Fetal Programming is the theory developed by Barker in 1980s and presents a model of “gene-
environment interaction” that explains the influence of the in utero environment on the molecular 
character of development explaining that an adverse fetal environment (scarcity of nutrients, stress, 
viruses,  drugs, trauma and smoking among them)  may result in a negative or poor maternal forecast 
and a postnatal environment of scarcity. The baby is forecasted to thrive in a poor environment  Most 
of the stress for the unborn child –but also any human organism- arises from deprivation of the life 
essentials: oxygen and nutrients. The smoke captures the oxygen which is reduced when it reaches the 
baby through the placenta. This becomes a cause of stress for both the mother and the unborn. The 
heart rate increases and the organism tries to work out changes that will guarantee survival. This 
implies harder work on the part of the embryo who needs to support his own existence. The 
psychological pattern that arises here can be something like “ I need to work hard to support 
somebody else who then can guarantee my survival” That is “I need to support the maternal organism 
because if the maternal organism can not survive, I am lost as well.”. Furthermore, concerning the 
prematurity that is observed in such cases, we could interpret this  stress faced by the unborn as an 
embryo language communicating “out of this environment the sooner the possible” 

In psychological terms these seem to be the consequences: 
• They reproduce the pattern “I need to work hard to maintain something of value”. This shows 

in relationships. They stay in symbiotic relationship much longer than Nature has it (that is 4, 
41/2 years of age). What later on happens is that they stay in partnerships (intimate or 
business) much longer than healthy “working hard to save and/ or support the relationship or 
situation providing, resolving doing what it takes to make a relationship stay so they can 
survive”.  

• They present unresolved issues with the father 

• They have low stress tolerance 

• They present learning challenges, lower intellectual performance (Lundberg et al, 2009) and 
lower academic performance (D’ Onofrio et al 2010) 

• They develop depression 

• They suffer from anxiety 

• They show ADHD (Knopik et al, 2010) 

• They show conduct problems, or criminality traits (D’ Onofrio et al, 2008)  

The situation is even worse when we replace  cigarette smoking with drugs as the use of drugs 
implies even higher stress levels during the early primal experience that the born baby/ adult wishes to 
get rid of.  

Theodosia a young lady in her early thirties is mother of one boy. She is not satisfied with her 
marriage, suffers from asthma. She records: 
“… Hugging, fondling, communication? I don’t recall anything. I remember father more. 
Where is mum? Mum may have not wanted children. She may not have wanted me. I was the 
replacement of my sister who died 40 days after birth. Mum got crazy. I was born right 
afterwards as a replacement for Maria. I feel horrible. Why should I feel like I am a 
replacement? I’d rather she didn’t give birth to me at all. She gave birth to me to cover up her 
own pain;  to cover her void. Now, she looks after the boys. Mum, went through depression 
then. She used to talk and talk and talk to Maria. She sort of made me love her, too. I had never 
seen Maria. I couldn’t share her pain. I myself try to be a replacement. And when the other 
person doesn’t need me I leave. And, I feel betrayed. People take my support and whatever they 
need and then they pretend I don’t even exist. They step out of the relationship. I may be a 
replacement for my husband too like when his mum abandoned him. I stay in the relationship 
because I don’t want him to feel that I also desert him. 

“When pregnant, my mum smoked. And I asked her, ‘Why did you smoke? Didn’t you know it 
was bad for me?’ (Her mum was a midwife). She replied ‘After the labor’, she said, ‘I asked my 
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doctor for a cigarette’. Before my birth, mum put me in danger. After birth at my 20th month, I 
was diagnosed with asthma.  
“During pregnancy: I feel I am in danger. I can’t breath. It’s the cigarette. I need my mum not to 
smoke so that my little body can breathe freely in the womb.  
 “I would like my mum to caress her belly so that I can feel she wants m; she loves me. I feel 
rejected because nothing happens to show me that she likes me. She wants me as a child but just 
to see me exist. I don’t feel she is by me. She has never been near me. I’m always there to help 
her. I satisfy all she needs. I solve all her problems. I am there for her. She has never asked me 
if I have ever had any problems… I will get born, I will fill her void without thinking of myself. 
… Who am I? … the 3rd or the 4th child?..  

 
 
FETAL ALCOHOL SYNDROME & FASD 
 

The world- wide statistics for the fetal alcohol syndrome is 1.9 per 1000 live births. Most of the 
parents that do alcohol abuse also do  other substance abuse (caffeine, nicotine, diazepam etc) it goes 
without saying that the above mentioned unpleasant consequences associated with smoke are also to 
be observed when mother is on the drink or even worse when she is alcoholic. Although the ancient 
classics such as Plato and Aristotelis advise against alcohol at conception or pregnancy, and despite 
the Holy Bible saying “Behold, thou shalt conceive, and bear a son; and now drink no wine or strong 
drink....(Judges 13:7)” unfortunately the numbers are high. For centuries, there was a suspicion that 
alcohol was linked to teratogenesis and such evils but it was in the late 60s when Lemoine started 
publishing the first research data on the understanding of t the fetal alcohol syndrome and the ways 
ethanol affects human development..  When pregnant mother drinks alcohol even small quantities –
that is more than 1 glasss of wine/week- this is experienced as “poison” by the unborn child. The 
sequence of this stressful primal experience leads to Primary and Secondary disabilities for the baby 
born. Among Primary disabilities we list brain damage, low academic capacities, learning 
disabilities, impaired mental functioning and low living skills, communication/ socialization skills and 
adaptive behavior levels. The Secondary disabilities include Mental Health Problems, Disrupted 
School experience (high rates of drop out, suspension or expulsion), trouble with the law/ criminality 
traits and violence, conduct misbehavior (high percentage of imprisonment), inappropriate sexual 
behavior, alcohol and drug problems themselves (perpetuation of the challenge), dependence (living), 
unemployment due to problems with employment and problems with parenting leading to more 
vicious cycles. (Ann Streissguth, 1996), facial dysmorphology, central nervous system 
abnormality(Abel, Sokol, 1986), neurodevelopmental disorders (Sampson et al, 1997).  

Psychologically, the baby born later on  
• Develops a negative self-image 

• A narcissistic personality emerges 

• There is over stimulation of the system which is associated with high degrees of anxiety or 
agitation 

• may present eating disorders  

• metabolic or cardiovascular disorders 

• or psychosis. 

Apart from those the pattern that seems to emerge is that the person with FAS learns from very 
young to live on the minimum. The high toxicity levels reaching him through the placenta make him 
to lower his survival needs levels, the system gets contracted to protect the organism from the toxicity 
threat. This interprets into a human being who sees threats in the environment, or sees the 
environment as an enemy from which he either needs to isolate to survive or attack or resort to  the 
prenatal survival mechanism of “the minimum is enough” and live a life of poverty or of minimum 
reward. This prenatal contact/contract is far from the stoic philosophers of minimizing the needs to 
develop virtues as it is not the result of spiritual evolution but the outcome of a traumatic experience 
retriggered and relived. From such a prenatal background, human relationships –both intimate and at 
work- are very challenging and a lot of healing support on many levels needs to be offered to bring 
the system back to balance before it makes way for a new generation to come and perpetuate the 
problem due to epigenetic changes.  
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Themis prenatal context: He is the fourth child in the family. He came many years after his 
brother and sisters at a time when mother expected to be free of the responsibilities of raising 
children and enjoy the comfort that a good financial condition could offer. Themis records: “My 
mum thinks that her reproductive cycle has come to an end. She doesn’t want to be pregnant. 
She already has three kids. She doesn’t want a fourth”. ...“ I can hear it, I respect it but I want to 
survive. I’ll get hold of my mum. She is going to have a good pregnancy. I will stay calm. I will 
go with her biological rhythm. I won’t cause any sickness to her. I will get born very easily. I 
will be a boy so that she can have some balance among the kids (She had one son and two 
daughters already). Because I will be a boy she will have the chance to give me the name of her 
father which she wants. I won’t have any behavior problems. I will eat my food, I won’t be 
attached to her. I’ll be independent as soon as possible so that I won’t take up her time or 
energy and I will try to make her happy with my existence. I’ll accept any replacement mother 
in practical issues. My sisters will help me with the food and clothes. I’ll ask my brother and 
sisters about school questions. I’ll even make mother proud. I’ll be very good at public 
relations; the environment will accept me; I will be good at fixing things; I will be an excellent 
cook”. And then he finishes by saying: “This is just to talk her into accepting me.  If I could I’d 
like to run away from her; to get rid of her. Be independent, free. I don’t want to be either the 
cause of sorrow or the cause of joy”.   
Themis contract: Themis says that he’d like to have three children: two girls and a boy. He 
also aborts a fourth child. Themis aborts himself: Themis is in his mid-forties, trying to get out 
of drugs. He lives in extreme poverty conditions, no friends, no partner, no children. However, 
the above is just a façade, a survival mechanism set prenatally to seduca the mother into not 
aborting him. But deeper there was fear and rage that was repressed. Some further analysis 
revealed this:  
Themis shouts: “I’ll fuck you all off . I’ll give you a hell! I’ll ignore you! I’ll disappear. I’ll 
push you too far to see where I can go and to see to which point you can put up with me. I’ll 
break all relationships to show my powers”.  
This is very important to bear in mind. We may see happy faces in childhood and children that 

are the parent’s joy. We may get tempted to jump into conclusions that the theoreticians and their 
conclusions as stated above are proven wrong. You need a very deep way of looking at things and 
distinguishing the phenomenon from the underlying causality, the mechanism from the underlying 
repressed trauma. This was also obvious in Marina’s case, above. 
 
 
THE PRENATAL ORIGINS OF DISEASE 
 

A prenatal experience is always discovered behind a dysfunction or as an underlying cause of a 
disease (eg panic attacks, depression, cancer, blood pressure, addictions, phobias etc) triggered when 
similar circumstances to those prenatally re-appear postnatally. As mother provides the baby with 
both genes and prenatal environment, associations between prenatal risk factors and offspring disease 
maybe attributable to true prenatal risk effects or to the "confounding" effects of genetic liability that 
are shared by mother and offspring. (Thapar Anita et al, 2007) 

Dina’s prenatal context: When Dina was conceived, her mother felt very unhappy. She 
didn’t want to get married and have children. She was obliged to get married because her life 
conditions were so difficult. She was very poor and she already had a child. When pregnant 
for a second time (with Dina) her mother couldn’t handle it. Being poor, unhappy and so 
exhausted; having already raised her younger child; and having to work to survive all the way 
through her pregnancy; no hospital to go to if needed; she thought of Dina-baby as a problem 
and wished for this child to die because she was nothing but an overwhelming problem. 
Dina’s Contract: (in her own words) Dina suffers from depression. ‘I reject myself; I was 
born unworthy; people feel disgust when they meet me; they hate me; they use me. I have 
experienced indifference and lack of care; I have experienced severe beatings; and, from my 
birth on, I live in curses and hatred. I feel rejection; I feel hatred; I feel so miserable; my body 
shrinks; I suffer; I feel lonely; I think that I’ll die; I am so much afraid; there is always an 
invisible threat to my life.’  
Ioulia is a young lady in her early thirties who suffers from anorexia nervosa. When we were 
working with her prenatal profile, it came out that she was a twin pregnancy. The other baby, 
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a boy, didn’t make it. She had accused herself of having all the food, preventing her brother 
from having any. She punished herself by depriving herself of food, after birth.  
Note: In this case, the environment made things even worse. Mother, who didn’t know that 
she was pregnant with twins, had a shock when at labor the second baby came out black and 
blue and died. Not forgiving herself for not protecting him, mother gave her living daughter 
two names; one for her and one for her twin brother; she made her study two different 
faculties; she pushed her to learn two foreign languages and two musical instruments. She 
asked her daughter to live two lives.  
Mara was an unwanted birth. She was rarely held by the mother, who according to the 
recordings of the daughter, ‘Didn’t want to be soiled or have her immaculate dresses 
destroyed by the baby’. Nursing was allocated to nannies. When Mara was learning toilet 
habits, mother used to prick her buttocks to teach her the lesson. Mara’s pain was so great that 
it was at that moment when she made the decision that she would never pass this pain to a 
child. Mara grew up. When entering puberty, a beautiful young lady by then, attracting the 
attention of males, she developed vaginal cancer and had a hysterectomy (to make sure that 
no babies will be born by her and suffer). Mara at the age of almost fifty entered therapy 
wondering why she used to pinch the little kids in the nursery school she directed. 

 
 
FROM PARENT TO CHILD: THE HERITAGE THAT LOCKS OR EVOLVES 
 

There is a thread that connects all people born in the familial tree. And we can trace certain 
patterns as they evolve within the environment (family, society, Humanity). The egg is the carrier of 
such transgenerational information as it links the history of all people born in the line holding and 
delivering the information from one generation to the next. Any unresolved traumas or issues travel 
down the history –or better say- the egg lane and are handed down to the next generation to deal with 
and hopefully to resolve and evolve. As epigenetics today show stress information can alter the DNA 
methylation and the distorted information/ DNA/ human genome can be delivered to the next 
generation or the humanity. 

What is also known today is that mother or better say the maternal environment passes down to 
the fetus her own perceived attitudes about life. Mother’s emotions (fear, anger, despair, guilt, but 
also joy, pleasure etc) are associated with biochemical alterations. As we live and experience our life 
in the world or with others in the world, we continuously respond emotionally and/or mentally to the 
environmental signals and we release such “signal” molecules into the blood, which by themselves 
activate receptors in answer to the stimuli provided. We could say, that the unborn child through this 
process gets a preview of the environment he is going to be born in later on and gets prepared for 
postnatal survival through behaviour “memories”, “fetal programming” and fetal “filters”. The unborn 
child learns life skills and relationships. The quality of such stimuli or prenatal education that the 
unborn receives determines the Quality of Life this person is going to enjoy postnatally. This passing 
on of information as Grigori Brekhman (2012) states in his Wave Theory is facilitated by the water 
molecules (almost 95% in the fetal body and 75 % in the maternal body).  
 
 
HEAL THYSELF WHEN THERE IS STILL TIME 
 

There is a triggering of any unresolved issues carried on by the pregnant parents from their own 
primal experience as soon as the conception of their child starts. And an opportunity for both 
generations –that making space for new life to emerge, and the baby emerging- to resolve, heal, 
develop and mature. Any healing support during pregnancy frees the future of the child allowing the 
child to reach his full potential. 

Costas Prenatal Context:, He is of Armenian Origin and the mother conceived at a historical 
time of political and social disturbances. Mother was pregnant with twins. When, she 
communicated the news of pregnancy to her partner –not married at the time-, her partner fled 
the relationship abandoning the mother and the unborn children. The twin brother was born 
dead.  
Costas’ contract: Costas is a businessman who faces company problems feels deserted in his 
business chaos; deserted by his colleagues and helpers and deserted by his pregnant wife who 
stopped working in their joint enterprise. He says: “Mum herself deserted me. She allowed 
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herself to be persuaded that she must get rid of these children (twin pregnancy) because father 
imposed that on her. And, for quite some time, she was persuaded that she didn’t need the 
creatures she had in her. I can’t live without her! When you are in such a phase of your life and 
you need the other person to live and the other person doesn’t want you, you desert the other. 
The little fetus faces the fear that he won’t survive. The fetus feels insecure. 
 (To the mother:) ‘You cheated me. You deserted me. I feel angry and deeply sad for the 
rejection and the desertion that you didn’t see clearly and you didn’t do what you wanted.’  
(To the father:) ‘You deserted me;  not wanting my presence.’ He thinks it is not the right time. 
He avoids his responsibilities to support a child. …I feel indifferent. Dad’s rejection didn’t 
unsettle me as much as mum’s. Mum was pregnant, she had the power to decide.  
‘Wait until I survive and then you’ll see what I will do. I just wait for things to go on. When I 
am self-sufficient then I’ll take the course of my life in my hands. Now I am not. I can’t protect 
my life. A child is not an object that you can own and control.’  
(To the twin brother who didn’t survive:) ‘I thought you had deserted me too. Now, I know that 
you didn’t cheat on me, but that you just chose to have control of your life. It was your right. 
Perhaps you knew better!   
Costas re-experienced the same prenatal trauma when expecting his daughter. He experienced 
high levels of anxiety fearing for his wife and daughter loss (reliving the twin brother loss) and 
falling into the confusion of projecting (unconsciously) his promise to the twin brother on his 
dayghter, seeing her as the coming of his brother.   
We have the years between our birth and our time of us becoming parents to heal any 

unresolved issues connected with our own conception, gestation or birth so that we do not carry them 
on to our children when we become their parents. The same holds true of professionals like teachers, 
social workers, medicals, midwives, psychologists/psychotherapists... Human conception, gestation 
and birth is a sacred process that asks for professionals to have cleansed themselves from their 
pre/Perinatal issues. Special attention should be paid to healing the violence trauma inflicted on 
people born caesarean or those conceived IVF among others. 
 
 
CONFLICT OF INTERESTS? 
 

There is often a conflict of interests between pregnant parents and the unborn baby, esp when 
there are unresolved issues at play. The professional who offers his support needs to be well 
experienced to distinguish, help balance and wisely guide. As our thoughts and acts matter, the stories 
exchanged in pregnant couple meetings can become poison to other pregnant couples. The person in 
charge of such prenatal groups needs to know a lot about group dynamics and have a huge experience 
to discover the hidden pre/Perinatal dynamics that can be at play in each environment. Also, to have 
the wisdom to discern any interest conflict based on unresolved issues.  

Penelope’s mother was in love with one man but married another. When pregnant but not in 
love with her husband she didn’t want the baby. She tried all recipes to abort; she even fell 
down the stairs. Despite the efforts, Penelope was born. Father used the baby to keep his wife in 
the marriage. Penelope suffers from kidney cancer and depression.  
 “When mother was on the third month of her pregnancy, mum wanted to abort. She 
deliberately fell down the stairs. The environment in the womb is so unpleasant. Are you my 
mum? Why don’t you hug me? Why don’t you kiss me? Mum suffered from depression. … My 
kidney looks like a fetus. It is curled up in fear. The fights in the house; my dad; why is he 
attacking me? He may not be able to put up with the depression of his wife. I feel so frightened. 
I can't scream. I can't make my existence known. I exist. I feel I’m a little rubbish. … I hid my 
enthusiasm for life. I hid my appetite (She doesn’t actually eat enough to survive). I hid my joy. 
I don’t know what joy is any more. I was terrified. How can I face life? I swallowed the tears 
and they burn my throat. Mum said she didn’t want the child. She asked dad to give her money 
for an abortion. Dad refused. If I wasn’t born, I would be better off. It’s this sadness that 
affected my kidney. I don’t like being a nothing. Why didn’t I react? I’m glad that I haven’t 
given birth to any children.  
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BONDING STARTS EARLY 
 

Life is always there. It does not begin it does not end. It just is, changing forms but always 
registering information. We can’t waste any time or the 9 months of pregnancy to welcome the baby 
born.  

Bonding starts before conception and its quality is at play behind all and any relationship we 
establish with ourself, others or the world and life. A high quality bonding is based on immediate 
response to the unborn baby’s primal needs. Otherwise the baby feels lonely, neglected or abandoned, 
in despair, loses contact of his true identity, disconnected from  his internal rhythm etc and a lot of 
healing work needs to be done to re-establish the balance lost.  

Stalo’s prenatal context: “I tried to come to my mother and father several times in the past, but 
they always sent me away. It was never the right moment. They sent me away through miscarriages. I 
felt bad because I should have known better and come at a more appropriate moment when they were 
ready to accept me.  But, I insisted. I was in a hurry to experience life. … “ I want to feel laughter, 
joy, air, play. I don’t like mum’s molding. She is not a good teacher. She doesn’t teach me in a way I 
can understand. I want to learn through experience. I want to touch, to experience. This is the way I 
learn.  

Stalo’s contract: She is a divorced mother with one daughter. She experiences lots of 
emotional challenges 
 

AND NOW WHAT? 
 

We need to reflect what we do and what our motivation is behind our acts or research as 
academics. Although in the 19th and 20th centuries, science was the big voice, today we are to balance 
the Mind and the Heart supporting young professionals and Academics who have Feeling Minds and 
Thinking Hearts to progress and evolve even more, so that they can advance and share wisdom.  

Besides, with the multicultural environments of present reality, professional education needs to 
encompass all cultures and ethic practices to promote understanding and co-existence.  

We need to redesign our services to the society and implement community programs based on 
the new understanding so that the quality of life is guaranteed. Taking into account Salutogenic 
principles and modern complex theory we can conceive, design, implement and operate Primal Health 
Advancement Programs to work with the baby in the womb. During the next 50 years, we are called 
to resolve huge issues such as the energy challenge, pure water, food, environmental issues, poverty, 
terrorism and violence, disease, education, democracy, population. The answer to these challenges lies 
in the womb, or even better with the generation now living. How can we each contribute? 

Healing is not forgiving our supposed enemies for the traumas they have inflicted on us. It has 
to do with understanding, acceptance, connecting with our essence and REMEMBERING who we are 
and why we are where we are.  

But, most of all it has to do with appreciation for how enemies and friends have served us 
perfectly to grow, develop, mature and evolve – anelixis. 

When this happens, the way of anelixis opens. The energy flows and life gets easier, brighter, 
more constructive and joyous leaving this trace on the World Non-Conscious for all other 
consciousness to benefit.  

The key is working with all people to become aware of their prebirth origins, trusting them and 
their processes of life and death. The psychologist, the medical doctor, the educator, the scientist, the 
researcher have a treasure in their hands which can help them understand the dynamics of disease and 
health, pain and joy, disaster and creation and, above, all learn about the wisdom of soul dynamics. 

 
 
THAT’S WHERE PRE- & PERINATAL PSYCHOLOGY CAN HELP.  

 
Expanding from the personal to the universal, as more and more of us make steps and heal 

ourselves, this healing energy impregnates the environment in which it appears and touches whoever 
is in this environment. As more and more people become awakened and remember, this can show the 
path for others to walk. Health Advancement Programs, educational modules, conscious parenting and 
therapeutic work can do miracles. As more and more of us realize the content of the principles of 
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welcoming, acceptance, trust, respect, empowerment, support and love, the more we will contribute to 
agreeing contracts of unique harmony. Baby steps at the beginning can make giant strides in the 
end.  

Exactly the way a musician can develop his theme and lead it to a triumphant crescendo, 
healing energy can be sent to conception, pregnancy and birth patterns accordingly, so that life can be 
supported and developed to its best to honor its existence and to bless human experience for all souls 
in process.  

We can learn to approach the pregnant couple with no discrimination of any kind, look them in 
their soul eyes. We can join forces so that we can be present and hold hands with them as they heal 
their own pre-, peri- and after natal traumas; open up their consciousness and heart to welcome, 
respect, honor, recognize and appreciate the invaluable gift of new life as encountered in the prenate; 
looked at in the eyes of a baby at birth, seen in the acts of adults and releasing as it is present in the 
last breath at death.  
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Abstract. In this paper, we have tried to show that it is impossible to study and understand the language 
of parapsychology without knowing the problem of "conscious" and "unconscious"  process and issues of 
brain lateralization. We tried to clarify the different concepts of the notion of the unconscious and to 
classify all parapsychological phenomena that can be explored. But the real survey of human creativity 
and those of physical and cognitive abilities of the human mind which are not sufficiently explained 
today, can not be posible without the cooperation of psychological sciences, biochemistry, linguistics and 
quantum physics.  
Resume. Dans cet article, nous avons essayé de montrer qu'il est impossible d'étudier et de comprendre la 
langue de la parapsychologie sans connaître le problème des processus du conscient et de l'inconscient et 
les problèmes de latéralisation du cerveau. Nous avons essayé de clarifier les différents concepts de la 
notion de l'inconscient et de classer tous les phénomènes parapsychologiques qui peuvent être explorés. 
Mais la véritable enquête de la créativité humaine et celle des capacités physiques et cognitives de l'esprit 
humain qui ne sont pas suffisamment expliquées aujourd'hui ne sont  pas possibles sans la coopération 
étroite des sciences psychologiques, de la biochimie, de la linguistique et de la physique quantique. 

 

 

U ovom radu, pokušaćemo da objasnimo sva moguća značenja pojma "svesnog" i "nesvesnog" 
procesa i da pokažemo kako nam ta objašnjenja pomažu u klasifikovanju pojava koje nazivamo 
"parapsihološkim", a čije proučavanje ometa upravo nedovolјno razumevanje i razgraničenje 
pojmova.  

Poimanje pojma svesnog i nesvesnog procesa kod različitih mislilaca i  filosofa od drevne 
istočnjačke teorije ličnosti Abhidame i pojma nesvesnog ("anisaje") koga treba osvestiti, pojma 
"nesvesnog" koji se pojavlјuje u "Vedama", preko Anaksagore, Platona, Aristotela, hrišćanskih 
mislilaca Vasilija Velikog, Grigorija Niskog, Nemesija, Isaka Sirina, Jovana Lestvičnika, 
Maksima Ispovednika, preko Bergsona, Ničea, Šopenhauera, Dekarta, Spinoze i Kanta, do 
Žanea, Šarkoa, Rišea, Tena, Helmholca, Vunta i Frojda, veliki je izazov za neurologe, psihologe, 
psihopatologe i psihoterapeute. Nema gotovo nijednog filosofa koji se nije bavio pojmom nesvesnog, 
a samim tim i pojmom svesti , ili "svesnog".  

Svest je proizvod našeg mozga, psihička funkcija mozga. Nema individualne svesti (pogotovo 
nema samosvesti) bez rada mozga, njegovih neurona i sinapsi, transmitera, električnih potencijala i 
gradijenata, ali ovo, samo po sebi, ne znači redukcionizam . Saznanja na području neurobiologije 
svesti dobijena su zahvalјujući istraživanjima pojedinih aktivnosti mozga koja se povezuju sa svešću. 
To su istraživanja neuropatoloških slučajeva, ciklusa spavanje-budnost, mehanizama pažnje, vizuelne 
percepcije i prepoznavanja predmeta, volјnih svesnih radnji i slično. Mozak je ubedlјivo najsloženiji 
organ u prirodi koliko je danas poznajemo, a sa svojih (oko) sto milijardi neurona i sposobnošću da 
uspostavi ukupno deset milijardi veza, broj mogućih neuronskih kola u njemu veći je od brojke 
čestica u kosmosu. Nekada se smatralo da su sve funkcije mozga lokalizovane u nekom  određenom, 
specijalizovanom delu korteksa, međutim, danas se zna da svi delovi našeg mozga rade zajedno, i da 
koordiniranjem svojih aktivnosti proizvode složene mentalne funkcije. Oblasti ka zadnjem delu 
cerebralnog korteksa uglavnom su zadužene za opažanje - tj. za obradu podataka koje dobijaju od čula 
kao što su sluh i vid. Frontalni delovi mozga više se bave reagovanjem na te podatke,  govorom i 
pokretom. Kognicija (saznanje) obuhvata sve ono što se događa u mozgu počevši od čulnog opažanja 
do akcije koja će uslediti, i podrazumeva procese  pamćenja, mišlјenja, učenja i govora/jezika. Mozak 
se sastoji od pet glavnih delova: telencephalon, diencephalon, mesencephalon, metencephalon i 
myelencephalon. Telencephalon, koga čine dve hemisfere, najveći je deo lјudskog mozga i on 
upravlјa njegovim najsloženijim funkcijama. Svaka hemisfera se deli na četiri režnja: frontalni, 
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parijetalni, temporalni i okcipitalni režanj. Moždana kora zadužena je za intelektualne funkcije mozga 
kao što su misaoni procesi, pamćenje, učenje i svest. Ali, u svakoj našoj misli istovremeno učestvuju 
signali iz različitih delova moždane kore i ostalih delova mozga. 

Kao što odavno znamo, sve korelacije fenomenoloških i neuroloških stanja jesu samo tipske 
korelacije, a nikako jedan prema jedan.  Deo neurologa i psihologa i dalјe traga za jasnim 
korelacijama svesti i neurona, a drugi deo njih smatra da ovakve korelacije nikada neće pronaći. Oko 
ovog pitanja do danas traje veliki izazov traganja za suštinom svesnog procesa. Još je vladika 
Nemesije u 4. veku , kao i neoplatoničari, smatrao da je duša nematerijalna. 

Od psihoneuralnog monizma, fenomenalizma i idealizma (sve je misao), ili eliminativnog 
materijalizma (misao nije ništa), ili neutralnog monizma (telo i misao su u mnogim aspektima i 
manifestacijama jedan entitet), ili reduktivnog materijalizma (misao je telesna ) i shvatanja da je 
misao zbir važnih funkcija tela, preko psihoneuralnog dualizma (telo i misao su nezavisni), 
psihofizičkog paralelizma (telo i misao su paralelni), ili epifenomenalizma (telo utiče na misao ili je 
prikriva), mentalizma  (misao utiče na telo i kontroliše ga), došlo se, na kraju, do interakcionizma 
(telo i misao su u uzajamnom međudejstvu). Sve su ovo bile (i još uvek jesu) rasprave o prirodi 
svesnog i nesvesnog procesa. 
 
 
SVESNO I NESVESNO U PSIHOBIOLOŠKOJ HIJERARHIJI OBLIKA UČENјA 

 
Pojmovi svesnog i nesvesnog često se brkaju i sa psihološkim tipovima učenja koji se nalaze u 

hijerarhijskoj lestvici od filogenetski najelementarnijeg oblika učenja kakav je nesvesni, 
parasimpatički klasični uslovni (Pavlovlјev) refleks, preko uvođenja u igru emocija kroz tzv 
"emotivno uslovlјavanje"  i svesti o emocijama, zatim preko modelovanja ponašanja putem nagrade i 
kazne u instrumentalnom učenju , odnosno tipu učenja refleksnih radnji "pokušajem i pogreškom" 
(kada obično govorimo o podsvesti). Primer za ovo učenje "pokušajem i pogreškom" jeste vožnja kola 
ili bilo koja druga propratna radnja koja ne okupira celu našu svesnost istovremeno. 

Sledi dalјe  učenje po modelu, odnosno ponašanje uslovlјeno psihološkom identifikacijom u 
kome još uvek postoji deo nesvesnog ili podsvesnog procesa. I, najzad, dolazimo do pojma svesnog 
uviđanja ili geštaltističkog "aha efekta" koji jeste u potpunosti svesna kognitivna ravan rešenja nekog 
zadatka, razumevanja ili otkrića. Ali, sve je to i dalјe svest sama za sebe, ili svest sama po sebi. 
Najviši  nivo svesnog stanja nalazi se iznad ove ravni i on čini samorefleksiju, odnosno "svest o samoj 
sebi", ili samosvest. Glavna teškoća u razumevanju pojma svesnog i nesvesnog nalazi se u tome što se 
upotreba reči svest odnosi čas na svest u širem smislu reči, čas na svest u užem smislu reči. Druga 
teškoća u razumevanju svesnog i nesvesnog procesa jeste u tome što se svesno stanje često brka sa 
stanjem samosvesti kao  svesti  o sebi, odnosno samorefleksiji.  

Zatim, u kognitivnoj podeli, postoji hijerarhija od nivoa čulnih opažanja, preko  kratkotrajne, 
operativne ili radne memorije, do ravni dugotrajne memorije ili dugotrajnog pamćenja, kako naših 
ličnih iskustava, tako i svih znanja koja u životu stičemo.  Čulna ravan traje nekoliko sekundi, 
kratkotrajna memorija u proseku od 18do 20 sekundi (i zadržava simultano, u proseku, oko 7 
informacija), a posredstvom hipokampusa koji čini pravi "hard disk" našeg mozga, svi podaci odlaze 
u dugotrajno pamćenje, odakle se kasnije po potrebi aktiviraju. Naš mozak u jedinici vremena 
obrađuje milione informacija , ali u "svest" propušta u proseku svega četrdeset signala. 

Naravno, još su drevni zen-budisti znali da se veliki deo lјudske percepcije odvija na nesvesnom 
nivou. Međutim, neurološko, kognitivno i perceptivno "nesvesno" nisu isto što i pojam nesvesnog u 
psihoanalizi i u dubindskoj psihologiji, te je zbog toga često dolazilo do zbrke različitih pojmova 
svesnog i nesvesnog, čija je prva žrtva bio upravo sam Sigmund Frod. 

Pokušaćemo sada da sve vrste pojma "nesvesnog" razvrstamo u nekoliko mogućih kategorija i 
da pokažemo razlike među njima. 

U logičkom smislu reči, možemo da kažemo da postoje sledeći tipovi "nesvesnog", vezani , 
naravno, za shvatanje i samog pojma svesnog: 

1.neurološko "nesvesno" koje čini materijalnu bazu naše misli. To je upravo rad elektičnih 
impulsa svih neurona našeg mozga, nivo jedne prave "elektrane".  

2.Iz ovog prvog tipa "nesvesnog" mi izvodimo drugi tip: perceptivno i geštaltističko 
"nesvesno" (vezano za razlličite iluzije koje proizvodi naš mozak), kao i kognitivni pojam 
"nesvesnog" (koji se tiče dugotrajne memorije sa uskladištenim svim mogućim primlјenim 
informacijama).  
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3.Treći tip pojma "nesvesnog" čini psihoanalitičko, dinamsko, dubinsko "nesvesno" koje je 
shvaćeno kao rano traumatsko i potisnuto iskustvo što kasnije u životu izlazi kroz ponašanje u vidu 
simptoma. . Svaki potiskivani duševni događaj stiče nezavisnost i samostalnost, čineći nekontrolisanu 
i slobodno (kompleksno) dejstvujuću duševnu silu. U tom slučaju, ono što (po zakonu o negublјenju 
energije) pritiska iz nesvesnog dela našeg mentalnog aparata, ometa svesni duševni život i izlazi 
napolјe kroz neurotični ili psihotični simptom, kroz omaške, lapsuse, košmare, ili određene simbole. 

Sličan tip ovom dinamskom pojmu "nesvesnog" jeste shvatanje nesvesnog kao iracionalnog 
čina (i u ovom slučaju se uvek radi o nekakvom potiskivanju), odnosno shvatanje ovog procesa kao 
starogrčkog drevnog pojma "akrazije".  

Pojam "porodičnog nesvesnog" koji upotreblјava mađarski psihoanalitičar L.Sondi čija 
skrivena dinamika utiče na čovekovu strukturu ličnosti, sadržinski je različit, ali logički sličan ovom 
tipu  iz porodice dinamskog "nesvesnog". 

Još jedna vrsta "nesvesnog" o kojoj govori Sigmund Frojd povezana je sa podelom duševnog 
života na nesvesni, predsvesni i svesni deo, tj. na instance, odnosno delove lјudske ličnosti. To je 
podela na: Ono (nesvesne, agresivne i primitivne nagone koji čine princip zadovolјstva), na Ja (svesne 
misaone procese , rasuđivanje i zaklјučivanje, koji čine princip realnosti, sa izuzetkom nesvesnih 
mehanizama odbrane ličnosti ) i na Nad-Ja (delom svesni, delom nesvesni deo u ličnosti koji 
predstavlјa moralni aspekt, savest, norme i zabrane, odnosno roditelјe, tradiciju i naše introjektovane 
vrednosti.  

4. Još jedna vrsta "Nesvesnog" o kome govori analitička psihologija Karla Gustava Junga jeste 
(kolektivno nad-individualno "nesvesno") koje se ispolјava u vidu drevnih "arhetipova", urođenih 
pra-scena i pra-slika upamćenih u našem mozgu. Karl Gustav Jung je smatrao da postojanje psihičke 
bolesti ne znači biti zaroblјenik nesvesnog procesa, nego  bolesno stanje znači upravo izgubiti svaki 
kontakt sa sopstvenim nesvesnim. To znači  izgubiti sve poruke i mudrosti predaka u nama onda kada 
da se suočavamo sa teškim životnim enigmama, a  njihovo  rešavanje nam omogućava  upravo 
prošlost i arhajsko nasleđe u nama. K.G.Jung u tom smislu posebno insistira na arhetipu Sopstva i 
njegovim simbolima, na arhetipu celine, duševnog sklada i potpunosti. Ovaj arhetip predstavlјa 
istinsko središte celokupne, svesne i nesvesne ličnosti, a ispolјava se kroz drevne mitološke i 
religiozne simbole kao što su mandala, uroboros, četvorostvo, ili Sunce.. 

Međutim, treba reći da o čovekovom Sopstvu i o putu samorealizacije na neki način govori još 
Maksim Ispovednik u 7.veku, a o tipu "kolektivnog nesvesnog", pre Karl Gustav Junga, govori još 
ruski mislilac Nikolaj Danilevski. Ovo poslednje značenje kolektivnog pojma iesvesnog ima i svoj 
dijahronijski aspekt (višegeneracijsko iskustvo preneto kroz arhetip), ali i svoj sinhronijski aspekt 
(povezanost "interkonektovanost" naših mozgova u jedinici vremena, nešto slično onome što su sveti 
oci oduvek zvali "savez duša"). 

5. Postoji još jedan pojam  iz porodice dinamskog "nesvesnog" koji upotreblјava francuski 
psihoanalitičar Žak Lakan, a koji označava nesvesno iskustvo koje se ispolјava kroz lјudski jezik, 
odnosno govor. 

6.Poseban, veoma važan tip "nesvesnog" procesa, poznat od davnina, čini značenje nesvesnog  
kao "izmenjenog stanja svesti" - kakvo je san, u kome se nastavlјa prastara epoha čovečanstva do 
koje  mi svesno više ne možemo da dođemo, kako je govorio Fridrih Niče. 

7. Najzad, pojam "nesvesnog" može biti shvaćen u kontinuumu sa pojmom svesti, odnosno kao 
šetanje našeg mozga kroz različite moždane talase u jednom ili u drugom pravcu, počevši od gama 
talasa (oko 40 herca) , preko beta (15 do 30 herca), alfa ( 9 do 14 herca), teta (4 do 8 herca) do 
dubokih delta talasa (1-3 herca). Ovo značenje pojma nesvesnog i svesnog kao različitih stanja 
moždanih talasa koji se potencijalno smenjuju, poznato je bilo još drevnim joginima. Oni su znali da 
"svesno" i "nesvesno" ne čine princip "sve ili ništa", nego da čine samo jedan kontinuum povezanosti 
različitih talasnih frekvencija karakterističnih za mozak. Za nas će ovo poslednje tumačenje pojma 
svesnog i nesvesnog, u dalјem definisanju parapsiholoških pojava, biti najinteresantnije.  
 

 
SVESNO, NESVESNO I FUNKCIONALNA PODELA MOZGA (Split-brain hypothesis) 

 
Još je  francuski  naučnik Laks u 17. veku primetio da pacijenti koji ostanu bez govora pokazuju 

utrnuće desnih telesnih ekstremiteta. Potom, od neurologa Hjuglingsa koji je 1864. pretpostavio da 
dve hemisfere lјudskog mozga imaju različite finkcije, do eksperimenata Sperija i Majersa (R. Sperry) 
(R. Myers), koji su pedesetih godina eksperimentišući sa mačkama došli do zaklјučka da pri oštećenju 
tkiva između dve hemisfere (corpus callosum) svaka hemisfera počinje da funkcioniše posebno kao 
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da je ceo mozak, moždana lateralizacija postaje najdinamičnija grana neurologije i kognitivne 
psihologije . Gazaniga (M. Gazzaniga) i saradnici uočili su 1960. godine neobične sporedne efekte 
lateralizacije, a ruski psiholog A. D. Lunja otkrio je da muzičar nakon doživlјenog moždanog udara 
koji mu je oštetio levu hemisferu mozga, nije više mogao da zapisuje note, ali je komponovao bolјe 
nego ranije. Istraživanja moždane lateralizacije tada su nastavlјena munjevitom brzinom.  

Međutim, osnovno pitanje moždane lateralizacije glasilo je: kakva svest je karakteristična za 
desnu, a kakva za levu hemisferu mozga ?  Može se reći da je analitičnost prva osobina svesti naše 
leve hemisfre mozga. To je osobina svesti da posmatra svaku situaciju u kojoj se nađemo, 
rastavlјajući je na delove i tražeći u našoj bazi podataka (u dugotrajnoj memoriji i prošlim iskustvima) 
odgovor ili rešenje. Ovo pretraživanje baze podataka postojećeg znanja odvija se velikom brzinom. 
Racionalnost jeste druga osobina svesti naše leve hemisfere mozga, kao i kritički stav .  Poznato je da 
su sposobnosti govora, logičke analize i aritmetike "lokalizovani" u levoj hemisferi, dok su 
vizuelnost, spacijalne i muzičke sposobnosti, uprošćeno gledano, "lokalizovane" u desnoj polovini 
mozga. Međutim, pogrešno je uprošćavanje koje tvrdi da je leva hemisfera mozga "svesna", dok je 
desna "nesvesna", budući da i jedna i druga polovina mozga obrađuju informacije veoma različitih 
ravni i da su one, u pravom smislu reči, u tom radu, komplementarne. Ali, kvalitet tih obrada nije isti. 
Celovitost doživlјaja i razumevanja, holistički pogled na pojave jeste najvažnija osobina svesti desne 
hemisfere mozga. Sinteza rasparčanih delova pojedinačnog saznanja  pridružuje se ovoj prvoj osobini, 
odnosno sposobnost i sklonost posmatranju svih fenomena kao jedinstvenih i međusobno povezanih, 
što je, kako ćemo videti, najvažnija osobina istinskog spoznavanja prirode oko nas. Sposobnost da se 
odmah uoči ono što logičari zovu "isti objekt u svakom mogućem svetu", odnosno da se svaki 
fenomen sagleda u svim mogućim različitim , naizgled suprotstavlјenim pogledima i svetovima, jeste 
dodatak ove sposobnosti našeg najdublјeg razumevanja stvarnosti.  

 
 

OD NESVESNOG PROCESA I MOŽDANE LATERALIZACIJE KA JEZIKU 
PARAPSIHOLOGIJE 

 
Sva istraživanja svesnog i nesvesnog fenomena, kao i moždane lateralizacije, prirodno nas vode 

ka polјu neistraženih kognitivnih lјudskih sposobnosti u interakciji sa mikro i makro uticajima prirode 
oko nas. 

Još zen-budisti, Aristotel, Platon, Plotin, Plutarh i Stoici, zanimali su se za psihološke i 
umne pojave koje mi danas opisujemo kao "parapsihološke fenomene".  Paracelzijus je bio postavio 
hipotezu o tzv. "astralnoj svetlosti". U 18. veku, Francuz Anton Mesmer razvio j e učenje o 
"životinjskom magnetizmu" u okviru koga je proučavao vezu kosmičkih tela i tela na zemlјi. U 19. 
veku u Francuskoj , Žan Martin Šarko ustanovio je učenje o hipnozi (koja danas više ne spada u 
neobjašnjene, nego u potpuno objašnjene neurološke fenomene). I psiholog Šarl Riše i pesnik Gete 
takođe su se zanimali za ovakva istraživanja. Alan Kardek vršio je ispitivanja u polјu koje je zvao 
"spiritizam", a Vilјam Kruks koji je 1907. dobio Nobelovu nagradu za hemiju, u metapsihičkom 
domenu ("metapsihočko" je njegov izraz ), eksperimentalno je istraživao psihološke energije lјudi. 
Džozef Banks Rajn istraživao je ekstrasenzornu percepciju. a od 1934. godine, za ova istraživanja 
prihvaćen je naziv: parapsihološka istraživanja.  Veliki srpski genije Nikola Tesla takođe spada u 
istraživače u ovom polјu, međutim posebno ohrabrenje svim naučnicima zainteresovanima za 
neobjašnjene fenomene, dala su dva velikana ruske neurofiziologije koja su smelo pristupila 
parapsihološkim istraživanjina: Ivan Sečenov i Vladimir Behtjerev. 

Jasno je da parapsihološka stvarnost zaista jeste stvarnost, jer ona ne opisuje nepostojeće 
pojave, već opisuje one pojave koje do danas nisu objašnjene naučnim zakonima (ili nisu potvrđene 
dovolјnim brojem naučnih zakona).  Jasno je i to da samo udruženost i hrabrost naučnog istraživanja 
može da postavi prave hipoteze u ovom polјu. Karl Poper opisivao je "smelost naučne hipoteze" kao 
njenu najvažniju metodološku odliku, pored "empirijskog sadržaja", a fizičar Nils Bor imao je običaj 
da kaže: "Ako naučna hipoteza nije dovolјno luda, ne vredi je ni istraživati".  Francuski futuristički 
pisac Žil Vern jasan je dokaz da sve što zamisli lјudska mašta može jednoga dana da bude istraženo i 
ostvareno, ako je, posle mašte koja je stvorila sliku budućnosti, ono što je zamišlјeno, postavlјeno u 
dobru naučnu hipotezu. 

Proučavanje i definisanje pojma "nesvesnog" procesa izuzetno je važno da bi mogao da se 
napravi pregled fenomena koje zovemo parapsihološkim. Zato ćemo, u odnosu na već rečeno, 
pokušati da izvršimo klasifikaciju parapsiholoških pojava koje su do sada  istraživane. 
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Naša klasifikacija pojava koje nazivamo "parapsihološkim", izgledala bi, u najjednostavnijem 
obliku, ovako: 

1.U prvu grupu svrstali bismo ekstrasenzorne percepcije - u koje spadaju: telepatija, 
prekognicija i psihokinetički fenomeni. 

2. U drugu grupu svrstavamo izmenjena stanja sveti - koja proučavamo u okviru dinamike 
svesnog i nesvesnog procesa, a najbolјi primer za ovo jesu snovi (ili prekognicijski snovi). Stvaraoci i 
kreativne ličnosti po pravilu imaju dobar kontakt sa svojim nesvesnim delom ličnosti i veoma često 
sanjaju tzv. "prekognicijske snove". Budući da se u snu, po  prirodi, najbolјe  ispolјava arhetip o kome 
piše Karl Gustav Jung, a da drevna pra-slika arhetipa ukida prostor i vreme kao i san (ovaj deo teorije 
snova, nazvan "rad sna" dobro je opisao Sigmund Frod), sâm san označava deo našeg nesvesnog koji 
je nezavisan  u odnosu na prostor i vreme, zahvalјujući čemu  možemo da shvatimo vanprostornost i 
vanvremenitost, odnosno istovremeno dešavanje nezavisno od udalјenosti, pa i sam pojam 
sinhroniciteta.  Pojam sinhroniciteta, u svojoj ravni, kvantna fizika  već je uveliko dokazala. Može se 
reći da je akauzalnost i istovremenost (sinhronicitet) slična geštaltističkom principu simultanosti svih 
slika na traci filma koje  projektujemo određenom brzinom da bi naš mozak stvorio iluziju 
"kretanja i proticanja", a , zapravo, sve  te slike filma, kao i slike našega života , već simultano i 
sada, postoje pred našim očima. Na  način ove analogije simultanog postojanja u sadašnjosti , mogli 
bismo da napravimo i model za razumevanje  onoga što zovemo "prekognicijski snovi", u kojima je 
ono što doživlјavamo kao budućnost, usled neproticanja vremena, u stvari, već sada tu, pred našim 
očima.  

3.U treću grupu svrstali bismo tzv. vidovitost i predviđanja širokog obima (nečega što 
doživlјavamo kao "budućnost") za koja su se zanimali još antički Grci, a posebno Platon. 

4.U četvrtu grupu svrstavamo brojna iskustva vezana za doživlјaj kliničke smrti (iako ove 
fenomene u neurologiji ne smatramo u pravom smislu reči parapsihološkim fenomenima). 

5. Najzad, u petu grupu svrstaćemo biološka i fizička istraživanja postojanja, kretanja i 
nemogućnosti gubitka biofotonske ćelijske energije , energije ćelijskog kvanta (kao što je to bio 
slučaj u tzv. "efektu Delpas"). Poznato je da živa ćelija lјudskog organizma tokom svog života emituje 
jednu desetinu biofotonske energije, a posle čovekove telesne smrti i ćelijskog razgrađivanja, ona 
oslobađa iz sebe svih devet desetina biofotonske energije. čije je održanje potpuno izvesno, ali čiji su 
putevi za nas danas nepoznati  . 

 
 

HOLISTIČKI  JEZIK  DESNE  HEMISFERE  MOZGA: PRAVA  NAUKA  JE  UVEK  
"UNUS MUNDUS" 

   
Ono najvažnije što možemo da zaklјučimo i što opravdava i nameće nam kao zadatak  hrabro 

istraživanje parapsihološke stvarnosti kroz rad udruženih naučnih disciplina, jesu sledeća saznanja: 
1. nauci je odavno poznata činjenica da se energija nigde ne gubi, već samo prelazi iz jednog 

oblika u drugi. 
2.Karl gustav Jung se držao principa  jednorodnosti duhovne i fizičke energije (Tumačenje 

Prirode i Psihe), kako god da ih shvatimo, a nauka danas, posle indeterminizma Ajnštajna i 
Hajzenberga, kao i posle otkrića na polјu kvantne fizike, zna da lјudska svest nije ograničena na 
mozak, jer postoji mnogo šire polјe u kome je ona u interakciji sa sredinom . 

3. Talasi našeg mozga slični su jednoj vrsti elektomagnetnih talasa, a naši mozgovi su među 
sobom povezani , "interkonektovani" kao i računari (koji su prema analogiji sa lјudskim mozgom i 
napravlјeni). 

4.Kvantna fizika nam je dokazala da su događaji koji su odvojeni u našoj svesti, u stvari 
međusobno povezani događaji. 

5.Nauci je poznata činjenica da zakoni fizike  ne prave nikakvu razliku između prošlosti i 
budućnosti, jer proticanja vremena u ovom smislu ni nema, tj. tzv."strela vremena" jednostavno nigde 
ne ide. Iako je jedino ono u šta možemo da budemo sigurni ireverzibilnost određenih pojava u prirodi 
(od vremena velikog praska do danas), ipak ne postoji nijedna matematička formula koja bi, u 
principu, zabranila samu reverzibilnost nekih pojava koje nama izgledaju kao ireverzibilne (na primer 
: da se prosuto jaje vrati u svoju lјusku). 

6. Naš zaklјučak je da je nemoguće istražiti bilo koji prirodni fenomen ako naučne discipline 
ne sarađuju sve zajedno i ako naučnici (u prvom redu psiholozi, psihopatolozi i fizičari) ne istražuju 
onako kako je K.G. Jung istraživao sarađujući sa fizičarem Volfgangom Paulijem, odnosno ako svaku 
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pojavu ne posmatraju kao "unus mundus". Primer parapsiholoških fenomena o ovome najbolјe 
svedoči. 
 
 
ZAKLJUČAK   

 
Ako je Bog stvorio svet za sedam dana, čoveku stvaraocu i istraživaču, u tom stvaranju, 

svakako pripada osmi dan stvaranja. Taj dan čini simboliku našeg smelog naučnog otkrivanja svih 
pojava koje do danas nismo objasnili, ali koje neminovno postoje i jednog će dana biti potpuno 
objašnjene . 

Nemoguće je proučavati bilo koji para-psihološki fenomen bez poznavanja problematike 
"svesnog" i "nesvesnog" procesa i problematike moždane lateralizacije. Ali za pravo istraživanje 
lјudske kreativnosti i svih onih psihičkih i saznajnih sposobnosti lјudskog uma koje su neosporne, ali 
danas još uvek nedovolјno objašnjene, nužna je saradnja većeg broja naučnih disciplina, a posebno 
psiholoških nauka, biohemije, lingvistike i kvantne fizike. Istraživanje parapsiholoških sposobnosti  
danas se nalazi u zastoju u odnosu na početni istraživački zamah, zbog veštačke rasparčanosti naučnih 
disciplina i neostvarene istinske saradnje među njima. Samo zajedničkim proučavanjem "iste pojave u 
svim mogućim svetovima", kako govore logičari , neobjašnjive lјudske sposobnosti postaće  u bliskoj 
budućnosti jasne onako kako je jasan i slikovit, lucidan san stvaraocu koji traga za rešenjem, a 
buđenjem iz sna, nepogrešivo shvata da ga je pronašao . 
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NESVESNO, MOŽDANA LATERALIZACIJA I JEZIK  PARAPSIHOLOGIJE 

APSTRAKT 

Rezime. U ovom radu, pokušali smo da pokažemo da je nemoguće  proučavati i razumeti jezik 
parapsihologije bez poznavanja problematike "svesnog" i "nesvesnog" procesa i problematike moždane 
lateralizacije. Pokušali smo da razjasnimo različita shvatanja pojma nesvesnog i da klasifikujemo sve  
parapsihološke pojave koje mogu da se istražuju. Ali pravo istraživanje ljudske kreativnosti i onih 
psihičkih i saznajnih sposobnosti ljudskog uma koje su danas nedovoljno objašnjene, nije nikako moguće 
bez saradnje  psiholoških nauka, biohemije, lingvistike i kvantne fizike. 
 

Mila Alečković Nikolić 
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INTUITIVE MODEL OF TIME IN CHILD LANGUAGE 
ACQUISITION  

VELKA POPOVA29 

KONSTANTİN PRESLAVSKY UNİVERSİTY OF SHUMEN, SHUMEN, BULGARİA 

DOKTORESSA@YAHOO.COM 

Abstract: The focus of this paper is on the intuitive model of the category of time extrapolated in 
children’s lexicon. Its most important characteristic is the fact that it is not a static phenomenon but a 
dynamic and a changing one as in the age group observed (from 3 to 6 years) it is still in the process of 
establishment and development and language itself is its accessory. In this context the problems 
connected with the lexical conceptualization of time stand out as particularly interesting: on the one hand, 
they are a result of the cognitive immaturity, while on the other, of the linguistic attempts of the child to 
express the complex temporal relations in the concepts of „nursery“, i.e. children’s naïve worldview.  

Keywords : Language acquisition, time category, lexical conceptualisation, Bulgarian language 

 

“... the distinction between past, 
present, and future is only an 
illusion, however persistent.” 

Albert Einstein 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The focus of this paper is on the intuitive model of the category of time extrapolated in 
children’s lexicon. Its most important characteristic is the fact that it is not a static phenomenon but a 
dynamic and a changing one as in the age group observed (from 3 to 6 years) it is still in the process 
of establishment and development and language itself is its accessory. In this context the problems 
connected with the lexical conceptualization of time stand out as particularly interesting: on the one 
hand, they are a result of the cognitive immaturity, while on the other, of the linguistic attempts of the 
child to express the complex temporal relations in the concepts of „nursery“, i.e. children’s naïve 
worldview. Due to space restrictions, this paper, which is based on material from Bulgarian language, 
analyses only some of the characteristics and patterns of general specificity and the specific patterns 
of acquisition of lexical devices for the conceptualization of time. An attempt has been made to 
present its specific parameters on the basis of empirical data acquired from the spontaneous speech of 
5 Bulgarian children as well as on the basis of a psycholinguistic experiment (with the participation of 
90 children aged 3 to 5). In order to achieve a higher degree of psychological adequacy and reliability 
of the results an analysis on the free word associations produced by 100 six-year-olds of the words 
сутрин (‘morning’) and нощ (‘night’) has been added (see Dictionary of Associations in the book by 
V. Popova DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLINGUISTICS: COGNITIVE ASPECTS OF SYNTACTIC 
COMPETENCE [in Bulgarian] – https://www.academia.edu/3770417/DEVELOPMENTAL_ 
PSYCHOLINGUISTICS_COGNITIVE_ASPECTS_OF_SYNTACTIC_COMPETENCE), which 
additionally specifies the idea of the intuitive model of the category of time in the language of 
Bulgarian children at the end of the analyzed period. 

                                                
29 Velka Popova, 115 Universitetska Str., Konstantin Preslavsky University of Shumen, 9712 Shumen, 
Bulgaria, e-mail: doktoressa@yahoo.com 
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2. TIME REFLECTED IN SPONTANEOUS CHILD’S SPEECH 

In contemporary Bulgarian language the intuitive model of the category of time is included in a 
whole array of lexical units: now…, today …, yesterday …, tomorrow …, never …, always …, day 
…, week …, month …, year …, 24-hours …, night …, morning …, in which children are immersed 
since early childhood. They constantly hear these lexemes used in the speech of adults but this does 
not mean that children could start using the lexemes right away. The first thing that is necessary for 
them is to achieve a specific cognitive capacity and a specific level of linguistic competence. This also 
confirms the fact that the acquisition of the lexical conceptualization of the category of TIME happens 
gradually throughout ontogenesis; therefore, at the end of pre-school age (around 6 years of age) the 
process is not fully completed (see Stoyanova and Fetvadzhieva, 1986; Popova, 2000). At the same 
time, the multidimensional and complex nature of the phenomenon of TIME and its corresponding 
linguistic exponents remains to a degree outside the scope of the abilities of children from the 
analysed age groups in terms of concepts such as the calendar, the clock, climate, etc. 

Lexical devices used for the conceptualization of time are acquired gradually. It is noticed that 
in time the semantic features of the time markers used by children get complicated and at the end of 
pre-school age they do not differ significantly from the linguistic devices used by adult native 
speakers. In time the temporal markers used by children start to look similar to the normative devices 
used in the speech of adults. There is something which should be added to this. The unexpected and 
unusual devices, such as cognitive metaphors for example, which children use, do not deviate children 
from their goals (see examples (1) and (2)). On the contrary, they are characteristic of adults’ 
linguistic view of the world in which time could teche ('flow'), vărvi ('walk'), bjaga ('run'), lekuva 
('heal'); the sun could izgrjava ('rise'), zaljazva ('set'), etc. ). 
 

BG EN 

(1) Slăncho spi veche. ( ‘Vecher / tămno e’) (1) The Sun is already asleep. (‘It’s evening/ it’s 
dark’) 

(2) Oblacheto narochno plache, za da zavali dăzhd. (2) The cloud is crying on purpose so that it could 
rain. 

 
The most important characteristic of the intuitive model of the category of time in child’s 

speech is that it is in the process of establishment and language itself takes part in it as its accessory. 
Up until the end of pre-school age the concept of time remains diffuse and vague, still, it is formed 
quite early in time, even before the occurrence of the corresponding linguistic expressions. According 
to I. Georgov “For a child to be able to grasp an exhibition of the present, the child should be able to 
realize this exhibition as such that has not existed before. Thus, in order for the child to realize that the 
sun is shining and the candle burning, the child should at least be vaguely aware of the fact that the 
sun was not shining and the candle was not burning” (Georgov, 1906). In their speech young children 
are initially restricted by the localizers now and here. At the same time though, they have a very 
vague, however existing, idea of time which does not acknowledge this restriction and which is a 
prerequisite for the early development of some linguistic expressions of temporal relations, even 
though they might not always be the most adequate ones. This diffusion in children’s concept of time 
is frequently expressed in spontaneous speech:  
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BG EN 

(3) Shte idem v mazeto vchela [:vchera]. (I. G) (3) We’ll go to the basement tomorrow. (I. G.)∗ 

(4) Utle [:utre] beshe tuk. (I. G.) (4) He was here tomorrow. (I. G.) 

(5) Shtot [zashtoto] utre i nij [nie] shte zatvorim, 
shtot [zashtoto] utre rozhdenija den na Mecho 
svărshi.  

(5) Because tomorrow we will also close down, 
because Teddy Bear’s birthday finished tomorrow. 

(6) Nie utre hodihme na gosti.  (6) We went for a visit tomorrow. 

(7) Mamo, kato stanesh malka ... (7) Mom, when you become little … 

(8) Mamo, moga li da spja nazad – da zaspja sutrinta 
i da se săbudja snoshti? 

(8) Mom, could I sleep backwards, to fall asleep in the 
morning and wake up yesterday evening? 

(9) Tja e oshte goljama, a ti si veche malăk. (9) She is still big, and you are already little. 

 
Anyone who has had the chance to be in contact with children from the analyzed age group 

could give such examples of expressions of “reversed time perspective”* which only confirms the fact 
that the observed phenomenon is not an accidental but a natural one. Taking into consideration the 
observations made as well as some other studies (Stoyanova and Fetvadzhieva 1986; Popova 2006), it 
can be concluded that after the occurrence of the first temporal oppositions within the system of verbs, 
it is adverbial expressions that become more frequently used, and the ones adequately used are only 
those which can be associated with any specific moment. There are single adverbs used to localize the 
activity in terms of the moment of speech but as could be seen from examples (3), (4), (5), and (6), the 
rules of agreement are frequently broken initially. The sporadic nature of these uses is relative as in a 
specific moment in time the speech of almost all children features examples expressing reverse time 
perspective which implies the fact that it is a matter of a mandatory, and probably necessary, step in 
clarifying the concepts of time and the respective acquisition of the necessary linguistic devices. The 
expressions using reverse time perspective prove that children do not simply imitate but rather use the 
creative power of language in order to break the vague idea and “illusion” of time, so that they can 
establish some temporal order, understand and express in words this “illusory” definiteness 
characteristic of adult speech. 

Usually having realized their helplessness in applying the objective time criteria, children resort 
to various language “experiments” in order to attempt to express and understand them:  

1. Children either avoid using the adverbial time expressions or locate the action through 
another (simultaneous, prospective or retrospective) action. As could be seen from examples (3), (4), 
(5), and (6), their occurrence in speech at an earlier stage is also possible; however, it is without actual 
pragmatic coverage. In the process of achieving the lexical conceptualization of the category of time 
there were noted some interesting cases of overgeneralization of some adverbs (for example the usage 
of yesterday meaning ‘any past activity’, of next day meaning ‘any subsequent activity’, and in one of 
the observed children – of next year meaning ‘any subsequent activity’).  

2. Children associate the concept of time with some well-known and emotionally attractive 
events, such as Christmas, birthdays, etc., with the typical paraphernalia and characters associated 
with them, as well as with some stereotypical everyday situations associated with children’s daily 
rhythm (e.g. eating, sleeping, etc.) which can be illustrated by the following examples:  

Dialogue I: Stefka – STE (5,0) and mother – MAM 

BG EN 

*STE: Kato mine denja e vecherta. Jadem 
părvo prez denja, posle prez noshta, a tuj po 
sredata kakvo beshe, mamo? 
*MAM: Obed. 
*STE: A da, na obed. 

*STE: When the day is over, it is evening. We eat first 
at day time, then in the evening, and what was that in 
the middle of the day called, mom? 
*MAM: Noon. 
*STE: Yeah, right. At noon. 

                                                
∗The initials I.G. following some of the examples in brackets stand for Ivan Georgov.  
* The term is used by R. O. Jakobson (1985) 
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Dialogue II: Pavel – PAV(4;04.14) and mother Maria – MAR 

BG EN 

*MAR: Kakvo vi kazaha v detskata gradina? 
*PAV: Ami sled edna godina ste dodi[:doide] Djado 
Koleda. 
*MAR: Kak sled edna godina? 
*MAR: Sled edin mesec. 
% sit: MAR demonstrira nedoumenie. 
*PAV: Az chuh sled edna godina. 
*MAR: Edna godina e dvanadeset meseca. 
*MAR: Znaesh li kolko e dălgo! 
% sit: MAR se opitva da podchertae idejata za 
goljama prodălzhitelnost. 
*PAV: Ooo chak togava  l i  shi  dodi  [ : ste  
dojde]?  
*MAR: Ne, sled edin mesec shte doide. 
*PAV: Kogato se naspim li? 
*MAR: Ne. 
*PAV: Koga? 
*MAR: Sled kato se naspim okolo 40 pyti. 
*PAV: Neee ,  tova  e mnogo,  oshte po-
poveche!  
*MAR: Hah, oshte po-poveche. 
%sit: MAR ironizira brat si, kato povtarja negovija 
nepravilen izraz. 

*MAR: What did they tell you in kindergarten?  
*PAV: Well, Santa Claus will com [:come] in a 
year. 
*MAR: What do you mean in a year?  
*MAR: In a month. 
% sit: MAR is obviously puzzled. 
*PAV: I heard ‘in a year’. 
*MAR: A year is 12 months long!  
*MAR: Do you know how long that is!  
% sit: MAR is trying to stress on the idea of very long 
time. 
*PAV: Oooh, is he going to com [:come] only then?  
*MAR: No, he will come in a month. 
*PAV: When we wake up?  
*MAR: No.  
*PAV: When?  
*MAR: After we wake up about 40 times. 
*PAV: Nooooo, that’s a lot, much momore [:a lot 
more]! 
*MAR: Ha, much momore. 
%sit: MAR ironically imitates his brother’s wrong 
expression.  

 
3. In children’s consciousness the events with clear qualitative characteristics and clear-cut 

boundaries (with easily perceptible beginning and end) are the ones most clearly located in terms of 
time. Thus notions of smaller intervals of time, which are based on one’s own experience, are more 
easily distinguished than notions of longer intervals which are quite inaccurate (dialogue II is quite 
exemplary in that respect). In such cases children feeling incapable of measuring time in the terms of 
objective parameters, resort to the earliest models of time fragmentation, e.g. the model from sleeping 
to sleeping.  

4. A more objective idea of time, which has to do with the idea of the cyclical nature of natural 
processes, is formed relatively late and it does not happen all of a sudden but gradually. In this respect 
it is interesting to observe the process of realization of the fragmentation of day and night into units 
which are separate and precisely located in time: day and night; morning, before lunch, noon, 
afternoon, evening. The naively-realistic character of children’s consciousness when viewed in a 
dichotomous perspective, usually allows children to deduce the meaning of the words day and night 
from the opposition white/ light – black/ dark. This phenomenon prevails until a child becomes 6-7 
years-old. For instance, a child who is 4 years and 11 months old explains the meaning of the words 
day and night in the following way: “Night means black and day is white”. In the speech of the same 
child, the adverbs in the morning and in the evening are frequently used correctly to describe some 
stereotypical situations. At the same time, on some other (separate occasions) said adverbs are 
frequently substituted by day and night. This could be illustrated by the following examples: 

Dialogue ІII: dialogue: mother – МAM and Stefka – STE (4,11) 

BG EN 

*МАМ: Koga imahme gosti? 
*STE: Prez noshta. 
*МАМ: Prez noshta ili vecherta? 
*STE: Prez noshta, be. 
*МАМ: Kak pozna, che e nosht? 
*STE: Ami, navăn beshe mnogo cherno. 

*МАМ: When did you have guests?  
*STE: At night. 
*МАМ: At night or in the evening?  
*STE: I said at night.  
*МАМ: How did you know that it was night?  
*STE: Well, it was very black outside. 
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Dialogue ІV: mother (МAM) – same child (STE) age: 5 years and 1 month  

BG EN 

*МAM: Koga si udari bradichkata? 
*STE: Prez noshta na stălbata. 
*MAM: Koga? 
*MAM:Prez noshta?! 
*STE: Prez noshta. 

*МAM: When did you hit your chin?  
*STE: At night on the staircase. 
*MAM: When?  
*MAM: At night?!  
*STE: At night.  

 
These examples show how in the process of acquisition of time concepts which are more 

difficult cognitively (e.g. morning and evening) the child attempts to understand them through the 
prototypical notions of day and night which are actually associated with the events which are 
localized chronologically first in terms of objective time. 

The examples presented and analyzed so far are used as an illustration of the diffuse character 
of children’s perception of time which is still too amorphous and in this respect is quite distant from 
the intuitive model of a naïve adult native speaker. It is a fact, however, that in the spontaneous 
speech of children from the analysed age group there has been registered frequent and totally correct 
use of linguistic markers of time which completely correspond to the respective means in the target 
language. Is it then possible that the deviations commented on above are random and not so 
significant? The next part of the analysis strives to answer this question by subjecting the results from 
the experiment to a kind of experimental approbation. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY ON THE PROCESS OF ESTABLISHMENT OF THE 
TEMPORAL OPPOSITION MORNING – EVENING THROUGHOUT ONTOGENESIS 

An experimental study was conducted among 90 Bulgarian children (monolingual) at the age of 
3 to 6. The subjects were divided into three groups (first group – 30 children at the age of 3-4; second 
group – 30 children at the age of 4-5; and third group – 30 children at the age of 5-6). The experiment 
was conducted as an improvised interview with each child separately and the interview was recorded 
on a voice recorder. Children were asked to provide a definition for the terms «morning» and 
«evening» and to try to localize specific activities within the specific periods of time:  

Questions:  

When do you leave for kindergarten?  
What is morning?  
When do you watch “Săncho” (a traditional TV show which children watch in the evening before 
they go to sleep)?  
What is evening? 

Discussing the results from this psycholinguistic experiment has helped outline the main 
characteristics of the process of gradual acquisition of the category of time in the pre-school period. 
The data clearly show that indirect localization of an activity in time is observed until the end of the 
analysed age when it is gradually reduced and is substituted with time expressions and adverbs which 
are new for children, see Chart 1: 
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Chart 1 

M O R N I N G   

1. Answers to the question: 
When do you leave for kindergarten? 

 

2. Answers to the question: 
What is morning? 

 

E V E N I N G  

1. Answers to the question: 
When do you watch “Săncho”? 

 

2. Answers to the question: 
What is evening? 

 

 
As could be seen from Chart 1 the process of acquisition of linguistic devices to conceptualize 

time happens gradually. In time the temporal markers used by children start to look similar to the 
normative devices used in the speech of adults. 

4. THE FRAGMENTS MORNING AND NIGHT IN THE WORD ASSOCIATIONS OF 100 
BULGARIAN CHILDREN 

As has already been pointed out above, in order to acquire a higher degree of psychological 
adequacy and greater reliability of the conclusions drawn, data from a previous experiment on 
associations are also subjected to analysis. Thus, in the respective associative vocabulary, the 
attention is directed to the words-stimuli MORNING and NIGHT and the reactions mark the fragment 
from the conceptualization of time which is connected with the localization of the activity along the 
time axis. The results from the analysis of associative reactions (see Diagram 1) show that the 
presentation of the category through a generic bond is similar in both cases (i.e. MORNING – 21%, 
NIGHT – 25%) as well as with the reactions of adult native speakers (i.e. using the stimulus NIGHT – 
17% according to BNWA* (Gerganov, 1984)). This clearly shows that at the end of the analysed 
period children have already mastered the conceptual part of the complex time component of the 
naïve view of the world (perceived as a complex of time meanings being in itself a diverse set of 
qualitative phenomena – for additional information on the topic see (Potaenko, 2006)).  

                                                
* BNWA - Bulgarian norms of word associations 
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Diagram 1 

 
 

At the same time, however, the semantic component “a separate fragment of the day and night” 
with the meaning of MORNING and NIGHT is presented through a high relative share in the relation 
EXAMPLE (in the case of MORNING – 39%, in the case of NIGHT – 27%) which has to do with the 
indirect location of the activity along the time axis. The percentage of associations which proves to be 
statistically significant with adults in analogous case (using the stimulus NIGHT by BNWA 
(Gerganov, 1984)) is the one in which the relation QUALITY (i.e. 50%) is being activated. These data 
presuppose that children at the end of their pre-school period already have at their disposal the 
category of TIME in the semantic mapping of a situation. At the same time, however, the lexical 
conceptualization of the category of TIME is not fully completed. This phenomenon could be 
accounted for by the different dominant determinants of the time thesaurus characterizing the naïve 
view of the world: while with children the dominant component is the imaginary event-situational 
component, with adults it is the emotionally-sensory and the phenomenal one. These results totally 
reciprocate with the cases of spontaneous children speech commented on above which testify to the 
fact that in their everyday communication in the development and interpretation of speech acts 
children already apply different temporal cognitive models which are at a different degree of 
acquisition and some of them are still in the approximate area of development, i.e. the child has some 
vague idea about them but they are not yet completely acquired (for instance the model of the clock-
face and the calendar). At the same time, the models of the day and night scale, event scale, age scale, 
as well as seasonal scale are still to some degree popular as means for orientation in time. 

5. CONCLUSSION 

This paper marks an attempt at grasping and commenting on some of the governing regularities 
and features of the process of acquisition of the time component of children’s naïve view of the world. 
This is a very difficult task for a scholar because on the one hand, this process includes both the 
individual experience and language knowledge, knowledge about the world, knowledge about the 
cultural environment, while on the other, children at the dawn of their life are extremely restricted by 
the microscopic life and linguistic experience they have. It is self-understood that spontaneous speech 
as a source of information on the deep processes in the acquisition of such an intricate and complex 
category as TIME could not be self-sufficient. In this respect, using data from a psycholinguistic 
experiment as well as associative data created the optimum environment for the specificity of the time 
component of the child’s view of the world to be defined. Thus the analysis on the associative links 
allowed us to define the content not only from the surface level of the time lexicon but to develop an 
idea of the character of the content structure of the inner time lexicon. As a result, in the time content 
of child’s naïve view of the world there were several qualitatively different phenomena that were 
pointed out which presented it as an intricate complex of several semantic components. 
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Sažetak: Rad je posvećen odnosu između dva savremena lingvistička pristupa kojima se izučava relacija 
između jezika, mišlјenja i stvarnosti, a to su kognitivna lingvistika (koja u prvi plan stavlјa odnos između 
jezika i saznanja) i lingvokulturologija (koja proučava odnos između jezika i kulture). Obe ove nauke 
nastale su krajem HH veka, imaju određenu samostalnost, ali se i neminovno prožimaju.  
 
Klјučne reči: kognitivna lingvistika, lingvokulturologija, antropocentrizam u lingvistici, 
konceptualizacija, kategorizacija, koncept, stereotip, prototip. 

 
 

1. VODEĆE PARADIGME U LINGVISTICI  
 

U lingvistici se, kao i u drugim naukama, menjaju vladajuće paradigme, tj. sistemi pogleda na 
jezik i načini ispitivanja i verifikacije rezultatâ. U poslednjih stotinu godina promenile su se tri 
paradigme: komparativno-istorijska (mladogramatičarska), sistemsko-strukturna (strukturalistička) i 
antropocentrička. Komparativno-istorijska paradigma dominirala je u 19. veku, a strukturalistička u 
prvoj polovini 20. veka, međutim, neki lingvisti se i danas pridržavaju njihovih teorijskih i 
metodoloških načela (Dragićević 2010: 7). 

Od kraja 20. veka u lingvistici vlada antropocentrička paradigma. Čovek postaje „mera svih 
stvari“. Analizira se čovek u jeziku i jezik u čoveku. Ova paradigma je u lingvistiku unela nove 
cilјeve istraživanja, nove metode i klјučne pojmove. U okvirima ove paradigme razvija se kognitivna 
lingvistika, koja proučava jezik kao jedan od kognitivnih mehanizama i lingvokulturologija, koja 
izučava jezik kao fenomen kulture i, u obrnutom smeru, kao sredstvo za ispitivanje nacionalne 
kulture. Ruska lingvistkinja E.S. Kubrjakova (1994), želeći da naglasi bliskost ovih i drugih srodnih 
naučnih disciplina koje nastaju unutar lingvistike, ali i društvenih nauka uopšte, od kraja 20. veka, za 
sve njih zajedno koristi termin federacija kognitivnih nauka. Klјučna veza između ovih nauka ogleda 
se u tome što izučavaju način na koji opažamo, pamtimo, učimo, planiramo, zaklјučujemo, jednom 
rečju bave se načinom na koji čovek misli i obrađuje podatke iz spolјašnje sredine, i, zatim, kako se 
kroz jezik manifestuju svi ti misaoni procesi. Klјučni postulat glasi da put do misaonih procesa vodi 
preko jezika.  
 
 
2. UKRATKO O KOGNITIVNOJ LINGVISTICI  

 
Jedno od klјučnih polazišta kognitivne lingvistike leži u činjenici da se čovekovo saznanje i 

obrada podataka iz spolјašnjeg sveta vrši preko mentalnih reprezentacija. Zato važno pitanje 
kognitivne lingvistike predstavlјa problem građenja mentalnih slika ili koncepata, tj. problem 
konceptualizacije. U semantičkim kognitivističkim istraživanjima, cilј je proučiti kako se poimaju 
apstraktni ili misaono složeniji pojmovi jer put ka određivanju značenja leksema vodi preko 
razumevanja kako ih poimamo. Polazi se od shvatanja da apstrakcije ne poimamo neposredno, već 
posredno – tako što ih svodimo na konkretne pojave. Ono što je udalјeno od našeg čulnog iskustva 
približavamo svodeći ga na čulno iskustvo, ono što je misaono složenije pojednostavlјujemo, ono što 
je nepoznato svodimo na poznato. Taj proces preobražaja apstraktnog u konkretno, tj. proces 
konceptualizacije vršimo određenim strategijama. Kognitivni lingvisti u prepoznavanju tih strategija 
uvek polaze od jezika jer je jezik ogledalo načina na koji mislimo. Usvajajući jezik, deca ne uče samo 
leksiku i gramatička pravila njihovog kombinovanja, već uče i da kategorizuju stvarnost i 
konceptualizuju pojmove. Jezik je, dakle, klјuč za razumevanje saznanja. Važno je imati na umu i 
sledeće, od značaja za ovo istraživanje: procesi konceptualizacije su univerzalni, što znači da ima 
mnogo apstraktnih pojmova koje govornici različitih jezika koncetualizuju na istovetan način.  
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Tako, na primer, govornici velikog broja jezika emocije konceptualizuju kao materiju (isp. npr. 
Klikovac 2000: 191–203; Dragićević 2010: 151–213). Sadržatelјi emocija ili entiteta koji za čoveka 
imaju emotivnu vrednost jesu srce i duša, a mentalni entiteti (misli, sećanja) smešteni su u glavi, 
mozgu, pameti. Metafora EMOCIJE SU MATERIJA može se dalјe konkretizovati kao TEČNOST (U njemu 
je vrio neki unutrašnji bes); BILЈKA (U ovoj ženi je poraslo i razbujalo se poput korova ovo grešno 
osećanje); VATRA (Buknula je u meni lјutina); OLUJA (A onda je došla prazna tišina. Još je tutnjalo 
negde u meni, sve dalјe. Oluja se izbesnela i smirila, sama od sebe); MEHANIZAM (Proradilo je u 
njemu osećanje krivice); TERET (Kao da svu svoju nesreću nosimo u sebi).  

Svi ovi primeri bukvalno su prevodivi na mnoge druge jezike jer su pojmovne metafore na 
kojima su zasnovani univerzalne. U naivnoj slici sveta mnogih naroda BES se doživlјava kao emocija 
od koje se može eksplodirati, od SREĆE se lebdi, TUGA se vuče za čovekom, STRAH je leden i može 
zalediti čoveka, LЈUBAV je vrela i može zapaliti svog nosioca itd. Univerzalnost konceptualizacije 
potiče otuda što postoje univerzalni elementi u lјudskoj percepciji, poimanju, reagovanju i oni su 
pronašli odraz u jeziku. Kognitivna linvistika usredsređena je, pre svega, na ono što je univerzalno, 
zajedničko lјudskom rodu, biološki zasnovano, a tiče se kognicije, lјudskog saznanja koje se 
manifestuje kroz jezik. Ruska lingvistkinja T. A. Svetonosova (2007) s pravom kaže da se dijada jezik 
– čovek u antropocentričkoj paradigmi u lingvistici preobražava u kognitivnoj lingvistici u trijadu 
jezik – čovek – saznanje.    

 
 

3. RAĐANјE LINGVOKULTUROLOGIJE 
 
Evo kako je, prema našem viđenju, nastala lingvokulturologija. U „federaciji kognitivnih 

lingvističkih nauka“ dominantnu ulogu imala je, prirodno, kognitivna lingvistika. U pravom smislu, 
njen nastanak vezuje se za 1980. godinu i za objavlјivanje knjige Metaphors we live by, čiji su autori 
Lejkof i Džonson. Ipak, objavlјivanju ove knjige prethodila su brojna dešavanja tokom druge polovine 
20. veka, pa se cela druga polovina prošlog veka može tretirati kao vreme nastajanja i prvih koraka 
kognitivne lingvistike. Kao i generativna gramatika, i kognitivna lingvistika težila je pronalaženju 
univerzalija u jeziku koje su uslovlјene univerzalijama u mišlјenju. I u drugim društvenim naukama u 
tom periodu traga se za univerzalnim, a sve to je propraćeno, ali i izazvano razvojem globalizma u 
svetu. Pred sam kraj 20. veka, u njegovoj poslednjoj deceniji, na svetskoj sceni oseća se umor od 
globalizma i uočavaju se njegove loše strane. Budi se svest o lepoti različitosti, o nacionalnim 
specifičnostima. One se sve više zapažaju i stavlјaju u prvi plan. Sve to se odražava i na lingvistiku. 
Polazi se od sledećeg uverenja: kognitivna baza čovečanstva je univerzalna, ali je sklona manjim ili 
većim modifikacijama pod uticajem kulture u kojoj lјudi žive, društvenog iskustva, vaspitanja, 
običaja, navika. Konceptualizacija se u osnovi vrši na isti način, pojmovi se, takođe u osnovi, 
kategorizuju na isti način, ali se u konceptualizaciji nekih pojmova zapažaju specifičnosti, za koje se 
veruje da su kulturološki uslovlјene, a one se odražavaju kroz jezik. Fokus kognitivnih istraživanja 
prebacuje se sa univerzalnog na specifično, sa globalnog na nacionalno, istražuju se  samo one pojave 
koje su kulturološki obojene. Tako, iz kognitivne lingvistike nastaje lingvokulturologija. Ovaj proces 
se dešava devedesetih godina 20. veka, prvo u frazeologiji, pa u leksikologiji, a zatim i u drugim 
lingvističkim naukama. Metodologija u istraživanjima je ista, predmet istraživanja isti, ali se traga za 
nacionalno specifičnim. I dok se kognitivna lingvistika uspešnije razvijala na Zapadu (pre svega u 
Americi), otadžbina lingvokulturologije je na Istoku (pre svega u Rusiji, a sve više i u Polјskoj). 
Klјučna dijada savremene lingvistike jezik – čovek, koja se u kognitivnoj lingvistici razvila u trijadu 
jezik – čovek – saznanje u lingvokulturologiji dobila je i četvrtu klјučnu deonicu i u ovoj nauci glasi 
jezik – čovek – saznanje – kultura (Svetonosova 2007).  Evo primera za istraživanja koja polaze iz 
kognitivističkog izvora, a onda se završavaju u lingvokulturologiji.  

 
 
3.1. Konceptualizacija u kognitivnoj lingvistici i u lingvokulturologiji 
 
Kognitivistička istraživanja su pokazala da se LЈUBAV može konceptualizovati kao PUTOVANJE. 

Pojmovna metafora glasi LЈUBAV JE PUTOVANJE. Jezik čuva dokaze za tu pojavu: Vidi dokle smo 
stigli. Nalazimo se na raskrsnici. Ova veza ne vodi nikuda. Nјihov brak je u ćorsokaku. Stigli smo do 
kraja zajedničkog puta. Možemo li krenuti ispočetka? Na ovaj način LЈUBAV se konceptualizuje u 
mnogim jezicima, pa i u engleskom i mađarskom. Z. Kevečeš (2006: 109–110) polazi od ovog 
kognitivističkog polazišta zasnovanog na univerzalnom lјudskom iskustvu, a zatim, kroz jezik, uočava 
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razlike koje su, po njegovom mišlјenju, kulturološki zasnovane, a pokazuju kako različite kulture 
utiču na razlike u konceptualizaciji ove emocije. Kevečeš, naime, smatra da je kroz sintaksičke 
konstrukcije kojima se manifestuje ista pojmovna metafora moguće pratiti kulturološke i ideološke 
razlike između govornika engleskog i mađarskog jezika. U engleskim konstrukcijama vršilac radnje je 
uvek aktivan, dok je u mađarskim on obično pasivan. Iz ovoga Kevečeš zaklјučuje da govornici 
engleskog jezika zauzimaju aktivniju poziciju u lјubavi i životu uopšte od Mađara. Engleski glagoli 
sugerišu jednostavan put do lјubavi, dok mađarski podrazumevaju teškoće na putu ka lјubavi. Odluke 
u vezi sa lјubavlјu potiču u engleskom jeziku od akterȃ, a u mađarskom od spolјašnjih uslova. Z. 
Kevečeš (2006: 176) čak zaklјučuje da ove razlike pokazuju da su govornici engleskog jezika 
optimisti u vezi sa životnim problemima, dok su Mađari pesimisti. Kako se misli o lјubavi tako se o 
njoj i govori, ali važi i obrnuto – kako se o lјubavi govori, tako se govornici uče o lјubavi, pripremaju 
za lјubav, živeći u svojoj kulturi i učeći o životu čak i kroz sintaksičke konstrukcije koje 
upotreblјavaju. Sve navedene razlike u konceptualizaciji LЈUBAVI kao PUTOVANJA u engleskom i 
mađarskom jeziku imaju za cilј da utvrde uzajamni odnos između jezika, saznanja i kulture, a 
proučavanje tog odnosa spada u domen lingvokulturologije. Dakle, lingvokulturologija počinje tamo 
gde se završava istraživanje univerzalija i gde počinje analiza nacionalnih specifičnosti u spoznaji 
stvarnosti. 

 
 
3.2. Kategorizacija u kognitivnoj lingvistici i lingvokulturologiji 
 
Navešćemo još jedan primer. Važno pitanje kognitivne lingvistike jeste kategorizacija pojmova. 

Spoznati strategije kategorizovanja pojmova u lјudskom saznanju znači razumeti kako saznajemo. 
Jedan plan kategorizacije tiče se one koja se vrši na osnovu opštosti. Postoje, naime, nivoi 
kategorizacije, a onaj nivo koji uobičajeno koristimo kada mislimo i govorimo o pojmovima koji 
imaju nadređene i podređene pojmove zove se osnovni nivo kategorizacije. Tako, na primer, predmet 
koji služi za sedenje predstavlјa ARTEFAKT, zatim PREDMET, pa (uže) DEO NAMEŠATAJA, pa STOLICU, 
a zatim FOTELЈU, HOKLICU ili KUHINJSKU/ZUBARSKU STOLICU. Osnovni nivo kategorizacije ovog 
predmeta je onaj koji po klasifikaciji koja je ovde načinjena spada u četvrti (pretposlednji) nivo, a to 
je stolica. Nivoe kategorizacije oslikava jezik – prvo, leksički, jer za svaki od ovih nivoa postoji 
naziv, a onda i pragmatički (upotrebno) jer o predmetima uobičajeno govorimo koristeći se osnovnim 
nivoom kategorizacije. Običaji i kultura nekog naroda mogu pokvariti redosled nivoa kategorizacije, 
koji su, uglavnom, univerzalni. Z. Kevečeš (2006: 46–47) navodi sledeći primer. U urbanim 
kulturama, kakva je naša, DRVO predstavlјa osnovni nivo kategorizacije. Viši, opštiji nivo bila bi 
BILЈKA, a još viši nivo predstavlјalo bi BIĆE. Na nižem nivou od osnovnog bili bi HRAST, BUKVA, LIPA 
itd. U ruralnim sredinama (na primer, u nekoj plemenskoj zajednici koja živi u džungli), smatra 
Kevečeš, osnovni nivo kategorizacije bila bi vrsta drveta. Dakle, govornici australijskih 
domorodačkih jezika ne bi rekli detetu da se popne na drvo, već, recimo, na eukaliptus. Za stanovnike 
grada svako drvo liči jedno na drugo, jer oni nemaju kognitivni kapacitet da ih razlikuju bez posebnog 
udublјivanja. Dakle, način života utiče i na razvijanje kognitivnih kapaciteta za one pojmove koji su 
značajni za dato podneblјe i datu kulturu. U jeziku se to registruje u vidu razgranate leksičke mreže 
kojim se pojmovi parcelišu i specifikuju. Dakle, kultura utiče na kategorizaciju. Sama kategorizacija 
kao predmet naučnog istraživanja potiče iz kognitivistike, a uticaj kulture na kategorizaciju 
predstavlјa problem lingvokulturologije.  

 
 
3.3. Koncept u kognitivnoj lingvistici i lingvokulturologiji 
 
Pošto se i kognitivna lingvistika i lingvokulturologija bave konceptualizacijom, u središtu 

pažnje obe ove nauke je koncept kao rezultat konceptualizacije. Može se reći da je koncept jedinica 
obe ove nauke. Preciznije:  predmet istraživanja lingvokulturologije jesu lingvokultureme. To su 
jezičke jedinice u kojima se odražava kultura jednog naroda. One mogu biti u obliku lekseme, 
sintagme, rečenice, pa i teksta. Lingvokultureme u vidu leksema nazivaju se kulturološki koncepti. 
Kulturološki koncept predstavlјa „odraz fragmenta nacionalne slike sveta koji se izražava kroz 
leksemu“ (Bragina i dr. 2008: 86). Kulturološki koncept sadrži vrednosne ocene govornika jednog 
jezika, stavove, uverenja, stereotipe itd. E. I. Zinovjeva i E. E. Jurkov (2006: 148) o tome kažu 
sledeće: „Ako o nekom fenomenu predstavnici kulture mogu reći „To je dobro (loše, interesantno, 
dosadno itd)“, taj fenomen u datoj kulturi predstavlјa koncept.“ Samo vrednosno markirani koncepti u 
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jednoj kulturi predstavlјaju predmet lingvokulturologije, dok je u kognitivistici kulturološka 
markiranost koncepta nevažna. Važne su univerzalne strategije građenja mentalnih reprezentacija. 
Važno je, dakle, kako lјudi razumeju, na primer, LЈUBAV, a ne kako Srbi ili Nemci razumeju LЈUBAV i 
kakve vrednosne ocene vezuju za nju. Kulturološki koncept je kognitivni koncept ostvaren u 
određenoj kulturi. Valјa ga shvatiti kao (apstraktnu) realizaciju kognitivnog koncepta. Još jedno 
složeno pitanje ćemo dotaći, a to je pitanje strukture kognitivnog i kulturološkog koncepta. Ima zaista 
mnogo tumačenja strukture koncepta, a naš je najbliži (ali nije isti) onom koji iznosi Z. D. Popova 
(2004). Uspostavlјanje razlike između kognitivističkog i kulturološkog koncepta veštačko je. Nema 
suštinske razlike između njih. U osnovi koncepta, u njegovom jezgru, nalazi se prototip. Bez prototipa 
nema koncepata u našem saznanju. Objašnjavajući kategorije sa nejasnim granicama na primeru 
kategorije igara, Vitgenštajn (1980: 66–68; Dragićević 2007: 80) je rekao da ne postoje semantičke 
crte koje povezuju sve igre, a ipak uspevamo da svrstamo različite aktivnosti u igre. Najviše što 
možemo da uradimo, napisao je Vitgenštajn, jeste da izdvojimo neku igru i da kažemo da u igru spada 
ono što smo izdvojili i tome slično. Vitgenšajn je ovim objašnjenjem odlično definisao koncept igre: 
TO i TOME SLIČNO. Ono što je on nazvao TO predstavlјa prototip koji je u jezgru koncepta, a TOME 

SLIČNO predstavlјa periferiju koncepta koja sadrži niz komponenata različite prirode (jezičke, 
psihološke, socijalne, perceptivne) koje nam omogućavaju da još neke pojave podvodimo pod isti 
koncept i da uspostavimo granicu između njega i drugog koncepta. Prototip je vrednosno neutralna, 
apstraktna struktura, zasnovana na sposobnosti sažimanja konkretnih pojava i apstrahovanja onog što 
im je zajedničko i uopšteno. Ako je centar koncepta, tj. prototip vrednosno obojen za predstavnike 
određene kulture, on postaje stereotip. Dakle, razliku između kognitivnog i kulturološkog koncepta 
čini jezgro – u centru kognitivnog koncepta je prototip, a u centru kulturološkog koncepta je stereotip. 
I jedan i drugi koncept sadrže, dakle, i jezgro i periferiju, a razlika je u tome što kulturološki koncept 
poseduje vrednosne ocene govornika, tj. kulturološki je markiran. Postoje brojne interpretacije odnosa 
između prototipa i stereotipa (isp. npr. Polev 2004; Popović 2008). Mi tu razliku vidimo isklјučivo u 
vrednosnoj oceni koju sadrži stereotip, dok je prototip neutralan.          

 
 
3.4. Uticaj kognicije prema uticaju kulture na polisemiju 
 
Ispitujući uglavnom zaboravlјenu leksiku koja se koristila u srpskim govorima na Kosovu 

krajem 19. i početkom 20. veka u Rečniku kosovsko-metohiskog dijalekta Gliše Elezovića (Dragićević 
2015), uočili smo još jednu odliku odnosa između sfere kognitivnog i sfere kulturološkog. Naime, 
postoje lekseme (i u književnim jezicima i u dijalektima) koje razvijaju svoja značenja bazirajući se 
na univerzalnim lјudskim kognitivnim sposobnostima, a postoje i one koje razvijaju svoja značenja na 
osnovu kulture, običaja u zajednici itd. Postojanija su ona koja su, da tako kažemo, kognitivno 
utemelјena nego ona koja su kulturološki zasnovana. Čak i ako se izgube, lako se mogu aktivirati 
značenja zasnovana na univerzalnom lјudskom iskustvu, a to ne važi za ona zasnovana na lokalnim 
običajima. Evo primera. 

Iz kognitivističkog ugla valјa obratiti pažnju na sekundarna značenja leksema komatati i sabor, 
koji predstavlјaju svojevrsne konceptualne antonime. Dok se osnovno značenje lekseme sabor odnosi 
na sabiranje, povezivanje, okuplјanje osoba ili predmeta, osnovno značenje glagola komatati 
(komadati) u vezi je sa rasparčavanjem, rasturanjem, podelom predmeta i pojava na komade. 
Semantika bukvalnog sabiranja i rasparčavanja, putem metafore, omogućila je i apstraktno shvaćene 
ove procese u duhovnom životu čoveka. Tako se sabor u govoru Srba na Kosovu krajem 19. veka 
odnosio i na okuplјanje, sređivanje misli i strplјenje, a komatati se koristilo i da označi unutrašnje 
kidanje, rasparčavanje, bes. Oba ova značenja mogla bi se intenzivnije realizovati i u književnom 
jeziku. 

Zapažamo primere i za metonimijska značenja koja ne postoje u književnom jeziku ni kao 
potencijalna, a malo je verovatno i da će se razviti. Leksema venac u značenju brak, suprug, supruga 
nastala su u vezi sa danas zaboravlјenim običajem upotrebe venaca u ceremoniji venčanja. Zvono kao 
veliki posao, velika dužnost u vezi je sa predvodnikom stada, bukvalno ili metaforički, a onaj koji 
predvodi mora biti najodgovorniji. Obe ove motivacije polako nestaju ili su nestale iz svakodnevnog 
iskustva, posebno u urbanim sredinama, pa se ni ova značenja ne mogu očekivati.  

Primeri sa komatati i saborom, na jednoj strani, i vencem i zvonom, na drugoj, ukazuju na 
činjenicu da su u jeziku dugovečnija, postojanija, relevantnija, univerzalnija ona sekundarna značenja 
koja su zasnovana na univerzalnim kognitivnim procesima, nego ona koja su kulturološki zasnovana. 
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Ova prva, čak i ako ne postoje, uvek se mogu aktivirati, a ova druga su i prostorno i vremenski 
lokalna i mogu se aktivirati dok postoji običaj na kome su zasnovana. 
 
 
4. PROBLEMI OSAMOSTALjIVANјA LINGVOKULTUROLOGIJE  

 
Lingvokulturologija, kao mlađa disciplina od kognitivne lingvistike, još uvek razvija svoju 

metodologiju i pokušava da se osamostali u odnosu na kognitivnu lingvistiku. Upravo u tom pokušaju 
da se razdvoji od kognitivne lingvistike vidimo i neke od osnovnih teškoća lingvokulturologije u 
ovom trenutku (isp. Dragićević 2010). 

Jedan od klјučnih problema leži u tome što mnogi lingvokulturolozi po svaku cenu moraju da 
pronalaze nacionalne specifičnosti u predmetu svog istraživanja. Nama se čini da je dovolјno 
istraživati uticaj nacionalne kulture na jezik da bi se istraživanje nazvalo lingvokulturološkim, ali da 
ne treba po svaku cenu, čak i po cenu objektivnosti i tačnosti rezultata, insistirati na kulturološkim 
razlikama. I nacionalne sličnosti su lingvokulturološki zanimlјive. Čak možemo reći da iznenađuje 
sličnost među jezicima u vezi sa načinom na koji parcelišu stvarnost!   

 I pored silnog upinjanja E. I. Zinovjeve i E. E. Jurkova (2006) da pokažu kako se kroz ruski i 
kineski jezik različito odslikava mladost, kako Rusi i Kinezi, pod uticajem svojih jezika, o strahu 
govore, pa samim tim i razmišlјaju različito, a Rusi i Japanci o životinjama, veoma je očigledno 
koliko se u različitim jezicima malo razlikuje parcijalizacija segmenata stvarnosti o kojima se govori 
u istraživanjima. Sličnosti je mnogo, a razlike su male, nevažne i uslovne.  

Prema našoj oceni, lingvistika je imala više uspeha u svojoj prethodnoj fazi, kada se bavila 
univerzalijama do kojih dovode iste kognitivne mogućnosti govornikâ različitih jezika, nego 
lingvistika danas, kojoj su u žiži interesovanja jezičke specifičnosti izazvane različitim kulturama u 
kojima se ti jezici govore.30 

Drugi problem je etnocentrizam. U nekim lingvokulturološkim radovima predstavlјanje 
nacionalanog mentaliteta i nacionalne slike stvarnosti u odnosu na sliku stvarnosti drugih naroda 
obojeno je nacionalnim samolјublјem i brojnim još ranije stečenim predrasudama o drugim narodima, 
tj. opterećeno je etnocentrizmom. Za ovu pojavu pronalazi se opravdanje u tome što svaki pojedinac 
(pa i lingvokulturolog) druge lјude posmatra iz ugla kulture kojoj pripada. Međutim, u vreme 
globalizacije, u kojem živimo, razlika među kulturama se stalno smanjuje, a, osim toga, 
lingvokulturolog bi morao biti lišen etnocentrizma da bi pravilno rasuđivao o jezičkim slikama sveta 
drugih naroda. 

Na primer, E. I. Zinovjeva i E. E. Jurkov (2006) navode sledeći primer: najčešća asocijacija 
ruskih ispitanika na sve zadate reči-stimuluse u jednom velikom asocijativnom eksperimentu glasi 
čovek, na desetom mestu je drug, a asocijacija ja nalazi se na trideset šestom mestu. U asocijativnom 
eksperimentu u kojem su učestvovali engleski ispitanici najčešća asocijacija glasila je ja, a drug se 
nalazi na sedamdeset trećem mestu. Ovi podaci poslužili su Zinovjevoj i Jurkovu da zaklјuče da je 
engleska kultura „individualistička“ i da se u njoj ne vodi mnogo računa o drugima, jer je u njihovoj 
svesti drug (kako pokazuju asocijacije) kotiran vrlo nisko. Rusi su, međutim, nesebični, brinu o 
bližnjima i zapostavlјaju sebe. 
 
 
5. ZAKLЈUČAK U NAJKRAĆIM CRTAMA 

 
Osnovni zaklјučak koji proizlazi iz ovog rada jeste da je savremena lingvistika okrenuta čoveku 

i interaktivnom odnosu između čoveka i jezika. Najdalјe u tim istraživanjima otišla je kognitivna 
lingvistika. Lingvokulturologija se razvila bazirajući se na kognitivnoj lingvistici i pokušava da se 
osamostali od nje. U tom razdvajanju ima dosta problema, ali verujemo da će se lingvokulturologija 
osamostaliti. 

 

                                                
30 Као пример можемо навести истраживања Ане Вјежбицке. Много нам се прихватљивијима чине 

њена испитивања примитивâ, природног семантичког метајезика и других језичких особености 
заснованих на трагању за универзалним цртама у језицима него њено промовисање тзв. англокултуре 
(исп. Wierzbicka 2006). Наиме, према А. Вјежбицкој (2006), англокултура је култура Сједињених 
Америчких Држава, Велике Британије, Канаде, Аустралије и Новог Зеланда, дакле оних земаља у којима 
је примарни језик енглески. Сматрамо да није могуће говорити о једној култури на три континента и о 
томе да енглески језик обликује заједнички поглед на свет становницима свих ових континената.  
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INTERSECTION OF COGNITIVE LINGUISTICS AND LINGUOCULTURAL STUDIES 
 

ABSTRACT 
This paper investigates the relation between the two modern linguistic approaches, which study the 
relationship between language, thought and reality, namely cognitive linguistics (which emphasizes the 
relationship between language and cognition), and linguocultural studies (deals with relationship between 
language and culture). These both stuides originated at the end of the twentieth century and have a certain 
autonomy, but also they inevitably intertwined. 
 

Rajna M. Dragićević 
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Abstract. The biophysical energy-informational nature of the acupuncture system, consciousness, and vital 
energy is considered, from the three aspects: quantum-informational electromagnetic, quasi-classical ionic, 
and transpersonal exotic. First, quantum-informational electromagnetic aspect of the acupuncture system is 
pointed out, as indicated by quantum-coherent characteristics of the Russian-Ukrainian school of 
microwave resonance therapy, and the discovery that any quantum system has formal mathematical 
structure of Hopfield quantum-holographic associative neural network. It is also pointed out that the 
acupuncture system is relted to consciousness, as supported by the very effective meridian (psycho / 
energy) therapies with successive setting new boundary conditions in the acupuncture energy-state during 
emotionally-involved visualizations of the psychosomatic problems. On the other hand, the quasi-classical 
ionic aspect of the acupuncture system is suggested by research of the non-threshold "gap junction" 
electrical synapses, which have shown an order of magnitude increased their concentration at acupuncture 
points, that is consistent with a much lower electrical resistance of acupuncture points compared to the 
surrounding tissue, as well as a significantly higher absorption of ions in these points. Finally, the 
transpersonal exotic aspect of the energy-information communications is pointed out (known in all 
traditions, and now widely used in transpersonal energy therapies such as Qigong, Reiki, pranic healing...), 
through established and stabilized energy-information channels of vital energy (qi, ki, prana...), pointing to 
a deeper exotic space-time nature of these energy-information channels (i.e. connection with exotic 
quantum vacuum fluctuations, necessary for anti-gravitational stabilization of the space-time channels). 
These considerations might imply that joint research on the crossroad of psychosomatic integrative 
medicine (and related long standing open problems of acupuncture system and consciousness, including 
vital energy and transpersonal phenomena) and quantum informatics (and related open problems of 
quantum physics and general relativity) may become fruitful in spreading frontiers of the existing scientific 
paradigm. 

 
Keywords: acupuncture system, consciousness, vital energy, integrative biophysics, quantum-holographic 
informatics, quantum-informational medicine, ions, transpersonal communications. 

 
 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
 

Contemporary medicine has put its emphasis on the alopatic-dosed non-economic highly 
pharmaceutic-oriented medicine technologies. On the contrary, in the past years more attention is payed 
to bioadequate homeopatic-dosed economic bioresonant quantum-informational medicine technologies, 
related to usage of such values of the field energy, appearing in normal functioning of human organism 
[1].  

So, contemporary investigations of psychosomatic diseases imply the necessity of application of 
holistic methods, oriented to healing the person as a whole and not disease as a symptom of disorder of 
the whole, suggesting their macroscopic quantum origin [1-21]. In the focus of these holistic methods 
are body's acupuncture system and consciousness – which (within the Feynman propagator version of 
quantum mechanics [22,23]) have quantum-informational structure of quantum-holographic Hopfield-
like associative neural network [1-16] – with very significant quantum-holographic psychosomatic 
implications.  

 

                                                
31 Also presented at 1st Serbian Congress for Integrative Medicine, Joined with 7th European Congress for Integrative 

Medicine, ECIM 2014, Belgrade, 2014. 
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2.  ON QUANTUM-INFORMATIONAL ELECTROMAGNETIC ASPECT OF  
ACUPUNCTURE SYSTEM, CONSCIOUSNESS AND VITAL ENERGY 

 
As demonstrated by quantum-coherent characteristics of the Russian-Ukrainian school of 

microwave resonance therapy (MRT) [24] (highly resonant electromagnetic (EM) microwave (MW) 
sensory response of the disordered organism, biologically efficient nonthermal MW radiation of the 
extremely low intensity, and neglecting MW energy losses alongside acupuncture meridians) – the 
acupuncture system is the only manifestly macroscopic quantum system in our body (while brain still 
seems not to be [25]) which is the reason that consciousness is related to acupuncture system’s quantum-
coherent EM MW field (ultralowfrequency (ULF) or radiofrequency (RF) / lowfrequency (LF) 
modulated) in the framework of our biophysical quantum-holographic model of consciousness [2-5,11-
15]. 

So, in the context of acupuncture-based [1-5,9-20,24,26-32] and consciousness-based [1-5,9-
17,32-61] approaches and techniques of quantum-informational medicine, their goal would be a 
bioresonant excitation of the EM MW ULF- / RF- / LF-modulated psychosomatically disordered state 
(acupuncture palpatory-painful or psychologically traumatic, as one of hundreds possible disordered 
states) thus enabling that its initial memory attractor is bioresonantly excited (similar to annealing 
procedure in artificial neural networks [62]) becoming shallower and wider on the account of deepening 
of the (energy-dominating) attractor of healthy (acupuncture palpatory painless or psychologically 
traumatic-free) state, see Fig. 1 – which is then altogether quantum-holographically projected on the 
lower quantum-holographic cellular level, thus changing the expression of genes [1-16]. Thus, all these 
acupuncture-based and consciousness-based holistic approaches and techniques might be considered as 
quantum-informational therapies, via imposing new boundary conditions in the energy-state space of 
the acupuncture system / consciousness. 
 

 

Figure 1. Schematic presentation of the adaptation of memory attractors in the energy-state ( )( k
Sk

E φ ) 

hypersurface of the quantum-holographic memory / propagator of various hierarchical levels of 
biological macroscopic open quantum systems Sk [1-16] (local cell’s biomolecular protein / target, local 
acupuncture system / consciousness, or nonlocal out-of-body consciousness / collective consciousness). 

It should be pointed out that Nature presumably has chosen elegant room-temperature solution for 
quantum-holographic information processing, constantly fluctuating between quantum-coherent states 
and classically-reduced states of various hierarchical levels of biological macroscopic open quantum 
system Sk, via nonstationary interactions with out-of-body farther environment and further through 

decoherence by bodily closer environment. Thus quantum neural holography combined with quantum 
decoherence might be very significant element of the feedback bioinformatics, from the level of cell – to 

the level of organism – and further to the level of collective consciousness, with backward dynamic 
influence on the expression of genes. This implies necessity of quantum-informational successive 

bioresonant balansing of all unwilling side memory attractors (like 2kφ  in the Figure), which would 
cause development of psychosomatic diseases on the individual level, and interpersonal fights in this 

and further generations on the collective level. 
However, when this process is hindered by transpersonally entangled blockages in the EM field-

related energy-state space of the acupuncture system / consciousness (on numerous laboratory tests 
revealing the evidence of entangled minds i.e. extrasensory experiences in a quantum reality, see ref. 
[63]) – then memory attractors of quantum-holographic network of field-related collective 
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consciousness should be removed as well (via prayer or circular (psycho / energy) therapies from all 
relevant meta-positions included in the problem), to dis-entangle energy-informationally all mental 
addresses included [1-5,9-17,50-61]. These transpersonal holistic procedures, alongside with working 
on all levels of EM bioresonant therapies [1-5,10-21,24,26-32] and non-circular (psycho / energy) 
therapies [1-5,10-17,32-49], might be holistic clue for imposing healing boundary conditions in energy-
state space of patients' acupuncture system / consciousness.  

It should be pointed out that on all quantum-holographic hierarchical levels of biological 
macroscopic open quantum systems Sk (local cell’s biomolecular protein / target, local acupuncture 
system / consciousness, or non-local out-of-body consciousness / collective consciousness), there exist 
two (interacting) macroscopic quantum subsystems [3-5,8]: first with modifying many-electron 

hypersurface Ee(
)(k

eφ ) and second with modifying EM multi-phonon hypersurface Ev(
)(k

vφ ), as in Fig. 1. 

It should be added that an energy hypersuface of multi-phonon quantum state might also include low-
energy long-range coherent MW Frohlich excitations (created as a result of interaction of electronic and 
phonon subsystems [64,65]), of particular significance in microwave resonance therapy (MRT) of a 
dynamic modification of the EM multi-phonon (and related many-electron) acupuncture macroscopic 
quantum subsystem [3-20,24,26,27]. This quantum-holographic picture implies that quantum-
holographic hierarchical parts carry information on wholeness, enabling subtle quantum-holographic 
fractal coupling between various hierarchical biophysical levels – including numerous acupuncture 
projection zones and corresponding organs and cells, with underlying macroscopic quantum-
informational control mechanisms of embryogenesis / ontogenesis and morphogenesis and their 
backward influence on the expression of genes, starting from the first fertilized cell division which 
initializes differentiation of the acupuncture system of non-threshold electrical GJ-synapses ("gap-
junctions") [1-21].  

The above problem is of fundamentally-theoretical physical significance, as it tackles the question 
of universality of quantum mechanics, i.e. the question of general validity of the quantum-physical laws 
for macroscopic phenomena as well, mostly treated by the methods of classical physics. Although this 
question was raised in the early phase of founding of quantum-mechanical theory (and temporarily put 
aside for very different reasons, being considered as a difficult scientific problem), in this respect the 
situation is not much better today, and it can be said freely that the problem of universal validity of 
quantum mechanics is still open [6,66-81], and presumably needs additional phenomenological 
assumptions [82]. In particular, our analyses imply the existence of novel macroscopic quantum 
biomolecular phenomena, with biomolecular chain folding in an open environment considered as a 
subtle quantum interplay between energy and conformation eigenstates of this biomolecule, governed by 
quantum-chemical and quantum decoherence laws [6]. On the other hand, within an open biological 
cell, a system of all identical (non-interacting and dynamically non-coupled) biomolecular proteins 
might be considered as corresponding spatial quantum ensemble of these identical biomolecular 
processors, providing spatially distributed quantum solution to a single corresponding biomolecular 
chain folding, whose density of conformational states – within the occupational basis of enzyme's 
conformational states – might be represented as Hopfield-like quantum-holographic associative neural 
network (HQHNN) too [3-8] (like in Fig. 1).   

Since all successive biochemical reactions are functionally interconnected, so are the successive 
HQHNNs in bioinformational framework within the corresponding enzymes’ occupational bases – 
which may be presented in the form of Haken’s multi-level synergetic neural network, composed of 
layers of successive HQHNNs. In such bioinformational framework of Haken’s multi-level synergetic 
neural network, each of the successive HQHNNs layers, representing corresponding intra-cellular and 
extra-cellular biochemical reactions, has a formal Hopfield-like mathematical structure in the form of 
(non-morphological / abstract) ’formal neurons‘ massively inter-connected by ‘formal connections’, 
while the layers of HQHNNs would be mutually quantum-holographically coupled via their ‘memory 
attractors‘ (i.e. their quantum-holographic memory states, within the occupational bases of 
conformational states of the corresponding enzymes involved) [6]. Such a generallized bioinformational 
framework of Haken’s multi-level synergetic neural network, representing corresponding intra-cellular 
and extra-cellular biochemical reactions, is in line with trends of modelling hierarchical information 
processing in higher cognitive processes as well [4,5,22,23,83,84]. It should be added, that quantum 
nature of water (and its fundamental quantum-informational nature as Hopfield-like quantum-
holographic neural network), with its numerous memory attractors, might also mediate in coupling 
quantum-informational intra-cellular and extra-cellular biochemical reactions (this being the possible 
quantum-informational basis of homeopathy [30] and some intriguing field-mediated genetic 
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experiments [85,86]; on some other proposed field-related phenomena of biological water we shall 
comment later on). 

Hereafter, it should be pointed out that Sit’ko with coauthors have revealed necessary and 
sufficient conditions for existence of macroscopic selfconsistent potentials (of so called Landau-Haken 
type) alongside acupuncture meridians, with EM MW eigenfrequencies of healthy and disordered states 
of the acupuncture system [26,87-89], pointing out that living systems are the fourth level of quantum 
ladder of Nature (nuclear-atomic-moleculal-biological), governed by specific macroscopic quantum 
laws of the Physics of the Alive. Sit’ko and coauthors have conducted EM MW measurements via 
specially designed radiometric system (on the level of inherent noises ~ 5·10-23 W/Hz·cm2), which 
enabled obtaining of the following important characteristics of the acupuncture channels and points 
[90]: channels have diameter of 3÷5 mm in their surface exits in the acupuncture points; refraction index 
within channels is n = 1 as in the air, while being 5÷6 in the body outside channels; in case of functional 
disorders of channels, upon external EM MW flux of 10-21÷10-20 W/Hz·cm2 the corresponding 
acupuncture points completely absorb radiation, while upon flux greater than 10-19 W/Hz·cm2 
acupuncture points completely reflect external EM MW radiation (so in natural conditions the effects of 
solar radiation on biological systems are neglecting in the very sensitive EM MW regulatory region, 
being intensely absorbed by atmosphere, which was presumably of evolutional significance in natural 
selection of biological species). 

On this line, it is worth pointing out that Umezawa with coauthors and Del Giudice with 
coauthors, by applying fundamental quantum-field theoretical formalism of spontaneous symmetry 
breaking, have pointed to biological room-temperature macroscopic condensates of virtual 
quasiparticles of the effective mass and charge, so called evanescent photons in water (nonpropagated / 
tunneling longitudinal modes of quantum EM field embedded by biological macroscopic ordered 
locallizations of the electric dipole field of water), as a possible quantum basis of functioning of cells in 
general [91-94,94-96], while Jibu and coauthors have pointed to them as a possible quantum basis of 
consciousness in brain [97-100]. According to such a theoretical concept, as evanescent photons in 
water are not related to propagating waves (in EM RF range [94-96]), they cannot be detected externally 
– so in the region of biological macroscopic ordered localizations of the electric dipole field of water 
special probes must be inserted, to enable embedded quanta of non-propagating modes of the EM RF 
field to be scattered in detectable propagating modes, which were detected experimentally in the EM RF 
region [101]. 

Based on the principles of photonic crystals and photonic bandgap guiding (where the 
confinement of photons in some low-index hollow-core 3D defect might be achieved by exploiting 
photonic bandgap reflectivity of the surrounding higher-index (quasi)periodic medium [102]), it seems 
that the above mentioned EM MW experiments suggest an interesting possibility to consider the low-
index n = 1 acupuncture channels as 3D photonic crystal channel waveguides of propagated EM MW 
photons (influencing backward the structure and ionic conductivity of the channels [3-5,26,87-89]), 
confined by the surrounding higher-index (quasi) periodic cellular body medium outside channels (of 
n = 5÷6 in the cellular cytoplasm and n » 1 in the cellular membranes of metabolic depending striking 
polarization of the volume ion density [103]) with non-propagated EM MW evanescent photons (the 
similar mechanism might be possibly extended in the visual range of EM spectrum, to account for 
experiments of Popp and coauthors with ultra-weak biophoton light channels [104]). 
 
 
3.  ON QUASI-CLASSICAL IONIC ASPECT OF ACUPUNCTURE SYSTEM, 

CONSCIOUSNESS AND VITAL ENERGY 
 

The ionic aspect of the acupuncture system is suggested by recent research of non-threshold GJ-
electrical synapses, which showed an order of magnitude increase in their concentration at acupuncture 
points [2-5,12-14,17-20], which is consistent with a much lower electrical resistance of acupuncture 
points in relation to the surrounding tissue, and with a much higher absorption of aeroions in these 
points. The ionic aspect of the acupuncture system is also supported by biophysical model of the 
acupuncture system and states of consciousness [2-5,12-14,17-20], according to which vital energy (qi / 
prana…) would have its partial theoretical interpretation in ions, out of which positive ions have 
catabolic (yang) influence and flow dominantly through the right part of the circulatory acupuncture 
system, while negative ions have anabolic (yin) influence and flow dominantly through the left part of 
the circulatory acupuncture system.  
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Also, the ionic aspect of the acupuncture system can account for the origin of Chinese therapeutic 
rules yin-yang / tonification-sedation through the type / rotation of the needles [2-5,12-14,17-19]. Yin 
syndrome (excess of negative ions in some left acupuncture channel) is tonified by taking in positive 
ions from air or taking off negative ions from the channel (through Ag needles working as anode) i.e. by 
rotating needles in counterclockwise direction on the left channel (thus closing its GJs for flow of 
negative ions) or clockwise direction on the corresponding right channel (thus opening its GJs for flow 
of positive ions). Yang syndrome (excess of positive ions in some right acupuncture channel) is sedated 
by taking in negative ions from air or taking off positive ions from the channel (through Au needles 
working as cathode) i.e. by rotating needles in counterclockwise direction on the right channel (thus 
closing its GJs for flow of positive ions) or clockwise direction on the corresponding left channel (thus 
opening its GJs for flow of negative ions). On the other hand, some other Chinese therapeutic rules need 
taking into account functional physiological interactions between acupuncture system and nervous and 
humoral systems.    

Besides, the ionic aspect of the acupuncture system can explain interrelation of 2-hour ultradian 
rhythms in Indian and Chinese traditional medicines. So, nasal rhythm has ultradian periodicity ~ 2 
hours (i.e. ~ 1 hour of alternative dominance of the left and right phases: -ida-pingala-...). Although this 
rhythm is apparently not in phase with ~ 24-hour acupuncture rhythm of the successive dominance of 12 
paired meridians (i.e. ~ 2-hour successive dominance of every organ-related meridian with 
corresponding yin or yang functions in the mentioned order: -yin-yin-yang-yang-…), it seems that every 
~ 2-hour organ-related acupuncture phase (either yin or yang) requires complete ~ 2-hour nasal phase 
(ida-pingala) in order to balance activities of corresponding organ-related pair of symmetrical left and 
right meridians, to enable both anabolic (ida-like left-meridian) and catabolic (pingala-like right-
meridian) organ functions [2-5, 12-14,17-19], contributing finally to either yin or yang overall 
corresponding organ-effect from the viewpoint of the traditional Chinese medicine. This implies that 
both negative and positive ions are metabolically significant (which is confirmed by experiments with 
experimental animals which die after couple of weeks in the atmosphere without ions!), although small 
excess (ratio 5:4) of negative ions is relaxing-well-being for the body! 

Swara yoga for good health recommends half-hour rhythmic breathing through the nose (in the 
traditional lotus position, but may be also practiced in the morning and evening relaxing walks), with 
rhythmicity 6:6:12 (in walks, during 6 steps deep inhalation, next 6 steps holding the breath, and the 
next 12 steps slow and complete exhalation), 5:5:10 or 4:4:8, depending on individual lung capacity [2-
5, 12-14,17-19,40]. These breathing exercises should be carried out in the fresh air (preferably near 
rivers), where there is an excess of negative ions, which have a beneficial effect on the relaxation of the 
body and hence the overall health. Then it is practiced exclusively rhythmic breathing through the nose, 
with an interruption to keep breath between inhalation and exhalation (in order to inhale as much as 
amount of ions (prana) through one of two (out of three) most important nadis (left ida and right 
pingala), with their entrances in corresponding nostrils, to be then redistributed within the acupuncture 
ionic system). 

Decades of research have shown that ions in the air (concentration of ~ 103-104 cm-3) substantially 
affect the behavioral effects (freshness / fatigue, relaxation / irritability), and in the long run the human 
health: it is shown that the effect of negative aeroions is anabolic (leading to relaxation, and 
consequently improving health condition), while the effect of positive aeroions is catabolic (eventually 
leading to fatigue, and in the long run to occurrence of disease) [2-5,12-14,17-19,105-107]. In addition 
to artificial sources of poorly influencing positive ions (in household appliances, personal computers, air 
conditioners and industrial machinery), there are also natural sources, usually in the form of hot winds 
(as, for example, fen – the wind blowing in southern Germany and Switzerland). To improve 
microclimate, aeroionizers were made (generators of negative aeroions), which in its vicinity raise the 
concentration of negative ions in the air up to 105 cm-3, establishing a microclimate which is seen in the 
countryside near rivers and waterfalls, forests and mountains, after heavy thunderstorms and heavy 
downpours. 

Swara yoga also recommends simple control of nasal rhythms (2-hour ultradian rhythms) in the 
process of recovering or keeping energy and emotional balance of the organism [2-5,12-14,17,18,40]. 
Namely, there is possibility for reverse influence of the nasal rhythm on the brain one, by activating less 
active nostril through special breathing procedure: the more active nostril is closed by finger pressure, 
this being followed by forceful and short inhaling 10-15 times through the less active nostril. In this way 
the previously less active channel (ida or pingala) is excited through ionic nostril receptors, then 
subsequently influencing the limbic brain center to switch the phase of ultradian rhythm. The effect is 
achieved after only several minutes, which might be monitored by exchanged activity of nostrils. The 
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procedure is very simple, and can be efficiently used to prevent development of stressful mood, cold in 
early phase (through switching the ultradian rhythm of developing disorder) etc. 
 
 
4.  ON TRANSPERSONAL EXOTIC ASPECT OF ACUPUNCTURE SYSTEM, 

CONSCIOUSNESS AND VITAL ENERGY 
 
The above mentioned quantum-field theoretical formalism (verified experimentally in the EM RF 

region as well), suggests deeper biophysical origin of non-propagated evanescent photons in water, whose 
EM field-related macro-quantum condensates might be the basis of traditionally widely present (but 
scientifically poorly understood) concepts of qi / prana of energy-informational acupuncture system / 
consciousness [12-14,35-43], detectable within low-index hollow-core defect acupuncture channels and 
non-detectable outside them (with possible generalization from the evanescent EM field to the evanescent 
unified field, in line with the broader traditional comprehension of qi / ki / prana / mana / pneuma / 
uncreated light... as all-pervasive cosmic quintessence [13,14,39-43]). These traditional holistic concepts 
might be additionally supported by fundamental holographic principle [108,109] according to which any 
(3D) physical system is isomorphic to the holographic information embedded on its (2D) surface, which 
implies that full quantum-informational content of our 3D body could be holographically contained in the 
corresponding 2D surface layer – in line with our macroscopic quantum-informational Hopfield-like 
holographic framework for psychosomatics and proposed close relationship of the acupuncture system and 
consciousness [4,5,12-14] as well (which is also supported by novel meridian (psycho / energy) therapies, 
with fast removing of traumas, phobias, allergies, post-traumatic stress and other psychosomatic disorders, 
via simultaneous effects of emotionally-involved visualizations of psychosomatic problems and tapping / 
touching of prescribed acupuncture points [49,50]).  

Suggested macroscopic quantum-informational Hopfield-like holographic framework for psycho-
somatics also implies that quantum-holographic hierarchical parts carry information about the whole 
(which resembles the Hindu relationship Brahman / Atman, as a whole and the part which contains 
information about the whole [36,37]), allowing subtle quantum-informational coupling of hierarchical 
levels in Nature [110-114], which is supported by acupuncture system and its projection zones (ECIWO 
holographic concept [21]) and discovery of quantum-holographic influence on the expression of cell 
genome (by linguistic-wave-genetic-modulation of irradiating-laser beams [85]), as well as by 
transpersonal origin of the amazing creativities (Tesla and Mozart as case studies [113,114]) and 
predestinated life paths and temptations (as indicated by the contemporary experiences of 
hypnoregressions [115] and experiences of tribal traditions [60,61] and traditions of East [36,37] and 
West [37,56], while still emphasizing that it is possible to reprogram / optimize them by spiritual 
purification [33-61,115]). 

In the above context, despite the (unitary) deterministic evolution of the quantum-informational 
Hopfield-like holographic neural network of collective consciousness (as there is no out-of-cosmic 
environment that triggers the (non-unitary) collapse of quantum-coherent state of the field-related 
cosmic collective consciousness and complementary particle-related cosmic environment) [2-5,11-15] – 
the memory attractors of collective consciousness could still be reprogrammed by prayer for eliminating 
inter-personal loads of collective consciousness – probably via prayer-excited new macro-quantum 
energy-informational portions of vital energy / uncreated light in prayer-related persons (similarly to 
mentally-channeled prana / qi / ki in local and transpersonal healing in Ayurvedic / Qigong / Reiki 
practices [40-43]), as disentangling energy-informational indeterministic intervention in quantum-
holographic evolution of collective consciousness (and incoming individual and collective events), thus 
(non-unitary) setting necessary new boundary conditions) [2-5,11-15]. This leaves the most room for 
free will and influence on future preferences – implying indispensable role of individuals due to their 
influence and care for collective mental environment.  

It should be pointed out that many transpersonal phenomena associated with consciousness 
[2,33-61,63,110,113-124] are well documented and even practically incorporated in psychosomatic 
energy-correction, and their physical explanation should be sought on the very border of the current 
scientific paradigm. Within our quantum-informational / quantum-gravitational theoretical framework 
of consciousness and psychosomatics [2-5,11-15,79] they are proposed to be of deeper quantum-
gravitational origin (in space-time transcending highly-noninertial strong-gravity-equivalent (according 
to Einstein’s principle of equivalence!) transitional states of consciousness (from high-dielectric bodily 
into low-dielectric out-of-body states!), based on locally generated wormhole space-time tunnels 
quantum-gravitationally stabilized by so called exotic matter (quantum vacuum fluctuations in strongly 
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curved space-time of wormhole tunnels [125]) with anti-gravitational effects (really observed in the 
transpersonal psychokinetic manifestations of vital energy / prana / qi [36,37,110,117-119]). The exotic 
aspect of these space-time tunnels and vital energy might be extended to acupuncture channels (of 
peculiar vacuum-like n = 1 refraction index) with outside inflow of vital energy / prana / qi (see also 
comment in [118])).  

The above multidisciplinary considerations might imply that joint research on the crossroad of 
psychosomatic integrative medicine (and related long standing open problems of acupuncture system 
and consciousness, including vital energy and transpersonal phenomena) and quantum informatics (and 
related open problems of quantum physics and general relativity [126]) may become fruitful in 
spreading frontiers of the existing scientific paradigm. 
 
   
5.  CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, biophysical energy-informational nature of the acupuncture system, consciousness 
and vital energy is considered, from the three aspects: quantum-informational electromagnetic, quasi-
classical ionic, and transpersonal exotic.   

Quantum-informational electromagnetic aspect of the acupuncture system is suggested by 
quantum-coherent characteristics of the microwave resonance therapy and the discovery that any quantum 
system has formal mathematical structure of Hopfield quantum-holographic associative neural network, 
while close relationship of the acupuncture system and consciousness is suggested by their macroscopic 
quantum nature and very effective meridian (psycho / energy) therapies. Quasi-classical ionic aspect of 
the acupuncture system is suggested by non-threshold "gap junction" electrical synapses with an order of 
magnitude increased concentration at acupuncture points and significantly higher absorption of ions in 
these points. Transpersonal exotic aspect of the energy-information communications is suggested by 
established and stabilized energy-information channels of vital energy (qi, ki, prana...) known in all 
traditions and widely used in transpersonal energy therapies (Qigong, Reiki, Pranic healing…), pointing 
to a deeper exotic space-time nature of these energy-information channels. 

The presented biophysical energy-informational framework for psychosomatics might have 
significant holistic implications, providing fundamental quantum-informational framework for better 
understanding of the nature of psychosomatic diseases and their prevention and healing, which might 
help in developing strategies for integrative psychosomatic medicine. Within this framework, it appears 
that all holistic acupuncture-based and consciousness-based approaches and techniques can be treated as 
quantum-informational therapies, by imposing new healing boundary conditions in the energy-state 
space of EM quantum-field-related acupuncture system / (individual and collective) consciousness. So, 
on the basis of integrative quantum-holographic framework it might be said that three front lines of 
integrative psychosomatic medicine do exist : (i) Spirituality and circular (psycho / energy) therapies 
from all relevant meta-positions, with possibility of permanent erasing of mutual memory attractors on 
the level of collective consciousness; (ii) (Quantum) holistic medicine and non-circular (psycho / 
energy) therapies, whose efforts temporary erase memory attractors on the level of acupuncture system / 
individual consciousness, and prevent or alleviate their somatization, as a consequence of the indolence 
on the first level; and (iii) Conventional symptomatic medicine, whose activities on the somatic level via 
immunology, pharmacology, biomedical diagnostics and surgery hinder or soothe somatized 
consequences of the carelessness on the first two levels.  
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Abstract: Human perception assimilates information by giving it a certain meaning. More developed 
“second signaling system”, i.e. verbal speech distinguishes a man from the animals. Assimilating 
information not always requires brain development. There are facts proving the existence of perception to 
a prenate at very early stages of prenatal development when the brain has not yet developed. Getting this 
information is possible in postnatal period of human development, when the brain is developed enough 
and has no serious damage. 
The classification of types of perception is being made, including the following conclusions: 

• Human verbal speech is a non-material carrier and transmitter of the information; 
• Perception is a complex pattern. It consists of several parts, each is accountable 

accordingly to consciousness and components of the unconscious: perinatal, and we 
postulated a median perception – an entity where is possible interaction of all 
perceptions together;  

• Median perception is able to receive information and interact with it at all levels of 
the information fields;  

• Interaction with the information regardless of how it was received, can affect any 
area of human activity;  

Confirmation by independent researchers of our data and conclusions based on this data, in particular on 
the possibilities of information exchange in the median perception, can lead modern civilization to a new 
level of evolution.   
 
Keywords : perception, information, meaningful patterns 

 
 

Specific features of the information transfer in the verbal speech communication require in-
depth studies. It is worthy to note that due to the development of speech, information can exist also 
beyond the material carrier. Human verbal speech is both data carrier and transmitter.  

In the inanimate matter data carrier and its transmitter can be temporary or fundamental 
material objects.  

 For example, the structural material particle photon is a carrier and transmitter of the light (1). 
We can give examples when there is no any fundamental entity or particle (e.g. photon), which 
performs the role of the carrier and transmitter. Instead of this this role is performed by a temporarily 
existing entity, e.g. “trace” or “print” left by an individual (fingerprints on the object touched by this 
person; footprints; specific smell of sweat or perfume scattered in the air).  

And finally the verbal speech itself, which is not a material object, has the function of the 
“carrier and transmitter of the information”.  

Therefore, human verbal speech or – more generally – the system of signs of the animals as 
well as humans in general, including the “language” of the genome or any kind of facial expressions 
or body language, as well as sexually- or role-movement dances of the animals during their mating 
period “pictures” are at the same time the information carrier and its transmitting mechanism.  

In a sense, the entire Universe is permeated by the information. It simply cannot exist without 
information. Due to importance of the question of interaction with the information it is logically The 
importance of the question of interaction with information inadvertently raises the question: whether 
there are other carriers and carriers of information available to human perception? 

If such carries do exist, it is important to understand how information is perceived by the 
person. When we touch the issue of human perception, the need to review the structure and functions 
of the human perception.  
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Human perception assimilates information by giving it a certain meaning (2). Maybe perception 
system of the animals is based on some "designing" of the meaning from the incoming information. In 
this respect it is the more developed “second signaling system”, i e verbal speech that distinguishes a 
man from the animals. There are no serious objections re. this question, in particular  when it concerns 
the adult man or adult animals with fully matured and developed central nervous system, including 
the brain. Recently, however, more and more accumulated significant facts demonstrate possibility of 
assimilating information by a human being (turning it into a meaningful pattern) without a fully 
mature brain at a very early stage of development of perinatal prenate (3-4). Sometimes it can be 
possible practically from the moment of conception and fertilization by sperm (5). This information 
does exist. But further interaction with this information– not as a prenate, but as a grown-up man – is 
quite problematic without a well-developed brain.  

In this respect Norbert Wiener have the following definition of information: “Information is 
denotation of the content which we received from the outside world in the process of adapting us and 
our senses to it”. And the main function of the central nervous system is just the adaptation to the 
surrounding reality. Adaptation is done by creating a perception based on the processed information 
of a certain meaning, which can serve as a guide in the surrounding reality. 

The above facts suggest, that perception is not extremely tightly tied to the central nervous 
system and the brain. Most likely only part of the functions of the perception is linked to them. The 
key feature of this “linked” or “tied” part of functions – that it is capable of handling information 
available to them by using our senses, and highlight the "starting point" of the displayed information, 
thus forming in our minds the "islands of meaning." These develop into a picture of surrounding 
reality that respectively forms our world vision. This part of perception is always accountable to our 
consciousness.  

There is another form of perception - the unconscious perception. According to Carl Gustav 
Jung, unconsciousness (perception - Sh.T.) does not have the logic of consciousness.  Due to the latter 
circumstance take place the structural dissociation of the personality (6), imprinting and re-imprinting, 
as well as, paradoxically, the protection of the individual as such, or rather protection of the image of 
the personality. Image of the personality is a semi-unconscious entity, which can contribute to 
adaptation of the individual to the society and give the person an opportunity to be in the society, at 
the same time avoiding the hard dictates of society. The function of the unconscious perception can be 
compared with the function of a graphite rod in a nuclear reactor. Therefore the unconscious 
perception manages a "chain reaction" of the fundamentally indestructible conflicts of personal 
interests and thus contributes to the evolution of man and its derivatives (7). The language of the 
unconscious, as a rule, is symbolic and in this respect the logic of consciousness is virtually 
powerless.  

Unconscious perception is a heterogeneous structure, and we can distinguish in it several 
separate units.  

For example, we select only the number of units of perception: 
• The conscious perception was described in details above.  
• Emotional unconscious - acceptance or rejection of any persons, objects, certain 

actions without logical comprehension. Malfunction in this unit of perception forms 
different kinds of phobias. Accordingly, the phobia can be cut short by reconciliation 
of the preceding events, which have caused an uncontrolled emotional response of 
the patient, with the conscious perception.  

• Psychoid unconscious perception – information that is mutually incompatible in 
terms of the logic. It encaves a threat both to the physical existence of the individual 
and the ethical, moral and social norms of human behavior. Its function – creation of 
the structural dissociation of the personality, when the dissociated personalities are 
principally unaware of each other's existence. We work with such situations by 
applying our original “age regression method” with the fully awake patient. Together 
we find a compromise and embed the dissociated personalities into the structure of 
the system of the central figure of the personality.  

• Somewhat apart stands the perinatal perception (both perinatal perception of a prenate 
and memories of an adult) in which simultaneously "coexists" the whole range of 
conscious and unconscious perceptions. Presumably its function - reception and 
working with the information that is outside the central nervous system, perceived 
before the formation and maturation of the human nervous system, and providing 
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this information to the interaction between the conscious and unconscious parts of 
perception.  

• The perception that goes beyond the conscious and the unconscious, as it is a "thing 
in itself" and can perceive and interact with information, even if the individual 
(owner of perception) has not yet come into being or does not exist any more. Thus, 
during the age regression were cases where the subject was "ejected" into a situation 
where he/she did not yet exist (e.g., the moment of conception, or the first meeting of 
the future parents), and questioning the parents about the situation, as a rule, 
coincides with the description of the tested subject. The ability to verify the data 
obtained during a controlled change of the input parameters of the perception, makes 
it eligible to include these areas of research as a subject of fundamental and applied 
sciences. The consequences of a successful scientific development of this area are 
simply unpredictable. They will radically change the scientific paradigm that 
underlies the modern scientific conception of the Matter and the Universe as such, 
thus will influence the notion of the Human capabilities.  

Human beings successfully use speech as a means of communication. Human conscious 
perception can encode, retrieve, send and receive logic and abstract information from the speech 
without the need for direct contact with the material carrier of information. The known "structures" of 
the unconscious perception are able to interact with a symbolic data carrier, which can be of the 
material, virtual, or abstract origin.  

Based on our preliminary research in the field of perinatal perceptions were obtained 
measurable verified data on the existence of another type of perception which is able to communicate 
(receive, transmit, process) with the information outside the capabilities of logical and symbolic (the 
unconscious) interaction.  

This requires the introduction of a new concept to describe this phenomenon. Thus, we 
postulated the existence of another kind of perception - the "Median perception." The Median 
perception is characterized by the possibility of communication with all the other perceptions incl. 
reception and transmission of information to/from them that is beyond their competence. It interacts 
with the information even when the material information carrier in the form of another person has not 
yet come into being or no longer exists.  

Here are some specific examples in the form of excerpts from regression therapy sessions:  
The Leader (Therapist): “You are a ray of light, you still do not exist, but you see the first 

meeting of your parents, when they realized that they were made for each other. Describe where this 
is going on and what they look like”. The Subject: “Dancing, the father invites mother, he really like 
her”. The Leader: “And how your mother feels about this?” – “She just likes the attention of the 
father...” The Leader: “ Describe how they look like”. When the mother was asked about this, her 
description matched the description made by the Subject. The mother was surprised how her daughter 
could know about this…  

Another example. The action takes place just before the moment of conception. The Leader: 
“Does the house smells of alcohol?” – The Subject: “No, the room smells of my mother's perfume”. 
The Leader: “How this influenced your adult life?” – The Subject: “ I know that love does exist…”  

The next example. The Leader: “What happens during labor? You feel strangled, compressed, 
or something unpleasant happens?” –  The Subject: “ No, everything is tolerable…”  The Leader: “Or 
maybe something is going on in the collective unconscious?” – The Subject: “Oh, it's full of all ... 
woven roots of trees, stone churches are collapsing, squeezing (all quite match the description of the 
third perinatal matrix by S. Grof), but simultaneously I hear and see what the doctors say near the 
mother, and see how the crane appeared and directs me to the blue sky”. 

Another example. The Leader: “Who takes the delivery?”… The Subject: “The male 
obstetrician”…  Mother confirmed that she never told about this and that it was indeed a male 
obstetrician. More surprisingly, the physical description of the obstetrician matched.   

The next example looks unlikely from the strict scientific point of view. The subject with the 
great reluctance to live. The Subject demonstrated persistent repeated suicide attempts due to the 
tragic death of his pregnant bride in a traffic accident. The Leader: ”Would you like to meet with your 
beloved bride and talk to her?” I will not present here this dialogue due to ethical grounds, but the said 
suicidal attempts have gone. 

There are many examples of meeting of the future parents before conception which after 
checking appeared quite accurate. Similarly, there are many examples of the  meetings with the 
collective unconscious, which influenced the subsequent adulthood of the former prenate.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

1. Human verbal speech is anon-material carrier and transmitter of the information; 
2. Perception is a complex pattern. It consists of several parts, each is accountable 

accordingly to consciousness and components of the unconscious: perinatal, and we 
postulated a median perception – an entity where is possible interaction of all 
perceptions together;  

3. Median perception is able to receive information and interact with it at all levels of the 
information fields;  

4. Interaction with the information regardless of how it was received, can affect any area of 
human activity;  

5. Confirmation by independent researchers of our data and conclusions based on this data, 
in particular on the possibilities of information exchange in the median perception, can 
lead modern civilization to a new level of evolution. 
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Abstract: Serbian language is an integral part of the Ecumenical code, which contains spiritual 
information that is of injunction in relation to the astral and physical plane of existence. This system is 
Ms. Adela Margot in his scientific work presented tripartite system of the universe as a triad - the 
universe, the solar system and the universe, which have their own existence, and in which we experience 
our being as a set of spiritual, astral and material level. 
Dr. Mirjana Sovilj has examined the entire system assembly frequencies that are important for our 
sensorial perception of inside and set up as a replica of the creation of the Universe itself. 
Milos Grozdanović is combining phonetic assembly of the Serbian language with the harmonic circuit 
guitar with 24 frets and 144 fields defined harmonic existence of the universe, the cosmos and  Space, 
Gods, Saints, space and time. He thus presented levels of the Serbian Cyrillic alphabet as the Ecumenical 
primordial code base for a common understanding of the entire system of mental processes of man and 
his articulation as speech, thought processes, and movement in space. 
In this paper they have succeeded in a unique way to acknowledge the works of great thinkers, P.D. 
Uspensky and Dr. Grigori Grabavoy, and that alone ентер in the new space of DNA synthesis through 
the recognition of the new values of the Cyrillic alphabet. 
 
Keywords: Serbian Cyrillic Letters, Dna, Guitar, Harmonies, Hexagon, Octagon, Fish, Ka  
Cite this paper: Book ’’New Cosmogony of the World’’, Tom 5th, 2015., Music / Cd – ’’Suite ž As 
Life’’ By Miloš Grozdanović, 2015. 

 
1)WORD ''HOME''- ''ДОМ'' – FIRST EARTH FLAT DISC 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 01: The first earth was flat 
 

First Earth was flat with a diameter of 4000km, and the first word DOM written as a letter in 
relief the first beginnings of creation from God's Word. 

Zechariah Sičin in the book ''Twelfth planet'' says: '' ... '' Epic of posting '' informs us that they 
are 'gods' came to Earth after a thoughtful decision of their leader .. '' In the depths of Montenegro, 
where you stay, ''the Royal upper house'' I did. Now I do the same to Dole. The country, therefore, 
was not only the subject of visits or short stay; she had to be durable ''HOME away from home'', p. 
245,246 .. compound three Shar mountains - Pattern in the Caucasus, Russia, Shar palnina, Serbia and 
Ash Shara in Jordan, a triangle, a line Nis - Constantinople - Baghdad form a straight line, ring Nish - 
Rome forming a circle. The coupled system forms a word DOM. Word DOM thus shows the first 
evidence that the encrypted language on Earth as a LENDSKEJP or Arts huge space. '. Well, that's the 
word HOME is our starting point with which Adela Margot enters the language as a system of 
commands. 
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2) SYSTEM ADEL MARGO 
 

Spiritual level - Serbian, gears - Astral level - Western alphabet, and execution - Physical level - 
Serbo alphabet. Transport System which it deals with the old systems Bible study - gematria, 
Notarikon and TemurA. 
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The Serbian Cyrillic alphabet, Western European alphabets and the Serbian alphabet Croatia are 
three basic letters give us insight into certain conditions. Their numerical values give us the possibility 
of mathematical thinking and adjustment in the calculation of the state of certain terms so come in 
correlation with each other, outside of their relationship to language, time and space. 

 
 

3) UNIVERSE, COSMOS, SPACE 
 

ВАСЕЉЕНА/UNIVERSE    Table 01 
          Д А М  ∑   

В   3 22 28 267/1 +324= 591  + 1389  =  1980! 

А   1   1 

↓ 

  1 324  591 - 57 = 534 + 1389 = 1923! 

С 21 19 24 - 57  Д + М = 178;  Д + А =169;  А + М= 197; 
Е   7   5   9  
Љ 14 (L) 12 17 

↑ 

     (Ј) 10  

Е   7  5   9 

Н 16 14 19 

А  1  1  1 = 

 70/3  89/2 108/4  

ВАСИОНА/COSMOS       Table 02 
Д. А М  ∑   
В   3 22 28  258/1 + 232 = 490  + 1531  =  2021! 
А   1   1   1  232  490 + 26 = 516+ 1531 = 1964! 
С 21 19 24    26  Д + М = 177;  Д + А = 151;  А + М = 188; 
И 10   9 13     
О 18 15 21     
Н 16 14 19     
А  1   1   1 = Прав. Кален.  
 70/2   81/3  107/2  Кат. Кален.  
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СВЕ МИР/СВЕМИР/SPACE    Table 03 
Д. А М  ∑   
С 21 19 22  138/0 +112= 250   
В  3 22 28  112  250 + 26 = 276 + 1389 = 1923! 
Е  7  5  9    26  Д + М = 92;  Д + А = 77;  А + М = 107; 
 31/1 46/1 61/2     
М 15 13 18  139/0 + 21 =  
И 10   9 13    21   
Р 20 18 23  118   
 45/0 40/2 54/1 =    
   СВЕМИР,                                                                                          Main Principe КА :  Д. = 45 М.= 54. 
 31/1 46/1 61/2  277 +133= 410 + 1531 = 1941  
 45/0 40/2 54/1  133  410  + 144 = 554 + 1389 = 1943 
 76/1 86/3 115/3 = 144  Д + М = 191;  Д + А = 162;  А + М = 201; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 02. UNIVERSE; COSOM; SPACE 
 
                                           
4) NUMBER 144 – KING PAKAL 
 

1. СВЕ МИР 
Д. А М  Збир   
С 21 19 22  138/0 +112= 250   
В  3 22 28  112  250 + 26 = 276 + 1389 = 1923! 
Е  7  5  9    26  Д + М = 92;  Д + А = 77;  А + М = 107; 
 31/1 46/1 61/2     
М 15 13 18  139/0 + 21 = 160;                      Д,намера: ОПРОСТИТИ = 160 
И 10   9 13    21  160 + 118 = 278; М.извршење:  
Р 20 18 23  118  ОТВАРАЊЕ НЕБА =160 
 45/0 40/2 54/1 =   Д + М = 99;  Д + А = 85;  А + М = 94; 
   СВЕМИР,                                                                                              Принцип КА :  Д. = 45 М.= 54. 
 31/1 46/1 61/2  277 +133= 410 + 1531 = 1941  
 45/0 40/2 54/1  133  410  + 144 = 554 + 1389 = 1943 
 76/1 86/3 115/3 = 144  Д + М = 191;  Д + А = 162;  А + М = 201; 
Духовна намера речи ОТВАРАЊЕ НЕБА је код 115/4. Дана 11.05.2008.г. се на тлу Београда 
догодило да стану ЛИЦЕ У ЛИЦЕ две партије ДС и СПС због планетарног свеопштег  

МИРА 144 ЈЕ БРОЈ КРАЉА ПАКАЛА 

 
 
 
 
 
 

THE SPACE IS OUR STARTING POINT, the 
King Pakal, The Mayan king have at his head of a printed 
numbers 144 0 0 0 441. 
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Fig. 03: King Pakal, Mayan king is led by the numbers 144 0 0 0  441. 
 

4. NUMBER 118 AND NUMBER 94 = MILOSH POINT = 1,256 = 118/94 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 04: Milosh point as a  measure of creation of the First Earth flat disc and evidence that the 
number 118 is really Absolute. 118/94 = 1,256 

 
Proof of the existence of the number 118 as a system that exists as a pictogram worldwide. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 05: Desert Nacka, Peru, with the numbers 118; 12.56 – Milosh point and 8m 
 
 

5. NUMBER 64 AND NUMBER 63 = HORUS POINT = 1,0158 = 64/63 
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Fig. 06: Formation of Earth from the two systems of 32 rings, one above and one below 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 07: Horus eye as a talisman is actually a system of fractions 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 08: The human brain as a system of the eye of Horus eye 

 
 

6. NUMBERS 69,70, 75,76 = PITHAGOREAN POINT, TYAR DUSHAN = 1,0136 
 

Problem occurs when you try to affect the same climb with two different scales. We climb if the 
octave and a fifth, we will not reach the same tone until you climb the twelve fifths. (The technical 
term for this is '' circle of fifths ''). And when the octave after a long climb finally meet, the result is as 
follows: the sound obtained at the end of seven octaves and sound obtained at the end of the twelve 
fifths differs for the value 1.0136. Since this value is measured by Pythagoras (6 centuries before 
Christ), it is called the Pythagorean point '. Robert Temple, '' Crystal Beach '', p. 321. 

Robert Temple dared to this area quite explained in his fascinating book 'Crystal Beach' 'where 
he gave a lot of good information about this. Like his '' Secrets of the star Sirius, '' and this book is 
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amazing because it reveals so much about ancient civilizations. I will try to be more replenished and 
add some more explanation. 

What is the Pythagorean point? The name is confusing enough. The low value of 1.0136 matter 
how small, it is enough to'm over it managed to get constant Arthur Eddington.  

''It appears that the final expert discussion made in the 5th century BC or early 4th century BC. 
Christ, and that is worked several centuries later. But its content originates mostly from an earlier 
period. Although in this mysterious text preserved stunning precise value of the Pythagorean point, it 
is deliberately hidden from the ignorant and this is why no one has discovered. What the text says is 
that the number is greater than 431.441 262,144h2. The only unusual explanation for this unusual data 
is: Six intervals of 1/15 octave higher than one second '. (The second is the gap of 2 tons. The interval 
is the interval between two consecutive tons, although this term is used when it comes to the 
connotation or chord. Two tons of ¼ octaves. But I understood what was going on and multiplied 
262,144h2 and I got 524,288. Splitting the number 531.441 with this number I received 1.013643265. 
'' Robert Temple, '' Crystal sun. 

When the division of the year of 365.242392 by 360 (Egyptian ordinary years) gave the number 
as 1.014562 is approximately 1.0136. 

1.0136 square number is 1.0273849 which is 9.6 to 10-4 in the other direction, and the number 
attached to different physical phenomena.  

The number 1,032 is obtained by dividing the Great Year of 1506 years with the 1460th. 
That number is very small in fact represents a change that is taking place and in space and in 

time. The whole universe is moving in small increments and urokuje to the cells of our body also 
moving in this small code of 1.0136. 
 
 

7. KALENDAR  11,19,21,28. 
 

Mayan calendar begins counting 11 August 3314 BC. We have a date of August 19, as a red 
letter holidays Transfiguration. 

August 28 is the feast of Assumption, and for the Egyptians it was a holiday OPETH. 
September 21 is the feast of Nativity  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 09. Luxor is the temple in which there is statue of the goddess MUT. MARKS 53M BY 
ADEL MARGOT awarded to word '' SRBI / SERBS’'. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 10. Karnak is temple where is the statue of the God Amon Ra, both united the at the midway in 
the Nile 
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Fig. 11: Line Nis - Teba going right through HILANDAR and Aton Mountain 
 

Line NIS – LUXOR - CARNAC passes through the monastery Hilandar, ZOGRAF and Simon 
Peter. So now we can understand why VIRGIN is abbess of Hilandar. The largest number of 
monasteries on Mount Athos is located between the line and Nis - BEHDET. It is this evidence that 
the HARMONY CONNECT Serbs and MISIR = MI –SIR- BI. 
 

8. DNA, 52 И 21 
 

This is the time from August 1 to September 21 and is a major genetic code of life. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 12: The main area of DNA and all life on Earth is based on the code 2.476190. 
 

That's registration code that connects TIME OF 01.August to 21 September. 
Amounts to 52 days. 
It is a space of the planet Earth, which rotates. 
And that is the LANGUAGE because 2.476190 Literally in Serbian by 
GOD HAVE GONE ASTRAY = БОГ ЗАЂЕ   
or when the Egyptians it was God Horus or God Udja 
 
TREATMENT IS       2, 4  7  6  1  9  0 
Б  Г Е Ђ А З О = БОГ ЗАЂЕ 
 
DOUBLE SEQUENCE 
4,  9  5  2  3  8  0 
Г  З  Д  Б  В Ж О = ГОД ВО = GOD BULL, or БОГ ВО or GOD in english, which indicates 

an absolute veracity settings of Adela Margot. 
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Fig. 13 Time as a system of WORDS, TIME and SPACE, Прст = Finger,  ДАЖ Бог = GOD WHO 
GIVE ALL, HAND 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 14: After  199 days cod has changed from 6 to 8 and time time is reset from 21.09. to 4.7 and 
when it occurs ARM = РУКА 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 15: Notions  КА, АН = AN, ПРСТ = FINGER, РУКА = HAND, RANKA 
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We saw that the setting of the Serbian language directly related to the apparent values that are 
directly attributable to the descent of God who stands for, GOD ZADJE is direct evidence that the 
Ecumenical tenets of spiritual command that can be achieved on Earth. 

DAZ GOD IS THE TIME OF 518 DAYS. 
PRST =FINGER is the time of 82 days, but directly and designations of God. 
The term KA is the time from 52 days to two times entered into the system in order to achieve a 

mirror image which is the basis of the notion of KA - double, mirror image, or SOUL. 
AN GOD who made a home for his children, has a number of 60s. 
The famous HI-RO is a misnomer. 
Real name is ''RANKA''. 
ARM, or the hand of God is the hand that reaches  and gives the time from February 28 made 

on February 29th. 
CENTRAL DATE YEAR IS 01 AUGUST. 
Sirius NEW YEAR is August 19, when Sirius appears above SUVA mountains, Serbia, around 

4.30 in the morning. 
PRST =FINGER is the time that is set as the time for solstices or equinoxes. 
The whole planet Earth rests on three mountains - Suva Planina, RTANJ and RADAN, 
SUVA MOUNTAIN is keeps by stars ALKAID-HEAD of Big Bear. Another name of star 

ALKAID is the Dry or SUVA. 
RTANJ IS BY HELD SIRIUS. 
RADAN IS HOLDS BY THE SUN. 
ALL THE MATH. 

 
9. GUITAR 

 

 
    

Fig. 16: Guitar neck with 144 fields 
 

The instrument, with its existence in fact proves that the space, time and language, one 
collective and conscious and unconscious existence of an entity that connects the universe, the 
Universe and the Universe. 

We show that over the guitar actually achieved in a small Divine uncovering the secrets of 
creation. 

The guitar has 24 frets. 
Each threshold has 6 fields. 
This means that it is 24 x 6 = 144 Number of King Pakal. 
 
Each of the four end was labeled S and thus received a formal meaning 4S. 
Basic axis mapping KA are the third and fourth strings, D and E, and 12 and 13 threshold 
Cut-off points are the 4 fields called tiny cracks or Pythagorean comma. Since the name 

DUSAN has No. 75, which enters into these four fields, name and our Emperor Dusan, I called this 
Cleft CAR DUSAN. 

Each tone that plays has its own three KA overlap and thus closes the circle in which the sound 
is in the position of circulation. 

Thus it achieves a circular motion over the rectangular profile, and it is virtually SOLUTION 
squaring the circle. 

 
The whole system relies on the principle one vote - one note, OR ONE TERM - one note. 
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This file system and how to play we called SYSTEM M.A.M. = MILOS, Adele, Mirjana. 
This yields a certain image. 
Pictures can be treated as separate entities. 
Pictures can play or through tablature, through notes, or as the image itself, where it can get 

playing note for note or playing as minimalism, or infinite improvisation. 
Counted on each side of the DNA helix system to give 4 symmetrical fields for each number. 
This is where it achieves a unique system in which the coefficients of the language, time and 

space equal in value. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.17: System of Serbian 4S as system of making First Earth flath disc 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 18: Mayan kalendar Tzolkin, show structure 4S trough vigesimal system of counting 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 19: Terms of Gods from fig. 17 transmitted on harmonic system of guitar show again on 
existence serbian 4S 
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Fig. 20: Concepts of Gods in the image 17 transferred to the harmonic system guitar again point to the 

existence of Serbian 4S. There is also letter K or KA which indicates the mapping and the largest 
movement system language, time and space. 

 
 
10) CONSTELLATION SAGITTARIUS - STRELAC 
 

Date 1 August 1977, the SETI system, in Puerto Rico, captured the signal came from the 
direction of the constellation Sagittarius - Sagittarius. Signal duration is 72 seconds and never 
repeated 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 21. The appearance of the received signal. Until now, usually thought it was probably a spectrum 

of radiation of hydrogen 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 22 and 23: Signal from constellation Sagittarius transformed in signal of guitar harmony. Fig. 22 
is with code EQUJ which mean SRB=SERB = 53. (Е =5, Q=17,U=21, J=10 = 53). Fig. 23 is with 

changed numerical values 
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Fig. 24: With changed values over 24 fret (31=24 + 7)    Fig.  25: Frets as decade values 

WE DEVIDE WHOLE SIGNAL ON 8 TAKTS WHICH IS THE NUMBER EIGHT IS TO GIVE 
US FISH 1 AND 2. WHAT IS THE MOST AMAZING IS THE FACT THAT THE SEQUENCE 
NUMBERS OF PRAGUES CAN BE ADDED BY DECADE SYSTEM. 

WE GET: 
NUMBERS 1 TO B WİRE AND 2 ON THE A STRİNG İNDİCATE THAT İT İS A FISH 1  AND 

FISH 2 
ROW 1: NUMBER = 53 SERBS, 64 = SERBS, PART OF THE POİNT OF HORUS, 
ROW 2: 60 = 30 + 30, AN GOD; 
ROW 3: 51, VİNİK: 
ROW 4: 1 
ROW 5: 17, PART OF THE TAİL, 
LİNE 6: 116 = 118 ABSOLUTE-2, DİSTANCE PALENK - ARKAIM, 118, 2 = LESS FİNS FİSH 

1, ARKAIM 
ROW 7: 71, COSMOS; 
ROW 8: 3,  ARKAIM 
DOWN: 
ROW 1: 3,ARKAIM, FİSH MOUTH 1; 
ROW 2: 27 = 11 + 16, KOSTI, MEKAT; 
РЕД 3:  4 , ПОЛОВИНА РИБЕ 1 И РИБЕ 2, КАО ДА ЈЕ У ПИТАЊУ ЊУ ДЕЛИ, КОЈИ 

ДЕЛИ РИБЕ НА ДВА ЈЕДНАКА ДЕЛА 
РЕД 4:  1, РИБА 1 
РЕД 5:  2, РИБА 2 
РЕД 6:  64+63, ПОТАЛА; 
РЕД 7=17=11+6,ТЕБА + ЛАЛИБЕЛЕ. 
РЕД 8: 2, РИБА 1 И РИБА 2 

СИГНАЛ СА САГИТАРИЈУСА ЈЕ ЗАПРАВО БИО УПУЋЕН СВИМ ОВИМ 
ПРОРОЧКИМ МЕСТИМА И СТРУКТУРИ ДНК ЧОВЕКА. ОНАЈ КОЈИ ЈЕ ТО ПОСЛАО ИМА 

БРОЈ 72. ТО ЈЕ ОЗИРИС 
Row 3: 4,  half Fish1 and  Fish 2, as that is concerned NEW DELHI = HER SHARE, which 

shares Fish bisected 
Row 4: 1, Fish 1 
Row 5: 2, Fish 2 
Row 6: 64 + 63, the Potala; 
Red 7 = 17 = 11 + 6 + Theba,Lalibela. 
Row 8: Fis 1, and  Fish 2 
SIGNAL FROM SSAGITTARIUS WAS ACTUALLY ADDRESSED TO ALL THE PROPHETIC  

PLACES AND COMPOSITION HUMAN DNA. THOSE WHO SENT THIS HAVE  NUMBER 72. 
THAT IS OZIRIS 
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Fig. 26  Pictures of Fish 1 and Fish 2 which are pictured on Earth and represent DNA, picture of 
Serbia, picture of of basic harmonic order of Gods, Feathered Snakes and humans. 

 
Dr sci Mirjana Sovilj 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 27: ALFA 1 rhythm - STIMULUS PERIOD 
ALFA 1 rhythm - networking acoustic stimuli in the stimulus period of the left hemisphere 
Stimulus interval 
Generally, the height of power and its processing are inversely proportional. This is especially 

true for the sound stimuli of 69 and 55 Hz where the maximum power, and processing the lowest and 
most inactivated or incomplete networked region (Figure 1a, b, c / 2a, b, c). This difference is the 
sound of 69 Hz relatively equally expressed by both hemispheres, while the 55 Hz sound a little less 
less processing by the right hemisphere. In the central regions (Fz, Cz and Pz) sound 69 Hz causes the 
maximum value of power expressed in microvolts and the absence of processing, while the sound of 
55 Hz retains lower average processing. These reactions can be considered as an inherent 
characteristic electrical response activities related to the relations of power versus networking. 

Highlights of power for both frequencies, 69 Hz and 55 are in the regions of the left 
hemisphere, F3-C3 and T5 while in the regions of the right hemisphere in the F4-C4, in the central 
regions of maximum in Fz.Cz and Pz, for the sound of 69 Hz . 
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Fig. 28: Graph 14b) POWER THETA POSTSTIMULUS THE DIFFERENCE (Power differences in 

theta rhythm for postperiod for sound frequencies 11, 19, 21, 28 and 43 Hz) 
 
THIS GRAPF PRESENT CAPTURED DOUBLE FEATHERED SNAKES. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 29: Graph13б. POWER THETA POSTSTIMULUS THE DIFFERENCE - PERIOD 
THIS GRAPF PRESENT CAPTURED FEATHERED SNAKES. 

Fig.30. FEATHERED SNAKES IN MAYAN TEMPLE 
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Fig. 30: A complete set of harmonic guitar where you can see Ribe 1 and 2, 2KA, 4S, tiny cracks, 
Cross, Absolute, Milosh point, Horus point, Calendar 11,19,21,28, Dna 52 and 21 and number 8. 

 

CONCLUSION  
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 31: The image of Serbia as the Celestial Eights of constellation Orion and the two Fish 1 and 2 
 

SERBIA HAS NO. 8 OR A PICTURE FROM THE SKY ORION OR PICTURE FISH 1 AND 
FISH 2 

EVERYTHING COMES OUT OF THE CONCEPT OF ABSOLUTE OR 118 
WE HAVE SEEN THAT ALL THE MAIN RATIOS - NUMBER WAS CODES THAT 

CONNECTS SPACE, TIME, HEAVEN AND EARTH. 
BASIC LIFE CODE ON EARTH  IS 2.476190. 
THIS CODE MEANS' GOD, HAVE GONE ASTRAY. THAT'S THE NAME THE GOD 

HORUS. 
THEIR INTERTWINING HAD DONE THAT A WRITTEN RECORD ON EARTH AND IN 

MAN. 
 GEOGRAPHY UNDOUBTELY CODE. 
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TWO FISH MARKED AS PROPHET STATIONS AND GEOGRAPHICAL IMPORTANT 
ARE THE LARGEST FILE ON EARTH 

THEY ARE INDICATORS OF A GENUINE DNA AS A SYSTEM OF TWO HEXAGONS 
SIGNAL SA SAGITARIJUS IS PRECISELY THIS SIGNAL FORMS BOTH FISH. 
GENETICS IS UNDOUBTEDLY CODE. LANGUAGE UNDOUBTELY CODE. FIELDER 

IS UNDOUBTEDLY CODE. 
ALL THESE CODES ARE THE US IMPLANTED IN OUR BRAINS, AND WE 

MEASURING HAVE INDICATED. 
OUR BRAIN RECEIVES AND TRANSMITS CODES IN THE UNIVERSE. SAME MU 

THEM COMING BACK. 
FREQUENCY IN OUR BRAINS ACTUALLY HAVE A ZIP CODED MESSAGE THAT 

THE WHOLE UNIVERSE, THE SOLAR SYSTEM AND DONATED US UNIVERSE AS AT 
THAT GIVES US THE SPIRITUAL, INTELLECTUAL AND PHYSICAL. 

SIGNAL SA SAGITARIJUS LITERALLY WITH EARTH AND HE IS FULL ASSEMBLY 
CHORD GUITAR 

PITAGORA THE WHOLE WORLD WATCHED AS HARMONY. 
DAZ GOD IS THE TIME OF 518 DAYS. 
HAND IS TIME THAT RIGHT FROM 28 TO 29 FEBRUARY. 
PRST IS A CIRCUIT THAT GIVES THE NUMBER 82, WHICH IS THE GOD=BOG. 
BRAINWAVES FORM THE SHAPE OF A FEATHERED SERPENT. 
SO COLLECTS KNOWLEDGE - THE SERPENT KUNDALINI OR FEATHERED 

SERPENT. THIS KNOWLEDGE IS STILL PRESERVED IN BOTH THE SERBIAN 
LANGUAGES AND IN YOGA. 

THAT'S THE WAY THE RECEIVING INFORMATION. 
THE GUITAR IS AN IDEAL INSTRUMENT WHICH FORMS A SPACE WITH 144, THE 

HAIRLINE CRACKS 75, 76,69,70. 
BY PD USPENSKI, WORLD DERIVED FROM ABSOLUTE, WHICH IS THE NUMBER 

118. 
ACCORDING TO MENDELEEV SYSTEM HAS 118 CHEMICAL ELEMENTS. 
ACCORDING TO US WORLD REALLY COMES OUT FROM ABSOLUTE 118TH 
BY US AND PYTHAGORAS - ALL IS HARMONY. 
OUR DNA IS A REAL SYSTEM OF LANGUAGE, TIME AND SPACE. 
SERBIAN LANGUAGE IS PRIMORDIAL LANGUAGE EVERYTHING ALIVE ON 

EARTH. 
CONSTELLATION SAGITTARIUS - SAGITTARIUS ALSO PROVES THAT SA(WITH)  

GUITAR-IUS JUST REALLY HEAVENLY  GUITAR THAT SEND A CODED DNA MESSAGE 
TO THE EARTH. 

WORLDS ARE MADE BY GODS. 
WE ARE ALL CHILDREN OF THE GODS. 
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ПРИМОРДИЈАЛНОГ ХАРМОНСКОГ СКЛОПА ВАСЕЉЕНЕ 

МИЛОШ ГРОЗДАНОВИЋ, АДЕЛА МАРГОТ, МИРЈАНА СОВИЉ 

ФАКУЛТЕТ ''ИНСТИТУТ ЕКОМАН'', ГРАЧАНИЦА, 

ИЕФПГ БЕОГРАД. 

SORABIAMG@GMAIL.COM 

Абстракт: Србски језик је саставни део Васељенског кода који садржи духовну информацију која 
је наредбодавна у односу на астрални и материјални ниво егзистенције. Тај систем је гђа Адела 
Маргот у свом научном раду представила тројним системом Универзума као тријаде – Васељена, 
Васиона и Свемир, који имају своје егзистенције, и у којима би доживљавамо наш битак као склоп 
духовног, астралног и материјалног нивоа. 
Др. Мирјана Совиљ је испитивала цео систем склопа фреквенција које су битне за нашу унутар 
чулну перцепију и које су постављене као реплика стварања самог Универзума.  
Милош Гроздановић је спајајући фонетски склоп србског језика са хармонским склопом гитаре са 
24 прагова и 144 поља, дефинисао хармонску егзистенцију Васељене, Васионе, Свемира, Богова, 
Светаца, Простора и Времена. Он је тиме представио нивое србског ћириличног писма као 
Васељенског примордијалног кода основног за опште разумевање комплетног система умних 
процеса човека и његову артикулацију као говора, мисаоних процеса, и кретања у простору. 
У овом раду су успели на јединствени начин да потврде радове великих мислилаца, П.Д. 
Успенског и Др. Григорија Грабавоја, а и да сами уђу у нови простор синтезе ДНК преко спознаје 
нових вредности ћириличног писма. 
 
Кључне речи: србско ћирилично писмо, гитара, хармоније, днк, шестоугаоник, риба, ка 

 
 

1)РЕЧ ''ДОМ'' - ПРВА ЗЕМЉА РАВНА ПЛОЧА 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 01: Прва Земља равна плоча 
 
 

Прва Земља равна плоча са пречником од 4000км и првом речју ДОМ написаном као 
рељефно писмо су први почеци стварања из БОЖИЈЕ РЕЧИ. 

Зехарија Сичин у књизи ''Дванаеста планета'' каже:''...''Еп о постању'' нас информише да 
су ''Богови'' дошли на Земљу после промишљене одлуке свог вође..:''У дубини Горе, тамо где 
боравите, ''Краљевску кућу Горњу'' направио сам. Сада ћу исту да направим Доле''. Земља, 
према томе, није била само предмет посете или краткотрајног боравка; она је имала да буде 
трајан ''ДОМ далеко од куће'', стр. 245,246..  Спој три Шар планине – Шара на Кавказу, Русија, 
Шар палнина, Србија и Еш Шара у Јордану формирају ТРОУГАО, линија Ниш – 
Константинопољ – Багдад формирају ПРАВУ линију, прстен Ниш – Рим формирају КРУГ. 
Тако спојени систем формира реч ДОМ. Реч ДОМ се тако показује као ПРВИ доказ да је језик 
криптован на Земљи као неки ЛЕНДСКЕЈП или Уметност огромних простора. '. Е, ето реч 
ДОМ нам је полазна тачка са којом Адела Маргот улази у језик као СИСТЕМ НАРЕДБЕ –  
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2) СИСТЕМ АДЕЛЕ МАРГОТ 
 

Духовни ниво – србски језик, ПРЕНОСА – Астрални ниво – западна абецеда,  и 
ИЗВРШЕЊА – Материјални ниво – Србскохрватска абецеда. Сиситеми којима то обрађује су 
стари Библијски системи проучавања – Гематрија, Нотарикон и Темура. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Србско ћирилично писмо, западно европска абецеда и србскохрватска абецеда су три 

основна писма која нам пружају увид у одређена стања. Њихове бројчане вредности нам дају 
могућност математичког промишљања и прилагођавања у израчунавању стања одређених 
појмова који тако долазе у корелацију један са другим, ван својих веза у језику, времену и 
простору. 
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3)ВАСЕЉЕНА, ВАСИОНА, СВЕМИР 
 
 

ВАСЕЉЕНА/UNIVERSE    Table 01 
          Д А М  ∑   

В   3 22 28 267/1 +324= 591  + 1389  =  1980! 

А   1   1 

↓ 

  1 324  591 - 57 = 534 + 1389 = 1923! 

С 21 19 24 - 57  Д + М = 178;  Д + А =169;  А + М= 197; 
Е   7   5   9  
Љ 14 (L) 12 17 

↑ 

     (Ј) 10  

Е   7  5   9 

Н 16 14 19 

А  1  1  1 = 

 70/3  89/2 108/4  
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ВАСИОНА/COSMOS       Table 02 
Д. А М  ∑   
В   3 22 28  258/1 + 232 = 490  + 1531  =  2021! 
А   1   1   1  232  490 + 26 = 516+ 1531 = 1964! 
С 21 19 24    26  Д + М = 177;  Д + А = 151;  А + М = 188; 
И 10   9 13     
О 18 15 21     
Н 16 14 19     
А  1   1   1 = Прав. Кален.  
 70/2   81/3  107/2  Кат. Кален.  

СВЕ МИР/СВЕМИР/SPACE    Table 03 
Д. А М  ∑   
С 21 19 22  138/0 +112= 250   
В  3 22 28  112  250 + 26 = 276 + 1389 = 1923! 
Е  7  5  9    26  Д + М = 92;  Д + А = 77;  А + М = 107; 
 31/1 46/1 61/2     
М 15 13 18  139/0 + 21 =  
И 10   9 13    21   
Р 20 18 23  118   
 45/0 40/2 54/1 =    
   СВЕМИР,                                                                                          Main Principe КА :  Д. = 45 М.= 54. 
 31/1 46/1 61/2  277 +133= 410 + 1531 = 1941  
 45/0 40/2 54/1  133  410  + 144 = 554 + 1389 = 1943 
 76/1 86/3 115/3 = 144  Д + М = 191;  Д + А = 162;  А + М = 201; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 02:  ВАСЕЉЕНА, ВАСИОНА, СВЕМИР 
 
 
4)БРОЈ 144 – КРАЉ ПАКАЛ 

 
1. СВЕ МИР 

Д. А М  Збир   
С 21 19 22  138/0 +112= 250   
В  3 22 28  112  250 + 26 = 276 + 1389 = 1923! 
Е  7  5  9    26  Д + М = 92;  Д + А = 77;  А + М = 107; 
 31/1 46/1 61/2     
М 15 13 18  139/0 + 21 = 160;                      Д,намера: ОПРОСТИТИ = 160 
И 10   9 13    21  160 + 118 = 278; М.извршење:  
Р 20 18 23  118  ОТВАРАЊЕ НЕБА =160 
 45/0 40/2 54/1 =   Д + М = 99;  Д + А = 85;  А + М = 94; 
   СВЕМИР,                                                                                              Принцип КА :  Д. = 45 М.= 54. 
 31/1 46/1 61/2  277 +133= 410 + 1531 = 1941  
 45/0 40/2 54/1  133  410  + 144 = 554 + 1389 = 1943 
 76/1 86/3 115/3 = 144  Д + М = 191;  Д + А = 162;  А + М = 201; 
Духовна намера речи ОТВАРАЊЕ НЕБА је код 115/4. Дана 11.05.2008.г. се на тлу Београда 
догодило да стану ЛИЦЕ У ЛИЦЕ две партије ДС и СПС због планетарног свеопштег  

МИРА 144 ЈЕ БРОЈ КРАЉА ПАКАЛА 
 
СВЕМИР ЈЕ НАШЕ ПОЛАЗИШТЕ, Краљ Пакал, 

Мајански краљ на челу има исписане бројеве 144 0 0 0 
441. 
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Слика 03: Краљ Пакал, Мајански краљ на челу има бројеве 144 0 0 0 441. 
 

4. БРОЈ 118 И БРОЈ 94 = МИЛОШЕВ ЗАРЕЗ = 1,256 =  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Слика бр. 04: Милошев зарез као мера стварања Прве Земље равне плоче и доказ да је број 

118 заиста Апсолут.      118/94=1,256 
 

Доказ је постојање броја 118 као систем који постоји као пиктограм широм света. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
Слика 05:  Пустиња Нацка, Перу, са бројевима 118; 12,56 - Милошев зарез и 8м 
 
 

5. БРОЈ 64 И БРОЈ 63 = ХОРУСОВ ЗАРЕЗ = 1,0158 = 64/63 
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Слика 06:  Формирање планете Земље од два система од по 32 прстена, један горе и један доле 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 07:  Хорусово око као талисман је заправо систем разломака 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 08: Људски мозак као систем Хорусовог ока 
 

6. БРОЈЕВИ 69,70, 75,76 = ПИТАГОРИН ЗАРЕЗ, ЦАР ДУШАН = 1,0136 
 

''Проблем се јавља при покушају да се досегне исти пењањем уз две различите лествице. 
Пењемо ли се октавама и квинтама, нећемо досегнути исти тон све док се не попнемо уз 
дванаест квинти. (Технички израз за то је ''квинтни круг''). А када се октаве после дуготрајног 
пењања коначно састану, резултат је следећи: звук добивен на крају седам октава и звук 
добијен на крају дванаест квинти разликује се за вредност 1,0136. Будући да је ту 
вредност измерио Питагора (6. векова пре Христа), она се назива Питагориним зарезом''. 
Роберт Темпл, ''Кристално Сунце'', стр. 321. 

Роберт Темпл се усудио да ову област поприлично објасни у својој фасцинантној књизи 
''Кристално Сунце'' где је дао доста добрих информација о овоме. Попут његове ''Тајне звезде 
Сиријус'', и ова књига је невероватна јер открива толико много о старим цивилизацијама. Ја ћу 
покушати да га још допуним и додам још нека објашњења. 
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Шта је то Питагорин зарез? Већ само име довољно збуњује. Та мала вредност 1,0136 ма 
колико мала била, довољна је да сам преко ње успео да добијем константу Артура Едингтона. 

''Чини се да је та крајње стручна расправа састављена у 5 веку пре Христа, или почетком 
4. века пр. Христа, те да је дорађена неколико векова касније. Но, њезин садржај потиче 
већином из старијег раздобља. Иако је у том тајанственом тексту сачувана запањујућа 
прецизна вредност Питагорина зареза, она је намерно сакривена од неупућених и управо је 
зато нико пре није открио. Оно што текст говори јесте да је број 431,441 већи од 262,144х2. 
Једино необично објашњење тог необичног податка јесте: Шест интервала од 1/15 октаве веће 
је од једне секунде''. (Секунда је размак од 2 тона. Интервал је размак између 2 узастопна тона, 
иако се тај назив користи када је реч о сузвуку или акорду. Два тона је ¼ октаве. Но, ја сам 
схватио о чему је реч и помножио 262,144х2, те сам добио 524,288. Поделивши број 531,441 са 
тим бројем добио сам 1,013643265.'' Роберт Темпл, ''Кристално сунце'' 

Када се подели земаљска година од 365,242392 са 360 (Египатска обична  година) добије 
се број 1,014562 што је приближно 1,0136. 

Квадрат броја 1,0136 износи 1,0273849 што је 9,6 х 10-4 у другом смеру, те је број везан 
за различите физичке појаве. 

Број 1,032 се добија делењем Велике године од 1506 година са 1460.  
Тако број који је врло мали представља заправо промену која се одиграва и у простору и 

у времену. Цео Универзум се креће у малим помацима и урокује да се и ћелије нашег 
организма исто тако померају у том малом ходу од 1,0136.  
 
                    

7. КАЛЕНДАР 11,19,21,28. 
 

МАЈАНСКИ КАЛЕНДАР почиње са бројањем 11. августа 3314. године старе ере. код нас 
постоји датум 19. август као црвено слово празника Преображење.  

28. август је празник ВЕЛИКЕ ГОСПОЈИНЕ, а код Мисираца је то био празник ОПЕТ. 
21. септембар је празник МАЛА ГОСПОЈИНА  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Слика 09: ЛУКСОР ЈЕ ХРАМ У КОМЕ СЕ НАЛАЗИО КИП БОГИЊЕ МУТ. ОЗНАКА 53М 

ПО АДЕЛИ МАРГОТ ДОДЕЉУЈЕ СЕ РЕЧИ ''СРБИ'' 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Слика 10. Карнак је храм где се налазио кип Бога Амон Ра, сједињавали су се на средини пута 

у Нилу 
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Слика 11:  Линија Ниш – Теба иде право преко ХИЛАНДАРА и Горе Атонске 
 

Линија НИШ-ЛУКСОР- КАРНАК пролази кроз манастире ХИЛАНДАР, ЗОГРАФ и 
СИМОНО ПЕТАР. Тако сада можемо СХВАТИТИ ЗАШТО ЈЕ ПРЕСВЕТА БОГОРОДИЦА 
ИГУМАНИЈА МАНАСТИРА ХИЛАНДАР. Највећи број манастира на Светој Гори се налази 
између ове линије и линије Ниш – Бехдет.  УПРАВО ЈЕ ОВО ДОКАЗ ДА ЈЕ ХАРМОНИЈА ТА 
КОЈА ПОВЕЗУЈЕ СРБЕ И МИСИР = МИ СИР- БИ 
 

8. ДНК 52 И 21 
 

То је време од 1. августа до 21. септембра и главни је генетски код живота.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 12: Главни ДНК простора и свег живота на Земљи почива на коду 2,476190. 
 

То је матични код који спаја ВРЕМЕ ОД 01.АВГУСТА ДО 21. СЕПТЕМБРА И  
                                                     ИЗНОСИ 52 ДАНА.  
То је ПРОСТОР ЗЕМЉЕ која ротира. 
И то је ЈЕЗИК јер 2,476190 значи ДОСЛОВНО на СРБСКОМ ЈЕЗИКУ  
                                                           БОГ ЗАЂЕ   
или код Мисираца је то Бог Хорус или Бог УЂА 
ОБРАДА ЈЕ 2, 4  7  6  1  9  0 
                                                Б  Г Е Ђ А З О = БОГ ЗАЂЕ 
ДУПЛА СЕКВЕНЦА  
                                                       4,  9  5  2  3  8  0 
Г  З  Д  Б  В Ж О = ГОД ВО, или БОГ ВО или ГОД на енглеском, што асполутно указује 

на истинитост поставке Аделе Маргот 
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Слика 13:  Време као систем Језика, Времена и Простора, Прст, ДАЖ Бог, РУКА 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Слика 14: После 199 дана се промени код са 6 на 8 и време се ресетује: од 21.09. до 07.04 и 

тада се јавља РУКА. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 15: Појам КА, АН, ПРСТ, РУКА, РАНКА, 
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Овде смо видели да је поставка србског језика директно везана за појавне вредности које 

се директно повезују са СИЛАСКОМ БОГА КОЈИ ЗАЛАЗИ, БОГ ЗАЂЕ ЈЕ ДИРЕКТНИ 
ДОКАЗ ДА ЈЕ ВАСЕЉЕНСКА ПОСТАВКА ГЛАВНА У ДУХОВНОЈ НАРЕДБИ КОЈА СЕ 
ПОСТИЖЕ НА ЗЕМЉИ. 

ДАЖ БОГ ЈЕ ВРЕМЕ ОД 518 ДАНА. 
ПРСТ је време од 82 дана, али је директно и ознака Бога. 
Појам КА је време од 52 дана које два пута уноси у систем да би се постигла слика у 

огледалу која је основа појма КА – двојник, лик у огледалу, или ДУША. 
БОГ АН који је направио ДОМ за децу своју има број 60. 
Чувени ХИ-РО је погрешан назив.  
ПРАВО ИМЕ ''РАНКА''. 
РУКА, или БОЖЈА РУКА је Рука која се пружа и даје да се време од 28. фебруара 

направи 29. фебруар.  
ЦЕНТРАЛНИ ДАТУМ У ГОДИНИ ЈЕ 01. АВГУСТ. 
СИРИЈУСОВА НОВА ГОДИНА ЈЕ 19. АВГУСТ КАДА СЕ СИРИЈУС ПОЈАВЉУЈЕ 

ИЗНАД СУВЕ ПЛАНИНЕ ОКО 4,30 САТИ УЈУТРУ. 
ПРСТ је време које се поставља као време у које падају солстицији или еквиноцији. 
Цела планета Земља почива на три планине – СУВА ПЛАНИНА, РТАЊ  и РАДАН, 
СУВУ ПЛАНИНУ ДРЖИ ЗВЕЗДА АЛКАИД-ГЛАВА ВЕЛИКОГ МЕДВЕДА. Друго име 

звезде АЛКАИД је Сува или Суха. 
РТАЊ ДРЖИ СИРИЈУС. 
РАДАН ДРЖИ СУНЦЕ. 
СВЕ ЈЕ МАТЕМАТИКА. 

 
9. ГИТАРА 

 

 
Слика 16: Врат  гитаре са 144 поља 

 
Овај инструмент својим постојањем управо доказује да су Простор, Време и Језик ЈЕДНО 

КОЛЕКТИВНО И СВЕСНО И НЕСВЕСНО ПОСТОЈАЊЕ ЕНТИТЕТА КОЈЕ ПОВЕЗУЈЕ 
ВАСЕЉЕНУ, ВАСИОНУ И СВЕМИР. 

Показаћемо да је преко гитаре заправо у малом постигнуто Божанско откривање тајне 
стварања.  

Гитара има 24 прага. 
Сваки праг има 6 поља. 
То значи да је то 24 х 6 = 144  Број Краља Пакала. 
Сваки од четири краја добија ознаку С и тако добија формално значење 4С. 
Основне осе пресликавања КА су трећа и четврта жица, Г и Д, и 12. и 13. праг 
Пресечна тачак је спој 4 поља који се зову СИЋУШНА ПУКОТИНА или ПИТАГОРИН 

ЗАРЕЗ. Будући да је име ДУШАН број 75, који улази у та четири поља, име и нашег Цара 
ДУШАНА, то сам ову Пукотину назвао ЦАР  ДУШАН. 

Сваки тон који се свира има своја још три КА преклапања и тако се затвара КРУГ којим 
се звук доводи у позицију кружења.  

Тако се заправо постиже кружно кретање преко правоугаоног профила, и то је 
ВИРТУЕЛНО РЕШЕЊЕ КВАДРАТУРЕ КРУГА. 

ЦЕО СИСТЕМ ПОЧИВА НА ПРИНЦИПУ ЈЕДАН ГЛАС – ЈЕДНА НОТА, ИЛИ ЈЕДАН 
ПОЈАМ – ЈЕДНА НОТА. 
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ОВАЈ СИСТЕМ ЗАПИСА И СВИРАЊА НАЗВАЛИ СМО СИСТЕМ М.А.М. = МИЛОШ, 
АДЕЛА, МИРЈАНА. 

Тако се добијају одређене слике.  
Слике се могу третирати као издвојене целине. 
Слике се свирају или преко таблатуре, преко нота, или као саму слику, где може да дође 

свирања ноте по ноту или свирања као минимализам, или бесконачна импровизација. 
Броји се са сваке стране системом спирале ДНК и добијају се 4 поља симетрична за сваки 

број. 
Овде се то постиже јединственим системом којим се коефицијенти језика, времена и 

простора изједначавају по вредности.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 17:Систем Србска 4С као систем формирања Прве Земље равне плоче 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Слика 18: Мајански календар ЦОЛКИН, кроз вигезимални систем бројања показује структуру 4С 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Слика 19: Појмови Богова из слике 17 пребачени на хармонски систем гитаре опет указују на 

постојање србских 4С 
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Слика 20: Појмови Богова из слике 17 пребачени на хармонски систем гитаре опет указују на 
постојање србских 4С. Постоји и склово К или КА које указује на пресликавање и на највећи 

систем кретања језика, времена и простора. 
 
 
10) САЗВЕЖЂЕ  СТРЕЛАЦ - САГИТАРИЈУС 
 

Дана  1. августа 1977. године, систем СЕТИ, у Порто Рику, ухватио је сигнал који је 
дошао из правца сазвежђа СТРЕЛАЦ – SAGITTARIUS. Сигнал је трајања 72 секунде и више се 
није никад поновио 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 21. Изглед примљеног сигнала. До сада је сматрано да је то највероватније спектар 
зрачења водоника 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слике 22 i 23: Сигнал са СТРЕЛЦА претворен у сигнал хармонског склопа гитаре. Бр. 22 је са 
кодом EQUJ који значи СРБ = 53. (Е =5, Q=17,U=21, J=10 = 53). 

Бр. 23 је са претвореним нумеричким вредностима 
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Слика 24:Са претвореним вредностима вредностима преко 24 прага (31=24 + 7)  
Слика 25. Прагови као декадне вредности 

 
ДЕЛИМО ЦЕО СИГНАЛ НА 8 ТАКТОВА ШТО И ЈЕСТЕ БРОЈ ОСАМ КОЈИ НАМ 

ДАЈУ РИБЕ 1 И 2. ОНО ШТО ЈЕ НАЈНЕВЕРОВАТНИЈЕ ЈЕ ЧИЊЕНИЦА ДА СЕ РЕДНИ 
БРОЈЕВИ ПРАГОВА ПО ТАКТОВИМА МОГУ САБИРАТИ ПО ДЕКАДНОМ СИСТЕМУ. 

ДОБИЈАМО: 
БРОЈЕВИ 1 НА Б ЖИЦИ И 2 НА А ЖИЦИ ПОКАЗУЈУ ДА СЕ РАДИ О РИБИ 1 И 

РИБИ 2. 
РЕД 1:  БРОЈ 53 = СРБИ, 64=ЗЕМЉА, ДЕО ХОРУСОВОГ ЗАРЕЗА,  
РЕД 2:  60=30+30, БОГ АН;  
РЕД 3:  51, ВИНИК: 
РЕД 4:  1 
РЕД 5:  17, ДЕО РЕПА,  
РЕД 6:  116=118 АПСОЛУТ-2, РАЗДАЉИНА ПАЛЕНК – АРКАИМ, 118 , МАЊЕ 2 = 

ПЕРАЈЕ РИБЕ 1, АРКАИМА 
РЕД 7: 71, ВАСИОНА;  
РЕД 8: 3, АРКАИМ;  
ДОЛЕ: 
РЕД 1:  3, АРКАИМ,УСТА РИБЕ 1; 
 РЕД 2: 27=11+16,КОСТИ, МЕКА; 
РЕД 3:  4 , ПОЛОВИНА РИБЕ 1 И РИБЕ 2, КАО ДА ЈЕ У ПИТАЊУ ЊУ ДЕЛИ, КОЈИ 

ДЕЛИ РИБЕ НА ДВА ЈЕДНАКА ДЕЛА 
РЕД 4:  1, РИБА 1 
РЕД 5:  2, РИБА 2 
РЕД 6:  64+63, ПОТАЛА; 
РЕД 7=17=11+6,ТЕБА + ЛАЛИБЕЛЕ. 
РЕД 8: 2, РИБА 1 И РИБА 2 

СИГНАЛ СА САГИТАРИЈУСА ЈЕ ЗАПРАВО БИО УПУЋЕН СВИМ ОВИМ 
ПРОРОЧКИМ МЕСТИМА И СТРУКТУРИ ДНК ЧОВЕКА. ОНАЈ КОЈИ ЈЕ ТО ПОСЛАО 

ИМА БРОЈ 72. ТО ЈЕ ОЗИРИС 
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Слика 26. СЛика Риба 1 и 2 које се налазе на Земљином шару и представљају слику ДНК, 
слику Србије, слику основног хармонијског поретка Богова, Перјаних змија и људи 

 
Др сци Мирјана Совиљ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 27 : АЛФА 1 ритам - СТИМУЛУС ПЕРИОД 
 
АЛФА 1  ритам - умрежавање звучних стимулуса у СТИМУЛУС периоду над левом 
хемисфером 
Стимулус интервал 
Генерално посматрано висина снаге и њено процесирање су обрнуто пропорционални. Ово 
посебно важи за звучне стимулусе од 69 и 55 ХЗ где су снаге највише, а процесирање најниже 
и са највише неактивираних или непотпуно умрежених регија (графикон 1а,б,ц/2а,б,ц). Ова 
разлика је за звук 69 Хз релативно једнако изражена од стране обеју хемисфера, док је код 
звука 55 Хз нешто мање умањено процесирање од стране десне хемисфере. У средишњим 
регијама (Fz, Cz i Pz) звук 69 Хз изазива максималне вредности снаге изражене у 
микроволтима и одсуство процесирања, док звук 55 Хз задржава нижи просек процесирања. 
Овакве реакције могу се сматрати као инхерентна карактеристика одговора електричне 
активности везане за односе снаге наспрам умрежавања.  
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Врхунци снаге за обе фреквенције, 69 и 55 Хз су у регијама леве хемисфере, F3-C3 i T5 док су 
у регијама десне хемисфере у F4-C4, а у средишњим регијама максималне у Fz.Cz и Pz и то за 
звук од 69 Хз. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 28: Графикон 14б) СНАГА TETA ПОСТСТИМУЛУС РАЗЛИКА ( Снаге разлике у 
тхета ритму за постпериод за фреквенције звука 11, 19, 21, 28 и 43 Хз ) Слика бр. 30. ПЕРЈАНА 

ЗМИЈА У МАЈАНСКОМ ХРАМУ 
 

ПОТПУНИ УСПЕХ: ДВОСТРУКА ПЕРЈАНА ЗМИЈА. СА ПОЛОЖАЈЕМ КОЈИ 
ОДГОВАРА ПОЛОЖАЈУ У ХАРМОНСКОМ СКЛОПУ ГИТАРЕ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 29: Графикон 13б. СНАГА TETA РАЗЛИКА СТИМУЛУС период 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Слика 30. ПЕРЈАНА ЗМИЈА У МАЈАНСКОМ ХРАМУ 
 

ОВАЈ ГРАФИКОМ ПРЕДСТАВЉА ДОСЛОВНО УХВАЋЕНУ ПЕРЈАНУ ЗМИЈУ 
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Слика 31: Потпуни хармонски склоп гитаре где се виде Рибе 1 и 2, 2КА, 4С, Сићушна 
пукотина, Крст, Апсолут, Милошев зарез, Хорусов зарез, Календар 11,19,21,28, Днк 52 и 21 и 

број 8. 
ЗАКЉУЧАК 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Слик 32: Слика Србије као Небеске Осмице сазвежђа Орион и двеју Риба 1 и 2 
 
СРБИЈА ИМА БРОЈ 8 ИЛИ СЛИКУ ОРИОНА СА НЕБА или слику РИБЕ 1 И РИБЕ 2 
СВЕ ИЗЛАЗИ ИЗ ПОЈМА АПСОЛУТ ИЛИ 118 
ВИДЕЛИ СМО ДА СУ СВИ ГЛАВНИ КОЕФИЦИЈЕНТИ – БРОЈЕВИ, ЗАПРАВО 

КОДОВИ КОЈИ СПАЈАЈУ ПРОСТОР, ВРЕМЕ,  НЕБО И ЗЕМЉУ. 
ОСНОВНИ ЖИВОТНИ КОД НА ЗЕМЉИ ЈЕ 2,476190. 
ТАЈ КОД ЗНАЧИ БОГ ЗАЂЕ.                             ТО ЈЕ ИМЕ БОГА ХОРУСА. 
ЊИХОВО ПРЕПЛИТАЊЕ ЈЕ УЧИНИЛО ДА СЕ ОСТАВЕ ПИСАНИ ТРАГОВИ НА 

ЗЕМЉИ И У ЧОВЕКУ. 
ГЕОГРАФИЈА ЈЕ НЕСУМЊИВО КОД. 
ДВЕ РИБЕ ОБЕЛЕЖЕНЕ КАО ПРОРОЧКА МЕСТА И ГЕОГРАФСКИ ЗНАЧАЈНА СУ 

СУ НАЈВЕЋА СЛИКА НА ЗЕМЉИ 
ОНЕ СУ ПОКАЗАТЕЉ ПРАВОГ ДНК КАО СИСТЕМ ДВА ХЕКСАГОНА 
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СИГНАЛ СА САГИТАРИЈУСА ЈЕ УПРАВО ТАЈ СИГНАЛ ОБЛИКА ОБЕЈУ РИБА. 
ГЕНЕТИКА ЈЕ НЕСУМЉИВО КОД.    ЈЕЗИК ЈЕ НЕСУМЊИВО КОД.  НЕБО ЈЕ 

НЕСУМЊИВО КОД. 
СВИ ТИ КОДОВИ СУ НАМА УСАЂЕНИ У НАШ МОЗАК И ТО СМО МЕРЕЊЕМ 

ПОКАЗАЛИ. 
НАШ МОЗАК ПРИМА И ОДАШИЉЕ КОДОВЕ У УНИВЕРЗУМ.  ИСТИ МУ ИХ 

ВРАЋА.  
ФРЕКВЕНЦИЈЕ У НАШЕМ МОЗГУ ЗАПРАВО ИМАЈУ ЗИПОВАНУ ШИФРОВАНУ 

ПОРУКУ ДА СУ ЦЕЛА ВАСЕЉЕНА, ВАСИОНА И СВЕМИР НАМА ДАРИВАНИ КАО КОД 
КОЈИ НАС ИСПУЊАВА ДУХОВНО, ИНТЕЛЕКТУАЛНО И ФИЗИЧКИ. 

СИГНАЛ СА САГИТАРИЈУСА ЈЕ ДОСЛОВНИ КОД ПЛАНЕТЕ ЗЕМЉЕ И ОН ЈЕ 
ПОТПУНИ ХАРМОНСКИ СКЛОП ГИТАРЕ 

ПИТАГОРА ЈЕ ЦЕО СВЕТ ПОСМАТРАО КАО ХАРМОНИЈУ. 
ДАЖ БОГ ЈЕ ВРЕМЕ ОД 518 ДАНА. 
РУКА ЈЕ ВРЕМЕ КОЈА ПРАВИ ОД 28. НА 29 ФЕБРУАР. 
ПРСТ ЈЕ СКЛОП КОЈИ ДАЈЕ БРОЈ 82, КОЈИ ЈЕ И БОГ. 
МОЖДАНИ ТАЛАСИ ФОРМИРАЈУ ОБЛИК ПЕРЈАНЕ ЗМИЈЕ. 
ТАКО СЕ СКУПЉА ЗНАЊЕ – ПРЕКО ЗМИЈЕ КУНДАЛИНИ ОДНОСНО ПЕРЈАНЕ 

ЗМИЈЕ. ТО ЗНАЊЕ ЈЕ ДАНАС САЧУВАНО КАКО У СРБСКОМ ЈЕЗИКУ ТАКО И У ЈОГИ. 
ТО ЈЕ НАЧИН НА КОЈИ СЕ ПРИМАЈУ ИНФОРМАЦИЈЕ. 
ГИТАРА ЈЕ ИДЕАЛНИ ИНСТРУМЕНТ КОЈИ ФОРМИРА ПРОСТОР СА БРОЈЕМ 144 И 

СИЋУШНУ ПУКОТИНУ СА 75, 76,69,70. 
ПО П.Д. УСПЕНСКОМ, СВЕТ ПРОИЗИЛАЗИ ИЗ АПСОЛУТА, КОЈИ ЈЕ БРОЈ 118. 
ПО МЕНДЕЉЕЈЕВОМ СИСТЕМУ ИМА 118 ХЕМИЈСКИХ ЕЛЕМЕНАТА. 
ПО НАМА СВЕТ ЗАИСТА ИЗЛАЗИ ИЗ АПСОЛУТА 118. 
ПО НАМА И ПО ПИТАГОРИ – СВЕ ЈЕ ХАРМОНИЈА. 
НАШ ДНК СЕ ПРАВИ СИСТЕМОМ ЈЕЗИКА,ВРЕМЕНА И ПРОСТОРА. 
СРБСКИ ЈЕЗИК ЈЕ ПРИМОРДИЈАЛНИ ЈЕЗИК СВЕГА ЖИВОГ НА ЗЕМЉИ. 
САЗВЕЖЂЕ СТРЕЛАЦ – SAGITTARIUS ЈЕ ТАКОЂЕ ДОКАЗ ДА ЈЕ СА-ГИТАР-ИУС 

УПРАВО ЗАИСТА НЕБЕСКА ГИТАРА КОЈА ШАЉЕ КОДИРАНЕ ДНК ПОРУКЕ ЗЕМЉИ. 
СВЕТОВИ СЕ ПРАВЕ. 
 
МИ СМО СВИ ДЕЦА БОГОВА.  
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Abstract: Lateral sigmatism most often occurs in the pronunciation of fricatives (/z/, /ž/, /s/ i /š/) and 
affricates (/c/, /ć/, /č/, /đ/ i /dž/). This type of sigmatismus appears due to incorrect routing of air stream in 
the oral cavity which flows at the edges of the tongue. Different flow manifested as air friction, leades to 
changes in the spectrum of spoken fricatives or affricates. The analysis of normal fricatives/affricates 
pronunciation and pronunciations of these phonemes with lateral sigmatismus point to differences in the 
high-frequency part of the spectrum. The cutoff frequency is in the range 3-6 kHz. The biggest 
differences in the spectrum are found above this critical frequency. The typical speech treatment for 
children with different types of sigmatismus is based on the correction by properly setting the articulation 
organs with emphasis on the individual phases of critical phoneme pronunciation. Recent trends in speech 
treatment include the use of computer-oriented programming tools, which enable visually assessment of 
the spoken phonemes quality. The paper presents pilot study with the example of lateral sigmatismus. 
Research results show that the spectral characteristics of regular fricatives / affricates pronunciation are 
significantly different in relation to atypical pronunciation of the same phnemes. These spectral 
differences can be used to create a dedicated software tools that will help the speech therapist in his work 
but also it could be used by children in individual  exercises for pronunciation of critical phonemes.  

Keywords : affricate, children speech, fricative, lateral sigmatism, speech and language therapist  

1. INTRODUCTION 

 There are some rules postulated in children speech and language development which are 
manifested in chronology of voices acquisition and articulation-acoustic quality of their 
pronunciation. It is well known that some voices as vowels and plosives  are easily developed in 
contrary of fricatives and affricates which are constituted in a longer time. More factors have 
influence on voices acquisition but the most important one is articulation-acoustic complexity. Speech 
is non determined process and in that manner it is very difficult to define criteria for typical and 
atypical pronunciation of certain voice. Every spoken voice in its articulation- acoustic dimension has 
the field in which its realization is manifested as typical (normal) pronunciation, and the filed in 
which its characteristics have manifestations of atypical (pathological) pronunciation. The definition 
of articulation-acoustic boundaries of variational field for certain voices is complex task. Recently, the 
additional software tools in estimation of correct pronunciation are engaged, but the perceptive ability 
and skills of speech therapists are still irreplaceable in this area. In order to excuse a voice properly, it 
has to be assessed in several dimensions: duration, intensity and spectrum [Kostić, 1964]. For each of 
these parameters, there is allowed variational field within which the pronunciation of certaion voice is 
normal, ie. typical. By including more parameters, the process of speech assessment is significantly 
complicated.  Precisley these borders of  variational fields are critical. In order to simplify the process 
of validation for pronunciation of certain voice,  partial estimates are introduced: the  analysis of  
vocal cords activation, the position of the soft palate, the place of articulation, the manner of 
articulation, the formation of air flow, direction of  air flow, forming a barrier (occlusion), raising the 
dam and a series of other parameters [Bugarski, 1996]. This breakdown in pronunciation of certain 
voice helps speech therapist to create the proper procedures for correction of voice pronunciation, 
because he will force just the phase of pronunciation which is atypical. 

In Serbian language there is a group of twelve critical voices which are most commonly 
pronounced atypically. Among these twelve voices there are all five affricates (/c/, /ć/, /č/, /đ/ and 
/dž/)  [Kostic, 1971], which obviously indicates to the complexity of their pronunciation. In serbian 
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language structure, the affricates occur with 4,20% on the frequency scale of voice occurrence in 
word structure, while the representation of affricate / c / is 1.52% [Kostić, 1971]. 
 Articulation of affricates starts with barrier which turns into a narrow passage which is why 
we call them barrier-gorge consonants. Pronunciation of affricates is similar to the pronunciation of 
plosives because here is also first formed the compartment in the front of the vocal tract followed by 
the release (lifting) of partition. The process of partition lifting in affricates is complicated because it 
is not sudden and fast, like in plosives, but it is performed very controlled. In the first stage, the 
partition is partially released while in the second stage it is completely lifted. This gradual and 
controlled lifting the barrier is the most difficult part in the affricates pronunciation.  At the initial 
partition lifting, the pronunciation of affricates is similar to the pronunciation of fricatives. Because of 
the similarity in pronunciation  of affricates with plosives and fricatives, the pronunciation of each 
affricate can be treated as a combination of a plosive and a fricative. Acoustically, they begin by 
preparing bang and end with flow. They consisted psychologically and physically from elements of 
two consonants: a blasting on the first place and flow on the second place. For example, the 
pronunciation of affricates / c / can be observed as successive pronunciation of plosive / t / and 
fricative / s /. That is why the IPA (International Phonetic Alhabet) encourages the recommendation 
that this affricative is denoted by / ts /. According to localization of partition, affricative / c / is dental, 
and regarding the activation of the vocal cords, it is voiceless voice. 
 
  

 
Figure 1. An example of segmentation in spoken word /cica/ with indicated typical phases in 

pronunciation of affricate  /c/. 
 Figure 1 shows an example of segmentation in spoken word /cica/ with clearly marked 
moments of the beginning and end of the pronunciation of individual phonemes. This diagram 
presents the time record of word /cica/ and represents the dependence of the sound pressure as a 
function of time. In the middle diagram there is spectrogram of word /cica/. It is standard broadband 
spectrogram. The spectrogram is shown in the frequency range of 0 to 20 kHz. Under the 
spectrograms  there sre the markings (segmentation) of the beginning and end of certain phonemes 
pronunciation in word /cica/.  At the bottom there is segmentation of typical stages in pronunciation 
of affricate / c /. It is obviously that there are three distinctive phases in the pronunciation of affricates 
/c/: occlusion (setting the partition), the initial partition lifting and completely partition lifting. The 
phase of occlusion is seen on spectrograms see as a thin vertical line (short impulse) and it has no 
significant impact on the long-time spectrum which was discussed in this paper. The phase of initial 
partition lifting is characterized by clear affriction which is seen on the spectrogram  as the noise 
component in frequencies around 10 kHz. This is the most important phase in the articulation of voice 
/c/ because it is essentially the phase of pure affriction. In the final phase of completely partition 
lifting the coarticulation with a vowel /i/ happens and  the spectrogram shows the formation of noisy 
components (energy concentrates) in the vicinity of  its second and third formant, ie. around 
frequencies  of 2500 and 3500 Hz. 

Among all affricates, / c / is on the second place regarding difficulties in voice pronunciation, 
with the frequency of untypical in 11.5% [Kostic, 1971]. The most common deviation in production 
of voice  / c / is a distortion that occurs as a result of atypical realization of one or more characteristics 
necessary for the proper pronunciation of this voice. Deviations in pronunciation of affricate / c / can 
appear in all three domains: time (short or long occlusion and afriction), intensity (weak or strong 
affriction) and spectral (various forms of sigmatism). It may appear individually deviation 
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(sigmatism), but very often a combination of two or more atypical stigmatism appears. The most 
common are weak affriction, interdental pronunciation and adental pronunciation. These are the most 
common manifestations of atypical pronunciation of affricate / c /. Low affriction of  africates / c / has 
an impact on the balance of high-frequency  and low-frequency components in the spectrum, while 
the wrong place in partition forming (adental and interdental pronunciation) has an impact on moving 
the first two energy concentrates on the frequency axis [Vojnovic at all, 2010b]. 

This paper presents a pilot study about lateral sigmatism. The spectral differences of affricate /c/ 
are analyzed in case of normal and atypical pronunciation, ie. pronunciation with lateral sigmatism. 
The aim was to evaluate whether there are sufficiently large (essential) spectral differences between 
these two ways of pronouncing the affricate / c /, in order to define discriminatory criteria. This is the 
basis for a subsequent, more extensive research that would precisely define discriminatory limits. At 
the end, these results can be translated into some of the software tools which may help the speech 
therapist in his therapeutic work with children. 
  

2. RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS  

 As it has been defined, the pronunciation of affricates /c/ is realized through three main 
phases: occlusion (formation, setting up partitions), the initial release (lifting) of partition and full 
exemption (lifting) of partition. Sigmatism in pronuncation of fricatives and affricates is expressed as: 
omission, substitution or distortion. Omission means the absence of individual voices in words, the 
substitution means the replacement of one voice with some other voice. Distortion refers to the quality 
of voice pronunciations. The quality of pronunciated voice is good if articulatory-spectral, temporal 
and intensity features  are found in the variational field defined for pronounciation of that voice. 
According to the place of generation, sigmatism can be: interdental, adentaln, lateral, palatal, occlusal 
and nasal. Lateral sigmatism means the wrong direction of the airflow from one or other side of the 
tongue.  
 In this research we used the Global Articulation Test (GAT) and Test for analytical estimation 
of Serbian language voices  (AT) [Kostic et al, 1983]. Analyzed voice / c / is taken from the words 
/cica/, /maca /, /boc/, /lice/ and /ovca/.  All respondents (children aged 6-7 years) are uttered these 
words in isolated position, after the pronunciation of the same words by the examiner. 

Recording was performed in an acoustically processed room in the Life activities advancement 
center in Belgrade. We used the recorder H4n produced by ZOOM company. Sampling frequency 
was 44100 Hz, which means that the speech was recorded in the frequency range below 22050 Hz. 
The stereo recordings were with 16 bit resolution of quantization. 

In preprocessing, analyzed words were separated (/cica/, /maca/, /boc/, /lice/ i /ovca/) and 
segmentation was made with establishing the start and end markers in pronunciation of  /c/ (Figure 1). 
Segmentation was done manually. All recordings were transferred from stereo to mono mode. This 
pre-process, followed by a spectral analysis was performed by Praat [Boersma et al, 2010]. 
 For estimation of longterm spectra classical FFT analysis (Fast Fourier Transform) was used 
with a frequency resolution of approximately 22 Hz. Is analyzed in detail the frequency range up to 22 
kHz. Thus wide range of frequency analysis was selected for observation of higher energy 
concentrates that reflect affriction [Vojnovic at all, 2010a]. FFT spectra are transformed into longtime 
averaged spectrum, in Anglo-Saxon literature known as LTAS (Long Time Average Spectrum). 
Longtime spectra are by spectral method "smooth" in window width of 500 Hz.  
  The speech is stochastic, deterministic process, which certainly complicates and hinders its 
analysis. Because of its nature, it is most appropriate to observe it in three dimensions: time, intensity  
(speech levels) and frequency. Three-dimensional display of speech, in essence, represents a change 
in its spectrum as a function of time. The classic three-dimensional representation of speech is 
avoided because it is unintelligible. Spectrogram, (quasi-three-dimensional display)  is  much more 
commonly used, as shown in Figure 1. The horizontal axis is time, vertical axis is frequency while the 
level changes of voice are presented in gray shades. Darker areas on the spectrogram correspond to 
higher levels of voice. Spectrogram display of speech is known as "visible speech" because visually 
displayed spectral changes of speech are presented [Denes et al, 1963]. 
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k  
Figure 2. Spectrogram of pronunciation the voice /c/ in word /cica/ with lateral stigmatism 

 
 The whole concept of spectrographic analysis of speech is based on the assumption that in a 
speech there are quasi-stationary segments that are estimated and obtained by individual spectra. 
Depending on the selected time interval, which is assumed to be stationary, there are different types of 
spectral analysis. The best known are the so-called narrowband and wideband analysis, established in 
the mid last century. Narrowband analysis involves time-window spectrogram analysis with duration 
of about 30 ms (45 Hz), while a wideband is with duration of about 5 ms (300 Hz). What kind of 
spectra will be used in a particular case depends on the phenomenon which is analyzed. If more 
detailed insight into the frequency spectrum changes (higher frequency resolution) is needed,  
narrowband spectrogram is used. Conversely, if more detailed insight into the temporal changes of the 
spectrum (higher temporal resolution) is needed, wideband spectrogram is used. 
 Spectrographic analysis (Figures 1 and 2) present the classical widedband spectrograms 
where the selected width of the window is 2 ms, as opposed to the usual width of 5 ms. The windows 
width of 2 ms is more appropriate when analyzing children's voice. 
 Figure 1 shows the spectrogram of normal pronunciation of affricate /c/ in word /cica/, while 
Figure 2 shows the pronunciation of this affricate in case of lateral sigmatism. It is evident that there 
are significant differences between these two spectra. In atypical pronunciation(Figure 2) there are 
practically no occlusion phase and the beginning affriction phase. The pronunciation of  affricate /c/ is 
more like the pronunciation of plosive, because the partition lifting is suddenly. There are also 
significant differences in the spectral composition of spoken affricates. In pronunciation of the 
affricates  with lateral sigmatism main energy concentrate is at a lower frequency than in the case of 
normal pronunciation which is shown in Figure 1. This difference in position of power concentrate 
will be clearly shown in the diagrams of long term spectra. Similarly, in atypical pronunciation the 
coarticulation is expressed because throughout the whole pronunciation of affricates the energy 
concentrates are visible at frequencies that correspond to formants of vowel / i /. 
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Figure 3. Long term spectrum of affricate  /c/ in normal pronunciation (solid line) and in lateral 
sigmatism (dotted line). 

  
  

When analyzing the pronunciation of individual voices, some  some typical phases can be 
observed. These phases, in essence, represent quasi-stationary time segments and can be separately 
analyzed in the spectral domain. This approach is justified because the quasi-stationarity means that in 
that part of speech there are no significant change to its spectrum and it is sufficiently to estimate the 
one representative of the spectrum for the entire segment. In this regard, the spectrum estimation is 
performed for each phase of a typical phoneme pronunciation. The estimated spectrum is called long 
time averaged spectrum. Long time averaged spectrum presents not weighted arithmetic averaged 
amplitude spectrum for the total duration of the quasi-stationary condition. The term "long-time" 
should be regarded conditionally because it does not always imply that the voice signal is long. It 
simply means that spectrum is obtained by averaging the period the total duration of the signal. 
Friction flow of air currents appears in the last two phases of voice /c/ pronunciation, which are the 
longest one. Therefore it is justified to analyze long time averaged spectra because we are mainly 
interested in the spectral characteristics of the friction process. The term "long-time" should always be 
taken conditionally. If we estimate the long-time speech spectrum it implies averaging within a time 
period of several minutes. Long time range of individual voices simply means the spectrum obtained 
by averaging in the period of their pronunciation duration. Thus, the long-time spectrum of affricate 
/c/ is arithmetically averaged spectrum within the timeframe of his pronunciation. Arithmetic 
averaging spectra falls into the category of "non-weighted averaging". 
 The advantage of this method in voice analysis is that each phase of the typical voice 
pronunciation has one representative spectrum which is time-independent. By averaging process, 
dimension of time is determined. In any case, manipulation and work with two-dimensional spectra is 
simpler than with three-dimensional. 

In pronunciation of affricate /c/, occlusion phase and friction phase are analyzed separately. The 
friction phase is more important because it lasts much longer and it is more energy dominant. For 
these reasons, the main spectral attributes for assessing the pronunciation of affricate /c/ should be 
found in the friction phase.  
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 In the estimation of a representative long term spectrum of affricate /c/ there is problem of 
uneven intensity of word pronunciation, respectively voice /c/. Because of these differences in the 
level of examiner`s speech, certain normalization should be done. Normalization can be done at the 
level of whole words, at the level of first syllable or on the level of the examined affricate 
pronunciation. We selected the normalization at the level of affricate /c/ pronunciation. All averaged 
spectra of affricate /c/ are normalized to zero decibel level. This means that the spectrum of affricates 
is translated with the vertical axis (from all spectral components one the same value is subtracted) and 
in that way the overall voice level during the pronunciation of affricates /c/ is 0 dB. From this 
normalized affricate /c/ spectra (each subject has one normalized spectrum), representative spectrum 
is derived by the averaging method for subjects in the control and pathological group. Finally, two 
representative spectra are obtained: 

- a representative spectrum of properly spoken affricate /c/ and 
- a representative spectrum of spoken affricate /c/  with lateral stigmatism. 

  
Representative long term spectra of proper (upper diagram) and incorrect (lower diagram 

pronunciation of affricate /c/ are shown on Figure 3.  
 Unlike some earlier studies [Vojnovic at all, 2010a] [Vojnovic at all, 2010b] [Vojnovic at all, 
2010c] where the focus in the analysis was at lower energy concentrates, this paper draws attention to 
the high-frequency part of the spectrum which is the most authoritative in the assessment of the 
afriction quality.  In this analysis the energy concentrates around frequencies 2500, 3500 and 6000 Hz 
are visible, but now attention is turned to the frequency band of about 10 kHz. The main characteristic 
of the lateral sigmatism for affricate /c/ is shifting high-frequency concentrate towards lower 
frequencies. During normal pronunciation this energy is concentrated around frequencies of 11 kHz, 
and in the lateral sigmatism it is moved into the environment of 8 kHz frequency. In the recent 
research [Vojnovic at all, 2010c] the criterion of  weak affriction (by the relation of total energy in 
high-frequency and low-frequency part of the spectrum) is defined. The division between high and 
low spectral component is conditional and in this particular case the cutoff frequency is 4000 Hz. The 
area above this frequency is declared as a high-frequency and below as low-frequency. During good 
affriction in pronunciation of voice /c/, the level of frequency components above 4000 Hz is 
significantly higher than the level of frequency components below 4000 Hz. As presented in Figure 3, 
the ratio of high-frequency and low-frequency energy is 15 dB at a typical (normal) pronunciation, 
and 8 dB for lateral sigmatism. Therefore, lateral sigmatism affects the quality of affriction (quality is 
reduced), but also the movement of high-frequency energy concentrate. Moving the high-frequency 
energy concentrate may be the effct of changes in vocal tract shape. In lateral sigmatismus, airflow 
during affriction has changed path: it goes along both sides of the tongue, so it can be treated as an 
extension of the vocal tract. It should be also take into consideration that in lateral sigmatism, airflow 
does not go only in tonguge gorge but along the both sides of the tongue. 
 

3. SIMULATION OF LATARAL SIGMATISMUS 

 It is often the case that there are no precise data about the shape of the vocal tract during 
pronunciation of  analyzed phonemes. Therefore, the simplified models  are used, especially if  global 
changes  in resonance of the vocal tract are analyzed. The starting point is the acoustic model that 
simulates the sound coming through the vocal tract. This is precisely the situation in this case because 
there are no detailed data about the shape of the vocal tract when children pronounce affricate /c/. In 
the absence of precise configurations of the vocal tract, which corresponds to the pronunciation of 
affricates /c/ simplified models can be used [Vojnovic et al, 2013]. Experiences from practice has 
shown that the four-cylinder model is good choice for the analysis of affricates and fricatives. In this 
mode,  four cylindrical tubes  are used for modeling: the opening of the mouth, oral cavity, narrowing 
tongue-palate and pharyngeal cavity. 

The simplest model of the vocal tract in pronunciation of africates is called two-cylinder model 
[Stevens, 1999]. Far better option is a four-cylinder model of the vocal tract [Fant, 1970] [Flanagan, 
1972] [Fant, 2004]. More precise acoustic model of the vocal tract involves a clearer simulation of a 
voice pronunciations. In this paper  three-cylinder models of the vocal tract for modeling of typical 
and atypical pronunciation of affricate /c/ are selected (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Three-cylinder models of the vocal tract in normal pronunciation of affricate  /c/ (upper 
diagram) and in lateral sigmatism (lower diagram).  

 
 Models presented on Figure 4 represents the acoustic model of the vocal tract. As mentioned, 
certain parts of the vocal tract are modeled by acoustic elements: tubes, chambers, membranes and the 
like. In the specific case shown on Figure 4, two chambers and one cylindrical tube with defined 
length and cross-sectional area are used in modeling:  
 

 - first chamber: mouth opening is modeled, 
 - tube: the narrowing between the tongue-and alveoli  is modeled 
 - the second chamber: pharyngeal cavity is modeled. 

  
  It is important to mention that unlike the conventional four-cylinder model of the vocal tract, 
in this three cylinder model there was no chamber used for modeling of oral cavity. 
 
 The analysis of sound propagation is not performed directly in the acoustic range  but in such 
a way that the model from Figure 4 is converted into an equivalent electrical model of the vocal tract. 
The process of translating the acoustic model into an equivalent electric model is well elaborated in 
the literature [Fant, 1970] [Flanagan, 1972] and is based on the theory of analogy. According to this 
theory, the same differential equations in sound propagation through a short uniform cylindrical tube 
and the propagation of electromagnetic waves on the short homogeneous line are applied. As a result 
of this analogy, a short cylindrical tube is modeled by symmetrical T-transducer with distributed 
parameters. What is important is that the elements of T-transducer are fully defined by physical 
dimensions of a short cylindrical tube: its length and cross-sectional area.  

The model of the vocal tract shown  in Figure 4, according to its length is adapted for the 
analysis of high-frequency resonance (energy concentrates), so that the total length of the vocal tract 
is 4.5 cm in the case of the typical pronunciation and 5 cm in the case of atypical pronunciation. 
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Otherwise, the length of the vocal tract for a child aged 6 years is 11 cm [Boe et all, 2006] [Goldstein, 
1980]. 
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Figure 5. Transmission characteristics of the acoustic structures from Figure 3 by which the normal 
pronunciation of affricate /c/ and pronunciation with lateral sigmatismus is modeled 

 
 There are two main differences between the acoustic models of the vocal tract in normal and 
atypical pronunciation of affricate /c/: 

- vocal tract is extended by 5 mm in pronunciation with lateral sigmatism, 
- the cross-sectional area of narrow space between the tongue and alveoli is twice increased in 

pronunciation with lateral sigmatism. 
  

For the models of vocal tract shown on  Figure 4, transmission characteristics were obtained and 
are shown in Figure 5. If we compare the spectra of Figures 3 and 5, a big difference in bandwidths 
(Q-factor) are indicated. In the case of modeling sharper resonance  were observed, because the vocal 
tract is modelled by rigid pipes, which means that the impedance of the vocal tract wall is infinitely 
large. In real speech this  is not the case. The impedance vocal tract wall has a finite value because it 
is made up mainly of soft tissue. In addition, the excitation spectrum is completely different. In 
natural speech, the initiative is friction noise created by passing air currents through the strait-
language alveoli while in the simulation it is sinusoidal excitation. In this regard, that kind of 
difference in the spectra should be abstracted and the trend of resonance change (energy concentrates) 
which in these two cases is the same should be observed. 
 According to the presented results, a satisfactory global modeling of displacement the 
position of vocal tract resonance (moving energy concentrates) in pronounciation of affricate /c/ with 
lateral sigmatism is obtained. It is a rough modeling of pronunciation the affricate /c/ which is used to 
show the trend in shifting the high-frequency concentrates in the case of lateral sigmatism. For a more 
precise estimation of the transmission characteristics, more detailed information about the shape of 
the vocal tract and the spectrum of the primary voice during the pronunciation of affricates /c/ are 
needed. 
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4. CONCLUSION  

 Speech analysis and making the real decisions regarding proper / incorrect pronunciation of 
certain phonemes is accomplished through a process of critical listening. The power of subjective 
voice analysis (critical listening) is in listener auditory-perceptual system used as powerful computer 
for speech elaboration. It is preferable that this analysis includes some number of objective 
assessments, in order to make more complete and comprehensive conclusion about the quality of 
speech. 

The present paper presents the attempt to bring the objectivity in standard speech-language 
assessment of atypical pronunciation of affricate /c/. It is shown that a relatively simple model of the 
vocal tract can well simulate its transmitter characteristics. In subsequent experiments, we surely must 
improve the model of the vocal tract. 
  Affricates belong to the group of voices which are the latest adopted by children and the 
reason for this is a complex procedure of  their generation [Vladisavljević, 1977]. Therefore, in future 
studies of atypical pronunciation in children, affricates and fricatives should have a primary 
significance. A large percentage of atypical pronunciations of affricates and fricatives require timely 
and adequate speech therapy. A detailed spectral analysis of lateral stigmatism should be done in 
wider population of children (at least 20 respondents). In this phase of the research adults who are 
able to simulate the lateral stigmatism may be included. 
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MANIFESTACIJA LATERALNOG SIGMATIZMA U SPEKTRALNOM DOMENU 
 

APSTRAKT 
Lateralni sigmatizam se najčešće javlja u izgovoru frikativa (/z/, /ž/, /s/ i /š/) i afrikata (/c/, /ć/, /č/, /đ/ i 
/dž/). Ova vrsta sigmatizma se javlja zbog pogrešnog usmeravanja vazdušne struje tako što vazdušna 
struja teče obodom jezika. Različito strujanje, odnosno frikcija vazduha, dovodi do promene spektra 
izgovorenog frikativa ili afrikata. Analize normalnog izgovora frikativa/afrikata i izgovora ovih fonema 
sa lateralnim sigmatizmom pokazuju da postoje razlike u visoko-frekvencijskom delu spektra. Kritična 
frekvencija je u opsegu 3-6 kHz. Najveće razlike u spektrima su konstatovane iznad ove kritične 
frekvencije. Klasičan logopedski tretman dece sa različitim vrstama sigmatizma se sastoji u korekciji 
postavljanja artikulacionih organa i pravilnom naglašavanju pojedinih faza izgovora kritične foneme. 
Noviji trendovi logopedskog rada podrazumevaju i upotrebu računarsko orijentisanih programskih alata, 
kojima se vizuelno procenjuje kvalitet izgovorene foneme. U ovom radu je urađeno pilot istraživanje na 
primeru lateralnog sigmatizma. Rezultati istraživanja pokazuju da se spektralne karakteristike značajno 
razlikuju između pravilnog i atipičnog izgovora frikativa/afrikata. Ove spektralne razlike se mogu 
iskoristiti za kreiranje namenskog softverskog alata koji će pomoći logopedu u njegovom radu ili samoj 
deci za individualno vežbanje izgovora kritičnih fonema.   
Ključne reči: sigmatizam, govor dece, afrikati, frikativi, logoped 
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Abstract: The AG501 (Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH) is the latest model of articulograph used in 
electromagnetic articulography (EMA), and it allows real time 3D recording of the movements of the 
articulatory organs.  Electromagnetic articulography is a position tracking technique based on the 
principle of inductive measurement of distance to calculate the location of a set of sensors. EMA systems 
track the movements of speech articulators in the alternating magnetic field of the measurement volume 
using the small sensor coils attached directly to the articulators. In order to reliably perform speech 
movement acquisition EMA should be characterized with adequate spatial resolution and accuracy. In 
this work, we performed the quantitative analysis of the standard calibration procedure and stability of 
head-movement correction procedures. The obtained data are compared with the ones of previous model 
AG500.   

Keywords: articulograph AG 501, calibration data, head correction 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Most of the movements of the human articulatory organs are not directly visually observable. 
Successful measuring of articulatory movements requires measurement procedures that do not inhibit 
their motions. This prerequisite limits the choice of methods that could be used. Electropalatography 
(EPG), Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), ultrasound and X-ray all provide data about some of the 
aspects of the movement of the articulators, but they are usually limited because of the trade-off 
between different aspects: time resolution, spatial resolution and accuracy. Only the recently 
developed three-dimensional Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) measures articulatory 
movements in real time and in 3D returning the data from surface flesh points.  

Electromagnetic Articulography (EMA) has been in use in various research fields for over 20 
years. EMA is position tracking system based on the inductive measurement of distances. It measures 
location and orientation of the moving speech articulators in real time using the principle of 
electromagnetic induction for movement tracking without the requirement of line of sight between 
sensors and transmitting devices. Currently, two systems are widely used, both manufactured by 
Carstens Medizinelektronik; the older model Articulograph AG500 and re-designed, new model 
Articulograph AG501.  

The articulograph is predominantly used for digital recording, presentation and evaluation of the 
movements of the articulators (tip and body of tongue, lips, lower jaw and soft palate) during speech 
production. The movement itself is measured, graphed and saved. Owing to the synchronisation unit, 
sound data could be recorded simultaneously with position data and used later as a reference. EMA is 
used for forming various data basis (MOCHA-TIMIT, Torgo Database of Dysartic Articulation, 
Emotional Electromagnetic Articulography Database), than in different researches: phonetics (Cho et 
al., 2014, Gafos et al., 2014, Beňuš, 2012, Jaeger & Hoole, 2011), speech pathology (van Lieshout et 
al., 2014, Bose & van Lieshout, 2008), aspects of physiology of tongue, jaw and swallowing (Badin et 
al., 2010, Bolter et al., 2012, Serrurier et al., 2012, Henriques & van Lieshout, 2013), in therapy 
purposes (Wang et al., 2012, Katz et al., 2007), coarticulation research (Lindblom  & Sussman, 2012, 
Zharkova & Hewlett, 2009). 

Known issues of the AG500 (Kroos, C., 2008, 2012; Yunusova et al., 2009) are proven to be 
solved with completely redesigned AG501 model (Stella et al., 2013), nevertheless, it is important to 
make comparison of some of the quality mesures obtained form the data that are available throught 
the course of the actual measurements. 
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2. BASIC PRINCIPLES OF AG501 OPERATION  

Based on the principles of the 3D-EMA (Zierdt, Hoole, & Tillmann, 1999; Zierdt et al., 2000) 
the AG501 system consists of nine transmitter coils, each of them acting as a source of the alternating 
electromagnetic field at different frequency (Carstens, 2015). Each transmitter electromagnetically 
induces currents in up to 24 sensors. Sensors – which come as small coils – are attached to the 
articulators of the subject using physiological glue. The strength of the induced current at the sensors 
varies as a function of the distance and the angle between the axis of each transmitter. Because of the 
different frequencies of the transmitters, it is possible to obtain the amplitudes of each sensor from all 
of the transmitter coils at the same time. The nine measured amplitudes are then combined with 
known field model (a mathematical representation of the spatial pattern of the magnetic field in the 
measurement volume) and used to calculate the position and orientation of each sensor by the iterative 
non-linear optimisation method. (Zierdt, Hoole, & Tillman, 1999). 

 
 

2.1. Calibration procedure  

Before the recording, the sensors that are to be used need to be calibrated. The calibration is 
performed in order to obtain magnetic field parameters and to define the relationship between voltage 
and distance for each transmitter coil and each sensor. Each of the calibrated sensors of the AG501 
has 9 calibration factors (for the nine transmitters). During the calibration procedure, six, twelve, 
eighteen or twenty four sensors are attached to a rotating disk (circal) using the cartridges. They are 
rotated automatically by a motor in 8,000 steps over a full circle (360°). The disk, which is oriented 
parallel to the axial (vertical) plane, is rotated around its centre. The centre of the disk is located a few 
millimetres above the centre of the 3D measuring volume.  

Along with the calibration factors, the system software provides a number of output summary 
parameters that are used to assess the calibration quality. Calibration summary, for each sensor, shows 
the parameters:  

− a0 - alpha0 is the deviation from the expected zero position for this sensor on the circal disk,  
− r - the Radius described by this sensor during a Circal revolution (=95mm),  
− z - the averaged z – coordinate from this sensor during a circal revolution,  
− phi - the angle between the sensor's axis and a line to the circal's centre (=45°),  
− theta - the angle between the sensor's axis and the xy plane (elevation = 0°),  
− rms.  
The value for a0 should be less than +0.5°. The r, z, phi, and theta values depend on the circal 

parameter. The parameters have a fix ideal value that can vary depending on the positioning of the 
sensor inside the magazine (Carstens, 2015).  

A calibration is valid for a dedicated sensor setup and calibration procedure has to be carried 
out periodically to ensure optimal accuracy of the device and to cope with erosion of the sensors. 

 
1.3. Head correction 

 
In order to eliminate the artefacts of head movements and breathing imposed in the recorded 

data it is necessary to perform head-movement correction procedure. This procedure is performed by 
the specialised software package that is incorporated as a part of the control server software. For the 
head correction, the program requires at least two sensors to function as reference sensors, but it is 
good practice to use more than that. Reference sensors could be applied to any location on the head 
that is not affected by the movement of the articulators or facial expressions. In practice, the most 
common locations are the upper jaw, bridge of the nose and behind the left and the right ear. 

 In the head correction algorithm, first it is determinate a set of rotation and translation 
parameters per data frame that represent the optimal superimposition of the reference sensors in the 
reference object and the data frame analyzed in a least-squares sense. This roto-translation is 
organized as a 4x4 transformation matrix of homogeneous coordinates. Second, this transformation 
matrix is applied to all sensors of a given data set resulting in the head corrected data that is the target 
of scientific analysis. (Carstens, 2015).  
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3. Quantitative analysis of AG501  

3.1. Calibration data  

During the calibration process circal device rotates through 360 degrees in horizontal plane and 
acquires data for each of 24 sensors. Assuming the faultless mechanics of the circal, any change in the 
vertical plane (along the z-coordinate) during the calibration turn represents an error. As a result of the 
standard calibration procedure there are two measures that give a estimate of calibration quality -  
delta_z and stddev_z (Carstens, 2015.). The difference between the maximum and minimum value of 
the z coordinate occurring during the calibration is referred as a delta_z, while the stddev_z is the 
standard deviation of the z coordinate values. In order to ensure good calibration quality, both of these 
values should be as small as possible. Several calibration procedures are performed under different 
conditions to test the stability and accuracy of calibration process.  

In the first case, the stability of calibration is tested.  First, ten consecutive calibrations are 
recorded with the same sensors set-up. In the second set of calibration, the sensors were moved inside 
the cartridges before every calibration, and in the final, third set of calibration values, the sensors were 
removed and returned back into the cartridges before every calibration. We used all 24 sensors which 
gave us 672 calibrations of sensors in total. The results are analysed and summarized in the Table 1 
where mean and 95%-ile values for delta_z and stddev_z are given. Beside the obtained results, the 
data found in the literature (Hoole, 2014) regarding the calibration accuracy of AG500 are also 
incorporated in the Table 1.  
 
 

Table 1. Calibration results I 
 

                   Measure 
Calibration set 

delta_z stddev_z 

Mean 95%-ile mean 95%-ile 

caltest_circal - 10 calibrations 0.54 0.64 0.12 0.15 

caltest_moved - 10 
calibrations 

0.55 0.64 0.12 0.15 

caltest_removed - 8 
calibrations 

0.54 0.65 0.12 0.16 

All cal. sets - 28 calibrations 
(672 sensors) 

0.55 0.65 0.12 0.15 

AG500 * Hoole, P. (2014). 3.47 5.06 0.48 0.63 

AG501* Hoole, P. (2014). 0.63 0.75 0.15 0.18 

 
 

In the second case, calibration is performed under multiple conditions, with the presence of the 
microphone and speakers in the vicinity of the measuring equipment. Speakers were at the distance of 
2 metres from the articulograph and microphone was at the distance of 15 cm in the first case and 1,5 
m in the second case. Sennheiser MKE 2 high-quality, sub-miniature, omni-directional clip-on lavalier 
microphone is used. The results are summarised in the Table 2. For the reference and comparison with 
previous model, AG500, data obtained in the (Hoole, 2014) are added. Analysing the data from the 
table 2 no significant differences could be found regarding the different recording conditions. 

Analysing the data in both, Table 1 and Table 2, it is obvious that calculated values for AG501 
are substantially lower than those for the AG500. The greatest difference it could be observed when 
comparing mean values for delta_z and stddev_z. In the case of AG500 delta_z mean value is 3.47 
and while in the case of AG501 it is 0.55. The mean value of stddev_z also shows significant 
difference, being 0.48 for AG500 and 0.12 for the AG501. More suitable measure of stability is the 
95%-ile value. As a measure of the range, it indicates the value below which a 95 percentage of 
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values could be found. For the AG501 the 95%-ile for delta_z lies only about 0.1 mm above the mean 
value, indicating that the delta_z value is very stable across a wide range of sessions and sensors. In 
the case of AG500 the 95%-ile is much greater, of the order of 1.5mm. Values for stddev_z show that 
the 95%-ile lies is much closer to the mean for the AG501 where they are 0.04mm apart, than for the 
AG500 where the difference is 0.15mm. Comparing the data from Table 1 and Table 2 it is clear that 
there are no significant differences between the observed values for the different calibration 
conditions.  
 
 

Table 2. Calibration results II 
 

                                  Measure 
Calbration set 

delta z stddev z 

Mean 95%-ile mean 95%-ile 

Caltest_1, 3 calibrations (3x24=72) 
quiet 

0.528 0.675 0.113 0.15 

Caltest_2, 3 calibrations (3x24=72) 
speakers without music 

0.516 0.620 0.112 0.15 

Caltest_3, 3 calibrations (3x24=72) 
microphone (15cm), speakers and 

music 
0.524 0.640 0.111 0.15 

Caltest_4, 3 calibrations (3x24=72) 
speakers with music 

0.506 0.610 0.108 0.14 

Caltest_5, 3 calibrations (3x24=72) 
microphone (1,5m), speekers with 

music 
0.505 0.600 0.108 0.14 

caltest- 2 calibrations (2x24=48) 
normal 

0.506 0.610 0.108 0.14 

AG500(n=584)* Hoole, P. (2014). 3.47 5.06 0.48 0.63 

AG501* Hoole, P. (2014). 0.63 0.75 0.15 0.18 

 
 

3.2. Stability of head-movement correction  

 
Subtraction of the head movement from the sensors positioned at the articulators is performed 

using the algorithm for head-movement correction and the data obtain from the two or more reference 
sensors. Typically, head-movement correction sensors are placed behind the ears, at the upper jaw and 
at the bridge of the nose. Following the head-movement correction, the coordinates of the reference 
sensors used to calculate the movement of the head should be constant. Depending on the experiment 
set-up and the data quality of the available sensors, the number and location of reference sensors 
varies somewhat from one experiment to another (especially in the case of AG500 with known issues 
regarding the head-correction (Hoole and Zierdt, 2010)). That being the case, we analysed the data for 
the reference sensor placed at the bridge of the nose only, since it is used in all sessions and since 
there are data in the literature for AG500 that we could use for comparison. For each session an 
average position using the x, y, z coordinates is calculated, and then used the root mean square 
distance from the average value as a measure of stability in the given session. The mean and standard 
deviation of this value over the trials in the session was calculated and the obtained results are 
presented in Table 3 in the form of the means and 90%-ile values.  
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Table 3. Head correction 
 

            Measure 
Model 

Means Standard deviation 
Mean 90%-ile Mean 90%-ile 

AG500* Hoole, P. 
(2014). 

0.55 1.14 0.29 0.56 

AG501 0.17 0.28 0.08 0.14 
 
 

Similar to the previous case, much lower values are found for the AG501, indicating that 
correction for head movement is much more precise in the new AG501 system. The mean value of the 
RMS distance is 0.17 mm and the 95% of the RMS distances are below the 0.28 mm. One should note 
that the 90%-ile values for the AG501 are still well-below the mean values of the AG500. 

4. CONCLUSSION 

Analysing the data acquired during the measurements with articulograph AG501 we concluded 
that, in general, the accuracy of the AG501 regarding the calibration and head correction is by far 
superior compared to the previous model AG500. These improvements affect in a great deal to the 
speech production analysis, making the AG501 more accurate and more user-friendly than its 
predecessors. Using the readily available data (obtained during the actual measurement) we presented 
the values that could be useful for future practical work. 
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KVANTITATIVNA ANALIZA AG501 – KALIBRACIJA I KOREKCIJA POKRETA GLAVE 
 

APSTRAKT 

AG501 (Carstens Medizinelektronik GmbH) je najnoviji model artikulografa koji se koristi u 
elektromagnetnoj artikulografiji. Omogućava 3D snimanje u realnom vremenu pokreta artikulatornih 
organa. Elektromagnetna artikulografija je tehnika određivanja položaja koja se bazira na principima 
induktivne mere distance i daje proračuna lokacije skupa senzora.  EMA sistem prati pomeraje govornih 
organa u elektro magnetnom polju pomoću malih senzora (namotaja) koji su direktno pričvršćeni za 
artikulatore. Kako bi se pouzdano odredio položaj artikulacionig organa, EMA mora imati odgovarajuću 
prostornu rezoluciju i preciznost. U ovom radu je predstavljeno nekoliko kvantitativnih analiza 
standardne kalibracione procedure i stabinosti procedure za korekciju pokreta glave. Dobijeni rezultati su 
upoređeni sa odgovarajućim veličinama prethodnog modela AG500. 
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Abstract: There are many studies investigating memory load effect using linear methods in EEG 
analysis, but there is a lack of nonlinear approaches. The objective of this study was to quantify changes 
in complexity of electrical activity in different brain regions due to a memory load effect in an auditory-
verbal short-term memory (AVSTM) task for words and nonwords using sample entropy method 
(SampEn). We examined 20 healthy individuals using the Sternberg’s paradigm with increasing memory 
load. The stimuli were four-letter words and nonwords. Artefact free five-second EEG segments during 
retention period were analyzed. An increase in SampEn was found due to increase in memory load for 
both words and nonwords, but in different brain regions. The AVSTM word task induced an increase in 
EEG complexity in central and posterior regions. Nonwords task induced higher EEG complexity in 
anterior regions. The SampEn shows potential to quantify EEG complexity in different AVSTM tasks. 

Keywords : auditory short-term memory, words, nonwords, EEG, sample entropy 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Auditory-verbal short-term memory is an important component of everyday verbal 
communication. Speech perception, as well as retention of verbal information, which are both 
necessary for speech comprehension and production, has their roots in AVSTM. Short-term memory 
impairment is one of the first symptoms in many neural degenerative diseases besides physiological 
processes. 

EEG as a noninvasive technique used for studying brain electrical activity is widely used to 
measure different types of cognitive activities, workloads and physiological states of the brain 
(Gevins, Smith, McEvoy, & Yu, 1997). After introduction of nonlinear measures taken from the study 
of dynamics of complex systems researchers discovered a vast number of valuable information from 
this so-called ‘noise’ (Stam, 2005; Eke et al., 2000).  

Richman and Moorman (2000) introduced the sample entropy (SampEn) as a modification of 
apparent entropy (ApEn) method invented by Pincus (1991) as measure of irregularity/complexity in 
time series. Small SampEn values are associated with pattern regularity within a signal, and larger 
SampEn values are associated with greater complexity. Entropy-based approaches such as the wavelet 
packet entropy, entropy synchronization and approximate entropy (Natarajan, Acharya, Alias, 
Tiboleng, & Puthusserypady, 2004) have also been used, but not in working memory load or 
cognitive workload tasks. Entropy as a measure of time series complexity was applied in recent 
research of various types of  cognitive processes: visual attention (Wang et al., 2014), emotion 
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recognition (Jie, Rui, & Li, 2014), learning/recognition (Heisz, Shedden, & McIntosh,2012), word 
comprehension during reading (Baggio & Fonseca, 2012), working memory load in mental arithmetic 
task (Zarjam, Epps, Chen, & Lovell, 2013). 

One of the first studies of AVSTM (Brener, 1940; Crowder, 1978) demonstrated that memory 
span is greater for words than nonwords. Findings from neuropsychological studies support the view 
that the capacities for retaining the two types of information are separable (Hanten & Martin, 2000; 
Martin & Saffran, 1997). 

According to our present knowledge, there are no published studies about AVSTM using 
SampEn on EEG data. In some of published studies which used sample entropy, due to very different 
processes under study, complexity of EEG increased, decreased or stayed unchanged when compared 
to baseline. We could not hypothesize potential direction of signal complexity during formation of 
AVSTM Based on previous research using SampEn. However, our study is partially upheld in 
previous research that deals with brain regions and EEG changes due to AVSTM load for verbal 
stimuli (words vs. nonwords). 

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY  

2.1. Participants 
Twenty undergraduate students - 10 male and 10 female, aged 18-23 years (mean 20.4, SD 

1.67) participated in the experiment. Participants were native speakers of Serbian language with no 
history of neurological, psychiatric, hearing or speech-language disorders. None of the participants 
have used medication that could have influenced the EEG signal. They were all right-handed, 
according to the Edinburgh Inventory (Oldfield, 1971), and passed standard hearing screening before 
the experiment. All participants had average or above average intelligence assessed by a qualified 
psychologist using the Serbian standardization of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Adults (WAIS) 
VITI (Berger, Markovic & Biro, 1995). The study was performed in accordance with the ethical 
standards laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and the protocol was approved by the local human 
ethics committee.   

2.2. Stimuli 
A total number of 450 disyllabic words/nonwords with consonant-vowel-consonant-vowel 

(CVCV) structure were selected (350 nouns and 100 adjectives). All words and nonwords were 
balanced in length (4-letter words). Three study sets were then created for each task. The first study 
set consisted of 90 words/nonwords, the second 150, and the third 210 words/nonwords, selected from 
the initial list of 450 words/nonwords. Each study set was organized into 20 trials according to 
Sternberg’s paradigm. The stimuli were recorded by a male speaker, who read the stimuli one by one 
without variation in melody, rhythm and emotional expression. Their duration was an average of 500 
ms.  

 

2.3. Procedure 
The participants were placed in a comfortable sitting position in a „white box“ made of white 

non-transparent curtains in order to eliminate visual stimuli that may have influence on the 
experimental tasks. Prior to the experimental procedure, participants were informed about the 
experiment, with instructions previously recorded and presented by earphones. Participants were 
asked to minimize their movements during experiment, in order to eliminate artifacts in the raw EEG 
trace. 

The first part of the experimental procedure consisted of the recording period without auditory 
stimulation – resting state – for 3 minutes, during which the participants’ task was to keep their eyes 
open. During the second part of the experiment, Sternberg’s paradigm was used to test short-term 
memory (Sternberg, 1966) for auditory presented words/nonwords. Stimuli were presented binaurally 
at 50 dB sound pressure level via earphones, with soft plastic ear-plugs. The participants listened to 
auditory presented words/nonwords with an inter-stimulus interval of 1.5 seconds. After listening to 
the last stimulus, a 5-second retention interval was followed by the presentation of the probe stimulus. 
The participants had to determine whether the probe stimulus was in the study set or not. After each 
trial, there was a 10-second resting period. Participants performed three types of trials with increasing 
memory load – load 1 (3 stimuli), load 2 (5 stimuli), and load 3 (7 stimuli). Each load had 20 trials. 
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The first 2 trials were training trials and were not taken into analysis. Finally, analysis was done on a 
total of 18 trials per task. In each task, stimulus type: words and nonwords, and load: 1, 2, and 3 were 
randomized.  

2.4. EEG signal analysis 
We first removed all the data segments which contained obvious eye blinking, high amplitude, 

high-frequency muscle noise and other irregular artifacts, as identified by visual examination. Trials 
were coded as follows: T1L1 – task 1/load 1; T1/L2 – task 1/load 2; T1/L3 – task 1/load 3; T2/L1 – 
task 2/load 1; T2/L2 – task 2/load 2; T2/L3 – task 2/load 3. A total of 100 artifact-free segments for 
each task/load were used for further statistical analysis.  The resting states after each trial lasted for 10 
seconds. EEG segments during resting states before trials were also coded and linked to 
corresponding task/trial (Resting state 1 – Task 1/Load 1; Resting state 2 - Task 1/Load 2; Resting 
state 3 - Task 1/Load 3; Resting state 4 - Task 2/Load 1; Resting state 5 - Task 2/Load 2; Resting state 
6 - Task 2/Load 3) and averaged for each participant resulting in a total of 100 segments for each 
task/load. 

Sample Entropy (SampEn) was computed according to the procedure published by Richman 
and Moorman (2000). SampEn quantifies the irregularity of a time series and estimates the 
conditional probability that two sequences of m consecutive data points, which are similar to each 
other (within given tolerance r), will remain similar when one consecutive point is included. The 
SampEn algorithm considers two parameters: tolerance level r and pattern length m.  
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According to previous studies, we chose a tolerance level of r = 0.15 times standard deviation 

of the time series and m = 2. SampEn was calculated using Matlab 7.0. 
 

3. RESULTS 

The sample entropy values were first examined with a 2 (task: words, nonwords) x 3 (load: 1, 2, 
3) x 19 (electrode:  Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, C3, C4, P3, P4, O1, O2, F7, F8, T3, T4, T5, T6, Fz, Cz, Pz) x 5 
(region: frontal left [Fp1, F3, F7], frontal right [Fp2, F4, F8], central left [T3,C3], central right [C4, 
T4], central midline[Fz, Cz, Pz], posterior left [P3, T5, O1], posterior right [P4, T6, O2] ) x 2 
(hemisphere: left [Fp1, F3, F7, T3, T5, C3, P3, O1], right [Fp2, F4, F8, T4, T6, C4, P4, O2]) x 2 
(polarity: anterior [Fp1, Fp2, F3, F4, Fz], central [C3, C4, Cz,T3,T4], posterior [P3,P4, Pz,T5, T6,O1, 
O2]) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA). The MANOVA revealed significant effect of task 
F(1,11286) = 436.989, p < .001, load  F(2,11286) = 110.722, p < .001, electrode F(18,11286) = 
26.593, p < .001, region F(4,11286) = 49.572, p < .001, hemisphere F(1,11286) = 47.177, p < .001, 
and polarity  F(2,11382) = 37.278, p < .001. Significant interactions were the following: the 
interaction between task and region: F(4,11286) = 52.516, p < .001, task and hemisphere: F(2,11286) 
= 16.172, p < .001, task and polarity: F(2,11286) = 199.558, p < .001 as well as task, load, and region 
intercept: F(8,11360) = 2.060, p = .036 and task, load, and electrode intercept: F(36, 11286) = 1.832, 
p = .002. However, no significant interactions were obtained between task, load, and hemisphere or 
between task, load, and polarity. 

Due to statistically significant differences in task, load, and region as well as task, load, and 
electrode intercept, further analysis included a more thorough examination of the region and electrode 
– specific changes in sample entropy for each task/load. Normalized sample entropy values with 
standard errors averaged across regions in each task/load are present in Figure 1. 
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Fig.1. Normalized sample entropy changes averaged across regions 

 
Higher SampEn values can be seen in central (p < .05) and posterior (p < .01) regions for task 1, 

compared to task 2 (nonwords), for all three memory loads. The opposite was found for task 2: 
nonwords induced higher SampEn values in frontal left anterior region (p < .05). No differences were 
found for frontal right anterior regions between task 1 and task 2. 

Statistically significant increase in SampEn with increase in memory load, was obtained for task 
1 in right frontal (p < .01), and both left and right parietal (p < .05) regions. The same was not found 
for task 2.  
 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, increase in SampEn was registered due to increase in memory load for both words 

and nonwords, but in different regions. The AVSTM task with words induced increase in SampEn in 
central and posterior regions, when compared to the nonword task. An opposite finding was seen for 
nonwords, which induced higher SampEn in anterior regions, compared to words.  

Ruchkin, Berndt, Johnson, Grafman, Ritter, and Canoune (1999) reported an evidence for a 
lexical-semantic contribution to verbal STM tasks. Authors found greater event-related potential 
(ERP) activity in posterior regions (lexical-semantic areas) during the retention period of STM lists of 
five words compared to STM lists of three nonwords. They propose that prefrontal attentional systems 
serve to coordinate the short-term activation of posteriorly represented linguistic representations. In a 
study by Collette et al. (2001) a positron emission tomography (PET) was used to explore lexicality 
effects in STM. When comparing brain regions activated for words versus nonwords in the STM 
condition, greater activation was registered in two posterior brain regions: the left middle temporal 
gyrus and the left temporo-parietal junction.  

Our results are in line with these findings, supporting the idea that posterior brain areas are 
more involved in retention of words in an STM task, when compared to nonwords. We reported 
higher SampEn values in posterior regions during the retention period in an AVSTM task for words, 
when compared to nonwords. Neuroimaging (PET) studies differentiated the selective activation of 
the left lateral temporal cortex in tasks involving semantic operations (word meaning) from activation 
of the left inferior frontal cortex in conjunction with phonological decisions (word segmentation) 
(Price et al, 1999).  

A possible explanation of our results lies in this finding. Increase in complexity in anterior 
(frontal) regions during an AVSTM task using nonwords might be explained by motor program-
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related activity. There is a possibility that nonwords required constant rehearsal in order to be kept in 
STM while words were “linked” to the posteriorly present “mental lexicon”. 
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REGIONALNE PROMENE KOMPLEKSNOSTI EEG SIGNALA TOKOM ZADATKA 
FORMIRANJA KRATKOROČNE AUDITIVNE VERBALNE MEMORIJE ZA REČI I NEREČI: 

ANALIZA ENTROPIJE UZORKA  

APSTRAKT 

Pf regijama mozga. Reči su izazvale povećanje kompleksnosti EEG signala u centralnim i parijetalnim 
regijama dok su nereči dovele do povećanja kompleksnosti u prednjim regijama (frontalnim). SampEn 
pokazuje potencijal da kvantifikuje promene kompleksnosti EEG signala tokom formiranja kratkoročne 
auditivne memorije.  
 

Miodrag Stokić, Vanja Nenadović, Milena Čukić 
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COMPARISON OF GMM/UBM AND I-VECTOR BASED SPEAKER 
RECOGNITION SYSTEMS  

ĐORĐE GROZDIĆ35, SLOBODAN JOVIČIĆ2, ZORAN ŠARIĆ3 AND IRINA SUBOTIĆ4 
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Abstract: Over the last few decades, the design of robust and effective speaker-recognition algorithms 
has attracted significant research effort from academic and commercial institutions. Speaker recognition 
has evolved to a great extent over the past six decades from discrete vector quantization (VQ) based 
systems to adapted Gaussian mixture model (GMM) frameworks, and more recently to factor analysis 
based Eigenvoice (i-vector) strategies. This paper briefly describes and compares both the conventional 
GMM/UBM and state-of-the-art i-vector based speaker-recognition solutions. The theoretical background 
of both systems are explained starting from their front-end to their back-end components. Therefore, as a 
part of front-end component feature extraction procedure was described as well as some commonly used 
feature normalization techniques such as cepstral mean and variance normalization and feature warping. 
The back-end component includes development of a Gaussian mixture model (GMM), also known as 
universal background model (UBM), which represents speaker models' estimation, and speaker-specific 
models' adaptation procedure using the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation. On the other side, in i-
vector based speaker recognition system, the speaker models are estimated through a procedure called 
Eagenvoice adaptation. In contrast to GMM/UBM system, which uses acoustic features to represent the 
test segments, in the i-vector solution both the model and test segments are represented as i-vectors. In 
the last step of back-end procedure, after speaker models' estimation, verification trials are scored. 
Finally, this paper also presents experimental evaluation of both systems in MATLAB program, 
conducted on the CHAINS database composed of 36 speakers, each recorded on a high quality 
microphone. 

Keywords : Automatic speaker recognition, GMM/UBM, i-vector, MFCC. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Speaker recognition systems have been studied for many years and nowadays they are widely 
used. The task of speaker recognition can be defined as the process of recognizing the person 
speaking, based on people's speech audio recordings and the fact that every speaker has its own and 
unique voice. This approach allows people to use their voice as an identity verification for different 
purposes such as voice operators, security check, remote access and authentication, voice mail, etc. 
There are two different types of speaker recognition system. The first one is called text-dependant 
speaker recognition system, or system with constrained mode, in which the speaker is evaluated 
taking into account the pronounced text. The second one is called text-independent, or system with 
unconstrained mode, in which the speaker is evaluated disregarding of the pronounced text. Also, the 
recognition process can be separated into two categories: speaker identification and speaker 
verification. In speaker identification, the speaker claims his identity and the given speech is 
processed and compared to the training model corresponding to this speaker and the system 
determines if there is a match (Majetniak, 2011). On the other side, in speaker verification, the 
speaker provides a test speech which is processed and compared with each model of the training 
database (Majetniak, 2011). The results of these comparisons are described in terms of log-likelihood 
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ratios, where the higher score corresponds to the match of the unknown speaker. In this paper, we will 
discuss text-independent speaker verification systems. 

In the past studies on speaker verification systems, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM), and vector quantization (VQ) were used to perform speaker 
recognition. Artificial neural networks (ANN) and other types of classifiers have also been used, 
although not in significant numbers. HMM systems are commonly used in speech recognition, but 
they are also applied in text-dependent speaker identification. GMM systems are computationally 
more efficient than HMM systems, and they have been widely used in text-independent speaker 
recognition. It has been shown that VQ is very effective for speaker recognition, although the 
performance of VQ is not as good as that of GMM and HMM. However, to date, still the most 
prevalent speaker modeling technique is GMM approach.   

In the following text of this paper we will briefly theoretically describe conventional 
GMM/UBM (Gaussian Mixture Model / Universal Background Model) system (Reynolds et al., 
2000), which is currently the most popular technique in speaker recognition tasks, and more recent 
state-of-the-art i-vector based speaker-recognition solution. In the end, these two systems will also be 
experimentally compared using well known CHAINS corpus (Cummins et al., 2006). 

The reminder of this paper is organized in 6 sections as follows. Section 2 provides description 
of GMM/UBM system. Section 3 presents the main components of i-vector based speaker recognition 
system. In the next section we discuss experiment design, CHAINS database and comparison task for 
GMM/UBM and i-vector based system. Section 5 provides an overview of the experimental results. 
Finally, in Section 6, we discuss our findings and comparison between these two speaker recognition 
systems.  

2. GAUSSIAN MIXTURE MODEL / UNIVERSAL BACKGROUND MODEL 

In this section we briefly describe the conventional GMM/UBM system for speaker recognition.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Speaker recognition system based on likelihood ratio. 
 

2.1. Speaker detection system based on likelihood ratio 
Let there be a speech segment, Y, and a hypothesized speaker, S. The goal of speaker detection 

is to determine if Y was spoken by hypothesized speaker S. This problem can be written in the form of 
two hypothesis: 
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The following likelihood ratio allows us to decide between the two hypothesis: 
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where p(Y|H0) is the probability of the hypothesis H0 given the observation Y, similarly,  p(Y|H1) is the 
probability of the hypothesis H1 given the observation Y, and Ө is the decision threshold for accepting 
or rejecting H0. The main goal of speaker detection system is to somehow compute values for these 
two likelihoods, p(Y|H0) and p(Y|H1). 

Figure 1 presents the basic components of speaker detection system based on likelihood ratios. 
The block diagram starts with the front-end processing part which primarily serves for feature 
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extraction. Here, the input speech signal is transformed from acoustic waveforms into more compact 
and less redundant representations called speech acoustic features. These features convey the speaker 
dependent information, and the most often used features are cepstral features. The output of front-end 
processing is a sequence of feature vectors representing the input speech segment, X = {x1, x2, ... xt}, 
where xt is a D-dimensional cepstral vector. In the following blocks these feature vectors are used to 
compute the likelihoods p(Y|H0) and p(Y|H1), in form of p(X|H0) and p(X|H1). Mathematically, H0 and 
H1 can be represented by a model denoted λspk that characterizes the hypothesized speaker S. One of 
the easiest and best ways to model hypothesis H0 and speaker S in the feature space x is using the 
Gaussian distribution of speech feature vectors. On the other side, the alternative hypothesis, H1, is 
represented by the model λbkg. Hence, the likelihood ratio from equation (2) becomes: 
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The model λspk is well defined and it can be estimated using training speech data from speaker S. 

The model λbkg is less well defined since it potentially must represent the entire space of possible 
alternatives to the hypothesized speaker S (Reynolds et al., 2000). One way for alternative hypothesis 
modeling is to pool large number of speech data from several speakers and train a single model. This 
single model, λbkg, is often called universal background model. The main advantage of such modeling 
is that a single speaker-independent model, instead of N background speaker models, can be trained 
once for a particular task and then used for all hypothesized speakers in that task (Reynolds et al., 
2000).  

2.2. Gaussian Mixture Models 
Gaussian mixture model is a mixture density, characterized as a sum of M weighted unimodal 

Gaussian densities. Each density, or Gaussian mixture component, represents one specific acoustic 
class. All these summed and weighted classes reflect vocal tract configuration proper to a speaker and 
therefore, is useful for modeling speaker identity (Majetniak, 2011). For text-independent speaker 
recognition, the most successful modeling has been made with GMM. To these days, use of more 
complicated likelihood functions such as HMM, has shown no advantage over GMM for text-
independent speaker recognition tasks. 

The GMM consists of a sum of M weighted (weights wi) component densities: 
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Each component density, pi(x), has unimodal D-variate Gaussian function form: 
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where D is dimension of x vector, µi is mean value extracted from feature matrix and Σi is D×D 
covariance matrix. The mixture density parameters are defined as: λ={ wi , µi , Σi }. 

2.3. Maximum likelihood parameter estimation 
Given a distribution of feature vectors, the goal of training phase is to estimate the model λ that 

matches best this distribution. The technique used for this purpose is called Maximum likelihood 
estimation (ML). Maximum likelihood aims at finding the model parameters, λ={ wi , µi , Σi }; i = 1, 
2,...M, which maximize the likelihood of the GMM, given the training data.  

For example, let there be the following sequence of extracted vectors: X = {x1, x2 , ... , xT}. The 
GMM likelihood is computed as: 
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Maximum likelihood model parameters are estimated using the iterative expectation-
maximization (EM) algorithm, which refines the GMM parameters to monotonically increase the 
likelihood of the estimated model for the observed feature vectors. Often the average log-likelihood 
value is used: 
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2.4. Front-end processing 
In the front-end processing procedure, several steps are carried out. First, the input speech 

signal is segmented into overlapping frames of 20-30 ms with usual overlap of 1/3 - 1/2 of the frame 
size. A speech detector is then used to discard silence parts in speech. Optionally, high pass filer can 
be applied to suppress noise.  Next, cepstral feature vectors are extracted (usually 10-20 MFCC) and 
optionally delta coefficients are computed from the speech frames. Finally, channel normalization is 
done in order to remove linear channel convolutional effects. For this purpose cepstral mean 
subtraction (CMS), mean variance normalization (MVN), RASTA filtering or feature warping are 
applied. 

2.5. Universal Background Model 
The UBM is large GMM trained to represent speaker-independent distribution of feature 

vectors. It is a single speaker-independent model which is trained with a huge amount of speech data 
from a pool of speakers using EM algorithm. Therefore, UMB should reflect the expected alternative 
speech to be encountered during verification. This applies to the type and quality of speech as well as 
the composition of speakers. Namely, if it is known a priory that male speakers will be tested only 
with male speech and female speakers with female speech, then it is preferable to train two UBMs, 
one for male and separate one for female speakers. If there is no a prior knowledge of the gender 
composition of the alternative speakers, the UBM should be trained using gender-independent data. In 
this case, it is important to have a uniform distribution or a good balance between male and female 
speakers. However, the background model must be built with speeches sharing common 
characteristics in type and quality. For example, verification system using only telephone and male 
speakers must be trained using only telephone recordings and male speech.  

2.6. Speaker model 
The hypothesized speaker S is modeled by adopting the parameters of UBM model using the 

speaker's training speech and maximum a posteriori estimation (MAP). The basic idea in adaptation 
approach is to derive speaker's model, λspk, by updating the well-trained parameters in the UBM via 
adaptation (Reynolds et al., 2000). MAP adaptation is a two-step estimation process. The first step is 
identical to EM algorithm. Here the sufficient statistics of the speaker's data are computed for each 
mixture of the UBM. In the next step, these new sufficient statistics are combined with the old 
sufficient statistics from the UBM mixture parameters using special data-dependent mixing 
coefficient. 

It was found out that adopting only the means (one parameter) shows effective results 
(Reynolds et al., 2000; Tomi and Haizhou, 2009.).  Given the enrollment feature vectors, X = {x1, x2 , 
... , xT}, and the UBM, λUBM={ wi , µi , Σi }, i = 1, 2,...M, the adopted mean results in: 
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are data-dependent adaptation coefficient,  mean, weight and a posteriori probability. 

2.7. Log-likelihood ratio 
At the time of testing, from the speech utterance of the hypothesized speaker, S, the sequence 

Z={z1, z2 , ... , zT} of feature vectors is extracted. The log-likelihood ratio score for the test utterance is 
calculated as given bellow: 
 

    ( ) log ( | ) log ( | ).
spk bkg

Z p Z p Zλ λΛ = −                                            (13) 

 
The higher the score, the more the test features are likely to belong to the speaker-model from 

which they are compared to. 

3. I-VECTOR BASED SYSTEM 

I-vector based system aims at modeling overall variability of the training data and compressing 
the information into a low-dimensional vector. This technique is closely related to Joint Factor 
Analysis (JFA). Simplified block diagram of i-vector extraction and scoring is presented in Figure 2. 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of i-vector extraction and scoring. 
 

As it can be seen, an input speech signal is first pre-processed in front-end block. The pre-
processing procedure is the same as in the front-end part of GMM/UBM system and it includes: 
speech activity detector, framing, filtering, feature extraction and feature normalization. The sequence 
of feature vectors is then represented by their distribution relative to UBM model, which is a Gaussian 
mixture characterizing speaker-independent speech feature distribution. This speaker- and channel-
specific supervector, s, is assumed to be in the form: 
 
    ,s m Tw= +                                                       (14) 
 
where m is a mean super-vector of a universal background model, which was trained beforehand over 
a large development set, T is a low-rank variability matrix whose columns spin the major variability in 
the super-vector subspace of dimension R, and the total-variability factors w represent latent variables 
drawn from a standard normal distribution (i.e. w ~ N(0, 1)). The parameters of this distribution are 
then transformed into usually 400-800 − dimensional vector using a total variability matrix T. This 
vector is called an "i-vector". The i-vector is then whitened by subtracting a global mean m scaled by 
the inverse square root of a global covariance matrix, W, and then normalized to unit length. 
In the end, a score between the model and test i-vector is computed. Usually, probabilistic linear 
discriminant analysis (PLDA) is used as function for scoring. PLDA requires a within-class (WC) 
matrix, characterizing how i-vectors from a single speaker vary, and across class (AC) matrix 
characterizing how i-vectors between different speakers vary (Greenberg et al., 2014). UBM, T, m, 
WC and AC are called system's hyper parameters and they must be trained before a system can enroll 
any data. 
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4. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

In this section we describe experiment preparation, the goal of which is to compare 
performances of GMM/UBM and i-vector based system on speaker verification. The following text 
presents speech corpus that was used as training and testing samples for GMM/UBM and i-vector 
based systems, pre-processing procedure, as well as description of GMM/UBM's and i-vector's 
settings.  

4.1. Speech corpus 
In this experiment CHAINS (Cummins et al., 2006) corpus was used to analyze performance of 

GMM/UBM and i-vector based system. CHAINS corpus is a speech database expressly designed to 
help to characterize speakers as individuals. The corpus contains the recordings of 36 speakers 
obtained in two different sessions with a time separation of about two months (Cummins et al., 2006). 
The speakers were recorded in a professional recording studio. Only neutral speech utterances of 18 
male and 18 female speakers were used. The dataset was divided into two parts − one for training and 
one for testing. The average duration of each speaker's recording is about 60 seconds. 

4.2. Pre-processing procedure 
First, the recordings were pre-processed in Adobe Audition CS6 (Anderton, 2013) software, 

where silence parts were discarded. Then, the recordings were imported in MATLAB and frame 
blocking was performed. Each recording was segmented into frames of 25 ms and 10 ms overlap. 
Next, pre-emphasis filter is applied to increase the amplitude of high frequency bands and decrease 
the amplitudes of lower bands. After filtering, 12 MFCC (later in experiment it was increased to 19 
MFCC) were extracted from each frame. Since, there is no channel or speech modality mismatch, the 
feature normalization is skipped. The obtained MFCC vectors were grouped into a set of matrices for 
each speaker. 

4.3. Speaker verification system 
Two speaker verification systems were used - GMM/UBM and i-vector based system. In 

GMM/UBM system, the number of mixtures was set to 4, and later during experiment it was 
increased to 8, 16 and 32. The number of iterations during EM and MAP estimation was 10. I-vector 
based system had the same UBM's parameters as GMM/UBM system, and the size of i-vector was set 
to 100.  

5. RESULTS 

The results of the experiment are shown in Table 1. The table presents dependence of equal 
error rate (EER %) on number of Gaussian mixtures and number of extracted MFCC features per 
frame for two speaker recognition systems − GMM/UMB and i-vector based system. 
 
Table 1. Dependence of equal error rate (EER %) on number of Gaussian mixtures and number of 
extracted MFCC features for two speaker recognition systems. 
 

Number of Gaussian mixtures 
/ Number of extracted MFCC 

EER % 
GMM/UBM system i-vector based system 

4 mixtures, 12 MFCC 0.873 % 0.3175 % 
8 mixtures, 12 MFCC 0.230 % 0.238 % 
16 mixtures, 12 MFCC 0.079 % 0.079 % 
32 mixtures, 12 MFCC 0 % 0 % 
4 mixtures, 19 MFCC 0 % 0 % 

 
As it can be seen, the performance of both systems in speaker verification with only 4 mixtures 

and 12 MFCC is already high and it reaches 99.12 % and 99.68 % accuracy for GMM/UBM and i-
vector based system respectively. The confusion matrices of this particular case are depicted in Figure 
3, where highlighted diagonals represent correct speaker verification.   
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Fig. 3. Confusion matrices for: (a) GMM/UBM system and (b) i-vector based system. 

 
The DET (Detection Error Tradeoff) curves in Figure 4, which present dependence of two types 

of errors − False Negative rate (FNR %) or False Rejection Rate (FRR %) and False Positive Rate 
(FPR %) or False Acceptance Rate (FAR %), reveal that GMM/UBM has slightly lower FNR and 
higher FNR than i-vector based system. 
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Fig. 4. DET curves for: (a) GMM/UBM system and (b) i-vector based system. 

 
Having in mind that higher FNR and lower FPR is important characteristic of DET curve in 

forensics, the results suggest that both GMM/UBM and i-vector based system have good 
performances. Overall performances can be even better when higher number of Gaussian mixtures 
and MFCC features is used. For example, when 8 mixtures were applied the EER falls down to 0.23 
% and 0.238 % for GMM/UBM and i-vector based system (Table 1). With 16 mixtures the EER 
decreases more. Finally, with 32 mixtures the obtained EER is minimal 0 %. It should be noted that 
this gain in accuracy can be also obtained with adding more MFCC during feature extraction 
procedure. For example, using only 4 Gaussian mixtures and 19 MFCC per frame, resulted in minimal 
0 % EER (Table 1). 

6. CONCLUSSION 

The experimental results showed high performances of both GMM/UBM and i-vector based 
systems in case of speaker verification in neutral speech. It was also observed that the increase of  
number of extracted MFCC features can be helpful for accuracy improvement of speaker verification 
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as well as increase of number of Gaussian mixtures. Future work will focus different intra-speaker 
variations and their effects on speaker verification. 
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POREĐENJE GMM/UBM I I-VECTOR SISTEMA U PREPOZNAVANJU GOVORNIKA 
 

APSTRAKT 

Poslednjih decenija, na razvoju robusnih i efikasnih sistema za automatsko prepoznavanje govornika su 
radile brojne akademske i komercijalne institucije. Prepoznavanje govornika je usavršeno od prvobitnih 
sistema vektorske kvantizacije (VQ) preko adaptiranih modela Gausovih mešavina (GMM) do najnovijih 
sistema baziranih na faktorskoj analizi (i-vector). Ovaj rad ukratko opisuje i poredi konvencionalni 
GMM/UBM sistem i trenutno najnovije i-vector rešenje. U tekstu su objašnjene teorijske osnove oba 
sistema, počevši od njihovih front-end do back-end komponenti. Kao sastavni deo front-end dela 
objašnjen je postupak ekstrakcije govornih obeležja kao i par popularnih tehnika normalizacija poput 
normalizacije srednje vrednosti, varijanse itd. Back-end deo podrazumeva razvoj modela Gausovih 
mešavina, poznatog kao universal background model (UBM) koji predstavlja estimaciju modela 
"pozadinskog" govornika i razvoj pojedinačnih modela govornika koji se izračunavaju metodom 
adaptacije zasnovane na maksimum a posteriori (MAP) algoritmu. Kod i-vector sistema se koriste 
modeli govornika koji su estimirani tokom procedure poznate kao Eagenvoice adaptation. Za razliku od 
GMM/UBM sistema koji koristi akustička obeležja u predstavljanju test segmenata, kod i-vector sistema 
model i test segmenti su predstavljeni i-vektorima. U back-end delu se posle estimacije modela vrši 
verifikacija govornika. Na samom kraju, u radu su takođe eksperimentalno testirana i upoređena ova dva 
sistema korišćenjem MATLAB programa i dela CHAINS korpusa koji se sastoji iz snimaka 36 
govornika. 
 

Đorđe Grozdić, Slobodan Jovičić, Zoran Šarić i Irina Subotić 
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Abstract: The paper presents the theoretical and experimental aspects of the benefits of a new method for 
balancing of unbalanced classes based on the estimation and guided modification of density of instances 
in the feature space. Theoretical foundation of this method lies in maximization of entropy of the training 
sample. The generality of the method guarantees its applicability in the cases of various complexities and 
dimensions of data. Mentioned theoretical basis of the method was proven on the synthetic set of data and 
its practical usability is confirmed on the empirical set of data (phonemes) through the assessment of the 
quality of their articulation.  
Keywords: Imbalanced data, nearest neighbors, neural networks, phoneme 

  
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The term imbalanced learning has so far been used in the problems of classification as a 
synonym for a disproportion in the number of representatives of different classes (Majority class and 
Minority class).  Usually, the accent is on between class imbalance based on the quantitative value, 
neglecting the within class imbalance phenomenon based on quality of data sample. 

We emphasize the importance of within class imbalance as a crucial category in an imbalanced 
learning and develope a ballancing method based on instance density distribrtion in the feature space. 

The distance between the instances in the feature space area gives us an idea of the probability 
density in that area: the smaller the distances are, the higher the probability density. Establishing the 
relation between the volume of the arbitrary instance surrounding and Euclidean distances of a certain 
number of its neighbors, we defined a base for the new balancing method. 

In a situation of imbalanced classes, learning models known as data driven models are biased to 
mostly classify all examples as majority class, neglecting the minority class which is usually the most 
important. Different methods of balancing are developed to overcome such a tendency of classifiers 
and some of them are listed below: random oversampling, random under sampling, focused 
resampling, synthetic minority class oversampling (SMOTE) and borderline SMOTE.  
 
 

2. CLASS IMBALANCE AND APPROACHES 
 

There are of two basic categories approaches to imbalanced learning problems: algorithmic 
level approach or internal solutions, based on the creation of new algorithms or modification of 
existing algorithms for solving the class imbalance problem Japkowicz et al. [1]; Kubat [2], and data 
level solutions or external solutions, that use known algorithms, but change the original distribution of 
the data used in order to reduce the negative effect caused by their inherent class imbalance Kubat & 
Matwin 1997 [3]; Drummond & Holte [5]; Weiss & Provost; [6]. Algorithmic approaches emphasize 
the primary importance of the various inductive learning algorithms for classification such as: cost-
sensitive methods, support vector machines (SVM) neural networks (NN) k nearest neighbors (KNN), 
genetic algorithms (GA). As opposed to algorithmic approaches, the data level solutions are 
independent of the classification model used, showing the greater generality and applicability. 
According to [8] Sampling methods are becoming a de facto standard for countering imbalance. 
Based on these facts, we chose this approach for finding the more general and more effective 
solutions for class-imbalance problems. Because of the importance of defined problem, hereafter we 
refer to the resampling methods as solutions for class imbalance. 
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2.1 Resampling of data 
 

Before presentation of a new resampling method, it is necessary to review some existing 
methods in this category. Resampling methods are known as the standard methods for the class-
imbalance problem treatment. The key idea is the minimization of the discrepancy between the classes 
through the pre-processing of data. The resampling technique should modify the prior probability 
distributions of majority and minority classes intending to obtain a balanced training sample.  

This category of techniques can be classified into two main forms, oversampling and 
undersampling. Random oversampling and undersampling represent the paradigm of resampling 
techniques. New techniques include heuristic or guided resampling techniques such as directed 
oversampling, directed undersampling, oversampling with random or heuristic generation of new 
samples [4],[7]. 
 

2.2 Main resampling methods 
 

The goal of both the oversampling and undersampling techniques assumes the change in the 
size of the initial data for the purpose of balancing. The required class balance can be realized by 
addition of instances in minority class, by reduction of instances of majority class or by a combination 
of both methods. These methods can have some negative effects that can influence the learning 
process. [15]. 
 

2.2.1 Oversampling 
 

The simple method to increasing of the size of the minority class is random over-sampling, a 
non-heuristic method for the class balancing through the random replication of examples from 
minority class. This problem has been early recognized in the neural network society [10] where the 
authors proposed solutions through replication of existing examples, and increment of the learning 
rate parameter for training examples from the minority class. 

The random oversampling method increases the class balance without adding any new 
information to the training data. Replication of existing positive examples can cause the overfitting of 
minority class examples.  

Chawla et al. [4] invented an oversampling technique based on synthetic generation of new 
minority examples. This method is known as SMOTE (Synthetic Minority Over-sampling technique). 
A several new modifications have been created from the SMOTE algorithm. The SMOTE Boost, 
Chawla et al. [13], combine the SMOTE with boosting procedures. Han et al. [7] created the 
borderline SMOTE algorithm. The SMOTE algorithm generates the same number of synthetic data 
samples for each initial minority example, without consideration to neighboring examples increasing 
the overlapping between the classes [9].  
 

2.2.2 Undersampling 
 

Undersampling method selects a smaller set of majority class examples while retaining all the 
examples from minority class. Undersampling is applicable when the amount of majority examples is 
large, and reduction of the training sample size reduces the training time and storage resources. It has 
been empirically proven that random undersampling, is one of the most effective resampling 
techniques [14]. 

One of the most important works on improving random resampling methods is the work 
presented by Kubat and Matwin [3]. This paper presents a one-sided selection technique (OSS). One-
sided selection algorithm attempts to heuristically under sample the majority class by removing 
examples that are redundant and /or noisy, retaining all positive examples. Detection of the border 
examples was performed using the relations defined by Tomek links [11], while the redundant ones 
were eliminated by means of condensing Hart's algorithm [12]. 
 

2.3  What is “well balanced class” 
 

Most of authors, when talking about classification, refers to assumption of the well balanced 
classes with no definition of the concept of the well balanced classes, therefore, some clarification of 
this issue is the next of objective of this paper. 
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In the majority of the works referring to the imbalanced learning, imbalanced data are defined 
as a set of data with impaired balance in the number of examples of the majority and the minority 
class. 

The representativeness of the sample is in proportion to the degree of uniformity of distribution 
of instances in the instance space of the population. In other words, a greater degree of uniformity of 
the available sample implies the greater entropy of training sample that guarantees a small tendency of 
classifiers to favor a certain class of the available sample. So our main goal is to change the 
distribution of the real sample in the direction of the uniform distribution. This is achieved in two 
ways: a) by reducing the required number of instances in the field of high-density (undersampling) 
and b) by synthetic generation new examples in the areas of low-density SMOTE method 
(oversampling). 
 
 

3. OPTIMAL RESAMPLING METHOD 
 

We assume that the class sample with uniform distribution of instances over the target class 
domain. The main goal of our method of balancing is the transfer of given non uniform distribution to 
the desired uniform-like distribution. We keep on the data level solutions for imbalanced learning in 
order to create a new optimal resampling (OR) method of resampling, increasing the degree of 
uniformity within the original class. This method of balancing eliminates of a certain number of 
instances in the dense areas of domain and generates the required number of instances in the domain 
areas of low-density. In the case of large sample sizes it is impossible to perform the above procedure 
due to the limitations of computer resources so we are asking for an indirect solution based on the 
correspondence between the volumes occupied by the instances in the feature space and Euclidean 
distance between them and their neighbors. 

The Euclidean distance between instances, { }inii fffx ,...,, 121=   and { }jnjjj fffx ,...,, 21=  

defined by the feature vector of the length n in the feature space, is given in Eq. (1). The optimal 
resampling method is used for the determination of instances from the available sampling frame, 
guaranteeing the number of instances in all domain subspaces to be proportional to the volume values 
of these subspaces ensuring uniform-like distribution of instances in the domain.  
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3.1 The density of instances in n-dimensional cubic lattice 

 
Our goal in this part of work is to find relation between the volume iv  occupied by arbitrary 

point ic  from n  dimensional hypercube, and its Euclidian distance id from  nearest neighboring 

points.  To fulfill this task, it is necessary to explain why we used n-dimensional cubic lattice. The 

volumen iv  of the cell of n-dimensional cubic  lattice has a value nn
ii aav == , where 

jiNiaaa ji ≠=== ,,...,3,2,1, represents a constant cell edge and N represents the total number of 

sample points. Cell volume collection of all points of uniform lattice form a volume vector 
{ } NivvvvV Nu ,..2,1,,...,,, 321 == . Distance id among two neighboring points of the lattice 

accd ji =),( . We consider the n-dimensional lattice a good approximation of uniform distribution of 

N instances in the feture space ,and as such has a maximum entropy. This is important because traning 
samples with maximum entropy does not favor the majority class or specific areas within the class in 
relation to the other classes or areas. Therefore, these structures have a constant probability density of 
instances. For this structure, volume values occupioed by each instance and the distance among the 
instances and their nearest neighbor are well-defined, we can establish a connection between these 
values as follows:  

.1// == n
i

n
i

n
ii aaav          

 (2) 
This simple relation that is inherent to uniform lattice can serve as an algorithm for balancing 

the empirical data with non-uniform distribution of instances within the class. Specifically, the 
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experimental data, Euclidean distance between instances jiaa jeie ≠≠ , often vary from small values 

to a relatively large values. The Cell volume collection of all points of experimental data form the 
following volume vector: 

{ } NivvvvV Neeeee ,..2,1,,...,,, 321 == , where jivv jeie ≠≠ , . 

Our goal in these situations is to select the sample with the distribution that tends to uniform. As 
we said, this is achieved by reducing the certain number of dense instances and synthetic (SMOTE) 
generation of rare instances that leads to balancing of data. A simple determination of nearest 
neighbor Euclidean distances and use of the relationship of equation (2) can reliably define a set of 
instances that should be removed from and a set of synthetic instances that should be added to existing 
samples. This relationship reliably define and areas which are subject to the aforementioned 
resampling procedure. The above procedure reliably define the areas over which we should make the 
aforementioned resampling procedure.  

n
ieie

n
ii

n
ieie avavav =⇒== 1)/(/        

 (3) 

Performing the stratification over the normalized volume vector NvNVV
N

i
ieen == ∑

=1

/  using 

the number of M strata we get identical total volumes MhMNMVV enh ,...,2,1,// === . 

According to  our assumption each of these identical h volumes must contain identical number 
( MN / ) of instances, so we perform proposed resampling procedure until we fullfil the goal.  
 
 

4. DETERMINATION OF THE MODEL AND SIMULATION 
 

The used MLP classifier consists of one hidden and one output layer. We used the gradual 
increase in structure complexity as the method for determination of the MLP structure, increasing the 
number of neurons in the hidden layer to find the best model. The network contained 10 hidden units 
and 1 output unit. The number of selected features of the sample i.e. the input vector was 17. We used 
the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm with adaptive momentum for the efficient training procedure.  
Performance of the model is presented in Table 2.   
 

4.1 Performance evaluation metrics 
 

Overall classification accuracy is not suitable for the evaluation of imbalanced classes [16]. 
That’s the reason why we use confusion matrix as an assessment metrics for evaluation of the 
relevancy of OR technique.  
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Figure 2. Confusion matrix for performance evaluation. 
 

Let the p and n are the positive and negative test examples and Y and N are the predicted 
positive and predicted negative classification results obtained on trained classifier. Representation of 
classification performance is given by the confusion matrix in Fig. 2.  

 
4.2 Experimental data  

 
Experimental data represent two class samples of adequate acoustic features of the speech 

signal relating to group of fricatives used in Serbian language. Every presented instance belongs to 
one of two classes, where majority class consists of examples with normal articulation while the 
minority class contains the pathological examples. 
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The database whose main characteristics are shown in Table 1, include the following phonemes: 
sh /ʃ/and zh /ℨ/, as representatives of the group of fricatives. Each instance is represented by a vector 
of attributes of length 17. A detailed description of the procedure of extraction of attributes for the set 
of actual phonemes is presented in the paper [17]. 
 

Table 1. Training data characteristics. 
Dataset # Total 

Examples 
# 

Majority 
examples 

# 
Minority 
examples 

# 
Attributes 

Phoneme 
sh/ʃ/ 

326 228  98 17 

Phoneme 
zh/ℨ/ 

232 139 93 17 

 
Table 2. Methods performance comparison. 

Data Set Method T
P 

F
N 

T
N 

FP 

 
 
Phoneme 

sh /ʃ/ 

No 
Balance 

11 39 48 2 

OR 41 9 46 4 
ROS 21 29 44 6 
RUS 12 38 43 7 

 
 
Phoneme 

zh /ℨ/ 

No 
Balance 

19 31 42 8 

OR 45 5 40 10 
ROS 17 33 29 21 
RUS 18 32 31 19 

 
 

4.3 Simulation analysis 
 
We used neural network ensemble as a predictive model. In accordance with the proposed assessment 
metrics given in Section 4.1 we obtained results presented in Table 2. Which illustrates the 
performance of our OR algorithm in comparison with ROS, RUS algorithm.  
As the reference model, we used the performance of the MLP ensemble trained on the imbalanced 
data sample. Results are obtained on the average of 20 training iterations. During the learning 
iterations, we randomly chose 50 majority class examples and 50 minority class examples for the 
testing purpose leaving the rest for the training procedure. For all of four methods, the best 
performance is presented as highlighted value in Table 7., for used performance metrics terms. 
According to the results, the OR method showed very competitive results on two phoneme test 
benches. Obviously OR significantly outperforms the other methods providing improved prediction 
rate for both minority and majority classes without favoring any class to control the imbalanced 
learning.  This fact show the capabilities of OR algorithm to cope with imbalanced learning. In the 
same table we can see that the random resampling methods (ROS and RUS) show the similar impact 
on models as the imbalanced data set. However, random resampling methods underperform the OR 
method. This is a consequence of the greater uniformity of distribution of instances achieved by the 
OR algorithm. Based on presented results, we are convinced that the proposed OR method can 
compare to standard resampling techniques. 
  

5. CONCLUSION 
 

This work presents a new approach to the problem of the classification of imbalanced classes. 
Presented method is based on maximization of entropy in learning data in order to prevent classifiers 
intention to favor the majority class. This approach of data balancing increases the discriminatory 
potential of the training samples. Precisely OR algorithm performs a synthetic generation of new 
instances in low density parts of the feature space, followed by the reduction of instances in the high 
density areas. The remarkable quality of the OR method is the high applicability in balancing of 
various types of data. This method offers an efficient approach to balancing of big data. The OR 
method should be applied in the case of both the between-class imbalance and within class imbalance.  
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Abstract: Absence of vestibular information early in life can lead to reduced cognitive performance in 
several domains. The aim of this paper was to determine the beginning of speech activity in children 
whose vestibular function has been tested immediately after birth. The study sample was comprised of N 
= 54 children aged 11 months to 2.2 years. The group of reflexes related to the function of the vestibular 
sense was examined in newborns the third day upon birth. Parents of tested respondents at birth, were 
asked to apply for re-examination when their child utters the first meaningful word that marks the 
beginning of speech and language development. The data about the onset of speech activity were 
correlated with the results of tested vestibular function at birth. Research results indicate the existence of 
a statistically significant correlation between the level of vestibular senses development at birth and the 
age at which children begin to speak.  
 
Keywords: vestibular function, newborn, commencement of speech, child 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

One of the principles of KSAFA system and audiolinguistic treatment is  application of new 
diagnostic procedures from 0-12 months of age that significantly shifted limits of early detection and 
diagnostics of verbal communication impediments and thus provides commencement of habilitation and 
rehabilitation in children at the earliest age.  

Iverson (2010), suggested that there is a relationship between motor development and language 
development. The emergence and continued development of new motor abilities during the first 
eighteen months of life has far-reaching consequences that extend to other developing systems, 
including language. The developing motor system provides opportunities for practicing and refining 
skills that are crucial for language. 

Vestibular system is the "programming unit" of the nervous system, which is directly connected 
to the cerebral cortex - the portion of the brain responsible for higher order processes such as speech, 
language, reading, writing, and logical thought (Tomatis, 1997). Therapy aimed to improve the function 
of the vestibular system could also result in improved language development (Tomatis, 1997; Ayres, 
2005). 

A growing number of researches have suggested a relationship between vestibular function and 
verbal communication development (Magrun et al., 1981; Ray et al., 1988; Ayres, 2005; Kranowitz, 
2006; Niklasson et al., 2010; Emami et al., 2012; Adamović, 2012). 

The vestibular system is significantly better developed in children with normal speech and 
language development compared to children with developmental dysphasia at the age of five to six 
years. In children with normal speech and language development, there is more homogeneity regarding 
proper function of vestibular apparatus, while in children with developmental dysphasia, greater 
individual differences in development of the vestibular system are presented (Adamović et al, 2013). 

Children with bilateral loss of vestibular function at birth or in childhood, show considerable 
delay in motor development. These kids start to stand, to walk and to speak later than children whose 
vestibular function is preserved (Angeli, 2003). 

Symptoms and signs that may indicate vestibular dysfunction also include developmental and 
reflex delays (Rine, 2009). 
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Delayed vestibular maturation correlates significantly with sensory integration dysfunctions, slow 
vision processing, impaired hearing and reading disability. Because of overlap in cortical systems, 
uncorrected vestibular disorders may affect attention processes and result in cognitive dysfunctions 
(Solan et al., 2007). 

Kranowitz (2006), points out that vestibular system plays a significant role in the development of 
language and that children with vestibular dysfunction frequently develops problems with speech and 
language. 

Smitha and her collaborators (2005), emphasize that available clinical evidence can be divided 
into studies in which some cognitive function is measured through a form of motor activity to which the 
vestibular reflexes are known to contribute, such as walking, and those studies in which cognitive 
function is measured through another kind of motor performance, such as verbal communication. 

Reading, writing and balance can be improved by stimulating of the vestibular system throughout 
childhood. Children with reduced vestibular function have been shown to produce reduced reading 
acuity scores. The gaze and fixation problems associated with vestibular dysfunction can lead to reading 
problems requiring specific therapy (Braswell and Rine, 2006). 

During period of infancy, there are significant changes in the ways in which the body moves in 
and interacts with the environment; and these may in turn impact the development of skills and 
experiences that play a role in the emergence of communication and language (Rine and Wiener-
Vacher, 2013). 

 
2. AIM 

The aim of this study was to determine the beginning of the development of verbal 
communication in children which vestibular apparatus activity has been tested immediately after birth.  

 
 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The study sample was comprised of N = 54 children of both genders, aged 11 months to 2.2 years. 
A group of reflexes that shows the level of maturity of vestibular function was examined the third day 
upon birth within the aforementioned sample. All babies were full-term and from regular pregnancies 
(Adamović, 2012). Each test consisted of three attempts. There was a five-second break between each 
attempt. Depending on success of the performance of the task, each attempt is scored on a scale range 
from 0 to 2 points. 

3.1. Testing of the Moro reflex (MOR) 
 
Trained examiner holds the baby so that it lies in his/her stretched hands. Then he/she puts the 

baby in the half-sitting position, holding its head with one hand, and its back with the other. Then he/she 
qickly lowers baby’s head for about 30 degrees, supporting the head so that it does not fall backwards. 
At first, baby spreads out upper extremities and cries (upper extremity abduction), then it unspreads 
them towards the body (upper extremity adduction). 

 
3.2.  Testing of the Asymmetrical tonic neck reflex (ATNR) 
 
Baby is placed on its back in supine position. The examiner passively turns newborn`s head to the 

right and then to the left side, waiting in both positiones 15 seconds. If the head turns to the right, the 
left upper and lower extremities flex and the right upper and lower extremities extend. If the head turns 
to the left, the right upper and lower extremities flex and the left upper and lower extremities extend 
(Herize, 1988). 

 
3.3. Testing of the Head righting reflex (HRR) 
 
Examiner holds newborn under the axilla in the vertical position (mouth horizontal). The head of 

baby usually sinks downward in response to the pull of gravity. If the head falls forward, weak, repeated 
countermovements which temporarily lift the head into the normal vertical position may occur (Peiper, 
1963). 
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3.4. Testing of the Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) 
 
Baby lies in the trained examiner’s stretched hands (baby lies on its back and its head is 

positioned in anteflexion, 30 degrees downwards). The examiner turns 180 degrees to the right side. 
Baby’s eyes deviate to the left. The examiner returns into primary position. Then the examiner turns 180 
degrees to the left side. Baby’s eyes deviate to the right (Lavin, 1985). 

Testing of MOR, ATNR, HRR and VOR in all newborns was carried out by trained medical staff, 
whereas the examiner performed instructing, observation and data recording. In all newborns, body 
weight on birth (BW), body length (BL) and head circumference (HC), were noted. The obtained data 
were recorded by means of a digital camera, then scored and statistically and descriptively processed. 

Parents of tested respondents at birth, instructed on the basis of standardized norms on the 
commencement of speech and language development by the researcher, were given written instructions 
and were asked to apply for re-examination when their child utters the first meaningful word that marks 
the beginning of verbal communication development. The data on the occurrence of the first word with 
the meaning were noted in months and after the primary processing, the average value and standard 
deviation have been calculated. Then, the data about the commencement of speech development were 
correlated and compared with the results of tested vestibular activity at birth.  

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

 
When determining the degree of presence of Moro reflex (MOR), head righting reflex (HRR), 

asymmetric tonic neck reflex (ATNR) and vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), three attempts were carried 
out for each of them and it was noted if the reflex is present, incomplete or absent. 

The results were expressed on a scale ranging from 0 to 2 points, where a score of 0 points 
indicates the absence of reflexes in all three attempts, a score of 1 indicates incomplete reflex response, 
while a score of 2 points indicates the presence of reflexes in all three measurements. 

Data in table 1 show that minimal presence of MOR was recorded in 27 babies (i.e. 50%) and it 
totals  1.00 points, on the scale range of 0 to 2 points, while the absence of this reflex, ie. a score of 0 
points is not determined in any of the newborn. Maximal presence of MOR of 2 points was established 
in 50% of newborns. Average value of MOR presence is 1.50 points, with standard deviation of 0.50 
points. Median value totals 1,50 points, which indicates that result distribution was moved to the right, 
towards higher scores. 

 
Table 1. The basic results about MOR, HRR, ATNR, VOR and reflexes in total  

(MOR+HRR+ATNR+VOR) tested immediately after birth 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HRR was absent in 20.4% of infants, and the score is 0 points. Incomplete HRR was noted in 

24% of the tested sample, and its maximum presence of 2 points was determined in a total of 55.6% of 
newborns. The average value of HRR presence  is 1.35 points, with a standard deviation of 0.80 points. 
The median is 2.00 points, which also shows that the distribution of the results is moved to the right - 
toward higher scores. 

 MOR HRR ATNR VOR 
REFLEXES 
IN TOTAL 

Min 
1,00 

(50,0%) 
0,00 

(20,4%) 
1,00 

(64,8%) 
1,00 

(61,1%) 
2,42 

(1,9%) 

Max 
2,00 

(50,0%) 
2,00 

(55,6%) 
2,00 

(35,2%) 
2,00 

(38,9%) 
8,00 

(11,1%) 

Med 1,50 2,00 1,00 1,00 6,04 

AM 1,50 1,35 1,35 1,39 5,93 

SD 0,50 0,80 0,48 0,49 1,46 

num. of 
respondents 

54 54 54 54 54 
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The absence of ATNR (ATNR right and ATNR left) ie. a score of 0 points was not recorded in 
any of the baby. Incomplete ATNR in total, was recorded in 64.8% of the tested sample, and its 
maximum presence of 2 points was determined in a total of 35.2% of newborns. The average value of 
the presence of ATNR totaling 1.35 points, with a standard deviation from 0.48 points. The median 
value was 1.00 points, which also indicates that the distribution of the results is moved to the right - 
toward higher scores. 

Incomplete VOR in total (VOR right and VOR left), was recorded in 61,1% of the tested sample, 
and its maximum presence of 2 points was determined in a total of 38,9% of newborns. The absence of 
VOR in total ie. a score of 0 points was not recorded in any of the baby. The average value of the 
presence of VOR totaling 1.39 points, with a standard deviation from 0,49 points. The median value 
was 1.00 points, which also indicates that the distribution of the results is moved to the right - toward 
higher scores. 

Adding the results determined by examining the MOR, ATNR, HRR and VOR, the scale ranges 
from 0 to 8 points has been obtained, and it speakes of the presence of all four together reflexes in 
infants. Observing the degree of the presence of reflexes in total, minimal recorded result totals 2.42 
points and it was recorded in only 1,9% of respondents. Maximal presence of reflexes in total (of 8 
points) was recorded in 11,1% of babies. Average value of reflexes in total is 5.93 points on average 
(with SD of 1.46 points). Median value totals 6,04 points, so distribution was moved to the right, 
towards higher scores on the scale. The absence of all four reflexes togother ie. a score of 0 points was 
not recorded in any of the baby. 

 
Table 2. The basic results of the commencement of speech development 

 min. max. A

M 

SD N

beginning of 
the speech 

11  (  

9,3 %) 

26  

(1,9%) 

12,

89 

2,2

8 

5

4 

 
Total of 9.3% of the children began to speak at the age of 11 months, and it was noted as the 

earliest commencement of speech. On the other hand, 1.9% of the children started talking at the age of 
26 months and it was recorded as the latest start of verbal communication development. The average 
age at which children in our study began speaking was 12.89 months with a standard deviation of 2.28 
months, that can be seen in Table 2. 

 
Figure 1. Results of the onset of speech in relation to age 

 

               

33,30%

64,80%

1,90%

from 13-18 months until 12,89 months

at the age of 26 months

 

 
As shown in Figure 1, a total of 64.8% of the children began to speak until 12.89 months of age. 

With the age of 13 to 18 months, speech and language development has been started in 33.3% of the 
respondents from our research sample. The rest of 1,9% of examined children, had the commencement 
of speech at the age of 26 months. 
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By application of Pearson linear correlation coefficient it was checked whether there is significant 
connection between the presence of reflexes in total (MOR+HRR+ATNR+VOR) on one side, and the 
age at which children from the tested sample began to speak, on the other side. 

 

Table 3. Correlation between reflexes in total and onset of speech (N = 54) 
 

 
        onset of speech 

reflexe
s in total 

 
r = – 0,47 (nivo 0,01) 

 
Obtained value of the Pearson linear correlation coefficient (r = – 0,47), shown in Table 3, 

indicates to existence of negative medium correlation between the reflexes in total at birth and the age at 
which children from the tested sample begin to speak. The obtained correlation coefficient is significant 
on the level of 0.01 with conclusion certainty of 99%.  

Therefore, children who at birth have developed a greater number of reflexes, begin to speak at a 
younger age (with less number of months), and vice versa - children whose reflexes at birth were 
present in a small number, begin their speech and language development later (with a higher number of 
months). 

By application of t-test it was checked whether there is significant difference regarding the 
commencement of speech between boys and girls within the examined sample.  

 
Table 4. Onset of speech in boys and girls 

 boys  (29) girls  (25) t-test   
 

AM SD AM SD 
significa
nce 

onset of 
speech 

12,90 1,68 12,88 2,86 
t = 0,03  

(not 
significant) 

 
In Table 4 it can be seen that the average age of the boys, when they start to speak, is 12.90 

months on average. In compared to them, average time of commencement of speech in girls, is 12.88 
months of age. Difference from 0.02 month on average is not statistically significant, which is indicated 
by obtained value of t-test from 0.03.  

Based on these results, we conclude that children of different genders, within the tested sample, 
do not differ regarding the age at which they began to speak. 

 
5. CONCLUSION 

The obtained research results enabled the following conclusions:  
- the most present reflex in the examined sample is MOR with 1.50 points of average. Following 

reflex is VOR with average value of 1.39 points, and the lowest average presence is recorded for ATNR 
and HRR (1.35).  

- minimal presence of  reflexes in total was recorded only in 1.9% of examined respondents, while  
the absence of all four reflexes together, ie. a score of 0 points was not determined in any of the 
newborn. The maximum score of 8 points, regarding the presence of  reflexes in total, was established 
in 11.1% of the tested sample. 

- total of 9.3% of the children began to speak at the age of 11 months oflife and it was recorded as 
the earliest commencement of speech development, while 1.9% of the children started with the speaking 
activity at the age of 26 months of life, and it was recorded as the latest commencemet of speech 
development. The average age at which children in our study started speaking was 12.89 months of life. 

- statistically significant correlation on the level of 0.01 with conclusion certainty of 99% was 
established between the presence of the four studied reflexes together and the age at which children 
from the tested sample began to speak (r = -0.47). Thus, children who at birth have developed a greater 
number of reflexes, started with speaking activity at a younger age (less number of months), and vice 
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versa - children whose reflexes were present to a less extentwho at birth, began to speak at older age 
(more months of chronological age). 

- statistically significant differences between boys and girls in our study, regarding the age at 
which the children from examined sample began to speak, were not established.  
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Abstact. This study is focused on the level of acquisition of the elementary school third grade science 
curriculum in typical and hearing impaired students. Hearing impaired students with mild and moderate 
hearing impairment can have speech delay including impairment of the receptive level of language, 
according to Vasic (2000). Why is this important? Children enter school with some level of vocabulary 
which is necessary for understanding and learning the school curriculum. If the vocabulary is poor, the child 
cannot smoothly follow the curriculum and establish verbal communication. Difficulties in expression, 
communication and acquisition of the school program can cause failure in school performance. The aim of 
this study was to establish the level of acquisition of the third grade science curriculum in typical and 
hearing impaired students in regular schools and to compare the grades and level of test performance in 
Science. The sample consisted of 12 third-grade pupils (six pupils with hearing impairment over 85 dB) and 
six pupils from the typical population from a regular Belgrade school. Statistical analysis shows statistically 
significant differences between level of test performance and grade. Comparative analysis of results 
between the typical and hearing impaired pupils shows that hearing impaired students are less successful in 
performance on the Science subject then their peers from the typical population. 
 
Key words: science, hearing impaired pupils, typical pupils, grade, test performance  

 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The most important indicator of teaching efficiency in schools is the ability of students for 

successful and independent intellectual work. Traditional teaching of nature science, abund with 
verbal methods and the dominant status of teacher. Opposite to this  is problem solving teaching of 
natural sciences, creative teaching, research oriented teaching, students work on mini-projects etc. 

Modern teaching involves students researches. That is the reason why dominant teaching 
method should be research method of teaching. New scientific findings are unknown for students as 
well as they were unknown and for scientific workers until they were found by scientific research 
(Jukic, 2004). In classroom teaching, students are referred to the ways and means of occuring 
scientific truth. The teacher puts students in a position to interpret the data obtained by their own 
research, and to directs them to independently perform experiments to verify certain claims and 
knowledge. Cvjetićanin, Brankovic, Samardzija (2008) also state that: "During studying students 
should observe and describe natural phenomena and processes, to ask questions, construct 
explanations in different ways and to convey their ideas to others. 

Eviroment studying by scientific research model initiate students to independently identify, 
investigate, and with quality and enduring knowledge, adopts natural scientific method. With this kind 
of research original cycle of scientific research which created the modern world of hypotesis, 
observation, research, critical evaluation, new hypotesis and checking is tested. Results of one 
students research are compared with the results of other students. This practice fosters a spirit of 
cooperation and communication skills. "This type of work involves a certain degree of courage, but 
also modesty in research interpretations, knowing that it is just a part of researched  problems. This 
creates an open minded students (De Zan, 2001). 

When we talk about child with hearing impairment it is necessary to point out that hearing 
impairement slows but do not dispute aquisition of contents. Objects and events that represent school 
contents of nature and society and nature sciences and are from childs sorunding environment 
represent good basis for the adoption of concepts in children with hearing impairment. In the teaching 
process these objects and processes are viewed, devided and connected, compared and classified, 
associated and generalized. So we can say that for the formation of concepts it is not enough just to 
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observe but it requires the involvement of intellectual operations, because the contents appear as 
forms and products of students thoughtful development. 

Teaching of science and society requires a certain child's vocabulary, ie. words fund, because it 
is directed towards more abstract contents. At the lowest level of abstraction are terms whose 
construction preceded by senory - experience level of knowledge (sensation, perception and 
performance). Terms of higher level of abstraction as a starting point have a lower level of 
abstraction, so that the concept of a lower level of abstraction is contained in the term of a higher level 
of abstraction. In order to properly forme the concept of a higher level of abstraction it is necessary 
that the involved terms in its creation are clear and properly formed (Karic, Radovanovic 2006). With 
an appropriate terms development we enable child with hearing impairment to denominate aquired 
terms, ie that the child finds verbal expressions and thus express its thoughts and needs. Children 
adopted term when they realize that it was just a sign for item, appearance and the event and by 
announcing the word they transfere  their thoughts and feelings (Dimic, 2003). 

Children with hearing impairment as favorite school subject choose nature and society. 
Considering that every child is an individual we can not talk about the laws in acquiring and content 
acquisition. Ivanovic (1987) indicates that characteristics of hearing impaired and children with 
hearing loss exhibit by same principles, and that individual differences are high and that they should 
be taken into account, and that each child should be treated it according to its individuality. 
Regardless of specificity of methods and their performance same method can not be applied to every 
child. So we can not talk about a universal method and universal approach. 

As it was already mentioned, in teachers work traditional approach is still dominant as a way of 
curriculum creation, method application, forms and mediums for work. Children with hearing 
impairment included in regular classes have to adapt to existing school system and its organization. 
Kovacevic and Radovanovic (2006) found that children who have developmental disabilities, and attend 
regular school, usually make good or sufficient success, have difficulties in implementing requirements 
of almost all subjects especially from the Serbian language and mathematics. The problem in subject 
teaching is in contents which are much more complex (for the students with hearing impairement) and 
teachers are insufficiently specialized to teach them through a variety of methods, models and different 
ways in order to help this students to compensate the consequences of hearing impairment. These 
children get quickly tired unlike their peers and according to teachers slowing the work and progress of 
the class and showing difficulties to follow classes and to acquire knowledge. Teachers are therefore 
trying to differentia or individualize teaching content, with additional work and an extension of time 
planed for work submission, make subject content more understandable. 

 
 

RESEARCH AIM 
 
Aim of this research was to determine level of success in nature and society subject in 

students with hearing impairment and hearing students involved in the system of regular education as 
well as a comparative analysis and assessment of the test success  from this subject. 
 
 
METHODOLOGY 
 

The sample consisted of 12, third grade, examinees (six students with hearing impairment over 
85 decibels) and six examinees without hearing impairment from elementary schools in Belgrade)  
 
 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 

In the study experiment with parallel groups was applied. The experimental group consisted of 6 
patients with hearing impairment over 85dB and 6 from the hearing students group. Experimental and 
control groups were unified by parameters: success in school and acquired grade in nature and society 
subject. 
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RESEARCH TOOLS AND TECHNIQUES 
 

The study used nature and society knowledge test for the third grade of elementary school. This 
test was taken from the Institute for educational research in Belgrade. The test contained seventeen 
tasks set in free and bound form. Group of free forms task contained questions such as filling in or 
recognition (for example, a student on a given line need to fill in the unfinished sentence or to write a 
word, several words or whole sentence), while a group of bound  form had alternative questions, tasks 
with comparing and collating, order tasks in which the student is required to labeling certain elements 
with numbers and to make logical or chronological order, as well as multiple-choice questions. 
Accurately solved task was scored with one point (1), and half solved task scored with half points 
(0.5%), the unsolved task was scoreless (0). Minimal points was 0 and the maximum number of points 
was 17. The results are evaluated as follows: 

- Not successful - from 0 to 4.5 points, 
- Successful - from 5 to 13 points, 
- Very successful from 13.5 to 17 points. 
 
Statistically significant relationship between the studied variables: knowledge test and grade in 

the knowledge of nature and society was examined by correlation analyzes. 
 
 
THE RESEARCH RESULTS WITH DISCUSSION 
 

After completion of the data processing results were as follows 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chart 1.  Results of third grade students with hearing impairment on a knowledge test from nature 
and society subject 

 
Results of this analyzes shows that 80% of students with hearing impairment failed the 

knowledge test from Nature and Society subject, 13% successful and 7% very successful (Chart 1). 
Knowledge assessment, except in Serbian language and mathematics, was conducted with tests 

that assess knowledge of nature and society subject with third grade students with hearing 
impairment. 

Third grade curriculum have aims to: develop basic terms about homeland; develop curiosity, 
interests and abilities for active environment  exploring; developing the ability to observe basic 
properties of objects, phenomena and processes in the environment and spotting their correlations; 
acquisition of natural science literacy and its functional variability and development of the learning 
process; developing the ability to observe basic objects properties, phenomena and processes in the 
environment and spotting their correlations; development of essential elements of logical thinking; 
training for orientation in time and space; understanding and appreciation of  similarities and 
differences between individuals and groups; using of various social skills, knowledge and 
developmental skills in the sorunding environment; develop a responsible attitude towards 
themselves, environment and cultural heritage; developing environmental awareness; acquisition of 
natural science literacy and its functional variability and development of the learning process (school 
program for 2010/2011). 

80%

13%

7%
??????? ??

????? ??

???? ? ????? ??

unsuccessful 

successful 

most 
successful 
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Assessment of cognitive levels of the new age is the level of memory. 
Results of third grade students with hearing impairment on a nature and society knowledge 

test (Chart 7) indicates that 80% of students with hearing impairment failed the knowledge test from 
nature and society subject, 13% successful and 7% very successful. 

The success of students with hearing impairment from nature and society in relation to initial 
assessment 

 

 
Chart 2. The success of students with hearing impairment from nature and society in relation to initial 

assessment 
 

The results show that three students who had grade 4 from nature and society, all three of them 
wasunsuccessful when it came to knowledge test of this subject. From three students who had a grade 
of 5, one was unsuccessful and two successful. (Chart 2). 
 
 

 
Chart 3. The success of the students experimental and control group on a test of knowledge of nature 

and society 
 

The results obtained with the children with hearing impairment and Hearing students (Chart 3)  
of knowledge test of nature and society, shows that 4 children with hearing impairmenthad poor 
achievement on the test, while 2 hearing impaired students was successfully tested. Four of the 
hearing students have successfully done the test, and 2 students with normal hearing were 
unsuccessful on the test of knowledge of nature and society. Since the third grade material relates 
solely to the knowledge of nature and man's relation to nature, it can be said that the hearing impaired 
students showed more failures and less knowledge of nature and society, which contributed to the fact 
that the most likely cause of verbal insufficiency which causes poor communication.  Because of 
thatchildren with hearing impairment are being deprived of information that can be obtained in the 
environment (eg. "Why the traffic is important?" ...). 
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The obtained results of the children with hearing impairment and Hearing third grade students on 
their knowledge test of nature and society (Table 1) shows that from 6 students graded  4, 3 were 
successfully on a test and 3 failed. The same result showed students graded with 5, from 6 of them, three 
were successful and three failed. There wasn't very successful testers on this test, and also there were no 
students who assigned scores 2 and 3. Students rated with higher marks (fours and fives) were both 
successful and unsuccessful. The reasons should be sought in a bad concentration of the students. 

 
Table 1. The success of the students in the control and experimental groups on the test knowledge of 

nature and society in relation to the initial assessment 

Results on the test of nature and 
society 

The rating of the subject Nature and 
Society total 

4 5 

unsuccessful 3 3 6 

successful 3 3 6 

total 6 6 12 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 

-From total number of tested third gradechildren with hearing impairment on a test of 
knowledge of the subject Nature and Society, 13% of deaf students has been successful, and 7% were 
very successful, and 80% were unsuccessful. Third grade children with hearing impairmentreached a 
level of memory on the test of knowledge of nature and society, which are the lowest levels on 
Bloom's taxonomy.  

- Comparing the achievements of children with hearing impairment from the third grade on a 
test of knowledge of the subject Nature and Society and assessment of this case which the children 
with hearing impairmentrated points score is not in accordance with the knowledge that they have 
shown to test in the subject knowledge of the nature of society, except those who rated Score 5. 

- Comparing the results of the third grade students of the hearing impairment and Hearing test of 
knowledge of nature and society can be seen that the children with hearing impairment ineffective, as 
indicated by the fact that the most likely cause of verbal insufficiency, which causes poor 
communication. Due to the aforementioned problems, children with hearing impairmentremain deprived 
of information that can be obtained in the environment. The reasons should be sought in insufficient 
revising, because the students answered questions to which they didn't know with "I forgot". 

- By comparing the test results and assessments of the children with hearing impairmentwith 
hearing students in the third grade of knowledge of nature and society notes that only by hearing and 
children with hearing impairment in the third grade rated with 5, justify their assessment. 
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Abstract: Developmental verbal apraxia is a neurological disorderd characterized by an inability 
execution of coordinated movements of articulation with the absence of muscle weakness. There are 
multiple etiology, such as a genetic predisposition to a disorder of motor coordination, prenatal and natal 
causes, differences in the speed of development and the quality of myelination, neurological disorders. 
(Golubović, S.,2003.). The aim of the research is to determine the neuropsychological characteristics of 
children with developmental verbal apraxia.The sample consisted of three groups of children diagnosed 
as developmental dysphasia (n = 15), developmental phonological disorders (N = 15) and developmental 
verbal apraxia (N = 15). The groups were equal in relation to age (4-5 years) and children had normal 
hearing. The research results are qualitatively and quantitatively processed, analyzed and discussed. It 
was found that children with developmental verbal apraxia have a positive neurological findings and 
poorer intellectual functioning than children with developmental dysphasia and developmental 
phonological disorders. 
 
Keywords: developmental verbal apraxia, developmental phonological disorders, developmental 
dysphasia, speech and language development 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Developmental verbal apraxia is a neurological disorder characterized by an inability execution 

of coordinated movements of articulation with the absence of muscle weakness. Programming is a 
disorder of speech movements. There are multiple etiology, such as a genetic predisposition to a 
disorder of motor coordination, prenatal and natal causes, differences in the speed of development and 
the quality of myelination, neurological disorders, and developmental delay. (Golubović, S.,2003.). 

The cause of developmental verbal apraxia is still unknown. Some believe that the 
developmental verbal apraxia is disorder associated with the development of speech. Others believe 
that it is a neurological disorder that affects the brain's ability to send proper signals to the muscles 
involved in speech. (Djordjević, V., Golubović, S., 2007.) Much of the literature has attributed the 
deficit of verbal apraxia to a lesion of Broca`s area and its enviroment. Some studies have observed 
verbal apraxia from isolated damage to the anterior portion of the insula (Dronkers, N., 1996.). 
Dronkers adhere a strong hypotesis, which states that the insula must be damaged in order for verbal 
apraxia to occur. 

Neuroimaging and other studies have provided data on brain lesions or differences in brain 
structure in children with developmental verbal apraxia. Children with developmental verbal apraxia 
often have family members who have communication disorders or learning difficulties. Earlier studies 
have shown that genetic factors may have an impact on this type of disorder (Kwiatkowski, J., 
Shriberg, L. D., 1993.). 

Experts from ASHA's 2007, described the developmental verbal apraxia as a children's 
neurological speech disorder in which the precision and  consistency of the corrupted speech 
movements without neuromuscular defects that cause abnormal reflexes or tone. Developmental 
verbal apraxia may occur as a result of apparent neurological damage as a result of neurofunctional 
disorder known or unknown cause, or may be idiopathic neurogenic speech disorder. The main 
problem is in the planning and / or programming of the space-time parameters of motion that result in 
errors in pronunciation and prosody (ASHA, 2007). 

Children with developmental verbal apraxia have called "neurological soft signs". This includes 
the following: a benign congenital hypotonia, impaired gross and fine motor skills, difficulty in motor 
planning, sensory integration, delayed or undecided hand dominance (Kimberly, CJ at all, 2011.). 
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It is assumed that verbal apraxia is a result of brain dysfunction and diffuse or focal brain 
damage incurred as a result of birth trauma or acquired disorders of the nervous system. The evidence 
for this assertion is obtained by testing and neuroimaging data on head trauma accompanied by 
neurological disturbances. Another possible cause is a disorder of neurological maturation of the 
brain, particularly in the cortical areas responsible for speech and language, but no data on head 
trauma or brain damage without clarity. (Golubović, S.,1997.) 

Duffy, J. R., (2012.) argues that verbal apraxia is usually associated with damage to the left 
hemisphere. The lesions are almost always part of the middle cerebral artery and usually involve the 
posterior parts of the frontal part (Broca's area). 

Although neuroimaging studies have identified anatomical differences between children with 
speech and language disorders and children with developmental disorders of speech and language, 
have not been marked regions of cerebral dysfunction in children with developmental verbal apraxia 
except insulation left cerebral hemisphere as of dysfunction. It has been shown that there are 
abnormalities in the development of brain function and neural network to establish the absence of 
specific activities, such as language (Galaburda, A. M., Geschwind, N.,1989.). 

More severe frontal pathology in early childhood leads to a profound disturbance of 
programming language (Vargha-Khadem at all. 1985). The inability to clearly determine the origin of 
neurological developmental verbal apraxia is a consistent effort in consideration of the neurological 
basis of developmental disorders of language. Psychological assessment is important in determining 
the presence / absence of mental disorders, emotional disorders, to the exclusion and is important in 
determining the possible discrepancy between achievement and verbal intelligence. These estimates 
should exclude neuromuscular disorders of hearing as a basis for the observed deficit. 
 
 
2. AIM 

The aim of the research is to determine the neuropsychological characteristics of children with 
developmental verbal apraxia. 
 
 
3. METHODOLOGY 

 
3.1 Sample Test 

The research was done at the Institute for Experimental Phonetics and Speech Pathology and in 
the Department of Psychophysiological and Speech Disorders in Belgrade. The whole sample is 
selected in relation to the requirements of the research problem consisting in the fact that the lower 
and upper age limit ranges from 4.0-5.0 years for all three groups of children studied. The obtained 
sample consisted of three groups. The first group of subjects (N = 15) were children diagnosed with 
developmental verbal apraxia, a second group (N = 15) were children diagnosed with developmental 
dysphasia, a third group of subjects (N = 15) included children diagnosed with developmental 
phonological disorders. Diagnostic criteria for developmental dysphasia determined based on ICD-10 
classification of mental and behavioral disorders, and F80.1-expressive speech disorder, F80.2-
receptive language disorder. The research was done individually. All three groups of children had 
normal hearing. 

 
 
4. RESULTS OF RESEARCH 
 
4.1 The results obtained psychological examination 

 
In Table 1 presents the results obtained from the study of the psychological testing of children 

with developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological 
disorders. 

Qualitative analysis of results showed that children with developmental phonological disorders 
IQ ranging from 90 to 110, children with developmental dysphasia have an IQ ranging from 90 to 
102, and children with developmental verbal apraxia have an IQ of 90 to 100. Children with 
phonological disorders have better IQ than children with developmental dysphasia and developmental 
verbal apraxia (p <0.05). Among children with developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal 
apraxia have no IQ differences (p> 0.05). 
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Table 1: The results obtained by psychological testing of children with developmental verbal apraxia, 
developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

PSYCHOLOGICAL TESTING 
group No mean SD med Min Max 
phonol.dis. (1) 15 97.60 6.72 98.00 90.00 110.00 
dysphasia  (2) 15 93.13 3.76 91.00 90.00 102.00 
Verbal apr. (3) 15 93.27 3.77 93.00 90.00 100.00 
ANOVA sum df mean F significance 
Among groups 193.733 2 96.867 3.957 .027 
Within groups 1028.267 42 24.483  
total 1222.000 44  
comparation Mean dif. significance 
(1) (2) 4.4667* .018  

(3) 4.3333* .021  
(2) (1) -4.4667* .018  

(3) -1.333 .942  
(3) (1) -4.3333* .021  

(2) .1333 .942  
* Significance of differences at the 0.05 level 

 
 
4.2  The results obtained on the basis of neurological tests 
 

In Table 2, the results of such research on the neurological examination of children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders. 

 
Table 2: The results obtained by neurological examination of children with developmental verbal 

apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 
NEUROLOGICAL TESTING 

group Negative Positive Total 

Phonol. dis. 
No 15 0 15 

Percentage 100% 0% 100% 

Dysphasia 
No 15 0 15 

Percentage 100% 0% 100% 

Verbal apr. 
No 0 15 15 

Percentage 0% 100% 100% 

Total 
No 30 15 45 

Percentage 66.7% 33.3% 100% 

 
Qualitative analysis of the results revealed that all children with developmental phonological 

disorders and developmental dysphasia had normal neurological examination, as opposed to children 
with developmental verbal apraxia who had a positive neurological findings. 
 
 
5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
 

5.1. Discussion of the results obtained on the basis of psychological tests 
 

Qualitative analysis of results showed that children with phonological disorders IQ ranging 
from 90 to 110. Children with dysphasia have an IQ ranging from 90 to 102, and the children with 
verbal apraxia have an IQ of 90 to 100. Children with phonological disorders have better IQ than 
children with verbal apraxia and dysphasia (p <0.05). Among children with verbal apraxia and 
dysphasia no IQ differences (p> 0.05). 

Thus, children with phonological disorders, dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia have 
average intellectual functioning, which is a bit lower in children with developmental verbal apraxia 
and dysphasia, which was to be expected, since, if there is a developmental dysfunction, inevitably 
follow cognitive impairment, and thus and impairment of speech and language. Thus, speech and 
language development significantly affects the general and specific intellectual functioning. The slow 
growth or stagnation in the development of a speech-language skills leads to a reduction of general 
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intellectual ability and inharmonies to the specific cognitive abilities: verbal memory, visual, spatial, 
perceptual and perceptive organization and maturity, perceptions and understanding of speech and 
language, and low coefficient of social which indicates a lack of understanding of social situations. 
 

5.2. Discussion of the results obtained on the basis of neurological tests 
 

 Qualitative analysis of the results revealed that all children with phonological disorders and 
dysphasia had normal neurological examination, in contrast to the children with verbal apraxia who 
had a positive neurological findings. Neurological examination shows a deviation, but can not speak 
for the unique typical features (Djordjević, V. Golubović, S. 2007). 

Usually, a discrete pathological findings suggested a general immaturity of the central nervous 
system, with an under-developed motor skills and speech organs undifferentiated. Confirmation of 
this conclusion is found in other studies in which it is assumed that the basis of developmental verbal 
apraxia is a brain dysfunction and diffuse or focal brain damage whether due to birth trauma or 
acquired disorders of the nervous system. Evidence to support this claim, are in neroimaging testing 
and data evaluation with head trauma, neurological disturbances. 

 Another possible cause is a disorder of brain maturation, particularly in the cortical areas 
responsible for speech and language development, but no data on head trauma or brain damage 
without clarity. According Dronkens, N. (1996.), developmental verbal apraxia is caused by damage 
to the anterior insula. According Shriberg at all. (1997)., developmental verbal apraxia is a 
neurological deficit in the ability to coordinate the movement and transfer of respiratory, laryngeal 
and oral muscles for articulation. 

 
 

6. CONCLUSION 
 
Intellectual functioning was about the same in children with developmental verbal apraxia (IQ 

90-100), and in children with developmental dysphasia (IQ 90-102), as opposed to children with 
developmental phonological disorders (IQ 90-110). 

Positive neurological findings were present in children with developmental verbal apraxia 
(100%), as opposed to children with developmental phonological disorders (100%) and 
developmental dysphasia (100%) who had a normal neurological examination. 
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NEUROPSIHOLOŠKE KARAKTERISTIKE RAZVOJNE VERBALNE APRAKSIJE 
 

APSTRAKT 
Razvojna verbalna apraksija je neurološki poremećaj kojeg karakteriše nesposobnost izvođenja 
koordinisanih artikulacionih pokreta uz odsustvo mišićne slabosti. Postoje višestruki etiološki faktori kao 
što su: uticaj genetske predispozicije na poremećaj motorne koordinacije, prenatalni i natalni uzroci, 
razlike u brzini razvoja i kvaliteta mijelinizacije, neurološki poremećaj (Golubović, S.,2003). Cilj 
istraživanja je da se utvdi neuropsihološke karakteristike dece sa razvojnom verbalnom apraksijom. 
Uzorak se sastojao od tri grupe dece dijagnostikovane kao razvojna disfazija (N=15), razvojni fonološki 
poremećaji (N=15) i razvojna verbalna apraksija (N=15). Grupe su bile ujednačene u odnosu na uzrast (4-
5 godina) i deca su imala normalan sluh. Rezultati istraživanja su kvalitativno i kvantitativno obrađeni, 
analizirani i diskutovani. Utvrđeno je da deca sa razvojnom verbalnom apraksijom imaju pozitivan 
neurološki nalaz i lošije intelektualno funkcionisanje nego deca sa razvojnom disfazijom i razvojnim 
fonološkim poremećajima. 
Ključne reči: razvojna verbalna apraksija, razvojna disfazija, razvojni fonološki poremećaji, govorno-
jezički razvoj 
 

Vivien Đorđević, Marijana Panić 
‘’’’’’ 
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Abstract: This paper presents the results of a research on preschool children with speech and language 
disorders classified into three groups: developmental dysphasia, developmental phonological disorders 
and developmental verbal apraxia. The aim of this research is to determine pronouns and adjectives 
acquisition in children with developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental 
phonological disorders. The sample consisted of 45 pre-school children aged four to five years. The first 
group of subjects (N = 15) were children diagnosed with developmental verbal apraxia, the second group 
(N = 15) children diagnosed with developmental dysphasia, and the third group of subjects (N = 15) 
consisted of children diagnosed with developmental phonological disorders. The groups were uniform in 
relation to age, and each child tested individually.  
 
Keywords: speech and language disorders, developmental dysphasia, developmental phonological 
disorders, developmental verbal apraxia, grammar 

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Speech development includes mutual harmonization of different systems: the phonetic, 

phonetic, phonological, lexical, semantic, syntactic, which is a very complex process (Baker, E., 
2010a). 

The first word child utters at the end of the first and the second year of life and then begins to 
adopt new words. The first words less marked, and more express attitude towards something, ie. an 
affective (emotional) value. Only conditionally can talk about the order of occurrence of the word 
(Baker, E, McLeod, S., 2011, Ball, MJ et al. 2010). 

We assume that in the first half of the second year of life adopt nouns in the second half of the 
second year of life, adjectives and adverbs, in the middle of the second year of life are adopted verbs 
in the late second and early third year particles, pronouns, and in the third year of life  prepositions, 
conjunctions and numbers. Verbs are in the form of imperatives and gradually increases their shape 
and number. 

Adjectives are primarily occurring in the positive, sometimes in the comparative degrees. At 
about the same time as they occur and adverbs. Use of prepositions related to the use of sentences and 
it is very difficult, because it involves the use of cases. Conjunctions can also occur late, just in three 
years of life. Then it occurs and particle NO, and later other particles (Goldson, E. Reynolds, A., 
2012, Bowen, C. Rippon, H., 2013). 

In the fourth year, there are numbers so the child can count several objects. Pronouns occur late 
second and early third year, although the child long used their name, which means that it has not 
separated from the environment as a separate person. The moment you use the pronoun I became 
conscious of itself. By the end of the preschool period in the child's speech represented all kinds of 
words, and his speech closing speech of adults (Baker, E. McLeod, S., 2011.a, Broomfield, J. Dodd, 
B., 2011). 

More than 60% of preschool children have problems in verbal communication and speech 
development, a large number of these children will have serious problems in learning and adopting 
school curriculum (Camarata, S., 2010, Panić, M., 2004). 

Developmental dysphasia is a pathological undeveloped speech and language that the child 
serves the needs of elementary communication. The child is unable to understand the structure and 
express linguistic thought (Vuković, M. Stojanović, V., 2011). 

According to the degree of linguistic development, developmental dysphasia are classified into 
the following levels: zero level of linguistic development (children who do not speak, or in its 
vocabulary have a couple of words), the first level of linguistic development (children have ten words; 
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most often are represented by a noun in the nominative singular, some third person singular of the 
verb in the present tense, as well as the demonstrative and possessive pronouns, elements of grammar 
are in the initial stage of development, and in spontaneous communication is present phrase), the 
second level of linguistic development (lexical fund is scarce, there are agramatisms and omissionss, 
substitution and distortion of voices) and the third level of linguistic development (seemingly 
developed speech with improper articulation 3 to 5 voices).  

According to the International Classification (ICD-10, 1992), there are two types of 
developmental dysphasia: developmental dysphasia expressive type, where the child's ability to use 
expressive speech is significantly below the expected for their age, while speech comprehension 
within normal limits and developmental dysphasia receptive type, where the speech understanding of 
a child below the expected for age. 

Developmental phonological disorders include speech disturbances observable from birth to 12 
years of age, which usually occur due to the immaturity of the brain development of the child, and 
they are expressed in the inability of forming phonological rules, inability of phonemic decoding and 
encoding, misunderstanding of phonological meaning, the inability of using phonological rules, the 
inability of verbal memorizing and understanding and packing and finding phonological information 
in memory, with abnormal production and selection of voices. The development of phonological 
disorders are classified in phonological disorders with multiple errors in the articulation of the voice, 
as well as functional disorders of articulation errors in the articulation of a single voice (Allen, MM, 
2013, Baker, E. McCabe, P., 2010). 

Developmental verbal apraxia is a neurological disorder characterized by the inability of 
executing coordinated movements of articulation with the absence of muscle weakness. It represents 
disruption programming of speech movements (Ballard, KJ et al., 2010, Kroger, BJ, et al., 2011). 
These children have delayed language expression, reduced phonemic capacity limit on the voices that 
can occur early and include simple combinations such as nasals and plosives, while more complex 
voices, such as fricatives and affricates, pronounced incorrectly (Đorđević, V., 2008 ). 

Developmental verbal apraxia is present from birth of the child and go from mild to severe, and 
has as its core: a neurological disorder established communication that hinders a child's ability to 
correctly pronounce sounds, syllables and words; interruption in the establishment of the so-called. 
motor plan, that the word uttered automatically, potential disruption of the typical development of 
expressive language and an obstacle to the development of a clear, distinctly speech (Baker, E., 2010. 
Đorđević, V., 2008). 
 
 
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 
The aim of this study is to establish the adoption of  pronouns and adjectives in children with 

developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders. 
The sample consisted of forty-five pre-school children aged four to five years. The first group 

of subjects (N = 15) were children diagnosed with developmental verbal apraxia, the second group (N 
= 15) children diagnosed with developmental dysphasia, a third group of subjects (N = 15) consisted 
of the children diagnosed with developmental phonological disorders. The groups were uniform in 
relation to age, and each child was tested individually. 

The research was conducted at the Institute for Experimental Phonetics and Speech Pathology 
and the Institute for Psychophysiological Disorders and Speech Pathology in Belgrade. As research 
instruments we used the following tests: Veskler scale for assessment of intelligence in children, Oral 
praxis test, Test for evaluation of the basic laryngeal voice, Test for examining the developmental 
verbal apraxia, Grammar children and Test Strip story. The research results are qualitatively and 
quantitatively processed and analyzed. We used the following statistical parameters: structure, 
average value, standard deviation, coefficient of variation in percentages, the F-test, Chi-test, 
Krushkal Wallis test, Mann Whitney test and ANOVA test. 

 
 
2.1. The research results with discussion 
 

The tables no. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 shows the results obtained by testing pronouns adoption in 
children with developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental 
phonological disorders. 
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Table 1: Results obtained by research adoption pronouns singular and plural of the masculine and the 
feminine in children with developmental phonological disorders, developmental dysphasia and 

developmental verbal apraxia 
Group No Mean SD Med. Min. Max. 

Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

15 5.67 1.76 6.00 4.00 8.00 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

15 8.53 3.07 8.00 4.00 12.00 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

15 7.33 2.47 6.00 4.00 12.00 

Kruskal- Wallis Mean Ranks 
Dev.phonological 
disorders 

Developmental 
dysphasia 

Develop. Verbal apraxia 

16.7 28.97 23.97 
Chi- Square Df Asymp.sig. 
7.805 2 .020 
Mann-Whitney  
U (1)(2)= 51.000; Z= -2.645; sig= .008 
U (1)(3)= 70.000; Z= -1.830; sig = .067 
U (2)(3)= 84.500; Z= -1.196; sig = 232 

 
Children with developmental phonological disorders have better adoption pronouns singular 

and plural of the masculine and feminine than children with developmental dysphasia (p <0.01). 
Among children with developmental phonological disorders and developmental verbal apraxia, and 
between children with developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia, there are no 
statistically significant differences in adoption pronouns in singular and plural masculine and 
feminine genders (p> 0.05). 
 
Table 2: Results obtained by research pronouns adoption (masculine singular) in children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

 
% 

15 
100.0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

 
% 

8 
53.3 

1 
6.7 

6 
40.0 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

 
% 

12 
80.0 

0 
0 

3 
20.0 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 9.053; df=2; sig= .011 

Mann- Whitney 
U(1)(2) = 60.000; Z= -2.958; sig= .003 
U(1)(3)= 90.0000; Z= -1.795; sig= .073 
U(2)(3)= 84.000; Z= -1.436; sig= .151 

 
With qualitative analysis of the results we found that all children with developmental 

phonological disorders (100%) have adopted masculine singular pronouns. The acquisition of these 
pronouns in children with developmental verbal apraxia is 80%, and in children with developmental 
dysphasia is 53.3%. Statistical analysis of results showed that children with developmental 
phonological disorders have a better adoption of the masculine pronoun singular than children with 
developmental dysphasia (p <0.01). It was also found that among children with developmental 
phonological disorders and developmental verbal apraxia, and between children with developmental 
dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in adoption masculine singular 
pronoun (p> 0.05). 
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Table 3: Results obtained by research pronouns adoption (feminine singular) in children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

 
% 

14 
93.3 

1 
6.7 

0 
0 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

 
% 

8 
53.3 

1 
6.7 

6 
40.0 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

 
% 

13 
86.7 

0 
0 

2 
13.3 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 8.198; df=2; sig= .017 

Mann- Whitney 
U(1)(2) = 64.500; Z= -2.575; sig= .010 
U(1)(3)= 104.000; Z= -.677; sig= .498 
U(2)(3)= 76.000; Z= -1.894; sig= .058 
With qualitative analysis of the results we found that 93.3% of children with developmental 

phonological disorders have adopted masculine singular pronoun, followed by 86.7% of children with 
developmental verbal apraxia and 53.3% of children with developmental dysphasia. 

With statistical analysis of the results we found that children with developmental phonological 
disorders have better adoption feminine singular pronoun than children with developmental dysphasia 
(p <0.01). It was also found that among children with developmental phonological disorders and 
developmental verbal apraxia, and between children with developmental dysphasia and 
developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in adoption feminine singular pronoun (p> 0.05). 
 

Table 4: Results obtained by research pronouns adoption  (masculine plural) in children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

  
% 

10 
66.7 

0 
0 

5 
33.3 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

 
% 

4 
26.7 

1 
6.7 

10 
66.7 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

 
% 

3 
20.0 

5 
33.3 

7 
46.7 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 4.987; df=2; sig= .083 
 

With qualitative analysis of the results we found that 66.7% of children with developmental 
phonological disorders have adopted masculine plural pronouns, followed by 26.7% of children with 
developmental dysphasia and 20% of children with developmental verbal apraxia. 

Statistical analysis of results showed that among children with developmental phonological 
disorders, developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in 
adoption masculine plural pronouns (p> 0.05). 
 

Table 5: Results obtained by research pronouns adoption (feminine plural) in children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders. 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

% 
 

8 
53.3 

0 
0 

7 
46.7 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

% 4 
26.7 

1 
6.7 

10 
66.7 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

% 2 
13.3 

5 
33.3 

8 
53.3 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 2.152; df=2; sig= .341 

With qualitative analysis of the results we found that 53.3% of children with developmental 
phonological disorders has adopted feminine plural pronouns, followed by 26.7% of children with 
developmental dysphasia and 13.3% of children with developmental verbal apraxia. With statistical 
analysis of the results we found that among children with developmental phonological disorders, 
developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in adoption 
feminine plural pronouns (p> 0.05). 

The tables no. 6, 7, 8 and 9 show the results of a research on acquisition of adjectives in 
children with developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental 
phonological disorders 
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Table 6: Results obtained by research of adjectives adoption (positive, comparative and superlative) 

in children with developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental 
phonological disorders 

group No Max Act + % Mean SD Med Min. Max. 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

 45 31 68.8 4.67 1.63 5.00 3.00 7.00 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

 45 22 48.8 6.00 1.56 7.00 3.00 9.00 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

 45 18 40.0 6.13 .99 6.00 4.00 7.00 

Kruskal- Wallis Mean Ranks 
Dev. Phonol. disorders(1) Devel. dysphasia (2) Devel. Verbal apraxia (3) 
15.87 26.00 27.13 
Chi- Square df Asymp.sig. 
7.232 2 .027 
Mann-Whitney 
U (1)(2)= 63.500; Z= -2.106; sig= .035 
U(1)(3)=  54.500; Z= -2.482;sig= .013 
U (2)(3)= 108.500; Z= -.177; sig= .859 

 
With qualitative analysis of the  results we found that 68.8% of children with developmental 

phonological disorders has adopted adjectives (positive, comparative and superlative), followed by 
48.8% of children with developmental dysphasia and 40% of children with developmental verbal 
apraxia. 

Statistical analysis of results showed that children with developmental phonological disorders 
have better adoption of adjectives than children with developmental dysphasia and developmental 
verbal apraxia (p <0.05). It was also found that among children with developmental dysphasia and 
developmental verbal apraxia are no differences in adjectives adoption (p> 0.05). 
 

Table 7: Results obtained by research positive adjectives adoption in children with developmental 
verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

% 
15 
100.0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

% 14 
93.3 

1 
6.7 

0 
0 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

% 15 
100.0 

0 
0 

0 
0 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 8.198; df=2; sig= .017 
 
With qualitative analysis of the results we found that 100% of children with developmental 

phonological disorders and developmental verbal apraxia has adopted positive adjectives, followed by 
93.3% of children with developmental dysphasia. 

Statistical analysis of results showed that among children with developmental phonological 
disorders, developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in 
adoption positive adjectives (p> 0.05). 
 

Table 8: Results obtained by research comparative adjectives adoption in children with 
developmental verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 

Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 
Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

 број 
% 

8 
53.3 

2 
13.3 

5 
33.3 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

број 
% 

6 
40.0 

1 
6.7 

8 
53.3 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

број 
% 

2 
13.3 

5 
33.3 

8 
53.3 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 3.068; df=2; sig= .216 
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With qualitative analysis of the results we found that 53.3% of children with developmental 
phonological disorders has adopted a comparison of adjectives, followed by 40% of children with 
developmental dysphasia and 13.3% of children with developmental verbal apraxia. 

Statistical analysis of the results showed that among children with developmental 
phonological disorders, developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no 
difference in adoption comparative adjectives (p> 0.05). 
 
Table 9: Results obtained by research superlative adjectives adoption in children with developmental 

verbal apraxia, developmental dysphasia and developmental phonological disorders 
Group Аctive + Аctive +/- Аctive - Total 

Dev. Phonol. 
disorders(1) 

 % 
8 
53.3 

1 
6.7 

6 
40.0 

15 
100.0 

Developmental 
dysphasia (2) 

% 2 
13.3 

0 
0 

13 
86.7 

15 
100.0 

Devel. Verbal 
apraxia (3) 

% 1 
6.7 

2 
13.3 

12 
80.0 

15 
100.0 

χi
2= 9.551; df=2; sig= .008 

Mann-Whitney 
U (1)(2) = 61.000; Z= -2.536; sig= .011 
U (1) (3)= 60.000; Z= -2.503; sig .012 
U (2((3) = 107.000;Z= -.352; sig = .725 

 
With qualitative analysis of  results, we found that 53.3% of children with developmental 

phonological disorders has adopted a superlative adjectives, followed by 13.3% of children with 
developmental dysphasia and 6.7% of children with developmental verbal apraxia. 

Statistical analysis of the results showed that children with developmental phonological 
disorders have a better adoption of superlative adjectives than children with developmental dysphasia 
and developmental verbal apraxia (p <0.05). It was also found that among children with 
developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no difference in adoption 
superlative adjectives (p> 0.05). 
 
 
3. CONCLUSION 
 

Masculine singular pronoun has adopted 100% of children with developmental phonological 
disorders, 80% of children with developmental verbal apraxia and 53.3% of children with 
developmental dysphasia. Feminine singular pronoun has 93.3% of children with developmental 
phonological disorders, 86.7% of children with developmental verbal apraxia and 53.3% of children 
with developmental dysphasia. 

Masculine plural pronoun has adopted 66.7% of children with developmental phonological 
disorders, 26.7% of children with developmental dysphasia and 20% of children with developmental 
verbal apraxia. Feminine plural pronoun has adopted 53.3% of children with developmental 
phonological disorders, 26.7% of children with developmental dysphasia and 13.3% of children with 
developmental verbal apraxia. 

The pronoun singular and plural of the masculine and feminine is better adopted children with 
developmental phonological disorders than children with developmental dysphasia (p <0.01). Among 
children with developmental phonological disorders and developmental verbal apraxia, and between 
children with developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there is no statistically 
significant difference in adoption pronoun singular and plural of the masculine and the feminine (p> 
0.05). 

Adjectives (positive, comparative and superlative) has adopted 68.8% of children with 
developmental phonological disorders, 48.8% of children with developmental dysphasia and 40% of 
children with developmental verbal apraxia. 

Positive adjectives has adopted 100% of children with developmental phonological disorders 
and developmental verbal apraxia and 93.3% of children with developmental dysphasia. 

Comparison adjectives has adopted 53.3% of children with developmental phonological 
disorders, 40% of children with developmental dysphasia and 13.3% of children with developmental 
verbal apraxia. 
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Superlative adjectives has adopted 53.3% of children with developmental phonological 
disorders, 13.3% of children with developmental dysphasia and 6.7% of children with developmental 
verbal apraxia. 

Adjectives adoption is better in children with developmental phonological disorders than in 
children with developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia (p <0.05). It was also found 
that among children with developmental dysphasia and developmental verbal apraxia there are no 
differences in adoption of adjectives (p> 0.05). 

At age 4 to 5 years still appears larger number of messages that the listener does not provide 
enough information. The child's communication is limited to situations in which the listeners are well 
understood and  on the basis of the deficient number of information that provides them. Adults on the 
context or on the basis that they know the child's behavior and his game know what their child says. 
The whole work with preschool children should be based on the game. Voice games that are used to 
achieve the objectives and tasks of speech development are didactic activities since they knowingly 
and deliberately organisation. These are games voices, words, phrases, story games, i.e. phonological, 
lexical, semantic and syntactic games. Each of these games can turn into children's speech and 
creativity. 

Although at first sight seem to have a five-year child in the language, more or less perfect, it is 
not so. Language acquisition is still continuing, but much slower. Grammar and understanding of the 
language of adults and children continue to be very different, with the children that are usually not 
aware of it. Difference between child and adult language takes longer than had been previously 
believed, but with age it slowly disappears around the eleventh year of the child's life. 
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USVOJENOST ZAMENICA I PRIDEVA DECE PREDŠKOLSKOG UZRASTA SA GOVORNO-
JEZIČKOM PATOLOGIJOM 

 
APSTRAKT 

U radu su prikazani rezultati istraživanja dobijeni ispitivanjem dece predškolskog uzrasta sa govorno-
jezičkim poremećajima klasifikovanim u tri grupe: razvojna disfazija, razvojni fonološki poremećaji i 
razvojna verbalna apraksija. Cilj ovog istraživanja je utvrđivanje usvojenosti zamenica i prideva kod dece 
sa razvojnom disfazijom, razvojnim fonološkim poremećajima i razvojnom verbalnom apraksijom. 
Uzorak ispitanika je sačinjavalo 45 dece predškolskog uzrasta starosti 4-5 godina. Prva grupa ispitanika 
(N=15) bila su deca sa dijagnostikovanom razvojnom disfazijom, druga grupa (N=15) deca sa razvojnim 
fonološkim poremećajima, treća grupa (N=15) sa razvojnom verbalnom apraksijom. Grupe su bile 
ujednačene u odnosu na uzrast, a svako dete je bilo individualno testirano. 
 

Vivien Đorđević, Marijana Panić 
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Abstract. Gastrointestinal (GI) disorders are among the most common medical conditions 
associated with autism. These issues range from chronic constipation or diarrhea to irritable 
and inflammatory bowel conditions. They can affect persons of any age. But in the context of 
autism, they have been most studied in children. Eating and feeding problems, most 
commonly food selectivity or picky eating, are common among children with ASD. While 
these behaviors are typically addressed through occupational or behavior-based therapeutic 
approaches, increasing evidence shows than in many cases, such eating and feeding problems 
may be organic and stem from some form of underlying gastrointestinal dysfunction. This 
review highlights the literature on eating/ feeding problems in children with ASD, as well as 
the contributing factors to eating problems and their nutritional implications in this 
population. In addition, the various manifestations and origins of gastrointestinal dysfunction 
in ASD are included.  This review suggests a strong relationship and significant correlations 
between eating problems and gastrointestinal dysfunction. There is growing evidence that 
nutritional therapy can really make a big difference to children with autism. Many have 
severely disrupted digestion, so restoring balance in the gut is a key focus for nutritional 
therapy. Also important is balancing blood sugar, checking for brain-polluting heavy metals, 
excluding food additives, identifying food allergies and possible nutrient deficiencies, and 
ensuring an optimal intake of essential fats. 
 
Keywords: autism spectrum disorder, gastrointestinal disorders, nutritional therapy 

  
 

  
1. INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1. Definition 
The term autism spectrum disorder (ASD) refers to a range of 

neurodevelopmental disorders that include the more specific diagnoses of autism, 
Asperger syndrome, and pervasive developmental disorder not otherwise specified 
(Sturmey & Fitzer, 2007). The defining features of ASD include impairments in social 
interaction, communication, imagination, restricted interests, and stereotypic 
behaviors. These symptoms range in severity from mild to debilitating and usually 
persist throughout the lifespan. In addition to the symptoms used in diagnosis, 
several serious co-morbid conditions are also commonly associated with ASD 
including intellectual disability, depression, and epilepsy (Filipek et al., 1999).  

 
1.2. Etiology 
 
The etiology of ASD is believed to be multifactorial (Gardener, Spiegelman, & Buka, 2011), 

and researchers believe that ASD is caused by interplay among genes (Anderson et al., 2009, Bill and 
Geschwind, 2009, Bowers et al., 2011 ) and between genes and environmental factors (Hallmayer et 
al., 2011, Herbert, 2010 and Landrigan, 2010). Most AD cases do not follow a Mendelian pattern of 
inheritance, and in non-Mendelian disorders, environmental factors often determine whether 
individuals who carry susceptibility genes become ill (Smalley et al., 1988). Recent research in both 
animals and humans has discovered a number of gene–environment interactions in which exposure to 
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a pre- or post-natal environmental pathogen causes a behavioral disorder only if an exposed individual 
carries a specific genetic variant (Caspi and Moffitt, 2006 and Rutter et al., 2006). 

One persistent etiological theory implicated insufficient enzymatic activity, 
increased gastrointestinal permeability, and the absorption of toxic byproducts of 
incompletely digested proteins from dairy (casein) and cereals (gluten). This theory 
is often called the ‘‘the Opioid-Excess Theory’’ (Panksepp, 1979; Reichelt et al., 1981; 
Reichelt, Knivsberg, Lind, & Nodland, 1991; Reichelt, Knivsberg, Nodland, & Lind, 
1994; Shattock, Kennedy, Rowell, & Berney, 1990; Wakefield et al., 1998). 

 
 

2.  GASTROINTESTINAL PROBLEM 
 
In typical functioning gastrointestinal tracts, enzymatic activity breaks proteins 

into peptides, and transforms peptides into amino acids. The intestinal lining then 
absorbs the amino acids into the blood stream, which carries the amino acids to the 
rest of the body, providing nutrition. The Opioid-Excess Theory alleges ASD can result 
from disruptions to this process. According to the theory, some individuals suffer 
from inadequate production of gluten- and casein-related digestive enzymes, and 
increased gut permeability. Without adequate levels of digestive enzymes, peptides 
derived from gluten and casein fail to become amino acids in large numbers. Increased 
gut permeability then allows the peptides to leak into the blood stream, where they 
circulate and eventually cross the brain–blood barrier. Symptoms of ASD are 
theorized to result from peptides’ attaching to opioid neuro-receptors.  

Another variable that has been implicated in ASD is urinary peptide levels (UPLs). 
Specifically, if children with ASD are not turning peptides into amino acids, then more 
peptides should be present in the urine of children with ASD than in children without 
ASD. While some researchers have indeed detected increased UPL in samples of 
children with ASD (Reichelt et al.,1991), others have found no  significant differences 
(Alcorn et al.,  2004; Cass  et al., 2008; le Couteur, Trygstad, Evered, Gillberg, & Rutter, 
1988; Williams, Shattock, & Berney, 1991). 

Despite the need for continued research regarding the mechanism of action for 
the Opioid-Excess Theory, interventions based on this theory have already arisen. 
Some of the research regarding these interventions suggests it may be possible to 
ameliorate, or even eliminate, autistic symptoms by not allowing the individual with 
an ASD to ingest gluten or casein. The gluten-free and casein-free (GFCF) diet 
intervention appears to be widely used. Green et al. (2006), for example, surveyed 552 
parents of children with ASD and found that alternative diets had been implemented 
with 9.9% of children with Aspergers syndrome, 29.4% of children with mild autism, 
and 32.2% of children with severe autism. 

Given that large numbers of children with ASD may be on GFCF diets, the widely 
propagated claims that such diets can ameliorate the symptoms of ASD, and the 
potential social and health risks associated with the GFCF diet warrant a careful 
review. 

Gluten (in wheat, rye, barley, and possibly oats) and cow's milk proteins (including casein, þ 
lactoglobulin, a--lactoalbumin which are present in all dairy products, including milk, yogurt, cheese, 
ice cream, caseinate) can cause several problems: 

1. They are common food allergens (see previous section), causing both immediate-- and delayed-
- type food reactions. 

2. Many individuals with autism have low levels of lactase, the enzyme needed to digest lactose 
(the sugar in milk). This results in bacteria consuming the lactose, resulting in painful gas, bloating, 
and diarrhea. 

3. Certain peptides from gluten and casein can bind to opioid--receptors in the brain, and can have 
a potent effect on behavior (like heroin or morphine), causing problems including sleepiness, 
giddiness, inattention/”zoning out,” and aggressive and self--abusive behavior.  Like opioids,  they can 
be highly addictive, and a lack of them can cause severe behaviors. This problem appears to be due to 
an inability to fully digest the gluten and casein peptides into single amino acids, and due to 
inflammation of the gut, which allows the gluten and casein peptides to enter the bloodstream and 
reach opioid receptors in the brain. However, the evidence for this “opioid hypothesis” is limited. 
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4. Consumption of dairy products can cause the immune system to create antibodies against a 
similar protein in the body, the folate transport receptor, which carries folic acid into the brain. 
Individuals with cerebral folate deficiency have benefitted from a dairy--free diet. 

Total, 100% avoidance of all gluten products and all dairy products. Even small amounts, like a 
bite of a cookie, can cause allergic problems if the individual has immediate--type IgE--mediated food 
allergy. Symptoms caused by delayed--type food allergy may be more dependent on dose. Many 
foods have trace contamination with gluten;; e.g., French fries and raisins are dusted with wheat 
powder to keep them from sticking, so it can be very difficult to avoid all foods and contaminated 
foods. In recent studies, extensively heated proteins (milk and egg) can be better tolerated in patients 
with immediate--type milk and egg allergy. Digestive enzymes may be helpful, especially if there is an 
accidental exposure, for delayed type food allergy, although efficacy is not well proven. In case of 
immediate type food allergy, digestive enzymes will not be effective. Children with autism may also 
benefit from removing corn and/or soy products. It is of note that soy protein is highly immunogenic. 
In children with Food Protein Induced Enterocolitis Syndrome (FPIES, a condition in which food 
proteins cause inflammation of the gut) the most common causative food proteins are cow's milk 
protein and soy protein. 

Reichelt has conducted several studies that have found abnormal peptides in the urine of people 
with autism, and he has conducted long--term treatment studies that found significant improvement 
from a GF/CF diet. Cade found that long--term use of digestive enzymes was beneficial, but that the 
GFCF diet was even more helpful. 

Cade's large study of 150 children with autism found that 87% had IgG antibodies (allergy) to 
gluten, vs. 1% of the age and gender--matched controls, and 90% had IgG antibodies to casein, vs. 7% 
of the controls. He also studied 70 autistic children who followed a GFCF diet for 1--8 years, and 
found that 81% improved significantly by the third month, with improvements continuing over the 
next 12 months. Large improvements were observed in social isolation, eye contact, mutism, learning 
skills, hyperactivity, stereotypic activity, and panic attacks.  Among the 19% who did not improve, 
about 1/3 of them were not following the GFCF diet, and had lots of gluten and casein peptides still in 
their blood.  
 
 
3. MAGNESIUM AND VITAMINB6 

 
There are over 20 studies of vitamin B6 with Magnesium for autism, including 12 double--blind, 

placebo--controlled studies, making it one of the most studied nutritional treatments for autism. 
Almost all of these studies found that 30--40% of children and adults with autism benefited from 
high--dose supplementation of vitamin B6 with magnesium.  Vitamin B6 is required for over 1113 
enzymatic reactions, including the production of major neurotransmitters (serotonin, dopamine, and 
others), glutathione (needed for detoxification), and hemoglobin (carries oxygen in blood). 
Magnesium is used to prevent the possibility of hyperactivity, which can occur if the vitamin B6 is 
taken by itself. 

The reason why many children and adults benefit from high--dose vitamin B6 is still unclear, but 
a possible explanation is that some children and adults with autism have both 1) a decreased ability to 
convert vitamin B6 to its active form, and 2) defective enzymes for making key neurotransmitters that 
require an unusually high amount of the active form of vitamin B6. 

 
 
4. ESSENTIAL FATTY ACIDS 

Essential fatty acids (EFAs) are critical nutrients for humans. They exist in the cell membrane of 
every cell, and roughly 20% of an infant's brain is composed of essential fatty acids. Mother's milk is 
very rich in essential fatty acids, but some infant formulas lack this key ingredient needed for brain 
development. Two general categories of essential fatty acids are omega--3 and omega--6. Omega--3 
fatty acids have relatively short shelf lives, so commercial food processing often hydrogenates or 
partially hydrogenates them, which provides long shelf life but eliminates their nutritional value. 

Low levels of EFAs are associated with a wide range of psychological disorders, including 
depression, post--partum depression, bipolar disorder (manic/depression), and autism. Some published 
studies have found that children with autism have lower levels of omega–3 fatty acids than the general 
population (S. Vancassel et al., 2001; Bell et al,. 2004; Wiest et al.,2009; Bell et al., 2010) .  
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5. DIGESTIVE ENZYMES 

 
The body normally produces a variety of digestive enzymes to break large food molecules into 

smaller ones that can be absorbed. Different enzymes are needed for different types of protein, 
carbohydrates, and fats. Children with autism sometimes have low levels of certain enzymes, or less 
active enzymes, or both – enzyme problems are especially common in children with gut problems 
(chronic constipation or diarrhea).  One digestive enzyme, DPP4, is easily deactivated by small 
amounts of toxins including mercury and organophosphates (pesticide sprays).  DPP4 is needed to 
digest some peptides from casein and other substances that can have an opioid--like effect. 

Symptoms of pain, gas, and discomfort after eating dairy products is a strong indicator of a lack 
of digestive enzymes for milk, or a delayed--type food allergy to it. 

If an endoscopy is conducted to investigate chronic gastrointestinal problems, it is highly 
recommended to include a biopsy to test for digestive enzymes – this is a routine test in most 
hospitals, and can easily be done as part of the endoscopy. 

Studies by Horvath et al. 1999, Williams et al 2011, and Kushak et al 2011 have found that 
many children with autism and major gastrointestinal problems have low levels of enzymes needed to 
digest sugars/carbohydrates, especially lactase, the enzyme needed to digest lactose (the sugar in 
milk). Insufficient lactase would result in gas, pain, and diarrhea after consuming milk products. Their 
studies involved tissue biopsies taken during an endoscopy, so these were from children/adults with 
substantial gastrointestinal problems – problems with digestive enzymes are probably less likely in 
individuals without obvious gastrointestinal symptoms. One large study by Horvath, et al (1999) 
evaluated disaccharidase (sugar) activity from endoscopic biopsies in 90 children with autism. They 
found that 49% had at least one deficient enzyme activity, and 20% had deficiencies in two or more 
disaccharidase enzymes. “Lactase and maltase deficiencies were the most frequent, followed by low 
activity of sucrase, palatinase, and glucoamylase. All of the children with low enzyme activity had 
loose stools and/or gaseousness.” 

 
 

6. SUMMARY 
 

Autism is a very complex disorder, and involves many genetic and environmental factors that 
are not well--understood. However, there are many biomedical abnormalities that have been identified, 
and most can be treated to some degree. By following the treatments, many individuals will improve 
to some degree, usually slowly and steadily over months and years.  Sometimes one treatment shows 
great benefit, but it is more common that each treatment helps a small amount.  However, the 
cumulative effect of multiple treatments can be substantial. 

Much more research is needed to improve on these treatments and to determine which 
individuals are most likely to benefit from a given treatment, and to discover new treatments. 
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AUTISM I GASTROINTESTINALNI POREMEĆAJI 
 

ABSTRAKT 
Gastrointestinalni poremećaji su jedna od najčešćih karakteristika povezanih sa autizmom. Ovi 
problemi se kreću od hronične konstipacije ili dijareje do zapaljenskih crevnih procesa. Mogu 
da pogode osobe bilo koje životne dobi.  Ali, kada je autizam u pitanju, najviše je proučavanja 
među decom.  Problemi sa jelom i hranjenjem, najčešće selektivnost u odabiru hrane ili 
probirljivost, su zajednički kod dece sa autizmom. Dok se ovakva ponašanja rešavaju kroz 
okupacioni ili bihejvioralni terapijski pristup, sve je više dokaza koji pokazuju da problemi u 
jelu i ishrani mogu biti organski i potiču od gastrointestinalne disfunkcije. Ovaj članak ističe 
probleme u jelu i ishrani osoba sa autizmom, kao i pomoćne faktore u problemima ishrane i 
njihove hranjive sadržaje. Takođe, uključuje i različite manifestacije i izvore gastrointestinalne 
disfunkcije. Ovaj članak ukazuje na jaku vezu i značajan odnos između problema u jelu i 
gastrointestinalne disfunkcije. Postoji jasan dokaz da se regulacijom ishrane može uticati na 
decu sa autizmom. Mnogi imaju ozbiljne probleme varenja, pa je održavanje ravnoteže u 
crevim ključ terapije. Takođe je veoma važna regulacija šećera u krvi, stepen opterećenosti 
teškim metalima, isključenje aditiva u ishrani, otkrivanje alergija na hranu, mogućih hranljivih 
nedostataka, i obezbeđivanje optimalnog nivoa masnih kiselina.  
Ključne reči: autizam, gastrointestinalni problemi, terapija 

 
Bojana Bobić Gece, Ljiljana Jeličić , Marija Vukić 
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Abstract: Dyslalia or speech sound disorder is the most common disorder among young children. Dyslalia 
is pronunciation disorder and it means imprecise or wrong articulation of mother tongue voices.  It manifests 
as omission of certain voices, substitution – when child replaces one undeveloped voice with the already 
developed other and distortion – when child pronounces certain voice in the way that is not qualitatively 
satisfactory. During the development child acquires voice pronunciation spontaneously and by the age of 
five and a half it should be able to pronounce every voice perfectly. Research aim was to estimate standard 
articulation errors in children with dyslalia at the beginning of speech and language treatment. Research 
sample included 46 children (14 girls and 32 boys) from which case-history files data were collected. 
Research was conducted in the Institute for Experimental Phonetic and Speech Pathology (IEPSP) in the 
Belgrade. All children were tested with IESPS Tests Battery by qualified speech and language therapist 
within clinic counseling. Obtained results were elaborated by quantitative and qualitative analysis of the 
standard articulation errors and were discussed according to error`s type and frequency. 

Keywords: dyslalia, articulation errors, pronunciation 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Development of human individual is influenced with many factors and it depends on interaction 
between biological basis and social environment. Biological basis refers to intact hearing, auditory 
perception and voice discrimination, normal intelligence and adequate motor control of speech 
apparatus. Language is acquired with imitation, practice and encouragement (Golubović, 1998). 

After many years of research about acquiring language, with great reliability it is determined that 
majority of children follow the general path during acquiring voices and grammatical rules, while 
acquiring vocabulary and pragmatics had some common tendencies (Punišić, 2012). Steady progress and 
different periods or stages characterize the language development. Every developmental period has 
different milestones and precise time when it occurs. But, considering child as individual with its own 
developmental tempo and the fact that borders between periods are not strict, we need to accept and 
interpret norms of development. Acknowledgment of age norms helps to avoid great mistakes while 
determine educational goals and child’s activities which are conditioned with certain age possibilities with 
the emphasis on the understanding function of verbal communication disorders (Golubović, 2000). 

Articulation basis of mother tongue is acquired spontaneously during early childhood. The child 
is prepared to start speaking immediately after birth, prallel to the development of speech organs, 
from abdominal muscles to the nose and mouth. Child only reacts to the human voice and the sound 
of the spoken word, because there is a special mechanism for speech, isolated from other sounds and 
noises. Words that a child hears activated complex mechanism of movement that will be reproduced, 
Markovic (2007).  

Voices are produced during inhalation and exhalation (especially speech voices). In order that 
airflow tat comes from the lungs becomes the voice and later speech, it must be formed through the 
speech organs and get vibrhations. Lips, tongue, teeth, soft and hard palate, uvula and vocal cords 
participate in the creation of obstacles to the air stream, what will be used for producing different 
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voices. The oral, nasal and pharyngeal cavity build resonators which amplify different voice qualities. 
Thanks to this speech mechanism the first cry at birth is produced. From that first cry to the first 
words, there is a steady, but hardly noticeable, gradual progress in speech development, which lasts 
until the eighth year, Vasic (1993), Markovic (2007). 

The first year of child’ life is rich with pronunciation. Prelingual development or pre-language 
expression includes the period in which important functions are developed which are the basis for 
further speech development (Dobrijevic, 2011). It starts with the first scream at birth, continues with 
vocalizations, laughter, cooing, babbling to around 1 year of life when the first functional words 
appear. Prelingual period  is similar in every child no matter where it was born. That first period 
presents preparation for production of voices and their combinations which will develop towards 
articulation basis of mother tongue (Punišić, 2012). The system of automated articulatory routine is 
established around seven year of age and child in that age should have automated pronunciation of all 
voices of mother tongue in every type of phonetic positions - et the beginning, in the middle, et the 
end, in coarticulation and different consonant clusters (Kašić, 2000). 

As other aspects of speech and language, articulation development is continuous process with 
certain periods where voices are acquired as components of words. It is clear that there are individual 
differences among children in the acquiring and automating voices, but certain general tendencies are 
present. Articulation of voice is acquired when child is able to pronounce that voice in every position 
in the word no matter which voices are near to it. Development of certain voice starts with the phase 
of omission, than substitution phase - child replaces voice with the other one and distortion phase – 
child uses articulatory or acoustically changed voice until it is able to pronounce voice which satisfies 
characteristic of that voice.  

In order to determine the quality of voice pronunciation it is necessary to know general 
developmental process of every voice and the age in which it ends. Only after that period inadequate 
pronunciation can be seen as pathological. According to 2014 ICD-19-CM developmental articulation 
disorder is developmental dyslalia with diagnosis code F80.0. Children with dislalia have difficulties 
in correctly producing the voices appropriate for their age and dialect in the way that voices can be 
omitted, substituted or distorted. Voice distortion represent deviations from standard pronuncination 
norms in one or more voices. Range of distortion vary from voice deviation which is barely 
perceptible to deviations which alter voice in the way that it is recognizable only in word contest. İn 
Serbian language distortions are common in group of consonants, while among vowels are very rare.   

2. METHOD 

In the group of 46 children (14 girls and 32 boys) at the age 5-6 years old, with diagnosis F80.0 
– dyslalia we examined type and prevalence of articulatory errors. Research was conducted in the 
Institute for Experimental Phonetic and Speech Pathology (IEPSP) in Belgrade, Serbia. The diagnosis 
of Dyslalia was given to the children by qualified speech therapist. All participants were monolingual 
native speakers of Serbian. Methodology procedure included Test of articulation which is part of 
IEPSP‘s Battery of tests. This test assesses the ability to produce all the voices of Serbian language. 
There are 30 phonemes in Serbian language and therefore the test contains 30 word stimuli each of 
which contains one of the 30 target phonemes. The aim of test is to assess those voices which 
production does not satisfy standard whether the voice is omitted, substituted or distorted. The 
distortion degree is classified in three levels: mild, medium and heavy. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSION  

Analysing the group of 46 children with diagnosis of dyslalia it is noticed that only 7 children 
(14%) had some distortions in the group of vowels. Every of five vowels in Serbian (a, e, i, o and u) 
can be atypical if it is extended, contracted, more open or closed, more in the front or pull back, more 
nasal, more neutral or central, or undefined. Vowels are voices with free phonation flow, with no 
contact between articulatory organs. They are the most stabile voices in Serbian and their deviations 
from standard are very rare (Kašić, 2003). Small differences that are present in sample refer to level of 
mouth opening during pronunciation. 

In all other voices there is, accordingly to the pronunciation difficulty, some percent of voices 
with unsatisfactory pronunciation. There are six voices (đ, ć, s, z, š and ž) with good pronunciation 
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below 10% and twelve more (t, d, c, č, dž, r, n, nj, l and lj) with good pronunciation below 50%. 
There are no omissions of voices in this sample. That is shown in the Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Prevalence of articulatory errors in Serbian consonants. 
Voice Good 

pronunciation 
Omission Substitution Distortion 

P 93,5%   6,5% 
B 65,2%   34,8% 
T 17,4%   82,7% 
D 13%   86,9% 
K 78,3%  2,2% 19,5% 
G 52,2%  4,3% 43,5% 
C 13%  13% 73,9% 
Ć 15,2%  17,4% 67,4% 
Đ 8,7%  26,1% 65,3% 
Č 8,7%  39,1% 52,1% 
Dz 10,9%  39,1% 49,9% 
F 63%   37% 
V 52,2%  2,2% 45,6% 
S 8,7%  4,3% 87% 
Z 4,3%  8,7% 87% 
Š 6,5%  23,9% 69,6% 
Ž 8,7%  28,3% 63% 
H 73,9%  4,3% 21,7% 
J 87%   13% 
R 21,7%  50% 28,2% 
M 58,7%  2,2% 39,1% 
N 45,7%   54,4% 
Nj 34,8%  6,5% 48,7% 
L 10,9%  34,8% 54,3% 
Lj 19,6%  50% 30,5% 

 
Furthermore, we analysed prevalence and type of articulatory errors trough five groups of voices. 

First group is plosive voices and it consists of six voices – p, b, t, d, k and g. Every voice from this group 
has one or more feature that can deviate: sonority, non sonority, extended or shortened occlusion, strong or 
weak explosions, bilabial pronunciation, interdental pronunciation, alveoli, post-alveoli, friction, nasal and 
non defined pronunciation (Punišić, 2012). In our sample voice p was distorted in very small porpotion 
(6.5%) with strong or week occlusion. Voice b was distorted in 34.8% cases and in the 80% of distortions 
voice b lost its resonancy feature. Voices t and d were mostly interdental and two cases had strong 
occlusion. Substitution was present at voice k with t and at g with voices k or d in very small percent 
(2.2%). Other distortions refers to week occlusion in voice k, and week occlusion and loss of resonancy in 
voice g. All distortions of voices in this group were mild and medium. 

In the second group are affricate voices c, ć, đ, č and dž. Main features of this voices are:  
sonority, non sonority, extended or shortened occlusion, extended or shortened friction, strong or 
weak or total friction, stridens,  interdental, nasal and lateral pronunciation, conciseness, production 
with rounded lips (Punišić, 2012). This group of voices is the most difficult to pronounce because in 
their pronunciation is included occlusion and friction and consequently, deviations are present in high 
percent (Table 2). 

 
Table 2. Prevalence of articulatory errors among affricate voices 

voice substitution distortion 
mild medium heavy 

c 13% 10,9% 39,1% 23,9% 
ć 17,4% 17,4% 28,3% 21,7% 
đ 26,1% 19,6% 26,1% 19,6% 
č 39,1% 13% 15,2% 23,9% 

dž 39,1% 15,2% 13% 21,7% 
        

The interdental deviation (35%) and undefined deviation (35%) was the main in voice c as well 
as substitution (15%) with other voices (s, t, tj, ć). All other deviations were present in small percent 
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(<5%). Voice ć in the majority cases (56.1%) had undefined deviation and it was substituted in 24.4% 
with other voices (s, c, d). Voice đ follows the same principle, 52,6% was with undefined deviation, 
28,9% was substitutions (with t, z, dz, dj) and the rest was other deviations in small percent (<6%). 
The most substituted voices in this group were č (42.9%) with voices s, ć, c, d and dz and voice dž 
(45%) with voices t, ć, z, dz and đ.  

In the group of fricatives are nine voices: f, v, s, z, š, ž, h, j and r. Possible deviations are: 
sonority, non sonority, extended or shortened friction, strong or weak friction, bilabial pronunciation, 
nasal pronunciation, stridens, interdental, adental  and lateral pronunciation, alveoli and palatal 
pronunciation, too harsh pronunciation, guttural, occlusion or moved forward (Punišić, 2012).   
 
 

Table 3. Prevalence of articulatory errors among fricatives. 
voices substitution distortion 

mild medium heavy 
f  34,8% 2,2%  
v 2,2% 39,1% 4,3% 2,2% 
s 4,3% 17,4% 52,2% 17,4% 
z 8,7% 17,4% 43,5% 26,1% 
š 23,9% 13% 37% 19,6% 
ž 28,3% 8,7% 30,4% 23,9% 
h 4,3% 17,4% 4,3%  
j  13%   
r 50% 13% 4,3% 10,9% 

 
Table 3 shows the prevalence of articulatory errors in the group of fricatives in Serbian. 

Analysing voices with unsatisfactory pronunciation there are different types of errors among 
fricatives. Undefined deviations were the main at voice f (63.3%) and voice v (47.1%), than there 
were bilabial pronunciation at f (18.2%) and at v (23.5%), as well as weak friction in f (18.2%) and v 
(23.5%). Interdental sigmatism is the most present in voices s (71.7%) and z (69.1%). Voice s had 
lateral stigmatism (12.2%), stridens (7.3%), other deviations were below 5%. Same pattern is 
presented in voice z – lateral stigmatism (11.9%), stridens (9.5%) and the other deviations were below 
5%. During pronunciation of voice š children substitued it with s (22.7%), then had interdental 
sigmatism (27.3%), lateral sigmatism (13.6%), stridens (4.5%) and undefined deviations (22.7%). 
Voice ž was substituted with z (23.8%), interdental stigmatism were present (28.6%), also lateral 
stigmatism (14.3%) and undefined deviations (23.8%). Voice h had undefined deviations (60%), weak 
friction (20%) and substitution (20%). Analyzing voice r it is noticeably that substitution is present in 
55.9% of articulatory errors. Substitutions were with j, w and l. two more deviations were present, 
uvular pronunciation (20.9%) and  non vibratory pronunciation (20.9%).  

Nasal voices – m, n and nj had mild distortions with increased nasality and/or interdental tongue 
protrusion. Small percent (10.7%) of substitutions were present in nj and always with n. 

In the group of lateral voices l was substituted (34.8%) with j and w, and distortions were mild 
and medium mainly interdental. Voice lj was substituted (50%) always with j and had some mild 
undefined distortions.   

Generally observed, in the third year, children usually correctly pronounce all vowels and ten 
consonants while other voices are omitted, replaced by other developed voices or pronaunced as 
softened. After this period, voices are gradually improved, in order to be stabilized at the age of 5.5 
years, when they are pronounced correctly in all voice and lexical positions Vuletic (1987), Golubovic 
(1997). When this regularity is applied in our study group of children aged 5 to 6 years, who should 
have a proper articulation, we conclude that all registered deviations are pathological rather than 
developmental, and that therefore adequate speech therapy intervention is required. 

4. CONCLUSION  
On the basis of obtained data it can be concluded that voices which require complex movements 

of speech organs (especially of the tongue) and have more complex acoustic characteristics, are in 
significantly higher number distorted or substituted. This group of voices includes affricates (c, č, ć, 
dž, đ) and certain fricatives (s, z, š, ž) as well as the vibrant r. In a smaller percentage, but also 
significantly damaged are the laterals (l and lj) and nasal nj.  
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Based on these facts  it can be concluded that it is necessary to involve the children with 
articulation errors in speech therapy as soon as possible since it is not possible to rely on spontaneity 
in correction of pathological distortions and substitutions. It's also necessary to take into account the 
child's chronological age, since the developmental deviations are common in child` speech.  However, 
by using adequate assessment and differentiation of developmental and pathological forms of speech 
voices, it is obviously which children should be enrolled in the treatment at early age. The correction 
of articulation is much faster and more successful then with shorter period of voices automation. The 
overall objective in terms of articulation is that every child at the age of 5.5 years has regularly 
developed articulation of native language voices. Therefore it is necessary to raise awareness for early 
involvement of children in speech therapy, when any form of pathological deviations is noticed. 
Further studies will include the monitoring of factors which cause articulation disorders as well as the 
correlation between them and the period when speech therapy started. 
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PREVALENCA ARTIKULATORNIH GREŠAKA KOD DECE SA DISLALIJOM 
 

APSTRAKT 

Dislalija je najučestaliji govorno-jezički poremećaj kod male dece. To je poremećaj izgovora i odnosi se 
na nepreciznu ili pogrešnu artikulaciju glasova maternjeg jezika. Manifestuje se u vidu omisije, 
supstitucije – kada dete menja jedan glas drugim i distorzije – dete izgovara glas čiji kvalitet nije 
zadovoljavjući. Tokom razvoja dete spontano usvaja izgovor glasova i do navršenih pet i po godina bi 
trebalo da izgovara svaki glas pravilno. Cilj istraživanja je da se utvrde standardne greške u artikulaciji 
kod dece sa dijagnozom dislalije na samom početku logopedskog tretmana. Uzorak se sastojao od 46 dece 
(14 devojčica i 32 dečaka) i istraživanje je uradjeno na Institutu za eksperimentalnu fonetiku i patologiju 
govora (IEFPG) u Beogradu. Deca su testirana Baterijom testova IEFPG od strane kvalifikkovanog 
logopeda u okviru kliničkog savetovališta. Dobijeni rezultati standardnih artikulatornih grešaka su 
predstavljeni kvalitativnom i kvantitativnom analizom i diskutovani shodno tipu i frekvenciji greške.  
 

Ivana Bogavac, Ljiljana Jeličić, Saška Fatić 
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Abstract: It has been found that emotion variability is one of the important factors that degrades 
drastically performance of speaker recognition systems. In this study the impact of five different 
emotions on speaker recognition was analysed. The experiments were carried out using Serbian 
emotional speech corpus (GEES) and IKAR lab SIS-II professional forensic software. The emotions 
included in this study were: anger, neutral, sadness, happiness and fear. The results of the experiments 
conducted on 6 speakers (3 male and 3 female actors) were presented in terms of: false acceptance rate 
(FAR), false rejection rate (FRR) and an overall probability of speaker recognition. The results showed 
that emotions play very important role in speaker recognition for both gender, and that some emotions 
affect speaker recognition accuracy more than others. 

Keywords : Automatic speaker recognition, emotions, IKAR lab software. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Speech is a complex form of communication which beside linguistic information carries a 
whole series of paralinguistic information, including information about the emotional state of the 
speaker. In speech, emotions can be determined by analyzing the lexical, syntactic or semantic level, 
but also based on acoustic parameters of a speech signal. Unlike linguistic (lexical, syntactic and 
semantic) manifestations of emotions, acoustic parameters are much more reliable, especially in 
situations when the speaker is attempting to conceal his real emotional state. From an acoustic point 
of view, expression of emotions is reflected in appearance of variations of certain speech features on 
three levels: supra-segmental (considering specific variations of frequency, intensity and duration of 
the voice), segmental (changes in quality of the voice articulation) and intra-segmental (general 
quality of the voice, i.e. the speech) (Jovičić et al., 2003). All these features, depending on the type of 
emotions, but also individual characteristics of the speaker, take part in the manifestation of the 
emotions to a greater or lesser extent. 

Supra-segmental or prosodic features represent the listener’s experience of variation in pitch 
frequency, intensity and duration of the speech signal as an auditory perception of the pitch 
(intonation), the volume and the tempo of the voice. Quality of articulation is a feature based on 
varying tension of the articulatory organs during speech production. In this way we can tentatively 
speak of, for example, “tight” or “loose” articulation. Quality of voice is a very complex feature by 
which the voice is characterized in the following way: normal voice, whispering voice, panting 
(breathless) voice, sleepy voice, husky voice, creaky voice, trembling voice, rough voice, tense voice 
or relaxed voice. Acoustically speaking, characteristics that are the most important for description of 
the quality of the voice are: glottal pulse shape, harmonics-to-noise ratio (HNR) in glottal excitation, 
amplitude variations (shimmer), frequency variations (jitter), certain types of irregularities in 
sonorousness, etc. (Grozdić et al., 2011). 

When analyzing emotions, it must be kept in mind that they usually represent not only the 
emotional state of the speaker, but also emotional attitude toward the listener (or co-speaker) or the 
subject of the message which is being exchanged. Also, in verbal communication different types of 
emotions are frequently manifested simultaneously. Therefore over 100 different types of emotions 
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and different classifications currently exist in literature, the most commonly used of which is the 
Pluchik classification of eight primary emotions: happiness, fear, sadness, anger, disgust, surprise, 
anticipation and confidence (Plutchik and Kellerman, 1980) while other types of emotions are 
combinations of the primary ones.  

All of these emotions, to a certain extent, cause variations of acoustic features which make them 
different compared to neutral speech. For that reason, analyzing verbal expressions of emotions and 
following acoustic variations is very important both in forensics and speech technologies, primarily 
for automatic recognition of speech and speaker and for speech synthesis. Research of automatic 
speech and speaker recognition search for systems that are optimized and resistant to different intra-
speaker variations (Yang, et al., 2009; Luis, 2003; Chen and Yang, 2011). On the other hand, research 
in the field of speech synthesis tend to generate speech which is emotionally colored and as natural as 
possible (Schröder et al., 2010; Arnott et al., 1993). There is a large number of studies which deal 
with finding suitable acoustic descriptors for detection of emotions, only some of which are listed 
here (Mozziconacci, 1998; Grozdić et al., 2011; Kahn et al., 2010; etc). 

The subject of this study is experimental analysis of the impact of emotions on the performance 
of automatic speaker recognition. In experiments, professional software was used for forensic speech 
analysis, IKAR lab SIS-II, as well as audio recordings of emotional pronunciation of 6 speakers (3 
men and 3 women) from the GEES database (Jovičić et al., 2004). As it is common practice for this 
type of research, speakers are actors whose recordings of emotional and neutral speech are used as so-
called questioned and suspected voice samples. Four emotions are tested: happiness, sadness, fear and 
anger, while identification of the speaker is based on the analysis of 3 parameters: pitch frequency, 
formant analysis and an analysis of acoustic speaker models based on Gaussian Mixture (Gaussian 
Mixture Models − GMM). The results of verification of an individual are presented in the form of the 
two types of error: the false rejection of the speaker (False Rejection Rate − FRR%), the false 
acceptance of the speaker (False Acceptance Rate − FAR%) and the percentage of the probability of 
speaker authentication. 

The paper consists of four chapters. The second chapter explains the methodology and gives a 
detailed description of the GEES base, IKAR lab SIS-II software, analysis and procedure of 
measurement of biometric characteristics of the speaker as well as the parameters of the verification's 
performance assessment. The third chapter presents and comments on individual results of the speaker 
verification, and in the last chapter all conclusions are summed up. 

2. METHODOLOGY OF THE EXPERIMENT 

2.1. Emotional base 
 
In the conducted research, the part of the corpus named “Voice expression of emotions and 

attitudes” (GEES) is used - this represents the first speech corpus of emotional speech recorded in 
Serbian language (Jovičić et al., 2004). This corpus was recorded on the Faculty of Drama Arts (FDU) 
in Belgrade for the purpose of research in the field of speech technology and contains audio 
recordings of acted emotional speech. The group of 6 students of drama was involved (3 men, 3 
women) and instructed to read the given text in accordance with 5 primary emotions: anger, 
happiness, fear, sadness and neutral speaking. The textual corpus contained 32 isolated words, 30 
short sentences, 30 long words and one linked paragraph (length of 79 words). During the selection of 
linguistic (language) corpus, semantically neutral language elements were chosen, in order to fit into 
the context of various emotional states. Lexis of the linguistic corpus consists of frequent words from 
everyday conversation, and the corpus is phonetically well-balanced because the frequency of 
phonemes in the corpus is well matched with the general phoneme frequency in the Serbian language. 

The database was recorded with professional equipment in acoustically treated studio at FDU. 
During the recording the signal was digitalized, with a sampling frequency of 44000 Hz and 
quantization of 16 bits per sample. Afterwards, the signals underwent additional processing. The 
sampling frequency was reduced to 22050 Hz and signals were passed through a bandpass filter in 
order to eliminate possible noise.  

Every speaker was recorded in a separate session in order to prevent any mutual influence of 
one speaker on the others. Speakers were requested to use their everyday, common way of expressing 
the emotional state and not the style they would assume on stage. Every speaker recorded all 
sentences of the same emotion separately. 
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2.2. Usage of the IKAR lab software package 
 
IKAR lab is a popular software package for forensic analysis and processing of speech signals 

developed by Russian company Speech Technology Center. The package consists of several software 
applications for processing and improvement of audio recordings and of the SIS-II application which 
is used for automatic speaker verification in this research.  Recordings of emotional and neutral 
speech of a textual paragraph from the GEES base were used as questioned and suspected voice 
samples. Speech pauses were removed from the recordings, after which the questioned and suspected 
recordings were compared in terms of three parameters: pitch contour, formants and the GMM 
speaker model. 

Pitch is the fundamental frequency of the voice, which describes the frequency of vocal cord 
vibration. This parameter is used to compare the questioned and suspected voice samples from the 
viewpoint of its statistic qualities. Namely, the pitch contour itself is not only highly sensitive to the 
emotional state and stress present in the speaker’s voice, but also impossible to repeat in its exact 
values even by reading again the same text in the same speech mode. Therefore, the comparison of 
recordings uses the statistic parameters of pitch contours. Efficient use of pitch values in speaker 
authentication requires a speech sample of at least 10 s, where recordings allow for a certain degree of 
noise. 

Formants represent a somewhat more reliable parameter in speaker verification. Formants are 
spectral peaks of the speech signals. Similarly to pitch value extraction, efficient speaker 
authentication based on formants requires a speech sample of at least 16 s duration. Changes of 
formants are slightly milder when compared to pitch value variation in the course of emotional 
speech. Formants also allow for a certain degree of noise, specifically a Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) 
of 10-12 dB. 

GMM models are statistic models of the speaker’s voice based on Gaussian Mixtures. These 
models provide a rather more precise description and comparison of intra-speaker characteristics of 
the questioned and suspected samples, in comparison to the methods based on pitch values and 
formants. Creating GMM models requires longer recordings than those used in extraction of pitch 
values and formants.  

2.3. Performance Measurement 
 
Performance of the IKAR lab SIS-II software in speaker authentication, i.e. in the comparison 

of questioned and suspected speaker recordings, is described with three parameters: the error of the 
false rejection of the speaker (False Rejection Rate − FRR%), the error of the false acceptance of the 
speaker (False Acceptance Rate − FAR%) and the percentage of the probability of speaker 
authentication. 

The error of the false acceptance of the speaker represents the probability of the speaker being 
mistakenly verified as the suspect during authentication. 

The error of the false rejection of the speaker represents the probability of the speaker being 
mistakenly rejected. 

 
 

Fig. 1. FAR and FRR relation with the security threshold of the speaker authentication system. 
 

Acceptable FAR and FRR values depend on the security threshold of a system. In systems 
which require a higher level of security, a more rigorous comparison of questioned and suspected 
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voice samples is performed, which contributes to the reduction of the false acceptance rate (FAR), but 
also proportionally increases the false rejection rate (FRR). The abovementioned leads to the 
conclusion that FAR and FRR are inversely proportional functions, as it is shown in Figure 1. 

Defining a certain security threshold achieves a compromise between the desired FAR and 
FRR, introducing a third parameter, i.e. the percentage of probability for the system to perform correct 
speaker verification. 

3. RESULTS 

Authentication results are shown in Table 1, for each speaker individually. For each speaker, the 
comparison of the neutral speech, i.e. his suspected voice sample, with four questioned voice samples 
which is speech recorded in different emotional states (anger, happiness, fear and sadness) was made, 
and the errors of the false rejection of the speaker (FRR%), the false acceptance of the speaker 
(FAR%) and the percentage of the probability of correct speaker authentication (P%) were calculated. 

First three speakers, with initials BM, OK and SZ are female, while the other three speakers 
MM, MV and SK are men. Within all speakers it is found that values of FRR error are greater than 
FAR values, which suggests that security threshold of IKAR lab system is shifted left to lower values 
as shown with the red line in the Figure 1. In this way IKAR lab system is set to tolerate grater FRR 
for the sake of the lower FAR, and that reduces the probability (risk) that speaker is mistakenly 
verified as the suspect. Exceptions of this rule occurred only in the analysis of the pitch values and 
only in the cases of strong emotions like happiness and anger where the FAR has achieved value of 
61.1%. Beside this observation, it was established that the analysis of the pitch contour is very poor 
method for verification of the speaker in the emotional speech. This claim is theoretically explained 
from the standpoint of the pitch contour, thus the intonation in the speech, which is very sensitive 
parameter from the emotional speech variation aspect. On the other hand, the structure and the 
formants' positions are more resistant to these variations. Comparing the formants in questioned and 
suspected voice recordings, better results in verification of the speakers were achieved. It is known 
that formats are also quite resistant on the language that we speak with, i.e. speaker mainly preserves 
formant characteristics regardless the language he/she speaks (case of bilingualism). But, the best 
system performance in the speaker authentication in the emotional speech are achieved with the 
analysis of the statistical model of the speaker spectral characteristics, based on Gaussian Mixtures. 
According to that, results of the successful speaker verifications were least represented in the analysis 
of the pitch contour, much better in the formants analysis and in the case of the GMM where the best, 
where the success of the verification usually reached 99%. However in forensics we rarely relay only 
on one indicator of the identity, thus all results of the identification of speaker that are obtained by 
different methods are multiplied with different weight coefficients and combined in one result. In this 
way, in IKAR lab software the results are also presented in form of one value indicated as Fusion 
method which combines all results obtained by analysis of pitch contours, formants and Gaussian 
Mixture Models.  

From the standpoint of the results of the emotions' affect on the speaker verification accuracy, 
two things were noticed. First, strong emotions like happiness and anger degraded more the success of 
the speaker verification than the more gentle emotions like fear and sadness. It is obvious that the 
acoustical characteristic variations in the case of strong emotions are more expressed and they 
represent problem in the speaker authentication. For example, probability of correct speaker 
verification obtained from Fusion method in the case of the female speakers BM and OK is only 
79.6% and 36.1%, while that value in the case of fear and sadness for all speakers is approximately 
99.9%. Secondly, emotional experience, their expression and therefore acoustical variation are 
individual and unique for every speaker and for that reason the results of this experiment cannot be 
averaged. 
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Table 1: Performance of the IKAR lab SIS II software in authentication of speaker while emotionally 
speaking. 
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FRR 
(%) 

FAR 
(%) 

P 
(%) 

FRR 
(%) 

FAR 
(%) 

P 
(%) 

FRR 
(%) 

FAR 
(%) 

P 
(%) 

FRR 
(%) 

FAR 
(%) 

P 
(%) 

S
pe

ak
er

_B
M

_w
 Formants 67.5 2.2 96.8 69.4 1.7 97.6 45.9 10.4 81.6 81 0.1 99.9 

Pitch 14.8 18.1 45 6.3 61.6 16.7 35.2 7 83.4 1.9 54 3.3 

GMM 5.5 5.8 48.8 9.9 2.4 80.4 41.4 0.1 99.8 65.6 0.1 99.9 

Fusion 6.8 2.7 71.8 8.3 2.1 79.6 40.5 0.1 99.8 51.5 0.1 99.9 

Sp
ea

ke
r_

O
K

_w
 Formants 59.9 5 92.2 5.1 70.5 6.8 76 0.5 99.4 96.7 0.1 99.9 

Pitch 15.3 17.6 46.5 2.9 45.2 6.1 8 27.7 22.3 26.4 10.7 71.3 

GMM 64 0.1 99.9 12.3 1.6 88.9 69.9 0.1 99.9 88.8 0.1 99.9 

Fusion 56.6 0.1 99.9 3.4 5.9 36.1 60.4 0.1 99.9 84.1 0.1 99.9 

Sp
ea

k
er

_S
Z

_w
 

Formants 64.2 3.2 95.3 83.4 0.1 99.9 27 25.5 51.5 55.9 6.2 90.1 

Pitch 83.7 0.1 99.8 16.9 16.3 50.9 80.2 0.2 99.7 18.1 15.4 54.1 

GMM 55.2 0.1 99.9 49.2 0.1 99.8 71.6 0.1 99.9 43.8 0.1 99.8 

Fusion 65.4 0.1 99.9 47.1 0.1 99.8 73 0.1 99.9 39.3 0.1 99.8 

Sp
ea

k
er

_M
M

_m
 Formants 70.7 1.4 98.1 89.6 0.1 99.9 93.2 0.1 99.9 98.4 0.1 99.9 

Pitch 4 45.8 8.1 8.4 26.7 24 33.7 7.5 81.7 78.1 0.3 99.6 

GMM 64.7 0.1 99.9 61.6 0.1 99.9 70.1 0.1 99.9 92.3 0.1 99.9 

Fusion 51.4 0.1 99.8 55.1 0.1 99.9 71 0.1 99.9 91.9 0.1 99.9 

S
pe

ak
er

_M
V

_m
 Formants 89.4 0.1 99.9 87.6 0.1 99.9 76.2 0.4 99.4 75.3 0.6 99.3 

Pitch 4.2 38.8 9.8 5 35.6 12.4 30 9 76.9 57.9 1.8 97 

GMM 49.8 0.1 99.8 26.8 0.2 99.1 55.1 0.1 99.9 79.4 0.1 99.9 

Fusion 41.7 0.1 99.8 21.6 0.4 98.4 55.2 0.1 99.9 81.7 0.1 99.9 

S
pe

ak
er

_S
K

_m
 Formants 74.2 0.7 99 88.6 0.1 99.9 96.5 0.1 99.9 64.6 4.5 93.5 

Pitch 0.1 82 0.2 0.7 69.3 1 12.6 23.2 35.2 80.4 0.8 99.1 

GMM 23.2 0.3 98.5 58.6 0.1 99.9 74.6 0.1 99.9 92.9 0.1 99.9 

Fusion 10.3 1.6 86.8 43.1 0.1 99.8 68.6 0.1 99.9 90.8 0.1 99.9 

4. CONCLUSION 

Experiments conducted on GEES corpus of the emotional speech of the Serbian language 
confirmed that the pitch is very sensitive parameter on the speaker emotions and that it is not reliable 
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for speaker verification in case of strong verbal emotional expression. On the other hand, formants 
and GMM are much more robust parameters which provides successful speaker verification (up to 
99.9%) in emotional speech. Also, this study showed that authentication of the speaker during the 
strong emotions like happiness and anger was harder, where individual speaker degradation to even 
36.1% was observed. 
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EKSPERIMENTI U ANALIZI EMOCIJA ZA PREPOZNAVANJE GOVORNIKA 
 

APSTRAKT 

Emocije su bitan faktor koji može drastično uticati na performanse sistema za prepoznavanje govornika. 
U ovom istraživanju ispitan je uticaj pet različitih emocija na tačnost prepoznavanja govornika. 
Eksperimetni su sprovedeni na korpusu „Govorne ekspresije emocija i stavova” za srpski jezik (GEES) i 
IKAR lab SIS-II profesionalnom softveru za forenziku glasa. Emocije koje su razmatrane u ovom radu 
su: ljutnja, neutralno, tuga, radost i strah. Rezultati eksperimenata sprovedenih na 6 govornika (3 
muškarca i 3 žene) su prikazani u formi: greške pogrešnog prihvatanja govornika (FAR), greške 
pogrešnog odbijanja govornika (FRR) i verovatnoće ispravnog verifikovanja govornika. Dobijeni 
rezultati su pokazali da emocije igraju bitnu ulogu u prepoznavanju govornika i da pojedine emocije utiču 
u većoj meri na tačnost verifikacije govornika. 
 

Irina Subotić, Đorđe Grozdić i Slobodan Jovičić 
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Apstrakt: Većina neprogramera jednostavno ne posjeduje duboke mentalne reprezentacije tehničkih 
koncepata važnih za razvoj aplikacija. Iako se može činiti da bi njihovo uključivanje u  programiranje 
bilo "bez rezultata", postoje realne šanse za suprotno. Ova činjenica je vrlo važna prilikom odlučivanja o 
nivou podrške i smjernicama za pomoć u programiranju krajnjim korisnicima bez programerskog 
iskustva koji se žele baviti razvojem vlastitih primjenskih programa. Sadašnje implementacione 
tehnologije za razvoj aplikacija su u sukobu sa očekivanjima krajnjih korisnika i stvaraju silne prepreke 
već na samom početku. Kako bi se prevladale te barijere, potrebno je oblikovati alate koji će biti sličniji 
prirodnim misaonim procesima i mentalnoj reprezentaciji neprogramera.  
U ovom radu  ciljana kategorija neprogramera su logopedi bez programerskog iskustva koji žele sami 
kreirati vlastite terapijske aplikacije. Predstavit će se model korisničkog sučelja programskog razvojnog 
okruženja pogodan za logopede, kao rezultat studije koja je kombinirala analitičko istraživanje rješenja 
koja se trenutno nude s detaljnim empirijskim istraživanjem potreba krajnjih korisnika – logopeda, te 
postojećih programskoh paradigmi iz oblasti programskog inženjerstva. Ovaj rad pokazuje da se 
složenost programiranja od strane logopeda može savladati nudeći komponente s visokim nivoom 
funkcionalnosti, predstavljajući tehničke pojmove tako da su bliski prirodnim, mentalnim modelima 
krajnjih korisnika logopeda i integrirajući sve aspekte i alate potrebne za razvoj terapijskog softvera.  

Ključne riječi : programiranje bazirano na komponentama, logoped, terapijske aplikacije  

1. UVOD  

Logopedi ne posjeduju tehničko znanje potrebno za stvaranje vlastitog  terapijskog softvera. 
Softver koji oni imaju na raspolaganju često ne ispunjava njihove individualne terapijske potrebe. 
Održiv i stalan način uvođenja novog softvera u terapije je moguć stvaranjem okruženja koje će baš  
logopedima omogućiti da sami  stvaraju softver za vlastite namjene. Vizuelno razvojno okruženje 
predstavlja najbolje  rješenje. Ono bi omogućilo logopedima da izgrade svoje projekte koristeći 
gotove provjerene komponente  umjesto da izgradnju počnu od nule. Upotreba testiranih komponenti 
za posljedicu bi imala jednostavnu izgradnju primjenskih programa od strane logopeda. Mnoge velike 
firme su omogućile korisnicima prilagođeno programiranje kroz različite, danas popularne, namjenske 
programske sisteme (prilagodljiva obrada teksta, obrada tablica, prezentacije, rad sa bazom 
podataka..). To se, međutim, još nije dogodilo u području obrazovnog i terapijskog softvera. Ovo 
tržište je za profesionalne programere neatraktivno  jer su finansijska sredstva koja se za tu vrstu 
softvera izdvajaju minorna. Na drugoj strani, nastavnici i logopedi bi od vlastitog programiranja imali 
velike koristi kao i učenici i pacijenti kojima bi ova vrsta primjenskih programa bila namijenjena.  

2. PRISTUPI  RAZVOJU PRIMJENSKIH PROGRAMA POGODNI ZA NEPROGRAMERE 

Kako bi se došlo do  user-friendly modela korisničkog sučelja razvojnog programskog 
okruženja za logopede bez programerskog iskustva  istražena  su  moguća rješenja iz područja 
programskog inženjerstva, a  sve u svrhu jačanja krajnjih korisnika za samostalno programiranje. U 
tom cilju su analizirani postojeći sistemi koji su kreirani za početnike i djecu kao što su: Kodu, 
Scratch,  Alice i dr.   
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2.1. Kodu Game Lab   
 
Kodu Game Lab39  je vizuelno programsko okruženje bazirano na pločicama ili ikonama. Ono 

omogućuje korisnicima stvaranje i igranje video igrica, te kreiranje animiranih priča koje uključuju 
bogate multimedijalne i multisenzorne sadržaje. Ovaj softver je razvijen kako bi se omogućilo 
najmlađoj populaciji da naprave video igre sa zanimljivim grafičkim sučeljem i sadržajem, te ih se 
tako uvede u svijet programiranja. Najvažniji dio okruženja je  Kodu jezik  koji je u potpunosti vođen 
događajima40  i u kojem programiranje poprima oblik "while – do"  naredbe (Slika 1). 
 

 

2.2. Scratch   
 
Scratch41 je vizuelno programsko okruženje koje omogućuje korisnicima (prvenstveno djeci 

uzrasta od 8 do 16 godina) naučiti programiranje radeći na vlastitom projektu kao što su animirane 
priče i igre (Slika 2.). 

 

Slika 2: Programersko sučelje u Scratch-u 

 

2.3. Alice  

 
Alice42 je autorski alat  koji omogućuje izradu skripta i prototipova ponašanja 3D objekata.[1]  

Pišući jednostavna skripta, Alice korisnici mogu kontrolisati izgled i ponašanje objekata. I dok se 
skripta izvršavaju, objekti odgovoraju na korisnikov unos putem miša i tastature. Alice je dizajniran 
da bude dovoljno jednostavan da ga se može koristiti od strane ljudi koji se ne mogu nazvati 
programerima (Slika 3). 

                                                
39 Razvijen je od strane Microsofta 2009. godine. 
40 engl. Event Driven 

41 Razvijen od strane Lifelong Kindergarten grupe na  MIT Media Lab 2006. godine.  
42 Dizajniran od strane Programming Systems Lab na Sveučilištu Saarland 2000. godine. 

 

Slika 1: Programersko sučelje u Kodu jeziku 
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Svi ovi sistemi omogućuju programiranje sa objektima koji predstavljaju gotove komponente 
programa. Pošto je sintaksa kodirana u samom objektu, neprogrameri su zaštićeni od stvaranja 
sintaksički neispravnog programa. Također, kako ovi sistemi omogućuju korištenje akcija unutar 
sučelja, oni olakšavaju proces programiranja, jer se odabrane akcije preslikavaju u odgovarajuće 
naredbe programskog jezika čime je korisnik rasterećen potrebe za pamćenjem sintakse jezika. Iako 
sjajni, ipak oni su većinom opće namjene i ne podržavaju specifičnosti karakteristične za izradu 
terapijskog softvera, kakav jedan je i onaj za logopede. 

 

3. PRISTUPI RAZVOJU PRIMJENSKIH PROGRAMA POGODNI ZA LOGOPEDE-
BUDUĆE PROGRAMERE 

 
Pitanje „Kako bi trebalo izgledati i koje alatke sadržavati vizuelno razvojno okruženje za 

logopede-buduće programere“ je zahtijevalo  istraživanje mogućih rješenja za neke od problema 
identifikovanih prilikom analize praktičnog rada logopeda kao i analize mentalnog modela logopeda 
kao budućih programera. Razmatran je dizajn razvojnog okruženja namijenjenog  krajnjem korisniku 
za razvoj terapijskih aplikacija. Pri tome je predloženi model pokušao smanjiti početne prepreke za 
razvoj primjenskih programa oblikovanjem alata prema očekivanjima i prirodnom razmišljanju 
logopeda. Pretpostavka je da se složenost problema može savladati nudeći komponente s visokim 
nivoom funkcionalnosti, predstavljajući tehničke pojmove tako da su bliski prirodnim, mentalnim 
modelima krajnjih korisnika logopeda i integrirajući sve aspekte i alate potrebne za razvoj terapijskog 
softvera. 

3.1. Kratak pregled istraživanja 
 
U istraživanju je korišten pristup koji kombinira analitičko istraživanje rješenja koja se nude s 

detaljnim empirijskim istraživanjem potreba svih krajnjih korisnika kao i ciljane populacije - 
logopeda, istraživanje preferencija i razumijevanja razvoja primjenskih programa, analizu prototipa i 
evaluaciju od strane logopeda praktičara. Ankete sprovedene među studentima koji studiraju kako bi 
postali budući profesionalni programeri su ukazale na barijere prisutne kod učenja programiranja, što 
je važno kako bi se iste izbjegle kod populacije "krajnjih korisnika– programera". [2] Istražena je 
zainteresiranost studenata - budućih logopeda za postojanjem jednog takvog razvojnog okruženja i 
njihova spremnost za njegovo korištenje za kreiranje vlastitog terapijskog softvera, kao i 
zainteresiranost logopeda iz prakse za upotrebom takvog okruženja za potrebe terapija koje sprovode 

 

Slika 3: Alice je platforma za pričanje priča kroz programiranje 
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među djecom. Rezultati istraživanja upućuju na izbor  vizuelnog programiranja kao najpogodnije 
programske paradigme. 

 

4. RAZVOJNO OKRUŽENJE ZA KOMPONENTNI RAZVOJ SOFTVERA 
Razvojno okruženje je vrlo važno za komponentni razvoj softvera. U ovakvom vizuelnom 

programskom okruženju proces montaže aplikacija je vizueliziran, a samo otklanjanje grešaka i 
testiranje interaktivno. Prilikom izgradnje većine popularnih vizuelnih razvojnih okruženja najveća 
pažnja je posvećena editoru kako bi on olakšao vizuelno dizajniranje i izgradnju korisničkog sučelja 
buduće aplikacije.  
 

4.1. Razvojno okruženje za logopede 

 
Buduće razvojno okruženje će morati biti potpuno vizuelno jer je namijenjeno neprogramerima. 

Stoga će u njemu centralno mjesto zauzimati  WYSIWYG43   editor i vizuelni dizajner koji su 
namijenjeni za konkretno područje primjene. Svi elementi od kojih će logopedi komponovati svoje 
primjenske programe će biti konkretni objekti predstavljeni ikonama koje će biti intuitivne i smislene 
za logopede omogućujući im  jednostavno i efikasno baratanje. Vizuelna sintaksa će dozvoliti 
logopedima da kreiraju vlastiti program prostim prilagođavanjem komponenti u radnom prozoru, te 
njihovim dovlačenjem, slaganjem  i povezivanjem na sceni. 

 

5. VIZUELNO PROGRAMSKO RAZVOJNO OKRUŽENJE ZA LOGOPEDE  

Razvojno okruženje za logopede (DESLP44 ) sadrži glavni izbornik kroz koji logoped-programer 
buduću terapijsku aplikaciju kreira kao novi projekat (Slika 4).  

 
 

Slika 4: Glavni izbornik razvojnog okruženja za logopede 

 
Nakon toga pojavljuje mu se prozor razvojnog okruženja (Slika 5).  

 
 
 
 

                                                
43 engl."What You See Is What You Get" 
44 engl. Development Environment for  Speech and Language Pathologists 
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Slika 5: Prozor razvojnog okruženja 
Ovo okruženje posjeduje alate (Slika 6)  koji omogućavaju vizuelno dizajniranje komponenti  i 

njihovu kompoziciju u složene konstrukcije buduće aplikacije koristeći point-and-klik i drag-and-
drop tehnike. Ponuđeni alati pružaju logopedima-programerima WYSIWYG koncept tj. trenutačni 
uvid u rezultate vlastitog napredovanja u dizajniranju budućih primjenskih programa. 

 

 

Slika 6: Alati za vizuelno dizajniranje 

 
Korisničko sučelje će učiniti orijentaciju jednostavnom koristeći jedan prozor sa više dizajn ploča 
kako bi se obezbijedilo da ključne komponente budu stalno vidljive (Slika 5).  

Programiranje se svodi na postavljanje proizvoljnog broja komponenti na scenu. Prije toga 
logoped-programer ih u desnom dijelu ekrana instancira zadajući konkretne parametre (Slika 7). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slika 7: Instanciranje komponente 
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U lijevom dijelu ekrana  podešavaju se njena svojstva, ponašanje i akcije kao odgovori na 
moguće događaje (Slika 8). Od logopeda se ne traži upisivanje naredbi, definisanje promjenljivih i 
učenje zakonitosti koje sintaksa svakog programskog jezika zahtijeva. Naime, sve komande su 
predstavljene kao lista stavki i sastavni su dijelovi komponenti. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Nakon što podesi svojstva, ponašanja i akcije za određenu komponentu, logoped pokreće njeno 
testiranje. Nakon uspješnog testiranja gotovu komponentu dovlači na scenu (Slika 9). 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Slika 9: Dovlačenje komponente na scenu 
 
 

Na isti način logoped-programer kreira i slaže i ostale komponente (Slika 10).  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Slika 10:  Slaganje komponenti na sceni 

 

Slika 8: Podešavanje svojstava, ponašanja i akcija 
komponente 
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Pravila ponašanja komponenti logoped zadaje tako što u desnom dijelu prozora otvori ploču za 

definisanje pravila kao na Slici 11.  

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slika 11: Ploča za definisanje pravila 

 
Pravila se zadaju navođenjem relacija između komponenti  koje se odabiru iz liste ili se te 

komponente odabiru direktnim klikom na njih dok su na sceni. Slika 12 prikazuje pravilo : ako je 
svojstvo Text komponente Red jednako svojstvu Tekst komponente RijecSaTSZ45 rotiraj komponentu 
RijecSaTSZ. 

 
 

Slika 12: Zadavanje pravila 

 

                                                
45 Rijec Sa Tekstom Slikom i Zvukom 
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Akcije: Rotiraj, Pokaži, Sakrij, PokreniZvuk i IsključiZvuk su logopedu prikazane simbolima 
iza kojih se krije odgovarajući programski kôd.  Iste akcije logoped ima na raspolaganju i prilikom 
postavki ponašanja komponente u lijevom dijelu prozora (Slika 13). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Slika 13: Postavke ponašanja komponente RijecSaTSZ 

6. ZAKLJUČAK   

Iz svega navedenog može se zaključiti da će se programska paradigma prilagođena logopedu 
zasnivati na izboru kognitivno prihvatljivih komponenata i pravila za izgradnju primjenskih 
programa. U budućnosti bi brz i jednostavan razvoj primjenskih programa mogao počivati na 
dostupnosti biblioteka prethodno izgrađenih komponenti. Uključivanjem tek malog broja programera 
u njihovu izgradnju, nove komponente bi mogle biti dizajnirane i distribuirane preko World Wide 
Web-a. Logopedi bi ih mogli preuzeti i instalirati u svoja okruženja sa samo jednim klikom miša. 
Kako bi te komponente trebale biti  ne previše kompleksne, za očekivati je da će biti male veličine, te 
da će i web transfer kratko trajati. Preuzete komponente će se moći samoinstalirati, tako da korisnici - 
logopedi neće biti suočeni sa komplikovanim i o računaru ovisnim procesom instalacije.  
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COMPONENT-BASED PROGRAMMING FOR SPEECH AND LANGUAGE PATHOLOGISTS 

 
ABSTRACT 

Many non-programmers simply do not have the deep mental representations of technical concepts 
necessary for application development. Although it might seem that including them in programming 
won't show any results, there is a realistic chance for the opposite. This fact is very important when 
deciding on the level of support and guidance which will assist in programming of end users without 
programming experience who wish to engage in the development of their own applications programs. 
The current implementations of technology for application development are at odds with the expectations 
of end users and create tremendous obstacles at the outset. To overcome those barriers, it is necessary to 
design tools that will be similar to the natural thought processes and the mental representation of end 
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users/non-programmers. In this paper, the target category of non-programmers is speech and language 
pathologists (SLPs) without programming experience who want to create their own therapeutic 
applications. In this paper, I will present a model of user interface software development environment 
suited for SLPs, as a result of the study that combined analytical research solutions that are currently 
being offered with detailed empirical research of needs that SLPs have, and existing programming 
paradigms in the field of software engineering. 

This work shows that the complexity of programming by the SLP can overcome by offering components 
with a high level of functionality, presenting technical concepts which are close to mental models  of 
SLPs, and integrating all aspects of the tools necessary for the development of therapeutic software. 

Key words: Component-Based Programming, Speech and Language Pathologist, Therapeutic 
Applications 
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Abstract. The ability to develop articulate speech relies on capabilities, such as fine control of the larynx 
and mouth, an ability that is typical of humans and not present in the great apes. We speculate that some 
human-specific feature of FOXP2, perhaps one or both of the amino-acid substitutions in exon 7, affect a 
person’s ability to control orofacial movements and thus to develop proficient spoken language. A similar 
pattern of expression for FOXP1, a homologous gene to FOXP2, was also observed. In addition, 
doublecortin, a gene involved in neuronal migration, as well as the neuronal marker, beta-tubulin, were 
also present in all four areas of the developing cortex. These data indicate that FOXP2 (and FOXP1) 
mRNAs are expressed in the human cortex at gestational week 14. 
 FOXP2 is the first gene relevant to the human ability to develop language. A point mutation in FOXP2 
co-segregates with a disorder in a family in which half of the members have severe articulation 
difficulties accompanied by linguistic and grammatical impairment. Two functional copies of FOXP2 
seem to be required for acquisition of normal spoken language. Thus, although the FOXP2 protein is 
extremely conserved among mammals, it acquired two amino-acid changes on the human lineage, at least 
one of which may have functional consequences. This is an intriguing finding, because FOXP2 is the first 
gene known to be involved in the development of speech and language.  
 
Key words: FOXP2, point mutation, speech 
 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 

Although twin studies have shown that genetic factors play an important role in the etiology of 
such disorder, a gene that predisposes individuals to speech and language disorders had not been 
identified until FOXP2 was discovered. 

In 1990, Hurst and colleagues reported a unique case of a large three-generation pedigree 
(called the KE family), half of whose members have a developmental verbal dyspraxia that is 
inherited in a pattern consistent with an autosomal dominant penetrance1. Details of the language 
impairments of the KE family will be addressed later). Using standard positional cloning techniques 
in combination with bioinformatics, Fisher and colleagues2 performed a genome-wide search for the 
candidate gene underlying the speech and language disorders in this family. They mapped the gene 
locus to the long arm of chromosome 7. In 2001, they finally identified FOXP2 as the gene 
responsible for this speech and language disorder by further analyzing the breaking point of the 
genome of a patient, CS, who had similar symptoms to the affected members of the KE family and a 
translocation between chromosomes 5 and 73. 

The one point mutation in the FOXP2 gene of the affected members of the KE family is pre-
dicted to result in an arginine-to-histidine substitution (R553H) in the forkhead domain of the FOXP2 
protein. R553 is invariant among all FOX proteins in species ranging from yeast to humans. This 
mutation occurred in every affected KE family member, but not in unaffected members, nor in 
unrelated control subjects. The translocation breakpoint in CS disrupted the gene structure of FOXP2. 
Furthermore, a nonsense mutation at arginine 328 (R328X) in the FOXP2 gene was found in a family, 
whose affected members had orofacial dyspraxia4. Therefore, it is likely that the amino acid 
substitution in FOXP2 protein leads to a loss of function of one copy of the FOXP2 gene and that the 
remaining copy is insufficient for FOXP2 function (haploinsufficiency).  
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Foxp2 is expressed in several structures of the central nervous system during development, 
including the cerebral cortex, striatum, thalamus, cerebellum and spinal cord. There are many 
overlaps between the expression patterns of Foxp2 and those of its paralogs Foxp1 and Foxp4, 
although detailed analysis revealed a distinct pattern of expression for each member in some neuronal 
cell types, even though they are expressed in the same anatomical regions. Given that homo- or 
heterodimerization of Foxp1, Foxp2 and Foxp4  proteins is required for DNA binding and their 
transcriptional activities5 the precise combination of homodimers and heterodimers of different Foxp 
proteins in the same neurons may regulate the transcription of downstream target genes during brain 
development and, thus control the patterning of brain structures. 

 
The FOXP2 Expression Pattern in the Brain 
 
FOXP2 is extensively expressed in the developing brain and its expression is down regulated in 

the adult. This fact suggests the possibilities that the speech and language impairments found in the 
affected members of the KE family are due to the developmental defects of the neural network 
critically involved in speech and language function and that formation of this network is dependent 
upon a gene network via FOXP2. The spatiotemporal FOXP2 mRNA expression pattern suggests that 
the basic neural network that underlies speech and language may include motor-related circuits, 
including corticostriatal and/or corticocerebellar circuits. 

This assumption is supported by brain imaging studies on FOXP2-mutated KE family members. 
Morphometrical analysis using MRI and a functional anatomical study, using PET and fMRI, revealed 
a bilateral abnormality in the inferior frontal cortex, caudate-putamen and cerebellum6,7,8. In particular, 
FOXP2 expression in the striosomes of the caudate nucleus might have important implications for 
brain abnormalities induced by FOXP2 mutations in KE family patients. Graybiel and colleagues 
have shown that striosomes with patches containing low levels of acetylcholinesterase activity are 
more prominent in the caudate nucleus than in the putamen9,10 suggesting that striosomes may fully 
engage in the neural circuits running through the caudate nucleus. If FOXP2 expression levels in the 
caudate nucleus of the human brain are truly higher than those in the putamen, the FOXP2 mutation 
may result in a stronger phenotype in the caudate nucleus, which is observed in the brains of affected 
KE family members. 

The affected members of the KE family show impaired movement of mouth, lips and tongue 
during speech. A study using monkeys has shown that a striosome-dominant activation, as marked by 
immediate-early gene expression, could occur under conditions in which repetitive movements are 
induced by dopamine agonists11 . Moreover, dopamine agonist-induced dyskinesia of repetitive 
movements is present in experimental parkinsonism12, 13 .Therefore, we hypothesize that the symptoms 
of orofacial dyspraxia in KE family patients may be related to dysfunction of the striosomal system in 
the striatum. 

As described above, language impairments in the affected members of the KE family resemble 
those in Broca’s aphasia, which usually involves the inferior frontal lobe. Although the basal ganglia 
are not generally considered to be necessary for language acquisition, several recent reports suggest 
that the caudate nucleus, in particular, is involved in language processing 13, 14, 15 . Damasio and 
Damasio16 hypothesize that the basal ganglia circuitry contributes to grammatical rule processing in 
conjunction with the frontal lobe. Ullman and colleagues16 found that grammatical mistakes occurred 
in patients suffering from Parkinson’s disease or Huntington’s disease and developed a 
declarative/procedural model of language. According to the model, the mental grammar involves 
procedural memory-like skills and habits and is rooted in the frontal lobe-basal ganglia, whereas the 
mental lexicon depends on declarative memory and is rooted in the temporal lobe. 

The role of the cerebellum in language function is partially understood17 .It is not certain 
whether the speech and language disturbances in the KE family are caused by defects of 
cortico-striatal or cortico-cerebellar circuits, or both.18 

 

Expression of FOXP2 and FOXP1 mRNA in human fetal cortex 
 
RT-PCR of RNA isolated from the cortex of a human brain at gestational week 14 of 

development demonstrated the presence of FOXP2. In fact, FOXP2 expression was found in all 
cortical areas examined (Fig. 1). FOXP2 was detected in the right and left perisylvian regions as well 
as in the frontal and occipital lobes. A similar pattern of expression for FOXP1, a homologous gene to 
FOXP2, was also observed (Fig. 1). In addition, doublecortin, a gene involved in neuronal migration, 
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as well as the neuronal marker, beta-tubulin, were also present in all four areas of the developing 
cortex. These data indicate that FOXP2 (and FOXP1) mRNAs are expressed in the human cortex at 
gestational week 14. However, we cannot determine from these data whether FOXP2 is differentiall 
expressed in the different areas of the cortex. Since FOXP2 is implicated in human language 
expression, it will be interesting to determine whether the expression19 Mutations in the human 
FOXP2 gene were recently identified in individuals with a severe language disorder20. Since language 
function is clearly associated with the left perisylvian area, we were interested in determining whether 
FOXP2 would be differentially expressed in the left and right hemispheres. Our RT-PCR experiments, 
using fetal brains, suggest that FOXP2 is expressed in both the left and right hemispheres. However, 
data are not quantitative and it cannot rule out that FOXP2 could be more highly expressed in the left 
perisylvian area as compared to the right. Future work using in situ hybridization in human fetal brain 
might be able to address this issue. 

Literature data19 demonstrate that FOXP1 is expressed in the developing human cortex (14 
weeks gestation age) in the left and right perisylvian areas and the frontal and occipital lobes. In 
mouse brain, Foxp1 expression was observed as early as E12.5 and persisted into adulthood in a 
variety of neuroanatomical structures. Foxp1 was expressed most highly in the developing ganglionic 
eminences as well as in the mature striatum, with a relative absence of expression in the globus 
pallidum. This pattern of striatal Foxp1 expression was similar to that of Foxp2. These findings 
suggest that the Foxp genes are critical modulators of striatal development and adult function, since 
their expression continues in the mature striatum19. 
 

                                          
 
Fig. 1. Agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide demonstrating the RT-PCR product bands obtained 
for Foxp2 (253 bp product), Foxp1 (255 bp product), doublecortin (151 bp product), and beta-tubulin 
(233 bp product) from human cortical RNA. The cortical tissue was from the left perisylvian cortical 
region (Left), the right perisylvian cortical region (Right), the anterior tips of the frontal lobes (Ant.) 

or the posterior tips of the occipital lobes19. 
 

Foxp2 expression and  language function 
 
The widespread expression of Foxp2 in the developing nervous system makes it difficult to 

determine which of its loci of expression are essential to human speech production. Major regions of 
Foxp2 expression, including the caudate, the deep cerebral cortex, and the cerebellum, have all been 
previously recognized as being abnormal in size in patients with heterozygous FOXP2 mutations21, 22. 
Moreover, there are other data implicating not only the cerebral cortex23-27, but also the caudate and 
posterior lobes of the cerebellum28-31, in various aspects of language production. Interestingly, the 
cerebral cortex, the caudate, and the cerebellum have also been implicated in stuttering32. It will be 
important to determine the expression patterns of Foxp2 in both the normal human brain and in the 
brains of individuals with expressive language difficulties. 
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Lastly, since the medial geniculate nucleus/inferior colliculus/inferior olive, and the lateral 
geniculate nucleus/superior colliculus, are involved in hearing and vision, respectively, and highly 
express Foxp2, it will be interesting to determine if there are any subtle deficits in either the 
perception or coding of these sensory modalities in individuals with FOXP2 mutations, since no 
obvious hearing or visual defects were reported in these patients20, 21, 22.. In summary, the widespread 
expression of Foxp2 in developing brain makes it difficult to draw specific conclusions about which 
loci of expression are essential to language function in humans. 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Molecular network analysis regarding FOXP2 will provide at least two important opportunities in the 
field of cognitive and behavioral neurology. First, uncovering the gene and protein networks related to 
FOXP2/FOXP2 will aid elucidation of the molecular mechanisms underlying neural development 
potentially involved in language acquisition (especially in the striatal compartments, cerebral and 
cerebellar structures). Second, understanding the genes and pathways that are regulated by FOXP2 
might lead to discovery of candidate genes for SLI (specific language Impairment). Identification of 
Foxp2 downstream genes may provide insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying the neural 
development such as striatal compartmentalization and the neural network formation of frontostriatal 
and frontocerebellar circuits, potentially related to language acquisition. The identification of the 
Foxp2 downstream genes might also lead to the discovery of the susceptible genes for SLI (specific 
language Impairment) and autism. Further understanding the gene network may be valuable for 
development of the therapeutics for SLI and autism. 
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EFEKAT  GENA FOXP2 NA MOZAK  ODRASLOG I NA MOZAK U RAZVOJU 

 
APSTRAKT 

 
Sposobnost da se razvije razgovetan govor koji se oslanja na sposobnosti kao što su fina motorna  
kontrola grkljana i usana, je sposobnost koja je tipična samo za humanu populaciju. Smatramo da neke 
specificnosti humanog gena FOXP2, možda zamena jedne ili obe amino-kiseline u egzonu 7, utiču na 
sposobnost osobe da kontroliše pokrete orofacijalnog regiona i na taj način da se razvije kompetentan 
govorni iskaz. Slično obrascu ekspresije FOXP1, homolog gena FOXP2 je takođe detektovan. Pored 
toga, doublecortin, gen uključen u neuronsku migraciju, kao i marker neurona, beta-tubulin, takođe su 
eksprimirani u sve četiri oblasti korteksa u razvoju. Ovi podaci ukazuju da se Fox2 (i FOXP1) mRNK 
eksprimira u ljudskom korteksu jos u 14 nedelji gestacije. 
FOXP2 je prvi gen relevantan za ljudske sposobnosti razvijanja govora. Tačkasta mutacija u genu Fox2  
pronadjena je u porodici u kojoj polovina članova imaju ozbiljne artikulacione poremecaje u pratnji 
jezičkih i gramatičkih poremecaja takodje. Dve funkcionalne kopije gena FOXP2 su neophodne za 
sticanje normalnog govornog iskaza. Stoga, iako je FOXP2 protein izuzetno konzervisan među sisarima, 
potrebne  su dve izmene na nivou aminokiselina, a samo jedna od njih može imati funkcionalne 
posledice. Ovo je intrigantan nalaz, jer FOXP2 je prvi gen za koji se zna da je ukljucen u razvoj govora i 
jezika. 
Ključne reči: Fox2, tačka mutacija, govor 
 

Marijana Rakonjac, Marina Vujović 
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Abstract. In this study we represent results from the acoustic characteristics of voice in patients with 
acute laryngitis by applying the most advanced laboratories for acoustic analysis of voice "Computerized 
Voice Laboratory", the company "Key Elemetrics". This paper describes the methods used for the 
quantitative assessment of these periodic functions. They were used to calculate the statistical 
characteristics of these functions, which can be useful for assessing voice in the scientific and clinical 
practice. It has been calculated seven acoustic parameters. This set of parameters corresponding to the 
acoustic model, a multidimensional assessment of voice quality. The study included nine female subjects, 
aged 20 to 30 years. Of these, 5 patients were 20 to 25 years old, and 4 patients were 25 to 30 years old. 
The first aim of this study were a detailed analysis of the acoustic structure of the vowel A in patients 
with acute laryngitis and string variables acoustic characteristics typical voice for these people. Also, the 
aim was to examine whether there is a statistically significant difference in the acoustic characteristics of 
voice in patients with acute laryngitis and those values which are determined in the normal population. 
Keywords: laryngitis, voice, acoustic characteristics 
 
 

1. INTRODUCTION  
 

Source voice representing the vocal cords, which vibrate their lead to periodic condensation or 
expansion of air currents. 

The voice quality depends not only on the vocal cords, but also from the fine balance that is 
established between lung function and activities of the articulator; and all these things together 
depends on the functional preservation of skeletal, blood and endocrine systems 

Laryngitis is an inflammation of the throat caused by irritation or infection. Within the larynx 
are glasnice- two folds of mucous membranes covering the muscles and the cartilage. Vocal cords 
open and close smoothly, forming sounds through the motions and vibrations. But for a sore throat 
vocal cords become inflamed or irritated. The swelling that occurs causes distortion sounds produced 
by air passing over them. As a result, the voice sounds hoarse. 

1.2 The physiological aspect of linguistic expression 
Speech organs are organs that provide voice production. However, this is not their primary 

function. The system consists of speech organs digestive and respiratory organs, or parts thereof, 
which adapted to deviate from its basic functions and who simultaneously perform its basic function 
and voice production. Voice activity is producing, pushing, shaping and release the voice stream. 
Based on the role of speech activities are divided into: 

1. Generators (inductors and Fonata for the production and suppression of voice streams) 
2. modulator (resonators and articulators for forming and releasing voice streams). 

 
 
2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 

2.1. The theoretical importance of research 
 
The study was non-experimental, one time. This research will contribute to and complement the 

fund of scientific knowledge about the changes occurring as a result of voice laryngitis. Will answer 
the questions of how and in what way laryngitis affect changes in her voice. The research results can 
create a baseline for future complex scientific research of this issue. 
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2.2. The practical importance of research 
 
The impact of laryngitis to vote and the occurrence of hoarseness may have an impact on 

quality of life, especially if it is a vocal professionals or different experts which profession is 
dependent on the quality of the voice.    

 
2.3. Research goals 
 
The aim of this study is a detailed analysis of the acoustic structure of the vowel A in patients 

with acute laryngitis. 
1. Examine using a series of variables acoustic characteristics typical of voice in patients with 

acute laryngitis. 
2. Check whether there is a statistically significant difference in the acoustic characteristics of 

voice in patients with acute laryngitis with acoustic values that are considered normal in the healthy 
population. 

 
2.4. The research sample 
 
The survey was conducted at various locations the Health Care Centers. In a bit of research has 

involved nine patients, aged from 20 to 30 years. Of these, 5 patients were 20 to 25 years, and 4 
patients were 25 to 30 years. 

When it comes to gender structure, all the subjects were female. 
Recording respondents was carried out in adequate conditions. Respondent's task was to calmly 

and spontaneously in a sitting position produces vocal,, A "for 5 seconds. Recording is repeated three 
times on the recommendation of many authors, and as a result to take the highest quality voice 
formed. For the analysis was used "Computerized Voice Laboratory", the company "Key Elemetrics". 

 
2.5.Variables 
 
In the study, we used the following variables: 
1. The parameters of short-term and long-term disorders frequency: The total jitter Jita / us /, 

percentage jitter Jitt /% / relative median perturbations RAP /% / 
2. The parameters of short-term and long-term disorders amplitude: Shimmer, in SDHB dB / dB 

/, percentage shimmer and Shim /% / Coefficient perturbation amplitude APQ /% / 
3. Parameters related to disruptions in voice subharmonics and irregularities in his voice: 

Degree interruption in the voice DVB /% / - The ratio between the total duration of the parts, with 
breaks in the voice and duration of a complete sample of the voice; and cancellations in voice NVB. 
Criteria for the part with a break in his voice can be an impulse that is missing for the current period 
or the extreme irregularity peak periods. Level subharmonics DSH /% / - ratio of the number of 
autocorrelation window with incorrect classification period with subharmonic and the total number of 
autocorrelation window  

4. Parameters estimation noise and tremor: harmonic noise ratio NHR, Index turbulence 
glasaVTI, prigušenefonacijeSPI Index, Index Fo-intensity tremors FTRI /% / Index intensity 
amplitude tremor ATRI /% / 

Methods of statistical data analysis and research results 
The data were processed, compared with normal values of parameters and presented in tables 

and graphs, accompanied by a discussion. Data were analyzed using Microsoft Office Excel. 
Parameters that are supposed to be processed are: 

- Fo - the mean value of the fundamental frequency 
- Jitt - changeable fundamental frequency 
- Shim - variation of the amplitude of the sound signal 
- NHR - noise ratio / harmonica 
- VTI - index turbulent vote 
- SPI - index damped phonation 
In addition to these mandatory, we show some of the parameters. 
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The graphs below gives the results of research. The following graph shows the parameters used 
in this study are expressed in their actual values. Also shown are the values of the normal parameters 
of voice, also expressed in their actual values. 

 
Table 1. Comparison of normal values of the parameters with the values of the parameters in 5 

patients with acute laryngitis 
PARAMETERS NORMAL 

VALUE 
PARAMETERS 

PATIENT 
no. 1 

PATIENT 
no. 2 

PATIENT 
no. 3 

PATIENT 
no. 4 

PATIENT 
no. 5 

Fo 234.973 Hz 146.719 
Hz 

162.507 
Hz 

189.083 
Hz 

243.290 
Hz 

204.415 
Hz 

MFo 241.080 Hz 146.612 
Hz 

162.423 
Hz 

188.995 
Hz 

242.867 
Hz 

204.402 
Hz 

Fhi 252.724 Hz 156.617 
Hz 

190.168 
Hz 

221.351 
Hz 

359.809 
Hz 

211.669 
Hz 

Jitt 0.63% 0.59% 1.00% 0.82% 4.43% 0.80% 

Shim 2.00% 5.16% 12.58% 4.66% 13.89% 7.21% 

NHR 0.112 0.144 0.159 0.159 0.188 0.15 

VTI 0.046 0.043 0.139 0.043 0.155 0.073 

SPI 7.534 4.75 4.213 7.14 6.052 2.524 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Comparison parameter pathological voice 5 patients with normal values of parameters (unit 

value is Hz). 
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Figure 2. Comparison of pathological voice parameters of patients with normal values of parameters 

(unit value in %). 
CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, we represent the acoustic characteristics of voice in patients with acute laryngitis 
and normal values of parameters of vote in females, using the most advanced laboratories for acoustic 
analysis of voice. We describe the method used for the quantitative assessment of these periodic 
functions. By using it to calculate the statistical characteristics of these functions, it may be useful for 
assessing voice in the scientific and clinical practice. We calculated the 7 acoustic parameters. This 
set of parameters corresponding to the acoustic model provides a multidimensional assessment of 
voice quality analysis. The analysis was provided by using laboratory for voice, which has the ability 
to provide a visual, acoustic or aerodynamic information  
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AKUSTIČKE KARAKTERISTIKE VOKALA - A - KOD PACIJENATA SA AKUTNIM 
LARINGITISOM 

 
APSTRAKT 

U ovoj studiji su predstavljeni  rezultati  akustičnih karakteristika glasa kod pacijenata sa akutnim 
laringitisom primenom najsavremenije laboratorije za akustičnu analizu glasa "kompjuterizovani glas 
laboratorija", firma "Key Elemetrics". Ovaj rad opisuje metode za kvantitativnu procenu ovih periodičnih 
funkcija. One su korišćene za izračunavanje statističkih karakteristike ovih funkcija, što može biti korisno 
za procenu glasa u naučnom domenu i kliničku praksu. Izračunato je sedam akustičnih parametara. Ovaj 
set parametara odgovara akustičnom modelu, multidimenzionalnoj proceni kvaliteta glasa. Studija je 
obuhvatila devet ženskih ispitanika, uzrasta od 20 do 30 godina. Od toga, 5 pacijenti su od 20 do 25 
godina, i 4 pacijenta su od 25 do 30 godina. Prvi cilj ove studije je  detaljna analiza akustične strukture 
vokala A u pacijenata sa akutnim laringitisom  i string promenljive akustičke karakteristike tipičnog glasa 
za ove ljude. Takođe, cilj je bio da se ispita da li postoji statistički značajna razlika medju akustičnim 
karakteristikama glasa u pacijenata sa akutnom  upalom grla i onih vrednosti koje su utvrđene kod 
normalne populacije. 
Ključne reči: laringitis, glas, akustičke karakteristike 
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Abstract. The theory of mind (TOM) is defined as the ability to understand the basic mental states of 
other people, their feelings, thoughts, beliefs, desires, and the ability to predict their behaviors. The 
theory of the mind begins to develop from the second year or earlier, along with intensive speech and 
language development. The early development of language and theory of mind is running at the same 
time, but the development of theory of mind depends on the language skills. Many studies support this 
relationship of language and theory of mind). Deaf or hard of hearing children are often delayed in 
language development compared with normal hearing peers because they are deprived of early language 
experience, especially if the period of auditory deprivation lasted longer. These children often develop 
poor social skills which affect on their socio-emotional development. The aim of this paper is to present 
the studies that examine the link between language and theory of mind in children with hearing 
impairment. 
 
Keywords: theory of mind, deafness, language, cochlear implant 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Theory of mind” (ToM) has been described as the ability to attribute and understand other 
people’s desires and intentions as distinct from one’s own. There has been a debate about the extent to 
which language influences ToM development. Although very few studies directly examined linguistic 
influence on the neural basis of ToM and the results from these studies indicate at least moderate 
influence of language on ToM. The term "Theory of Mind" (ToM) was first introduced by Premack 
and Woodruff (1978), who proposed that chimpanzees possessed a ToM. Premack and Woodruff's 
theory was met with strong opposition, with the argument that ToM could only be truly demonstrated 
with the use of verbal tests (Slaughter & Mealey, 1998). 

The Theory of Mind (ToM) refers to the psychological theory that we use to predict and explain 
others' behavior on the basis of their internal workings: their feelings, intentions, desires, attitudes, 
beliefs, knowledge, and point of view.  

The Theory of mind is developing, as well as language from previous social experiences. 
Aspects of languages, including pragmatics, syntax and vocabulary, develop together as part of the 
natural and normal development. During the first years of life the development of Tom and language 
are intertwined, and it is important that children have a good linguistic basis in order to develop Tom 
(Best, Miller, 2010).  

The study revealed that the language skills in the deaf children were directly related to their 
Theory of Mind skills. 

2. THE AIM 

The aim of this paper is to introduce the theory of mind and to present the studies that examine 
the link between language and theory of mind in children with hearing impairment. 
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3. DEVELOPMENT OF LANGUAGE AND THE THEORY OF MIND 

Language is the means through which children learn the mental states and beliefs of others, as 
well as communicative intents and learn how ideas and perspectives of others are often different than 
their own (Woolfe, et al., 2002). Precursors to ToM development include joint attention, recognition 
that people have different perspectives, use of mental state words and pretend play which are all 
language based skills. Joint attention and communicative intents are the first precursors to the 
development of ToM. The ability to understand that a communication partner will not always see the 
same thing is an essential skill for successful communication. These behaviors typically develop 
around thirty-seven to forty-eight months of age (Best, Miller, 2010). Both behavior and brain 
imaging research have begun to show evidence that there is moderate influence of language on ToM. 
Results of the studies suggest that pragmatic aspects of language affect on the ToM more than 
constitutive aspects. Since pragmatics and concept formation are tied to specific cultures, an important 
task of future ToM neuroimaging research is to define precisely what pragmatic and cultural factors 
are affecting ToM and examine these factors in systematic ways (Kobaysshi, 2010.) 

3.1. The theory of mind in children with cochlear implant 

 
Theory of Mind is a foundational skill associated with sociocognitive development, with 

important links to the development of socialization skills (Carpendale & Lewis, 2004). Typically 
developing children acquire foundational ToM skills between the ages of 4 and 5 years, whereas 
moderate to profound delays have been shown in atypical groups, such as children with autism 
(Baron-Cohen, Leslie, & Frith, 1985), children with specific language impairment (Bishop, 1997), 
and children who are deaf or hard-of-hearing (Peterson & Siegal, 1995).Children who are deaf or hard 
of hearing with lower language functioning may have lower ToM abilities because ToM performance 
is closely related to the development of language skills (Woolfe, Want, & Siegal, 2002). Several types 
of false-belief tasks have been developed. The classic version of this task involves two dolls (Sally 
and Anne), a marble, a basket, and a box. 

 
 

Picture 1. Sally and Anne test 
 

Implanted children who have age appropriate spoken language skills do not have ToM delays 
(Remmel & Peters, 2009). Research has shown that children who are deaf have significant delay s in 
their understanding of a Theory of Mind. Previous investigators have speculated that the lack of 
access to conversations in the environment causes deaf children to miss important information about 
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the world. But deaf children have some access to conversations, and, for the most part, they are 
socially competent, even when their language delays are severe. They do acquire a great deal of 
information about the world through visual means. 

A recent stydy of Theory of Mind skills in children who are deaf attempted to determine 
whether deaf children were equally delayed in tasks that used language and those that didn’t (Schick, 
et al.,2007). It also explored what aspects of the children’s development might be related to their 
understanding of the mind. The study included 176 children with a profound hearing loss representing 
three groups: 86 children being educated orally (53 with hearing aids, 33 with cochlear implants), 41 
deaf children with hearing families learning American Sign Language (ASL), and 48 deaf children 
with deaf families exposed to ASL from birth. Unlike most previous studies, all children using ASL 
were tested by deaf adults who were native signers of ASL, and interpreters were not used. The deaf 
children with deaf parents performed much like hearing children, while the children with hearing 
parents were significantly delayed in their understanding of a Theory of Mind. The results also show 
that the deaf children who were delayed in Theory of Mind were equally delayed in both the verbal 
tasks and the tasks that required minimal language.  

This study revealed that the language skills in the deaf children were directly related to their 
Theory of Mind skills. However, it wasn’t the children’s general language skills but rather vocabulary 
skills and the specific ability to comprehend syntactic complements that predicted Theory of Mind 
skills. Children who had more advanced language skills were far more likely to pass the Theory of 
Mind tasks. What this means is that the language delays that are typically observed in children who 
are deaf are causally related to delays in major aspects of cognitive development. Children who are 
not able to understand complex syntactic forms like complements have difficulty understanding how 
their own thoughts and beliefs may differ from those around them.  

In another study (Remmel & Peters, 2009) thirty children with cochlear implants, age range 3–12 
years, and 30 children with normal hearing, age range 4–6 years, were tested on theory of mind and 
language measures. This children showed little to no delay on either theory of mind, relative to the 
normal hearing children, or spoken language, relative to hearing norms. The children with cochlear 
implants showed a slightly atypical sequence of acquisition of theory of mind concepts. Their's theory 
of mind performance was associated with general syntactic proficiency more than measures of 
complement syntax, and with time since implantation more than age at implantation. Results suggest 
that cochlear implantation can benefit spoken language ability, which may then benefit theory of 
mind, perhaps by increasing access to mental state language.  

Adults and children use our understanding of social cognition everyday. As young as 18 months 
of age, infants look to a parent’s face for “advice” in situations, such as how should I feel about that 
big dog? They seem to look for information about what the parent is thinking about this situation – is 
it frightening or not? Later, at age 4, children can typically understand that people can have 
misunderstandings and false beliefs, as when mom thinks dad will be home after work, but he forgot 
to tell her that he had a doctor’s appointment. Or that Little Red Riding Hood really thought the wolf 
was grandmother (but the reader does not). As adults, we use our skills in social cognition everyday, 
such as when we prepare a presentation to inform colleagues, determining what information they 
already know, what they need to know, and what potential misunderstanding there might be. Research 
shows that language provides a great deal of raw material for the development of social cognition and 
theory of mind. For hearing children, parents who talk more about what they are thinking and feeling 
have children who are more advanced in these skills. For children who are deaf or hard of hearing, 
research has shown that a child’s language skills are highly correlated with social understanding and 
theory of mind. Children with more age-appropriate language skills are more likely to have age-
appropriate skills in social cognition. 

Children with cochlear implants are at risk. We know that for families who incorporate sign 
communication, the parent’s skills in signing predicts their child’s skills related to theory of mind and 
social cognition. Parents who know sign vocabulary for words like think, know, pretend, and believe 
are more likely have children with better skills in social cognition. Language matters and how parents 
use language matters. 

As children develop, they gain a better understanding of peers and adults around them. They 
become aware that people can differ on what they believe, know, and want. Their values and goals 
can be different from our own. Some people call this “mindreading other people’s minds”. Scientists 
call this the understanding of social cognition or theory of mind. 
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3.2. What are the differences in social understanding/competence between deaf and hearing 
children?  

 
What are the general differences between the hearing and deaf children when it comes to 

understanding the development of the social situation?  
 
Perceptual experience:  
 

• Incomplete acoustic access to prosodic cues about the talkers’ mental and emotional state and 
their mood  

• Difficulty in tasks that require simultaneous attention to talker and visual stimulus, for 
example, shared reading.  

• Difficulty hearing in noisy listening environments  
• Difficulty with distance listening  
• Deafness creates a barrier to incidental language learning (visual coordination/attention, 

inconsistent auditory access) 
  

Language: 
 

• Absence of a fully accessible communication mode from birth 
• Language delay – general, syntax, pragmatics, semantics (leads to 

poor communicative competence)  
 
Day to day social experience: 
 

• Missed opportunities for talking about things unseen, including the 
future, the past, imagined events, or absent objects. 

• Communication breakdown (fewer pro-social exchanges-affects social conversation with 
peers over time)  

• Adult mediation required frequently during social interactions  
• Monitoring conversation among several talkers  

4. CONCLUSSION 

On the basis of numerous studies we can conclude that the development of language in children 
with cochlear implants can be one of the most important factors that affect on the development of the 
theory of mind abilities. It is important also what are the ways of language acquisition and support 
environments. 

• Children who are deaf or hard of hearing with lower language functioning may have lower 
ToM abilities.  

• Earlier amplification provides more access to sound which in turn promotes a greater 
acquisition of spoken language  

• Hearing impaired children can adopt the concept of false-beliefs on condition to achieve high-
quality mode of communication within the family and wider social environment. 

• It is necessary to train hearing impaired children a particular communication system from an 
early age in order to successfully overcome the concept of false beliefs. 
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TEORIJA UMA I JEZIČKE SPOSOBNOSTI DECE OŠTEĆENOG SLUHA 

APSTRAKT 

Teorija uma (TU) se definiše kao sposobnost da razumemo osnovna mentalna stanja drugih lјudi , 
njihova osećanja, misli, verovanja, želјe, kao i sposobnost da predvidimo njihovo ponašanje. Teorija uma 
počinje da se razvija već od druge godine ili ranije, uporedo sa intenzivnim govorno-jezičkim razvojem. 
Rani razvoj jezika i teorije uma teče istovremeno, a razvoj teorije uma zavisi od jezičkih sposobnosti. 
Mnoga istraživanja podržavaju ovu vezu jezika i teorije uma. Gluva ili nagluva deca često kasne u 
razvoju jezika u poređenju sa čujućim vršnjacima jer su lišeni ranog jezičkog iskustva, posebno ako je 
period auditivne deprivacije trajao duže. Ova deca često razvijaju loše socijalne veštine što utiče na 
njihov socio-emocionalni razvoj. Cilј rada je prikaz istraživanja koja proučavaju vezu jezika i teorije uma 
kod dece oštećenog sluha. 
Klјučne reči. teorija uma, gluvoća, jezik, kohlearni implant 
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Abstract: Research aim was to examine the auditory information processing in children with specific 
language impairment by EEG cartography. Method: Research sample was divided into two groups: 
Experimental 1 group (E1=8) consisted of children at the age from 3-4 years, who have expressive and 
receptive language disorder (F80.1 et F80.2), while Experimental 2 group (E2=8) consisted of children 
who have only expressive language disorder (F80.1). All examined children are on continuous speech 
and language treatment in Institute for experimental phonetics and speech pathology in Belgrade, where 
the EEG cartography was performed. Cartographic EEG patterns were performed on Nihod Kohden 
Corporation, EEG – 1200K Neurofax аpparatus.  Recording was performed in a quiet period and during 
auditory stimulation and it lasted 3 minutes for each examined period. Auditory stimulation consisted of 
listening the story talked by unknown female person. The following rhythms  were analysed: Alpha1 (8-
10 Hz), alpha 2 (10-12 Hz) and beta (15-20) rhythm.  Research results showed that children in E1 group – 
with both expressive and receptive language disorder, have processed complex auditory information by 
slow alpha activity (α1) and by activating ~beta learning~ (15-20 Hz) in perceptive regions. In contrast to 
E1 group, children in E2 group who have only expressive language disorder activated fast alpha (α2) 
during auditory information processing while ~beta learning~ was registered in prefrontal and frontal 
regions. The relationships between examined rhythms and certain regions’ functions are discussed in the 
paper. 
Key words:EEG carography, auditory information processing, specific language impairment 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 

The complexity of speech and language communication, especially its development and 
disorders of development open interest for  use more specific functional methods in examination of 
information processing. Our practical work with children who have developmental disorders in the 
field of speech, language, learning and behaviour led us to the application of cartographic EEG i.e 
quantitative examinations of auditory information processing in these children (Radičević and 
Dobrijević, 2009a, Nenadović et al., 2014, Radicevic et al., 2015.). 

EEG is accepted as operative technique with few possibilities of examination (powers mapping, 
amplitudes, coherence, comodulation etc.) (Martinović, 2009; Nuwer, 1999). We upgraded our recent 
researches about brain rhythms conducting during speech-language information processing by 
cognizing the structure of functional systems in few aspects of their EEG representations, which 
proved we go through the right way (Radičević et al., 2008a;  Radičević et al., 2008b; Radičević et al., 
2009b; Radičević et al., 2009c, Stokić et al., 2015; Stokić et al., 2011). 

The assumption from which we started in this study is that children who have developmental 
speech and language disorder manifested at the level of speech production but also at the level of 
speech comprehension, auditory information analyzed below the open consciousness, as opposed to 
children who have speech and language disorder expressed only at the level of speech production who 
analysed the auditory information on the level of open consciousness. Open consciousness involves 
differentiated attention, consideration and decision-making in relation to stimulus information. 

Electrophysiological interpreted, auditory information processing in children aged 3-4 years, 
who have a developmental disorder of speech comprehension, should be realized within the dominant 
low alpha activity, with low participation of high alpha activity and beta activity in range from 15-20 
Hz which implied consideration , memory and decision-making. These children should show reduced 
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activity in networking of auditory primary and complex regions with regions responsible for speech-
language production. 

Research aim was to estimate the complex auditory information processing in children who 
have speech-language disorder at the level of speech production and speech comprehension in relation 
to children who have speech-language disorder at the level of speech production.  
 
2. METHODOLOGY 

 
Sample 
Research sample was divided into two groups: Experimental 1 group (E1=8) consisted of 

children at the age from 3-4 years, who have expressive and receptive language disorder (F80.1 et 
F80.2), while Experimental 2 group (E2=8) consisted of children who have only expressive language 
disorder (F80.1). These children do not have any congenital malformations, syndromes and their EEG 
findings did not register any epileptic or subepileptic activity. The diagnosis they have indicated to 
developmental difficulties in speech and language development. All examined children are on 
continuous speech and language treatment in Institute for experimental phonetics and speech 
pathology in Belgrade, where the EEG cartography was performed.  

 
Method 
Cartographic EEG patterns were performed on Nihod Kohden Corporation, EEG – 1200K 

Neurofax аpparatus in longitudinal bipolar electrode assembly schedule by utilizing 10/20 
International electrode positioning. Recording was performed in a quiet period and during auditory 
stimulation and it lasted 3 minutes for each examined period. Auditory stimulation consisted of 
listening the story talked by unknown female person.  

We choose the samples which lasted 4 seconds from both situations (state at rest and listening 
the story) from the trace without artefacts and specific EEG potentials (subepileptic activity). The 
following rhythms  were analysed: Alpha1 (8-10 Hz), alpha 2 (10-12 Hz) and beta (15-20) rhythm.   
 
3. RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the average participation of  regions (all 19 points) regarding the activation of 
the higher powers (expressed in µV) in the three monitored EEG rhythms during quiet condition and 
when listening to auditory information (the story) in the E1 and E2 group. 

There is a significant difference in the average number of activated regions in terms of higher 
powers activation for a period of listening the auditory information (the story) in children who have 
speech-language disorder at the level of speech production and comprehension (E1 group) in relation 
to children who have the disorder only at the level of speech production (E2 group). The mentioned 
difference was observed during the quite period as well.  

The analysis of individual regions activated with higher powers during the so-called peaceful 
period and period of listening to story E1 and E2 group showed the following (table 2):  

 
a) During the stimulus period (listening to story) the number of activated regions in terms of 

higher powers in alpha 1, alpha 2 and beta rhythms (15-20 Hz) is increased in children 
from Group E2 (expressive speech disorder) compared to children from E1 group 
(impaired expressive and receptive speech).  
 

b) A significantly higher number of mentioned activated regions is registered in auditory 
regions and frontal regions (Fp1, Fp2, F7 and F8), particularly in the context of alpha 2 
and beta rhythms.  

c) At the same time, it has been observed that the active regions during the processing of 
auditory information in the children from group E2 (expressive speech disorder) are 
presented in left hemisphere.  

d) Analysis of peaceful period has shown that there is no difference in terms of overall 
regions engagement in alpha 1 and alpha 2 rhythm in both groups of children, while 
significantly higher overall regions engagement in beta rhythm (from 15-20 Hz) is 
registered in children from E2 group (expressive speech disorder).  
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e) It is also observed that the C region is obviously poorly activated C in both groups of 
children. 

 
 

Table 1. The average number of engaged regions in terms of higher powers activation in peaceful 
period and in the period of listening to story E1 and E2 group 

Rhythms E2 group (F80.1) E1 group (F80.1 et F80.2) 
Peaceful 
condition 

 
Average number 

of engaged 
regions 

Auditory 
stimulation 

 
Average number 

of engaged 
regions 

Peaceful 
condition 

 
Average number 

of engaged 
regions 

Auditory 
stimulation 

 
Average number 

of engaged regions 

Alpha 1 5 4.1 4.1 1.7 
Alpha 2 1.25 4.7 0.8 1.6 
Beta (13-20Hz) 3.5 5.1 1.1 2.5 

 
 

Table 2. Individual regions activated with higher powers during the so-called peceful period and 
period of listening to story E1 and E2 group 

Reg
-ion 

F80.2 et F80.1 F80.1 
State at rest 

(frequency range in Hz) 
Auditory stimulation 
(frequency range in Hz) 

State at rest 
(frequency range in Hz) 

Auditory stimulation 
(frequency range in Hz) 

8-10 10-12 13-20 Σ 8-10 10-12 13-20 Σ 8-10 10-12 13-20 Σ 8-10 10-12 13-20 Σ 
Fp1 2 0 1 3 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 2 1 2 4 7 
F7 2 0 1 3 0 0 2 2 1 0 3 4 2 3 4 9 
F3 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 1 0 1 2 2 1 1 4 
C3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 
P3 2 1 1 4 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 2 2 1 5 
T3 1 1 1 3 1 2 1 4 1 2 3 6 1 3 5 9 
T5 4 2 1 7 1 2 2 5 2 4 3 9 2 3 4 9 
O1 6 3 2 11 1 1 1 3 6 3 4 13 4 4 1 9 
Fz 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 1 0 2 3 2 1 1 4 
Cz 1 0 0 1 1 0 1 2 2 0 0 2 1 1 0 2 
Pz 2 0 1 3 2 1 1 4 2 0 1 3 2 3 0 5 
Fp2 2 0 0 2 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 1 3 5 9 
F8 1 3 0 4 0 0 1 1 2 0 2 4 0 2 2 4 
F4 1 0 1 2 0 0 1 1 3 0 2 5 1 3 2 6 
C4 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
P4 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 3 2 0 0 2 2 1 0 3 
T4 2 1 1 4 1 2 2 5 1 0 2 3 2 1 3 6 
T6 2 0 0 2 1 1 1 3 3 3 2 8 2 3 3 8 
O2 5 1 1 7 1 2 1 4 7 4 0 11 5 3 1 9 
Σ 37 12 13 62 11 13 20 45 41 14 28 85 33 39 36 106 
 
 

4. DISCUSSION 

It is difficult to determine to what extent and with which mechanism the auditory information, 
especially complex one, is associated with in a situation when it is listened but no verbal response is 
required. When the comprehension of speech information is examined, it is started with the premise 
that its processing is of the greatest importance in realization of speech production. In this study, we 
decided to examine the processing of auditory information through the analysis of spectral powers in 
EEG signal (µV). This decision we made on the basis of long-standing routine confirmation about 
matching the EEG findings with the clinical findings. The regions get into network according to 
similarity of spectral powers which are higher than 50% in relation to the average, and this analysis 
suggests the relevance of our assumptions. The primary importance is reflected in the comparison of 
individual rhythms which imply certain degree of awareness in the search and elaboration of 
information. Our research has shown that the beta rhythm in range from 15 to 20 Hz is associated to 
The connection of auditory and frontal regions participation during auditory stimulation in children 
from E2 group implies significantly the preservation of the path which in alpha 2 rhythm provides 
auditory attention, and through the beta rhythm (15-20Hz) provides appropriate consideration and 
information comprehension. Mentioned connections are not registered in E1 group.  
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Our findings probably confirm that the frontal brain region are responsible structures that 
combine selective auditory orientation as well as differentiated complex structure of auditory stimulus 
in a way to form a comprehension.  

Does this proportionally greater involvement of visual regions in alpha 1 rhythm during 
stimulus period in children who have expressive speech disorder (E2 group) represent a common 
occurrence of unconscious state which is located below the consciousness, or reflect the discomfort 
derived from visual experiences in surrounding environment, it is not yet fully clear. It seems that it is 
a discomfort derived from the visual experience of the surrounding environment since the visual 
regions did not significantly activated in beta rhythm which implies consideration and information 
comprehension.  

Analysis of peaceful state (if such indeed exists) is showed that examined groups of children 
differ in respect of this state, which leads us to the assumption about suspected superiority (probably 
in a cognitive status) in children who have the expressive speech disorder in relation to children who 
have expressive and receptive speech disorder.  

In previous work, we found that children with expressive speech disorder have poor activation 
of speech motor regions (Radicevic et al., 2009a; 2009b, 2009c), which was confirmed in this study, 
since these regions are almost completely inactive in mentioned group of children.  

 
 

5. CONCLUSION 
.  

Research results showed that children in E1 group – with both expressive and receptive 
language disorder, have processed complex auditory information by slow alpha activity (α1) and by 
activating ~beta learning~ (15-20 Hz) in perceptive regions. In contrast to E1 group, children in E2 
group who have only expressive language disorder activated fast alpha (α2) during auditory 
information processing while ~beta learning~ was registered in prefrontal and frontal regions.  

Children who have both expressive and receptive language disorder significantly worse 
processed complex auditory information in relation to children who have expressive language 
disorder. This less processing of auditory nformation is reflected in reduced connecting of regions for 
receiving, organizing and reviewing the auditory information.  
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PROCESIRANJE AUDITIVNE INFORMACIJE U KARTOGRAFSKOM EEG-U KOD DECE 
SA RAZVOJNOM DISFAZIJOM 

 
ABSTRAKT 

 Cilj rada bio je primenom kartografskog EEG-a ispitati procesiranje auditivne informacije kod dece sa 
razvojnom disfazijom receptivnog i ekspresivnog tipa u odnosu na decu sa razvojnom disfazijom 
ekspresivnog tipa. Metod: Osnovni ispitivani uzorak je podeljen u dve grupe: Eksperimentalnu 1 grupu 
(E1=8) su sačinjavala deca uzrasta od 3 do 4 godine, sa kliničkom dijagnozom razvojne disfazije 
ekpresivnog i receptivnog tipa (F80.1 et F80.2), dok su eksperimentalnu 2 grupu (E2=8) sačinjavala deca  
uzrasta od 3 do 4 godine sa kliničkim dijagnozom razvojne disfazije ekpspresivnog tipa (F80.1) uz 
očuvano razumevanje govora. Kvantitativni EEG profil je meren pomoću Nihod Kohden Corporation, 
EEG – 1200K Neurofax aparata, koji obezbeđuje 19 EEG kanala. Snimanje je vršeno tokom mirnog 
perioda kao i tokom auditivne stimulacije. Analizirani su: α1 (8-10 Hz), α2 (10-12 Hz) i β (15-20 Hz) 
ritam. Rezultati istraživanja su pokazali da deca koja u okviru razvojnog jezičkog poremećaja imaju 
poteškoće na nivou govorne produkcije ali i na nivou razumevanja govora (E1 grupa), kompleksnu slušnu 
informaciju procesiraju na nivou spore alpha aktivnosti (α1) i tzv. ~beta učenja~ (15-20Hz) u 
perceptivnim regijama. Za razliku od  ove grupe dece, deca koja imaju poremećaj isključivo na nivou 
govorne produkcije uz očuvano razumevanje govora (E2 grupa) prilikom procesiranja slušne informacije 
aktiviraju brzu alpha aktivnost (α2) dok je ~beta učenje~ registrovano u prefronto-fronatlnim regijama.  
Ključne reči: kartografski EEG,  procesiranje auditivne informacije, govorno-jezički poremećaj 
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Abstract: Articulatory accuracy depends on the regularity of phoneme perception and of the 
developmental level of articulatory and phonatory mechanisms (Kostic, Vladisavljevic, 1995). Discreet 
and minimal disruption of auditory perception at early age can lead to articulation disorder. Methodology, 
that is applied in treatment and in correction of articulation, is of great importance both for the length and 
the effects of treatment, particularly in terms of developing abilities that can later affect the adoption of 
school skills. 
The aim of this research was to examine hearing and listening abbilities in children with disturbed 
articulation. 
The sample comprised of 22 children aged 5-8 years with disturbed articulation and 20 children of the 
same age with typical speech and language development. The research was conducted by using: 
Impedancemetry, tonal audiometry, TEOAE, DPOAE and speech audiometry. 
Obtained results indicate that children with articulation disorders show worse results in all applied 
methodological procedures in relation to children with normal hearing and speech development, but 
obtained differences were not statistically significant. 
 
Keywords: auditory perception, articulation disorder, typical speech-language development, 
impedancemetry, tonal audiometry, TEOAE, DPOAE, speech audiometry. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Normal hearing function is a motor force for speech sounds development. When the child is 
going to properly articulate speech sound depens on when it is going to start to hear them properly 
and to differentiate them. Listening and differentiation of speech sounds are ingterconnected from the 
beginning of speech development. Auditory system is not a simple transmission apparatus, auditory 
perception is not physical but mental function, an active filter, which from the group of received 
signals, using a discrimination, reinforces some of them and weakens the others. Sometimes that 
changes the signal and leads to the pathological changes in the properties of normal voice. During 
pathological listening and pronunciation, it comes to the identification of noise that masks the real 
acoustic feature of the speech sounds and prevents their mutual distinction. This is the reason why 
children, due to failure of listening, are changing the speech signal by reductioning, choosing only one 
mutual acoustif feature from the  plurality of speech sound features. Inability to identify and 
differentiate speech sounds of the mother tongue by auditory system, through auditory and singled 
some voices of mother tongue - auditory adiscrimination, represents a subjective distance between 
speech sounds. If the subjective auditory distance is more expressed, the more speech sounds are less 
differentiated, and a higher degree of adiscrimination is present. Acoustic adiscrimination exists on 
the developmental path of each individual as a developmental process. If they extend beyond the 
boundaries of toleration, the child begins to speak as "it is listening", and his disturbed articulation 
once again feeds its hearing (positive feedback). Level of speech production development is 
proportional to the level of development of notions of phonemes where, basically, precise phonemic 
perception and discrimination is lying. Between the speech sounds auditory perception and 
articulatory-motor realization, there is a close connection, which is why we are talking about the 
audio-motor speech sound feature. Articulation mechanism is a complex integrated process which 
begins with receiving speech through sensory system, and ends with a pronunciation – articulation. 
Between those two processes there is no interruptions, but constant circling of the words in the form 
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of 'feed back' mechanism that acts as a chain made of many links. Auditory (phonemic) perception is 
one of these links, developed before and simultaneously with speech and is a prerequisite for the 
development of auditory memory that allows the speech reproduction (Punišić, 2008). 

Disorders of articulation (dyslalia) are the impossibility to articulate speech sound or 
irregularities in the articulation of certain speech sounds. Articulation disorders are expressed as: 
omission of speech sound - a lack of speech sound; substitution - replacing undeveloped speech sound 
with a speech sound that already exists; distortion - different types of damage to certain articulatory 
speech sound (Golubovic, 1997). The most common types of distortions are interdental sigmatism, 
adental sigmatism, lateral sigmatism, bilateral (two-sided) sigmatism, unilateral (one-sided) 
sigmatism, stridental sigmatism, palatal sigmatism, occlusive (partition) sigmatism, nasal (snorting) 
sigmatism. Disorders of the duration of speech sound, its intensity level and loudness also belong to 
forms of distortion. In the articulatory and/or acoustic terms a speech sound can deviate from normal 
speech sound quality in several ways. In assessing deviations of speech sounds of great importance is 
knowledge about articulation norms and regular feature of articulatory-acoustic structure of all speech 
sounds in order to start the corrective-stimulative treatment at the point where speech sound 
development was interrupted, delayed or wrong development in accordance with the norms for age. 
Causes of articulation disorders may be environmental, psychological, organic (anatomical and 
neurological), hereditary and others (incorrect/nondifferentiated phonemic hearing, poor speech 
pattern, bilingualism, etc.) (Kostic, Vladisavljević, Popovic, 1983; Kostic, Nestorovic Kalić, 1964) . 

Basically, behind each speech sound reception and recognition lies perception. That is why 
disorder of listening, especially perception and differentiation of phonemes, is one of the causes of 
disorders in speech production (Punišić 2002, Pantelic, Djokovic, Sovilj, 2008).  

A large number of authors believe that the 15 dB minimum level of regular hearing tests for 
children and minimal hearing loss begins at the border threshold of hearing (Notrhern, Downs, 2001). 
The justification for defining a proper hearing threshold at 15 dB lies in the nature of the speech 
sound. The largest part of the speech energy have vowels and sound consonants. Voiceless consonants 
have less energy and often during spontaneous conversations with persons of proper hearing are 
below the threshold of perception. Children who are in the phase of speech development can not 
automatically use learned linguistic strategy (because they have not developed it yet) for speech 
understanding using context. Children who just learned speech and grammatical relations in the 
language need to hear clearly the speech sounds to get them implemented in perceptual patterns. 

Children who are in the developmental stage must have normal hearing and listening to the 
speech and language as a prerequisite for the later development of appropriate school skills and 
mastering the school curriculum, in contrast to adults in whom minimal hearing losses do not cause 
more interference in the understanding of everyday speech (Maksimovic, Dimic, Djokovic, 2011; 
Maksimovic, Djokovic, Sovilj, 2011). 

2. AIM 

The aim of this research was to examine hearing and listening in children with disturbed 
articulation. 
 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The sample comprised 22 children with articulation disorders (E group) and 20 children with 
typical speech-language and hearing development (C group). Testing was carried out from December 
2008 to February 2009 at the Institute for Experimental Phonetics and Speech patologju (Pantelic, 
2010). The survey used the results obtained by: impedancemetry, pure-tone audiometry, TEOAE and 
DPOAE and speech audiometry. 
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4. RESULTS 

4.1. Results of tympanometry and acoustic reflex measurements 
 
In children with articulation disorders, on the left ear, the mean compliance of 0.6 (minimum 0, 

maximum 1.7) was obtained, with the pressure of -62 (minimum -243, maximum 1), which means 
that some children had left tympanogram type A, while some tympanograms were type B. On the 
right ear median compliance was 0.6 (minimum 0.3, maximum 1.1), with the pressure of -55 (-212 
minimum, maximum 41). Some of the children, on the right ear, had a type A tympanogram, and a 
tympanogram type C. Stapedial reflex on the left ear was formed in 82% of children at frequencies 0.5 
KHz and 1 KHz, at frequencies of 2 KHz and 4 KHz was formed in 59% of children while on the 
right ear, this percentage ranged at 0.5 KHz 86%, at 1 KHz 77%, at 2 KHz 68%, and 55% at 4 KHz. 
Total percentage of formed reflexes on the left ear was 70% and 72% on the right.  

In children from C groups on the left ear the mean compliance of 0.7 (minimum 0.3 and 
maximum 1.7) was obtained, with the pressure of -48 (-124 minimum, maximum 12). All children on 
the left ear had type A tympanogram. On the right ear, median compliance was 0.7 (minimum 0.2, 
maximum 1.8), with the pressure of -51 (-135 minimum, maximum 20). All children on the left ear 
had tympanogram type A. In this group of children on the left ear stapedial reflex was formed in 85% 
of children in the frequencies of 0.5 KHz, 90% at 1 KHz, 80 KHz to 2% and 70% at 4 KHz. A total of 
81% of children from C group on the left ear formed stapedial reflex, while in 19% of children 
stapedial reflex was not formed. On the right ear, this percentage is 0.5% of 100 KHz, 95 KHz to 1% 
to 2 KHz to 80% and 60% at 4 KHz. Total percentage of formed reflexes on the right ear was 84%.  

There was no statistically significant difference between children with articulation disorders 
and children with typical speech and language development due to the findings of tympanometry and 
acoustic reflex. 

 
4.2. Results of TEOAE and DPOAE 
 

The Graph 1 presents results of the TEOAE in children with articulation disorders (E group) 
and in children with typical Speech-language development (C group). In children from the E group 
the better response of the cochlea was on the right ear (13 dB), while on the left was 11 dB, the 
maximum average response was 24 dB and there was no difference between left and right ear. The 
best response for both ears was in the range of 1500-2000 Hz. In children from C group the same 
average response (TEOAE) for the right and the left ear was obtained (12 dB). The best response for 
both ears is in the range of 1500-3000 Hz and ranges from 13-16 dB. 
 

Graph 1. TEOAE in children with articulation disorders (E group) and in children with typical 
speech-language development (C group) 
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In children with articulation disorders the better response of the cochlea (DPOAE) was on the 
right ear (15 dB), while on the left ear was 14 dB, the maximum average response was 26 dB for left 
and 27 dB left right ear. The best response for both ears was in the range of 2000-6000 Hz (left ear 
from 15 to 20 dB, and for the right 19-21 dB). In children from C group average response of right and 
left ear (DPOAE) was symmetrical - 15 dB (symetrical were the maximum and minimum responses). 
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The best response for both ears was in the range of 2000-6000 Hz and ranges from 20 to 23 dB 
(Graph 2). There was no statistically significant difference between children with articulation 
disorders and children with typical speech and language development by the findings of TEOAE and 
DPOAE. 

 
Graph 2. DPOAE in children with articulation disorders (E group) and in children with typical 

speech-language development (C group) 
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4.3. Results of pure-tone audiometry 

 
In children with articulation disorders (right and left ear) the best responses in tonal audiometry 

are obtained to the 2 KHz and 4 KHz, while the responses to 0.25 KHz, 0.5 KHz, 6 KHz and 8 KHz, 
on the both ears were averrage 15dB and below 15 dB, except at 0.25 KHz and 0.5 KHz on the right 
ear, where the average value is below 15 dB. Results of the pure tones perception, observed through 
the Mean for all tested frequencies indicate that these children perceived pure tone, in the average on 
the left ear at 12 dB (minimum of 4 dB, a maximum of 23 dB) and on the right ear at 14 dB 
(minimum of 2 dB, a maximum of 32 dB ). Right ear is worse than the left. The difference is 2 dB 
(Graph 3).  

In children from the C group a symmetrical response were observed when the left and right ear 
are taken into consideration The best response for both ears was obtained at 1 kHz, 2 kHz and 4 kHz 
(up to 10 dB). Results of the pure tones perception, observed in the Mean for all tested frequencies, 
show that the children of C group had no difference between the right and left ear. Maximum average 
responses at frequencies did not exceeded 13 dB (Graph 3). 
 
 
Graph 3. Pure-tone audiomtry in children with articulation disorders (E group) and in children with 

typical speech-language development (C group) 
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There was no statistically significant difference between children with articulation disorders and 

children with typical speech and language development by the findings of pure-tone audiometry. 
 
 

4.4. Results of speech audiometry 
 

Children from E group made a total of 339 errors. The average number of errors per child was 
15.26 in the intensities of 30 dB, 35 dB, 40 dB, 45 dB and 50 dB (3 errors per each intensity level).  
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Table 1 shows the results of speech audiometry in children from E and C group  - the average, 
minimal and maximal number of error per intensity level. Most of the errors children with disorders of 
articulation made at the 30 dB (7.27 errors), and with increasing intensity of presented words the 
number of errors was reduced (35 error at 3.9 dB, 3.09 errors at 40 dB). The children from E group 
percieved 100% of words from the list at 55dB.   

Children from C group made a total of 204 errors. The average number of errors per child was 
10.2 at the intensities of 30 dB, 35 dB and 40 dB (3.4 errors per intensity).  

Most of the errors children from C group made at 30 dB (6.25 errors), and with increasing 
intensity of the presented words, errors rapidly decrease to the intensity of 45 dB where children 
perceived 100% of words from the list.  

There was no statistically significant difference between children with articulation disorders 
and children with typical speech and language development by the findings of speech audiometry. 

 
Table 1. Speech audiometry in children with articulation disorders (E group) and in children with 

typical speech-language development (C group) - average, minimal, and maximal number of errors 
per each intensity level (dB)  

 
     Mean      Min      Max 

E C E C E C 
30 dB 7.27 6.25 4 2 12 12 
35 dB 3.9 2.65 0 0 8 6 
40 dB 3.09 1.3 0 0 8 4 
45 dB 0.86 0 0 0 3 0 
50 dB 0.14 0 0 0 3 0 
55 dB 0 0 0 0 0 0 

 
 

Table 2. Types of errors in the speech audiometry test in children from E and C group  
 

 
Error types 

Number of errors Range 
E C E C 

Word ommission 34 11 (5) - 
Omission of the first sound in the word 13 6 - - 
Omission of the medial sound in the word - - - - 
Omission of the final sound in the word 68 42 (1) (1) 
Voicin-voiceless substitution 15 12 - - 
Substitution with other speech sound group 47 19 (3) (4) 
Substitution of the vowel in medial position 6 - -  
Substitution of the consonant in medial 
position 

8 4 - - 

Substitution of the final speech sound 9 13 - - 
Addition of the speech sound in initial 
position 

11 5 - - 

Addition of the speech sound in medial 
position 

3 3 - - 

Addition of the speech sound in final position 15 10 - - 
Word substitution without connection 44 33 (4) (2) 
Substitution with nonword 51 28 (2) (3) 
Substitution with first sylable of the word - - - - 
Substitution with other sylable of the word - - - - 
Speech sound inversion within word - - -  
Combination of twoo errors 15 17 - (5) 
Total Errors 339 204 -- - 

 
Table 2 presents the results of speech audiometry (rank and type of errors) in children with 

articulation disorders and children with typical speech and language development.  
In children with articulation disorders rank errors is as follows: (1) omission of speech sounds 

in final position, (2) substitution with nonword (3), substitution of the initial speech sound with the 
other group’s sound (4), substitution with the other word without a clear connection to the stimulus 
word (5), and omission of the word.  

In C group rank of the errors is as follows: (1) omission of speech sounds in final position (2), 
substitution with the other word without a clear connection to the stimulus word (3), substitution with 
nonword (4), substitution of the initial speech sound with the other group’s sound (5), and a 
combination of two errors. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

Assessment of the characteristics of the hearing in children with articulation disorders showed:   
- The 90%  of children had normal tympanogram. 
- The 30% of children had absent acoustic reflex on some examined  frequencies.  
- Averrage response of TEOAE was between 11-13 dB with the best responce in range from 

1500 Hz to 3000 Hz. 
- Averrage response of DPOAE was between 14-15 dB for both ears in the range from 2000 Hz 

- 6000 Hz with better response on right ear. 
- Hearing treshold in pure-tone audiometry is symetrical - 12 to 14 dB, left ear had better result. 
- Perception of 100% on speech audiometry is achieved at 55dB of intensity. The most common 

type of errors were: omission of speech sounds in final position,  substitution of the initial speech 
sound with the other group’s sound, substituent words had the meaning.  

-The differences that emerged between children with articulation disorders and children with 
typical speech and language development at all applied procedures of hearing tests were not 
statistically significant. 

- To define procedures for the treatment of children with articulation disorders is necessary for 
each child to examine the state of hearing and auditory perception in order that treatmen can be based 
on a comprehensive diagnosis by an appropriate methodological framework for treatment. 
Articulation disorders, in conditions when disorders of auditory perception is diagnosed, should be 
treated using the selective auditory filter amplification in accordance with the results of the hearing 
assessment, with an additional amplification of the concentrates or formant acoustic energy of speech 
sound that is beeing formed or corrected, which would shorten the duration of the treatment. 
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Abstract: The overall objective of this study was to investigate the effect of communication mechanisms 
for  acceptance and understanding  of deaf people in sheltered workshops and in open economy. 
The sample is  covered by 210 subjects, 140 subjects of hearing persons and 70 deaf subjects who are 
employed in sheltered workshops or open economy (construction companies, printing, medical centers, 
beauty and hair salons, laundries, warehouses, etc.) on the territory of Belgrade, Serbia. 
Data were obtained on the basis of the individual completing the questionnaire of subjects who work in 
sheltered workshops or open economy. 
The statistical analysis was performed using descriptive statistics, χ2 test and Pearson correlation 
coefficient. 
The research results show that the majority of hearing subjects in  open economy, 37 (52.9%) believe that 
they know to establish communication with deaf worker. Also, the results showed that the subjects in  
open economy (71.4%) and in sheltered workshops (74.3%) are not afraid to enter into conversation with 
the deaf employees. The majority of hearing subjects from sheltered workshops 59 (84.3%) know the 
rules of communication with deaf people, while significantly smaller number of subjects, 11 (15.7%) in 
the open economy knows how to communicate with deaf people. The results showed that the 52 (74.3%) 
of subjects from sheltered workshops and 31 (44.3%) of the subjects from the open economy would take 
the course of gestural communication, and 5 (7.1%) of respondents from sheltered workshops and 15 
(21.4%) of respondents from the open economy does not want to attend a course gestural communication. 
These results show that a greater number of hearing participants from sheltered workshops knows how to 
communicate with deaf people and is ready to attend a course of gesture  communication, compared to 
subjects with normal hearing in an open economy. 
 
Keywords : deaf and hard of hearing, workflow, understanding, acceptance. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Vocational rehabilitation 

Vocational rehabilitation is defined as a set of measures and procedures, which should allow 
person with disability integration or return to an active professional life (Lipovac, 1972 by Zigic & 
Radic Šestić, 2006). Professional rehabilitation consists of three phases: professional orientation, 
vocational training and employment (ILO Recommendation no. 99, 1955). Vocational rehabilitation is 
an integral part of nacionalnh strategy for training and employment of persons with congenital or 
acquired disabilities (Odović, Rapajić & Nedović, 2008). 

Vocational guidance is an organized social and professional activity consisting of providing 
assistance in choosing an occupation and the workplace, in order that the individual finds himself  in 
the occupation that suits him best and in which has the highest chance of success and satisfaction in 
work (Racki, 1997). Vocational guidance is a continuous, systematic and planned organized 
assistance in preparing for occupational choice. This professional assistance is provided through the 
cooperation of various stakeholders, whereby the proceeds from the assessment of psychophysical 
characteristic of those who choose their future profession, the profession demands and social needs 
for human resources. It is a broader concept consisting of three phases: a professional enlightenment 
and information, the phase of direct counseling, performing professional services or teams, the 
evaluation phase of the realized consultations, and monitoring counseled person (Andrejević, 1992). 

Employment is an occupational rehabilitation phase, which aims to "ensure the disabled persons  
maintaining a proper job, advance in it and integrate into society" (ILO, 1983 to the Zigic & Radic 
                                                

46 Author, Affiliation, e-mail: 
47 Next author, Affiliation, e-mail: 
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Šestić, 2006). Employment has its phases: detection of potential workplace, establish contact with a 
person who is employed, establish contact with the employer, the analysis of conditions in the 
workplace, analysis tasks, comparing the demands of work and the ability of the person (Maglajić, 
1985). 

People with disabilities are employed in an open economy (public and private) and in sheltered 
workshops Sheltered workshops are engaged in economic activity, rehabilitation and employment of 
at least 40% of persons with special needs. The interest of the economy for  training and employment 
of disabled persons through sheltered workshops  began in late sixties as a consequence of social 
commitment and constitutional guaranteed to citizens who are fully capable of working to create the 
conditions for their professional rehabilitation (Vukovic, 1983). Sheltered workshops within the open 
economy was founded by their parent companies, with the main purpose to primarily train and 
employ disabled workers in their composition, a smaller number of these companies employ other 
disabled persons. The difference between the companies from open economy and sheltered workshops  
is that both of them meet the needs of customers and making a profit in the market.  Enterprises of 
people with disability when selecting production programs are limited with technological processes, 
because they have to be the one on which the person with disability  can work. It follows a special 
task in terms of organizational adjustments and technological processes, physical and mental 
capabilities of disabled persons (Glušac, 1994). 

Deaf people have a sensory hearing loss, which is why their psycho - social development  is 
difficult, and the reason is most often reduced the flow of information from the objective reality, 
which affect the proper cognitive development. This is mainly manifested in the absence of voice 
activity and therefore the interruption of learning through speech which eventually leads to the 
formation of social communication barriers that occur during communication between the deaf and 
the typical respondents. Each deaf person develops a certain individual communication skills, which 
may include one dominant form of communication or a combination of different (Zecevic, 
Mujkanović & DeVoe, 2010). 

1.2. Communication 

Communication is the ability to meaningfully share ideas, thoughts and desires. The man who 
enters into communication is always guided by some motive that drives communication. The intention 
is usually conscious, but there are unconscious intentions (goals) to start communication (Radoman, 
2003 by Jablan & Stanimirov, 2012). The development of communication affected by communicative 
context (verbal and non-verbal interactions between children and adults), a situational context (such 
as the physical characteristics of the environment in which the child lives and learns) and social 
context (social and cultural values, expectations, beliefs, and resources) ( poplar & Stanimirov, 2012). 

To realize the communication between the deaf persons and social environment, significant 
efforts are needed to hearing impaired and the social environment in which they live. To establish 
communication requires a mutual willingness and the use of all the means that will make 
communication intelligible (Hasanbegović, 2006). Deaf people have difficulties in communicating 
with the hearing people because they can not or to a lesser or greater extent difficulty mastering oral - 
spoken language used by the typical population. This barrier causes that are not realized 
communication and interaction between the deaf person and typical of the population, which is why a 
number of people with hearing impairments, who do not know orally voice speech, are deprived of 
the exchange of information and to interact with the population in a typical environment in which they 
work and live. It is therefore necessary to determine the role of the communication system in 
overcoming social communication barriers primarily a function of sign language (Zimmermann, 
1986). 

Employed deaf person uses a range of strategies to meet the expectation of working 
environment: concealing disability, immediately inform the environment about their disability in 
order to reduce discomfort, requires help to know what was expected of her, emphasizes the similarity 
with others over shared interests, opinions and values ; becomes a super worker to break stereotypes 
and changed the expectations of others (Stone & Colella, 1996: 388). 

Negative attitudes and behavior works may lead to dissatisfaction of deaf workers in the form 
of reduced interest, productivity, especially when they believe that they are not  fair and sufficiently 
rewarded, they show anxiety and withdrawal. In this way, they confirmed low expectations of 
working environment (Blanck et al., 2003). 
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3. RESEARCH GOAL  

The aim of this research is to investigate the effect of communication mechanisms for 
acceptance and understanding of the deaf  people by hearing respondents in sheltered workshops and 
in open economy. 

4. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

Sample  

The survey was conducted during June - September 2015 in sheltered workshops or open 
economy (construction companies, printing, medical centers, beauty and hair salons, laundries, 
warehouses, etc.) on the territory of Belgrade. 

The sample covered typical 140 respondents who are employed in sheltered workshops or open 
economy. 

Instrument 

For the purposes of data collection from typical subjects used the Scale for the assessment of 
the hearing persons to employment for deaf people (Radic Šestić, 2011). The scale consists of three 
subscales: subscale of general attitudes on employment of deaf persons (7 items) subscales for 
evaluation of job competencies, of deaf persons (22 items) and subscales for assessing social 
competences of deaf persons (16 items). 

The survey of typical respondents was conducted in groups, in small or large groups, depending 
on the size of the labor organization and the number of respondents who agreed to participate in the 
study. The survey was conducted from 15 to 25 minutes. 

Socio-demographic data were collected from the employment record or of the respondents (type 
of business, sex, age, education level). 

 
3.3. Results and discussion 
 
The research results are quantitatively and qualitatively analyzed. 

 
Table 1. I would not know  to establish communication with deaf worker 

 
  

  
  

I would not know  to establish 
communication with deaf worker 

Total no 
I don’t 
know yes 

 
 

Group  
Open     
economy 
         

 

 
Number 37 21 12 70 

          %        52.9 %        30.0% 17.1% 100.0% 
 

Results from Table 1 show that 12 (17.1%) of typical respondents would not know to 
communicate with the deaf / hard of hearing worker. 37 (52.9%) of respondents disagreed with the 
given testimony, while 21 (30%) did not know the answer to a given question. 
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Table 2. I'm afraid because of that to get into a conversation with a deaf workers 

  

 
  

  
  

I'm afraid because of that to get into a conversation 
with a deaf workers  

 
Total no Do not know yes 

Group Sheltered    
workshop 

No 
52 8 10 70 

    % 74.3% 11.4% 14.3% 100.0% 
  Open economy No 50 11 9 70 
    % 

71.4% 15.7% 12.9% 100.0% 

Total No 102 19 19 140 
  % 72.9% 13.6% 13.6% 100.0% 

 
Table no. 2 shows compliance with the testimony of the fear of entering into conversation with 

the deaf employees by the respondents from sheltered workshops in 10 (14.3%) cases, and in 9 
(12.9%) cases of the respondents from the open economy. This fear  has no 52 (74.3%) of respondents 
from sheltered workshops and 50 (71.4%) of respondents from the open economy. Statistical analysis 

showed no statistical significance (x2 = 0.566; p≤0,754). 
 

Table 3. Knowing the rules of communication with deaf people 

  
  

  
  

 I know the rules of communication with deaf 
people? 

Total no I m not sure yes 
Group Sheltered workshop No 0 11 59 70 

    
% 

.0% 15.7% 84.3% 100.0% 

Оpen economy No 43 16 11 70 
    
% 61.4% 22.9% 15.7% 100.0% 

Total No 43 27 70 140 
   
% 

30.7% 19.3% 50.0% 100.0% 

 
Table 3 reveals that 59 (84.3%) of respondents from sheltered workshops and 11 (15.7%) of 

respondents from the open economy know the rules of communication with deaf people. Rules of 
communication is not known by  43 (61.4%) of respondents from the open economy while at the 
sheltered workshop there were no such response. 

Statistical analysis of the data showed high statistical significance (x2 = 76.840; p≤0,000). 
 

Table 4. The possibility of establishing better communication with deaf colleague 
 I would attend the course of  gestural 
communication if that will help to establish better 
communication with deaf colleague 

Total no Do not know yes 
Group Sheltered workshop No 5 13 52 70 
    % 7.1% 18.6% 74.3% 100.0% 
  Оpen economy No 15 24 31 70 
    % 

21.4% 34.3% 44.3% 100.0% 

Total No 20 37 83 140 
  % 14.3% 26.4% 59.3% 100.0% 
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From Table no. 4 we learn that the 52 (74.3%) of respondents from sheltered workshops and 31 

(44.3%) of the respondents from the open economy would attend the course gestural communication, 
and 5 (7.1%) of respondents from sheltered workshops and 15 (21.4%) of respondents from the open 
economy do not want to  attended the course gestural communications . 

Statistical analysis of the data showed high statistical significance (x2 = 13.584; P 0.001). 

4. CONCLUSSION 

Based on the results obtained in the present study we can conclude that despite all the 
difficulties faced by the deaf persons in the environment in which they live and work, they are in most 
cases accepted by the typical population. Responders  typical of the population are ready to accept the 
deaf persons in their work environment and adapt to the needs of these people in order to enable 
easier communication and better working conditions. Answers to these questions show that people 
from typical  population are willing to attend  a course gestural communication in order to obtain 
better contact with deaf persons and thus they facilitate communication and reduce social 
communication barrier. Most of responders seeks to achieve a better and more successful 
communication, using all means and ways, using all possible conditions and situations but are not 
always successful in doing so. Therefore, it is necessary to organize as many forms of training for 
persons from typical population (sign language courses, lectures, etc.) in order to facilitate the 
inclusion of deaf people in working and living environment. 
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UTICAJ KOMUNIKATIVNIH MEHANIZAMA GLUVIH I NAGLUVIH OSOBA NA 
PRIHVATANјE I RAZUMEVANјE GLUVIH OSOBA OD ČUJUĆIH U ZAŠTITNIM 

RADIONICAMA I OTVORENOJ PRIVREDI  
 

APSTRAKT 
Opšti cilј istraživanja je bio da se ispita uticaj komunikativnih mehanizama gluvih i nagluvih osoba na 
prihvaćenost i razumevanje gluvih osoba od čujućih  u zaštitnim radionicama i otvorenoj privredi. 
Uzorkom je obuhaćeno 210 ispitanika, 140 čujućih ispitanika i 70 gluvih ispitanika koji su zaposleni u 
zaštitnim radionicama ili otvorenoj privredi (građevinske firme, štamparije, zdravstvene ustanove, 
kozmetički i frizerski saloni, perionice, magacini itd.) na teritoriji grada Beograda. Podaci su dobijeni na 
osnovu individualnog popunjavanja upitnika čujućih ispitanika koji rade u zaštitnim radionicama ili 
otvorenoj privredi.U statističkoj obradi podataka korišćena je deskriptivna statistika, χ2 test i Pirsonov 
koeficijent korelacije. 
Rezultati istraživanja pokazuju da većina čujućih ispitanika u otvorenoj privredi 37 (52.9%)  smatra da bi 
znali da uspostave komunikaciju sa gluvim radnikom. Takođe rezultati su pokazali da se čujući ispitanici 
kako u otvorenoj privredi (71.4%) tako i u zaštitnim radionicama (74.3%) se ne plaše da uđu u 
konverzaciju sa gluvim radnicima. Većina čujućih ispitanika iz zaštitne radionice 59 (84.3%) poznaju 
pravila komunikacije sa gluvim osobama, dok  značajno manji broj ispitanika 11 (15.7%)  iz otvorene 
privrede poznaje pravila komunikacije sa gluvim osobama. Rezultati su pokazali da bi 52 (74.3%) 
ispitanika iz zaštitne radionice i 31 (44.3%) ispitanik iz otvorene privrede bi pohađao kurs gestovne 
komunikacije, dok 5 (7.1%) ispitanika iz zaštitne radionice i 15 (21.4%) ispitanika iz otvorene privrede ne 
bi pohađali kurs gestovne komuinikacije. Ovi rezultati nam pokazuju da veći broj čujućih ispitanika iz 
zaštitnih radionica poznaje pravila komunikacije sa gluvim osobom i spremno je da pohađa kurs gestovne 
komunikcije u odnosu na čujuće ispitanike u otvorenoj privredi. 
Klјučne reči: gluvi i nagluvi, radni proces, prihvaćenost, razumevanje 
  
 

Ivana Mitrović Đorđević, Bilјana Petrović 
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Abstract: Whisper is a form of speech, which often occurs in different communication situations. 
Question of pronunciation quality is rarely asked because of specificity of communication situation. 
Whisper is defined as pronunciation without vibration of the vocal cords. This leads to the conclusion 
that all voiced sound should be classified as incorrectly spoken sounds if we take criteria for typical 
speech. In this study two problems were taken in consideration: a) criteria and abilities of experts to 
evaluate quality of pronunciation and b) the impact of learning at whisper pronunciation quality. The 
study included 10 "naive" speakers who pronounced defined set of stimuli several times during one 
month, and two experts from which one has perennial experience in whisper analyzes and the other one 
in typical speech evaluation. It turns out there are problems in defining criteria that are used to describe 
voices pronounced in a whisper and that trained professionals have trouble when they need to adapt their 
perceptual criteria, that are already formed for typical speech, to whisper. it comes to their perceptual 
criteria Trained for assessing the quality of a typical speech adapt whisper. Although whisper is relatively 
common way of communication exercise is improving the quality of pronunciation. The results indicate 
the need for more serious approach in preparing speakers when whisper is used for speech researches. 
 
Keywords: šapat, normalni govor, izovor izmenjenog kcaliteta glasova  

 

1. INTRODUCTION  

Verbal communication between two people realized in normal voice intensity and with 
adequate prosody in environment without noise that can interfere in understanding represent common 
verbal communication. All other situations, including whisper pronunciation, represent uncommon 
communication. Whisper, as rarely used type of communication, is used in order to begin discrete or 
intimate atmosphere in conversation but it can also be consequence of medical conditions (acute like 
cold or chronicle illness of laryngeal structures of vocal tract (Jovičić and Šarić, 2008). It not unusual 
to use whisper in criminal activities, most often to hide real identity. In mentioned situations and 
conditions verbal communication is understandable but with increased efforts. 

Main characteristic of speech in whisper is absence of laryngeal vibrations and noisy structure 
of speech signal. It was found that formant at lower frequencies in whisper are moved to higher 
frequencies while spectral incline is flatter then in regular speech (Ito i sar., 2005; Chang i sar., 2007; 
Jovičić, 2008).Among mentioned, whisper has lower intensity in comparison to regular speech as a 
result of change of sound phase of vocal tract with whisper phase (Eklund and Traunmuller, 1996).  
Comparative analysis of wave shape and spectrogram analysis of the same sentence pronounced in 
regular speech and in whisper showed completely preserved consonants fricative parts. This fact 
indicates that form of vocal tract in whisper,  in these voice structures, almost unchanged compared to 
form in regular speech (Jovičič, 1999). 

Question of phonemes sonority perception during whisper  is in a correlation with duration of 
phoneme or parts of phoneme. Distinction between voiced and voiceless fricatives is defined with 
fricative duration in a way that voiceless fricatives have noticeably longer duration Tartter, 
1989).Voicless plosives have longer aspiration then voiced plosives. Characteristic of plosives and 
affricate explosion phase indicate to clear distinction between voiced and voiceless sounds. In 
voiceless plosives explosion phase is more intense, with short duration and it happens as doubled 
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impuls while in africates we have different sytuation: because of aspiration and explosion flow, there 
is no voice resonance, explosion phase lasts longer in voiceless africates then in voiced africates. 

In Serbian language (Jovičić, 1998; Jovičić i Šarić, 2008) spectography of all vocals in whisper 
indicate increased F1 values exept in a case of vocal /u/. Second formant is raised in all vocals except 
in men pronunciotion of vocals /u/ i /e/, while F3 and F4 doesn't have regular changes. Whisper 
doesn't have its main frequency, intonational contours, and many more prosodic characteristics. In 
whisper recognition of non linguistic informations related to speaker sex, age, emotional state, 
identiti, etc. is difficult. However, many researches prove completely different and state that whisper 
beside verbal informations cary out many non verbal informations souch as information pitch. By this 
way it was shown that whisper can revele speaker sex, emotions and other prosodic informations 
(Hultsch et al., 1992). Recognition of phonemas  in logatom with consonant- vocal- consonant type is 
more then 80% in all vocals and in more then 2/3 consonants (Jovičić i Đorđević, 2008), which is a 
really good logatom understunding, which corresponds sentence understunding of more then 95%.  

Whisper has not yet been sufficiently explored, especially in the aspect of its automatic 
recognition and it is causing a problem in speech technologies, especially in speech recognition and 
speech synthesis, as well as in identifying speakers. ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition) systems 
are by their capabilities still far from the level of human perception. 

 
 

1.1. Physiology of speech mechanism in whisper 

Whisper is a specific type of verbal communication which is generated by speech mechanism 
and its three sub systems: respiratory (lungs, bronchi and trachea), phonatory (larynx with vocal 
cords- Figure 1a) and vocal system. Considering that main difference between regular speech and 
whisper speech lays down in vocal cord activity, we will stay longer at phonatory part of vocal 
mechanism which consists of larynx with complex structures of connected cartilage. Main function of 
larynx is performed by vocal cords, which represents two side muscles placed within larynx with 
double role: biological and acustic. First role, biological role is to protect trachea from food intrusion 
during swallowing; during breathing vocal cords are moved apard and they form triangle passage 
called glotis. Second, acoustic function of vocal cords has developed during evolution and it can be 
seen in vocal cords movements made by air which gives the air periodical and sound structure. By this 
discontinuous air drift- sound wave, moves trought vocal tract where it gets it's final look with a work 
of articulation organs and resulting in verbal sygnal. 

From physiological point of view whisper generation there are differences in regards to speech 
production in area of phonatory system and in area of vocal tract from aspect of acticulation organs 
movements. In case of whisper, during air penetration trought larynx vocal cords are still and non 
vibrating and glotis is staying partly oppened (Lashley and Hiks, 1980), like it was shown at Figure 
1e). 

 

 
Figure 1. Vertical larynx section a) glottis look: b) during speech c) in relax state d) during deep 

inhaling e) during vocal pronunciation in whisper. 
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Figure 1 shows several glottis positions, depending on voiced pronunciation, steady state, deep 
breathing or whisper. In steady state, vocal cords are moved appart and create passage in a shape of 
reverse letter "V". With inhalation vocal cords are moved apart even more and make space for free air 
passage through glottis shaped like letter "U". During speech vocal cords are close to each other but 
not too tense and can vibrate when air wave comes. In whisper vocal cords are close to each other but 
not in a full length and they form, at their ends, opening in a shape of reverse letter "Y". Unlike 
speech vocal cords are tightly tense during whisper, which is stopping their vibration. Similar glottal 
shape with vocal cords a bit more opened is formed during pronunciation of voiceless sounds. 
Generally there are differences between regular speech and whisper, and they are reproduced to 
articulation- acoustic aspect and can be identified by auditory system. 

2. RESEARCH AIM  

Aims of this research were: 1) determination of criteria and posibilities of experts to evaluate 
quality of whisper pronunciation and 2) influence of study effects to pronunciation quality in whisper. 
Because researches of this kind are rare or there are almost no researches, for our language area this 
was first research with this aims, it was hard to give objective judgment about pronunciation because 
there are no measuring instruments for whisper pronunciation quality assesment. This is first in a 
series of researches that were planned within bigger studie that will examine repetition of articulation 
in regular speech and in whisper ( further NS and W) with the aim to determine framework for 
experimental researches that will measure speech organs movements with articulograph AG 501 
(Subotić i sar., 2015). 

 
 

3. METHODOLOGY  

Within methodology we will describe sample and speech stimuli base. 
10 mature speakers with standard pronunciation of all voices were included into research 

sample. Speakers pronounced defined number of stimuli in three sessions with gap of ten days 
between sessions. 

Base of speech stimuli was made of 30 sentences that were balanced from aspect of co 
articulation and influence to targeted voice. Each sentence had stimuli- word that appears consistently 
like any other word in sentence while targeted voice, which is subject of analysis, is located in medial 
position of stimuli- word. Each speaker pronounced each sentence with its natural (normal) voice and 
with whisper voice that lead to 1800 stimuli recorded and analyzed by experts. Stimuli were recorded 
at recorder of manufacturer ZOOM, model Hn4, sampling frequency of 44100, 16 bits. 

 Analysis of pronunciation quality of speakers in regular speech and in whisper was conducted 
by one of the experts. Analysis of expert was auditive  and based on years of experience in field of 
articulation- aqustic quality of voices, apropos possible appearance of changed quality for some of the 
voices. Not any of known tests for articulation quality examination was able to be used because all of 
available test was meant for examining voices during regular pronunciation and, from aspect of this 
kind of tests, some pronunciations of voices in whisper would be scored as atypical and it would 
become a treat to research relevance.  

4. RESULTS  

Table 1. shows number of voices of changed quality (from 30 possible voices) in each session 
for regular speech and whisper. 

Although in III session there is lowest number of voices of changed quality, factorial analysis 
ANOVA didn’t show existence of statistically significant difference in number of voices with 
changed quality neither for regular speech nor for whisper: FRS (30,2) = 0.58, p = 0.565; FW (30,2) = 
0.57, p = 0.57. 
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Table 1. Number of voices with modified quality by session for regular speech (RS) and whisper (W). 
 

  Speakers  
I session II session III session 

RS W RS W RS W 

1.  0 0 0 10 0 3 

2.  2 3 5 8 1 1 

3.  0 7 0 0 0 3 

4.  0 8 0 0 1 2 

5.  1 5 0 4 1 4 

6.  1 7 0 9 0 6 

7.  8 13 10 11 1 9 

8.  1 7 0 2 0 5 

9.  0 1 0 6 0 2 

10.  0 3 0 1 0 3 

Average 1.3 5.4 1.5 5.1 0.4 3.8 
 

Table 2. represent results of T- test  originated from comparing (pairing) regular speech and 
whisper in each session (RS1-W1; RS2-W2; RS3-W3) from the aspect of mistakes number. It showed 
that there is significant difference in number of voices of changed quality during regular speech and 
whisper in all three sessions, apropos number of voices of changed quality was higher in whisper then 
in regular speech. 

 
 

Table 2. T-test for paired sample for number of mistakes regular speech-whisper (RS1-W1; RS2-W2; 
RS3-W3) by recording sessions. 

 

T-test t df Sig. (2-tailed) 
Session I - 4.686 9 .001 

Session II -3.139 9 .012 

Session III -4.543 9 .001 

 
 

Table 3. Number of voices of unchanged/ changed quality in all possible combinations: RS- W  
 

Sessions  I II III 

normal quality RS –  
normal quality W  241 245 262 

modulated quality RS - 
normal quality W  6 4 0 

normal quality RS - 
modulated quality W  46 40 34 

modulated quality RS - 
modulated quality W  7 11 4 

 
 

Table 3 shows number of voices of changed quality in all possible combinations of RS and W, 
ranging from proper quality of both to the changed quality of both speech forms. 

The question we tried to answer is what is the consistency of pronunciation with changed 
quality in RS and W, ie. whether the changed pronunciation quality of voice in RS causes also 
changed quality of pronunciation in W. Incidence of unchanged/ changed quality compared to the 
analyzed combination of RS - W is as follows: a predominant phenomenon proper pronunciations in 
both forms of speech, followed by a neat quality RS - amended quality of W, then changed the quality 
of RS - amended quality W and in the end, as the least represented phenomenon, as amended quality 
RS - neat quality of W. 
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The results showed that the modified quality of speech production in a whisper and regular 
speech are not connected.  

 

 
Figure 2. Frequency of modulated quality pronunciation for same voice in all three session in RS and 

in W (consistency of modulated voice quality presentation). 
 

If that is not the case one question arises: are changes in pronunciation quality consistent when 
we look to these pronunciation modes separately. Apropos, will one voice with changed pronunciation 
quality during one session retain deviation in pronunciation in all other sessions. Figure 2 shows how 
number of same voices with changed quality of pronunciation in session II and III in comparison to 
average number of changed voices pronunciation in I session. It can be seen that number of same 
voices pronounced in changed quality is more frequent, 2/3times then 3/3 times in regular speech. In 
whisper it is not the case, there are bigger number of voices pronounced with changed quality in all 
three sessions then in two out of three sessions. Based on this data we can’t get conclusions about 
impact of repeated pronunciation (learning) to pronunciation quality because column marked with 
number 2 represents two times pronounced voice with changed quality regardless appearance order. It 
means that voice with changed quality could be pronounced in  I and II, I and III or II and III session. 
However it can be seen that number of same voices pronounced with changed quality is 2/3 and 3/3 
times bigger during whisper then during normal speech. Because this number in whisper doesn’t 
follow expected trend, that number of voices with changed pronunciation lower as number of 
repetitions increases, researches in this field are necessary in order to get adequate response to seen 
anomaly. 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Representation of pronunciation amended whisper quality. 
 

Figure 3 shows frequency of the changed quality of voices, summarized in three sessions. 
Leading laterals / l, s /, vowels / e, u, a, i, o /, the voices of a group of some fricatives and affricates 
while the minimum frequency appear in voice groups of plosives and nasal voices as amended quality 
voices. Middle expert rating pronunciations amended quality was in regular speech, in the order from 
the first to the third session, as follows: 4.8; 4.2; 4 a whisper: 4.8; 4.5; 4.6. These ratings are taken 
based on the model test to assess the articulation of regular speech, where the score of 1 to 3 neat 
pronunciation, score of 4 to 6 is distortion and score 7 is substitution or omission. Althou differences 
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are not statisticaly significant in regular speech we can see trend of lowering marks with increasing of 
session number while in whisper it is not the case. 

It is interesting that in whisper vocals and lateral /l/ most frequently appear as voices 
pronounced with changed quality and it grately differs from frequancy  of voice are different in 
regular speech where fricatives (/sh/) most frequent (Punišić, 2012). 

This research showed that whisper as specific type of communication can’t be evaluated by 
methodology that is often used for evaluation of regular pronunciation quality.  Evaluation of test 
scores for regular speech and the lack of research of this subject, the interpretation of the results was 
not possible without expert descriptions of their production in whisper with articulation and acoustic 
aspects. On the basis of the amended quality: a) lateral - was inadequate position of tongue; b) vowel - 
duration and tension basic rights; c) affricates and fricatives - quality afriction / friction inadequate 
position of the tongue and the flow of air currents causing the occurrence of any of the types of 
distortions, tensions basic voice and not a rare occurrence substituting other voice (sound 
counterpart). 

Synthesizing all results we can say that in whisper stability of the articulator has been 
threatened, the way of air flow and control of basic voice tension with predominant appearance of 
tension in voice.  

After examining the research that dealt with global aspects whisper find explanations for some 
of the observed phenomena in our study. In studies (Solomon et al., 1989; Monoson and Zemlin, 
1984) characterized the difference between forced whisper (weak whisper or soft whisper);  forced 
whisper, in addition to carrying more energy and can still reach more, owns specifics in how to 
generate and acoustic properties. This can be correlated with the appearance of changed quality of 
basic voice that was observed in the vocals and some other voices just qualifying characteristics of a 
forced whisper: tension and instability articulation position. It is possible that the speaker in the event 
of vowels, which produce free flow of air currents, felt the need to, due to the lack of articulation 
contacts intensify tension in order to achieve their realization. This is at the same time, excessive 
energy consumption, affected on their duration, which is in all circumstances be shortened. Mills 
(Mills, 2009) noted the existence of differences in the size of the glottal opening between speech and 
whispers. By measuring the flow of air and its pressure in certain areas of the speech mechanism has 
been shown that whisper pressure is significantly higher than in speech with a peak of tension in 
transglotal  part (Monoson and Zemlin, 1984) which is exactly suited to our acoustic impression of 
realization voices marked as tentative. 

Also, research has shown that the physiology of the speech mechanism during pronunciation 
sound and unvoiced consonants whisper very similar (Mills, 2009) can be explained partly by the 
emergence of reinforcement unvoiced consonants that occurred in our study and that was quite 
unexpected. Specifically, on this occasion there was a complete lose of desired voice and his acoustic 
counterpart substitution. Need of a speaker for discrimination pairs of consonants, which in regular 
speech is achieved with vibration of the vocal cords, caused the exaggerated, prolonged and tense 
pronunciation voiceless consonant that is acoustically generated as sonorous. This should take into 
account the previously mentioned study (Tartter 1989) which explains the behavior of voiceless 
plosives , fricatives and affricates in whisper. 

It is known that whisper and speech differ in terms of breathing but the occurrence of excessive 
fatigue to our respondents, the need for new inspiratory, breaks, slower pronunciation and speaking 
difficulty in controlling breathing explains the research that says that in the process of speech and 
whispers the same amount of air inhaled or in whisper during exhalation displaces more air than in 
regular speech (Stathopoulos, 1991; Schwartz, 1970). 

And generally, the articulation in a whisper, in the majority of pronunciation amended qualities 
could be called hyper  articulation. Bearing in mind that it is a standard speakers SJ is no doubt that all 
of these characteristics pronunciations such as: increased effort in articulation, slower speed 
articulators, attentive articulation, longer and more intense pronunciation of certain consonants (to 
highlight differences sound-soundless voices) , aimed at increasing the user-friendliness whisper. 
Almost all of the speakers had a similar or the same realization when it comes to the voices of the 
amended quality being able to speak in favor of that whisper characterized by less variability, and 
higher stability compared to speech (Osfar, 2011).  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Based on data analysis can't be concluded that there is a connection between the changed 
quality of pronunciation in regular speech and whisper. The reasons for this are multiple, but 
primarily because of differences in the articulation mechanisms that are used in regular speech and 
whisper. Other reasons relate to assessing and measuring instruments. The evaluation expert may be 
less objective when assessing a whisper because his experience is based predominantly on the 
evaluation of the quality of regular speech on the one hand, and the lack of adequate measuring 
instruments for the assessment of whispers on the other side. 

However, although there was no statistically significant difference in the quality of 
pronunciation in repeated sessions, or GPA pronunciations changed the quality of a declining trend 
with repetition pronunciations nevertheless notes that the last session has fewer voices spoken with 
changed quality of the first two sessions. This suggests that learning has an impact on the quality of 
pronunciation in a whisper that will further research be exact arguments. 

The results definitely indicate that additional research is necessary to be reliably able to 
describe and draw conclusions about the quality of articulation in a whisper. 

What at this stage of exploration of topics as a priority for future research is to analyze the 
situation psychoemotional speakers during the experiment and motivation to participate in an 
experiment which would enable an answer to the question of consistency of the amended quality or 
changed voice quality as well as current events. 

 
Research of partially financed by fund of Ministry of education, science and technological 

development of the Republic of Serbia trough project but TR32032 and ON178027. 
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UTICAJ EFEKTA UCENJA NA KVALITET IZGOVORA U SAPATU 
 

APSTRAKT 

Šapat je vid govora koji se često javlja u različitim komunikacionim situacijama. S obzirom na 
specifičnost komunikacione situacije u kojoj se realizuje, retko se postavlja pitanje kvaliteta izgovora pri 
šapatu. Šapat se definiše kao izgovor bez vibracije glasnica pa se nameće zaključak da bi svi zvučni 
glasovi trebalo da budu svrstani u nepravilno izgovorene ukoliko se primene kriterijumi koji važe za 
tipičan govor. 
U ovom istraživanju razmatrana su dva problema: a) kriterijumi i mogućnosti stručnjaka da ocene kvalitet 
izgovora i b) uticaj efekta učenja na kvalitet izgovora u šapatu. U istraživanju je učestvovalo 10 “naivnih” 
govornika  koji su izgovarali definisani skup stimulusa nekoliko puta u vremenskom intervalu od mesec 
dana i dva eksperta od kojih jedan ima dugogodšnje iskustvo u analizi šapata a drugi u ocenjivanju 
tipičog govora. Pokazuje se da postoje problemi u definisanju kriterijuma koji opisuju izgovor glasova u 
šapatu i da izvežbani stručnjaci imaju problema kada treba da svoje perceptivne kriterijume, uvežbane za 
ocenu kvaliteta tipičnog govora, prilagode šapatu. Iako je šapat relativno čest način komuniciranja, 
vežbanjem se popravlja kvalitet izgovora. Rezultati ukazuju na potrebu ozbiljnijeg pristupa u pripremi 
govornika kada se šapat koristi za istraživanja u govoru. 
 

Silvana Punišić, Slobodan Jovičić, Miško Subotić, Ružica Bilibajkić 
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WORD, MAN AND THE COSMOS 

MIRJANA SOVILJ 

LIFE ACTIVITIES ADVANCEMENT CENTER, BELGRADE, SERBIA 

INSTITUTE FOR EXPERIMENTAL PHONETICS AND SPEECH PATHOLOGY, BELGRADE, SERBIA 

 

"Man's possibilities are very great. You cannot even 
conceive a shadow of what man is capable of attaining." 

 
       George Gurdjieff 

 
Abstract. "This paper presents a pilot study aimed at deeper understanding of the potency-power of 
words. 
The word is at the same time an instrument of creation and the supreme creation, which God gave only to 
the man, to continue creating further on. The man must ultimately learn that he creates his life both with 
his thoughts and his words and in doing so, influencing lives of others, thus being the co-creator in the 
Cosmic creation. 
Observing the results of researches on the phonological structure of Serbian language by Đorđe Kostić, 
we get a clear insight into a regularity by which sounds in one language 1) often come into contact and 
build clusters that have high frequency in words, 2) rarely come into contact and build clusters with a 
lower frequency, 3) very rarely occur (frequency of cluster 1) and 4) sounds which never get in contact 
and do not build clusters.   
Bearing in mind the views of new neurolinguistics, that every word has its inner and its external value, 
i.e. that besides its external communicative meanings, the word has the inner value through the energy 
content contained in its levels of spiritual, astral and material codes. We conducted a pilot study on the 
brain processing during sound stimulation at specific frequencies, which are immanent to codes of words 
on a spiritual level. 
This pilot study presents a part of the results obtained by the analysis of quantitative EEG during the 
auditory processing of codes, selected stimulus words, which are expressed by an acoustic frequency, in 
the stimulation and poststimulation period.  
The obtained results point to the possibility of applying a specific code of words expressed in the acoustic 
frequency for therapeutic purposes, such as the frequency of 69Hz (acoustic frequency of the spiritual 
code of the word Serb), which has an extremely calming effect on children with ADHD, attention and 
concentration, disorders, memory disorders and behavior and learning disorders. 
Key words: sound cluster, speech, language, universe, man, acoustic structure, word, behavioral 
disorder.  
 

 
 

The man has immense abilities which remain unused, because we live in the technogenic world, 
where a large number of functions are transferred to technical devices. The amount of information in 
the world is doubled every 3 years, and the trend is heading towards even shorter periods. The human 
mind has less and less time not just to recognize and process, but also to perceive incoming 
information. The need to synchronize with the surrounding world becomes a condition for the survival 
of the man and the mankind. 

The most logical procedure in such a situation is to try to change it. And the right way to 
achieve this is to trigger the unused parts of one's brain. There is no doubt that those, whose engaged 
brain potential is higher than 3% -5% (as in the basic population) are not only much more flexible but 
also have a strong development capability.  

It is claimed that the modern man uses about 3% of consciousness. Recently, Professor R. D. 
Heuer, Director-General of CERN, said that we know only about 3% of the universe, which in a way 
assures us that discoveries really depend on our consciousness. It is known that the level of 
development of consciousness and the whole organism depends on the harmonious work of both 
hemispheres. Thus, the improvement of human communication and behavior lies not only in 
achieving the perfect synchronization of both hemispheres of the brain, but also the synchronization 
of the development of cosmic, spiritual, mental and physical potentials.  
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Knowledge from various scientific fields (molecular biology, thalasso genetics, quantum 
physics, quantum medicine, information technology, psychophysiology, psychology, etc.) together 
with the traditional and ancient knowledge, point to the necessity of raising awareness of our origins 
and our place and role in our own as well as in the cosmic development. Starting from the fact that 
there is a comprehensive synthesis of two modes of cognition (Raković, 2007): 1. rational-scientific, 
i.e. classically reduced in normal states of consciousness, based on the physical senses and 2. creative-
religious i.e. quantum-coherent, in altered and transitional states of mind, we can also say that they 
are vertical, through intuition and internal mind and horizontal, through the five physical senses. The 
intersection point of these two kinds of cognition provides an insight into reality. In order to expand 
consciousness, the modern man needs to develop and use both ways of cognition, which requires 
conscious work on self-knowledge and self-development. Thus, speech and language-word are not 
just the means of communication, but also the means of cognition and creation.  

The man is permeated and surrounded by the language, he himself is the Word, and from that 
point of view, speech and language represent a constantly developing process. 

According to the myth, gods were outraged when they saw that the builders of the Tower of 
Babel were getting closer. At that time, there was only one language on Earth. Then they decided to 
obscure languages so that people could not understand each other and scattered 70 languages in 70 
different directions, which is why ancient Kabbalah says that one word has 70 meanings. Sigmund 
Freud believed that words are the primary means of human consciousness and that they have a special 
power, saying that "... 'Words and magic were in the beginning one and the same thing, and even 
today words retain much of their magical power". 

The word is at the same time an instrument of creation and the supreme creation, which God 
gave only to the man, to continue creating further on. The man must ultimately learn that he creates 
his life both with his thoughts and his words and in doing so, influencing lives of others, thus being 
the co-creator in the Cosmic creation. 

Starting from these premises, there is an inevitable need to focus modern researches on the 
study of the possibilities of objective measuring of the power and effect of words. With this goal in 
mind, we will present the research results from the second half of the twentieth century by Đ. Kostić, 
in regard with the regularities of compatibility and incompatibility of sounds in the Serbian language, 
which he determined through the frequency of occurrence of sound connections. He indicated that the 
phonological and phonetic profile of a language are defined by both types and number of sound 
connections. Theoretically, 900 sound connections-clusters (30 sounds x 30) can be achieved in the 
Serbian language, but Đ.Kostić and collaborators' research showed that only 653 clusters are realized, 
whereas approximately 1/3 of sound connections are never realized. The research was carried out on 
the sample of 70 000  words of the Serbian language from the German-Serbian dictionary (Ristić-
Kangrga). Based on this sample, they established all combinations of sound connections and the 
frequency of their occurrence. Frequencies of clusters indicate that in the Serbian language, 
connectivity of sounds ranges from  19.054 –  cluster TI to 1 –  cluster LJM, whereas 247 
combinations are never realized, which is a number of mutually incompatible sounds for the nature of 
the Serbian language. By the analysis of 653 sound connections-clusters, it was established that: 137 
 were vowel – consonant, 134 consonant – vowel, 363 consonant - consonant and 19 were vowel – 
vowel, which clearly indicates that their connections are not accidental and that, according to Kostić, 
there is a specific order in the formation of sound connections, which represents a significant feature 
of a language, and thus regularities of compatibility and incompatibility of sounds in the language 
affect its physical code and profile. (4,5,11) 

A Japanese phonetician O. Fujimura has done a comprehensive research of the influence of 
articulation on the relation of sounds. The originality of his research is the discovery that the sixth 
sound in a word affects the performance of the first sound in the same word, which means that the 
sixth sound influences the fifth and  passing through the sound string, it moves the basic setting of 
speech organs for the first sound. Besides regressive assimilation of sounds in a word, there is also a 
progressive assimilation which has a weaker influence compared to the regressive  one. (13) 

This convinced us that the methodology of new neuropsycholinguistics (author: Adela Margot) 
can be applied in order to create new directions in the researches of the meaning and power of words. 
(6)  

New neuropsycholinguistics (NNPL) is a very complex method dealing with automatic data 
processing through coding of words by sequence numbers: Cyrillic alphabet (spiritual level), English 
alphabet (astral level) and Serbo-Croatian alphabet (material level) with the aim of discovering deeper 
meanings of words, using the knowledge of: Gematria (replacing the position of the swords with the 
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same code within the text), Notarikon (reading words as anagrams) and Temura (speculative 
technique of searching for deeper sense). The result of the processing are numbers, so the words with 
the same code are from the same level and are used to discover deeper levels of words. 
 

А  
1 
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В  
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Д 
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SERBO-CROATIAN LATIN ALPHABET- MATERIAL LEVEL 
 
GOAL 

 
Starting from the premise of new neuropsycholinguistics (Adela Margot, 1992, 2012), that every 

word has its own numeric codes of different existential levels (material, astral and spiritual) we 
conducted the pilot research on the brain processing during the stimulation by the sounds with specific 
frequencies, which are immanent to the codes of words on the spiritual level. We analyzed brain 
processing during the stimulation at  9 different frequencies and the situation at rest.  This paper will 
present the results of the analysis of the quantitative EEG-map, in the situation of stimulation by 69Hz 
sound, derived from the numeric code of the spiritual level of the word SERB. 

The stimulus of the 69 Hz frequency was stereo amplified in the duration of 1 minute on an 
adult male from Serbian speaking area, who consciously used both modes of cognition. We analyzed 
clean routes with no artifacts in the duration of 5-7 seconds in the stimulation and poststimulation 
periods.(8,9)  
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RESULTS 
 
Alpha 1 rhythm – STIMULUS PERIOD 

 
If we start from the proven statement that alpha1 (closed consciousness) rhythm implies the 

experience of complete peace and relaxation where there are no external stimuli, then this experience 
took place in situations with a 69Hz stimulus, under the predominant action of the right hemisphere. 

 

 
 

Graph. 1 Alfa 1 rhythm - networking acoustic stimuli in the stimulus period of the right hemisphere 
 

If we start from the premise that alpha2 rhythm (open consciousness) implies vigilance, overall 
awareness, time and space and attention, then we come to the conclusion that the stimulus of 69 Hz is 
the only one that is different from the situation at rest and other stimuli. 

Observed in such a way, the sound of 69 Hz causes maximally conscious experience, using the 
maximum number of bihemispheric networks in peak frequencies. 
 

 
Picture 1. Power peaks of alpha 2 rhythm in the period of stimulation by 69Hz frequency 

 
In the poststimulation period of the situation of 69 Hz stimulus, the relation of frequencies 

10.93 and 10:54 is different from the situation at rest, which indicates the subsequent conscious 
processing of audio experience, ie. words that have profound meaning. 
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Picture 2. Power peaks of alpha 1 waves in the period of stimulation by 69Hz frequency 

 
 

Processing of power - networking of regions according to the vicinity of voltage, corresponds 
more to the concept of subconscious experience, whereas power corresponds to a somewhat simpler 
concept – feeling. Аn increase in power is accompanied by reduced processing and vice versa – the 
more intense the experience, the less intense feeling, meaning that simplicity stands in contrast to 
complexity. the least intense experience and the most intense feeling were caused by the stimulus of 
69 HZ in both hemispheres. This sound stimulus not only caused a low level of networking, but also 
the largest number of non-engaged regions (a region that could not connect to any other according to 
closeness).  
 
 

EFFECT OF 69 HZ SOUND 
 

High sound powers of 69 Hz in the stimulation period in both hemispheres, in the central part,  
are not accompanied by significant networking in both periods, as if the respondent experienced this 
sound at the subconscious level like the sensory inner feeling of all regions, but without subconscious 
consideration of their meanings.  

• It seems that for him the feeling of the power of the tone is so intense that he does not need 
consideration and some specific intraspection, introspection or exteroception.  

• In the poststimulation period, high values of power are still present in the left hemisphere, 
which is particularly “in charge” of  the senses of ethics, emotions and communication. 

• In the poststimulation interval, processing of  the experienced subconscious event of the 
mentioned power takes place, and this experience is linked to the motor region, which implies 
the experience of one’s own body, precisely of the right side, primarily of the head and arm, 
but also experiences of a visual event in relation to the mentioned motor region, again, 
exclusively by the left hemisphere. 

• High power of responses were also registered in the central motor regions which correspond 
to the spine and trunk and show a high number of networks with 4 or more regions, 
dominated by the left visual (the mentioned introspection possible) and central, particularly 
motor. 

• The sound of 69 Hz is the only one that is processed by three frequencies which could be 
interpreted as a complex subconscious experience, the dominant one being the 5.85 Hz 
frequency in both periods, repeatedly connecting 6 close regions in both periods (stimulation 
and poststimulation) which is not recorded in any of the sound stimuli.  

• This suggests complexity of subconscious consideration of a deeper nature of the possible 
internal or external event, which differs from other sound stimuli and the situation at rest.  

• During the stimulation period, experiences through subconscious activity in theta rhythm are 
characterized by high powers of electric voltage in both hemispheres, somewhat higher in the 
left, in central and frontal regions separately, and only a little less in temporal regions, which 
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corresponds to the activation of significant emotional experiences, both in terms of position 
(the limbic system and the amygdala) and emotional reception. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

- The coded word SRBIN has its reflection in brain processing, with special separation of words 
whose action is extended to the poststimulation period, most probably due to a deeper meaning or a 
specific meaning for the respondent, or that word has an "extended meaning" as its natural feature, 
independently of the respondent.  

- Analyzing power, coherence and frequency of brain waves, with specific subperiods at rest, 
stimulation and poststimulation, it is possible to indirectly “measure” the potency-power of words.  

- The observed action stimulus of 69 Hz has found its practical application in the work with 
children with learning disabilities, speech and language and behavior, having a calming effect on 
children’s behavior and positive influence on attention and concentration.   

- The brain receives and transmits codes, and with the aim of a holistic approach to 
communication, further researches should focus on a more exact understanding of the connection of 
the codes of words, the universe and the man. 

- Proposal for further researches on the connection between language, space and time is shown 
in Figure 2 and Picture 3. Looking at the graphic curve of theta frequency during the period at rest, we 
can see that there is some form of arrangement of stars in the constellation of Cassiopeia and the 
curve of alpha waves in the period of stimulation by 69 Hz frequency has the form of arrangement of 
stars in the constellations of Taurus and Coachman. 

Available literature indicates that constellation of Cassiopeia maintains cosmic laws of eternal 
development, whereas constellations of Taurus and the Coachman maintain man's eternal life and 
 self-healing of the body. Having in mind ancient mythology that the Serb is the guardian of the 
universe, the word Serb coded in such a way might indicate precisely that.(1) 
 

 
Graph.2. Tetha 4-8Hz for the stimulus 69 Hz  and constellations 
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Picture 3. Constellation Cassiopeia Taurus and Coachmen and theta frequency of words Serb 
(SRBIN) and a state of peace 
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УНИВЕРЗАЛНА СВЕСТ У ЊЕГОШЕВОЈ ПО(И)ЕТИЦИ* 

МИЛОЈЕ М. РАКОЧЕВИЋ  

ОДСЕК ЗА ХЕМИЈУ, ПМФ, НИШ, СРБИЈА 

MIRKOVMILE@MTS.RS 

Апстракт. Рад представља наставак наших истраживања, реализованих током последње две 
деценије, на општу тему  “Универзална свест у поимању универзалног кода”. Реч је о разумевању 
свести, као оној врсти релације на објекат, када се постаје свестан суштине ствари-процеса-
појава, у смислу (и налазу) да се та и таква свест испољила у различитим епохама, код различитих 
генерација стваралаца, кроз столећа  и миленијуме. Његошевским речима речено, то је свест о 
постојању “согласија општег” у укупној стварности, посебно у стварању Природе и стваралаштву 
човека-ствараоца-уметника. На конкретном плану, рад се бави Његошевим согласијем општим, 
не само као филозофским ставом, већ и као битном карактеристиком његове поетике; онако како 
је исказао у својој поезији (као “син природе – поет, творац мали најближи Божеству”), али и у 
својим писмима (“и ја, како твар умна Створитеља, треба согласију општем да подражавам”; „Он 
[песник] види велики лист од књиге миробитија отворен, у њему чита чудества Створитељева“). У 
програмској песми Мисао, Његош се обраћа и самој мисли: „Ах мисли свештена ...  ти имадеш 
својство са оцем свијетах“, и каже да она “у маломе кругу“ идеално ствара, по истом моделу, по 
коме Творац „скроји план битности“. Како “согласије опште” per se и ipso facto укључује стварање 
и стваралаштво, у раду се нужно говори и о поиезису (ποιησις) и аутопоиезису (αὐτoποιησις) као 
детерминантама и једног и другог. 

Кључне речи: Поиетика, поетика, Његошева поетика, генетски код, Дарвинов дијаграм, 
универзални код, универзални логос, периодни систем, златни пресек, универзалне поетске 
структуре, согласије опште, свест, универзална свест. 

 

1. ПРИСТУП УНИВЕРЗАЛНОМ 
 

У раду се предочавају идеје о  универзалном логосу и универзалном коду, и начин на који 
оне кореспондирају са Његошевим поимањем согласија општег, кроз разумевање најдубље 
суштине природне математике и природне науке. Предочавају се Његошеве универзалне 
поетске структуре, кореспондентне са структурама оних природних система (попут периодног 
система хемијских елемената и гентског кода), који су детерминисани најбољом могућом 
хармонијом, симетријом и пропорцијом, то јест златним пресеком. Предочене су и 
кореспонденције Његошевих поетских структура са Хомеровим и Дантеовим, а све тројице, са 
структурама генетског кода, Дарвиновог дијаграма и Мендељејевљевог периодног система, 
једног и другог у форми хиперкоцке.  

Свесно и намерно песник-стваралац реализује једно такво кодирање са циљем да 
постигне јединство композиционе форме и поетско-филозофског садржаја, чиме перманентно 
остаје на линији остваривања “согласија општег”,48 успостављања сагласности поетског 

                                                
* Овај рад посвећујем сенима мог професора и пријатеља, академика Звонимира Дамјановића, 

поводом његове десетогодишњице, писцу Поговора другом тому моје књиге Његошев исконски логос, 
дубоко мисаоном научнику, који ми је својом идејом о аналогији неуро-кода, чулног кода и генетског 
кода помогао у разумевању универзалног кода природе. (З. Дамјановић, у Поговору: «Наместо истицања 
“свестраности” као Његошевог бављења диспаратним темама етноса, морала, државне мисли, традиције 
и идеологије, поред лирског еротског исказа и обузетости питањем: „Што је човјек, а мора бит' човјек?“ 
– отвара се расправа о унутрашњој вези научног мишљења и поетског стварања, науке и уметности. 
Анализа Његошевог дела јавља се, у томе, као case study«.) 

48 Сâм израз “согласије опште” Његош је први пут поменуо у писму Сими Милутиновићу 
Сарајлији (приложеном уз рукопис Луче), у коме се поред осталог каже: “Мрави, позвати на биће 
Творцем, састављају своја искуствена мравишта, и пчеле великољепне своје палате. И ја, како твар умна 
Створитеља, треба согласију општем да подражавам”; цитирано према: П.П. Његош, Изабрана писма, 
књига VI Целокупних дела, Београд, 1980, стр. 124). 
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универзума са универзумом-светом.49 А за остваривање те линије било је неопходно бити 
упознат, како са праксом, тако и са теоријом стварања и стваралаштва уoпште – поиезисом, али 
и посебно, са стваралаштвом у поезији – поезисом. [О богатству Његошеве библиотеке, и 
његовој изузетној усмерености, и спремности, на самообразовање, детаљно смо писали у два 
тома наше књиге Његошев исконски логос (Интерпрес, Београд – први том 2000. године, и 
други том 2003.)] Сâм појам поиезис (старогрчки: ποιησις)  етимолошки потиче од древног 
појма ποιεω, који непосредно каже – да,  јесте, баш тако треба, и тако може бити. Ова реч, која 
се налази и у корену речи која означава појам поезије, био је први глагол који се, собом самим, 
односио на ону акцију која трансформише свет. У речи поиезис антички мислиоци су открили 
изворно значење човековог делања, “производњу” бића, стварање система (како би се данас 
рекло) било које врсте – природног, или искуственог; такође се користи и као суфикс, на 
пример у биолошким и медицинским наукама (хематопоеза, hematopoiesis, формирање крвних 
зрнаца). 

       Поиезис joш значи и – одлука, одлучивање. Али, тамо где је одлучивање, уз поиетику 
налазимо још и теорију формалне праксе, и логику људске активности, на изврстан начиин све 
три испреплетене и међусобно повезане, кроз неминовне противуречности и парадоксе, тиме и 
тако што се одлука спуштањем у "скривено пребивалиште производње", истовремено спушта и 
у царство поиезиса. То долази отуда што одлука никада не може бити само приватна активност 
аутора, него је увек до одређене мере и аутопоиезис, строго одвојен од алопоиезиса, који се не 
може тицати никакве одлуке и никаквог стварања.  

Оно што се направи, и те како зависи од конфигурације природних и/или друштвених 
услова, и техничких снага, и то сваку праксу стварања, посебно уметничког, чини поиетском 
и аутопоиетском у исто време. У једном смислу, поиетика се може односити и на 
промишљање у одређеном историјском (еволуционом, такође) ко-детерминационом 
контексту, било да је реч о поиетици природних структура, или друштвених облика, па све до, 
у датом времену актуелних, пројеката појединих, и појединачних, аутора. У свим тим 
случајевима поиезис се односи на стваралаштво, продуцију, креацију, или на формацију и 
форматизовање (чиме се повезује са границама рада); односи се и на “разлагање” језика на 
његову спољашњу форму и унутрашње суштаство, обоје кроз континуирану реконституцију; 
чак и на разлагање језика на оно што он, по својој изворној суштини, није: на мимику и 
мимезис, катихизис и катарзу, на смислена и бесмислена означења и значења. 

Теорија и пракса поиезиса (хеленског и латинског периода), као континуирано стварање 
форме, форматизовање, чињење и прочишћење, упућују на то, да је  исправно да се један језик, 
као “слово Створитеља” конципира и у оно што он, најпре изворно, а онда и додатно, може 
бити; баш то и тако како предочава Платон у Сократовском дијалогу: природни поиезис путем 
зачећа и рађања, херојски поиезис кроз постизање успеха славе, и, коначно, духовни поиезис 
остварен у души човека, кроз узгој врлина и стицање знања. Док Платон, у Тимају, сматра да је 
и природа резултат поиезиса (у смислу да управо кроз поиезис Демијург ствара од идеја), 
Аристотел сматра да поиезис представља подражавање и одражавање природе. Укратко, 
форма, или идеја, која претходи Природи, у супротности је са живим као таквим, кога 
детерминише урођени принцип или облик само-кретања. Другим речима, техно-морфистичка 
(уметничка) парадигма у супротности је са био-морфистичком, на исти начин као што је 
природа као целина у супротности са живим, као посебним.] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                
49 На много места, у својој поезији, али и у писмима, Његош и изричито говори о томе да се у 

основи сваког стваралаштва, које карактерише наш свет, налазе дела „великог мајстора“. („Свијет је сâд 
Божји, стога у свакојем његовом нуглу виде се дјела великог мајстора. Трудољубије и искуство мрава и 
пчеле, и уредно летење ждраљевах ја радије гледам но све параде европејских столицах“; цитирано 
према: П.П. Његош, Изабрана писма, књига VI Целокупних дела, Београд, 1980, стр. 211). 
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 1.1. Поимање универзалне свести 
 

Постоје многи приступи у истраживању свести. Ми предлажемо један50 који користи 
логику у смислу логоса (од старогрчког λόγος – ум, реч, говор, словесност, смисао, начело, 
закон), у чијој основи је процес кодирања, и тиче се нечега што је било на почетку. При томе 
пут ка логосу свести мора да прође кроз општи логос живог као таквог, чију материјалну 
основу представља јединство хемијског кôда (периодни систем хемијских елемената) и 
генетског кôда. Бројне су, међутим, тешкоће за разумевање и прихватање оваквог приступа, а 
главне су те да наука двадесетог века никада није разумела, нити схватила, да је периодни 
систем елемената Д. И.  Мендељејева пре свега један кодни, кодогени и кодирајући систем, и 
да је исто то – кодогени  систем – и један једини дијаграм у Дарвиновој књизи Постанак 
врста.51 Како се, идући назначеним путем, стиже до логоса ума, тешко је рећи. Али, да би се на 
то питање одговорило, неопходно је, управо у наше време, након бар три хиљаде година 
развоја бинарног бројевног система, објединити два различита приступа у истраживању 
природе, Универзума и Човека: глобално-интегрални метод Старог Истока и појединачно-
парцијални метод Савременог Запада; првог, заснованог првенствено на апстрактном 
мишљењу и аксиоматским увидима (логика "спекулативног ума"), и другог, заснованог 
првенствено на експерименту (којим се открива логика "природног ума"). Без оваквог 
обједињавања, евидентно је да није могуће истраживати основу људске свести, нити је 
разумети. 

 
2. РЕЛАЦИЈЕ ПОИЕТИКЕ И ПОЕТИКЕ 
 

Из појма поиезис проистекао  је појам поезис, а из њега појам поетика, који такође има 
више значења. У најширем смислу, означава теорију књижевности уопште, док се у ужем 
смислу под овим појмом подразумева изучавање неких питања стилистике и особености 
књижевног (поетског) стваралаштва. Изворно посматрано, уобичајени превод грчког термина 
поезис своди се на термине песништво или поезија. Међутим, Платон и Аристотел су под тим 
термином (и појмом) подразумевали све подражавалачке (миметичке) вештине. Тако, Платон у 
Гозби каже: “Поезис је све оно што чини да нешто пређе из небића у биће. Стога, и у 
творевинама свих уметности (τέχνη, техни) лежи у основи поезис из чега следи и то да су сви 
њихови творци поете..., па, ипак, ми их не зовемо поетама, него другачијим називима...” 

Поетика, као наука (грч. Ποιητικός) започиње заправо свој живот са Аристотелом, који је 
управо под тим насловом објавио своје чувено дело о тумачењу и разумевању поезије око 335. 
године пре нове ере. Ту се говори о песничкој вештини, али и о уметности уопште (грч.τέχνη - 
вештина, умеће, уметност). Верује се да је Аристотeлова Поетика сачињена од бележака 
његових ученика са предавања у Лицеју. Ово дело је својим учењем, пре свега о трагедији, 
извршило огроман утицај на потоњу естетичку мисао у европској култури. 

                                                
50 Све до 1994. године проблем свести није разматрала чак ни психологија, него само филозофија и 

то са свог филозофског аспекта. Међутим, те 1994. године, у САД је организован међународни 
интердисциплинарни скуп, на коме су учествовали психолози, лекари, природњаци свих струка, на тему: 
„Toward Scientific Basis for Consciousness“ (The University of Arizona, Tucson, Arizona, April, 12-19, 1994). 
Моје саопштење дато је у упитној форми (“Does Universal Consciousness Exist?”), са експлицитним 
одговором: „This paper also shows that all the relations in the chemical code and the genetic code are in 
accordance with periodicity and cyclicity of the natural number systems with the base N1=2n (n=1, 2, .. 6) and 
N2=2(2n+l), where n= 0, 1, 2, 3... . These mathematical number systems lead to Golden Mean, as one of the 
most important law in the Nature. Human consciousness in some specific way express itself through the 
masterpieces like Goethe, Shakespeare, Tolstoy, Njegos have written. We fined that their masterpieces have 
been written in same law as the chemical and the genetic codes possess, the law ofGolden Mean.” После овог 
скупа у Аризони, у Србији је, током следећих десетак година, организовано више научних скупова, са 
истом или сличним темама, на којима сам учествовао, предочавајући разне аспекте „универзалне свести 
о универзалном коду.“ Ти радови се могу наћи у зборницима са научних скупова, а неки од њих и на  
интернету. 

51 О томе да Дарвинов дијаграм садржи у себи један строги математичко-кодовни програм видети у 
нашој књизи Logic of the Genetic Code, Научна књига, Беогад, 1994. године; такође и на нашем сајту 
www.rakocevcode.rs   
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На почетку Поетике Аристотел каже да ће расправљати о поезији уопште и њеним 
родовима. Прва три поглавља говоре о подражавању; већи део списа (скоро једна половина) 
посвећен је трагедији, остатак епу и дикцији, док се комедија помиње само узгред. У овом 
спису се налази и чувено Аристотелово одређење трагедије које гласи: “Трагедија је, дакле, 
подражавање озбиљне (достојне) радње која је у себи завршена и има одређену величину, 
говором који је отмен и посебан за сваку врсту у појединим партијама, лицима која делају, а не 
приповедају; а изазивањем страха и сажаљења врши прочишћавање таквих осећања.” 

Свој чувени став према природи песничке делатности Аристотел износи у IX глави. Он 
проглашава песништво филозофскијим од историје јер поезија говори о ономе што је опште, 
док историја приказује оно што је појединачно. Опште је када кажемо да лице са одређеним 
особинама дела на одређен начин, а појединачно кад кажемо како би то урадио Алкибијад. 
Аристотел каже да није песников задатак да износи оно што се истински догодило, већ оно 
што се могло догодити по законима нужности и вероватности. Историчар и песник се не 
разликују по томе што један пише у прози, а други у стиховима, него што један пише оно што 
се стварно догодило, а други оно што се могло догодити. 

Ова мала пролегомена о поиезису и поезису дата је са идејом  да се покаже који су 
теоретски налази могли бити доступни ствараоцу у Његошеве време. А што се тиче могућег 
Његошевог увида у праксу класичног песништва и поезије, предочавамо, другачије увиде 
(другачије у односу на актуелну поетику) који се своде на то да у делима класика 
књижевности, осим оне видљиве, постоји и једна скривена поетика – поетика додатног 
кодирања, аналогна и адекватна логици кодирања у природним системима, какви су периодни 
систем хемијских елемената и генетски код. 

Један такав увид (и став) неминовно намеће питање – колико је то кодирање резултат 
свесне намере ствараоца и његовог стваралачког поиезиса, а колико је резултат аутопоиезиса 
самог поетског дела.52 А да би то могао, неопходно је било да се претходно упозна са теоријом 
и праксом поетике и поиетике, да учи, и научи. А на том, за младог Његоша новом путу 
требало је савладати многе тешкоће и препреке. Како разумети то да се  поиетско (као 
стваралачко) схвати  не само као људска делатност, већ и као покретачка снага читавог 
универзума, чиме се естетички пројекат обезбеђује од приговора на рачун субјективизма; и, 
на другој страни, да се превазиђу механицистичке теорије, према којима у природи и 
животињском свету нема духа.  

Превазилажењем овог дуализма, прихвата се гледиште, према којем исконско у материји 
постаје подложно обликовању од стране човека, који ступа на (уметничку) сцену својом 
комплексношћу и комплетношћу, кроз јединство сопствених нагона и сопствене воље која, са 
своје стране, ступа у савез са разумом који, иако ограничавајући, даје правила за 
објективизацију уметничке реалности, у којој поиезис, слободна воља и техне, заједно са 
разумом, стоје у хармонији. А, та и таква хармонија појављује се и као први услов генерисања 
поезије из поиезиса. 

Отуда се под  поезијом пре свега разуме оно стваралачко  у људској делатности; иста она 
(или бар аналогна) стваралачка воља, која ствара свет и све постојеће, такорећи ex nihilo, кроз 
свеопште повезивање и међузависност, остварујући тако согласије опште. А, повезати, 
поетски повезати, често имплицира осим филозофско-онтолошког, још и филозофско-
метафизизичко, те обоје заједно омогућавају песнику, у конкретном случају Његошу, да буде 
на извору, у самом искону, код самог битка и бића, односно да буде – са  Богом и код Бога.  

[Јован Стриковић: „А Његошева доследност на Хераклитовом путу чини ми се да нема 
премца. Да ли је Његош читао Хераклита или није, потпуно је безначајно, јер је Његош са 
ловћенских кршевитих литица, на себи својствен начин, посматрао и Небо и земљу, и цио 
космос, и микро и макро, па, дакле, и човјека, те обиљежио себе као инспирацију која у 
дијалектичкој равни нема супарника“ (цитирано према књизи разговора са др Јованом 
Стриковићем „Тешко нама, дакле благо нама“, аутора Љ. Р.  Кожељца, у издању издавачке 
куће Confineks, Београд, 2014, стр. 65-66); Милош Ђурић: Предговор у књизи: Хераклит, 

                                                
52 „То је онај моменат када роман [поетско дело] постаје сопствено биће, отме се из ауторових руку 

и наставља да живи свој сопствени живот. Отме се роман [поетско дело] не само својим садржајем, већ и 
формом – структуром и композицијом“; цитирано према: М.М. Ракочевић, Савременик, број 225-226-
227/ 2014, стр. 50-58, Београд.) 
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Фрагменти, Графос, Београд, 1985, стр. 23: „Један од саставних делова Хераклитове 
дијалектике и етике јесте и учење о релативности особина и етичких судова ... На такву 
релативност указују и ови одломци: 'За име Правде људи не би знали да нема неправде' (фрг. 
23) и 'болест чини здравље пријатним и добрим, глад – ситост, умор – одмор' (фрг. 111). За ово, 
лепу паралелу налазимо у Његошевој Лучи микрокозма (Посвета, 163-168): Нашу сферу да ноћ 
не полази, / бил' овако лице неба сјало?/ Без остријех зубах ледне зиме / бил' топлоте благост 
познавали?/ Без будалах тупога погледа / бил' умови могли блистат свјетли?”] 

 
3. ЊЕГОШЕВ ПЛАН СТВАРАЊА 

 

Његошев план стварања није био обичан план, у смислу опредељивања за ове или оне 
естетске категорије, овакве или другачије структуре и композиције, које су више или мање већ 
познате, него је то у исто време био план Универзума, согласија општег, план реализације 
складног односа целине и делова; таквих односа да делови у оквиру целине буду у најбољој 
могућој – симетрији, пропорцији и хармонији, у чијој основи је златни пресек. А јединство 
хармоније, симетрије и пропорције јесте и основни план по коме неминовно мора бити 
изграђен било који природни систем, па следствено томе и читав Свет, односно Универзум. 

У својим претходним радовима предочио сам да је Његош тог плана не само био свестан, 
него је, следећи га, кроз своје дело, у форми два триптиха,53 изградио поетски универзум, 
строго кореспондентан и сагласан са универзумом-светом, у коме постоји све живо и неживо, и 
у коме јесмо. Начин како је Његош, кроз два триптиха, уз неколико појединачних дела, 
остварио согласије опште предочио сам у двотомној књизи,54 а овде ћу показати релације тог  
Његошевог сагласја са, скоро истим таквим, сагласјима иманентно и доследно реализованим у 
Хомеровом и Дантеовом делу. А да је Његош заиста унапред пројектовао, не само поетске 
садржаје и филозофске суштине, већ и структуре, композиције и форме, има (додуше, 
скривених) доказа напретек. Тако је за Лучу микрокозма строго одредио и број страница на 
којима дело треба да буде штампано (''Нек буде у октаву печатано, по двадесет стихова на 
свакојему образу''). Штампање, пак, Горског вијенца непосредно је надгледао током четири 
месеца боравка у Бечу (''Владика сам држаше друго поправљање и потоње прегледање'' – 
сведочи Његошев секретар Милорад Медаковић). У рукописној верзији Горског вијенца 
писаној руком песника на 33 дугачке странице (потпуно самосталној верзији, која досеже само 
до 1528. стиха), кола су поређана тако да прво коло пева о нашим поразима и погибијама, па 
два кола о победама и слави; поново два кола о погибијама и поразима и, на крају, једно о 
победи и слави. У штампаној верзији, пак, прва три кола певају о поразима, а преостала три о 
победама и слави. При томе, у штампаној верзији казивање једне личности може да се протегне 
на две, или три, до највише четири странице, док је у рукописној верзији допуштено највише 
по једно преношење на следећу страницу. Уз све то, парне странице написане су згуснуто, а 
непарне проређено (са мање стихова).  

         

3.1. Триптих – формално и суштинско јединство три дела 
 

Своја три најзначајнија дела Његош је и формално ујединио у једно дело, тако што је 
„удесио“ да број стихова испред и иза строго утврђене „референтне тачке“ (табела 1),55 као и у 
посредној релацији са Златним пресеком; посредно, преко Фибоначијевог низа, који се налази 
у строгој релацији са златним пресеком, а код Његоша следи, на пример у Лучи,  из броја 
стихова у три пара песама: 1-4, 2-5 и 3-6 (упоредити: ММР, Његошев исконски логос, први том, 
2000. године, стр. 71) (табела 2 у релацији са табелом 3). 

 

                                                
53 Први триптих: Глас каменштака, Свободијада, Огледало српско; и други триптих: Луча 

микрокозма, Горски вијенац и Лажни цар Шћепан Мали. 
54 М. Ракочевић, Његошев исконски логос, I том 2000. и II том 2003 (Интерпрес, Београд). У току је 

преношење књиге и на сајт: www.rakocevcode.rs  
55 Референтну „тачку“ представља онај стих (и стихови око њега) почев од кога се наводе разлози 

за главну одлуку у спеву, и износи оправдање за њу.  
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Табела 1. Број стихова у три Његошева дела, у релацији са „референтном“ тачком (објашњење 
у тексту) (Према: ММР, Његошев исконски логос, II том, стр. 175). 

 

Оваквом структуром Његош је реализовао и аристотеловско јединство форме и суштине, 
у следећем смислу: у првој песми, песников дух се креће ка лепотама Божјег престола, а у 
четвртој ка жестокој борби, ка борби са Сатаном; у другој песми се стигло до лепота Божјег 
престола, а у пегој – до жестоке битке са Сатаном; у трећој песми је наговештај борбе („Он је 
буну зажећ наумио“), а шеста песма почиње стихом: „По побједи страшној над Сатаном“. Том 
„референтном тачком“ истовремено је реализовао и логику: празно-полу-пуно. У Лучи, празно 
место је недостајући 950. стих, то јест  280. стих III песме (који је Сима Милутиновић дописао 
на своју руку); у Вијенцу полустих, као 2235 стих  по реду („а од тога ......“), и у Шћепану 
Малом као пун стих, 1997. стих по реду, то јест 278. стих III чина („док све наше силе 
изломимо“). 

Табела 1 непосредно очигледно показује да је Његош извео формализацију полазећи од 
броја Св. Јована Богослова,56 преко броја 666; тачније, преко система бројева који се генеришу 
умножавањем броја 666, као и умножавањем, у претходним корацима, броја 66, и броја 6, 
најсавршенијег од свих савршених бројева (1+2+3 = 6 и  1 х 2 х 3 = 6). У Лучи, испред 
референтног стиха има 949 стихова, а иза – исто толико, плус 111. Слично је и код Шћепана 
Малог: референтни стих је 1997-ми, што значи да испред њега има 1996 стихова, а иза њега 
исто толико, 1996, плус 111. У Горском вијенцу, у односу на референтни стих, 2235-ти, испред 
има 2234 стиха, а до краја преостаје још 2234 – 1650 = 0584 стиха. Разлика, 1650, кореспондира 
са системом умножака бројева 66 и 666, како то проистиче из табеле 2, јер је број 1650 25-ти по 
реду случај, у систему умножака броја 66, док је број 0584 бинарни парњак броја 1584, који је 
24-ти случај у истом систему. Карактеристичан случај је множење бројева 66 и 666 бројем 11 и 
111, преко којих се успоставља њихова целобројна веза (ред „C“ у табели 1). Ту лежи и разлог 
зашто Св. Јован Богослов број 666 сматра и бројем човека, и бројем звери (6660 + 0666 = 7326 
= 11 х 666), односно зашто Његош за човека каже да „гледа мајмун себе у зрцало“ (Вијенац, 
2520).] 

 

                                                
56 Откривење (13:18): „Овдје је мудрост. Ко има ум нека израчуна број звијери: јер је број човјеков и 
број њезин, шест стотина и шездесет и шест.“ 
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Табела 2. Број стихова у певањима Луче, усаглашен са моделом коцке кроз однос чланова 
Фибоначијевог низа; а) Модел златног пресека; б) Однос броја стихова у певањима I и IV у 

потпуности је усаглашен са односом чланова Фибоначијевог низа 3, 5 и 8;  в) Однос броја стихова 
у певањима V и II у потпуности је усаглашен са односом чланова Фибоначијевог низа 5, 8 и 13; г) 

Однос броја стихова у певањима III и VI у потпуности је усаглашен са односом чланова 
Фибоначијевог низа 2 и 3. 

 

 
 

 
Табела 3. Релација Дантеове (4-7-10-13)  и Његошеве (1-4, 2-5, 3-6) секвенце. Кореспонденција 

двеју секвенци успоставља се преко умножака броја 5 [(0 x 5), (1 x 5), (2 x 5), (3 x 5), ...] (Детаљније 
објашњење дато је у тексту.) 
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4. ЊЕГОШЕВЕ И ДАНТЕОВЕ КОДОВНЕ СТРУКТУРЕ  

Са сазнањем да се на почетку низа природних бројева налази „тројка“ бројева (1-2-3), 
која представља чиниоце првог савршеног броја, броја шест, и која се преклапа са једином (у 
низу) Питагорином тројком (3-4-5),57  неминовно је појмити да се низ природних бројева мора 
прочитати и као низ троуглова, и то на два начина: 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 7-8-9, 10-11-12 ..., и  0-1-2, 3-4-
5, 6-7-8, 9-10-11 итд. При томе, у овом другом случају, сви троуглови, геометријски прочитани 
у Буловом простору, јесу заиста Питагорини, док је у аритметичком читању само један 
Питагорин (3-4-5). Ако, међутим, посматрамо само средишња “темена” ових троуглова, тада се 
добија следећи низ бројева: 1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 16 итд. Бројевни системи који за основу q имају 
бројеве из овог низа (осим броја 1) имају специфична својства. Тако, у декадном бројевном 
систему (q = 10) број 037 је једини од двоцифрених бројева (прочитаних тропозиционо) који је 
у стању да генерише пуну цикличност по модулу 9. Тако, 1 x 037 = 037, 10 x 037 = 370 и 19 x 
037 = 703; 2 x 037 = 074, 11 x 037 = 407 и 20 x 037 = 740 итд.58 Све то што може број 037 у 
бројевном систему са q = 10 могу и одговарајући бројеви у бројевним системима са основама 
4,7, (10), 13, 16, итд. (У кватернерном бројевном систему аналогон броја 37 је број који има 
форму „13“, а сви заједно сачињавају следећи низ: 13(4), 25(7), 37(10), 49(13), 5B(16), 6D(19), 
7F(21) итд.) Да је то тако први је предочио Владимир Шчербак (Shcherbak) 1993-1994. године.59 

Шчербаков је увид, дакле, да то тако може број 037 у декадном и његови аналогони, 
генерисани у бројевним системима са померањем за три корака. Наш је увид, међутим, да се ти 
бројевни системи генеришу и из система троуглова у низу природних бројева. Али, нашим 
увидом се такође предочава да је све то, пре свих нас, увидео Данте Алигијери (Dante Alighieri) 
и до крајње прецизности исказао у својој Божанственој комедији (La divina commedia). Како је 
то урадио? Учинио је тако да број стихова у било којој од 100 песама може бити само број чији 
збир цифара износи 4,7,10 или 13, што је заправо реализација средишњих цифара из прва три 
троугла горе поменутог низа. Одговор на питање зашто се Данте зауставио код броја 13 данас 
не можемо знати, али можемо да предочимо законитост која се протеже управо до тог броја. 
Низ аналогона броја 037(10) за горе дате бројевне основе јесте овај: 013(4), 025(7), 037(10), 
049(13), 05B(16), 06D(19) ... Видимо да декадни бројевни систем “даје” цифре само до броја 13, 
а надаље их морамо позајмити из хексадекадног и виших бројевних система.60 

Данас нама може изгледати као куриозитет, или “чиста” случајност, или као 
невероватност, то што је Његош, од 15 могућих, за своју секвенцу (секвенца 1-4, 2-5, 3-6 у 
табели 3) изабрао баш ону која по специфичном закону стопроцентно кореспондира са 
Дантеовом секвенцом; а истовремено кореспондира и са (мендељејевским) редоследом у низу 
природних бројева, као и са „симетријом у најједноставнијем случају“ (прва три броја наспрам 
друга три). Или је све резултат изучавања структуре и композиције Дантеове Божанствене 
комедије, како сведочи Стијепо Кастрапели (видети ниже).  

Португалски математичар Л. де Фрајтас (L. de Freitas) предочио је (1989. године) да 
неколико стихова Дантеове Божанствене комедије имају форму палиндрома. Тако се трећи 
том [Paradiso (Рај)] завршава стихом који у оригиналу (на старо-италијанском) гласи: "En giro 
torte sol ciclos et rotor igne", у савременом италијанском: “L'amor che move il sole e l'altre stele”, а 
у слободном преводу на српски: “та љубав, која сунце и све друге звезде ротира.” У близини 

                                                
57 У Његошевој биљежници (Историјски институт – Цетиње, 1956), на стр. 128, налазимо да је Његош 
изабрао тачно оне звонике, чије висине се исказују бројевима, са цифрама које представљају искључиво 
Питагорину тројку. (Страница је отиснута на задњој корици првог тома наше књиге „Његошев исконски 
логос“, Интерпрес, Београдм 2000.) 

58 Цикличност пермутација у два корака достиже сваки (тропозиционо читани) двоцифрени број, 
док у трећем кораку цикличност, то јест очуваност све три цифре, постиже једино број 037. Већ следећи 
број 038 то не може да постигне. Наиме, 1 x 038 = 038 и 10 x 038 = 380, али већ у следећем модуларном 
циклусу нестају све три цифре јер је 19 x 038 = 722, а не 803 како би се на основу правила очекивало. 

59 V.I. Shcherbak, Sixty-four triplets and 20 canonical amino acids of the genetic code: the arithmetical 
regularities. Part II. J Theor. Biol. 166 (1994), pp. 475-477. 

60 У хексадекадном бројевном систему, једноцифрени бројеви већи од 9 означавају се словима 
абецеде: 10(А), 11(B), 12(C), 13(D), 14(E), 15(F). 
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тог стиха налази се још један палиндром: “In girum imus nocte et consumimur igni.”61 Мало је 
било Дантеу што казује о ротирању, него је направио и форму стиха која ротира; реализовао је 
јединство форме и садржаја, како би се то и очекивало у аристотеловској логици. Његош је 
урадио то исто на један другачији начин, како је објашњено у следећем пасусу. 

Стијепо Кастрапели, познати истраживач Његошевог дела, с краја деветнаестог и почетка 
двадесетог века, тврди да је Његош читао и изучавао Божанствену комедију, заједно са својим 
учитељем Симом Милутиновићем Сарајлијом. Може ли, онда, бити да је управо под утицајем 
ових Дантеових обртаја (палиндрома), Његош учинио „исто то, само мало друкчије“: имена 
свих оних који су наопакостима задужили човечанство, или га перманентно задужују, написао 
је наопако. Ту су сви они, редом (у Лучи): Наполеон, Цезар, Алекса, Кнез зла, Дух зли, Глава 
зла итд. (“Сатанини злоумишљеници иду к њему с општег договора ... Алззенк, Илзхуд и 
Алзавалг Горди, Обенизрем и Яобаз злобни ... Ево Адам, ево Ноелопан, ево Разец и ево 
Аскела”). Наш одговор на ово питање је афирмативан. 

 

5. ЊЕГОШЕВЕ И ХОМЕРОВЕ КОДОВНЕ СТРУКТУРЕ  
 

Попут директне кореспонденције горе описане Његошеве секвенце са Дантеовом, постоји 
аналогна кореспонденција и са Хомеровом секвенцом (у релацији и са данас већ познатим 
генетским кодом). Реч је о бинарном низу (геометријској прогресији са количником 2) 2n (2 exp 
n), (n = 0, 1, 2, 3, ... ), из које следи низ бројева:  1, 2, 4, 8, итд., са  “задатком” да се изабере 3 
пута по 5 бројева,62 али тако да буду у најбољем могућем симетрично-пропорционално-
хармоничном односу.63 Кључ решења је палиндром [11011] – [00100] – [11011], а сâмо решење: 
[1-2-(4)-8-16] – [(32-64)-128-(256-512)] – [1024-2048-(4096)-8192-16384]. Ако се саберу сви 
подвучени бројеви (изван малих заграда), добија се број 27803, што је тачно збир броја стихова 
Хомерове Илијаде и Одисеје. Ако се, пак, саберу сви неподвучени бројеви (у малим заградама), 
добија се укупан „простор” Његошевог Горског вијенца. (Укупан простор Вијенца: број 
стихова, број личности, број страница, итд, како је наведено у легенди слике 4 четвртог 
поглавља наше најновије монографије о Његошевом делу, на стр. 69).64 Оно што Хомер није 
изабрао, изабрао је Његош. Ако се сабере Хомеров (27803) и Његошев број (4964) добија се 
број 32767, који у окталном бројевном систему (q = 8) износи 77777, што представља 
својеврсну равнотежу и признање Његошу у напору да своје поетске и просторне структуре 
стриктно доведе у везу са Хомеровим, а тиме искаже и трајање (кроз миленијуме) универзалне 
свести  о универзалном коду природе.  

 

6. ЗАКЉУЧАК 

На основу свега изложеног, може се закључити да се Његошева намера да оствари  
“согласије опште“, као израза универзалног закона (логоса), заиста односи на кореспонденцију 
поетских структура са структурама природних система. Начин на који је то остварио 
неочекиван је и непознат у науци о књижевности, као и у науци уопште. Своје поетске 
структуре усагласио са поетским структурама класика књижевности, својих претеча, какви су 
Хомер и Данте, а затим и са структурама природних система, какви су периодни систем 
хемијских елемената и генетски код, не губећи, притом, ништа од уметничког и естетског у 
исказу и изразу; напротив, подижући их на још виши ниво, а што нас приближава разумевању 
свести, као свести о постојању согласија општег у укупној стварности. 

                                                
61 L. de Freitas, 515 – a symmetric number in Dante, Computers Math. Applic. 17 (1989), pp. 887-897. 
62 Како видимо, реализацијом овог „задатка“ (ређање умножака броја 5), успоствља се трострука 

кореспонденција – кореспонденција све три поетске структуре: Хомерове, Дантеове и Његошеве 
(упоредити легенду табеле 3). 
63 Кључна детерминанта Таблице множења, у декадном бројевном систему, са аспекта логике 
остваривања симетрије и најбољег могућег склада, јесте множење са половином  бројевне основе, q = 10, 
дакле са бројем 5. Множењем броја 5 са 1 и са 2 још увек се не прелази граница основе бројевног 
система, q = 10. Тек множењем са 3, имамо први случај “прелаза преко границе”. Према томе, кључна 
детерминанта за Таблицу множења у декадном бројевном систему јесте “три пута пет једнако петнаест.”  

64 М. М. Ракочевић, Његошева по(и)етика, Питура, Београд, 2015. 
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UNIVERSAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN NJEGOSH’S PO(I)ETHICS 

 

ABSTRACT 
The work is a continuation of our researches, carried out during the last two decades, on the general 
theme "Universal consciousness in the understanding of the universal code". It is the understanding of 
consciousness as a kind of relation to the object, when it becomes aware of the essence of things-process-
phenomenon, in the sense of (and finding) that this and such a consciousness manifested in different eras, 
in different generations of artists through the centuries and millennia. In Njegosh’s words, it is the 
awareness of the existence of "a general accordance" in the overall reality, especially in the creation of 
Nature and the creation of man-creator-artist. 

On a particular plan, this work addresses to the Njegosh’s "general accordance", not just as a 
philosophical attitude, but also as an essential characteristic of his poetics; as he expressed in his poetry 
(as the "son of nature – the poet, Creator the small, close to the God"), but also in his letters ("As the 
substance of mind of the Creator, I so do, all to be agreed at a general imitate"; "He [the poet] sees the 
great list of the book of world as open, and reads in it the wonders of the great Creator"). In the program 
song Thought Njegosh addresses him directly to the thought: "Hey the thought priests and mine, you have 
a property with the Father of the world", and says that it is "in a small circle of" the ideal thing, the same 
model, by which the Creator "a plan of Essence makes". As "a general accordance" per se and ipso facto 
involves the creation and creativity in its, the paper necessarily speaks about poiesis (ποιησις) and 
autopoiesis (αὐτoποιησις) as determinants of both. 

 

Miloje M. Rakočević 
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